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PREFACE 
EURIPIDES' Orestes was arguably the best known and most 
durably popular of all plays by any dramatist in antiquity 
( though not without its detractors). In the centuries following 
the invention of printing it suffered an eclipse in scholarly 
estimation, and it has had no new English edition with 
commentary since 1895. Much of the play's aesthetic appeal is 
of a kind that was abhorrent to Victorian and sub-Victorian 
Hellenists; and as recently as 1930 a scholar could write: 'it is 
not a play that anybody can enjoy' (W. N. Bates, Euripides, 
167). But a spate of recent studies has shown that it is again 
becoming recognized as a tour de force ranking among 
Euripides' most important and interesting works. The often 
disconcerting savours of new wine in old bottles and old wine 
in new bottles, so characteristic of Euripides' poetic and 
dramatic art, are to be experienced here both subtly and in 
their headiest and most disconcerting forms; and there is no 
lack of more directly enjoyable features. At the same time no 
student of European drama can afford to neglect a play 
which, perhaps more than any other, links the final phase of 
classical Greek tragedy with later theatrical developments. 

The present edition has taken longer to complete than I 
had hoped, and it may be asked: 'Why not delay further, in 
order to base the commentary, not on Murray's text, but 
(after the pattern of G. W. Bond's Heracles in the Oxford 
series) on Dr J. Diggle's planned revision of Euripidis Fabulae, 
vol. iii?' After consultation it seemed right to proceed. There is 
a pressing need, not satisfied by the recent continental 
editions, for an up-to-date commentary; and, as to the text, a 
provisional discussion of numerous, often surprisingly neg
lected, problems could in some ways be best handled with the 
familiar OCT as the starting-point for some exploratory 
(some will think, too speculative) new suggestions. I have had 
the benefit of very frequent contact with Dr Diggle, so that my 
commentary should marry reasonably well with his text when 
it appears. 
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PREFACE 

My thanks are due first to John Cordy of the Oxford 
University Press for steering me towards this rewarding play 
and for his, and his readers', unfailing patience and helpful 
suggestions; then to Eton College for the year's leave of 
absence which enabled me to get started, and to Christ 
Church, Oxford, and Trinity College, Cambridge, for gener
ous hospitality. Sir Denys Page (D.L.P.) gave me much early 
encouragement, commenting in detail on my first thoughts on 
II. 1-207, 957-1012; and I have been greatly helped in various 
ways by Professor Antony Andrewes, Godfrey Bond, Sir 
Kenneth Dover, Professor Hugh Lloyd-Jones, Nicholas 
Richardson, Tom Stinton (T.C.W.S.), Professor Martin 
West (M.L.W.), Professor Ralph Winnington-Ingram and 
my brother Stephen Willink; above all by James Diggle 
U,D.), who read the whole of, and suggested countless 
improvements upon, successive drafts of my manuscript. I 
have seldom been able to make detailed acknowledgements in 
the Introduction or Commentary, except in the case of textual 
suggestions received as personal communications (mostly in 
correspondence). For these the source is indicated by the 
initials listed above; e.g. M.L.W. = 'West, pers. comm.'. 

I had nearly finished when a copy (on microfilm) at last 
came to light of G. A. Longman's unpublished Oxford 
dissertation on II. 1-207. I have accepted one conjecture (at 
50), added some references and reformulated some argu
ments; but in many places where he has anticipated me or 
taken a (partly) different view there has not been room to do 
full justice to his study. 

Numerous recent suggestions from M.L.W. have been 
gratefully incorporated or have prompted further consider
ation; and even more fromj.D., after his re-reading ofmy MS 
in the early stages of preparing his vol. iii. To the latter also I 
owe information about a second-century BC Florence papyrus 
('P. Flor.') for II. 196-1n6, shortly to be published by R. 
Pintaudi in SCO. Three further papyri will be published in 
The Oxyrynchus Papyri, vol. liii as P. Oxy. 3716 (second/first 
century ec) for II. 941-51, 973-84, P. Oxy. 3717 (second 
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PREFACE 

century AD) for 11. 1377-96, and P. Oxy. 3718 (fifth century 
AD) for II. 1407-10, 1432-41, 1621-35, 1649-62; for advance 
information about these I am indebted to the courtesy of the 
Egypt Exploration Society of London, and of the editor, 
Professor Haslam. 

Eton College 
January 1f)B5 

CHARLES WILLINK 

I have been able to include some Addenda, mostly 
prompted by further suggestions fromJ .D. The death ofTom 
Stinton this summer is a great grief to his many friends. To the 
acknowledgements above I must add my thanks to my 
colleague Stephen Spurr for help in correcting proofs and 
preparing indexes. 

October 1985 c.w.w. 

For this new impression it has been possible to correct a 
number of misprints and other errata, and I am most grateful 
for lists sent to me by Dr Diggle and Mr A. F. Garvie. 
There are also some Addendis addenda, prompted partly by 
Professor West's edition (Aris and Phillips 1987; see also his 
article 'Problems in Euripides' Orestes' in CQ37 (1987), 281-
93), and partly by further generous communications from 
J.D. of information and proposals that will appear in vol. iii 
of the new OCT. For the best survey of the Orestes-myth, 
see now Garvie's Aeschylus Choephori (Oxford 1986). 

The cover-illustration is based on a wall-painting in a 
second-century AD house in Ephesus. The actors are depicted 
in postures appropriate to Or. 253-4. 

September 1988 c.w.w. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

References to ancient texts are mostly as in LSJ9 and to 
periodicals as in L' Annie philologique (but usually only the year 
is given). Apart from straightforward compendia such as 
'Bond on HF 15', the following shortened references to 
authors/works appear more or less frequently: 

Recent edd. of the Orestes ( not a complete list)• 
Biehl W.B., Euripides Orestes (Teubner edn.), 

Chapouthier 

DiB. 

Murray 
Paley 

Wecklein 

Wedd 
Weil 

Other Works 
Adkins 

Leipzig 1975; and previously Euripides 
Orestes, erkliirt, Berlin 1965. 
F.C. in Euripide, ed. L. Parmentier and 
H. Gregoire, v1. i (with a translation by 
L. Meridier), Paris 1959. 
V. Di Benedetto, Euripidis Orestes, Flor
ence 1965. 
G.M., Euripidis Fahulae, iii, Oxford 1909. 
F.A.P., Euripides, iii, London '1860, 
2 1880, 3 1889. 
N.W. in Euripidis Fahulae, ed. R. Prinz 
and N.W., with an appendix of'Coniec-
turae minus probabiles', Leipzig 1900; 
and subsequently Euripides Orestes, Leip
zig and Berlin 1906. 
N. W ., Euripides Orestes, Cambridge 1895. 
H.W., Sept Tragedies d'Euripide, Paris 
1 1868, 2 1879, 31905. 

A.W.H.A., Merit and Responsihilil.J. A 
Study in Greek Values, Oxford 1960. 

' For a nearly complete list of printed edns., beginning with the Aldine 
Edition, Venice 1503 (, 504) 1 sec Biehl, Tcubner cdn. xlvi f. I have not seen 
the tdd. minn. of G. Ammcndola (Turin 19112), A. M. Scarcclla (Rome 
1958), and B. Manai (Naples 1968). 
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Allen-Italie 

G. Arnott 

P. Arnott 

Arrowsmith 

Bacon 

Biehl, Tp 

Bjorck 

Blaydes 

Boulter 

Breitenbach 

Brown 

Bruhn 

Burkert 

Burnett 

Conacher 

Connor 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

J.T.A. and G.I., A Concordance to Euri
pides, Berkeley 1954, with Suppl. ed. C. 
Collard, Groningen 197 1. 

W.U.A., 'Euripides · and the Unex
pected', G&R 20 (1973), 4g-64. 
P.A., Greek Scenic Conventions in the Fifth 
Century B.C., Oxford 1962. 
W.A., Introd. and transl. in Euripides, iv, 
ed. D. Grene and R. Lattimore, Chicago 
1958. 
H.H.B., Barbarians in Greek Tragedy, Yale 
1961. 
W.B., Textprobleme in Euripides' Orestes, 
Diss. Jena/Gottingen 1955. 
G.B., Das Alpha Impurum und die tragische 
Kunstsprache, Uppsala 1950. 
F.H.M.B., Adversaria critica in Euripidem, 
Halle 1901. 
P.N.B., 'The theme of dypta in Euripides' 
Orestes', Phoenix 16 ( 1962), 102-6. 
W.B., Untersuchungen ~ur Sprache der euripi
deischen Lyrik, Stuttgart 1934. 
A.L.B., 'Eumenides in Greek tragedy', 
CQ.n.s. 34 (1984), 260-81. 
E.B. in Sophocles, ed. F. W. Schneidewin 
and A. Nauck, viii (Anhang), Berlin 
1899. 
W.B., 'Die Absurditat der Gewalt und 
das Ende der Tragodie: Euripides' 
Orestes', A&A 20 (1974), 97-109. 
A.P.B., Catastrophe Survived. Euripides' 
Plays of Mixed Reversal, Oxford 197 1. 
DJ.C., Euripidean Drama, Toronto and 
Oxford 1967. 
W.R.C., The New Politicians of Fifth
Century Athens, Princeton 1971 . 
N.C.C., 'The dochmiacs of Greek 
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Dale, LM 

Dale, MA 2•3 

Dale, Papers 
Dawe 

de Romilly 

Degani 

Descroix 
Dietrich 

Diggle, Studies 

Dionysiaca 

DK 

Dodds, G&I 

Donadi 

Dover, GPM 

Duchemin 

Ehrenberg 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Drama', Hermes 92 (1964), 23-50. 
A.M.D., The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 
2nd edn. Cambridge 1968. · 
ead., Metrical Ana(yses of Tragic Choruses, 
ii, BICS Suppl. 21.2, 1981; iii, BICS 
Suppl. 21.3, 1983. 
ead., Collected Papers, Cambridge 1969. 
R.D.D., Studies on the Text of Sophocles, 
Leiden 1 973-8. 
J. de R., 'L'assemblee du peuple dans 
l'Oreste d'Euripide', in Stud. cl. in on. di Q: 
Cataudella, i (Catania 1972), 237-51. 
E.D., 'Osservazioni critico-testuali 
all'OreJte di Euripide', BPEC 15 ( 1967), 
17-54. 

J.D., Le Trimetre i'ambique, Macon 1931. 
B.C.D., Death, Fate and the Gods, London 
1965. 

J.D., Studies on the Text of Euripides, 
Oxford 1 981. 
D.: Nine Studies in Greek Poetry by Former 
Pupils Presented to Sir Denys Page on his 
Seventieth Birthday, ed. R. D. Dawe, J. 
Diggle and P. E. Easterling, Cambridge 
1978. 
H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 
rev. W. Kranz, 6th edn. Berlin 1951-2. 
E.R.D., The Greeks and the Irrational, 
Berkeley 195 1. 
F.D., 'In margine alla follia di Oreste', 
BIFG I ( 1974), 111-27. 
K.J.D., Greek Popular Morality in the time of 
Plato and Aristotle, Oxford 1974. 
J.D., L' <lywv dans la tragedie grecque, Paris 
1968. 
V.E., The People of Aristophanes, Oxford 
1943. 
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Fraenkel, Lyr. 
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Friis Johansen 
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Goossens 
GP 

Greenberg 

Grube 

Guthrie, Sophists 

Hourmouziades 

Itsumi 

Jackson 
Jouan 

Kaimio 

Katsouris 

ABBREVIATIONS 

H.E., 'Zurn Orestes des Euripides', 
Hermes 103 (1975), 434-59. 
Ed. F., Kleine Beitriige, i (Rome 1964), 
165-233 ( = 'Lyrische Daktylen', RhM 
72 (19r7), 161-97, 321-52). 
H.FJ., General Reflection in Tragic Rhesis, 
Copenhagen 1959. 
C.F., (i) 'Studies in the use of myth in 
Sophocles' Philocletes and the Orestes of 
Euripides', Traditio 32 ( 1976), 29-95; (ii) 
'The world of myth in Euripides' Orestes', 
Traditio 34 (1978), 1-28. 
A.G., Pensiero e tecnica drammatica in Euri
pide, Naples 1962. 
R.G., Euripide et Athenes, Brussels 1962. 
J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd 
edn. (rev. KJ.D.) Oxford 1954. 
N.A.G., 'Euripides' Orestes, an interpre
tation', HSPh 66 (1962), 157-92. 
C.M.A.G., The Drama of Euripides, Lon
don 1941. 
W.K.C.G., The Sophists, Cambridge 
1971 (=Hist. Gr. Phil. 111.i). 
N.C.H., Production and Imagination in Euri
pides, Athens 1965. 
K.I., 'The "Choriambic Dimeter" of 
Euripides', CQ.n.s. 32 (1982), 59-74. 
JJ., Marginalia Scaenica, Oxford 1955. 
F.J., Euripide et les legendes des chants 
cypn·ens des origines de la guerre de Troie a 
l' Jliade, Paris 1966. 
M.K., The Chorus of Greek Drama within the 
Light of the Person and Number used, Hel
sinki 1970. 
A.G.K., Linguistic and Sv,listic Characleri
,tation in Trager!, and Menander, loannina 
1975. 
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KB, KG R. Kuhner, Ausfohrliche Grammatik der 
griechischen Sprache, part i revised by F. 
Blass, part ii by B. Gerth, Hanover 1890-
1904. 

Kitto H.D.F.K., Greek Tragedy, 3rd edn. Lon
don 1966. 

Knox, W&A B.W.M.K., Word and Action. Essays on the 
Ancient Theater, Baltimore and London 
1979. 

Krieg W.K., De Euripidis Oreste, Diss. Halle 
1934· 

Lanza D.L., 'Unita e significato dell'Oreste 
euripideo', Dioniso 35 ( I 961), 58-72. 

Lesky, WS A.L., 'Zurn Orestes des Euripides', WS 
53 (1935), 37-47 (=Ges. Sehr. (1966), 
131-8). 

Lesky, TD id., Die tragische Dichtung der Hellenen, 3rd 
edn. Gottingen 1972 (tr. M. Dillon as 
Greek Tragic Poetry, Yale 1983, of which 
pp. 342-53 on Or. correspond with TD 
458-71). 

Lloyd-Jones, JZ H.LI.-J., The Justice of Zeus, Berkeley 
1971, 2nd edn. 1983. 

Longman G.A.L., unpublished dissertation (see 
Preface). 

0. Longo O.L., 'Proposte di lettura per l'Oreste 
di Euripide', Maia 27 (1975), 
265-87. 

LSJ H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek
English lexicon, revised by H. S. Jones, 
9th edn. with Suppl. Oxford 1968. 

Ludwig W.L., Sapheneia. Ein Beitrag ~ur Formkunst 
im Spatwerk des Euripides, Diss. Tiibingen 
1954· 

MacDowell, Law D.M.MacD., The Law in Classical Athens, 
London 1978. 

Mastronarde DJ.M., Contact and Discontinuiry. Some 
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Matthiessen 

Michaelides 

Mullens 

Page, Actors 

Parker 

Parry 

Perrotta 

Pickard-Cam
bridge, TDA 

Pohlenz 

Preller--Robert 

Rawson 

RE 

Reeve'·3 

Reinhardt 
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Conventions of Speech and Action on the Greek 
Tragic Stage, Berkeley 1978. 
K.M ., Studien zur Textiiberlieferung der 
Hekabe des Euripides, Heidelberg 1974, 
S.M., 'The Music of Ancient Greece, an 
Encyclopaedia', London 1978. 
H.G.M., 'The meaning of Euripides' 
Orestes', CQ. 34 ( 1940), 1 53-8. 
D.L.P., Actors' Interpolations in Greek Tra
gedy, Oxford 1934. 
R.P., Miasma : Pollution and Purification in 
Ear{, Greek Religion, Oxford 1983. 
H.P., 'Euripides' Orestes: the quest 
for salvation', TAPhA 100 (1969), 
337-53. 
G.P., 'Studi euripidei II. L'Oreste', SIFC 
6 (1928), 8g-138. 
A.W.P.-C., The Theatre of Dionysus in 
Athens, Oxford 1946. 
M.P., Die griechische Tragodie, 3rd edn. 
Gottingen 1954. 
L.P., Griechische Mythologie, revised and 
enlarged by C.R., 4th edn. Berlin 1921-
3. 
E.R., 'Aspects of Euripides' Orestes', 
Arethusa 5 (1972), 155-67. 
Paul),s Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen 
A/tertumswissenschaft, ed. G. Wissowa, 
Stuttgart 1893-. 
M.D.R., 'Interpolation in Greek Tra
gedy', (i) GRBS 13 (1972), 247-65i ((ii) 
ibid. 451-74); (iii) GRBS 14 { 1973), 145-
72. 
K.R., Tradition und Geist, Gottingen 1960 
(pp. 227-56 == 'Die Sinnenkrise bei Euri
pides' in E.-R. Schwinge (ed.), Euripides 
(Darmstad t 1 968), 507-42). 
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R.R., Greek Textual Criticism, Harvard 
1969. 
A.R., Essai sur le tragiq,u d'Euripide, Lau
sanne 1944, 2nd edn. Paris 1976. 
Ausjuhrliches lexicon der griechischen und 
romischen Mythologie, ed. W.H.R., Leipzig 
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W.S., Studien ,e;um antiken Drama, Munich 
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Th.K.S., Umgestaltung des Mythos durch 
Euripides, Athens 1980. 
P.T.S., Colloquial Expressions in Euripides, 
Hermes Einzelschr. 38, 1976. 
T.C.W.S., Euripides and the Judgement of 
Paris, JHS Suppl. 11, 1965. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Textual and other sigla 
For Murray'ssigla (as used in the apparatus criticus), seep. 

)xv; for the additional MSS, etc., referred to in the Commen
tary, see Introd. H (pp. lvii-lxi). 

Cross references 
An asterisk(*) following a numeral (or a numeral+ f. or ff.) 

combines a reference to a passage in this play with an 
invitation to refer to the Commentary on that passage. 
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METRICAL TERMS AND 
SYMBOLS 

Most of the terms and symbols used are as defined in West, 
GM xi-xii and 191 ff., with the following differences and 
additions:' 

colon a length (part of a larger whole) delimited by 
word-end. 

enoplian pertaining to a rhythmic category intermediate 
between iambic and dactylic;• differing from the 
latter in its quasi-iambic use of initial and medial 
anceps positions and the presence (usually) of 
actual iambic units ( x -v-, -v-, v--); from 
the former in the presence oflonger double-short 
units, characterized by the rhythm v v - v v ( or 
sometimes vv-vv-vv) where an iambic unit 
would have a single short or anceps position. 
Quite simply, a sequence is enoplian if it reduces to 
iambic or trochaic by substitution( s) of v for 
vv-uv (-vv). This broad definition embraces 
D/e and many sequences with individual names. 
Thus the archetypal Archilochean Dicolon 
WEpo.aµ.ovi8'ij Xii.ptAa.i I xp11µ.ii. TOL yiAoiov (Archil. 
168) may be regarded as an 'enoplian expansion' 
of u-v-v!-v-v-- (pe : ith = 3ia I\), and the 
iambelegus x - v - x - v v - v v - as an enoplian 
expansion of 2ia. The basic 'enoplian units' 
( alongside ia etc.) are A, P and T (see below), all of 
which reduce to x - v - . and D (D") which 
reduces to - v -. 'Enoplian dochmiacs' is a ques
tionable but accepted brachylogy (166-86/187-
207•). 

'Cf. my review of West, GM in JHS 1984, 226-7. 
·• I hope to elaborate elsewhere this reinstatement (with a new definition) of 

a useful word 'avoided' by West. Note that I do not use 'enoplian' as a 
substantive. · 
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verse 

II, (II) 

: w 

A 

/Ja, sp 
8 comp 
p 

paroem 

T 

METRICAL TERMS AND SYMBOLS 

=oTlxos ('line'); verse-end(' ... / .. .' when not 
otherwise shown by lineation) may be in the 
middle of a word. 

period-end, probable period-end; for the criteria, 
cf. Stinton, CQ. 1977, 37-41. 
coincidence of word- and unit-end ( the diaeresis 
may be weak). 
unit-end (within the verse) without word-end. 
diaeresis (diaeresis at unit-end) in str. or ant. only. 
open short syllable 'in longo' at period-end { closed 
syllables such as -ov at period-end are long by 
definition; West, GM 8). 
v v - v v - v v - v v -; not always best described 
as 2an (cf. Fraenkel, Lyr. Dakt. 163-7); in enoplian 
contexts either a twofold expansion of v-v- (cf. 
P and T below) or a two-for-one correlate of 
v-v-v-v-(vE), 
baccheus (v--), spondee (--). 
'dochmiac compound' (140-52/153-65*). 
x -vv-vv- ( = x D); Hephaestion's ,rpoao-
8,aKov µhpov, cf. Wilamowitz, GV 376 ff., 391 ff. 
paroemiac; typically ~ D x , but the same name is 
used for ev - ev - oo - - ( = 2an A ) in anapaes
tic systems, which do not admit anceps positions. 
v v - v v - v -; a form of telesillean ( cf. Pi. 01. 9. 1) 
used an 'enoplian unit' (reducing, like A and P, to 
x -v-), It occurs in D/e from Pi. .N. 10 onwards, 
and is especially common in E. For T 2 (analogous 
to D•), see 1455-6*. The related x -v v-v-(t/), 
intermediate between P and T, occurs as an 
enoplian unit at S. OT 1096/1108 and elsewhere; 
e.g. Hp. 1269-70 ayfis, Kv1rpi, aiiv 3' 0 ff0l•°Ki.\o-
1'Tipos aµ.if,if3a.\"iiw should be analysed as tl P 
(between 23 and 3 in 'enoplian dochmiacs'). 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Prolegomena 

Orestes is a play to be enjoyed. It is not 'primarily', as 
modern criticism expects us to recognize, 'an ironic and 
deeply unheroic commentary on the story of Orestes';' but to 
be approached rather as a many-faceted, highly sophisticated 
lour de force of audacious myth-invention and poetic art, 
instinct with the spirit ofits age, by a supreme µ.v80110,os and 
dramatist; strictly as a -rpa.yq,8{a. (within the conventions of 
that genre), but in our terms as a baroque kind of tragi
comedy or drame noir looking at once backward beyond 
Aeschylus' Oresteia to the Iliad and Odyssey and forward to the 
New Comedy of Menander! 

It is also, as it happens, interesting as a historical document. 
The dramatic festival of March 408 ec3 falls in the middle of a 
crucial period of Athenian history for which we have few 
contemporary sources of information. The narrative of 
Thucydides stops in 411, and there is a gap in the extant plays 
of Aristophanes between that year (Lysistrata, Thesmophoria;;u
sae) and 405 (Frogs). Or. does something to fill that gap, one of 

1 Rawson (155) correctly enunciates the tenor of'recent studies', which 
(in her view) 'have left us without much excuse for radically misunderstand• 
ing the nature of the play'. The primacy of poetic and dramatic elements 
(indudi~g sheer ,-IX"'I) needs to be reasserted. 

• As Kitto (331) well observed, 'The Orestes is an outstanding illustration 
of the Greek genius. Almost al one bound we have passed from a drama 
which is at least called statuesque to drama whose imaginative tumult rivals 
anything on the romantic stage; yet this is done with a minimum of 
interference with the traditional forms and with a firmness of control scarcely 
rivalled by Sophocles himself.' But K.'s term 'melodrama' has unfortunate 
associations (the more misleading in that all Greek tragedy emotively exploits 
a combination of µl>ios and 8ptiµa). Rivier's 'drame romanesque' 
( 2 134= 1 150) is better, but not altogether happy. For the 'comic' element,see 
G vi below. 

3 The dale (archonship of Diodes) is allcsted by .Eon 37 I (cf. .E 011 77r1); 
see further in n. 16 below. 
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its facets being a degree of 'topicality' unusual in Greek 
tragedy. This topical element is, I believe, a reflection of, 
rather than a direct comment upon, tensions and motivations 
in contemporary Athens, and much that has been considered 
topical is also traditional (with a blend of'old' and 'new'); but 
we do need some preliminary knowledge of the play's 
historical setting.• 

In the debilitating war, after a period ofappalling anxieties 
following the Sicilian disaster (413), the victory of Alcibiades, 
Theramenes and Thrasybulus at Cyzicus (April 410) 5 had 
regained for Athens a maritime supremacy that made a 
majority of the 8ijµ.os hopeful of repossessing the recently lost 
portions of her Empire. Spartan offers of peace on the basis of 
the status quo had been rejected in 41 o;6 for the moment the 
threat of Persian gold (necessary for the maintenance of any 
hostile fleet) seemed to have abated, and there were still hopes 
of securing Persian neutrality. The main theatre ofoperations 
was the Hellespont, Propontis and Bosporus, with pre
parations currently in train for the recovery of Byzantium and 
Chalcedon (achieved in the summer of 408). At home, the 
presence of the Spartan King Agis at Deceleia was a constant 
vexation; but his bluff had been called in 410 when he 
brought his army down towards Athens and was forced to 
beat a hasty retreat. 

Politically, however, Athens under a restored and rampant 
democracy was still in the immediate aftermath of the 
convulsions of 411-10, and sick with inter-class suspicion, 
private animosities, and a spate of bitter litigation in which 'a 
set of acrid politicians and sycophants encompassed the exile, 
disfranchisement, or judicial murder of many persons'. 7 It 

4 We await the revision ofCAH v (which has currently reached 410, hut 
not yet 409/8). Meanwhile W. S. Ferguson's chs. 11-12 in CAH v (1927, 
1960), 312-52 remain useful. 

!> For the shared battle honours, see A. Andrewes, JHS 1982, 15-25. 
6 On the abortive pcacc-ofTer(s) (perhaps repeated in 408 and 406), cf. 

P. J. Rhodes on Arist. Ath. Pol. 34. 2. 
7 Ferguson 351 (perhaps overstating somewhat the roughness of the 

restored democracy on the defeated oligarchs; the democrats had a case too). 
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was a bad time for the noble and propertied classes, crippled 
by the cost of the war and now tainted with the smear not only 
of oligarchy but also of treason. 'Moderation' was a difficult 
policy to sustain: to some, ,}avxla (keeping a low profile) 
seemed the wisest course; others were driven to such ignomi
ni9us shifts as earned for Theramenes a reputation as a 
trimmer and turncoat (acquiescing, and even actively join
ing, in prosecutions of former political associates and 
'friends'); 8 others of the Few were still secretly active in 
c-ra,pla, (political clubs of sworn comrades) of the kind that 
had subverted the democracy in 411 .9 It was a bad time also 
for 'sophism', the vaunted 'enlightenment' and superior 
education of the ,ca,\ol 1<clya8o(having acquired an association 
in the popular mind with all kinds of 'impiety'. 10 Within the 
3,jjµ,os there were doubtless many, especially those with their 
roots in the soil, who deplored the antinomian 'indiscipline' 
(dico,\aa(a) both of sophistically educated young men and of 
'upstart' demagogic politicians; but they were powerless to 
reverse the breakdown of traditional values described so 
graphically (in a different context, but relevantly) by Thucy
dides. 11 

But this was still the Athens ofSocrates (virtually certain to 
have been among the spectators in 408) 12 and the builders of 

8 Theramenes: er. Rhodes on Alli. Pol. 118. 5 (with Gomme--Andrewes
Dover, Tkugdides v. 300), and W. B. Stanford 011 Ar. Ran. 540-1. 

9 On ,Ta.1p{a.1/-p1ia.1 and fuvw,.oo{a.1 sec esp. Gomme--Andrewcs-Dover 
1118-31. 'There is no unequivocal evidence to show when [ the former word] 
acquired its more sinister ring at Athens ... but iTa.1p1{a. and To lTa.1p1Kov are 
pervasive evils in Thucydides' analysis of stasis during the Archidamian War 
in iii. 811'; cf. 804-6•·, 1100-30•. 

10 Sec 4-10• (and my article in CQ. 1983, 115-33). For the prominence or 
doiflna. and cognate words in late E., see 8113-4 •; but note also the common 
use of dvdo,or (211-4•, 481•, etc.) and &9~oS', with a wide range of abusive 
application, alongside words like livol'oS' and dKoi\a.oTos-(10•). 

11 For the relevance of Th. 3. 811 and (more generally) the contemporary 
political scene, cf. 1100-30•, Chapouthier 7-9, Goossens 638 ff., Connor 
(esp. 188-9) and the articles by Burkert, 0. Longo and Rawson. 

12 An anecdote describing Socrates' applause of the opening senlentia is 
attested by Cicero (Tusc. 4. 63) and others; er. Webster, TE 1164°, 
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the Erechtheum; in which, although Euripides and Agathon 
soon 'departed to enjoy the bounty and grace of the court of 
Archelaus of Macedon, ... Sophocles and Aristophanes 
remained, sure of intelligent appreciation of their matchless 
artistry'. 13 

We may certainly see in Or. a reflection (among other 
things) of the diverse ethos of Athens in 409/8 BC. But the 
biographical tradition that E. soon afterwards finally left 
Athens in frustration and despair is likely to be based on 
nothing more than the known fact (if it was a fact) of his 
,h,01'11p.la; 14 he probably did not intend to die in Macedon. It is 
still fashionable to see Or. as the last 'disillusioned' play before 
his departure; 15 but it was only one of three tragedies 
presented by him in 408, and we know virtually nothing 
about the others. 16 If, in a sense, Or. has an acid flavour, it is 
also notably exhilarating in its intellectual appeal, accelerat
ing pace and touches of (not entirely black) comedy. Greek 
religion was seldom 'optimistic', and Greeks enjoyed, even 
while weeping, the savage ironies of human life when 
artistically presented on the plane of myth. 

Too much recent interpretation of Euripidean drama has 
been founded upon the tacit assumption that E. refashioned 

13 1-'erguson 352. 
14 The biographical tradition is so suspect that there is some reason 10 

doubt whether in fact E. ever went to Macedon; cf. M. R. Lefkowitz, The 
liues of the Gretk Potts ( t 981), t 03. 

1s Scarcella's phrase 'la testimonianza di un pcssimismo senza soluzione' 
(272) has been echoed by several commentators. 

16 It is unfortunate that the relevant part of the Aristophanic hypothesis 
has nol survived, which migh1 (cf. Mtd. and Tr.) have informed us abnut E.'s 
competitors and the other plays presented in the same year. Webster ( TE 
238 ff.) argues rather tenuously for the little-known A11ge and Oedipus as the 
accompanying tragedies (the idea, still occasionally met with, that Or. was 
the fourth play, 'ins1ead of a satyr-play', is without foundation; sec D. t'. 
Sutton, RSC 1973, 117). Conceivably the satyr-play was Cyclops, for the late 
dating of which sec R. A. S. Seaford, JHS 1982, 161-72; echoes in Cyc. 
(identified by Seaford) of Htc. and S. Phil. are well matched in Or., whkh has 
several clear echoes of lltc. (notably at 66, 901, 1280, 1536). 1-'or a quilc 
different chronology from Webster's, see Bond, Hypsipyle, p. 144. 
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the traditional myths in order to say things about the real 
world in which he lived. The converse is at least as likely to be 
true, namely that E., as µu801ro,os and dramatist rather than 
philosopher,' 7 exploited both the contemporary scene and 
what we may call 'topical µu8os' (both popular and sophistic) 
in order to enhance, on various levels, the aesthetic appeal of 
his essentially mythical dramas. 18 His taste for 'modernity' 
(doubtless shared by most of his audience} is balanced by a no 
less conspicuous taste for tradition and archaism. '9 It is open 
to question how far Athenians even expected tragic poets to 
enlighten them about the ultimate truths of human existence. 
Some critics have held that tragedy is not tragedy unless 
something 'emerges' about the dealings of gods with men!" 
Tragedians were certainly looked to for new 'gnomic' 
formulations (on the lips of dramatis personae and choruses) of 
more or less familiar religious and ethical positions; but that is 
a very different matter. In general I believe that the 
frameworks of myth and religious belief adopted by drama
tists in particular plays or trilogies (often requiring exposi-

'7 Cf. Winnington•lngram, EPS 127: 'll is arguable that, despite this top
dressing of philosophy, Euripides was the least philosophic of the three 
tragedians' (followed by an illuminating discussion of E.'s multifarious 
'sophistication'). 

18 Cf. Fuqua' 4: 'The dramatist's participation in the bold intellectual 
experiment of the period and his effective use of the new techniques of 
character representation and manipulation should not be allowed to obscure 
either the Greeks' or Euripides' continued fascination with myth.' 1001 If. 
(sec Comm.) affords a cl1arac1cristic example ofEuripidean 'myth-enhance
ment', in his reformulation of a familiar 'cosmic' myth in such a way as to 
indude new ideas . (1101 of his own invention) without excluding more 
traditional ideas; and (linked with that) cf. his 'topical' reformulation of the 
Tantalus-myth (4-10•). 

19 Cf. Webster's essay 'Euripides: traditionalist and innovator' in D. C. 
Allen and H. T. Rowell {eds.), The Poetic Tradition {Baltimore 1968), 27-45. 

• 0 Something like that seems to have been part of Dale's definition of 
.-pay<f13la (Helm, p. ix). Certainly, nothing like it was included in Aristotle's 
(Poet. 1449h). For a balanced view, apropos the Otdip11s Tyrnnn11s, cf. Lloyd
Joncs, J<. 106-7. I would agree that 'in early tragedy, at least, the parcnctic 
clement has a real importance'; but even in Aeschylus I should be inclined to 
assess thal importance in nts/httic terms. 
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tion) are better regarded as premisses of the dramatic action 
than as emergent truths.•• 

As to Or., it is a necessary premiss (in line with much earlier 
Greek poetry), rather than the moralizing conclusion, of this 
agreeably 'shocking' play that 'the human condition is such, 
under divine dispensation, that the most 8ewa things can 
happen'." The topical enrichments of the ingenious plot then 
have the effect of creating not only a Tpa.yq,8,a. but also a 
'comedy ofmanners'-arguably, with a cutting edge of irony 
amounting to 'satire', but deployed with a whimsical wit and 
even-handedness (embracing even the 'blameless' yeoman 
farmers oim,p Kai µ,0110, a<f,to11a, y-ijv) that suggest an absence of 
tendentiousness. It is a reasonable inference that E. himself 
had a profound sense of the true value in human life of 
awtf,poauvT/ and T<> µ,laov; but the latter is not so much a 
'hidden theme' as a necessary (but barely stated) frame of 
reference against which the topically polarized presentation 
of mythical 8£,va is to be viewed. •3 As we shall see, the plot 
would not have worked if any of its main characters had 
argued for, or even contemplated, a 'middle course'. 

This commentary will be little concerned (and nowhere 
directly) with the question 'What is Euripides tryir.g to say?'; 
but rather with the matters outlined in the opening para
graph of this section. The difference of approach can be 
simply illustrated by posing the question: 'Why are three
fifths of the play devoted to Or.'s condemnation to death for 
the crime of matricide?' Most commentators express or imply 
answers in terms of the moral and socio-political issues which 
they suppose E. to have been primarily concerned to 

21 An argument which I hope to elaborate elsewhere. What 'emerges' 
from a Greek tragedy is not a 'message' (Lloyd-Jones rightly agrees with 
Dodds), but an aesthetic experience to be assessed against a bal'kground of 
changing values. 

22 1-3• ('can happen' should more precisely be 'can be taken on by 
human beings as burdens'). 

•3 See especially, in the 'Assembly'-narration (844-956•),011 the proposal 
of Diomcdes ( 898-902 •). 
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'explore'. My answers, without altogether denying a 'parae
netic' element, would be: primarily, (a) because the condem~ 
nation to death, coupled with the betrayal by Menelaus, is a 
necessary premiss for the later action; (h) because it is a 
mythographic innovation, and its untraditional nature 
required elaboration of circumstances and personal motiva
tions for the sake of plausibility {-ro .:l,cos); (c) because the 
three-act elaboration-carefully balanced as to audience
sympathy-is in itself productive of absorbingly interesting 
and enjoyable drama. 

As to the mythical background of E. 's Orestes-plays and 
their literary antecedents, there is neither need nor room to 
retrace here the ground covered by Denniston and Platnauer 
in their Introductions to El. and /Tin this series. The present 
play begins with a retrospective 'exposition' ( 1-70*, 11 ff.*); 
and its numerous literary echoes will be considered in due 
course (Introd. G v; Commentary, passim). 

B. The Primary Idea 

The play ends spectacularly with all eyes on Apollo (the 
god, among other things, of Enlightenment) and the para
doxically deified Helen ( 1625-90*, ending ... auv Tuv8apl-
8a,s -ro,s A,os ~yp&s I vau-ra,s µ..:8/ouaa 8a.\&aa11s); a feature 
neglected or misstated in many plot-summaries and discus
sions, too exclusively concerned with the paradoxical fate of 
the 'hero' (or 'anti-hero'). 24 The corner-stone of the plot
other corner-stones, however basal or prominent, are second-

2 1 e.g. Conacher (213-24), who mentions Helen only once--in a paren
thesis-in the first seven pages of his essay on Or. Summaries in which the fate 
of Helen is treated as it were en JHlssanl have an ancient heritage (cf. Hyp. I); 
so, e.g., Wedd, p. xi: ' ... Apollo appears and settles all difficulties by 
announcing that Helen was not killed after all but transported to heaven, 
that Pylades is to marry Electra and that Orestes, after temporary retirement 
to Arcadia, is to return and marry Hermione. All parties accept this 
arbitration and the play ends with an ,xkor/ation lo peace and a prayer for victory' (my 
italics). 
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ary-is the frustrated at/,ay~ ('slaughter') of Helen by her 
nephew Orestes as the occasion of that apotheosis. We can 
well imagine the relish with which, having conceived that 
audacious new idea (probably quite soon after the Helen, 412 

BC, in which the apotheosis, but not the occasion of it, is 
foreshadowed), 25 E. set about devising a sequence of events 
which might plausibly accommodate it within the framework 
of well-known mythical tradition, and working out a detailed 
dramatic and musical scenario according to the accepted 
conventions of -rpayq,8la. Few tragic personae were more 
familiar than 'Orestes the Matricide', who had already 
featured in three ofE.'s plays (An., El., IT), not counting the 
Telephus (n. 35 below); and for more than fifteen years the 
paradoxical figure of Helen (and everything connected with 
the Judgement of Paris) had had a special fascination for 
him. 26 Or. is the play in which E. writes an appropriately 
paradoxicaljinis to Helen's mortal existence. 

The germ of the plot may have been in E. 's mind for some 
years; but its detailed working-out is unlikely to have been 
initiated before the festival of 409 BC (whether or not E. was 
then a competitor). There are good reasons for supposing that 
even some cardinal features were not conceived by him till 
after the production of Sophocles' Philoctetes in that year. Not 
the least striking of the many points of contact between Or. 
and S. Phil. (G v, below) is the fact that these are the only two 
Greek tragedies known to us in which divine intervention 
'from the Machine' diametrically reverses the logically 
developed outcome of the action on the human plane (in S. 

•s He/. 1666-9 OTQI' SJ 1<aµ,f,ns 1<ai TcAnm10'f/S /Jtov, / 8cos l(fKA~O?'I ,cai 
A,oc,,copwv µfra I c,,rovSwv µc(U(flS flv,a T' av8pw11wv 11apa / lfc•s µc8' ,jµwv· 
Zeus yiip ,:.Sc flo11/lna1. Htl. 1655 (lil8civ T' ls oi1<ous 1eai uuvo1K,joa1 11ooc1) 
suggests that in 412 E. was still visualizing a {liou Tc/lcuT,j for Helen at Sparta 
(as in the Oi!),ssey). 

26 The first extant E. rcrs. to Helen are in An. (104,248,602,680,899); sec 
especially Jouan 95 ff., 145 If., Stinton, EJP 13-39, Vellacou 127-52, Wolff, 
HSPh 1973, 61-84. The sophistic 'Defonce of Helen' by Gorgias has points of 
contact with Tr. (415 ec); cf. Guthrie,Sophisls 192, and M. Lloyd, 'The Helen 
scene in Euripides' Troades', CQ, 1984, 303-13. 
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Phil., without the last-minute intervention of Heracles, 
Philoctetes and Neoptolemus would have set sail to Greece; 
rather than Troy, and the Trojan War would have ended 
differently);• 7 a new structural idea, making possible almost 
any anti-traditional story-invention, which E. was more than 
ready to exploit. •8 

This identification of 'the primary idea' is-let it be 
admitted-an unprovable hypothesis. But, ifwe take it as our 
clew when threading a path through the intricacies of the 
play, we shall find that everything falls into place. Every
thing-formal elements, themes, treatment of character, 
topical features, the role of the chorus-is directly or 
indirectly (as 'enrichment') subservient to the requirements 
of the plo.t (as outlined above and further developed as a 
logically and aesthetically satisfying sequence of ,\&yo,, µl,\11 
and 8pwµEvo. leading suspensefully to the 'given' rl..\os). For 
critics, on the other hand, who look for the primary idea or 
'meaning' (afortiori 'message') of the play in moral or socio
political terms, the plot lacks unity and the ending of the 
drama is an embarassingly absurd 'epilogue';• 9 the play as a 

•7 Note that in neither play is it right to speak of an impasse having been 
reached ( 1625-90*). 

"8 It is, of course, possible that It had himself already developed the 
'Stop!' type of de11s•entry ( /T, Hel.) into a complete-reversal mechanism prior 
to S. Phil. in some non-extant play (irthis is a t:uripidcan feature in S. Phil., it 
would not be the only one); sec in general Spira {for both S. and E.; pp. 138-
45 on Or.) and W. Schmidt, Der Deus ex Maclrina bei Euripides, Diss. Tiibingen 
1963 (pp. 184-911 on Or.). 

•!I t·or Vcrrall (1156 ff.) the happy ending was not even part of the play as 
originally conceived (and perhaps privately presented). Many have followed 
him in so far as they regard it as some kind of concession 10 convention; e.g. 
Conacher 224: 'The epilogue ... in which ... the poet seems engaged in 
repairing the torn fabric of the myth, need not, I think, seriously affect our 
view of the dramatic action' {Was t~. really such a bungler? And what 
pre\•iously untorn fabric required that Helen should mount to the stan and 
Orestes 'live happily ever after'?). Others contrive to see the 'absurd', 
'im·rcdible' dispositions of Apollo as deliberately calculated to leave an 
aftertaste of disaster and pessimism {cl: 11. I 5): 'The resolution ... is so 
designed as 10 be merely an apparent resolution ... The nightmare survives 
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whole being at best 'rich and interesting but not very clearly 
focussed'. 30 And the same is true for critics, who (like Wedd) 
regard Or. as exemplifying a type of drama in which 'plot' is 
subordinated to 'characterization' .3' 

C. The Construction of the Plot 

(i) Given that Or. was to 'kill' (and 'not kill') Helen, the 
time and place of the action imposed themselves. It was 
common knowledge that Menelaus and Helen took seven 
years to return from Troy to Greece and eventually reached 
Nauplia immediately after the deaths of Aegisthus and 
Clytaemestra; a coincidence heightened by Homer with the 
adverb mhfjµ.ap,3'' and which E. had himself exploited at the 
end of his Electra (his concern there being to deal tidily with 
the issues 'who is to bury the dead?' and 'who is to rule Argos if 
Or. himself is to dwell in exile?'). 33 It would be aesthetically 
appropriate to begin the new play as a direct sequel
broadly-to El. and Helen (also to the Electra of Sophocles and 
the Choephori of Aeschylus, see below), with a dual focus on 
'Orestes the Matricide' and 'The Homecoming ofMenelaus'. 
It would also be a very proper step to reassert ( against El. and 
Hel.) the tradition that Helen really did go to Troy; the 
Stesichorean 'Phantom'-idea had been fun to develop, but the 
standard tradition was both more convenient (simpler) and 

1he magic' (Arrowsmi1h 1 10). There is nothing 'incredible' in 1625 IT. givt11 a 
mythical world in which gods apptar i11 perso11. For 1hc clcmcnls ( 1101 necessarily 
gloom-laden) of irony and paradox sec fur1hcr ad lo<". For a .-cfu1a1ion of1he 
whole concep1 ofa tacked-on epilogue, sec D v below. 

3° Rawson 162. 
3• Wedd, p. xv (cf. n. 24 above). 
3• Od. 3. 311; only 1he killing of Aegis1hus is dcsnibcd 1hcrc, bu1 Homer 

may well have been awart of 1hc ma1ridde slory (cf. 30• ). 
33 El. 1278 ff. /J,'JTlpa 8J T~V a~v apT• Naonr>.lav napwv I M,v,Aaos ... I 

'EMv'I Tf 9aif,«· llpwTlws yap J,c Soµwv, .,I( .. .\,nova' AiyunTOV ool8' ~.\9,v 
4'puyas (,cT,\,). The germ of 1hc H,t,11 was evidenlly already in E.'s mind, 
ahhough £/. is probably at least five yt·ars earlier 1ha11 Htl. 
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mythographically stronger (more paradoxical) for the new 
conception. It needed some audacity to contradict a memor
able feature of the Odyssey (Helen will now vanish from the 
earth before reaching Sparta, as described in Od. 4); but 
rejection of the Homeric treatment of Helen's 'domestic' 
destiny (in itselfa delightful irony) was already implicit in the 
'primary idea': she could not be expected to die placidly of old 
age, if she was to join Heracles and the Dioscuri in Heaven. 

(ii) The next step was to devise an appropriate motivation 
for Or.'s killing of his newly arrived aunt. It would not be 
satisfactory for it to be prompted merely by his traditional 
madness (the Furies) or merely by a desire to execute the 
adulterous Causer of War, though both these ideas could be 
included. It must have been an early decision (from which 
much else flowed) to invent a betrayal of Or. by his uncle. 
'Betrayal' was a favourite motif in tragic plots, and Or.'s cry 
oiµ.o,, 11po8E80µ.m at 722 is especially reminiscent ofS. Phil. 923 
&110,\w,\a T,\~µ.wv, 11po8l80µ.a,.34 The stage could thus be set for 
a familiar type of'vengeance'-action (cf. Med., Hee., Ion), to 
be initiated by Pylades, Or. 's traditional 'counsellor', with the 
proposal 

'EMVTJI' KTO.VWµ.tv, MtvtAtq, A011TJI' 111Kpav ( I 105.). 

The effect of Men. 's betrayal in the first half of the play must 
be to reduce TA17µ.wv 'OpEOTTJS to a state of extreme TA'ljµooOvTJ 
and recklessly vengeful desperation. Left in the lurch by his 
uncle (and apparently by Apollo, see below), he will plausibly 
be condemned to death by the Argives as a polluted 
matricide. Somehow it must be so contrived that between the 
condemnation and the carrying-out of the sentence he has an 
opportunity for his 'vengeance'; which can also (a new 
thought) be a desperate bid for 'survival' (the Argives may 
applaud the 'execution' of Helen and decide to crown Or. as a 
benefactor). The types of motivation required for such a 

3,1 These arc the only occurrences in tragedy of the word 11po6/6oµa1 
(1rpolU8oaa1 Hp. 591, -oµ,a8a Ion 808, -0Ta1 IA 1140). 
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story-line were precisely those topically familiar to Athenians 
in 409/8 BC. 

(iii) Further progressive constructional stages might be 
inferred by similar reasoning: notably the 'hostage' role of 
Hermione, who had to be included as Helen's daughter and 
Or.'s future wife,35 and the important role ofTyndareus (at 
once giving Men. his principal motive for betraying Or., and 
enhancing the plausibility ofOr.'s untraditional condemna
tion to death). But I proceed at once to offer a structural 
synopsis of the total design, to be followed by further 
observations. 

Act One 1-315. Prelude and first dywv. v&oos-, TA,jµwv 'OpfoT'TJS', 
'Ep,vufs-. 

1-70 Prologue (Electra)-71-125 Helen, El.; Hermione to 
Cl.'s Tomb (L)-126-39 Hel. returns within, enter Chorus 
(R)-140-207 amoibaion Chor., El. ('Sleep-scene')-208-10 
link-21 1-315 Orestes, El.; El. goes within. 
Ode 316-47: the Erinyes and Apollo; 'some d,\aoTwp 
afflicting the Tantalid House'. 

Act Two 348-806. Faithless and faithful 4,0.o,. dywv£s-of 
words. 

348-55 (anap.) enter Menelaus (?L)-356-455 Men., 
· Or.-456-69 enter Tyndareus (L)-47o-629 Tynd., 
Men.; Tynd., Or.-630-1 exit Tynd. (L)-632-716 Or., 
Men.-717-28 exit Men. (L), enter Pylades (R)-729-806 
(tetram.) Py!., Or.; exeunt (R) to the Assembly-trial. 
Ode 807-43: the blood-afflicted House anciently 'pitiable'; 
matricide 'impious' and the worst v&oos-; Or. thus culminat
ingly 'most TA"7µwv'. 

35 An artistic necessity. The marriage or at least betrothal of Or. and 
Herm. had featured in several tragedies and 'may well be derived from some 
epic source' (Stevens, Andromad1t, pp. 3-5). The hostage motif had featured in 
E.'s famous Telephus (in which, ironically, the hostage had been Or. himself as 
a baby); cf. Ar. Ach. 326 ff. 
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Act Three 844-956. Forensic 'life or death' ilywv. 
844-65 re-enter El., enter Messenger-866-956 report of 
the Assembly-proceedings: Or. and El. are to die by 
suicide. Exit Mess. 
TJ,r,nos g6o-101Jl (El., Ch.; El.) for the extinction of the 
House; the Pelopid Curse and the operation (cosmic also) 
ofEris. 

Act Four 1013-1245. Suicide-dywv interrupted by new pro
posal. 

1013-17 (anap.) re-enter Or. and Pyl.-1018-1152 El., 
Or.; Or., Pyl.-1153-4 Chor.-leader-1155-1245 three
cornered Intrigue combining 'vengeance' and 'survival' 
themes. Or. and Pyl. go into the Palace. 

Finale 1246-1690. The laxa:ros clywv leading 8E&VWS to the 
KO.TO.OTpot/,11, 

1246-85 

ii 13,53-65 

1366-8 
136g-1502 

amoihaion (El., Ch.); the L/R roads, with a 
false alarm. 
the 'death of Helen' (heard within). 
re-enter Herm. (L); El. lures and follows 
her within. 
strophe: 'Helen justly slain' (not everything 
yet aa.t/,ls). 
enter a terrified Phrygian, whose sung 
clyyEMa. seems to confirm the at/,ay11 (but 
with a 'vanishing' at the climax) . 
. reenter Or. in pursuit of the Phrygian; 
Or., Phr. (tetram.); Or. returns within, 
Phr. exits L. 

1537-4'1 antistrophe: 'alas! the House! the end is as 
god wills'. 

iii 154g-53 ( tetram.) re-enter Men., bent on ven-
1554-1624 geance for Helen; Men. parleys with the 

conspirators (on the roof). 
1625-go Apollo in the nick of time prevents 'what 

must not be', paradoxically reverses the 
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calamity to reconciliation and unalloyed 
€V6a,µ.ovla, and reveals the paradoxical 
apotheosis of Helen (rescued from Or.'s 
sword) as the foreordained Tl>.os of the 
whole 6nvov affair. 

( 169 1-3 choral tail piece) 

Protagonist. Or. 1-806, 1013-1245, 1503-36, 1566-end, 
?Mess. 850-956. 

Deuteragonist. El.* 1-315, Men. 348-716, El.* 844-1352, 
Phr.* 1366-1536, Men. 1549-end. (*includes song.) 

Tritagonisl. Hel. 71-125, Tynd. 456-629, Pyl. 725-806, 
(?Mess. 850-956), Pyl. 1013-1245, Herm. 1311-46, Apol. 
1625-end. 

Kw,f,a.1Tpoaw1ra. Herm. 112-25, El., Pyl., Herm. 1567-end, 
Hel. ?1639-end ( +attendants, etc.). 

D. Further Structural Observations 

(i) K«T«<1Tpoi/,71 ('reversal') is a standard element in tragic 
plots, usually and most traditionally (but there are many 
exceptions) from 'excess of prosperity' to 'ruin'. 36 In Or. there 
are suspenseful ups and downs, but the overall movement is 
directed deceptively towards a simultaneous twofold 'upward 
reversal': in the case of Helen, from universal execration and 
apparent death to immortality and cult as a 'saviour of ships' 
( 1635-7*); in the case of Or., from execrated voaos, 'ruin' 
(954-6*) and repeatedly imminent death (188, 10681 1618-
24) to unalloyed €V6aiµ.ovla ( 1 643-59*, 1645-7 •). Both 
reversals are paradoxical, and the exaggerated nature of the 
latter (from one extreme to the other) is the mythopoetic 
corollary, as it were, of the cancellation of Helen's 6uaK>.€,a 
and mortality. Another corollary (affecting at once the 
dramatis personae and the contemporary audience) is the 

36 On that, on the opposite and on plays of mixed reversal, sec esp. Burnett 
(pp. 183-222 on Or.). 
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reversal from Strife (12-14' 1', etc.) to Peace (1683). Sharply 
focused antitheses had an aesthetic appeal to the Greek mind; 
and Or. is unusually rich in polarized 'oppositions' of all sorts 
(see further in E-F below). 

(ii) The design accommodates an effectively varied 
sequence of familiar and less familiar types of action (includ
ing a 'sleep-scene', 'quasi-forensic dispute', 'supplication', 
'messenger-speech', 'intrigue', 'suspenseful and spectacular 
conclusion'), linked in new ways and with several unexpected 
twists.37 

(iii) As Taplin has argued, the 'scene', typically (not 
invariably) demarcated by an initial entrance and a terminal 
exit, is the basic unit of action (sometimes including song). 38 

In grouping scenes and musical numbers in 'acts', I imply no 
definition of 'act' (as opposed to 'scene') as applicable to the 
whole of Greek tragedy. The sequence of aywv£s is a special 
feature of this superlatively well-constructed play, at once 
structural and thematic (38, 333; 431,456,491; (847), 878; 
1065, 1124, 1222-3, 1244; 1291, 1342, 1537-8); cf. Fi. 13 
below. 

(iv) Three and a half 'acts' are needed in preparation for 
the proposal 'EMv17v KTO.vwµ.£v . •. , with the focus on the 7'8os 
(F ii-iii below) and increasingly desperate circumstances of 
T,\~µwv 'OpEaTTJS, Inescapably Or., El., Men., Tynd. and Py!. 
occupy the foreground, and Helen can appear only at the 
beginning (by the clever device of bringing her to the Palace 
before Men., 57 ff.*) and, as a Kwcf,ov 1rp6aw1rov, at the end. 
But there is no reason to suppose that E. will have regarded 
that as a damaging modification of his 'primary idea' ( cf. 71-
125 *). If Helen is allowed to drop out of mind (as well as out 

37 Burnett loc. cit.; Strohm's structural study of different types of action in 
E.'s plays broke much new ground (pp. 121-7 on Or.), and see also Ludwig. 
G. Arnott makes many illuminating points about E.'s cxploi1a1ion of 
'surrise' (also in Mus. Phil. lond. 1978, 1-24). 

3 Stagecraft 49-60; we should no longer wrestle to impose upon 51h-c. 
tragedy the structural classification described in Arist. Pott. 1452b 14-27, 
which may not even be by Aristotle (ibid. 470--6). 
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of sight) during parts of the action, that is a feature of the 
deliberately deceptive movement of the plot towards 'cala
mity'. Much the same is true of Apollo, to whom there are 
repeated references in Act One, fewer references in Acts Two 
(see 807-43*) arid Three (only 954-6*), and then virtually 
none (only 'A1ro.\.\wvlwv, of Troy, at 1388) until he appears 
-rrap' J,\1r(8a in person. 

(v) As to the finale, the idea that 1625 ff. is an 'epilogue' to 
an action which might, but for 'convention', have ended at 
1624 takes no account of the numerous features before 1624 
(most obviously the 'vanishing' at 1494-7*) which, on 
examination, reveal themselves as ingeniously deceptive 
preparations for the final surprise. 39 Rivier well observed that 
E. 'tient ici son public en haleine par les moyens du drame 
policier'. 40 In handling the 'frustrated killing' of Helen, E. 
evidently set himself to elaborate, with extraordinary com
plexity and theatrical skill, what could have been more 
straightforward. The murder could have been simply pre
vented by divine intervention, e.g. at the moment when Or. 
and Pyl. are going within (cf. Hel. 1642); or its accomplish
ment could have been 'cancelled' purely by a revelation after 
the event (cf. the treatment in IT of Artemis' rescue of 
lphigenia at Aulis: all the Greeks had been 'deceived' at the 
time by the substitution ofa hind). But something special was 
needed for this dramatized transition from mortality to 
immortality; the passing of Helen must be surpassingly 
paradoxical. This 'killing' will be successful, to the extent that 
the 'perishing' of the mortal Helen is truly established (partly 
by the cry 8,\)o,µa, from within, partly by subsequent report 
and dialogue); and every kind of suggeslio falsi will be 
employed (short of direct falsehood) to make the audience 
think of Helen as literally 'slaughtered'. At the same time the 

39 I 173-4•, 1286-1310•, 1353-65* (1353-6•, 1357-60•), 1366-1502• 
(1395-9•, 1491•), 1512•, 1536•, 1537-48•, 1566•, 1589-90•. 

4° Rivier 1 142 (a passage altered in his 2nd edn.). One need not, however, 
be on the defensive ('II faut convenir ... ') about one of the most important 
and enjoyable features in this dramatic tour defom. 
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audience will be warned to wait for an accurate report and 
the evidence of autopsy (1357-60); the ayyEMa of Helen's 
death, when it comes, will not be a straightforward spoken 
one, and it will culminate in a weird mention of Helen's 
magical disappearance just before, at or after the moment of 
at/,ay~ (as to which ambiguity is carefully preserved). Thus 
the divine revelation will be at once a cancellation of the 
at/,ay~ and a confirmation of a correctly reported, but at the 
time scarcely believed, supernatural intervention. All this 
needed the utmost dexterity in relation to the other plot
complications in the finale: the combination of 'vengeance' 
and 'survival' motives, and the further threat to the life of 
Hermione. 

(vi) As to the timing of the action: (a) the far-reaching 
invention ofa five-day interval between the death of Cl. and 
the homecoming of Men. (39-40) gives Or. time to have 
reached a 'necrotic' condition (84, etc.), Tynd. time to have 
received news ofCl.'s death and come from Sparta (470-5), 
the Argives time to have arranged a Kupla. ~µ,lpa for the 
judicial Assembly (46 ff.*), and Pyl. time to have gone home 
to Phocis, so as to be absent until he makes his entrance (with 
great effect) at 71 7-28*; everything thus plausibly happens 
during a single action-packed day. (b) 'Time' and 'action' 
within the day are artfully unified by the dispatch of 
Hermione to Cl.'s Tomb in the first scene, a mission from 
which she returns, suspensefully awaited, in the finale; see 
1214-15•. 

(vii) No less skilful is the deployment of the three actors, 
each of whom, in very different ways, has a most rewarding 
role or combination of roles. Note that the second actor sings a 
great deal, the others not at all (was that, perhaps, a design
requirement?). We know that the 'first actor' Hegelochus 
played the part of Or. in 408·Bc (279*); but there must often 
have been occasions on the ancient stage when the senior 
actor in a team was the specialist singer. 

(viii) The handling of the 'conspiratorial' Chorus has much 
in common with that in S. El. and Phil.; it is more consistently 
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ancillary to the plot (including its deceptive movement, 
1353-65*) than in any other Euripidean play, and much ofits 
singing is directly dramatic; the finest musical passages are 
given to the second actor (see on 140-207*, 960-1012*, 1366-
1502*). At the same time, however, the Chorus carries 'the 
major burden for the continuity of the mythological context 
of the play'; 4' see especially 807-43* and 1546-8*. 

E. Scene and Scenic Handling 

(i) Stage and selling. The action is set partly before, partly 
within the Palace of the Atreidae at Mycenae (or 'Argos', 
46*), flexibly exploiting the conventional arrangements of 
the Greek theatre. 42 For nearly halfthe play ( 1-806} the focal 
point of the action is Or.'s sick-bed. After Or.'s exit and 
return, separated by an interval which includes two odes 
(807-1 o 12 ), the bed has been forgotten, and the later action is 
more straightforwardly 'before the Palace', with, for the first 
time, the doors, fai;ade and roof of the UKTJV11 playing a 
significant part, alongside some detailed references to the 
interior of the Palace. We are not to infer retrospectively that 
Or. has lain sub Jove for five days outside his front door. In a 
real sense he is afflicted by the Furies lv 80µ,o,s (cf. 337}, 
though for obvious reasons we see him and his interlocutors 
l{w. Recognizing that, Webster ( TE 24 7) says that Or. 
'begins with an ekkyklema-scene'; but we cannot invoke a 
contrivance that would block the 11K7Jv17-entrance at 71, 112, 
125 and 3 15. It is instructive to compare the bedroom-scene 
with which Ar. Nub. opens,43 and to contrast the elaborate 
verbal scene-painting of the Temple and its surroundings in 

41 Fuqua' 7797; contrast Verrall 216: 'Of the Chorus we need say little, 
and would gladly say nothing.' 

42 On these in general see Pickard-Cambridge, TDA 1.'..113, P. Arnott 
passim, Taplin 434-51, Hourmouziades (for E. in particular) and S. 
Mclchingcr, Das Thtaltr der Tragodit, Munich 1974; on stage door(s), sec H. 
Petcrsmann, WS 1971, 91-109. 

43 Dover, Clouds, pp. 91-2. 
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Ion. Greek audiences were not conditioned to expect illusion
ist treatment of the 0K17v11,44 At the same time, however, 
treatment of the 0K77v17 as Palace- or Temple-fai;ade had 
tended to become more rigid in tragedy (unlike comedy),45 
and E. may have considered it necessary to effect his scene
shift (such as it is) in a negative manner, i.e. by wholly 
abstaining from scenic description until long after the sick
bed has been removed. So it is that the play opens with a 
tableau in which all our attention is focused on the sick-bed 
(34 ff.), even before we are told that we are in 'Argos' (46 ff.); 
the Palace is not mentioned until 60, and then only vaguely 
(without a demonstrative). For a long time thereafter the 
0K77v17, though conventionally referred to as Mµm, 6wµ.aTa, 
and providing a hidden 'within' (60, 301, etc.), will have little 
or no illusionist function. The visible acting-area 46 can be 
referred to en passant as 'beneath the roof' ( 147 f.*), as part ofa 
flexibly-conceived av.\11 ( 1277). To achieve the right effect, E. 
is likely to have given special consideration to the handling of 
the 0K77v17-doors. Probably they stand open (the entrance not 
functioning as a front door) so long as the acting-area is 
notionally v116onyos; the panels, opening inwards ( 1561 f.*), 
are out of sight. They are closed for the first time at 1245 (cf. 
1221 *), when Or. and Pyl. go within, noisily opened again at 
1366-8*, and finally locked (with invisible bars) at 1549-53 
( 1551 *). 

(ii) Left and right. Throughout, the Palace is thought of as 
threateningly encircled by the citizenry of Argos/Mycenae; as 
in JA, the unseen event-shaping environment is an integral 
component of the drama. 47 In accordance with that, the two 
lateral ffoo6o,, collectively representing 'all directions' (67, 

44 er. Dale, Papm 11 g-29, 259-7 I, 

4~ P. Arnott 117 f. 
46 I have visualized, without commitment to it, a shallow raised stage, 

demarcated from the opx~o.,pa by steps (on the vexed question of the raised 
stage in the 5th c., see esp. Taplin 441-2). El. sits downstage in 1he opening 
tableau ( 1-70•). 

47 Cf. Hourmouziades 120-1. 
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1266-8, 1295), are both equally available for access to/from 
the surrounding city (a fortiori, both are available for an 
expected arrival from the port ofNauplia, 67-8). The Palace 
(like the Athenian Acropolis) is as much 'within the gates' as 
the Agora (866 ff.); so too, we must presume, are the tombs of 
Clytaemestra and Agamemnon (94 etc., 796).48 It would be a 
serious error to reconstruct the action on the assumption that 
'Town' and 'Harbour' lie offstage in opposite directions (with 
the implication that E. assigned all but one of the lateral 
entrances and exits to the same, 'Town' and 'Tomb', 
ffoo8os-).• 9 Left and right are significant rather in terms of 
opposition; 50 e.g. at 71 7-21 the faithless Menelaus exits on 
one side (following Tynd. 'to the Argive assembly', 612, 704), 
immediately before the faithful Pylades enters at a run on the 
other side (having come through the town and seen the 
assembling citizens, 729 ff.). The natural interpretation of 
796-8 is that the Tombs of Cl. and Ag. lie in opposite lateral 
directions (with another symbolic opposition). 5 ' It has been 
established by then that both ffoo8o, are available for an exit 
to the Assembly, and Or. makes a point of exiting on the 
'paternal' side (opposite to that taken by Tynd. and Men.). 
The offstage position of Cl.'s Tomb (its direction, not its 
distance, which is carefully left indeterminate) is the primary 
lateral reference-point. To it Hermione is dispatched in the 
first scene; from it she will return, suspensefully awaited, in 
the finale; and Tynd. enters from that side at 456 ff. 
( explicitly coming from Cl. 's Tomb and so reminding us ofits 

48 l:'or Hourmouziades (also Melchinger 267' 8) the Tomb of Cl. lies 
'between the Palace and the Town'; that needs qualification. 

49 The later fixed lateral conventions ('harbour' to the R, etc.) arc 
certainly not applicable to the wholeof51h-c. drama (K.J. Rees, A]Ph 1911, 
377 ff.). If, as is possible, they had their genesis before the end of the century, 
67-8 serves to counter any a priori expectation. In classical drama, 'each play 
creates its own "topography'" (Hourmouziades 129; er. Taplin 450-1 ), 

5° On spatial (lateral) opposition in general, see esp. Taplin (loc. cit.) and 
Hourmouziades 128-36. 

5' Here especially I differ from Hourmouziades, who infers that the tombs 
must be near each other. 
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direction). For convenience I designate that side as L; other 
exits/entrances can then be assigned to L or R on that basis 
(and other ad hoe considerations). I also understand L as 
spectators' left, for reasons that are not completely arbitrary. At 
1258-60 the two 'carriage-ways' are distinguished as 'sun
ward' and 'westward', presumably in accordance with the 
orientation of the open-air Theatre of Dionysus;5• and it 
seems to be the Chorus-leader who both undertakes to keep 
watch on the sunward road (to the spectators' left) and, still in 
her role as a sentry, announces the approach ofHermione at 
131 t. The argument is anything but watertight (e.g. there 
could be a changing of the guard at 1294-5*, with the Leader 
switching from the sunward to the westward side); but it 
affords a working hypothesis. 

F. Themes and Characters 

(i) A characteristic fusion of traditi<>n and modernity 
colours both the thematic material of the play and the 
handling of the dramalis personae, which in turn are interlocked 
with consummate craftsmanship, in support of the primary 
conception (B, above). Recent studies have focused especially 
on the themes, commonly in search of a 'primary theme' or 
'thematic line' which can be advanced as an 'interpretation'. 
The trouble is that there arc too many claimants for primacy, 
and the manner in which they are interwoven makes it more 
profitable to regard them all as thematic strands in a rich 
tapestry.!>9 

( 1) Disease.M This theme is enunciated at the outset ( 1-3 *, 
59 More exactly, the L Efao8os is eastward, the R to the south-west; the 

former is sufficiently 'sunward' for a morning performance. The solar 
indications make no dramatic point, and must therefore have been valid in 
real terms (it is curious that no one seems previously to have commented on 
the implications). 

59 Good discussion of several of the following themes will be found in R. 
Action, E11ripid1 hlrilier d' Eschyl,, ii, Paris 1983. 

54 Smith; for medical language in the tragedians, sec also H. W. Miller, 
TAPhA 1944, 155-67 and N. E. Collinge, BICS 1962, 43-55. 
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4-10*) and is prominent thereafter in both literal and 
metaphorical senses (but it may be observed that Apollo, 
though in general a healer, does not use medical imagery). 
The diagnostic approach to human behaviour is a familiar 
aspect of fifth-century ,f,vcnoAoy(a, frequent in tragedy and 
very prominent in E.'s contemporary Thucydides. The 
important tragic word avµ,f,opa. (2*) had a contemporary 
medical use. At the same time, however, the related madness 
theme has traditional 'Fury' and 'maenad' (Dionysiac) 
associations.55 

(2) Savagery.56 The antithesis of'bestial' (implying 'uncivi
lized') and 'human(e)' was a feature of contemporary 
thought (524*). The themes ofv&aoS' and clypla are similarly 
interwoven in S. Phil. (34 *, 225-6*, etc.). Closely associated 
in Or. are hunting metaphors (6,jp-67'/pEvw, etc.). 

(3) That in turn interlocks with the salvation theme (677-
9*);57 aw-rTJp(a, ever more feverishly pursued, was a topical 
word in the Athens of 409/8 Be. Here belong the themes of hope 
and.fear (at the same time terror, 38*, is a traditional element 
of Or.'s disease), especially in relation to the polarized 
opposition of Life and death (50 ff., etc.). 

(4) Justice and revenge are a no less important element in the 
plot;58 see on 1013-1245* for the interlocking of the nµwp(a 
and aWTTJpta themes as motivations. 

55 There arc several points of contact here with HF ( 140-207*) and Ba. 
(45•, 260•, 317 ff. etc.). On 'disease' and/or 'madness' as symptoms of 
'pollution', see Parker, esp. 235-56. 

56 Boulter; cf. Vickers 587: 'The final insight ... is that you or I, despite 
our liberal and human pretensions, might, if the appropriate pressures built 
up, collapse into "irrationality" and "animality", like those "lions, boars, 
snakes", Orestes, Pylades and Electra.' Something like that seems to be a 
(topically obvious) premiss of the drama, rather than its 'final insight'. 

57 Parry (after Krieg, Garzya and others}; cf. Chapouthier 11: 'Le 
meurtrier abandonne des dieux, subissant parmi les hommes les conse
quences de son acte, essayant de se sauver a tout prix, c'est le sujet de son 
Oreste.' 

58 Cf. Wolff 142: 'The moving force of the whole story is revenge ... The 
theme of revenge makes us see Orestes' world as it claims to administer 
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(5) Friend and foe (love/hatep 9 Tragedy is constantly 
concerned with aspects of ,!,,>.la (a matter of obligations as 
much as of affections), but a special feature of Or. is its sharply 
focused antithesis between Men. and Pyl. as false and true 
,/,lAo, (717-28*, etc.); another is the extension of the 4,,Ma
theme to include the topically-charged 'comradeship' (804-
6*), the perverted ef,,Ma-ideals in Act Four contrasting with 
the proper formulations in Act One (299-300*). dµ.6viw, 
lTTlK011pos, etc. are thematic words (211-12*, etc.); and the 
double sense of "'18t6iw is thematically exploited (795*). 

(6) Intellectual themes, with many echoes of contemporary 
sophism,6o but with a longer heritage as well: true and false 
aotf,la (491*, etc.), a6via,s (396*, etc.), dµ.a8"7s (417*, 695, 
etc.); ovoµ.aopp. awµ.a (390*), opp. lpyov (454-5*), 'contrary 
names' (546-7*); the opposition of reality and illusion 
( dA118na/8ota) is prominent in 2 11-315 • and again in the 
finale (one of E.'s favourite antitheses, as in the recent 
Helen).6' 

(7) Nobility and the heroic code are very important for the 
ironical treatment of Or.'s ,JBos (see below). The vendetta
ethic is an aspect of that (1101-2*); likewise the recurrent 
theme of manliness ( dv8pila), cf. 786*, with a tension between 
the antitheses dv8pEios/8uAos and liv8pEs(8-qpEs ( 1554-5 •, cf. 2 

above). 60 

justice; and, more remotely, it might make us think of the gods as they are said 
to show men justice.' 

S9 Sec 454-5*. For Greenberg the key themes are ~,Ma and ao~la 
(between which the intervention of Apollo effects a paradoxical equlibrium). 

60 er. Reinhardt's essay on the 'Sinnenkrise' in E., with particular 
reference to Or.; also E. C. Waardenburg, De Verwerking van hit ued bij 
Euripides, Amsterdam 1966, 155-200, 249-50. On E.'s intellectual vocabul
ary, see especially Winnington-lngram, E&D (index s. vv. 'folly', 'sense', 
'understand', 'wisdom'). 

61 'Illusion and seeming in every form dominate the play' (Wolff 138). 
6• C[ Fuqua' 68: 'In the course of the Orestes the potentially destructive 

elements of this (sc. heroic) code are explored in a fully developed social 
context', Or. being taken as 'a reply ... directed to Sophocles' rejection (in 
Phil.) of1he social context as a legitimate parameter for heroic conduct'. 
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(8) Male and female is another fundamentally important 
opposition ('father/mother', Or./Helen), developed in 
counterpoint with the 'manly/unmanly' antithesis. 63 

(9) Greek and barbarian ( Asiatic) (485-6, 1110 ff., 1483 ff., 
etc.). The Trojan War, as the archetypal conflict between 
Greece and Asia (1408-10*), had a topical poignancy 
enhanced by contemporary naval operations in that area. At 
least since the 420s E. had habitually (unlike S.) used 
'Phrygian' as a virtual synonym of'Trojan' (as well as in its 
proper sense).6• Phrygia being currently the satrapy of 
Pharnabazus, E. 's usage made it easy for pejorative language 
about Troy to reflect anti-Persian sentiment (cf. 1111 *, etc.), 
alongside the more general 'barbarian'. Several themes come 
together in the persona of the Phrygian/Trojan Slave ( 1366-
1502*). 

(ro) Freedom and slavery (488*, 1115, 1523, etc.); an 
antithesis which associates naturally both with 'Greek/ 
barbarian' and with 'manly/unmanly'. Here also may be 
mentioned the prominent theme of necessity, associating with 
both 4'1>.la ( the ambivalence of dva,,,m,os is exploited at 229-
30* and 488*) and oot/,la (488, 715-16*). 

( 1 1) Several other oppositions are more or less important 
strands in the fabric: shame/shamelessness (98 ff., 459-69*, 
566*, etc.); storm/calm (2791 341-4, 727-8*, etc.), with 
~ouxla as a related idea but with a very different flavour in 
different contexts (1361 698*, 1284, 1317, 1350, 1407); 
µaic&p,os (etc.)/&8A,os (etc.);65 light/dark ( 1 74-9*, 243-4 *, 
etc.); with some strong chiaroscuro in which black is variously 
associated with Night, the Furies, blood and swords (821-
2*);66 wet/dry (389*, 1689-90*); left/right, east/west (cf. E ii 

63 Vellacott focuses attention especially on E.'s 'irony' in relation lo these 
antitheses. 

64 First (and there frequently) in Andramacl,e. It is particularly striking that 
this use does not occur in either S. El. or Pkil. 

65 Cf. M. McDonald, Terms/or Happinm in Euripides (Hypomnemata 54, 
Gottingen 1978), 11311-511. 

66 Rawson (164) aptly associates the black/white chiaroscuro with the 
lurid red (purple) of'blood' and the Rashes of'fire', 'lightning' and 'gold'. 
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above); town/country (especially in 844-956, but cf. 1269-
72*); and this is by no means an exhaustive list.67 

( 12) Two familiar ambivalent adjectives have a thematic 
prominence and frequency. Or. is traditionally -r,\~µwv (35 *); 
and both his 'pitiable misfortune' (447, 807-43*, etc.), 
associated with the µa.,cap,os/8.8,\,os antithesis (86-7, etc.), 
and his 'unholy-r&,\µa.' (827-30"", 1062-4 *) are needed for the 
plot. The word 8uvos is even more prominent (1-3*), 
appropriately to a drama at once (supernaturally and 
otherwise) fearsome, startling, shocking and fearfully clever. 

(13) Exploitation of the various senses of dyc1iv ('ordeal', 
'torment', 'forensic dispute', 'athletic contest', etc.) is argu
ably the most important single device used by E. for unifying 
the whole 1ro(71µa. (D iii above). A 'triple ayc1iv' is a knock-out 
contest, and there are three triads of agonistic Furies or fury
like agonists in the play (431-6*; 434*, 435*). The often 
associated 'running' theme contributes pace (45*, 725-6*, 
etc.). 

( 14) No less important for the plot-conception with its 
deceptive movement is E.'s exploitation of what we may call 
'tragic premisses'. These include traditional ideas about the 
dealings of the gods with humanity, and the pitiable condi
tion of men as l,f,~µEpo, and 1ro,\u1rovo, ( 1-3 *, 976-8 1, 1 o 1 2 *, 
etc.); the aetiology of double (human and divine) determina
tion (1-3, 974-5*, 1665, etc.); 68 the apparatus of lfr11 and 
dM.aTopEs (316-47*, 982-1012) and Family Curses (807-43*, 
995 ff.); all of them so deployed as apparently to direct the 

67 The famous N&µos/tl>ila,s antithesis (Guthrie, Sophists 55-134) is, one 
may say, constantly in the background, but scarcely amounts to a 'theme'. 
4,ila,s (3•, 1116(-7]•) and voµos (487•, etc.) are separately prominent, but 
nowhere expressly opposed. 

68 Cf. Lloyd-Jones, J:(. w (etc.), and N. G. L. Hammond, 'Personal 
freedom and its limitations in the Oresleia', JHS 85 ( 1965), 411-55. Whatever 
may be prophetically or retrospectively revealed as part of a divine plan, 
human beings remain fully accountable for the consequences of their actions; 
and 'madness' is not an exoneration (cf. 4911-3•). The famous paradoxical 
statement of the Chorus in A. Ag. that Agamemnon 'put on the harness of 
necessity' at Aulis is to be understood in the light of that standard Greek view. 
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movement of the play to a tragically calamitous conclusion 
(1546-8*). 

(ii) The characters have already been taking shape in the 
preceding sections, in relation to the plot and its thematic 
enrichment. Characterization, in the modern sense, was 
never the primary concern of the ancient dramatist, but 
~601ro,ta. was nonetheless an important part of his craft. 69 The 
-q8os of a character was directly reflected in his painted mask, 
wig and costume, and was to a large extent 'given' by 
tradition in the case of famous stage personae.7° The internal 
and external aspects of-q8os should naturally be compatible; 
and, although E. was fond of dramatic actions in which 
famous persons behave in unfamiliar ways, he was always 
concerned to associate the ad hoe features of their -,fl}os (as 
required by the new plot) with traditional attributes, chang
ing only the emphasis. 3u1vo,a. (approx. 'thought') is the 
immediate determinant of what a character says ( especially in 
his sententious observations), consistently-if the dramatist 
knows his job-both with the tradition- and plot-dictated 
-,fl}os of the speaker (or singer) and with the logic of the 
situation in particular scenes. 

Two notabie critics in antiquity found fault with the 
~801roda. in Or. Aristotle, in his Poetics, complained of the 
'villainy' of Menelaus (1rov11pla.), which he regarded as 
'without necessity', i.e. as not required for the working out of 
the plot. 71 One wonders how Aristotle could be so lacking in 
perception. Men.'s betrayal of Or. is the mainspring of the 

6g See especially Dale, Pap,rs I 3!r55i -lj8os and 8,avo,a. as defined by 
Aristotle are unsatisfactory terms, but they can be made useful by a more 
flexible (less exclusively ethical) definition of the former. The -lj8os of Achilles, 
for example, includes swiftness (including swiftness of tcmf>cr) and good 
looks. 

7° For some nn. on costume, wigs, etc., sec 11113-4 •, 348-51 •, 456-8*, 
1369-70•, 1457•, 1470•. 

71 Po,t. 1454• and 1461•; well countered by Verrall (1287-8), except that I 
do not believe E. intended the audience to see Men.'s persona as 'vulgar'. 
Others, I think, have differently misstated the 'villainy' (682-716*). 
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plot (C ii above)-as much so as the betrayal of Medea by 
Jason in Med.7' Given that, it is hard to see how E. could have 
made the turning-away at 716 more subtly convincing (see 
348-51 *, 385-447*, 682-716*). In the Second Hypothesis we 
find the view (likely to have been that of Aristophanes of 
Byzantium himself) that Or., though a 'most well-reputed' 
play (1:u801<1µwTaT011), is 'very bad in its characters; for they 
are all mean (,f,av>.01) except Pylades'. The superficiality of 
this black-and-white evaluation has been justly criticized; but 
the writer's exception of Py!. ( who is the proposer of murder at 
1 rn5) may serve to remind us that even a highly educated 
Greek could admire without qualification a viciously vengeful 
'noble friend'. The truth, surely, is that the aesthetic balance 
of the play requires that all the main characters should be 
recognized as possessing some positive and some negative 
qualities (not necessarily easy to distinguish: many human 
qualities are ambivalent). In the case of Py!., the pernicious 
aspect of his loyal comradeship will have been more conspi
cuous in the Athens of 409/8 BC than it was for the 
Alexandrian scholar in his library. 

There is no need here for a comprehensive survey of the 
dramatis personae, duplicating discussion in the Commentary. 73 

In all of them we find the same blend of tradition and 
modernity as in other features of the play; naturally the 
modernity (with political and sophistic overtones) has a more 
topical flavour in respect of the men. It remains, however, to 
say something more about Orestes himself. 

(iii) Recent studies have tended to overemphasize the 
negative features in the portrayal of Or., reacting against 
Krieg's valiant attempt to vindicate his whole course of action 
as estimable and acceptably heroic according to the different 
ethical staAdards of fifth-century Athenians. For Mullens, 

7• The similarity between Men. and Jason was pointed°out by Lanza (64). 
E. certainly had Medea in mind at Or. 1549 If. (1561 r.•, 1567-75•). 

73 Studies not mentioned elsewhere include W. Zurcher, Die Darstellung 
des Menschen im Drama des Euripides (Basic 1947), 14g-79, and Biehl's 'Zur 
Darstellung des Menschen in Euripides' Orestes', Helikon 8 (1968), 197-221. 
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e.g., the portrayal was 'a pathological study of criminality' 
( 153); for Blaiklock, 'a macabre study of heredity'; 74 for 
Arrowsmith, 'Once shorn of his legendary aura of hecoism 
and his justifying necessity, Orestes is revealed in action as 
sick, brutal, cowardly and weak.' The reaction against Krieg 
has gone too far. A purely pejorative view of Or. makes it 
impossible to enjoy or even tolerate the conclusion of the play 
(as Verrall discovered), 75 since the final revelation, in respect 
of Or., is of a noble prince exonerated and destined to live 
happily ever after. Some of Arrowsmith's epithets are directly 
open to rebuttal (Or. is not revealed in action as a coward; his 
sickness is expressly a avµc/,opa. 807.\a-ros; and ii: at times, he 
appears weak, th~ circumstances elaborated in Act One are 
such as to have unmanned any credible human being). First, 
however, it needs to be emphasized again that Or. is not 
primarily a character-play (though it is indeed a play with 
interesting characters) and that the post-matricidal career of 
Or. himself is only part of what the play is about. His words 
and actions, like those of the other dramatis personae, are 
ancillary to a complex plot which E. invented for purposes 
other than further comment on the traditional matricide
story. Obviously, the plot required an Orestes capable in 
extremis of a murderous assault upon Helen. E. evidently 
decided that it also required an Orestes personally respon
sible, in some measure, for the ultimately desperate circum
stances which motivate the laxa-ros <lydw: self.ruined, not 
simply by the previous act of matricide, but by the alienating 
effect of his attempts to justify it. The negative features 
developed in accordance with those dramatic requirements 
(either directly, or more subtly by way of preparation) are not 
shirked in the Commentary. 76 If anything, they are given too 
much prominence: it is all too easy to lose sight of the truly 

74 E. M. Blaiklock, The Male Characters of Euripides (Wellington (NZ) 
1952), 184. 

75 er. n. 29 above. 
76 Seeesp.280-300*,544-601*,640-79*,[932-42)•, 1058-9*, 1101-2•, 

1122•, 1155-76•, 1211-13•, 1235-6•, 1239-40•, 1506-36*. 
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appalling circumstances which E. has been at pains to 
elaborate--in partly mythical terms-for.more than 200 lines 
before Or. is even awake. Our sympathy is further aroused in 
21 1-52, and then we see Or. pitiably tormented and crazed 
by the Furies (no less 'real' because, as in Aeschylus' Choephori, 
they are seen only by him). At the beginning of the long 
second act he is still in a 'necrotic' condition, and he does not 
rise to his feet until assisted by Pylades at the very end ofit. We 
are surely intended to pi€, him and to admire his spirit in 
extreme adversity (447*), even while we are shocked by what 
he has done and further upset by his alienating rhetoric (the 
more upsetting as it so evidently fails to achieve what he 
desires). As to the brutal violence in the laxaTo~ «lywv, Or. 
bears indeed the burden of responsibility; but it should not be 
forgotten that the Intrigue in Act Four (initiated by Pyl.) does 
not begin until after we have seen Or. shockingly left in the 
lurch by his uncle and about to die nobly by suicide. The 
pressure of circumstance and the persuasion of his dearest 
ef,lAo,, the understandable desire for vengeance before death 
and the faint chance of ow-rTfpla. thereby, then constitute an 
entirely convincing 'necessity' («lvayKTf) of the kind that the 
plot requires-including the requirement that Or. should 
finally be exonerated.77 Relieved at last of the 8uvov burden 
which we have seen him shouldering ( 1-3*), he can believ
ably (at least on the mythical plane, which is where the play 

77 Cf. 1330• dvdy'"7s Is (uycli, ,co.8,l""'o.µ•"· It is incorrect (pace Arrows
mith) to speak of Or. as 'shorn of his justifying necessity'. It is frequently 
asserted during the play, even as to the matricide (by Apollo himself: 
lf'li,dy,co.oo. 1664-5•). dvdy,cf/, for Greeks, was commonly a matter of 
subjective opinion: the individual is aware of a dilemma before 'submitting to 
necessity' (cf. A. Ag.218). It is open to others to question the propriety of the 
decision made; and it is true that E. points out ( through the mouth ofTynd.) 
that there wtre courses of action available to Or. other than butchering his 
mother by his own hand. But something (&.,.,? an d.\do-rwp? Apollo? a 
primitive ethical code?) still 'made' Or. act as he did, and thereby shoulder 
(dpo.080.,) the burden ofa ouµ~p,i. 81.,>.a.-ros; a favourite type of ambivalent 
formulation in 1ragedy ( 1-3• and n. 68 above). For the dvdy,c'l•theniecf. also 
488• and F i. 10 above. 
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begins and ends) become the gentle prince that we may 
suppose him to have been before he was 'compelled' ( 1665) by 
Apollo to kill his mother.7 8 At the same time, of course, 
paradox and irony commonly go hand in hand; and E. was in 
general fond of ambivalence. It was no part of his purpose to 
resolve the ambiguity of the traditional phrase TA~µwv 
'OpEaTTJSi rather, to reinforce it (even with overkill). The 
gentle prince whose actions-and even appearance--are 
those of a 8paKwv remains an enigma at the end of a play in 
which E. has confronted one mythical enigma with another 
(Helen), for the entertainment (not without indirect edifica
tion) ofan audience sophisticated enough to enjoy irony and 
paradox for their own sake. 

Undercutting of tragic dignity and sophism are familiar 
features oflate-E. tragedy, and in this play they contribute as 
much to the overall tone of the piece (G, below) as to the 
characterization of Or. The motivations of all the main 
characters are realized, as we have seen, in partly topical 
terms; and both Or. and Men. (in different ways) are 
creatures of the fifth-century 'Enlightenment'. But one aspect 
ofOr.'s unheroism deserves further comment. As an E~)'Ev~s 

he pays more than lip-service to traditional glory standards of 
KaMv-valuation and to the precept 'love your friends and hurt 
your enemies';79 but he also subscribes to the unheroic ethic of 
placing the highest value on the saving of his life.80 The very 
human tension between these two ethics is plainly connected 
with the tension between the Tiµwpla- and awr11pla-motiva
tions in the finale. We see Or. at his most unheroic in his 
supplication-speech to Men. (640-79*). Soon after that he 
becomes heroic with the realization that death is &vayKaiov 
(755*). The plot of Iphigenia at Aulis was later to exploit a 

78 Cf. 45g--69•, where we are afforded a glimpse of Or. before his troubles 
began. He has numerous positive qualities, if we are prepared to look for 
1hem. 

79 See esp. 1060--1•, 1101-2•, 1163-4•. 
80 640--79• (645, 678-9); cf. 1522-4 •, where Or. approves the ,f,,>..o,f,11xla 

of the Phrygian as evidence of aovEo&s. 
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similar, but even more sharply focused progression: the 
heroine who at IA r 368 ff. is determined to die gloriously for 
Greece is the same girl who at 125 r ended her supplication 
with the ultimately unheroic yvwµ:'1 that 'it is better to live 
,ca,cws than to die ,cru\c.iis'. Aristotle objected to the 'inconsis
tency' in Iph.'s volte-face;8 ' but there is no logical incompati
bility between the positions ,co.,cws ('ljv ,cpfiaaov ~ ,co..,\ws 80.11€111 
and ,co..,\ws 8o.v€,v 1Cp€1aaov ~ ,co.,ccus 80.v€1v. The most arrant 
coward can become a hero in the face of inevitable death. 
Unlike lph., however, Or. does not argue that ,ca,ccus (1111 is 
better than ,ca.,\ws 80.11€111, and the awTTJpla which he pursues 
must always be understood as including TO ,ca.,\ov (whether 
truly or perversely apprehended). The blinkered view which 
renders him incapable of arguing for, or even contemplating, 
the middle course of </,uyt, ('exile') is a necessary plot-feature 
(for the outcome of the polarized dywv€S' in Acts Two and 
Three); 82 and it also does something, in a paradoxical way, to 
elevate his tragic stature and compensate for the unheroic 
elements in his make-up. 

G. Diction and Music,· Literary Echoes; 'Comic' Features 

(i) Studies of Greek tragedy in translation inevitably focus 
disproportionate attention on only part, and perhaps a 
relatively small part, of the poet's creative effort (1rolTJais}. 
For the original judges the quality of the spoken and sung 
verse is unlikely to have been a minor consideration. We must 
constantly remind ourselves of the sheer craftsmanship in 
words required ofa Greek tragedian: composition can hardly 
have been other than laborious, but the result was a direct 
source of aesthetic satisfaction to both poet and audience, 
sharing a common poetic heritage. Interlocking felicities of 
diction and sentiment could earn instant applause; and the 

81 Poll. 1454•; cf. Conacher 11611 If. 
82 544-601•, 758•, 844-956*; cf. also 1600•. 
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metrical intricacies of lyric composition were not then 
appreciated only by a few professional scholars. 

(ii) Or., with the posthumous Ba. and IA, exemplifies E.'s 
latest and 'freest' style. As is well known, E.'s prosody in the 
iambic trimeter of spoken dialogue, while continuing to 
observe rules much•stricter than those observed in comedy, 
shows a remarkably consistent progression during his career 
from severity to freedom; a progression crudely expressible in 
gradually increasing percentages of resolved syllables, but 
involving also the relationship between resolution, word-end 
and anceps-syllables in word-patterns. 83 Here too we can 
observe E.'s characteristic blend of tradition and modernity, 
the latter naturally progressing with the advance of time. The 
newer rhythmic patterns often have a prosaicizing effect, 
accommodating words and phrases hitherto alien to tragic 
diction. 84 At the same time, however, E. continued to exploit 
more antiquated types of diction (enlarging his vocabulary 
also with rare poetic words), either in isolation (as in the 
opening lines of Men.'s entry-speech at 356 ff., traditional
sounding in content, and without any resolutions) or in direct 
conjunction with balancing touches of modernity. Within its 
conventions, E.'s diction is very flexible in tone, while 
maintaining a tension between artificial and natural utter
ance.85 Pure colloquialism is rare; more often we find 
vernacular idioms poeticized in some way, either by direct 
modification or contextually (e.g. a prosaic word used with a 
new construction or in a metaphorical sense). Some of the 
most colloquial passages come (with heightened emotion) in 
the archaic tetrameter-dialogue. 

(iii) The musical numbers are admirably geared in Or. to 

83 Sec especially Zielinski 186 If. and West, GM 86-8; also D. M. L. 
Philippides, The Iambic Trimeler of Euripides (New York 1981), 79-92. For 
metrical nn. on the trimeter-dialogue, see 2•, 19 f.•, 35•, 37•, 6o*, 65•, 24 7-
a•, 360--2•, 439•, 487*, 555•, 640--1•, 700•, 883*, 1072*, 1119*, 1623-4*, 
16~8-9*. 

4 An aspect studied especially by C. Prato, QJ,ad. Urb. 1972, 73-113. 
85 e.g. 919*, 1176*. 
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the action of the drama, and show a similar mix of old and 
new elements. The Chorus-entry 140-207* (untraditionally 
hushed) is an amoibaion moving from strict dochmiacs (not 
without metrical virtuosity) to late-E. 'enoplian dochmiacs;; 
thus looking forward both to the traditionally toned doch
miac ode 316-4 7 • and to the numerous 'enoplian dochmiac' 
passages in the finale (1246 ff., 1286 ff., 1353 ff., etc.). The 
central ode 807-43* is in contrasting aeolo-choriambic metre 
(again with partly traditional, partly late-E. features),. begin
ning however with a rhythm vvv-v- ••. picked up from 
the dochmiacs. The splendid Lament in 960-1012* begins 
with archaically liturgical lyric iambics, before moving easily 
into late-E. iambo-trochaic monody (with lyric dactyls near 
the end). As a musical climax, the unique narrative aria of the 
Phrygian Slave ( 1366-1502*) brings together the iambo
trochaic and 'enoplian dochmiac' elements, while also reflect
ing the newly popular 'Phrygian' music ofTimotheus. 86 

(iv) It is reasonable to assume that the metrical and other 
links between these lyric pieces were reflected in the musical 
&.pµov{a, ('modes') to which the words were set.87 But the 
celebrated Musical Papyrus (a fragment dated c.200 BC 

containing portions of II. 338-44 with musical notation, 
Michaelides 285 f.) does not tell us much, and could well be 
descended only from a resetting of the lyrics ( or of this single 
ode) in the fourth or third century, not from E.'s original 
score.88 A comparable musical papyrus of IA 1500-9 and 783-
92 {perhaps a little older, from the third century, Michaelides 
290) appears to come from an anthology, selectively put 
together for the requirements of a theatrical spectacle and 

86 On E. and Timotheus, cf. Webster, TE 17-19 and E. K. Borthwick, 
Htrmts 1968, 69. 

87 See in general Michaelides s.v. harmonia (with bib!.). 
88 For the bearing of P. Vind. G 2315 on the textof338-44, see ad loc. For 

its musical interpretation ( outside the scope of this Commentary), see esp. the 
studies ofWinnington-Ingram (SO 1955, 2g-87 and Lustrum 1958, 9 ff.) and 
the more recent contributions of J. D. Solomon (A]Ph 1976, 172-3, and 
GRBS 1977, 71-83). 
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very possibly given new music for the purpose in accordance 
with contemporary taste (one thinks of eighteenth-century 
treatment of Shakespearian songs).89 It is true that Dionysius 
ofHalicarnassus (in the time of Augustus) believed that the 
musical tradition on which he was commenting went back to 
Euripides; but did he have any way of knowing? (Cf. H iv 
below). Confidence in his belief must be undermined by the 
deviant wording of both the IA and Or. musical papyri;90 also 
by a metrical peculiarity in the musical articulation of Or. 343 
(seep. 137). For what it is worth, the fragmentary tunes in 
both papyri appear to be consistent (one can say no more) 
with what is known about the 'old Phrygian' mode. Perhaps 
some memory of the original tunes did survive, and was then 
associated with a bad text of the words at a time when their 
colometric interpretation was only hazily understood. 

(v) Literary allusions (detailed in the Commentary) 
constitute one of the most important strands in the fabric of 
the play. (a) E. was concerned, almost as a first priority, to 
associate his audacious new play about Orestes and Helen 
with established mythical and literary traditions. We are 
fortunate in the survival of all the most important tragedies 
relevant to the Orestes-myth (among which, of course, the 
Oresleia of Aeschylus claims pride of place). Links can be 
traced with E.'s own Electra, lphigenia in Tauris and Helen 
(plays which have survived only by a fortunate accident of 
transmission), and with previous characterizations of Or., 
Men. and Helen in Andromache and Troades; also with the 

8g P. Leid. inv. 510; G. Comotti, Mus. Phil. Lond. 2 (1977), 6g-84. 
90 Comotti seems untroubled by P. Lcid.'s text of IA 7go-2 as re

stored: ... T&C o[po 14 cU71'.\01<014ou 1<014oc cpllf'G 801<puo•11J / T[oa)c ya:c ffGTp,oc 
o.\o[,...,..c 11110.\wTm], despite its weird colometry, and indeed welcomes T<is 
y<is 11aTplas as an improvement upon the received Tovuaos 1111-rplllos. I must 
content myself with observing that T<is y<is 1111Tplas would be a phrase-pattern 
quite unparalleled in E., whereas . . . ,coµas / lpu14a 8a1<pudc11 Tavdaas 
('making taut a tearful hair-dragging') has the stamp of authenticity, in line 
with such late-E. poetic idiom as He/. 353-6 and Or. 961-2•, 988-9• (lpu140 
should of course be associated with LSJ lpuw (A) A. 1, cf. Od. 22. 187-8 
lpuaav •• , 1<ouplf). 
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Electra of Sophocles (probably a recent predecessor, still fresh in 
the memory).9' (b) There are numerous echoes ofother plays, 
not or less directly concerned with the Atreid House. Among 
these the most important are Medea, Hecuba and Heracles; and, 
in a special category of its own, the Philoctetes of Sophocles 
(produced in the previous year). 90 (c) Resonances from older 
poetry, apart from Homer, include allusions (doubtless more 
than we can identify) to the lost Oresleia ofStesichorus and the 
Cypria.93 (d) There are frequent more topical echoes ~f so
phistic thought and language, enhancing the intellectual 
appeal of the play. The abundance of such echoes contributes 
at once to the thematic enrichment of the play (F i, above) 
and to its overall sophistication of tone. 

(vi) For some, sophistication is in itself a symptom of 
decadence, and certainly the golden age of Greek Tragedy 
was nearly at an end. Tastes had changed, and drama was 
moving towards a new synthesis, which would blur the 
hitherto sharply drawn frontier between tragedy and com
edy.94 The disparaging epithet ,cwµ.iKwTEpov was anciently 
applied to some of the features of Or. which offended purist 
critics;95 but, in truth, the pervasiveness of the 'comic' element 

9• I accept the dating of S. El. (after E. El.) not long before Phil.; cf. 
Webster, G&R .New Surutys 5, 22, Winnington-lngram, EPS 14143 (contra 
Lloyd-Jones, CR 1969, 36-8). See 22-4•, 1286-13w• (1297-8*). 

9• The points of contact with S. Phil. are too numerous to list here (sec, for 
example,208-10•,211-16*,213-14•,217-18*,219-20•,225-6*,227-8*, 
229-30•, 231-2•); suffice it to say that, if one reads either play and then 
immediately the 01her, one repeatedly experiences a sense of dljll v11. For an 
interesting assessment of the relationship between the plays, see Fuqua's 
article in Traditio 1976. 

93 Stesichorus: 268-74*, 275-6•, 362-5*, 432•, 479-80*; er. W. Ferrari, 
Athenatuni 1938, 1-37, Stephanopoulos 133. Cypria: see especially Jouan. 

94 For general studies of comic features in E., see especially Knox, W& A 
1150-74, and A. Morin, 'Evolution du comique dans l'reuvre d'Euripid.,', 
CEA 3 ( 1974), 37-72. For the Euripidean legacy in Menander see Katsouris 
(especially for characterization) and G. Arnott, G&R .New Surv9s 91 12-14 
(with the studies cited on his p. 26). 

95 Hyp. II .-cl 8paµ,a 1<wµ,11tw.-lpa.v lx .. .-~v 1<0..-a.a.-po,f,~v (which may mean 
no more than that the play has a happy ending, cf. Eon 1691); Eon 1512 
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needs to be recognized throughout the play (from I. 1 

onwards): in scenic handling, in topicality and in countless 
passages (even lyric ones) with a faintly but unmistakably 
'paratragic' flavour. It needed the sureness of touch of a 
master craftsman to create and maintain the discordant 
harmony of this late 'baroque' masterpiece. 

H. Manuscripts and Papyri; the Tradition in Antiquiry 

Pp. 1-75 of this edition reproduce Murray's text from 
Euripidis Fabulae iii, preceded by the page of sigla listing the 
MSS etc. referred to in his apparatus criticus. As Murray 
explained there, his 'codd.' (i.e. codices) and 'rell.' (i.e. reliqui) 
refer only to the group of six base MSS collated in detail by 
himself and/or his predecessors: M, A, B, V, L, P. The 
readings of other MSS are cited only sporadically: H, 0, F, 
Haun., and imprecisely 'recc.' (recentiores), 'novicii' or 'Byzan
tini'. 

Recent studies have variously enlarged our knowledge, not 
least as to the dating of MSS, and have established sounder 
principles upon which a future text and app. crit. of Or. 
should be based. There are five 'old' MS witnesses, in the 
sense 'written before AD 1204' (when Constantinople fell to 
the knights of the Fourth Crusade). These are M,96 B,97 O,ga H 
(oldest of all but defective) 99 and Ga= Mt Athos, Mon. 

d.vdf,o Kol T,js TPOYCf13ios Kol T,js 'OplaTOIJ Ollp,,/,opas 1'0. A,yoµ,,va, Eon 1521 
raVTa Ktuµ,1<clJT1pd. JaT, Ka1 "*'"· 

96 Turyn 84-5. 
97 Turyn 87-9 1 J. A. Spranger, CQ.19391 184-92. Turyn dates B 10 the 

12th c. (Murray 'xii vel xiii'); others make it earlier. 
98 Turyn 333-5; but for the earlier date (late 121h c.), sec N. G. Wilson, 

Scrittura t Civil/a 7 ( 1983); also D. J. Mastronarde and J. M. Bremer, Tht 
Textual Tradition of Euripides' Phoinissai (Berkeley 1983), 31 and Digglc, CQ. 
1983, 339. 

99 Turyn 86-7 1 Spranger, CQ. 19381 200-2, S. G. Daitz, The Jerusalem 
Palimpsest ,if Euripides, Berlin 1970; the more or less decipherable surviving 
portions of Or. are 105-213, 313-412, 565-614, 718-66, 897-946, 1152-12001 

1356-1556. 
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Vatop. 36 (a twelfth-century gnomology containing among 
other things excerpts from eight E. plays). 100 In 1261 the 
Greeks recovered Constantinople, and all 'later' MSS are of 
the Palaeologan period ( 1260-1453) and its aftermath down 
to (and even after} the first printed text of Or. (Venice 1503/ 
4). Only V, which may have been written as early as 1250, has 
an arguably intermediate status. 101 

'Later' is by no means necessarily or uniformly 'inferior'. 102 

There certainly existed in the later thirteenth and early 
fourteenth centuries old MSS containing readings and vari
ants other than those transmitted in M, B, 0, H, Ga, and 
available either for more or less random transmission by 
copyists or for more discriminating adoption by the Palaeolo
gan scholars of this period (Maximus Planudes, Manuel 
Moschopulus, Thomas Magister, Demetrius Triclinius). It 
seems to have been early in that period that the so-called 
'Byzantine Triad' (Hee., Or., Pk.) became a favourite 
transmissional unit, reflecting the established primacy of 
these three plays in the pre-1200 tradition (Hee. Or. Ph. come 
first, in that order, in all the 'old' witnesses except 0, which 
has Hee. Or. Med. Ph ... . ). 'Later' MSS containing only the 
Triad, in whole or part, are very numerous (upwards 0£250), 
in comparison with those containing or including other plays 
of Euripides (about 30).' 03 Naturally there are many more 
MSS of the first type, especially those of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, that can be safely neglected; but for the 
text of Or. (as of Hee. and Ph.) several thirteenth- and 
fourteenth-century Triad-only MSS are on a par with A (a 
forlioriwith Land P); whereas the late Hauniensis417 really is 

100 Turyn 92-3, Longman, CQ. 1959, 137; Ga is Matthiessen's symbol 
(Biehl Gv). 

101 Turyn 90-1; er. Matthiessen 46-7, Mastronarde-Bremer 3-4, 33. 
102 er. R. Browning, 'Recentiorcs non Deteriores', BICS 1960, 12. 
•03 er. Matthiessen, GROS 19~, 1194; 'about 30', i.e. 11 (LP, containing 

both Select and Alphabetic plays)+ about 115 (MSS containing the plays of 
the Triad and other Select plays)+ a small number of MSS containing only 
non-Triad Select plays, e.g. Laur. 31. 15 (Hp., Med., Al., An.; Barrett's D). 
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negligible. 10 + At the same time a clearer picture has emerged 
of the work of Moschopulus ('Mosch.'), Thomas ('Thom.') 
and Triclinius ('Tricl.'). It used to be thought that all MSS 
betraying the characteristic features of Byzantine scholarship 
(often perverse) could be discounted as 'interpolated'; in the 
few places where editors accepted or cited a 'Byzantine' 
reading they took it to be a happy accident or plausible 
conjectural alteration. It is now clear that the Palaeologan 
scholars also found and transmitted a small but significant 
number of genuinely ancient readings which would not 
otherwise have survived. 

There are thus two classes, broadly, oflater MSS: the veteres 
recentiores, similar in general character to those written before 
1204; and the Byzantini, in which it has become possible to 
identify a 'Mosch.' group ofMSS and a 'Thom.' group, while 
for 'Tricl.' the single MS T (Angelicus 14) suffices, partly 
written by the hand of Triclinius himself. '0 5 The veteres 
recentiores necessary for a thorough collation number about 20 

(to 25); 106 here Matthiessen has shown that several MSS are a 
little older than Turyn had thought ('consequently many so
called Byzantine interpolations appear in MSS that are 
earlier than the grammarians themselves').' 07 The necessary 
By;;antini, apart from T, number about 8. 

No fresh collations have been made for the present edition; 
but I have been able to take advantage ofBiehl's apparatus 
(incorporating the researches of Spranger, Longman, Turyn, 
Di B., ,oa Zuntz' 0 9 and Biehl himself) and offurther contribu-

10• Cf. Diggle, CQ. 1983, 355 (after Turyn and Wilamowitz). 
' 0 5 Turyn's pp. 109-13, 172-5 and 190-11 are still fundamental here. 
• 06 For details see Matthiesscn 1112-3 (and 10-11 for his sigla). 
10 7 Art. cit. 1199-300; 'The trend in this direction seems to be strong 

enough to raise the question whether there were any Byzantine interpolations 
at all; but there remains a hard core offifteen cases in the text of Htcuba where 
it is highly probable that a Byzantine grammarian altered the text 
deliberately.' 

•08 See also his La tradidone manoscrilla euripidea, Padua I 965 (supple
mented in Maia 1966, 379-91). 

• 09 See also his Opuscula Selecta, Manchester 1972, 62-6, for cod. Ryland
sianus 1689 (containing II. 13-156, 206-375). 
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tions from Matthiessen. Additional MSS mentioned in the 
Commentary include Va (Palatinus gr. 98, supplementing V 
for II. nzo5-1504), C (Taurinensis B IV 3), Mn (Monacensis 
560), R (Vaticanus gr. 1135), Re (Remensis 1306), S 
(Salamanticus 31), Sa (Vaticanus gr. 1345), and cod. Ryl. 
(Rylandsianus 1689). In several places the status of a 
significant minority reading needs investigation (for example 
O's surely correct vEtfJs at 241-2*, which seems likely to turn 
up elsewhere). It would have been beyond the scope of this 
edition to have resolved all such issues; but at least attention 
will have been drawn to them. 

(ii) Ancient scholia, denoted by the symbol E, are pre
served in several MSS other than M, B, V(Va) and C, the 
only ones fully collated by Schwartz (with the sigla M, B, A 
and T); but here too we must wait for a fuller collation. My l:, 
like Murray's, refers to Schw. i (for scholia on texts other than 
Hee., Or. and Ph. l refer to 'Sch .... '). Reflecting, at least in 
part, the commentaries of Alexandrian scholars, the scholia 
are often directly or indirectly important (attesting or 
implying particular, sometimes variant, readings, and afford
ing evidence of ancient interpolation) or otherwise interesting 
(notably as to mythography, literary allusions, stage-practice 
and Alexandrian literary criticism). 110 

(iii) The last 75 years have greatly increased our direct 
knowledge through papyri (generically fl) of the tradition in 
antiquity. Murray knew only P. Vind. G 2315, for II. 338-44 
(the very interesting 'Musical Papyrus', see G iv above and 
further ad Joe.) and P. Genav, inv. 91, for II. 1062-go. These 
are respectively ·/76 and fl" in Biehl's list, alongside fl 1 = P. 
Oxy. 2455 (for Hyp. I), fP = P. Argent. W G 304-7 (for II. 6, 
9-10), fl 3 =P. Oxy. 1616 (for 53-61, 89-97), fl4=P. 
Columb. inv. 517 (for 205-24, 226-47), fl5=P. Oxy. 2506 
(for 268-9), fl 7 = P. Oxy. 1370 (for 445-9, 469-74, 482-6, 
508-12,685-90, 723-9,811-17,850-4,896-8,907-10,934-
6, 945-8, 1247-63, 1297-1305, 1334-45, 1370-1). 113= P. 

110 E refers to actors al 57, 174,268,643, 1366-8 (Page, Ac/ors 42-3). 
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Cair. inv. 56 224 (for 754-64), fl9= P. ined. Flor. 1475 (for 
867-81), ll' 0 =P. Berol. 21 180 (for 884-95, 917-27), 
ll' 2 =P. Ross. Georg. I 9 (for 1155-6) 1 ll' 3=P. Oxy. r178 
(for 1313-26, 1335-50, 1356-60) 1 ll 14 = P. Here. 1012 (for 
1381-5). The list continues to lengthen; and already we must 
add P. Berol. P 17051 and 17014 (see 316-47*) and P. Kain 
252 (see 138-9*); also 'P. Flor.' and P. Oxy. 3716-18 (see 
Preface). 

The principal effect of papyrus-finds has been to reveal the 
antiquity-not necessarily the truth-of many readings 
hitherto regarded as, or suspected of being, medieval aber
rations. Less often, but not seldom, a wholly unknown 
reading is offered for our consideration. It is scarcely an 
exaggeration to say that almost all plausible readings and 
variants in the medieval MSS, and a good many less plausible 
ones, are likely to have been transmitted from antiquity, in an 
'entirely open' tradition 'like those of the Iliad and Odyssey'. 111 

(iv) As for Homer, so for the Select Plays of Euripides, 
Alexandrian editorial activity established what we may call a 
vulgate text ancestral to that of the mediaeval MSS; 11 • but 
that vulgate was never completely stable, and it needed the 
accompanying scholia in which variants (often better read
ings) were recorded. It seems clear that Aristophanes of 
Byzantium (c.200 sc) left a durable mark on the Jineation of 
the lyrics and (less durably) on the attribution of speakers, but 
the wording of the text itself was not at the same time (nor in 
later antiquity) subjected to systematic correction. We may 
well have cause to be grateful for ·that; but we should not 
regard our work as done when we have recovered ( directly or 
by inference) the standard reading of the edited Alexandrian 
text. In some places it may appear that there was no single 
standard reading; in others, that the standard text embodied 
already established error (e.g. the obviously wrong 8&µ.ovi; at 

111 Mauhiessen art. cit. 300; er. Mastronarde-Bremer 74. 
112 For fuller accounts of the transmission of the text, see Barrell, 

Hippolytos, pp. 45-57 and (mulalis mulandis) P. E. Easterling, Sophocles: 
Trachinia, (Cambridge 1982), 240-7. 
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337• and oi}xlat 1622•). The most troublesome types of very 
early corruption are interpolation" 3 and dislocation of line
order. For the former there is occasional evidence in the 
scholia (attesting the absence of suspect lines 'in some 
copies');" 4 but if, as seems likely, the great majority of 
constructively motivated interpolations were made in the 
fourth and third centuries BC, it is understandable that many 
had become too firmly established by 200 BC {afortiori, later) 
to have been thus directly identifiable. 115 For Ar. Byz. any 
tradition traceable back to {say) 350 BC-and one may doubt 
whether he had access to any manuscript as old as that-will 
have had unimpeachable authority. We know that there was 
a production of Or. at Athens in 341 /o BC ( the famous actor 
Neoptolemus playing the name-part), 116 and that is a plaus
ible date for at least one generally recognized interpolation 
(see 902-16•). It is not too fanciful to imagine a wholly 
unscholarly archetype ( a prompt-copy?) 117 of about that date 
as having had a profound effect on the subsequent transmis
sion. The same hypothesis is needed more definitely ifwe are 
to justify proposed transpositions of lines against an appar
ently unanimous 'open' tradition. Only one line-transposition 
(at 782-3) has been generally accepted by edd.; but even one 
is enough to open the door to similar, and even to more far
reaching, proposals elsewhere. 118 

113 Proposed excisions arc accepted or regarded as plausible at: 15, 33, 51, 
71, 74,82, Ill, 127,361,441-2,478,536-7,554,561,593,6o2-4,663,677, 
7011-3, 848, 8511, 856, 904-13, 916, 938-411, 957--g, 10114, 1049-51, 111114, 
111117-30, 1394, 1556-60, 1564, 1598, 1631-11, 1691-3 (but 87, 136-9, 695, 
716, 1366-8, 1384, brackc1cd by Murray, arc defended). Further excisions 
arc sugges1ed al: 370, 644, 651 (J.D.), 7711-3, 847, 9311-7, 1081, 1315-16 
(J.D.), 1347-8, 1563, 1579-84. That amounts in to1al to about 7% or the 
spoken dialogue. Sec also Addenda. 

114 957-9, 111117-30 (in effect), 1394; see Comm., also as to 10114, where X 
implies a tradition without that line. 

"5 See especially Page, Actors (pp. 41-55 on Or.) and Reeve; also R. 
Hamilton, GRBS 1974, 387-4011. 

116 /G II" 11320; cf. Page 41, Chapouthier 23. 
"1 Cf. Page 11 1. 
118 Scc1157-67*,387-90*,412-13*,544-50•,579-84*, 1600-17•, 1638-

42•. 
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(v) The indirect tradition, consisting of citations and allusions 
to Or. in other ancient sources, is probably more extensive 
than for any other ancient drama. It was a justly popular play 
on the stage; it also featured in school curricula (that may be 
why citations are particularly numerous for the earlier part of 
the play) and was thoroughly combed by ancient gram
marians and lexicographers for both typical and unusual 
examples of tragic diction, also by anthologists of senlentiae. 
The (not very numerous) places where the indirect tradition 
is ofreal importance for the constitution of the text are noticed 
in the Commentary; for the rest, Biehl gives a useful survey in 
his 'Testimonia Selecta'. Allusions to Or. may of course be of 
other than textual interest. It is clear that already in the time 
of Aristotle (F ii above) and Menander Or. was an exceptio
nally well-known play; the latter modelled a Messenger
speech in his Sikyonios on the 'Assembly' -narration, and could 
probably count on audience-recognition of the direct 
echoes. "9 But this is not the place to pursue further the 
influence of Or. on later literature. 

Surprisingly, in view of its enduring popularity and 
spectacular features, Or. seems to have made little impression 
on practitioners of the visual arts. Chapouthier (27) recog
nizes only a single representation of Or. in the arms of El. 
(associable with Or. 223). 120 But he may well have been over
hasty in dismissing the numerous pictures of Or. confronting 
the Furies with a weapon on the grounds that the weapon is 
always a sword. 121 Such representations may still be indirectly 

11 9 Men. Sik. 176 If. The speech begins ,Tilyxavov µiv otl( ... ] / {Jal""'• 
(restored by Merkelbach as otl,cdypdl/a,ru.\ci'wlow); 182 &7114o]T11C&s,oi,rap,cal 
l'cS•oc oc{,(01101 y~• echoes Or. 920, and 188 If. echoes Or. 871 If.; the conclusion 
is like the end of the other narration in Or. (270--1 T[a &' uoTapa] / otl,clT, 
Alyuv lxo114' 4v, d.\.\' d1rlfpxoµa11 cf. Or. 1498-9). Or. 922 is echoed by 
Menander in a different play (Epitr. 910). For the intervening period cf. 285-
7• (Ar. Plut.), 37• (Eubulus). 

120 A. L. Millin, Galtrie "!Jlhologique (1811), pl. CLXX no. 621 (surpris• 
ingly cited by Chapouthier as Mythologisehe Gallerit). 

121 Note that a picture of Or. with a bow might be merely reflecting the 
ancient tradition after Stesichorus. The bow in Or. is invisible! 
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'after Euripides' (see 268-74 "'), though they also show that 
graphic art had its own conventions for the portrayal of 
Agamemnonius scaenis agitatus Orestes."' 

122 See 211-315• for Virgil's phrase, also for Ovid's Oreslesaususinarcanas 
posctrt ltla dtas. 
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M = cod. Marcianus 471 
A-= cod. Parisinus 2712 
B = cod. Parisinus 2713 
V = cod. Vaticanus 909 

saec. xii 
saec. xiii 

saec. xii vel xiii 
saec. xiii 

L = cod. Laurentianus xxxii, 2 saec. xiv ineuntis 
P = cod. Palatinus 287 et Laurentianus 172 saec. xiv 

ll = fragmenta papyracea diversa 
K = fragmentum Berolinense a Kirchhoffio editum 
H = codex Hierosolymitanus xxxvi, rescriptus 

Ambr. = fragmenta Ambrosiana ah Angelo Maio edita 

E = Scholi°a a Schwartzio ex codicibus MB V Nap. maximam 
partem edita: E V, E B et similia scholia in uno tan tum 
codice inventa 

Raro citantur: 
0 = Laurentianus xxxi, 10, saec. xiv (?) 
D = Laurentianus xxxi, 15, saec. xiv 
F = Marcianus 468, saec. xiv 
N = Marcianus 470, saec. xv 

Nap. = Neapolitanus II F 41, saec. xv 
Haun. = Hauniensis 417, saec. xv 

Apogr. Paris. = apographa codicis L Parisina; quae sunt (1) cod. 
Parisinus 2887, 2888, saec. xvi; et (2) cod. Par. 2817, 
eiusdem fere aetatis 

L'V' similibus dcsignantur cuiusque codicis prima manus se ipsa 
corrigens vel scholia scribcns; L• V• similibus secunda 
manus; litteris minusculis (/, v, b) manus recentiores 
correct rices 

Notis codd. et rell. ( = reliqui), nullos praeler MA B V L P respeximus 
'YP· = ypd.,/,£Ta&, i.e. varia lectio in libris aut scholiis memorata 
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COMMENTARY 

ACT ONE: 1-315 

Prologue 1-70 (Electra)-Scene One 71-125 (Helen, El.)-link 126-
39-Scene Two 14,0-207 (amoibaion; Chorus, El.)-link 1108-10-Scene 
Three 211-315 (Orestes, El.) 

Orestes begins with an unusually extended introduction (Burnett 195-6; 
cf. Strohm 121), whose parts are carefully linked. It is not the opening 
monologue or following scene that 'completes the presentation of the· 
dramatic situation' (E.'s usual procedure, Grube 69), but rather the 
famous sick-bed and madness scene (the Aristotelian 'first episode'), which 
comes after the so-called 'parodos'. It is only then that the Chorus are given 
an ode (the 'first stasimon'), summative in tragic terms of 'the primary 
dywv' (316-47•, 333-4 •). The entry ofMenelaus then initiates 'Act Two' 
(cf. Introd. D iii). 

1--,0, Tia, opening tableau. The play begins with El. and the sleeping Or. 
already in position (cf. P. Arnott 1119, Taplin 135--6; Vellacou'a initial 
entry-business is misconceived). Like the prologists of H,ld., An., Su., HF 
and H,l., El. speaks from where she sits-where she is still sitting when she 
says to Helen ,rap18pos .•. 86.aaw at 83-5. According to the Second 
Hypothesis, Or. is lying on a pallet up against the Palace with El. sitting 
near his feet, and the writer conjectures that the poet arranged things thus 
(not, as might have seemed more natural, with El. by Or.'s head) in order 
that at 140 ff. El. might prevent the Chorus approaching too close to the 
sleeper. A more immediate reason for El.'s relatively downstage position is 
that she is looking ,ruaav ,ls cllldv to observe Menelaus' approach (67-8). 
The upstage position of the bed is sufficiently focal in_the shallow acting• 
area (for the handling of which see lntrod. E i). [Hyp. II ... ,rpds" roii 
'Aya,-.l,-.vovos {Jaal)l.1,a r),,-&1<11ra, ••• ,rpoatca81(.1ra, ,rpds rois ,raolv (pcr
hapll we should read ,rpoicaBICna,). This part ofHyp. II may not be by Ar. 
Byz., but it is likely to be from a pre-Didyman source (cf. ~age, Actors 109-
11 on the dating ofscholia relating to stage-practice). V. Longo (Dioniso 
1967, 390-7), showing that the position of El. by Or.'s feet works well in 
140-207, argues for the survival ofan authentic written 'stage-direction', but 
that is on general grounds unlikely (see Taplin, PCPl,S 19771 1111-32); it 
suffices to suppose that some time-hallowed wrillen evidence of histrionic 
practice survived from the fourth century (lntrod. H iv). Note that Hyp. II 
is almost certainly wrong in assigning 140 oiya aiya .•• to El. (p. 105).) 

The opening monologue is a distinctive feature ofE.'s dramatic method (see 
esp. Grube 63-8, and Barrett, Kannicht, Collard on the prologues of Hp., 
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He/., Su.); convenient in the first instance for a programmatic function 
(which includes the enunciation of premisses and themes, not merely the 
giving of information), while admitting subtleties of tone and dra.matic 
forecast (both true and misdirecting) and consistent, despite the formal 
artificiality, with a measure of character-presentation. El.'s exposition 
appears to follow a standard pattern, proceeding by way of genealogy to an 
economical statement of the situation at the opening of the drama, and 
becoming progressively more dramatic in the expression of hopes and fears. 
But there arc some unusual features; especially in the first ten lines, in 
which a somewhat enigmatic blend of traditional and topical ideas and 
language sets the tone of E. 's most sophisticated play and enunciates some 
of its themes. 

1-3. 'No tongue can tell ofa malady or god-imposed affliction too dire for the 
(audacious) nature of man to shoulder.' Few tragedies open with a senlenlia 
(Held., Stheneboea, S. Tra.), and none with such a complex theme
announcement. (a) The sentiment is traditionally 'tragic' in focusing 
attention on the 8uv&v character of human 1r&B., (lntrod. Fi. 14; cf. also h. 
Apoll. 190 ff. for d.v8pw1rwv -r.\11µoauva1 as a perennial poetic theme); at the 
same time the reflective hyperbole warns us, in a manner consistent with 
irony, to expect the presentation of an extravagantly 8•w&v 'myth'. ( b) The 
formulation leads directly to the thematic metaphor of v&aos (lntrod: Fi. 
1 ), with a modern flavour in the partly philosophical language ('physiolo• 
gical', cf. Kannicht on He/. 1-3). The immediate case in point is the 
shocking v&aos and bizarrely terrifying punishment of Tantalus the 
Blasphemer (4-10•); then, after tracing and exhibiting the present 8flvcl. 
1ra811 ofTantalus' descendants, the play will proceed from Or.'s matricidal 
sickness (seemingly the ultimate human voaos, 831-3) to further shocking 
events. The many-faceted meaning of 1-3 depends (untranslatably) on the 
wide range of lluvov in poetical and vernacular use: not simply 'terrible' 
(though related to 8•os, cf. 'awful' and Fr.formidable), but more generally 
'impressive in arousing fear and/or amazement in the mind of the hearer/ 
spectator'. For the senses 'shocking', 'amazing', cf. Ba. 642 1rl1rov8a 8,IVli 
(where Pentheus appears to be more angry and bewildered than 
frightened), 667 (the same association with Baiiµa as /A 1538) 1 971 8Eivcl. 
1r&811 (an ambiguity), S. Ant. 332-3 ,ro.\,\cl. -rcl. 8uvcl. KoMitv d.v8pw1rou 
8nvonpo• 1rl.\~,. This primary theme-word occurs 17 times in Or. (lntrod. 
Fi. 12). 

1~. There is a choice of reading in 2 (nom. or acc.): either 'There is no l1ros so 
8 .. v&v to utter, or 1ra8os or .. .' or 'It is not possible to ,l1r,,v any so 8nvclv 
ltros or 11a8or or ... ' (either way J,8, follows the emphasized adj., cf. Ba. 
1036, S. El. 1081). The former is in line with a familiar E. mannerism (ou1< 
la-riv oil8lv with appositive nom.): 11551 Hee. 9561 An. 986 1 Hel. 16181 fr. 
358, etc. But I: assures us that the nom. here is an 'ignorant' misquotation 
( ol 8J d.yvoovv-r•s ... ); and, if that is true, the normalizing corruption of acc. 
to nom. is easily explained. It is worth observing that none of the parallels 
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cited for 0~1< ''""' ( ••• ) 0~8'11 •.• features an inf. in the phrasing, for which 
one might rather compare Su. 775-7 (ToiiTo ... 0~1< ''"' ..• i\o.fl•i11, 
followed by appos. acc.). But the authority of Eis not decisive. The acc. 
variant must be very ancient, but it could have arisen simply because l,ros, 
when associated with .z.,.;.,, is usually acc. For the force of l,ros here (at 
once 'word, utterance' and 'thing denoted by utterance') and its pairing 
with ,ra9os, cf. A. Pers. t 73-4 ,..., .,. Ills ,f,pciao., (-aflv Elms.) ,...,T• l,ros ,.,iT• 
lpyoi,. Such plconastic idiom emphasizes the spoken word. 

11. ouM walos: an unusual (late-style) split resolution; cf. Dodds on Ba. 192 
and 1185, C. Prato, Qpad. Urb. 19711, 8113', West, GM 86. ov1&♦opa (in 
various senses, sometimes ambivalent) is another important theme-word: 
cf. 61, 139, 154, 314-15•, 414•, 447, 5011, 81 t (8111•), etc. auµ,/,opo.l 
9<17i\o.To1 are not simply 'misfortunes'; cf. An. 851, where the reference is 
especially to the kind of'affliction' (of the mind) that causes human beings 
to 'err'. [Longman argued for fu,.,f,-here. Elsewhere in the play the MSS 
attest auv and 011,.,f,qpci overwhelmingly; but there is some or good support 
for f· 17 times in other compounds. The (unusual) support for f11µ,f,opci(11) 
here deserves respect, the older form giving a more traditionally gnomic 
tone to the phrasing.] 

3. 1'1 0{11c iv 4pa1T' 4xlos ... : sc. 'if the gods willed' or simply d Tuxo• 'in 
certain circumstances'. To &po.080., a burden is to 'shoulder, undertake' it, 
cf. He&. 105 dyyEAlas {lcipos dpaµl"'I· The common rendering 'endure' is at 
best misleading (the vb being aorist, and not synonymous with ,ra9o,). 
Here the implicit 'medical' metaphor looks forward to ...Saov 10, but the 
point is by no means simply 'passive' (cf. also 767* a111111pd,.&1111 ,f,011011). 
Tragic audiences were familiar with the paradoxical concept of a ll11vcl11 
1rci9os that is at once 8•,IAaTov and culpably 'taken upon himselr by an 
audacious human agent, humanly (perhaps 'madly') motivated; cf., as a 
lo,:us classicus, A. Ag. 1118 R: (842-3•, and lntrod. nn. 68 and 77). The 
possibility of 'blame' is clear from the case of Tantalus (El. herself 
abstaining from reproach, 4•); and there is a connection of thought 
between 1-3 and the recurrent phrase TA,j,...,v 'OpcOT1/S (35*). 'Matricide' 
par excellence is a 8Ewcl11 l,ros, at once lpyo11 and .,J.8os (cf. El. 111116 IIE,...!To.To11 
,ro.9'wv lp•fa). avlpw,rou ♦uo11: a familiar phrase (Hee. 11g6, Ion 1004, frs. 
170,834) taken from the language of natural philosophy (cf. Diogenes of 
Apollonia A4, Democritus A33, Prodicus B4); but note that the ,f,ua,s• 
point, as in 126[-7]•, comes in an otherwise 'traditional' sentiment. The 
'shocked' and 'pitying' view of human ,f,ua,s in relation to Tel 9,iov is a 
'tragic premiss' (lntrod. A, Fi. 14) which runs counter to the 'atheistic' 
enthronement of physis by the ,f,11011<0{. 

4-10. Tantalus. E. had a penchant for genealogy in his prologues, but the 
treatment of the progenitor here is more than usually elal;,orate (contrast 
IT I llli\ot{, cl TavTJ.i\,,os ls lliaav µoi\tl,v .• • ). T. is at once (a) a 
traditionally 'tragic' paradigm of spectacularly ruined human felicity, and 
(b) a more topical 'emblem' (0. Longo 1180,•, 118511) ofsuprem~ly 1h9cking 
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spoken hubris; on both levels he exemplifies the complex of ideas wrily 
enunciated in 1-3. As to (a), the locus dassicus is Pindar 01. 1. 54 ff., 
reminiscent of Aeschylus in its reference to 1<opos and aT71. It was a tragic 
commonplace that misfortune is more impressive when it follows unusually 
good fortune (e.g. Oedipus, S. OT 15si4 ff.), and the idea that T.'s career 
ominously foreshadows the tragic 1rd871 of his descendants seems already 
implicit in A. Ag. 1469 (the only reference to him in the Orest,ia); cf. El. 
11761 Hel. 856. As to (6), it can be inferred that recently current Athenian 
'myth' (µii8os) connected the name ofT. with 'blasphemous sophism', and 
in particular with the type of d.o,/Jna. concerning .,.,1 µ1.,.,wpa. satirized by 
Aristophanes as 'the ultimate audacity' (Nub. 3751 cf. 1506-g at the end of 
the play), Sec my 'Prodikos, "mcteorosophists" and the "Tantalos"• 
paradigm' in CQ.n.s. 33 [ 1983], si5-33, for a fuller discussion of some issues 
here summarily treated. Later writcn (Sch. Pi. 0/. 1. 57, Diog. Lacrt. si. 8, 
Eust. Comm. Od. 1700. 60) attest a tradition that it was Tantalus, not 
Anaxagoras, who first called the sun a 'fiery rock', and that it was for that 
offence that Zeus suspended the terrifying rock eternally above his head. 
Exactly what was current myth in 408 BC, and from what source or sources, 
can only be guessed at; but there were several grounds on which a 
comparison could have been made between the 'arch-sinner' of mytho
logy, famous also as the uniquely wealthy 'parasite' of the Olympian gods, 
and the arch-purveyon of new-fangled cosmology. Among these the 
prosperous Prodicus of Ceos-ironically referred to as 'Tantalus' by 
Plato's Socrates in Protagoras 315C--currently enjoyed a unique notoriety 
(Nub. 361, Av. 69si). A natural connection of thought associated the 
archetypal god-dcfien of myth (also Promethcus, Sisyphus, lxion) with 
topical 'sophism', in variously admiring, pejorative or equivocal ways. 
Here the allusive topicality of the myth-formulation, echoing popular 
sentiment against sophistical cl.ol/foa., but with a wrily ironical tone and 
repeated 'disclaimers' in 4, 5 and 8, gives an extra facet to the emblematic 
progenitor of .,.,\,fµwv 'Oplo.,.71s; it also looks forward to 98si If., where 
(again allusively) the new 'cosmologized' characterofT. 's rock is exploited 
in song; an excellent example of E. 's taste for sophisticated 'myth
enhancement' (Introd. n. 18), combining 'old' and 'new' elements in a 
formulation that embraces both. 

4. 6 ia111tap,01: T. was proverbially rich, his name associated with .,.d,\a.vTa. 
(Anacr. 355 Page, Pl. Eul/iyphr. 11D, etc.); cf. d µlya.s &,\/Jos 340,807 (after 
Pi. 01. 1. 56). µa.1<dp,os ('enviably fortunate') is enunciated, not without 
irony, as a theme-word (cf. 86,540, 97si, 1sio8; lntrod. Fi. 11); the play 
impressively exploits extremes of good and bad fortune (ending paradoxi
cally with unalloyed happiness). 1tou,c 6v•"6tgw Tux111: i.e. the .,..ixa.1 (both 
the vooos and the 8bc71) may be a.loxpal, but the speaker's intention in 
rehearsing them is not dvu810'1_'11<ov. The parenthetic 'disclaimer' (cf. 85•) 
has a forensic colour (like H,I. 393 ,ca.1 .,.&6' o~ ,c&µ1rq, Myw), and is 
appropriate to one 'publicly' (si6-7•) describing the shameful career ofa 
revered ancestor. 
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5. ~,os ,rc,j,uicws: a 'grandiose' lineage (cf. Hp. 534 "Epwr cl .llulr ,rais), which 
here enhances T.'s fall from grace. 11•</>ui<ws is less precise than 11ais (cf. Ion 
292); T. may well have had no canonical parentage in the fifth century (E 
reports his parents as Tmolus, the gold-bearing mountain near Sardis, and 
the nymph Pluto, a transparent personification). C:,s Acyoua,: a 'traditio
nal' touch, not, in itself, displaying scepticism, cf. HF 26, A. Eum. 4, S. Ant. 
823 ff. ,ji<ouoa s;, .. . ws r/,&-r,s dv8pwv (the myth ofT.'s daughter Niobe); 
Bond on Hyps. 1 iii 18 ff., Stinton, PCPhS 1976, 60 ff. 

6. icopu,j,ijs ... ffCTpov: the 'suspended rock' myth was familiar especially 
from the lyric poets (Archil. 91 West, Alcm. 79 Page, Alcae. Z42 L.-P., Pi. 
DI. 1. 57-8, lsth. 8. 10--11); originally perhaps as an allegory of the 
instability of ~>.{Jos in this world (cf. the Sword of Damocles). The very 
different 'tantalizing' punishment-myth of Od. 11. 582-911 reappears in 
literature only at a later period (e.g. AP xvi 89, Ov. Met. 4. 458-9, 10. 41-
2), though the painter Polygnotus had already combined the disparate 
elements in the fifth century (Paus. 10. 31. 12); Luer. 3. 980-1 (referring 
only to the rock) is evidently indebted to E. Within the traditional picture, 
the vb vwcpTeAAovTu strikes the first less traditional note; cf. Phaethon 6 
IJ<pp.Tf 8' a.vai<-ros 4>>.ot inr<p-rl>.>.ouoa y,js for its common application to the 
movement of heavenly bodies (esp. the sun). 

7. aip, 1r0Tci.Tu1: the reported µ08os is 'opprobrious' (4, IO). The uncanonical 
'flying in air', unexplained by edd., is rejected altogether by V .J. Rosivach 
(Maia 1977-8, 77-9); but the argument ('the rock ... should be stationary 
above T.'s head') that leads him to the conjecture d•l (iam Wakefield) 
wTo<fra, neglects 982-4, where inr<pTl>.>.ovTa is elaborated as 'swinging to 
and fro on golden chains midway between Heaven and Earih'}; and the 
text is supported by Nonnus' phrase Tav-ra>.ov-l,•po,f,0'71111 (D. 18. 32, cf. 35. 
-;i96), presumably inspired by this passage. As suggested in CQ(art. cit. 32 
with n. 47): (a) the new 'cosmologized' view of the rock requires that T. 
should be µ<Tlwpos and in motion, in order that his head may remain 
constantly beneath it; (b) he is like the 'meteorosophist' satirized in Ar. 
Nub. 11115, 1503 as 'walking on air and contemning/contemplating the sun'; 
a memorable image (cf. Pl. Apo/. 18B), generically applicable as a stock 
reproach against 'sophistic blasphemers' (not only Socrates). For the 
opprobrious Attic use of'fly', cf. Ba. 332 "*TTI -r• ,cal ,f,povwv oil8«~ ,f,pov«is. 
For d~p where al8~p might have been expected, cf. West, Balkan & Asia 
Minor Studies 8 ( 1982), 5-6. 

8-g. ws l'C\I Aeyouaav: 'so they say' (µlv solitarium, GP 381); cf. 5•, but the 
repetition of the conventional disclaimer here has a decidedly ironical 
flavour. 8cois (emphatically placed) construes with both ico1vijs (cf. 766, 
Hee. 793) and atlwj&' .•• raov ('honorific status equal to.that efthe gods'). 
4118pw,ros wv: insisting on T.'s humanity (in some accounts he is virtually 
an immortal, cf. S. Ant. 834), and connected in thought with da/lp,Imou 
</,uo,r 3; for the 'polarizing' juxtaposition of 8,ois and rivllpµmbs, cf. 271, 
1687. Tp111r,i11s: mention of the 'table' might well put the listener'in mind 
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ofT.'s traditional bloody deed (cf. IT 387), but 10 at once cancels that 
expectation; for T. as the archetypal 'parasite', cf. Nicolaus Com. fr. 1. 

10. aic6ACICJ1'ov ••. yAciiaoav: an unexpected climax (as the sole cause ofT. 's 
punishment). T. 'sga,rula lingua became canonical in later treatments of the 
myth-Or. was a very well-known play-variously explained or lefi 
unexplained (art. cit. 311"). dKoAao.-o~ was a standard abusive word on the 
lips of those who adhered to traditional ideas of'discipline' (Ar. N11b. 1348; 
er. d,co.\ao.-a(vuv Av. 111117), lox•, following lxwv 9, is the sort of casual 
repetition that E. was not careful to avoid (cf. l!.'l. 40; Diggle, Sludi,s 66-7). 
alcrxi01''1V v6crov: the acc. is appositional to the whole of dK- lox• yA- (a 
'non-integral' int. acc.; Barrett on Hp. 752-7, Diggle in Dio'!)lsiaca, 171-11), 
cf. 7117 ,SB.iav &1/1&v, 1105 .\,l,r'I" ,r1,cpdv. As the keyword (of 1-10) vooov is 
effectively terminal, its Rexible meaning thematically exploited for the link 
between Or. and his newly topical progenitor. A 'madly' blasphemous 
god-defier could be said to voo•i• (Ba. 3117); and, conversely, the Chorus 
will associate Or.'s 'extreme vooos' (against a background of ancestral 
Boivd,,.a-ra Kal o<l>dy,a) with 'mad sophistic impiety' (819 ft'., 831 ft'.). For 
the collocation with alox(o"'I"• cf. A. PV 685-6 (voO'II'«). 

11 ft', Decharme complained that everyone knew these boringly elementary 
particulars; but the very fact that the Atreid saga had so ofien been treated 
(with many variations) made it desirable to summarize what is directly 
relevant, while linearly connecting Tantalus with Or. (and other descen
dants) and enunciating the important 'Discord'-theme. Norwood, by 
contrast, approved El.'s 'insistent coyness' as making this exposition less 
mechanical than some. Note the use of p,a,1,ritio at 14 f. and 116 f. 

111-14. With the usual reading: 'for whom the goddess (Fate, Clotho) spun 
discord, (namely, orso as), to make war on .. .'. Di B. rightly prefers8«1./ 
"Ep,s (E), comparing IT 35-6 8,af"Ap-r,,,.,s. The simpler construction is 
then like Od. 1. 17 -rq, ol J1rHM,oa.v-ro 8,ol olKov& vl,0801 (cited by E to 
show that such spinning is not confined to the Moipa.,; cf. Dietrich 11911-4). 
In 1001 ff. deified Discord is again the subject (effecting the solar µ.,-ra./JoA-t, 
normally attributed to Zeus); a multivalent concept, not only the 
traditional Causer of War (Hcs, Op. 14, II. 11. 73 ff., etc.) as the agent of 
Zeus (A. S,pt. 428-9) especially between kindred (Ph. 798), but also with a 
new primordial role in fifih-century thought ( 1 oo 1-11• ), On Eris in E. ( esp. 
late E.), seeJ. R. Wilson, G&R 1979, 7-110. 'Discord' in the prologue (and 
again later) is antithetic to 'Peace' at the end of the play. [U. Hubner 
(Philologus 1980, 185-6) weakly proposes lpov instead. It was not the 
function of Moipa to spin 'passionate desire'.] 

Ill, crTl1111a-ra Cw\vad lwiic>.wcrcv: not (with mere prolixity) describing the 
operation of Fate, but elaborating the Fate-/ilc, operation ofEris. o.-lµ.µa.-ra. 
are '1ufts of wool' (Sch. S. OT -3), here unusually= lp1a. as the raw material 
from which threads are made (cf. lp,afu(mvOd.1111. 4113, Ar. Lys. 536). For 
the scansion l11i1tAwo1v (with epic precedent), cf. d11i8p101v 1118; Diggle, 
PCPl,S 1969, 43-4. 
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13 f. ,roAcl'Ov ••• 8cofc1&: a common type of periphrasis, cf. 833, 8421 1038, 
11211 Elmsley on Held. 112. 

14-(15-)16, "',,. hi; cf. 28 f.•, Ph. 43 Tc Td1tTCJS -rciiv 1ta1tciiv µc 8,t Aly,iv; S. 
Phil. 11-111 Toii-ro µJv -rl 8,i >.lyciv; (Stevens on An. 7651 Fraenkel on A. Ag. 
598). avat,11Tpitaoatla1: 'retrace, rehearse' (with a 'mathematical' meta
phor), cf. Jon 1150. a,yw: cf. 1/tld. 9511, El. 1246, IT 37, A. Ag. 36. The 
implied reference of both -r6pfl'l-r' and -ra, I,, t,1Wft» -r~xas is simply to the 
-ruxa, which are 'cried aloud' as 8&µwv d-ra, in 988-1010; 15, rightly deleted 
by Di B., obscures the sense of lv µJaq, (suggesting the Banquet as the 
lm11inus post qu,m), and the trip/, naming of Atreus is a clumsiness alien to 
E. 's crisp style in genealogical narrative (cf. IT 3-4); moreover 8' oJv in this 
usage has no tragic parallel (GP 463). No doubt the interpolator could not 
endure that the famous Banquet should go unmentioned (in preparation 
for 814-15, 1008), overlooking that E. had not thought it necessary to 
mention the killing of Myrtilus (in preparation for 988 ff., 1548). For a 
similar instance ofinterpolation in a prologue spoiling a praeteritio, cf. IT 
38-9(-41) (Stinton, JHS 1977, 149-51). 

17 • .i 1111 icA1avos: er. 744, Hel. 952 el 1toi\ov To8,, s. Tra. 116-7 -rli\os 8' lB,,,.., 
Z,iis ... ,coi\ciis, el 8,) ,cai\ws (GP 11114). We may take it that El. is reflecting 
bitterly on the ignominious sequel of Agamemnon's glorious achievements; 
but sceptical questioning of traditional glory standards is characteristic of 
late E. (e.g. H,I. 1151 ff.). 

18. McviA11111: here trisyllabic, cf. IT 35 7, Kannicht on Hel. 131; the form 
M,vli\as (conj. Murray) is properto lyric (1500-11•). Kp'l\acnis ... 'Acpo-
1T'IS: cf. 1009, and Jebb on S. Aj. 11195 ff. Mythical Cretan ladies were 
especially vulnerable to the power of Aphrodi1e, and Acropc was 
no1orious, not only for her adultery with Thyestes. E. 's Cressae (438 sc) had 
developed lhe Slory of how Acrope, found sleeping with a slave by her 
father Catreus, was sent for execution to Nauplius, king ofEuboea, but was 
spared by him, and later married Plcisthenes, son of Atreus (Webster, TE 
37-9). l'or the simpler Atreid genealogy here, cf. Htl. 390-11; for the longer 
one (which made the Atreidae sons of Aerope but grandsons of Atreus, or 
otherwise llAna8 .. {8a,), sec Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 1569. 

19 f. l, t,1IY llit , •• McviAaos 1:Aiv1Jv: note the idiomatically interlaced word
order. [Not 'E>.l,,.,,v M,~IA•ws (Hermann); cf. 1195-6•. That most MSS 
have -A,ws here is not surprising after M1vlA1ws I 8.] T'IV 81ots aTuyou• 
l'ff'II": cf. Trag. adtsp. 194 (589*); B«ois 'x8p&s, B«oa-ruy~s etc. were 
damnatory expressions that had almost (not quite, cf. 130, 531, 619-110) 
lost their literal meaning. We arc not to assume that El.'s hostile view of 
Helen is the only possible or right one (cf. 71-1115*); at the same rime it is 
not simply subjective, general execration of Helen being a fundamental 
dramatic premiss (lntrod. C i-ii). The rhythm of2o (initial vv-and two 
resol11edprincipes) is like 310,647, 1057, [111118), 1332; cf. also 65, and 1147-
8*. 

110-1. KAuTGlt,l\1CJTPGI Acxo1 l,rlarit,1ov: SC. yaµ,i, cf. IT 538 M,c-rp' lyqµ,, etc. 
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(an idiomatic extension peculiar to E., as Di B. points out). l1rlOfJµov (see 
249-50*) is used sarcastically: the >.lxos may have been 'glorious' for Ag. at 
the time (cf. HF68, El. 936), but it and its consequences for Ag. were later 
to become 'notorious'. -µqaTpa: sec Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 84; the -µvqaTpa 
form seems to be due to mistaken (scarcely pre-Byzantine) name
etymology, perhaps suggested by passages like this one and IT 208. ,Is 
'El\l\tJvas: 'in the eyes or, cf. Dodds on Ba. 778-9; 1rpos is similarly used 
(30, Hp. 408, etc.). 

22-4. The Homeric trio (II. 9. 145,287) had been Chrysothemis, Laodice and 
lphianassa. Another tradition spoke of four daughters (Jebb on S. El. 158), 
whereas Hesiod gives only lphimcde and Electra (fr. 23a. 15-16 M.-W.; 
cf.Jouan 265•). The mention ofChrysothemis here (not in El.) is consistent 
with the view that S. El. had been produced quite rectnl/y (lntrod. n. 91); 
but cf. also Leda's Tp<is 1rap8<vo1 (including a similarly irrelevant '1>olfJ11) at 
IA 49-50; such triads are frequent both in folktale and in traditional poetic 
genealogies. cic j,LIGS ... 1-L'lTPOS: cf. IT 497, Ph. 156; the long separation of 
P.TJTpos from J,, µuis and the additionofa.voa,wTO.T'lS (strongly damnatory, 
cf. Ph. 493) give freshness to a well-worn turn of phrase. 

24. Read &P'"lv -,• (not 8' Elms.): µIv ... T< as 1317-18, Ph. 55-7, etc. (GP 
374-5). 

25. 1FEp1!3al\wv: cf. 372, Boo, [906], 1031, 1044; a favourite vb with many 
extensions in E. (K. H. Lee, A]Ph 1971, 315, W. Ritchie in Dionysiaca, 
188), here in a phrase patterned like A. Ch. 576 1ro8wKfl .,,.p,{Ja>.wv 
xa>.K<6µaT1. a.,r,lplt) ... 6♦0.a11aT1: traditional words, cf. A. Ag. 1382 
d1r«pov dµ,f,{fJ>.11aTpov and Ch. 1015 v,f,aaµa; similarly at El. 154 the 'net' 
image is reminiscent of Ag. 11 15. A. 's dn«pov seems to mean 'inextricable' 
(a sense which Fraenkel derived from ancient misunderstanding of 8•aµoi 
d.1r.lpov,s Od. 8. 340), but the overtones for E. may have included both 
'large' ('boundless') and 'circular' (cf. LSJ dn•lpwv (B) 3, ,hlpµwv (B) 3). 

!26-7. As already in 4 •,El.comes close to directly treating the spectators as an 
'audience' (cf. 128-9*), using locutions appropriate to public utterance. 
C:,y 8 licaT& . .. : Cl. had had more than one motive (d. El. 1011-50); but 
El. 's 'maidenly' reticence rhetorically scrYes to focus attention (without 
actually mentioning it) on the well-known adulterous liaison with 
Aegisthus (cf. 557-61, 619, IT 926-7). trap8cv1t1: for the dat., cf. 108, IT 
927 otl8, aol K.\uflv Ka>.&v; for the rather different force of the variant -ov (no 
less grammatical, but inferior here), cf. 106. lw -roiiT' aaa♦h . .. : 'I leave 
that cryptic for (with regard to) consideration in public.' daa,f,qs occurs here 
only in E., but is associated with a.lv,KT6s 'riddling' in S. OT 439. ~ MO&Vftl 

aicotrEiY: there may be an echo of the philosophical sense 'to discuss (an 
issue)' (as opposed to private meditation); butthe inf. phrase can hardly be 
directly dependent on Jw here ('I refrain from discussing .. .'), despite the 
similar-looking dt/,,iaav lv Ko1v,j, C11T<iv in Arist. Metaph. 987•14. Such a use 
of lw + inf. would be unique in tragedy, and is made the more unlikely by 
the intervening daa.,f,ls. oKo.,,,iv (with a visual metaphor complementing 
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>.lyccv 26) is best taken as epexegetic, afier the analogy of more 
strai![htforward expressions like aa.,/,;, . .. ,.>.6.w 641. 

28 r. The wide rangeof Tlhi . .. ; ("one must not', 'it's no use') lent itself to the 
type of pra,teritio in which a speaker hints al something while posing as 
creditably reticent; er. the use with &ppTJTa in 14. Accusations of divine 
d8&1tla (asof d,.alUa, 417•) always had a somewhat risque flavour, and were 
typically used by E. as exemplifying how 'men tend to form hasty and ill
considered opinions about the gods' (Bond, Heracl,s xxi); cf. Lloyd-Jones, 
J.{ 151-5. The repeated accusations of Apollo in the first part of Or. are an 
integral feature of the plot (lntrod. D iv). [One feature of the text is open to 
question: one might have expected El. to say flloi/Jos 8'-d8&1tlav ,..v T{ 8•i 
1<aTTJ')lop•iv; / .,.((Joi 8' . .. , with a self-interruption like 579-80 .,pl,s B•wv-
lv oil Ka>.,j, ,..,, ... · .18a,S ... and El. 1245-6 flloi/Jos 81, flloi'/fos--cl>.>.. &vat 
'l'"P la,-' l,.&s, / a,,,,;,. ao,/,l.s 8' c..lv oil1t lxpTJal ao, ao<f,ci. To correct fllol/Jou to 
flloi/Jos would not be arbitrary (a likely enough error in an unpunctuated 
tradition). The new subject is then naturally introduced in the nom., and 
the ,.lv/81 sequence also takes a more natural shape (for 1taTT}yop•iv with 
the gen. understood, er. Held. 418). Wedd compared Held. 718-19 for the 
'disjunctive turn of phrase' (Z•us It l,.ou ,..v oil1t d1toilana1 1ta1tws· / .; 8' 
la,-iv &a,os ail,-cls olll•v .Zs 1,.1). But there is no case-shift there (with a new 
narrative subject enunciated in the gen. and a word-order suggesting that 
gen. fllo({Jou will be common to both clauses); nor is there a ,-( 8•i •.. ; 
question (of the type that one expects to be parenthetic).] 

29. wcl8u: er. 31 •, 416* (1t•A•ilaas), 1&'1Tip ij of ly1lve1To: a common type of 
pleonasm (emphasizing the motherhood); cf. 196, 1491, El. 964, 1184, 
1212, IA 1074-5, S. El. 261, etc.(Bruhn11g--20). 

30. The earliest reference 10 the matricide is Hes. fr. 23a. 30 M.-W. (cf. 
Stephanopoulos 133). 1llic~11e1v +4pov: appositivc ('a thing bringing .. .'), 
cf. 6124(?), Collard on Su. 1070 (KG i 285). 1rpos (20-1 *) oux l1re1VTe1s: cf. 
Iv oil 1ta>.,j, 5 79•, Iv oil .,,\06,-0,a, An. 211. Contrast the Homeric view ( Od. 1. 
298-9) that Orestes 1t>.los l>.>.afJ• ... .,civ,-as l1r' dv8p,:mous by killing 
Aegisthus (Cl. dies, but it is not stated how; perhaps Homer thought of her 
death, or wished it to be thought of, as a suicide, cf. 576-7•). Those who 
applaud Or.'s killing of Cl. arc at best a minority (9123-30), and one may 
well hear the wry sense 'scarcely anyone' (litotes). [Longman argued for 
•ii1t>.E1av ,f,lpwv; but it does not appear that Apollo has been widely criticized 
in Argos. The Chorus have evidently heard about Apollo's role ( 160), but 
it is not they who say 1ta>.ws 8' oD at 194; as for Tyndareus and the Argive 
>.,ws, the Delphic command is either unknown to them or completely 
irrelevant.] 

31, ol,ic A1r119iiae1s 8-i: dffu8•iv occurs here only in E., no doubt preferred to 
the usual clff10TEiv ( e.g. Ion 55 7) as the exacl antonym of .,,{8•a9a, ( the point 
being simply that Or. l.,(8,,-o); cf. A. Ag, 206,-~,.,j.,,BlaBa,, and ibid. 1049 
.,,[Bo,' «iv ,l ,,.[Bo,'· d,rt18ol'ls 8' Taws (similarly d,m8~s occurs in tragedy 
only at S. fr. 50 Radt and cl.,,8.iv at Phil. 1447). 1r18Ja8a1 means simply 'lo 
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comply' in a broad sense (with either a command or a recommendation). 
Note that El. does not say 'compelled by the god'. On the human plane, Or. 's 
'compliance' was a matter of conscious and voluntary decision, cf. 280-
300• (284-5*, 288-9), 329-31 • (8,fd1mor), 555 ff. (l>.oy,adµ17v), 579-99 
(581-2•, 593-4*), etc. The idea of 'compulsion' is reserved for the 
concluding 'revelations' ( 1665). 

32. otu 5"t yuvii: perhaps simply in accordance with the conventional view of 
female inferiority ('depreciatory', GP 221), but cf. An. 911, where the 
reference is to feminine scheming and ruthlessness. For the nature ofEl.'s 
participation, cf. 284-5, 615-21, 1235-6•. 

(33]. Del. Herwerden (Mnemov,ne 18551 359), cf. Page, Actors 48; a typical 
fussy interpolation 'for completeness' (like 15 and 663). 405-6 will be an 
entirely sufficient preparation for Pyl. 'sentry at 725 (why invite specula• 
tion earlier?), even as 249 will be soon enough for the first mention of 
Tyndareus. (There is nothing wrong in itself with the tacking-on of 
another subject (Di B. compares llel. 4 t 2-13 l,f,' ,ls law817v µo>.,s dv•>.11larq., 
ruxn, / 'EMv11 r,, Tpoias ~• ,l,roa,r,foos lxw); but 8s ~µ,v auyKar,lpyaara, 
rd8, is/rigidly redundant, µ,rlax• t/,&vou being already suppliable.J 

34, ivnula,: at the end of the chain of causation; cf. Hp. 38 lvraii8a 8-.j, /T35 
J8,v, IA Bo rotlVT<ii8o oJv. cl.yp(q. cruYTClKcls vocr'tl vocrci: the repetition of 
voa• is appropriately emphatic, and the pleonastic idiom with modal dat. 
(39-40•) is supported by Stheneboea 6 ro,q.8• llpohos yijs &vaf voaq., voa,,, A. 
PV 384, S. Tra. 544; cf. also Phil. 173 voo<i . .. vooov d.yp{av (and ibid. 265-
7; acc. and dat. can be equivalent in such expressions, KG i 308). The 
'savagery' ofOr.'s disease is another important theme, cf, 226 etc. (lntrod. 
Fi. 2). ouvraK,ls is 'wasted' (ouv- intensive), and v&oq., is probably to be 
taken d1rcl Kotvooi; cf. Su. 1 105-6 do,rla,s lµov 8lµas y•pa,ov ouvraK•ls 
d1ro,f,8,pw, and 283*, 805 •, Med. 25, 689, Su. 1029, El. 240 for the flexible 
metaph. uses from the root sense 'melt' (also IK-r,jKw 134• etc.). 

35, -r>.YjfllllY 'OpioTTts: the epithet, cognate with -r>.ijvo1 (cf. -rd>.os, -ra>.a{,rwpos 
and the epic ,ro.\ur>.as), is very commonly applied in tragedy to both doers 
and sufferers of 3flva ( 1-3*), variously 'pitying' or 'shocked' in tone, or 
both at once, or simply as 'an objective description of a condition of 
wretchedness' (Winnington-Ingram, E&D 1363). As recurrently applied 
to Or. (74, 1193, 845, 947, 1334; El. 850, A. Ch. 933, S. El. 602; lntrod. Fi. 
12) it has a thematic force hard to render consistently; cf. also8511 (applied 
to El.), 1391 (to Troy), 1493 (to Cl.), 1613 (to Helen). tas. (H,) 1TCOWV~ 

8c11vlo,st / K1i-r111: we need coordination somewhere ifwe have kept voa•• 
in 34; but JS, is indispensable (with a gesture), cf. Collard on Su. 21-11, S. 
Aj. 898-9 Aros 8' 33' ,jµiv dp.,{ws v•oa,f,ay~s I K<i-ra,, etc. It is possible to 
write 11<awv (r') (Reiske) or 11<awv (,5') (Matthiae) or w•owv (r,) 
(Longman, deleting Iv) or 1r,ow11 (81); but one expects the demonstrative 
to go with K<iTa,, as in the parallels, rather than with lvr<ii8<v ..• 110-0,, ... 'Oplor11s, The answer may lie partly in transposition: 88f (3,) 
8,µvlo,s 1r<awv / K<i-ra, (cf. 8,µvlo,s fff7TT<JJ)(' 88,, without Iv, in 88•). ,r,awv 
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(lv) will have been put before lifµvlo,s when lif had dropped out between 
8, and 8,µ. [A syntactical division at ... 08,, 1r1aw11 . .• is not melrica/ry 
objectionable; cf. 63, 401, 549, io76, 1585 ('bisected trimeter', T. D. 
Goodell, CPh 1906, 145-66; punctuation after resolved thirdprinceps, West, 
GM 87").] 

36. -rpox'IAcnci: cf. El. 1252-3 Kijpls a' ... -rpox71lla-r~ao1Ja' Jµµavij 1rAavwµ•
vov, IT 811-3 -rpox71Acl.-ro1J p.avlas. The 'galloping chariot-team' image is 
developed in 1155, 3111-3•. For the 'blood' as the agent, cf. 433• and Bond 
on HF 10511. See Addendis Addenda. 

37. 11uv!a101Y: as often (5117-8*), the overlapping word carries rhetorical 
emphasis, here putting us in mind of the Furies as 'Maniai' (an attested 
cult-title; Dietrich 107-8, Brown 262••) without actual use ofan onomastic 
word; cf. 400•, 5311, 835. El. might have said lp111ua111 (cf. 581-2•), but 
refrains from 'naming' the avwvup.o, 8,al (IT 944) with a conventional 
alliws; cf. 409, 579•. ovo11atc1V yap ... : for the rhythm cf. 1184, 298,433, 
500, 5511, 558, 634, etc. and the analogous uv -- Iv - at line-end (e.g. 64 
1rapl8w1t•v-rpor/mv). Resolution before long anceps, accommodating v v - -

words, is a feature of E.'s later style (Introd. G ii; Zielinski 1911-3). The 
paratragic dvoµcl.{,111 yap al8oiiµa1 8fcl.v in Eubulus fr. 64 K. (c. 350 ec?) is 
doubtless a parody of this passage, cf. fr. 75 K. (45• below) and lntrod. n. 
119. 

38. The repeated use of the cult-name Euµ,vlli•s in reference to the Erinyes, 
Or.'s traditional pursuers, is a noteworthy feature of this play. In IT (c.4 t 4 
ec) the pursuers had been 'Ep111u•s (or lp111u,s) nine times, never Euµ,vlli,s; 
and indeed the latter name occurs elsewhere in tragedy only in S. OC (411, 
486), synonymous in that play with Semnai Theai but not, or scarcely, 
with Erinyes (Brown 276--81; my qualification 'scarcely' is suggested by 
the epithet wcl.v8' opwaas in OC 42, cf. 4i. 836-7). 'To the mind of a fifth
century Athenian, Eumenides and Semnai Theai would have been 
creatures of local cult and popular belief, while Erinyes would have been 
mainly, if not exclusively, creatures of myth and literature' (Brown 265). 
Brown argues persuasively against the view of Hermann and others that 
the Erinycs had been renamed Eumenides in a lacuna near the end of the 
Ortsleia, and suggests that the original title of A. Eum. may have been 
'Epwu•s (ibid. 1167-76). Even if E. did have some kind of Aeschylean 
precedent, the name Eumenides will have belonged to the final part of the 
story only, not to the goddesses while engaged in their terrifying pursuit. It 
is barely possible (as Brown suggests) that E. was influenced by an 
identification made in some lost work between /Tand O,. But the chances 
are that when he makes the Chorus address the Erinyes as 'black 
Eumenides' at 321, in conjunction with other epithets identifying the 
addressees as Erinyes, he is doing something at once novel and character
istic of late-fifth-century syncretism (for which cf. Dodds on Ba. 120--34 
and other discussions cited by Brown, 266•3). Thereafter, justified by 3111, 
Euµ,v{a, 8qpaµa al 836 is intelligibly equivalent to 'Epwva, Oqpap.a (again 
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on the lips or the Chorus); and Eilµ•vla, -rp,aao.ir at 1650 (on the lips or 
Apollo} will be equivalent to -rair -rp,olv 'Ep,vilow (for the number, see 
408*). The widespread use of the name Eumenides for the Furies in later 
literature (including the name applied in later antiquity to the last play or 
the Oresteia) is likely to be a consequence orthe enduring popularity and 
influence or our play. 

Prologues have an expository runction, and the anticipatory mention of 
Eilµwl8•r here (in the new sense, applied to Or.'s tormenters) might be 
compared with the mention en passant of Rhea at Ba. 59. But it seems 
incredible that E. should have thought it appropriate to introduce this 
untraditional &vop.a (unquestionably a proper name; Murray's fllp.- is a 
subterfuge) in the context ofa sentence 'not naming' the goddesses who are 
tormenting Or. Brown (after E) argues that 'what Electra is avoiding is the 
'"" name of the Erinyes-the name which properly belongs to them, fully 
evokes their horrific nature, and is therefore ofill omen'. But there is no 
evidence for IIEal Eilp.ol3Es as an established euphemism; and the 
explanation is at variance at once with the phrasing (nothing in the text 
corresponds with Brown's 'true'} and with the use of Eilp.,vlB«s al 321, 836, 
1650 as an &vop.1& no less 'true' (though untraditional). Brown finds nothing 
worse in El.'s language here than 'a purely formal and trivial inconsis
tency', and he compares the 'worse inconsistency' at IT 941 ff. where the 
Furies are 'Erinyes' (or 'erinyes') and 'the nameless goddesses' within the 
space of four lines. But there is no rhetorical point about 'naming/not 
naming' in Orestes' narrative there. Unlike Eilp.cvl&f, lpwilf -u•r was an 
ordinary noun (like d>.moTc.up -opcf) as well as a 'name'; and in a very real 
sense 'Eumenides' is more, not less, onomastic than 'erinyes' (cf. 268 Tiiiv 
lp.iiiv lptvilc.uv, 337•, 434•, 581-2•, 1388-9*}. 

Di B. follows Nauck in deleting 38 as an explanatory interpolation. 
Brown objects that 'Electra needs to specify wnat goddesses she will not 
name', but there is not much force in that argument (the phrasing of 36• 
and 37• can scarcely be said to leave us in doubt as to what 11,alshe has in 
mind}. I would argue rather that lfap.1>.>.&ii11Ta1 is a pox Euripidta (sec below) 
and an appropriate dywv-word (lntrod. D iii, Fi. 13), and that the point 
about 'terror' is indispensable as the only explicit reference in the prologue 
10 that thematically important aspect ofOr.'sv6oor (cf. 261,270, 3 t 2, 532; 
lntrod. Fi. 3). It follows that we should obclize tEu1&cvl8lltt and postulate 
(with Dindorf) that the unwanted name has been substituted for a less 
onomastic designation (a hypothesis quite as credible as the interpolation 
ofa whole line); cf. the interpolation of ll•poltf,aoao. in g63-4•. Dindorrs 
ll•tls Snv&ii1ras will do well enough (cf. S. OC 84); but Stadtmiiller's B•tls 
1roT11&a8af (Bayr. Bl.f Gymn.-W. 1905, iz5 ff,) is several degrees better, (a) as 
a phrase likelier to have generated II- Edp.-as an easier alternative, (b) as 
picking up the idea of'madness' and looking forward to the designation 
,ro.,.v,aS•s 8•al at 317-18• (implying o•p.val Kai >.uooa&f), Another more 
fanciful possibility would be /JaKx1a8as (a natural formation, though not 
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attested before Nonnus and Agathias), in a play which repeatedly uses 
/Ja,cx-words in connection with Or.'s madness (338,423, etc.; cf. HF966, 
1086). 

at T0118 1ea,.,>.>.wvTGI' ' .: the clause should, I think, be completed by 
tf,o{Jov, not tf,o{Jq,. The 6,wyµos of the Furies (cf. 412*) is an 'active' tf,6{Jos 
(HF871, Diggle, Studies 54), and here 'an dywvofterror'; .-6.6' ... tf,6/Jov is 
int. acc. defining the 'agonistic action', cf. exactly Hee.271 .-6.6' dµ,i\i\wµa, 
i\oyov, An. 336-7 .-ov6' dywv,,i tf,ovov, Hel. 165 ffOlOI' dµ,i\i\al1w yoov; (and 
ibid. 546 op•yµa 6mov ~µ,i\i\.,,µivr,-, 1386-7 .-,11pt.,,,,ous ... ap.li\i\as ita
µ,i\A.,,Brls). The wrong ,f,o{Jq, is an error similar to those in 411* and 836 
(both tf,ovq, for tf,o•ov, due to misunderstanding of characteristically 
Euripidean idiom). The correction (a) gives more point to the demonstra
tive ('.-6v6, 'him' is slightly odd so soon after the unemphatic vw in 36); (b) 
spares us the nonce-interpretation (LSJ 'drive out of his wits') of a properly 
intransitive vb. ifap.,AAaa9a, (recurring at 431 *) is simply an intensive 
form of ap.,Ai\aa9a, (<K·, cf. 191 *); both arc characteristic of E., the 
compound virtually confined to him (neither occurs in A. or S.); cf. his 
ifaywvl{,al1a, at HF 155 (abs., with instrumental dat.). [At Hyps. fr. 764 
(Bond p. 57) ltap.{AA.,,aa, Kopas means 'agonistically exert (i.e. cast) your 
eyes'; an exquisite late-E. expression associable with the commonplace 
oµµa {Jai\,iv (1281-2•), perhaps implying a discus-metaphor. The other 
two E. occurrences of ifap.,A- are: Hel. 1471-3 ov, ifaµ,>.>,11adp.rvos / 
t.-pox,j, T<pµov, 6(01<out, / l,cav• <l>oi/Jos . •. (obelized ~y Digglc in Diony

siaca, 173); and Cyc. 627-6 la-r' civ op.p.a-ros I o,J,,s K61ti\umos lfap.,i\i\'19fl .,.,p( 
(if sound, 'has done battle with the fire'; surely not 'is rooted out by', as 
LSJ; aµ1i\A116,}vai is always elsewhere active in force). l hope to discuss these 
passages further elsewhere.] 

39-40. 'Sixth day': cf. 422. Or.'s fast has lasted twice as long as Phaedra's in 
Hp. (for others, see Page on Med, 24); cf. also Hee. 32 .-p,.-aiov ,;a.,, ,f,iyyos 
and A. Ag. 1 ff. for the indication of recent time-lapse (Taplin 276). In Od. 
3. 31 1, Menelaus had arrived ail.-,}p.ap (on the very day of Aegisthus' death; 
Introd. C i, D vi). a♦ci.yai-. &avouaci.: 'by slaughter' (with sacrificial 
overtones); the pl. (as in 291) is a literary elegance, cf. 56 dAa,o• 1rAayxl1,ls, 
448 ,ca-ra,puyds, 55 r ,/,uyaia,, etc. The dat. is modal (as often, with a vb of 
kindred meaning, as 34•, 56, 1369-74 .,,/tf,Euya ... 8paoµois), cf. 883 
1C'18r6ovTa1ra,6aywy(Cjl, El. 181 6d,cpuo, vu,c,6w, etc. (KG i 435); but no hard 
line can be drawn between modal, 'instrumental-comitative' and 'causal' 
uses (,z 10•, 532 p.avla,s a.\alvwv ,cal <f,6/30,s, 689 .,,&vo,a, •.. ,l.i\wp.,vos, 1012 
av&.y,ca,s, etc.); e.g. at Su. 150 dpais 1ra.-pcpa,s is 'causal' (Collard), but 
answers the question .-(v, .-p6.,,q, 9-fi{Jas ,\mwv (sc. ,}.\ll<v); 1ta&fiyv,0Ta,: for 
the funerary use of 'purify', cf. Collard on Su. 1211-12. [But Scaligcr's 
,cal1,ly,a-ra, could be right; cf. S. Ant. 1081, where Dawe accep1s the 
minority reading ,cal1{iy,aav, and Parker 3,z8-9.) 

41-2 . .:iv: 'in which time', as though after 'five days' ra1her 1han 'sixth day'; cf. 
438, 9,zo, 1135 (KG i 55). ouH ... 06: cf. 47, 1086--7 ('almost confined to 
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serious poetry', GP 510; Bruhn 105-6). Ao{,Tp' l81a11e• xpwTl: contrast H,I. 
1383-4 >.ourpois xpda. l&.1t•; a favourite type of'invcrtible' idiom, er. 3011-
3, 11167, 16611-3, Kannicht on Htl. 868-70. xAe1v,8(wv: properly a 
diminutive (a class of words rare in tragedy, Stevens, Coll. Exp,. 5"). 

43-4, 1eov+1alft: + gen., as H,l. 40; a medical word (S. Pl,i{. 735, H. W. 
Miller, TAP!,A 1944, 161), intelligently associated by Ewith dxBos 3. woT~ 
Si: cf. ,rorl µlv Ph. 401. 8111v• a,ro: 'at a dista11ce from' (opp. x>.a.v,8lwv 
iow), not 'leaps from his bed'; cf. d,,r,I M,ceos 183-6"'. 

45• "'164: regularly used of'maenads', cf. 263, Ion 71 7, Ba. 307, etc. &pop.ai:01: 
another maenadic word, cf. Kannicht on H,I. 543-s; 'running, racing' is a 
recurrent theme (lntrod. Fi. 13), here linked also in thought with the 
chariot- and d.ywv-metaphors (36-7, 38). ,rcil>.ot At 6,ro tuyoii: 'like a colt 
(loos,d) from b,n,alh the yoke'; the same comparison as Ba. 166, 1056 
(though the maenads are there happily ecstatic), and a familiar phrase in 
that sense (S. fr. 444.4 R., Eubulus fr. 75.6 K.), elliptical like ra.iipos ws Is 
lµ/Jo>.~v HF 869 (for further exx, sec Bond on HF 51 o, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 
1316). il,,,1 tuyoli (>.dnv) is standard idiom, cf. /1. 8. 543, 24. 576, 
[Herwerden's correction of dwJ is certain (Mn,mosyn, 1877, 33), despite 
Fracnkel; sec Barrett in R. Carden, Th, Papyrus Fragments of Sophoel,s 
(1974), 1117, and Hunter on Eubul. loc. cit. d.wd and inrd were very often 
confused (cf. 926, 1027, 1633); the error here (particularly easy after 
B•µvlwv d,ro) has the wrong effect of dirccdy comparing the l,,d with a yoke 
(cf. 229 f.).] 

46 ft', lllol• . .. : formulaic for a 'decree', cf. 858, 13118, A. Su. 601, 605. In 
contemporary Athens such a provisional decree, with a ,cr,p{a ~µlpa to 
follow, would be a matter for the Pou>.~. E. tacitly leaves it open lo his 
audience to imagine analogous constitutional procedures in ancient 
'Argos', while laying the emphasis in archaically traditional terms on the 
'pollution' aspect of the decree (nothing is said here about the 'house
arrcsl' aspect, cf. 444). The formulaic language of 46-8, reminiscent ofS. 
OT 1138 If. (µ,r' laBlxHfla., l'W• ,rpoo~wv•iv T'IVO., I,.~ .. • Iv 81wv •"xaio, 
,...,&J fluµaoiv ( 1<01vdv ,ro,1iofla,, ,..,,.. xlpv,{Jas vlµ1tv· ( wB•iv 8' d,r • of,cwv 
,rdv,,as ... ) is in some features apter 10 the sentencing of an 'outcast' (cf. 
512-17"') than to a provisional decree pending trial; but we are scarcely 
aware of inconsistencies in the theatre. 

46, "Apye, Tt;&': the first note of locale (Introd. E i). Mycenae had been 
'Argos' throughout the Omt,ia {al that time Argos, an ally of Athens, had 
recently (467-6 ac) conquered and destroyed Mycenae). But the epic 
tradition could not be permanently suppressed, and in subsequent tragedy 
'Argos (Argivc)' and 'Myccnae(an)' became treated as virtually synony
mous (cf. Mu,c.,va.lous 101, etc.; Bond on HF 15, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 114, 
C. W. Macleod, JHS 1982, 126-7). cr«ycnt: 'in their houses'; Or. and El. 
arc not debarred from their own house (cf. 301). 

47• 1''1 (for ,..,,.•): 41-2•. wup(: i.e. loTl'{,, cf. 429•. l'TITI (better ,...,a,) 
trpoa+wv•v flVCl! this ban ( cf. also /T 951) may have been obeyed hitherto, 
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but henceforth it is almost completely ignored (75-6*, 5261f.*). The 
sequence /LVT• ••. /LV .•. /LVTE lacks parallel; in GP 510-1 r this passage is 
associated with A. PV 479, but the truth there is oilTE ... oil ... oilll• (for 
which see GP 193). ,..,M (A, conj. Elms.) should be accepted; the 
corrup1ion to /LVT< may be due to false reminiscence of /LVT• ,rpoa,f,wv•iv in 
lip. 648 and S. OT 238 (in neither of which is there a preceding /LV)· 

4'-9. 1eupi11: cf. Al. 105 Toll• 1tup1ov ~/Lap, A. Su. 732, Hdt. 5. 50, etc. IILolac, 
+ii♦ov: will give its (divided) votes'; cf. 1652, Hdt. 4. 138. 

50(-1). cl XP'I 811vciv vC:, .. . : but Longman's KTav•iv is right, I think (a 
common corruption, er. 161 r •; Dawe i 236); partly because .ZoT• ,...; llav•iv 
(52) follows beuer after i<T11v•iv (at the same time the nearby llav•iv will 
have encouraged the error); but mainly because 51 means, in effect, 'or to 
execute us with wheued sword' (1101 'or to commit suicide with the sword', 
with llvfaVTf dual; ,/,day-,.,. aalx-{JaAEiv is a grotesquely unsuitable phrase 
for suicide, even if the 'suicide' alternative were appropriate here). 
>.cua&j,l't) 1rcTpC:.j,10.T1: an elevated pleonasm, cf. (442], ),,. x•pl 863, ),,. 8[,,.,, 
614, Held. 60, Ba. 356, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1616 li'I/Lopp,,f,•is ... A•ual,.ous 
dpcis. This exceptional form of execution (properly a ritual atonement in 
which the whole community takes part without individual contact with 
the polluted, execrated victim) is frequently alluded to in tragedy; it also 
had a new topicality as 'lynch-law' (cf. 59) at a time of greatly increased 
civic violence (lntrod. A; cf. Burkert 107, 0. Longo 281-2, and, in general, 
H. Hirzel, 'Die Strafe der Steinigung', Abh. Sachs. Akad. d. W. 1909 (repr. 
Darmstadt 1967), 226-66, Parker 194-6). 

51 del. Herwerden (Mnemovne 1855, 359). Longman demurred, arguing 
that El. must be convinced that the Argives mean to kill her and Or. in one 
way or another (cf. 859-65), in order that intervention by Menelaus may 
appear as the only hope. But we cannot tolerate misstatement as to the 
tf,iJ,f,os, which will be primariry on the issue llav,iv ,j ,.,j llav•iv ([441-2], 757-
8, 884-7). That Men. is the only hope is clear enough from 52 and 68-70. 
lh\C11vT(11): sc. Twci (the anonymous functionary concerned), cf. 314-15•, 
706-7'"; the construction is otherwise like 1194 • (xp,j 8J fl,f,os) / ... a,rci
aavT' lx .. v (fl,f,os llvyew, cf. 1035-6•). id CIUXWOt l311>.1iv: a blameless 
phrase, er. 302-3 • bri xpoos flaAou, Su. 286-7 J,r' d,.µdTwv ,f,dp11 flaAouaa, 
and (for swords as 'missiles') 1132-3•, 1302-4•. Thus understood, 51 is a 
much better line than some have thought (given 1<Tav•i• in the preceding 
line), and it may well come from a reputable source. But it must be right to 
go straight from 50 to 511; and it may be observed that the corruption of 
1<Tav•i• to llav1iv in 50 is likelier to have occurred in a tradition without 51. 

511. llc&t; again, cf. 39, 56, 62, 101 (GP259); an 'insistent' feature ofEl.'sfafoll 
de par/er ( r I If."'); often associated with indef. T&S or Tls (611, 425, 874; 10 r) 
emphasized by the preceding liv (GP 212f.). WOTC "" 811vciv: cf. HF 326 
(after oil yap dA,c,jv ixo,.,v); for the redundant .ZoTE after l.\11ls, cf. S. OC 386 
(KG ii 6, Bruhn 69). 

54. >.,I'm ... l1e,.>.11pwv: sophisticated idiom, at once 'spatially occupying' 
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(cf. Kannicht on H,l. 1569-71) and with the implication 'terminally' (lit. 
'fulfilling') like lfavvaas 1685; cf. S. El. 708 IU1taTo• EKrrA.,,pw• 3xo•, where 
the tenth chariot is also the last in the list. The phrasing should not be taken 
here as implying several ships (cf. 2,p-2•). In the recent Helen, Menelaus 
had had only one (stolen) ship for the last stage of his voo,-os, and had been 
reduced to one ship before that {He{. 409). ""'"": properly 'oar-blade'; 
here, as often, 'oarage'. 

55• UKTGio&Y: local dat., cf. Hp. 760 (KG i 442). 
56. cU\a«n: modal dat. (3g--40•), reinforcing the idea of absence from home; 

cf. Med. 1285 lfirr•µ,J,1 8wµ,frwv dilr, (v. I. dila,s). For Men.'s long 
wanderings, cf. rroiluET* 473, ,.,.,.,1 ... lTwv He{. 112; Od. 4. 83-5, 351 ff. 
n\v 81 8,j ... : Musgrave's 1roilvKTOvov should probably be accepted; a 
recurrent theme, cf. 1142 'EM.,.,,s . .. ,-;;s 1ro.\11KTovou, also 1011, 743, 1135-
6, 1306 (after He/. 198, etc.). ,roi\6a,-ovos is applied to grief-causing llalµo-,s 
{)tpd 996, 'Epm!s Su. 835, Auaaa HF88o, Eif,iyf Pit. 101111, "Ep,s II. 11. 73), 
but not elsewhere pejoratively to a human being; the natural sense, thus, is 
'much lamented' (A. Sept. 845) or 'much-lamenting' (cf. Med. 204). True, 
Helen has famously been a cause of much lamentation ( 1 363), like Troy (S. 
Phil. 1346), but that is a less likely (ambiguous) point here, immediately 
before the mention of Helen's personal grief (which could indeed be the 
cause of the error). Elsewhere .,oiluo,-ovos occurs as an error for .,o>.urrovos: 
1012, S. El. 1275, A. Sept. 1000. 

57 ff, ♦u"ci£as vuicTa: 'having waited for night', cf. 404, Th. 2. 3 (LSJ 
4,v>.auaw B. 11. b). The prior nocturnal dispatch of Helen is a neat 
preparation, plausibly motivated, for the important early scene with Helen 
before Men.'s arrival. [A scholion tells us that some actors in antiquity 
perverted it in order to make Helen enter impressively with the spoils of 
Troy. That has generally been taken as implying an interpolated 
procession before I. 1 (Wilamowitz, Heralcl,s i 153••, Page, Actors 41, P. 
Arnott 1211, Taplin 77). But would E have complained in that case about 
chronological impropriety? Anything before I. 1 could be considered 
consistent with 'night', the drama proper thus beginning at dawn (like El., 
IA). It seems at least as likely that an enterprising producer made a 
spectacular feature of Helen's entry (as from Nauplia) at I. 71-either in 
defiant conflict with 57-61 or perhaps with some cutting or other 
alteration of El.'s exposition; cf. on 370• below.] 

58. C:.v: ''![those whose .. .' (depending on .,.,s). 
59. i1 ,rbp"'" l"fn l30>.ci1: in an act. sense, as ls µdxT/• l>.8,iv Ba. 636 

( = µa,c,aBa,), ls olKTov ~>.Bts Tr. 60 ( = <pKT1aas). Note that Helen and El. 
are both in fear of stoning. 

6o. t\l'cT«pov· lo·r&v 8: for the rhythm with - ~ vv I .., after the caesura, cf. 244, 
487, 671,IA 49; characteristic ofE.'s later style (Zielinski 16o, 170-3, 192). 
lo..,; i.e. simply within the a1tT/v~, thought of as an enclosed par/ of the 
palace (lntrod. E i). 

61. We should probably read auµt/,opas with P. Oxy. 1616 and some later 
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MSS (Zuntz, Inquiry 155 and Opus,ula Sel1&ta ( 1972), 64), The sing. is 
blameless in itself (c£ Elmsley on Mtd. 34), especially if taken as equivalent 
to voaov; but the pl. is in line with similar expressions elsewhere ( e.g . .,,,.o.T' 
ol1twv g67). Biehl argues that Helen is concerned with only one au,.~opd, 
her sister's death, but cf. 73, go, 121 (71-1115•). 

611-1. The lodging ofHermione with her aunt for the duration of the war is 
probably an ad h0& invention (to account for her presence in Argos); 
Tyndareus and Leda were usually regarded as in la,a parrntis (Stevens, 
Androma,h,, p. 4,Jouan 1611-3, Stephanopoulos 160). 66 reuses a line from 
Ht&. (279), c£ 1!180•, and 63 is almost as closely modelled on l!.1. 14. 

65. 'EpjllOYl)Y: for the name included within the rel. clause, c£ I 184, 1654-5, 
Hp. 101, II. 3. 1113-4, etc. (KG ii 419); the 'anapaest' vv- is a licence 
tolerated in proper names (West, GM 81-11), cf. 1314•. 

6MO. El. 's concluding words at once complete her explanalion of the 
opening tableau (1-70•) and emphasize the 'hope' (511 If.) whose frustra
tion (7u-4•) is a fundamental feature of the plot (lntrod. C ii, etc.). 

67. 11io11vcls 68cw: with reference especially to the two 1lao801 (lntrod. E ii). 
Markland's ls d&lv <•t> ffOT" is plausible (so Longman); the expression 
fJ).l.,.., ... ffOTf ••• is odd (though er. 763•). 

69. 6xo~ll••11: er. Ar. Eq. 1!144 "•ffT,j TIS J,\.,(s JOT',~· ,Js dxou,.190.. The 
'slender hope' there and the 'weak strength' here (cf. H&ld. 648-9) may be 
thought of as anchors; but at Pl. Phd. 85D the metaphor is of being 'afloat, 
buoyed up' c:iaff<pml axc8{o.s (c£ S. Ant. 18g-go, vo.wvJ.,&xo11s A. Pers. 54). 

70. 4,ropov xp;jt,111 8unuxwv &ojlos: c£ 1552 8uvov filT11xwv dv,jp, El. 236, 352 
daflcv~s (leg. dafl.&IJs?) ~uyc,,11 dv,jp. A standard type of sententious idiom 
(1131-2•); xp;j1111, Stevens, Coll. Exp,. ll0-1, Friis Johansen 154, 155''· The 
'conclusive reflection' here is notably crisp. ci11opov follows aptly the 
somewhat blurred nautical image, and for the ,l.,op{o. awT.,plo.s theme c£ 
Bond on HF 54. &ojlos: the sense olrcos (cl: Lat. domus) is a characteristic 
feature of tragic diction; LSJ s.v. II. 

71-1115. Unexpectedly Helen comes from the a"'l"'I behind El. while the 
latter is looking in every other direction for the coming of Menelaus (on 
E.'s penchant for 'surprise' entrance-technique, see Taplin 11-12). She 
probably enters without attendants (106•), bearing in her own hands the 
tomb-offerings of rcd,.o., and xoo.{ (96•). This 'second scene' ( a feature of all 
E. 's prologues except in Su. and Ba., Grube 68-71) has a far-reaching plot
function in the unattended dispatch of Hermione to Cl.'s tomb (1311-
511•). But the brief 'paradoxical' exhibition of Helen's ~ila,s ( 1 !16 If.), in 
confrontation with El.'s ill-concealed hatred {19, 130-1), is admirable as 
such; and we need to see her, since her role 'is from beginning to end at the 
centre of the drama' (Vellacott 60; lntrod. B, D iv). In 1his intimate 
'domestic' scene Helen comports herself with an amiable, gentle gracious
ness reflecting the Epic tradition (indeed the very brevity of this direct view 
ofone so much talked about is 'lliadic' in technique, by contrast with the 
prolonged exposure given to the non-lliadic Helen in H,I.). This is 1he 
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traditional Helen (129 <OT& 8',) naAa, yvv,)), familiar from the charmingly 
ironical presentations in II. 3. 121-244 and Od, 4. 120 ff.; cf. F. Will, 
'Remarks on counterpoint characterization in Euripides', CJ 55 ( 1960)1 

338-44 (an article cited but misreported by Burnett, 200 n.). The primary 
characteristics of the lliadic Helen are an unexpected al8ws and ,f,,Ma, as in 
her opening words to Priam: al8oi&s T< p.o{ loo,, ,f,{,\• <Kupl, 811vos Tf (//, 3. 
172 ). al8ws and ,f,,Ma are similarly prominent in this scene, motivating the 
greater part of Helen's words and actions. But she is also appropriately 
liflou.\os (variously 'thoughtless', 'illogical', 'inconstant of purpose'): her 
original 'plan' involves asking her 'maiden' niece to perform a variously 
inappropriate task (931 971 ro8*); she raises a 'proper' objection to the 
dispatch ofHermione ( 108), but is easily persuaded in accordance with her 
desire; and, although she sends off Hermione with suitably maternal 
parting words, it does not occur to her to see that she is attended by the 
available npoonoAo,. This d{JouMa was well-conceived as a third 'character
trait' (a mailer partly of ~Bos, partly oflluivo,a), both in dramatic terms (as 
capable of exhibition in speech and action, and as antithetic to El.'s 
'masculine mind') and in relation to Helen's famous misconduct (79). It 
should not blind us to her positive qualities: it is important that we should 
like Helen, whatever view we take of her calamitous career, that we may be 
the more shocked by the murderous violence surrounding and directed 
against her; cf. E. 's (less traditional) presentation of an 'amiable' 
Clytaemestra in £/.-as amiable, at least, and as maternally pitiable as the 
facts permitted. True, she displays d./Jpoauv'I (evidenced only by El.'s 
inevitably hostile outburst after Helen's departure, but to be recognized as 
a 'thematic' trait, as also of Men.; 348-55*); but this no more damns her 
totally than squalor commends El. 

71-8o. Though unannounced, Helen does not identify herself till 77-80, and 
then only by implication; cf. El. 54-62. 

71~. An unusually elaborate two-line address, with a further voc. (Ji 
Ta.\a,.a) to follow in 73. 71 may well be an interpolation (del. M. W. 
Haslam, Arktouros: He/lenif Studies presented lo Bernard M. W. Knox (1979), 
100); the probable or possible parallels include Med. 1 r:u-2(1121 om. 
BOD, del. Lenling), Tr. 634-5 (del. Dindorf), Hee. 953 (del. Nauck), Ph. 
1-2 (om. n, del. Haslam), 291-2 (om. ll, del. Haslam), Rh. 388 (susp. 
Diggle). Without 71, 72 is like Ph. 88 w ,c.\•ivovorico,s 'Av,-,yo•'I Bd.\os ,ra.,.p( 
(name+ associated phrase making a statement about the person 
addressed). Without 74 also (sec below), 72-3 is Helen's opening distich, 
followed by another distich (75-6) and a four-line sentence (77-80). 
1re1p8wc, . . : the emphasis on 'long length of time' (with phrasing like A. 
PV 10110) may suggest a certain tactlessness; but there is no reason to 
suppose, with X, 1ha1 Helen speaks ii{Jpl(ouaa. The 'pitying' point, as in S. 
El. 9611, seems already to imply the name-etymology 'HMnpa / aA<K1"pos 
(cf. Et. Mag. s.v. 'HMKTpa). 

7:,(-4]. Heath's lxn for 14,., is necessary if 74 is to be defended; but deletion of 
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74 is better (Kirchhoff, Paley, Di B.), The long separation or 11ws from lx"' 
is awkward; likewise the prolixity of ,caalyv'ljTOS aos T,\~p.wv 'OptaT'ljS 
P.'1/''Pos 08• ,f,ovd,s as a second subject, There is, admittedly, no exact parallel 
for the verbless question (sc. lx•n) if 74 is removed; but Cyc. 1106 and A11. 
548 afford sufficient support. Note that, without 74, Helen does not refer to 
Or. with a demonstrative 08<. That is probably right, since El. draws 
Helen's attention to Or. as 'visible' in 81 ff., after which Helen will refer to 
him as 08• in 88. [B has a gloss lxn• on 73 and oaT,s written above 08• in 74, 
in accordance with an interpretation found also in E. Longman, after 
Porson, defended 74 with Bs ,f,ov<i>s l,f,u. But (a) the verblcss ,rws •.. ; is 
acceptable as a colloquialism in a short sentence, but very unlikely in a 
verbose one; (b) Or. can scarcely be said to ,f,uva, a ,f,ov<us (I can find no 
parallel in tragedy nearer than A. Pm. , 5 7, where 8,ou 8, ,ca/ p.~T'f/P l,f,us is 
a Haltering hyperbole).) See Addcndis Addenda. 

75-6. 1Ypoo♦8iy11ao,v ... oilcv: obj. gen., cf. HF 11119, El. 1333 (KG i 336). 
The yap is perhaps accompanied by an ambiguous gesture (cf. GP 61 
'connexion of thought sometimes lacking in logical precision'): either 'for 
(I feel sorry for you and) .. .' or '(wonder not at my speaking to you) 
for .. .'. Helen's view or the pollution has been understood as sophistic 
(Adkins 105); it might also be considered simplistic (even if Or. is to be 
wholly exonerated, he remains a matricide and polluted as such according 
to the normal view; cf. Parker 311 ). But no contrasting justification will be 
offered by the friendly Chorus for their disregard of the decree P.1/ 
,rpoa,f,wv<iv Tiva (47). For the 'god-blaming', cf. II. 3. 164 (Priam to Helen) 
oV Tl p.o, alTl11 loo,, 6Eol v6 µo, ai-r,ol flaw. Ovo♦ipouau: 'referring' (in a 
legal sense), cf. 414*, 432,597. TflV GjlGpTla.v: 'the fault, wrong action'; a 
Aexible word (variously reflecting ethical and pragmatic modes of 
valuation}, er. 576,596,649, 11107, 1630 (seeJ. M. Bremer, Hamartia (1968) 
and S. Sai'd, La Faule tragiq11e (1978); also Stinton, CQ, 1975, 1121-54). 

77. KaiT01 ... y1: Al. 648, Hp. 11197, Su. 486, El. 108o (GP 564). 
78-g. iffd ... : 'since the time when ... ', cf. Elmsley on Med. 26. l1T?l1ud 

o,rws l,r>.1uoa: 'I sailed as I did'; a common turn of phrase, usually 
euphemistic, cf. 660, Denniston on El. 1141, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1171, 
H. W. Johnstone, Ciotta 1980, 19--611. Helen apologizes for her conduct as 
caused by a "'lTp.os 'of divine madness' (in effect as a aup.,f,opo. 8,~AaTos, 
1-11•), using a word applicable to Or. also (81011a.v1,, cf. 845). Note the 
tradition-reasserting contradiction of Helen (and of El. 11181-3; lntrod. C 
i); cf. 1118-9*. 

Bo. a,ro?\11♦81ioa: i.e. aT<p'lj8<ioa, cf. 1116, Tr. 603, Elmsley on Med. 35. 
Tuxat: i.e. 'her grievous death', cf. 360. 

81-7. 'Why should I describe to you what you can see for yourself? Here am/, 
sleeplessly attending a virtual corpse ... And (bycontrast)you .. .'. There 
is a well-characterized double antithesis: (a) between 'I' and 'you', (b) 
between 'l and Or.' (paired as o.8>.,01) and 'you and Men.' (paired as 
1-'aKa.pw,). l'or the important p.a,ca.p,os/J.(J>.,os contrast, cf. 4 *, 348-55 *, 449 
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dll>.lws -rrp&aaouaw 1.lTux,}s µo>.wv, 1552-3, etc. 82 can certainly be spared; 
but 87 is indispensable. 

81(--2). To integrate 82 properly in the sentence it would be necessary to 
write afs for ci y• (v.l. ci y• Km'); afs lv auµ,f,opais = Tds auµ.,f,opa.s l• afs (cf. 
1409 cls ••• yuva&KOS, An. 91-2, etc.; KG ii 417, Bruhn 53). But the result is 
somewhat contorted. As a lame, partly formulaic extension of sense already 
complete, 82 is in the same vein as 74. [It remains uncertain how the 
interpolator intended 82 to be construed (objective to Myo,µ.' civ or to 
dp~s?) and whether he intended yovov or lloµov ( the former gives a standard 
formula for 'Orestes', cf. 3115-6, 1037-8*, IT 1416; the latter is a plausible 
but scarcely necessary conjecture; cf. 179•, where yovov appears as a 
variant for lloµov).] 

84. Parenthetic, 'for he is a corpse in respect of slight breath' (i.e. slightness of 
breath); for the exaggerated use ofvctcpos (ofa colloquial kind; Stevens, 
Coll. Expr. 12), cf. 200• laovlKu,s, 201-3•, HF 454, S. Phil. !018 lv (waw 
v,i<pov; for the force of ouvuca here, cf. Kannicht on Hel. 885-6. ( A line 
much emended, most recently by R. D. Broadhead ( Tragica (1968), 169); 
rightly defended by Stevens, JHS 1971, 147.]. 

85. Tei TOUTOU S outc ovtl81tw tcatcG! another parenthesis (not the antithesis to 
lyw µlv). El. has enlarged upon what is prima fade aiaxpov, and 
'rhetorically' disclaims an dvu81aT1Kov intention (as in 4 *). 

86-7. Read: au 8 " (not •TJ flGICGpla flGICGp1os ' l, aos ""l' 'i\tcfTOV if 
1'11is o.8>.lws ,.,,.payl>Tas. Much confusion has resulted from the mistaken 
idea that, in the phrase p.ai<a.p,os o aos -rr&a,s, the adjective must be 
predicative and laTl understood. That that is not so is clear from El. 1006 
p.aKaplas T,js a,js x•pos, An. 98 OT<pp&v Tf TOV lµ.ov llalµ.ov', A. Ch. 496 
,J,l>.TaTov TO aov Ka.pa; in such poetical phrase-patterns the adj. may be 
merely emphatic. So here 'you the fortunate one' (quasi-titular, like 1338 
Tli µ.ly' o>.{J{q., 293 lyw ll' o T>.~µ.wv) and 'your fortunate husband' arc 
acceptably paired as subjects of the dual vb ijK<Tov. (V's Tf for (I' 6 
(unreported in Murray's app. crit.) may seem easier but deserves no 
credence. Most MSS have au ll' ,1, but au ll' ~ is superior prima fade 
(comparison with Ba. 1242 merely helps to explain the widespread 
preference for ,T). E behaves oddly, at once objecting to the copula as 
'superfluous' (1r>.,0•6.{u) and specifying a stop (aT1yµ~) after -rroa,s. The 
commentator who originally specified the aT1yµ~ (tolerating the resultant 
asyndeton) must have wished to understand ,1; if ,lhad actually been in his 
text, ijK<Tov would have self-evidently been a fresh sentence-opening. 
Wecklein's excision of 87 was misconceived (despite Page's support in 
Actors 52), and there is no case worth rebutting for other proposals. But 
there is another variant that deserves consideration: the Eustathian ijKus 
for ijK<TOV (Comm. II. 146. 12,809. 36, Od. 1856. 14), accepted by Porson. 
p.aKdp,os •.. -rroa,s (between commas) is then either a parenthesis, with 
p.aKdp,os predicative, or (better) an interposed second subject as in the 
parallel cited by Porson: fr. 812. 4-5 Kdyw ydp oiJTws, xwaT•s laT' dv,jp 
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aot/>os, / >.oylCoµa, (Stob.-•Ta,) TtV,.,Ols. For reversion lo the main idea after 
a parenthetic addition, cf. also Diggle, /CS 1981, 92. A possible argument 
in favour of -ij,ms is that it is Helen only, not Helen and Men., whose 
coming J,f, • ~µas d.9>.lws 1rnrpay,has is resented by El. The preposition J1rl is 
consistent with an implied accusation that Helen has come in an unfriendly 
way to gloat. But the case for -ijt<«s is scarcely strong enough.] 

88. 'How long has he been lying abed?' Recent edd. rightly accept lli lltµvlo,s 
(cf. 35•, and West, GM 83"); for the local dat. (7, 103, etc.), cf. El. 763 
t<tlµ•vov 1rlllq,. wiwTW)(: i.e. 1reawv t<tiTa,, cf. 152. 

89. al14a ycvffA,ov icaT..;vuacv: exquisite phrasing for ,f,ovov f''/Tpos (lt)-l-
1rpaf•v (cf. 416*); y•vl8)11os 'parental', as A. Ch. 912. 

90. ' ... and (wretched) his mother for the mannerofherdeath'. ws is at once 
causal (almost = 0T1 oJTws, KG ii 370-1) and modal exclamatory ('how'), 
cf. 130 f.•. olos is the commonest rel. in this type of idiom (Barrett on Hp. 
877-80, Stinton, JHS 1977, 145), cf. Al. 258 w 8uallaiµov (or belier 
8ua8alµov' dual?), ota 1raa,coµEv. 

91. A summative line, before the change of topic. TaB and icaicois (causal 
dat.) have much the same comprehensive reference. c!.wdp'l}iccv: cf. Hp. 
I 353, Hee. 942 d1r•i1rov d>.yn. 

92. 'Would you do something for me?' Cf. II. 14, 190 ~ pa vil µo( TI 1rll1010; Ar . 
.Nub. 87 Tl oJv 1rl8wµa, 8,jTa 001; ,rpos 8cwv (cf. 579*) and &fiTa (GP 271) 
both serve to emphasize the strength of Helen's desire. ,rap&ivc: cf. 72, 
108•. 

93. The interpretation' Yes,Jor l have no leisure' is clearly nonsense. '(Know) 
that ... ' is better, but ws ... y• always implies agreement with what 
precedes, and assent if what precedes is a question. Herwerden's oa' is 
doubtless right (Mnemo,!)'n• 1877, 33): '(I can agree to your request) in so 
far, at least, as lack of leisure permits'-said, perhaps, with a certain 
sarcasm (it is impolitic to give offence by an outright refusal). ,rpoac8piq: 
causal dat., cf. 91, 210•, etc. (of' (Stevens, CR 1968, 156) is no better, and 
less likely. The exx. of ws ... y• in GP 143 are somewhat heterogeneous; 
Denniston was content to treat this as an idiom that became 'stereotyped' 
in E. and Ar. without distinguishing 'causal' and 'asseverative' uses (clear 
or possible exx. of the latter include Su. 294, Ion 935, Ba. 1272, S. Phil. 117, 
812, Ar. Pax 942; for asseverative ws without Y•• see 423•, 1114*). But it 
should be noted that the vb is always finite. Following oa' we can 
understand (oJoa); following ws the copula must be (•lµ{) (or (loT{), if 
we changed 1rpoa•llplq. to the nom.).) 

94. Helen hears only the 'assent', as one nono be put off by what is merely 
implied. Ta♦ov . .. ,rpos ICGCJlyY'IT'l}f: like HF 527 o,c>.q, T1 ,. dv8pwv, An. 
511 µaaTois µa-rlpos d.µ,f,i aas, Od. 16. 407 Boµov •ls '08ua,jos, etc. (Bruhn 
92); the preposition attaches to the attributive gen. as to an epithet, and 
exx. with disyllabic preposition should not be regarded as 'anastrophe' (as 
by Platnauer on IT 1460, Collard on Su. 271). 

95· Sc. 1rpos Ta,f,ov µo,\•iv. 
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96. 4.trapx4.s: properly primitiae (first-fruits); of hair for the dead, cf. Ph. 1525, 
Denniston on El. 91 "P6S Ta.~ov ,.oA,/w ... ,c&,..,s d .. .,,,ta.,.71v. xocis •1'4.s: 
115•. Helen is herself carrying a lock of hair (already cut indoors, 128-9*) 
and a libation-vessel, for a mission to be performed by a single unattended 
person ( 106•). 96 is at once the answer to Tlvos ,cap1v; and the continuation 
of 94 (what Helen would have said in any case, had she not been 
'interrupted' in a manner typical ofstichomythia); cf. 398-400, 414-16 1 

736-8, 756-8, 1185-7, 1332-4, [1582-4). There is much to be said for 
putting 110 punctuation at the end of the 'interrupted' line in such places (cf. 
Mastronarde 56-8). 

97• 'Should you not go yourself?' o.)xl ••1uT6v: cf. S. OT 993 od 8•,.11rr&v 
(s.v.1.; Dawe i 250). ♦0.WY: 'of a loved one'; such pls. for sing. usually, as 
here, imply a general premiss; cf. 819 To,ciwv. ~,Ma. (lntrod. Fi. 5) was a 
matter as much of obligations as of affection. 

98 ft'. Helen is clmscious of having left home alaxpws, and consequently feels 
al8ws 'shame' (cf. Adkins 167); one clement in that is physical fear (98, 
I 02), but we need not deny her proper feelings of self-reproach ( cf. II. 3. 180 
8a.,jp dT" l,.tls la,c• ,c11vC:,.,,8os). El. herself allows 'shame' to be the proper 
state of mind for Helen (♦pov,is c6). Cf. Or.'sala,cuvo,.a, to El. at 281, and 
further on 396• for the concept of 'remorse'. 

100. Punctuate c\pl&is 1>.,cas· o.) ♦l>.ws a, 1.10, >.{yllS, Helen candidly accepts 
the 'rightness' ofEl.'s censure (without the more positive approbation of 
,cai\c.iis, cf. S. Phil. 341 ); and then mildly protests at her 'unkindness'; ~li\ws 
'in the manner to be expected ofa ~li\os' (97*), as in Hp. 597 (the only other 
occurrenceofthisadvbin E.), S. El. 1471. Not (in one breath) 'you speak 
rightly, but you speak 11nwelcomely to m•' (with an apparently lame 
repetition of'speak'); a misinterpretation that has prompted several bad 
conjectures. 

ror. a. 8,\: 52•. Both the particle II~ and the postponement of the interrog. 
(cf. 28,309,401,427,694, 7451 749, ?766, 1182, 1186, 1211, 1425, 1611; G. 
Thomson, CQ.1939, 147-52) lay stress on the theme-word al8ws. 

103. The paradosis means 'Yes, {they, tl1e fathers, are) a fearsome thing, and 
you are shouted in Argos'; what we need is 'Yes, for you are fearsomely 
shouted .. , '. Canter's KGTa/loq. gets rid of the otherwise unwelcome TE and 
gives the latter sense straightforwardly (1t'4T4• 'against'). But corruption of 
lt'GTG• to,-' dva- is harder to account for than corruption ofy' (Matthiae) to 
T'; and Y• is in place: whether or not Helen is right to fear (reprisals from) 
'fathers of those who died at Troy', her infa"!J' on the lips of Argives (of which 
El. has personal knowledge) is indeed such as to cause 8Jos. 811V6v: for the 
adverbial use with a vb ofloud utterance, cf. Med. 1184 {aT••afao1, A11. 

1148 (lf8lyfaTo). yd.p: assentient, cf. 410, etc. (GP 73-4). ~pye,: local 
dat., cf. 875. 6.valJ09: 'you are (i.e. your name is) shouted'; the use of 
dva/lo&, has been questioned, but there is no need for a nonce
interpretation 'shout against'. A person can be 'shouted' for either good or 
ill (good, cf. Hdt. 6. 131 lflwaB.,aavdv,h,jv 'EAAa8a); but, for a woman, the 
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ideal was not even to be spoken of among men ( er. the view of Pericles in Th. 
2. 45. 2). Since dva/loav is virtually synonymous with laxfiv, Htl. 1147 is a 
clear precedent: lax,jB.,,s (Hcrm.) i<a6' 'E>.>.av(av (also of Helen); and for the 
trans. sense 'shout concerning' cf. also Hel. 190 llav?.s dva/Joq. yd,.ous. The 
adverbial 8Eivov makes the prcvcrb itaTa-even less necessary. 8ui OTOl'G: cf. 
1175, A. Sept. 51; as often, the pleonasm reinforces the point. [Elliptical 
Buvov ydp is possible in itself, er. 410 aEl'•al ydp, Med. 44, IT 539 (GP 87); 
Reeve (i 262) suggests 8E&vol ydp, but for the n. sing. as substantival 
predicate er. 231-2•, etc. "Apyn 8' ... would then be better than "Apy,, 
T0 

••• , but the truth surely lies elsewhere.] 
104. 0~ vuv xap,v ... 86s: cf. 302 ( ... lKTa6,iaa Bos), Htl. 940 8?.s T,jv xdpiv 

,.o,. TOV ♦oJJov Moaoa: er. A. Sept. 270 .\uouaa ... tf,rl/lov; here 'coincident' 
with the aor. imperat. as in Hp. 289-90 ,j8lwv y•voii anyv,jv l,tf,puv .\.Saaaa 
(sec Barrell). 

105. er. Or.'s reluctance to view Cl. 's tomb at 798; the phrasing is like Ba. 836 
oliK civ Buvall'"I• 11~.\w lv8iiva1 aTo.\ov. 

1o6. It 'would not look well' for a servant (pl., er. tf,{.\wv97) to bear the offerings 
(to the tomb). Evidently Helen is herself carrying the xoal and .,&,.a, (so 
Arrowsmith), and not contemplating a mission by a celebrnnt with 
acolytes (who might properly do the 'carrying'). 106 is at once a cue for 107 
and an 'explanation' (with dramatic sleight of hand, er. 771 *) of Helen's 
action, in preparation for the unattended mission of Hcrmione. We shall 
hear more about Helen's .,poa.,0.\01(1110 ff., 1380, etc.); they arc de trop 
(here) for the action and best kept out of sight (contra Stanley-Porter 81). 
Note that an unattended Helen is a much 'homelier' figure, and the issue is 
of some importance for assessing the intended effect of the scene on the 
audience (certainly an impressive Phrygian-style retinue would be an 
unwarranted interpolation: El. might have been expected to pass adverse 
comment on that at 128 ff.). 

107. 'Then why not send Hermione?' 8il'as: the periphrasis (cf. 1197, 11116-
17*) alludes lo the 'physical person', aptly here in relation to aw,.a 98. 

108. A conventional sentiment, er. Held. 43-4, etc. (Dove1·, GPM 98, Walcot 
91), here strikingly &/lou.\ov in that Helen has twice refened lo El. herself as 
a .,ap/Jlvos (72, 92). 

109. ical l''I" .. , ye: a contrary consideration, er. Al. 1099, etc. (GP 357). 
110(-11). op8ws l>.1&as: V has itaAws here, which Longman favoured, 

arguing that dp6ws could be a false echo of 110. It could be so; but turns of 
phrase are elsewhere repeated in the interests of characterization (cf. 
520*). ,rd8ol'a( Ti 001 1 icop'I: with a reversal of the ., .. 9,1, in 92. 111 ('and I 
will send my daughter ... ') is superfluous and partly repetitive, and may 
have been added either by someone looking for a ital . .. continuation of 
.,,{80,.al TE ... (Tf prospective; there is nothing amiss with the asyndeton 
thus, cf. Ba. 953) or to give Helen another line while she moves to summon 
Hermione. (Mastronarde (28") prefers the variant .,/,..J,o,.a, 'I shall send 
for' and suggests that 1 1 1 was written to suit the summons of Herm. by an 
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attendant; for 11,µ11,a/Ja, 'summon' cf. HF 1421, Hee. 971, TA 1356, S. OC 
602. But corruption of -rrlµy,oµ•v to -oµai is likelier here, after .,,,{/Joµa, ( cf. 
Diggle, CQ, 1983, 350). V's other variant 11vya.-lpa y'appropriatcly enough 
stresses the noun, but Y• 8uya.-lp' is a likelier rhythm {with resolution at the 
beginning of the word).] 

112 ft'. w .. , .. vov, lfc>.f .. , / ,cal >.ajJ. ... : the instructions follow the 
summons almost in the same breath (contrast the elaborate summons of 
Andromache by her mother at Hee. 171 ff.). One factor justifying the 
unusual technique is that the aK'I•➔ has not been identified as the Palace• 
fa<;ade; the setting is still that of Or. 's 'sick-bed', with the doors of the aK'I•➔ 
probably standing open (lntrod. E i).Helen is merely summoning Herm. 
from a concealed part of the Palace (with 6011wv 11'opot to be understood in 
a purely theatrical sense, cf. law Go•). Another factor is that Herm. is a 
,cw,f,ov 1rp6awrrov in this scene, and the language used for her summons is 
similar to what would be appropriate for a mere attendant. It is doubtful 
whether Herm. at once obeys the command >.afU lv x•poiv. Between 113 
and 123 Helen gives detailed instructions as to the ritual ( a traditional 
feature in tragedy, cf. A. Pers. 61 1 ff., S. OC 469 ff.; Stinton, JHS 1976, 139, 
on Tra. 685), and probably demonstrates (at the stage altar?) how Herm. is 
to perform it at the olfstage tomb. 

114. af'♦I: 'to', cf. HF 984, etc. (KG i 490-1 ). 
115. f,l«Al,cpaT' .. . : the phrasing reflects Od. 10. 519 1tpw.-a µ•>.1,cp➔.-q,, 

µulrr,,.-a 8, ~8li' otvq,, modified in accordance with the combination of all 
three elements (dramatis causa, 96•) in one vessel; for the standard wine, 
milk and honey, cf. IT 163-5 (P. Stengel, Die griechischen Ku/111sa/lerlilmer 
( 1920), 149). olv1a11fov: cf. Hyps. 64. 111 (tlo.-puv); E. was notably fond of 
-wrros and -w8'1< words (255-6•, etc.). li.xVf!v: 'froth', cf. Borthwick, JHS 
1976, 6; similar xoal are described as a rrt>.avos (1119-20•) at A. Ch. 92. 

116. ,niid id li.,cpou xw14aT01: cf. Hee. 524, where Neoptolemus is said to 
have mounted Achilles' tomb with Polyxena, and A. Ch. 4 .-6µ1!011 8' ,.,, 
dxl1q,. [Schumacher's drr' 11.Kpou, revived by Degani (citing Ph. 1223, Tr. 
523, V. Aen. 5. 44), is refuted by Di B. in Maia 1968, 156; there is no 
question here of haranguing an assembly from a high place.] 

117. 61a1pr,Ta1: with acc. pers. (like Lat. donare), cf. A. PV 778 (KG i 295). 
I 18 f. ♦bP't' ffpoar>.ec,v: cf. IT 1342, rr611q, l1av•iv An. 824 (KG ii 6-8). Helen 

then explains that fear, and we should accept Benedict's .-ap/Joua& y• 
'Apy,iov ox>.ov (Obs. ad Eur. Hee. et Or. (1824), 27) . .-. wrongly implies that 
the 'tomb' and the 'crowd' are separate deterrents; for the correct y,, cf. HF 
755-6 &v.-lrroiva ll' ln{vwv / .-6>.µa, 8,80.$< y• 1'WV ll<8paµ.lvwv ll{K'IV (GP 
139), and Diggle, /CS 1981, 88, on similar errors at Al. 847, Hee. 615, 1176, 
Held. 794, Ba. 816. 

119. trfKUf,lEY,j: a purely tragic word, especially Aeschylean (not in S., 
occasional in E.), in three senses associable with the root ,rpa.o~ 'placid': (a) 
'mild, gracious', of persons (inc. gods),=i>.•ws; (b) 'calmly benign', of 
.-uxa1 (almost 'happy'); (c) 'placating', especially of xoal. Often nearly 
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synonymous in signif. (a) with the common •rlµ•v~s, by which it was liable 
to be replaced, metre permitting (as, certainly, in A. Pers. 609 na,Bcls naTpl 
1rp<1J,uv•is, v. 1. na-rpl nai8cls •ilµo•is; at Phatlhon 1169 there is an uncertain 
choice, see Diggle, between ElT< 1rpE1Jµ<v•is and El'IT' Erlµ<vEis). npEuµEvij is 
doubtless right here, with its Aeschylean colour and in a context of 
placatory xoal; the more so as Herm. will return at 13113 'having (duly) 
obtained 1rp<1Jµlvna' (the noun occurs there only). Not even Helen can 
expect Cl. to be positively •rlµ•v~s towards her murderers. [Di B. continues 
(in Maia 1968, against Degani) to prefer •ilµ•vij, leaning mainly on a 
supposed echo of S. El. 453 (neglecting that there the prayer is to 
Agamemnon, for positive aid, that Eilµ•vij is there required by metre, and 
that npu,µ- does not occur in S.); also falsely suggesting (after Chantraine) 
that 1rp<1Jp,• was a mere synonym of • .i,.., used only when required by metre 
(neglecting, e.g., Tr. 739).) 

Avlll'f•: this form of the imperat. appears to have the pres. force nEi8<, 
rcl>.cu<, lnoTptJvc (cf. the epic lffoTpuvw real clvwya), whereas the usual &vwxB, 
(Al. 1044, HF 1141, Phatthon 1146) is aoristic, =rclA•uaov. 

HO, ,roo": i.e. Menelaus. 
1111. oGs cl1rwA1crtv 816s: 'god-blaming' again (cf. 75-6*), but also with a 

thematic use of d•o>.>.uva,, the god being Apollo (cf. 954-6*). 
IH, 1ea1pos (taT1): both 'it is proper' and 'it is opportune', cf. M,d. 80, An. 

131, El. 997, Ion 15511, IA 3115. '11e1rowiv: 'to perform by labour'; a favourite 
vb (Bremer, CQ. 19711, 236-40), usually (as here) with an idea of 
'completeness'. Note the delicate irony: the labour that we have seen Helen 
performing is not very exacting, and rca,pos commonly implies 'neither too 
much nor too little' (Barrett on Hp. 386-7, J. R. Wilson, Glolla 1980, 
177 If.) . .i.,.i (s.v.l.): simply'me (qua sister)'; 11ot'mein person' (opp. Herm., 
as Helen's agent); Helen certainly sees herself as currently novovoa, and all 
the 'promised givings' (among them the Bwpa described in 1426-36*) as to 
be delivered to the tomb vicariously. On balance the variant lµ~v seems 
preferable, (a) as not open to misinterpretation, (b) as less obvious (no acc. 
pers. is nttdtd, but one could well have been mistakenly looked for; there is 
less reason for corruption the other way). The two paraphrases in ..t'suggest 
that both lµI and lµ~v arc ancient readings (..t", as Biehl points out, clearly 
attests the latter). 

1113. wpdpwv 8wp'ljj,1a-ra: 'givings to the dead' (obj. gen., implying 
8wp<ia8o, + acc. pers., as in 117; KG i 336); the semi-abstract use of verbal 
-p,o nouns is characteristic of tragic diction, cf. 795, 9118, 988, 1434-6*, 
1642, etc. The gen. here goes unambiguously with the noun (the more 
normal dat., as 1436, might have been taken with iln,axvov). 

1114-5. A 'maternal' parting exhortation (following the hand-over of the 
offerings, rnz ff.*), and Helen returns within. rr i dicvov .,.o,: cf. Al. 313 
(KG i 4113). -rijs 1raA1V 1-'•l-'vrid 68oii: elegant idiom, but also with a 
'homely' Havour (cf. Ar. Eq. 495-7). Herm. leaves by the L<lao8os (Introd. 
E ii), opposite to the one by which the Chorus will shortly enter. 
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1ll'-39, A li11k-passage between Helen's exit and the entry of the Chorus. First 
Electra gives vent to the hatred which she has had to control (hoping for 
help from Men.) in Helen's presence. 

1!:116(--7), w ♦ucns .. . : the sight of Helen behaving like her old self ( 128-9•) 
prompts a characteristic general reflection (Friis Johansen 89). The 
apostrophe has a semi-personifying effect (cf. 213-14 •), while delivering a 
direct thrust against the enthroning of Nature by the ,J,uatKo{ (cf. 3•). 127 
then undercuts the stnlentia: the great evil among men is at the same time a 
potentially awT~p,ov 'possession'. The confusion of thought, interrupting 
the connection between 126 and 128-9, is scarcely saved by Wecklcin's 81 
(accepted by Longman). Di B. rightly, I think, accepts Klinkenberg's 
excision (De Eu,. prolog ... . , Diss. Bonn 1881 ). The interpolator was 
presumably upset by El. 's failure to qualify her condemnation of <(,6a,s lv 
dv9pwrro,r. El. is given to crisp, unconventional smtentiae making (with 
exaggeration) a dramatic point; cf. 233-4 •, where her sentiment µ,Ta/30>..-q 
1rcivTwvyAuKu was criticized in antiquity. The line added here may perhaps 
have referred, in a different context, to some quite different KTijµa such as 
'wealth'. [We may well, indeed, give the interpolator credit for intending 
awT~p,ov 8l ... Confusion of T< and 8l is very frequent (Diggle counts 14 
instances in Tr.; Studies 59). It is surprising that Denniston could stomach 
this TE (GP 514).] 

11111-'9. '(For) behold how (superficially) she has shorn her hair .. .'. 
Characters in tragedy appeal to the world at large (and/or imagined 
supernatural observers) to witness a situation and/or the truth of a 
proposition; they do not, unlike comic actors, directly accost the spectators 
in the theatre. Cf. Ed. Fraenkel, MH 1967, 190-2, and D. Bain, CQ, 1975, 
19-:10; but in discussing this passage they did not consider the variant i6n,, 
which should surely be preferred to ,i8,T, ... ; Bain compares Pk. 1676 
,18,s ... ; but in this, as in all the exx. of 2nd pers. questions adduced by 
Fraenkel, the vb is sing. (and Pk. I 676 is otherwise different, in 
stichomythia). For the imperat. of 'general address', cf. 804• KTa.aB' 
iTaipo11s, 977-8•, IT 1298 op/fr', ilrr,aTov ws y11va11<1iov y1vos, S. Aj. w28 
aKl,/,aaB•. rrpos 8.ciiv, TUS Tvxas 8uoiv /JpoToiv, El. 1384 i818' orrou 
... (choric). For confusion of l8- and 1l8-, cf. HF 131, Ba. 591, IA 592 
(Elmsley on Mtd. 1219[1252), Diggle, PCPkS 1976, 45). ,i8,Tt could well 
have been mistakenly favoured in antiquity: the later histrionic tradition 
will not have felt any qualms about an interrog. appeal to the spectators 
(following interpolated stage-business with scissors?). We should then 
read, with Parson: i8n, yap ( Duport, for ffap ') c'i1tpa~ C:,~ u1Tap«rcv Tplxa1: 
cf. S. El. 449 T<µouaa KpaTos PoaTpvxwv IJ.1<pas <(,&Pas. True, there is no 
'superficially' point in that passage; but the point is sufficiently clear here if 
we remove the comma after Tpixas: 'see how she has shorn her hair-tips' (so 
far conventional phrasing) 'prestrvi11g lzer heau!J'. For rrap' ilKpas, Paley 
compared expressions like rrap' d>..iyas Y''l~ovs Dern. 24. 138, but it would be 
very awkward to understand Tpixas here when Tplxas is also the object; 
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others take 11.Kpas as from 11.Kpa, comparing KaT' 11.Kpas 'utterly' and cln' 
11.Kpas S. fr. 271. , R.). l-'orclni8p1111• ( 12•) cf. also He/. , 188. ioT,6' t\ ,raAcH 
yuv,\: unlike the heroine of Heltn, who had unsparingly sacrificed he•r hair 
in (pretended) mourning. 128-9 not only proves the truth of 126 (so that 
theydpis in place); it also reasserts that this is the traditional Helen (cf. 78-
9*). 

130 f. 'May the gods hate you/or having (thus) deslroy,d . . .': cf. Hel. 74-5 8,ol 
11', oaov ,,.,,,..,,,. • lx1&s f 'E>..v.,s, clnonTuauav ('for having such a likeness to 
Helen'). ws 'causal-exclamatory' (90•), not, as some take it, 'even as'. 

131-5. The Chorus of Mycenaean ~lAa, is seen approaching from the R. l, 
TaAa,v' lyw: rightly taken by E as referring to the new trouble. 

13llf, a~: i.e. as a further upsetting disturbance. lfl'IYl\l'aa, ... CuVft!llol: cf. 
Hel. 174, 11 13, Su. 73j the Chorus will duly 'sing with El.'s lament' in 960 ff. 
(p. 240). 

133 r. Taxa: slatim, ilico, notfortass, (see Barrett on Hp. 181-2); cf. 1288 for the 
exaggerated expression of a fear as a definite expectation. 

134. IIC'l't\Coud: cf. 529,860, 1047, Hel. 1419 (JK- intensive, 191 *; TT/K• 34•). 
13~. 'Please approach quiet()' •.. ; it will be ruin for me if Orestes' sleep is 

disturbed'. ,f,~os is noise in general (including speech); KTilnos is 
percussive noise, here of feet. Contrast Ba. 55-61, where Dionysus (with 
KT11n,iT,) instructs the Chorus to enter noisi(y with their 1',lµ.nava. The 
'tiptoeing parodos' of Or. is a very unusual, perhaps unique, piece of 
dramaturgy, and the preparatory instruction to the Chorus is indispens
able (the more so, if it is not El. who sings 11,ya aiya ... at 140-1, sec 
below). There are no stylistic faults, suspicion having arisen only because 
136-7 anticipates 140-1, and 138-g more distantly anticipates 158-9. 
That the lyrics should elaborate what has been adumbrated in 136-9 is 
not, in itself, surprising (cf. the parodos of Ba., which elaborates 55-61). 
The repetition 137/141 is certainly offensive as things stand, but 141 is 
demonstrably corrupt, doubtless as a consequence of intrusion from 137 
(perhaps for something substantially different); it is entirely appropriate 
that the entering Chorus should ,el,o the instruction 'Please approach 
quiet()' ... ' by singing 'Sh! Shi Tread softly ... '. [Recent defenders of 136-9 
include Longman, Biehl (Tp 16-17) and Mastronarde (22•6). Wilamowitz 
(Hernkles i 1536') took 136-g as a 'dittography' of 140 ff. (written, ifso, in 
accordance with the attested-probably wrong-ancient assignation of 
aiya 11,ya .•• to El.). Page (Actors 52), afier Murray, argued that 'whoever 
gave 140-1 to Electra either did not find or did not leave 136-9in his text', 
i.e. that no one could have rationally given both 136-9 and 140-1 to the 
same speaker (an inference doubtful in itself, even with the offensive 
repetition offered by our corrupt text, and certainly false if the true text of 
141 was not offensively repetitive). There is, after all, no evidence that 136-
9 were stigmatized in. or absent from, the Alexandrian edition; and it is 
probable that the editor himself gave aiyo aiya .•. to El. (see below). Di 
B. 's acceptance of the deletion is linked with his assignation of 140-1 to El. 
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(contested below); it is then less necessary for El. to initiate the 'hushing' in 
speech. His further argument that lyrics never repeat the substance of 
previous trimeters is also relevant only if oiya oiya ... is continued to El. 
(and even then it requires qualifying: cf., for example, An. 29-44 and 
113 ff.).] 

138-g. t\ a,\: perhaps lo the Chorus-leader (cf. Med. 252 and S. OT 1115, 
where thereisasimilarshifi from pl. to sing.; Kaimio216 f.); but asin 183-
6, El. 'swords are still aimed al the whole Chorus, thought of as a 'corporate 
individual'-a characteristic artificiality (cf. 140-207•, 1246--85*, 1353-
65•, 1537-48*). The ♦1Mu is a group-attribute, cf. ,f,{,\.,a.,a, 136, 1103-4 •. 
11pcu!'C"ll1: 119•. a>.>: ... : instead of something like dx,\'lpd 8l El. 
substitutes (with a slight anacoluthon) a stronger adversative expression 
(,.,., •.• d,\,\d, GP 5-6: 'the second clause states a consideration which goes 
some way towards invalidating the first'). ou11♦opa: vague 'calamity', in 
an exaggerated expression like d,\,is (sc. ,.,) ... in 158-9*. [P. Koln 252 
(0. Musso, ZPE 1982, 43-6) has ... l'E]va,\o,.o[. at the end of 138, which 
Musso suggests may have been intended for ... ,.,.,, d,\,\' &,.ws. If d,\,\' &,.ws 
were indeed attested as a variant, one might consider accepting it and 
bracketing 139 (cf. tou-3(-4]*).] See Addendis Addenda. 

14o--.ao7, Choral entry and d,.o,/3aiov. The fifteen Mycenaean ,f,l.\a, duly enter 
;cwxws (136-9*), in a most unusual 'tiptoeing' processional dance. The 
very idea ofa 'hushed' choral entry has an anti-traditional piquancy (cf. 
the unique antistrophic entry in Hel., strongly contrasting in tone, yet 
corresponding metrically, with a solo lament). The dominance of the 
monodist is also a feature characteristic of E. 's later style; his duos ( whether 
of actor and chorus or of two actors) are often rather one-sided, and here 
El. has much the larger part, concluding all four stanzas with an utterance 
of some length. The language is at once lively and artificial, blending 
colloquial and vietically exquisite usages in a manner that hovers on the 
brink of paratragedy. Though much bears the stamp of originality, E. 
certainly had in mind his own previous scene in Heraclts (HF 1042 ff.), 
where Amphitryon comes out of the house in order to silence the chorus' 
loud lamentations so that Heracles may sleep. That differs in being 
astrophic (less artificial, thus) and non-processional, with the chorus 
already in the dpxvaTpaj but it has many points of similarity (Bond pp. 
332-3), notably the phrases aiy11 aiya (140-1•, 183-6*; HF 1042, 1067) 
andµ.,) 1CTurr1iTE (141; HF 1048); see also 142-3•, 145-6•, 147 f.*, 148*, 
158--9•, 173•, 210•, and nn. on metre. Another, more recent ·precedent 
was the sleep-scene in S. Phil. (158-g*, 166*, 174-9*; on sleep-scenes in 
general, see A. Dieterich, RhM 1891, 25-46). The dominant rhythm is 
dochmiac (especiallyv vv-v -); a metre which lent itself to tense and half
chanted utterance (Dale, LM 104 If.). Aesch. had used it for the choral 
entry in the Septem and Eumenides, but very differently (for entries arrap&B.,~; 
cf. Taplin 141-2, 372), 

Tl,e assignation ef parts. Symmetrical division, often intricate, is the norm 
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in strophic amoibaia. Di B. (previously in Hermer 1961, 1198-3111) argues 
that the norm is not an absolute rule; and, placing this scene among his 
exceptions, he rejects at 140---1/153-4, 173/194 and 174-811/195-203 the 
symmetry which has been generally accepted by edd. since Seidler (De 
uersibusdochmiacis (1812), 198 If.). As to 154, 174-82 and 194, there are no 
good grounds for preferring asymmetry (qq.v.). As to 140-1, there is 
indeed a probability that Aristophanes of Byzantium himself gave ofya 
oiya ... to El.; but it does not follow that that assignation is right (pace 0. 
Musso in St11di Ardiu.oni ( 1978), 609-1 t ). It is logical that El. should 
initiate the 'hushing', but she has already done that in 136-9• (provided 
that we have not deleted those lines)-precisely, we may judge, in order 
that the amoibaion may proceed with perfect symmetry (each stanza 
begun by Ch. and concluded by El.). [Assignation of oiya aiya . .. to El. 
was taken for granted by Diog. Laert. (7. 172), Dion. Hal. (decomp. verb. xi) 
and the writer ofHypoth. II (in the Aristophanic tradition, 1-70•, if not 
entirely by Ar. Byz.); also Psellus (Musso, art. cit.). It seems clear that 
most, if not all, Alexandrian speaker-attributions rested on interpretation, 
not on authentically transmitted textual indications (Taplin, PCPhS 1977, 
1111 ff.), and here we can well understand why all the 'hushing' should have 
been erroneously given to El. (as 136 If., 145-6, etc.). But note, by contrast, 
that J: on P/1. 202 (apparently ancient) takes for granted the attribution of 
oiya oiya ,\,11K6v (sic) ... to Ch. One might have expected some comment 
about ancient disagreement (such as we have at Med. 148). A puzzling 
situation, but the odds are heavily in favour of symmetry here also, esp. if 
Di B. is wrong about the other E. passages where he denies it (he is certainly 
wrong about 1263-5/83-5, q.v., and his arguments are nowhere compel
ling). Cf. Page, CQ, 1937, 94-9 (no exceptions to the rule of symmetry in S.; 
as to E., the only cases admitted by Page, in Tr., disappear in Diggle's 
text).] 

The choral part. A modern producer might well prefer to give all or most of 
the choral lines to a soloist (the Leader} or to a variety orindividuals. That 
could be right, but it is not proved by the use of the singular in 144 
(11,{Boµai), 146 (J, ,f,{,\a, ,j,wvu), etc.; cf. 138-9•. Choral unison and address 
to the whole Chorus as a 'collective individual' are obviously more 
artificial, but this is a highly artificial art-form. See also on 11146-85 •, 
1353-65*, 1537-48•, where I argue for more choral unison than mostedd. 
allow (if they discuss the matter); more even than Kaimio, who in general 
disfavours unnecessary individualization. 

140-52 = 153-65 

11 

3 
4 
5 
6 

Ch. -v-v-lv;vv-v-1 
vvv-,.,- ! V' v-.,-v- (II) 

El. vv-.,-v-1 vvv-o-1 
Ch. v--v-11 
El. V - - G vv - "' - I 

G-v-.,v-1 vGG-v-11 
8 comp 
28 
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7 Ch. vvv-w-1 vvv-v-1 .118 
8 v-El.---(11) 8 
9 vv,,...,....,._,,vV.Jlvv,.,Jv..,v...,._,,I 28 

10 vv,,...,V.Jvv,,...,lvv,,...,v,,...,vvv( 28 
II vvv-v-lv--v-111 .118 
The first stanza-pair is almost pure dochmiac, with mostly exact 

responsion (least so in 5-1); the stanza ends with a run of six 8, whereas the 
rest ofit is divisible into periods (speaker-change by no means guarantees 
period-end) 3-4 8 in length. 1. For the initial hypodochmius, with 
'anaclastic' rhythm, cf. 1384, Hp. 852, Ion 799 ( Conomis 31). 111. The str. is 
corrupt (140-1 •); an ea,iendation giving vv- x- for ,_..,3• la'f'w rc'f'v,ros is 
clearly to be desired. 5. The 'dochmiac compound' is a flexible verse made 
up of a 8 and a shorter clement preceding or following (perhaps in origin a 
telescoped pair ofdochmii); cf. 168/891 179/1100, 1415, Ba. 1153 d.vaxo
pE6awµEv B&rcx,ov, A. Eum. 270 f. ,} IIEov,} flvov ,,.w' d.atPwv, etc. (Conomis 
48). Here the elements arc completely fused, and the analysis may be either 
x -- 3 or 3-x -; in either case scansion of cl .t 145 as v- is likely (cf. HF 
1052, Conomis 27-8), though not absolutely necessary. [If cl cl is--, 1ilher 
w--3 rests on the analogy of..,--' -v- (Su. 622-3/30-1, Ph. 1026/50,S. 
El. 485/501, OC 1670/97, ?A. Pm. 281/7, S1pl. 356/68), w--' v-- (Ion 
190/201) and more doubtfully..,--' v-v- (S. Phil. 1134/57; str. corrupt, 
or write d.µas in 1157?), cf. Digglc, /CS 1981, 86; or we have in. the strophe 
an unparalleled dochmius----vv(forv---vv, cf. S. Anl. 1289,,.(,f,ys, 
@ ,rai, ,,.(va ••. ; and for ... - .., -, Ion 676/95).] 8. For the division of a 8 
between speakers, cf. HF 1061 ( 148•), S. OC 836/79. 9-11. The run of 35 
short syllables is 'something ofa lour de fore,' (Dale, Pap,rs 48, 255); cf. Hel. 
694 If. iµi Iii ,r1i'f'pi8os ii,ro(1rpil) rciirco,ro,,.,.ov iip"iii.-/ OV iflii.J\i Bios QffO 

1r.Uios ;;.,,;; ,,.. ai8iv / iiTi µiAii.8pri Aixiii. ,,.• ,;,.;,,;;., ..• (for the text, sec Diggle 
in Dionysiaca, 164 ff.). Such resolved runs occur especially in the final 
period(s) of dochmiac systems, cf. on 1305-10, 1364/1547, 1500. 

140-1. c,iyu oiyu: 'Sb! Sh!', cf. HF 1068. A•trr011 . .. 'f'l8cTc: 'tread delicately' 
(with a metaphor 'make light shoe-prints') and, by implication, 'quietly' 
('tiptoeing', cf. il.rcpo,a, 8a,c,,.w\o,a, ,rop8µ11JWv lxvos IT 266); for Atm·os of 
sound (not common), cf. Digglc on Phallhon 67 f. The variant AEurcov makes 
sense (with no stop after aiya aiya), but the conventionally decorative 
epithet goes ill here with 'boot'; for the error, cf. Med. 1189. txvo, may br
either 'step(s)' (E/. 859 Bis ls ,copov, &, ,f,(Aa, l,cvos) or 'print' (ixvos ... dp
/luA'ls El. 5321 Af,rTd i,cvl'/ X. Cyn. 5. 5). clpjiuAe11 ( ·l'/S codd., corr. Bjorck 
227, 249): properly a substantial boot (or shoe, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 944), 
usually noisy (1470, Ba. 638 ,f,o,f,EiyoGv dp{JvA., 8oµwv law), so that,..,,.,,._ 
ixv- dpfl- is a mild oxymoron. Ancient Greek dancing, unlike modern 
ballet, normally made a feature of foot-noise: IA 1042-3 xpuaEoao.,llaAo• 
i,cvor lv y9 rcpooouom, HF 1303-4 1 etc. tl'~ 1CTu1rciT« l''IB loTw 1CTU1ro1t: the 
metrically unsatisfactory and impossibly repetitious words evidently owe 
something to the similar words in 137. What we need is something 
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(preferably scanning ... - x - 'v vv - x -) that stands in the right rela
tionship to El.'s spoken request in 137 (now rehearsed in song as a 
'reminder' to colleagues as they dance into the dpx,ia.-pa); perhaps ,.,) 
,,,..,,,.i.-.-,.,Al.-w-1<.-unous, with a combination of emphatic cognate acc. 
and 811i ,.laou 'admonition' like Ion 1410 naiiaa, nM1to11aa->.{p/,o,.a( a' 
lytfi-rr>.01tds (Jacobs, see Diggle, Studi,s 115-16); ,..M.-w, cf. Ar. Plut. 208; 
for the cognate acc. without epithet, cf. also 472• (;~ods), Ba. 247 (ilflpus), 
,f,o,f,ov ,f,o,f,•iv (LSJ); for the Bui ,.laou idiom, also KG ii 353-4 and Bruhn 
98-9. But the words displaced by 1'"18' lo-rw ,,,.J,,os may have been wholly 
dissimilar in appearance. [Di B. accepts ,.,) ,f,o,f,•i.-1, µ,) 'a.-w 1<.-unos 
(Elmsley on Med. 34); an unconvincing makeshift, since (a) µ,) ,,,..,,,,;,., is 
virtually universal and supported by HF 1048; (b) there is nothing to be 
said for making 141 mor, like 137 (136-9*). The textual confusion must be 
ancient, since a tradition without the words 1'"18' lo-rw ,,,-Jnos is auested by 
Dion. Hal. (loc. cit.) and P. Koln ( 138-g*). That cannot be the truth (note 
that Dionysius also has the error >.1111<011): 154 cannot be correspondingly 
reduced to a single 8 (Nauck's deletion of .-(va yuxav •inw; leaves 011,.,f,opav 
with no construction; Schenkl's deletion of .,(,,a Bl au,.,f,opdv; leaves ... 
,,.,.,,,,i,-'• / clnonpo ... , with elision, in responsion with ... ,f.,w; / i.-, 
µlv .• . , with hiatus). So either 1'"18' laTw nunos was a bad supplement 
(presumably in later antiquity) for a verse with too few syllables (cf. 188-
9*); or an intolerably corrupt line was pruned by some ancient editor.) 

14~-3. er. HF 1047 ,1<aaTlpw npoflaT• (there Jallaw,d by ,.,) ltTllff<in). 
awo,rpo ..• GffOffpG .. . : cf. 1451, HF 1081 cl,ronpo s...,.,;..,..,,,, etc.; a 
frequent word in E. lyric (Diggle in Diof!Ysia,a, 165-6); for the epanalepsis 
(a kind of split anadiplosis with anaphoric effect, very common in 
dochmiac dimcters), cf. 323, 1353, 1537, 1541; Elmsley on Mtd. 1240 
[1273), Dale, LM 105, Diggle, CQ 1984, 65. 

144. The Chorus 'obey' too loudly (145-6), cf. 157. 18ou (221, 1344) has a 
colloquial flavour in response to a command (Stevens, Call. Exp,. 35), but 
E.'s lyrics arc never 111111!, colloquial, and llloii, n,lBo,.a, might be preferred 
here as more exquisite; cf. on i'8' ... ws ('behold .. .') in 147 f.* 

145-6 .. A 4: urgent protest, as at 1598, HF 1052, Hel. 445, S. Phil. 1300; cf. 
275-6*. 'Uuer, I pray (µo,), like (LSJ onws A. 1. 4) the breath of a 
pipe .. .'. There is an implied contrast between the simple reed-pipe 
(aiip1y€, syn. Bova€, ,cd>.a,.os; the multiple 'Pan-pipes' are usually pl. 
arlp,yy•s in E.'s usage) and the ail>.os-pipe (syn. >.w.,ds). The laucr is 
characteristically loud and deep-toned (flaprlflpo,.os Hel. 1351, cf. Al. 430, 
Ba. 687); the former, though capable ofimitati11g 'Phrygian adi\ol' (IA 577) 
is higher-pitched (IA 1036-9; cf. atlp,yy, Hel. 1484 of a bird's whistling 
call). A•1rToii 8ova&eoc: '. . . of a deli,atereed (-pipe)'. The secc;md gen. is best 
taken as a 'further specification' (dependent, again, on nvod, not on 
aup,yyos); ailp,yyos . .. nvod in itself would have been consistent with loud 
hissing or whistling (cf. a11p1y,.os 'catcall'); >-•nToii, of course, echoes >..n.-ov 
140-1 •. A recent precedent wasS. Phil. 213 ff., where the song of the aiipiyf 
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is contrasted with loud shouting. Passages in which the (slender) reed-pipe 
is soporific include A. PV 575 r., API lll-13 (ascribed to Plato), Stal. Tli,b. 
1. 585 (references supplied by Longman). El.'s own utterance is presum
ably .\c1rTdTaTov and high-pitched ( 1 74-g•), perhaps accompanied by the 
atl.\1JT1JSOn a aiip,yf µ.ovo,cd.\fll'os; cf. W. Kranz, Stasimon (1933), !140-1, on 
this as an instance of the new 'mimetic' style of music, and in general 
Michaelides s.v. syrinx. . 

147 f, rB •.. ws ... : 'behold /row .. .', cf. lll8, HF 131-ll t8nc, 1raTlpos C:.s 
yopyciitr•s ai'81 trpo,,.•p•is tlµ.p.aTw• atlyai; 'behold' here of sound, like An. 
250 lBoil (or l8oii,) a,..,..cii, S. Aj. 870-1, etc. (Bond on Hyps. fr. 764). 
ATpt1&Giov • .... .,., 13oav: cf. A. Ch. 581 y.\ciiaaav •~11µ0• .,.,,, ... , s. Tra. 
967 &,f,°'o••lpn/Jdaov (poetical idiom, LSJ •lpw A. 1); -iiiciv, notiiia°j; (cf. 
L. P. E. Parker, CQ. 1g66, Ill, and, for the characteristic two-termination 

· use, Diggle in Dionysia,a, 166). The oxymoron with /Jo"1 (not neutral •"'•"1) 
is ofan established type, cf. S. El. 630 ol1r' .. l.,."1µou /Joijs; for the extended use 
of rlTptµaios (lit. 'still') cf. also HF 1053-4 otl,c rlTpeµaie& 9pijvov aldf•T', w 
ylpovTcs; l,,ropo+o,,, if sound, can only mean 'indoors, beneath the roof' as 
a synonym of imdarcyov (S. Phil. 34, Tra. 376 Tiv' la8l8cyµa1 "'ll'o•,)11 
imdOTcyo• .\a9paiov;). That is intelligible (the Chorus are by now 
approaching the bed again and notionally entering the 'sick-room', 
lntrod. E i; S. Tra. 376 is an adequate parallel for the inserted predicative 
position); but it scarcely gives the reinforcement of sense that one expects, 
and Longman justly regarded Musgrave's olw~dpov as 'very tempting'. 
'Soporific' is the mot just, in reply to 145-6 (see above, and add S. Phil. 18-
19 for 'soporific wvo11'). [ imwpo.,.. ( the vulgate spelling) is similarly obscure, 
and probably corrupt, in HF 107 (see Bond). Other interpretations of 
imdpo.,.ov here are impossible. (a) 'as it were an indoor voice', so 'quiet' 
(Denniston on El. 1166 ,c.\olns imC:.p°'°• /Jo,fv;); the /Jo,f in El. is a scream, 
and we cannot translate C:.s twice. It may be, however, that our passage was 
lint corrupted by someone familiar with the phrase imw~o• /Jo11• in El. 
(cf. 1!135-6•, 1646-7•). (b) 'qualis est submissior calami sonus' (Porson, 
after .E; so LSJ); there is no supporting evidence whatever for opotf,os as a 
musical 'straw', apart from the statement of E that the y.\wTTi8cs of atl.\o{ 
were made from &po,f,o, (unlikely to be true; then as now the appropriate 
reed was the plant Arundo danax L.); and the compound wholly lacks 
analogy in the sense postulated (note that ht111.\os S. ,1;. 7g6 has nothing to 
do with atl.\o,1-] 

148, vo(, oGTws: sc. ,f,wvn (as in El.'s previous instruction). Edd. rightly 
punctuate after o/Jrws, as after µ6,c/Jwv 161; the clvr1.\a/b7 is (inferentially) 
followed by a pause, before a new metrical period ( cf. also 174 ff./ 195 IT. in 
the second stanza-pair; there is hiatus at 194/5). The singer needs to take a 
big breath here before the long run of resolved dochmii. The divided 
dochmius, with hiatus after val, follows the pattern of HF 1061 Xo. ci181&; 
Aµ.. vat, 1l18 .. , / f hvov hvovt d.\dµcvov 8s l,cav .. ci.\o,cov, . . . [ A passage 
which I hope to discuss elsewhere, offering a new conjecture in accordance 
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with that punctuation and colometric division; for d,\oµEvoc 'damnably 
ruin-causing' (inapplicable to Heraclea' mercifully unconscious sleep), cf. 
on 1364-5*.] 

149-5a. A tricolon of asyndetic commands increasing in length (six short 
syllables, then ten, then sixteen) and an associated 'explanation'. 

149 f. KGToye KAToye: variously taken in antiquity and by cdd. as 'lower your 
voice' or 'approach'. There arc no clear parallels to settle the matter, but 
one can assume that in performance the meaning was clarified by an 
accompanying gesture. The context prima facie favours 'approach' before 
,rpoa19' . .. (a further command to 'lower the voice' would bed, ITop after 
145-8, and ,cd-r•x• would be better for the sense 'keep it down'); -ciyr 
commands normally denote movement of some kind (ol,rciy,, ,rpoa-, lm-, 
etc.) and olvay• would certainly be understood as a command to dvdy•ala, 
'move back' (for the act. imperat. answering to a middle indicative in such 
colloquial idiom cf. ,rciGE, 799• ltrt1y1, etc.; Di B. rightly compares KClT•/ 
d11-cl.y•a/J111 of 'entering/leaving harbour', and E associates the use of 
,cci-rdyralci, for turning off the road into a house: d~' o~ ,ccil ,cci-rciy"')'Cll ol 
A,,.lv•s). At the same time the 'down' preverb is ,onsistenl with the following 
d-rplµcis ( even as dvdy•w is used ofinitiating loud song-and-dance; Tr. 325, 
Ph. 1350, etc.); and it is possible to imagine an ambiualenl accompanying 
gesture, ambivalently consistent with the sentence as a whole. trpoo,r 
&-rpi11111 &TP•l&Gt ?81: for the pile-up ofanadiploses, cf. Dale on Hel. 648-51; 
the uncompounded (/1, after ,rpoa,/11 is a axiµci Edp,.,{8uov ( 180-2*); the 
chiastic double anadiplosis is more unusual (cf. perhaps IT 869 f. 8,lv' 
ITAav, ITAciv 81lv', Diggle, PCPhS 1976, 43). 

150-1. 'Render your account (lit. and metaph.) as to whatever xplos you 
have come for'. xpio, in normal parlance means 'debt', the senses 'need' 
and 'thing' ( cf. xp.ta, xPiµa) being poetical; cf. Dover on the xplos•parody 
in Ar. Nub. 30. E. is unlikely to have been unaware of that ordinary sense in 
conjunction with A6yov citrOlot, and there is further sophistication (almost 
self-parody) in this expansion of the thought 'tell me why you have come'. 

152. Explaining both the invitation to approach and the demand 'quietly'. 
XPCWIG: 'at long last', with theaor. part. trcowv (cf. 234,475, H,/. 566, etc.; 
and,35, 88). The adverbial n. pl. occurs here only; E. has several hapax 
lcgomena in this idiom, cf. ~po08ci 1373, -rci,rcivd 1411-13•, a,c.S.,,11 Ph. 336, 
d-rpaµaiciHF 1053, Kannichton He/. 283 (KG i 310). Not 'fora long time' 
(Weil) with ,dvd(•-ra,; there is then no logic in the yap; moreover the five
day bed-occupation has been intermittent (42-5). ew4iino,: 'is couched', 
implying (as often) 'is asleep'. 

153-4. 'Give a share in the accounting' (reflecting Aoyov dwo8os 150; cf. IT 
10119-30 80,cw .•• 8of'ls µnd8os); the Chorus desire a two-way exchange 
of information. ww, lx11; ... .,,vo -r6xov 1iww; .,,vo 8i ou11+opav; The 
symmetrical phrases are a standard kind of pleonastic elaboration 
(Breitenbach 2311; with anaphora of.,{s, Collard on Su. 6o6-7); at the same 
time the point is compound, both 'what is his condition?' and 'what (bad) 
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thing has happened?' For the medical use or aup.,f,opd (almost= v6aos), er. 
2•, 314-15•, etc. [The (symmetrical) continuation of 154 to Ch. is clearly 
right; for the use of ,i1rw by the questioner, cf. Rh. 38-9 Ti /Jpo•is; Ti a, ,f,w 
vlov dyyl,\,\nv;J 

155--6. 'He is still alive (breathing), but ... (?) ... '. {Jpaxv avaaTlm is usually 
understood as 'he is faintly groaning', but the text can hardly be sound. 
The p.lv/6l antithesis lacks point, and the vb, ill qualified by {Jpa.xu, is 
unsuited to a sleeper (oTlvuv usually 'grieve, lament'; ava.a,-l,uv properly 
of fully conscious, loud lamentation). aT•v- and a/J1v-were liable to be 
confused (cf. Elmsleyon Med. 286[291)), and the right sense here would be 
given by {Jpaxi, 6' dva o/Jlvos: 'but weak(,,' (dva as in dva KpO.TOS, LSJ dvo. C. 
IV; o/Jl.vos {Jpa.xo Ph. 738), and with the implication 'not long to live' (cf. 
84, Hp. 1246, Ph. 1419 l,-, ... lp.1rvlwv {Jpo.xu). [The corruption proceeds 
first to a.vo.c/J•!!!! by false symmetry with ,p.11v•!!: ('rhyme', er. 159, 351), 
then to dvo.aTlvu as a familiar word. Musgrave's d.vo.a/Jp.a.ivn ('he is 
drawing his breath in short gasps') similarly postulates an intermediate 
o.vac/J,vu.J 

157, The sympathetic loud exclam. (symmetrical with 144) is now more 
clearly motivated, w (Longman al) Ta>.as: for discussions of such exclam. 
noms., see 1527*. 

158-9. o>.•is: cf. 138-9*, and HF 1052 d d, 8,a p.' d,\,iT< in a similar context. 
Here too the sense must be 'you will ruin/destroy me if you wake him'. 
Clarity might seem to require d,\,,s p. ', cf. An. 856,920; but colloquial Attic 
used both d.110,\,is p.• and plain d.110,\,is in the same sense (cf. Stevens, Coll. 
Expr. 11-12, under d.1roKT,lv£1v 'to be the death of'; and add-all with the 
pronoun omitted-Cyc. 558, S. El. 831, Ar. Vesp. 849, Nub. 1499, Eccl. 775, 
Plut. 390, Men. Dysk. 412; Hp. 329 is probably d,\fi, not d,\,is, see Barrett). 
d.\,is (without d1r-) and 61« p.' d,\,i,-, are both poeticized colloquialisms . .t 
p>.i♦11pu IUYflOILt: cf. s. Phil. 866 KIVfi yap ... op.p.o.; {JM,f,apov may be 
either 'eyelid' or 'eye' (302-3•, 837, 1266). xap,v: 'boon', cf. Hyps. 64. 63 
,f,lpr, xapw; for the use with gen., asin 186, cf. LSJ xap,s IV. [xa.p&.v (codd.) 
is not impossible, but unlikely. ,f,•pflop.ovq, xap&.v (van Gent) is a good 
phrase, cf. Med. 826, but 'boon' is clearly better than 'joy' here. For the 
error (here due, perhaps, to false 'rhyme' with y,\uKuTdT~), cf. Ion 751, S. 
Tra. 179 (Dawe iii 41). 

160. ,..,>.101 ... Ta>.11~: er. 1029, IT 868 J, µ,Mo. 8<&vcis T&,\,,o.s, Med. 358, etc. 
The causal gen. with adjs. like 86aT'lvos (KG i 389, cf. Barrett on Hp. 366-
7) is almost always preceded by an exclamation. Sometimes the adj. seems 
itself to behave as the exclam. (e.g. Tr. 112), but perhaps only where the 
speaker has exclaimed in the recent context. lx8l,ma1v8108cv lpyl'aTwv: i.e. 
Or.'s abominable 'doings' (the matricide) as having a divine genesis. The 
pl. lpyµaTa is common in poetry (esp. Thgn., with a gnomic flavour); the 
sing. lpyp.a is exceedingly rare (Thgn. 464). O,&O,v can be used adjectivally 
(cf. 974-5 •, Ion 508 /J,&/J,v TEKl'a), but may also be associated with p.l,\,osin 
this compact expression of sympathy combined with abhorrence-an 
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ambivalent attitude towards ,-i\,jµwv 'Opl01'f/S (35*) developed further in 
3117 ff. and 807-43•. 

161-5. As in 148 If., EL takes over and develops a compound point 
(lamenting the lpyµa,-a and developing 61o(fo, in terms of Apollo's d8utla, 
cf. 28 f.*). 

161. Seidler's obviously correct interpretation of the dv,-,i\a/J,j was anticipated 
here by Triclinius. ♦•v flOxhtv: 'labours' (not, or not simply, 'troubles'), cf. 
3117• 

162-5. ii611eo1 ii611ea , .. : both the god and his pronouncement, it now 
appears (lipa, GP 36), were unjust/wrong when he adjudged the 
matricidal ,J,dvos on the throne of Themis (Right); a characteristically 
elaborate oxymoron (cf. HF887 ff.), opening with a paregmenon like Ba. 
1042 (Breitenbach 1123). The Delphic god had a (normally) proper function 
as a 8ucaa1',js a;µa,-ds; his 'wrongness' as to the matricide is evidenced by 
the persistence ofOr.'s 'bloody voaos' (cf. 1180-300*). l~aav (bis): of the 
oracle, er. 330, IT 986, Ion 790; E. was especially fond of doubling tribrach 
vbs, cf. 330, 976, i415, 1416, etc. ilwo♦ovov ... ♦ovov ... tAGTipo,: the 
pejoratiwly 'negative' force of d1r&,J,-(negating the propriety of the ,J,l,vos, 
rather than the ,J,ovos itself) is implicit in the context (following &81Kos 
d81Ka ... ) and confirmed by 192-3• (µli\•ov d1r&,J,ovov alµa ... µa,-p&s); 
d1ro,J,ovov was anciently understood as ,i1'01rov (E). d1ro-is equivalent to d
(cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 80 I), and, as often, nearly equivalent here to 8ua-; 
the pattern of the oxymoron, with ,l,ro,J,ovov ... µa,-lpos framing the 
clause, is like HF 1133 cl1roAE,.ov, ~ 1rai, .,Ji\.,.ov -la,r•uaas ,-f"vo,s. The 
repetition oflip(a) with llllicaac is strange at first sight, but unobjection
able; this &pa, unlike the first, points the 'irony' of the paradox in the g,., 
clause, with a force like X. Cyr. 1. 6. 31 8,8da"ai\os ... 8s 18l8aa"•" 
&pm ... (GP 38-g). For 8,"ciCflv 'judge, adjudge', see Jebb oi, S. OT 1214 
andJ. H. Kells, CQ. 1960, 1119-34, iffl ,-plwoll, . , .: Pythian Apollo 'sits on a 
golden tripod', having supplanted Themis, daughter of Earth (956, IT 
11152 If., cf. A. Eum. 3); for the gen. 8i1.11601, cf. A. PV 18 (.,-. Pi. 01. 13. 8, 
•01'• Od. 11. 68, etc.; KB i 459). [cl1ro,J,ovos occurs only here and in 1911, and 
*&,J,ovos is not attested. The word could, undeniably, mean 'blood(blood
pollution)less'; and, as Hermann showed (followed by Verrall, PCPl,S 
1897, 2), 'judged the ,J,ovos (to be) cl,r&,J,ovos' is intelligible in that sense. But 
that interpretation demands too much of the listener, and.suits 192-3 less 
well. For a general study of expressions like 1'111'1/P d,.,j1'Wp, sec D. Fehling, 
Hermes 1968, 1411 ff. But the evidence does not justify the conclusion (pace 
Bond on HF 1061) that 'the primary and dominant sense of cl-in such phrases is 
not negalwt but similar to that of8ua- or Kal(o•' (Bond's words; my italics). 
Interpretation must always begin from the idea of negation (especially in 
E., with his partiality for positive-negative combinations): e.g. at H,t. 363 
8,' lpy' civ•py'means 'on account of (adulterous) deeds not in fact done' and 
Hel. 6go ydµo11 &yap.ov means '(my) illusory adultery with Paris' (with a 
similar point in 696-7). As to HF 1 133, cl,roi\eµov is notsimply cquiwalcnt to 
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6ua,r-; there is a true 'negation', the TfKvo. being ,f,l>,T«To. (for the standard 
polar antithesis of ,f,{>.o, and 1ro>.lµ,o,, cf. 798•). As we might expect a 
priori, the pejorative usage of d- and d1ro- (as of the word 'negative' in 
English) is a secondary development, always dependent upon the context.] 

16M6- 187-1107 
Ch. v--v-lv1--v-l 28 

2 El. v-[v]-lv-nll 2ba 
3 -c-vvv-v-11 6 comp 
4 Ch. c-v-1 v-n 11 2iaA 
5 El. -v-cl-v--U !llr 
6 v'"""v"""'vl-0-I iav-><.-
7 vvv-v-11 6 
8 Ch. v--1 El. v--11 2ba 
9 vvvvvv-1 6 

10 vvu-v-lvivv-v-1 26 
11 vvvvvvvv I vvv-v-11 28 
Ill vvvvOvvvlvuv;:;11 8comp 
13 vvu-v-1 vvv-c-1 28 
14 v-vv-vv!-j P 
15 v\J-vvl-v- TJ 
16 vl-vv-vv-1 P 
17 vvv .. , (?) .. ,vvvl- ?28 
18 vvu--.,- I v--v-111 28 
The pattern of the longer second stanza-pair is more varied, with a 

sharper alternation between brief, self-contained verses in 1-8 and 
extended utterance in g-18; note the frequency of clear period-end by 
comparison with 140-65. The rhythm changes in 14-16: the association of 
dochmiacs (and iambo-dochmiacs) with 'enoplian' sequences (as defined 
on p. xx) is a characteristically Euripidean genre, typically occurring in 
agitated monodies and duos (often combining speech and song), somewhat 
loosely termed 'enoplische Dochmien' by Wilamowitz (Herakles ii 146--7, 
c[ Bond on HF 875-921, 1016 If.); here foreshadowing a prominent 
feature of the finale (sec pp. 1188, 293 and 303). Except in Or., 'cnoplian 
dochmiacs' occur in strophic stanzas only at Ba. 1168-83/84-99, apart 
from an early foretaste at Al. 393 lf./406 If. (and short responsions such as 
A11. 825-8/8119-311, HF 10,118-30/31-3). 11. Or as 4, butsee 167•, 188-9•. 3. 
Cf. on 145/57 (p. 108); here (uniquely?) -w-18, unless we emend 189• 
(/011 676/95 seems lo be 81-,.,-, but the responsion of er and mol is less 
surprising at the end of the verse, as sub-dochmiac 'drag', cf. on 6 below). 5. 
A self-contained verse, er. Hee. 1099 .,~ Tpu,rwµo.,; 1roi 1rop,u9w; (634-5•), 
IT 873-4 (Digglc, PCPkS 1976, 43-4), and perhaps S. Phil. 834/50 (sec 
Jebb); also the use of-v- -as a clausular colarion at 967/78 and elsewhere 
(p. 241). It is not certain, however, that this 2/r verse must have diaeresis 
between epi1ri1ic melra, and ifl9ua' cl qJoifJos ,;µas may be allowed to stand 
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in 191*. 6. An interesting 'sub-dochmiac' form of iam. dim. tolerant of 
'drag' (the penult. treated as anceps) and split resolution (L. Parker, CQ 
1968, 248), typically with diaeresis between vvvv..,;vv and the element 

- X - ; cf. 329/45, 1253/73, IT 645 pavla& µ.,>.&,.<vov al,.«KT«is, El. 1149 
l1r<ao Jµos lµos dpXETas~ 1157 xpov,ov l1<oµ••ov ,ls oi1<011s, Ph. 1350 d•ay,T' 
dvayn• 1<w1<11Tov. E. was also fond oftheverse..,;v-vv-v I - x - (Ion 1494, 
etc.). 7. For 8 following 2ia (often 10 be treated as a single verse), cf. 1253-4/ 
73-4, 1390-1, 1416-17, Med. 1281/92, A. Ag.1156/67, etc. (Conomis 47). 
8. For the divided bacch. dim., cf. Ba. 1177/93 (etc.), S. Tra. 892. 111. 

Probably8cr, cf. A.PV117. "iailvi1<u'(after Parson) in 200* might make the 
responsion exact, but iao- is very unlikely in much-resolved dochmiacs 
(not to be supporied by the probable wav•µov al JA 206 in an epic-toned 
passage; there is no other «io- compound attested in E.). 14-16. A 
characteristic aba 'enoplian' sequence (Dale, LM 176), whose elements, as 
favourite 8-syll. Jlleasures often associating with ia, 2ia (etc.) and 
...,._,-...,._,-vv - ...,.,, -, merit specific notational symbols (see p. xxi). The 
sequence is 'enoplian' in that it obeys the 'substitution' rules defined on p. 
xx (reducing by reverse substitution lo v-v-1 x -..,- '.., 1-..,-). E. 
especially favoured sequences such as P (or Tor A) v ID (or D x -) and P 
(T, A).., I ith (or-..,---), in all of which it is logical to associate the short 
'pendent' syllable with the/ol/owi11gelement, as in ia.., I er ( =-:iia), 2ia v I ith 
( =2ia J 2ia,., ), 8 v 1..., ...,..,- ( =28), etc. HF 896--8 ( ~907-9) 1<uvayfrii 
TEKVWV 8«iiy-/µov· 0111r,'iT' 0KpGVT0 80,.oi-Ja, Auaaii. /Iaicxwafl is a typical 
example ofrepeated bonding by such overlapping short syllables (not to be 
mistaken as lengthened in.fine versus); also another typical aba pattern. The 
sequence PI TJP ( T following P with dactylic continuity) has a precedent 
at Hyps. 64. 85-6 ... Na111rMov «s >.,,.ivii. / {Miiw 1ropov aydyov I µi 
8ou>.oali•M T' irrifJa-/adv, w Ti1<vov . .• (in my colometry). See further on 
1246/66 and 1256-7/76-7 (p. 288), and 1302-4 (p. 296[). 17-18. The 
concluding sequence may have been either pure dochmiac (like 149-52/ 
162-5) or iambo-dochmiac (like 329-31/345-7). The transmiued words 
can be scanned (without regard to their sense) as 6 er j 2cr 6, but 17 is 
seriously corrupt in both sir. and ant. The lines of emendation suggested 
below give variously 48, k6 6 ( = 2ia er)+ 26, and3ia + 26 (the likeliest being 
a straightforward run of dochmii). The concluding 26 ( not 2cr 6, despite the 
diaeresis before ,jauxov and d l't>.,os} may be taken as certain (cf. on 1451, 
p. 320). [The lincation of P. Flor. (see Preface) is the same as Murray's in 
196-11011 and 206-7; in 1103-5 it is p,011 •.. ,., f cTovaxa,c(,) ... yo/ 
01« .•• aya,.oc. Though evidently ancient, the division after aToµaTos 184 
and 8.yaµos 205 cannot be right: the breach ofsynapheia in mid-phrase at 
dyiiµ.os II ii.TiK1>os is unendurable (it is, or should be, beyqnd question that 
/1.yaµos is not..,..,,, at the end of an enoplian sequence).] 

166. By now it appears that the Chorus have as good a view of Or. as El. 
herself (sitting near Or.'s feet). op¥,s; cf. S. Phil. 835. 

167. [.r.J TaXawa: pejorative voc., cf. 526, Med. 989, Ta>.a• Od. 19. 68. Parson 
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obtained responsion (but unlikely metre) by deleting both ydp and w; to 
delete w only (ef. 160-1 [w) ,_.J>.«os •.. [.£) Td>.as, 186 [w] ,f,{>.a) gives exact 
symmetry with the new proposal in 188-9*. 

168. lwufad: 'with your shouting' (.E dyp/ws; cf. 6wvaa«w of a huntsman at 
Ba. 871 ); the exaggerated vb has a sophisticated flavour here ofpoeticized 
colloquialism. lf3aAcr: Longman thought that the corrupt gloss ,>.daaa: 
(sic) might imply a variant ,j,\aaas; an interesting suggestion, but why not 
l>.aaas? (cf. 1100*). 

16g. 'Nay (µiv ow GP 475), I took him (and still take him) to be sl1eping'; i.e. 
the remark in 166 was intended as evidence of life, not of wakefulness. 
[There is nothing to be said for Herwerden's vw oilK (implying disbelief in 
what El. said at 139, 152, 157-9).) 

170. The paired isometric phrases have many parallels in tragic lyric (cf. 
Diggle, CR 1968, 3-4, and on Pkaelkon 99). 

171, waALv civa. . .. 1lAlltLS (tmesis): 'ply your (circling) steps back again'; 
Porson's transposition (app. crit.) is metrically unnecessary and impossibly 
dissociates dvd from its vb (for ,rd,\,., dva-, cf. 810; W.Jaeger, RkM 1957, 
381-2). lMaa11v (a favourite vb) was variously used by E. of rotary and to
and-fro movements, cf. 358, 444, 8911, 11166, (11194), 1379, 1432; for the 
poetic application to 'feet/legs', as to 'oars' (S. A}. 358), sec LSJ IMaaw I. 3. 

1711. iult1&iva icTuwou: 'withoutfool-noisc' (coloured by ,r,l,511 171), cf. 136-
9*, 140-1•. The Chorus presumably make some move to obey, but they 
will soon need to be shooed away again (183-6). 

173, UffV$1CJ01&: 'his inclination is to sleep' (i.e. not, after, all, to wake up). We 
need not postulate a nonce-use 'to be fast asleep' (as LSJ); that is rather an 
implication ( cf. 152), as in Cyc. 454 where 'when he inclines to sleep' implies 
'when he drops off'. The 'reassurance' is similar to HF 1071 Bdpafl• v,}t lxu 
PM<fiapa tra18l a,j,, but here .J,,,.,,J,0011 comes before an invocation of 'Sleep
giving Night'. Aey111 •~: at once 'reassured' and 'approving' (cf. 111, 239, 
783, 15114); for the sense of.~ here (objective rather than modal), cf. 930. 

174-g. The extravagant language of the invocation and the black 'chthonian' 
imagery (very different from S. Pkil. 827 If.) are appropriate to El.'s 
pmonn, cf. 203-7•. The advent of this Stygian Night would at once 
guarantee continued sleep for Or. and bring wclcomely obscuring, if not 
funereal, oblivion on the whole House. Ironically (also thematically) the 
Erinyes too, 'like Night' (408*), are 'Stygian black' (321-3*) and 'winged' 
(275-6*, 317). [Di B. follows Parson, Matthiae and some MSS in giving 
174-82 to Ch. Apart from symmetry (p. 105), the assignation to El. is 
confirmed by 'we' in 180 (sc. 'the House of Agamemnon'). The 
retrospective argument from 183 ,r7~,rov ~ydy<T' is false (sec below). 
According to 1:, El. sings these lines '>.<trToTaTa and in the highest register'; 
cf. 145-6*.J 

174--8. N~l .. , 'Ep1l308cv, .. icciTawT•pos: according to Hcs. TI,. 123 (cited 
by E) 'Night' and 'Erebos' (the Black Pit) are siblings 'out of Chaos'; cf. 
ibid. 756 for the connection with 'Sleep' (in Cyc. 601 "Y,rvos is µ•>.a{v71s 
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Nu1tTOS l,c1ral8,uµa); for the personification (with woTV111, as 1113-14•), cf. 
also Androm,da fr. 14, El. 54 J, Nu/ µl>.awa, xpualwv &aTpwv Tpot/,t (surely 
worth a capi1al letter), and Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 355. u1rvo66T,11p11 (hapax): 
cf. d>./Jo-Ba. 419. The gen. jlpoTCdY depends on the compound adj., cf. IT 
451, 1011 1005 (Fracnkel on A. Ag. 437, Bruhn 143). woAutrOY(o)Y: a 'tragic' 
theme (lntrod. Fi. 14), cf. 343, 816--18•, 977, 10111, PI,. 157 1roA.,.,,dvq, 
µolpq., etc. 

179. 'Ay1111ct,1Yov1ov: the usual form in lyr. (epic-toned, cf. 838 1 Breitenbach 
205); E. has 'Ayuµ,µvdvHos only at IT 1290 (in trimetcrs). For the rhythm, 
cf. A. p V 117 utiTO T'ipµoviov I i1ri 1rtiyoii. 

180~ u1rcl y.lp d>.ylwv u1rd Tf auµt/,optis 
810,xdµ,8' olxdµ,8'· d, 
K-r6'rov dydyET', odxl ai--
ya aiya t/,u>.aaaoµtP« 

185 taT6µaTOS ava1t1>.a&ov d1rclt Mx,os ii· 
auxov ii1r•ou xapw 1raplf,,s, t/,l>.a; 

180-2. The isometric ,l,rd ••. phrases arc a kind of anadiplosis (cf. 1411-3, 154, 
170); so too is8101xo11c8' olxo11c8' (a favourite axiµa, cf. 149, 1463, Al. 400 
wd,couao• J.,couaov, Htc. 167 ,1,,,.:,>.,aaT' wMaaT", Elmsley on M,d. 
1215(12511), Digglc, GRBS 1973, 265 and St11di1s 18). 

182-3, El. shins abruptly from invoking Night and lamenting to rebuking the 
Chorus and shooing them away. Di B. argues that El. cannot rationally 
silence the Chorus if she herself has done the previous chanting; but 1<Twov 
is naturally understood as foot-noise ( 172•), while 'k11pi11g your mouth 
silent' (t/,u>.aaaoµ<va) need not imply immediately preceding utterance. 
The problem of the discontinuity is not to be solved by a speaker-change 
(unsymmetrical with the str.) in the middle of the dactylic sequence. The 
inference should be that 1<Tu1ro• dydy1T" alludes to (real or imagined) 
1tTwos by the Chorus during 180--2, causing El. to break off and protest. It 
requires only a different word-division (symmetrical with the phrase
pattern in the antistrophe) to introduce a protesting exclamation. 
[Bichl's ... olx6µ•fJ'. Xo. d. H>.. 1tT61rov,jydyET' ... will not do, but it was a 
step in the right direction.] An exclamatory sentence introduced by d or d d 
may take the form of a jussive admonition (as in 145-6); or it may be a 
statement ofan upsetting circumstance (as HF629 d, 01'8' ou,c d</,,aa') or a 
protesting question (as 273-6*, A. Ag. 1087 d, 1roi,roT' ijyayls µ•;). Here d 
is followed in rapid sequence (commas suffice) by both a pmtesting 
statement and a jussive question. KTutrov ayayCT': i.e. EKTll'll'~aaT• (LSJ 
&yw IV. 3); ,jyay,T'codd., corr. Lautcnsach (Augm. 11. Redupl. (1899), 40); 
cf. Bjiirck 167, Mastronarde, .{PE 1980, 25••. 

183~. 'Will you not si/1111/y, avoiding loud utterance (/tcl. d11b.), at a distance 
from the bed afford (or make) the boon of sleep undisturbed?' Cf. HF 
1042-3 oil aiya aiya ... la.aET' .. . ; Interrog. oil+ fut. is strongly jussive (cf. 
1 70--2), but the addition of ♦IA11 is courteously mollifying (for the shin from 
pl. to sing., cf. 138-9•). lltrvou xap,v: 158-9•. wapcius: with prcdic. adj. 
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(LSJ 1rapixw V), but also as in the idiom aiy~v ,rapixuv (S. Tra. 1115; 
1raplxw III). The puzzling ava,c,,\allov seems likely lo conceal *d,c/,\allov 
'shoutless'; not an allested compound, but a likely enough word, cf. 
8.</,wvos, 8.va116os, 8.,J,o</,os, 8.,cT111ros, d8op11/Jos, II. 13. 41 8.{Jpop.01 ail{axo1. 
There are then two possible one-letter lines of emendation: (a) oTop.a To aov 
d,ci,\aSov '(guarding) that mouth of yours shoutless' (cf. To oov o1'op.a S. Aj. 
1147); (b) o1'op.aTos (l)dv d,ci,\aSov '(guarding) shoutless utterance of 
mouth' (like 147 r.• dTp<p.aiov ... floav; for la=</,wv71, /3071, cf. Barrell on 
Hp. 584-8). With either we might then accept Musgravc's ,l,ro(,rpo) ( 142-
3*), giving in the first case pure dochmiacs in 185-6, in the second 3ia 
followed by 28; but there is nothing inherently wrong with d1ro, either in 
sense (LSJ d1ro I. 2, Bruhn 39) or metrically (p. 113). [Murray's 
interpretation of dva as 'retro' makes no sense with <f,11,\aaaop.lva; nor can it 
be a parenthetic 'go back!' Tr. 546 dva KpoTov has been cited, but see 
Diggle, Studies 65. As to the noun *d.va,cl.\allos, Di B. overlooks that a 
formation analogous to dva/Joap.a would be dva,c,.\all'lp.a. There arc no 
previous conjectures; lavwassuggested to me byT.C.W.S. after D.L.P.had 
approved aTop.a To a&v . . . J 

187. 'Tell me what end of ills awaits' (sc. up.cis or 1'ov 'Ayap.,p.vov,ov llop.ov). 
rcarcwv nAtuT.;: cf. HF 427 (,rovwv), El. 1232 Ttpp.a ,ca,cwv, and Collard on 
Su. 369 f. (often with d.yt:bv-imagery; cf. Diggle, PCPhS 1976, 44). 

188"'9, For El. there is only one relevant ,,.,,\,11,,.71: '(His) death, of course; for he 
won't even take food'. 8av1iv (viv), symmetrical with au yap vw 167•, 
seems a more probable supplement (cf. HF 1182) than Lachmann's llav1iv 
(8av,iv), giving clearer sense as well as balanced bacchti. Elliptical TI 8 
4AAo; is colloquial, cf. fr. 509, Ar. Nub, 1088. [Interpolations after ,i,\,\o in 
some MSS deserve no respect, though they may reflect ancient attempts to 
equalize the number of syllables in str. and ant.; cf. 140-1 • .] 

189. For the refusal to eat, cf. Hp. 277 (39-40•). ou& yap: the neg. 
counterpart of ,ea/ y&p, and the right combination of particles for an 
'additional and weighty reason' (GP 111, 194 If.); but there is a metrical 
anomaly (p. 112), which might perhaps be removed, and the point 
enhanced, by writingotl8l (,,.,) yap ('at all', cf. oilydp T< Al. 210, S. OT 433, 
Aj. 1 1 1 1, /I. 20. 467). - = -v ...,._, - v - can then be analysed as ll er. [Of 
other conjectures, Paley's ov ydp ll>i is the least bad, but less suitable in sense 
than otlll, yap (see GP 243).] 

190. o ffOTl'os: 'the (aforesaid) event' (sc. 8av,iv ,iv), cf. /011 554 (804 •); here 
virtually= To p.l,\,\ov ( which is normally 8.811.\ov, except when revealed by a 
god or his oracle). 

191-3. The 'dying' is hyperbolically regarded as an accomplished fact (cf. 
83-5, 200 If., 386, 1018-19•, 1084); Apollo brought it to pass when he gave 
his 'lamentable' oracle. 

191. i£c8ud: the same vb ( = a</,&(m, with perversion of the ritual sense) is 
used at Cyc. 371 of what Polyphcmusdoes tol,c1'ijp£S, A remarkable word to 
use of Apollo. In general El.'s language is characterized by exaggerated 
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turns of phrase (cf. 168•, 234); and E. was fond of lK- compounds, 
especially with intensive force (38•, 134, 1.119, 269,270,275,290,463,653, 
829, etc.; Bond on HF 18). o♦oij3os: cf. 329, An. 1212 la,-ip11a' d tl>oi/Jos (L; 
l0Tlp110• rcll.), /T711, 1128, S. El. 35 (Dawe i 176); the dcf. article seems 
quite likely to be genuine here (er. also d Aoflas 165), despite the inexact 
responsion (p. 112). But the scales may be tipped by Hsch. lfl8uat11· d11•i-'•" 
(as Kirchhoff argued); it would be a remarkable coincidence if this was 1101 

the passage that Hsch. had in mind (cf. lntrod. H v). 
1911-3, ino♦ovov: ef. 162-5•. 8ou1: for /l,llo11a, of an oracle, cf. I!.'/. 1304; 

conversely, Or. l/llfa-ro (329-31•). ,r11Tpo♦ovou: from Or.'s point or view 
( er. A. Ch. 909, S. Tra. 1 125, Od. 1. 1199, 3. 307); the mention or Cl. 's crime 
here (unlike 1611-5) provides the cue for 194. 

194. &l"t f,liv: the 'patricidal' Cl. certainly deserved death (cf. 538, El. 1189); 
but the pi11 implies a reservation ( the matricidal deed remains lxB,a,-011 and 
&1100,011, cf. 160•, 819 ff., El. 11103). ,c11ll.w1 II oii: with overriding force 
(Adkins 185), cf. Hp. 597 (after ,f,l,\ws). Di B.'s argument for giving the 
whole of 194 to the Chorus ( with the MSS, but unsymmetrically) overlooks 
that 8/1tq. µi11 can express a self-contained point, even while inviting a 
corrective response. As in 1611-5, it is EI. who directly criticizes the god (cf. 
118 f.*). 

195-tJ, The address to Cl. follows a pause (marked by hiatus); cf. the change 
to apostrophe of Night at 174. In 191-3• it was Apollo who 'ritually 
slaughtered us' (implying d1rw-'•a•, cf. 121, 954-6); now the 'ruination' is 
attributed to CJ. l,c11v11 i811v11: a favourite kind of jingle (cf. /on 764 l,\u/Jo11 
l1ru8ov, IT 1113 1,..,,.,, 1,,p•t/>•11; Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 1 o ), also reminiscent of 
A. Sept. 962 Bopl 8' l1ta11•s.-llopi ll' l8a,,.,s, with an echo of the gnomic theme 
8pdao.11To. 1ro.8•i11 (cf. 413). 'You killed and were killed (/or ii)'. TC1COf,1.V11: 
29•. l\,ro B wAccr111: the commonest kind of tmcsis, cf. 1119-110•, 341-4• 
(KG i 534-5, Bruhn 37-8) . .,, .. v11 • •• CMhv elf 11if,111-ros: 'children of your 
own blood', cf. Al. 509,638, HF844, Hel. 1684-5, A. Sept. 141. 

11100. oll.of-1•8' .•. oll.of-1'1811: the split anadiplosis is like /011 1472 aM08t11 
yiyo.,..s, ,i,\,\08111, S. El. 11111 lle111ois i"'1y1taoS.,v, &,.,,,is; for the omission or 
the temporal augment, cf. io.x-826•, 1465•, l,\1oaE 1432, d,\tlµa11d,\tlµo.11/T 
153 (rarer thanomissionorthcsyllabicaugment, but not all that rare in E. 
lyric; Diggle, Studies 65-6). Plainly, since/,,\. (bis) reflects tli-'•ao.s (T<1<11U), 
the subject is 'we (Or. and I)', not 'we (you and I)' or 'all three ofus'. 
loovt1Cu1s: Or. and El. are 'virtually dead', 'corpse-like' (the standard type 
of loo- compound, like loall•-'t/>os 1015; cf. Fraenkel, also Denniston-Page, 
on A. Ag. 1470). If we wish, we can also hear the sense 'equally dead' 
(equally with Cl., or with each other), cf. laollo.lµ"'" 'equal in fortune' (Pi. 
Ntm. 4. 84); but that (with a risk of ambiguity) can be no more than an 
overtone. [Parson d,\dµt8' d,\oµt8' loollf1tuE, with V's word order; l,,\. 
iao11IKu' dM, ... 81/-gives exact responsion, but is unlikely; see p. · 113. 
1..-raenkel's n. (Agam. iii 695•) needs correction on one point: El. cannot be 
addressing Or. in this sentence, following 195 ff.] 
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201-7 08E ydp lJJ VfKpoir, TOT, EµCw o(XETa, 

Plou -rO 11>.fov µJpos· Jv 
arovaxaia, 8J Kai y&o,-

205 at 8&.Kpual ,.• Jvvuxlo,s 
to'.ynµos [nri8] aT.,<vor «T< ,BloTovt<l 
µ.f>.,o~ l~ .,J., aU11 l>.1tw xp6vo11. 

201-3, I accept Weil's 08, ror codd. ail T< (P. Flor. [cv] T<), The pairing must 
he ofOr. and El., explaining the 'we' statement in 200". But 'you' was Cl. 
in 195-9(-200), and the shin to 'for you (Or.) , . .' cannot be right. 68Ey4p 
iv v11cpoi1: for the hyperbole in respect of Or., cf. 84 • vtKpdr yap 
oJTor ... The point of what follows is that El. also is virtually dead, not 
that more than half of her life-span 'has gone in nocturnal lamentation'. lv 
aTovaxaia, •.. lvvuxlo,s belongs rather with (/JloTov) Is Tdv aUv l>.Kw xpovov 
(cf. Ph. 1520-3 µovd8' alwva 8,dtovaa Tdv al,v xpovov •• >.<1/Joµlvo,a,v 
8dKpva,v, El. 181-3, S. El. 164-7), and we must punctuate after µlpor, 
symmetrically with the strophe (182-3*). The long final sentence (203-
7*) then elaborates the paradoxical 'living death' theme; cf. 386, where 
Or. says o?J yap Cw KaKoir, ,f,dor 8' opw. TOT' ..... OY . .. TO 1rAfov 1'ipo1: best 
taken, perhaps, as 'and as lo my (part) the greater part oflife has gone'; cf. 
the adverbial use ofTouµov (TO aov, TOUKEIVOIJ) µlpor in Held. 678, Hee. 989, 
S. Ant. 1062 (Bruhn 150); µ•pos docs double duty (,l,rcl Kowou) in a 
sophisticated way. Alternatively, 'and my (existence) has gone as lo the 
greater part ofliving' (d. the common adverbial use of Tcl11>.,ov, KG i 315). 
otxua,: = c!.\w.\,, cf. 971, o/xoµ,9' 182, 734,otxoµm 763, Mtd. 226, Hp. 878, 
etc. j3(ou: = Cw,jr {LSJ {Jlos I. 2). [Parson proposed 11>..ov fJ,oTou for /Jfou Tel 
11>.lov (/J10Tov becomes {J,o., To, followed by transposition); but 'my greater 
part oflife' is not obviously better. Di B. is content to speak of'irregolarita'. 
Biehl alludes to the principle of'whole and part apposition'; but would he 
regard Td 11Mov as nom. in Th. I, 83 loTIV d 11olifµos oux 011>.wv TO 'tr>.lov d>.Aa 
8a11dv>7r?] 

203-7. ' ... though (and on the other hand) I wretchedly drag out {a/my 
non-life?) life to eternity in night-shrouded keening and tears, unwed and 
childless'. lv e1Tov11xaie1, 8i (codd. TE) Kal yoo,o, . .. : as often, the 8, has a 
force intermediate between 'and' and 'but' (GP 162); continuative in 
respect of the lament, but with an opposition between the ideas 'virtual 
death' and 'continued existence' (as in 386, but the paradox is here 
sharpened by 'eternally'), TE and 8, were often confused (cf. 202, 
126[-7)*), and it is easy toseewhynshould have prevailedover8lhere in 
an unpunctuated tradition; very possibly as a contributing factor to the 
confusion in 206 (the misinterpretation of the syntactical structure 
producing an apparent need there for a coordinating 'since' or 'more• 
over'). llaKpuoi T' nvuxio11: cf. El. 1,p )'001/S v1Jxlo1JS, but the funereal 
associations of Night ( 1 74-9•, 1225) count for more than the literal sense 
here. El.'s whole existence is 'benighted' as a living death (laov<Kus), 
'nocturnal' implying absence of <f,dos (light/life); Iv • .. lv•uxlo,r ('in 
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threefold keening') is connected in thought with,., v•Kpois 1101; cf. also S. 
OC 1558 Ewuxlwv dvaf, 'A,Bwv,ii. The phrasing here is echoed in 319-110• 
Ev 8d,cp11a, ,ea/ ydo,s. 

11106-7. Something like dya,.os dTiKvos IT& ({Jlov d)fJ{oTov d ... would scan (as 
28) and give appropriately paradoxical sense (d{JloTos, cf. Hp. 8111, [867], 
Ion 764 (Elms., for /J(OTov), also d{JlwTov Trlv l1mT11 xpdvov {J,oT•ilan Al. 11411; 
for the figure, like /T566 xdp,s dxap,s, etc., cf. 1611-5*). But the extent of 
the corruption is such (also in the str., leaving the metre uncertain) that we 
can but obelize. liyal'OS 6-r111tYOs: a frequent pair (Al. 8811, IT 11110, H,I. 689; 
Al. 887-8 dTl,cvous d,-&,.011s T'); these parallels (and many others, e.g. Tr. 
1186 d1roA,s dT1,cvos, Su. g66 d1r11,s dn,cvos) confirm Wilamowitz' excision 
of the otherwise obscure l1r,8' (or Ewl 3'). The equally unwanted dT• may be 
an error for IT, caused by the preceding d-r1,cvos, (dyG/JoS dT'iKvos lT, 
(fJ{oTov d){JloTov dis another possibility (3ia), but less likely than 28. These 
suggestions were partly anticipated by Herwerden (Mllangts Gra11x ( 1884), 
188), who proposed &ya,.os l1r1l i1Ttll'vos [dT1] /JloTov (&{J,ov). d{J,os seems 
to be tragic (Reitzenstein, Anfang Ltx. Photios 6. 3-4), but is more likely to 
have been used in negation of {Jlos (as in AP vii 7 r 5.3) than of /JloTos. The 
mysterious c1r,8 was already in the text in the second century De (P. Flor.). 
There is no parallel for a parenthetic use of ln,8' 'behold!'. Di B. auempts 
to save ,,,z 8'by transposition (lnl 8'11.ya/Jos • •• ; belier IT, 8', after Benedict 
and Paley?). There is a minor variant l1r1l 8' (Mn), perhaps associable with 
a muddled scholion which includes the words rlTEKvos ln,,8,) dya,.os. As to 
II.TE, the n. pl. is metrically suitable, but syntactically impossible (never
= 'since' with a finite vb; nor, pace Di B., does it make idiomatic sense with 
either d,-11,.os 11.Tc,cvos or d ,.1A1os). The nom. fem. sing. can be understood 
as 'I who' (oaTt 3111-3*), the distant antecedent here being,,.&., 11011 (cf. 
KG ii 401 n. 4), and might conceivably be accommodated in a metrically 
satisfactory restoration; but the rel. coordination comes unnaturally late 
and unnaturally close to d ,.IA,os. Instead of 11TE, P. Flor. has oTE, which 
does not seem to help.] 

a .,.i>.101: self-pitying (the article suggesting 'uniquely'), cf. IT 8511, d 
TaAawa El. 1183, Tr. 1190, Ba. 11184, lyC:. 8' cl TA'II'"'" 11911-3•, etc.; the fem. 
/J•A•os is peculiar to E., cf. 1467 (Kannicht on H,I. 335). ls TOY 

aliv ... xpovcw: Ph. 15111. l>.icw: cf. Ph. 1535 8s ..• IAKHS /Jllll'pOTrVOIJV Coav 
(to Oedipus); an exceptional use of IA""'"• and the parallel gives some 
support to the idea that an adj. has dropped out. 1-'or the metaphor, cf. also 
AP ix 574 ,J,.&f,uaa ,ea/ a&lTrls d Tp,a860T1/vos "Avat,s / ToiiTov 86aCwov 
,c,lfJ{oTov (v.l. ,cov /JloTov) fl(oTov· / o&l ,.,)., 1roAAdv lnl xpovov >iAaaa . •. (not 
inconceivably with a conscious reminiscence of our passage). 

11108-10. An economical link between the amoibaion and the following scene 
(to which the Chorus makes no further contribution). The misdirecting 
suggestion that Or. may be dead, immediately before his return to 
consciousness, is the climax of 'the striking theatrical effect of having 
Orestes remain covered while anticipation is built up regarding his 
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condition' (Smith 298). opci ... 1''1 · .. :with indic., as Hel. , 19, S. Phil. 30 
(KG ii 395). 

1uo. ol, yap j,l &"401m: S. Aj. 584; p.• and a• (nor rhe usual dat.} are frequent 
in Attic with this vb (KG i 294). Tcj, >.l11v 1TGput,1iv1t1: causal dat. (39-40•), 
cf. 91, 93,118,461, etc. (KG i 438-40); TrapHp.tvor is 'relaxed, limp' (881, 
HF 1043); the abstract use of then. participle reflects contemporary prose 
idiom, cf. 297, 312, 426 (Barrett on Hp. 247-9); for the use of >.iav in a 
noun-phrase, cf. IT 721, Ba. 67 r. 

u1-315. The 'First Act' culminates in a scene anciently among the most 
famous in all drama, to judge from the number of citations; especially for its 
presentation ofOr.'s madness: when Virgil referred to Agamemnoni11s scaenis 
agita/us Omits (Aen. 4. 471) he probably had E.'s play in mind (following 
an allusion to the Bacchae), though 472-3 reflects a different (partly 
dramatic, partly pictorial?) tradition. Ovid certainly had Or. in mind at 
Am. 1, 7-!rlO (Oreslts/a11s11s in arcanas poscert le/a deas). Wirh Or. now awake, 
El.'s role becomes subsidiary, and she covers her head in despairing grief 
from 267 to 294. First and last (211,315) the main focus of attention is on 
Or.'s horrendous (ll«vdv), yet sympathy-arousing, condition conceived as 
a voaor (lntrod. Fi. t ); a conception which includes the canonical p.avia 
and 'Epwv•r (and other traditional motifs) in a treatment of the myth at 
once humanized and sophisticated, with an up-to-date intellectual 
(psychological and pathological) interest. Prominent (235-6, 259) and 
climactic (312-13, 314-15) are lines contrasting 'reality' and 'seeming' 
(Sofa, cf. A. Ch. 1051); but to 'psychologize' the supernatural is by no 
means to deny its 'reality'. It had always been normal to think of the Furies 
as seen only by their crazed victim (as in A. Ch.; it is E11m. that is 
exceptional, see now A. L. Brown, 'The Erinyes in the Oresteia', JHS 103 
( 1983), 13-34); and contemporary medicine had not abandoned explana
tions of madness in terms of To ll•fov (cf. 399*). The 'mad fit' itself, though 
spectacular, is quite short, and set within a context of 'mutual aid'. The 
theme of J,r,Ko11p(a is prominent (211, 266, 300, 306), alongside ll<p«,r<ia 
and ,l,,>.ia, and many reciprocal touches link brother and sister in a bond of 
sympathetic feeling. It is also within that context that Or. makes his first 
(significantly self-revealing) statements about the matricide (280-300•). 
The concluding business of the scene (and Act) is the skilfully managed exit 
of El. to rest 'within'; the second and third actors will be needed to play 
Menelaus and Tyndareus/Pylades in Act Two. 

211-16. Or. has a 'waking speech' (cf. S. Phil. 867 ff. J, t/>•yyos wvo11 8,&-
8oxov . .. ) of three distichs before the distichomythia begins (cf. 1018 ff.); 
his apostrophes of'Sleep's balm' and 'Oblivion' echo 159 and 174-9. Weil 
(REG 1901, 21) gave 213-14 to El.; but we do not want antiphonal praise 
of Sleep and Oblivion here. El. 's response plainly begins at 217 J, 
t/,t>,Tall' ... 

211-12. ♦11'.ov . . , l1Thcoupov: i.e. 'like a friend' as 'coming to one's aid in time 
of need'; a thematic association of ideas (454-5•, lnirod. F i. 5). 
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8i>.y')Tpov: 'potent drug' (typically, but not necessarily, tranquillizing: cf. 
Barrett on Hp. 1274-6); a rare equivalent (here only), like 8JAKTpov S. Tra. 
585, of the usual 8,AK-rvp1ov; cf,lA-rpov and o-rlpy118pov are analogous 
cf,&pµa,cov-words. v6aou: for the gen. mali, cf. El. 138, IA 1027. ,li&u: here 
linked in thought with cf,(Ao,; cf. 1117, 1129-30•, 1132, 234 for 'pathetic' 
variations on this theme. Iv &fovTl y,: for the emphatically added adverb
phrase, cf. S. OC 1416 o-rpl,/,a, o-rp&-r,u,_.'ls "Apyosws -rax,o-r& y• (GP 140); 
TE (Masch.; Plut., Stab.) is possible, but much weaker; cf. also Med. 1277 lv 
8Eovn y&.p. 

1u3-14. Apostrophe (126-7•) and deification of abstractions (399*) are 
common in E.; the paradox of calling Oblivion oo</,v is also characteristic. w 
1r6TV1a •• • : cf. /A 821 (Al8ws), 1136 (Moipa);deities addressed thus are not 
(usually) purely ad hoe inventions; so, although there was no cult of 
'oblivion of evils', it is probably not irrelevant that Lethe herself had a 
sporadic cult (RE xii (1925), 2141 If.). l\,j8r) TWV ,ca,cwv: cf. S. Phil. 871-8 
1"oti8, 1"0V KtJKOU ... Av811 TIS, Democr. B196 Av8111"WV l8lwv KtJKWV, ao♦ri: 
i.e. as a oocf,oo-r-lJs (ef. Hp. 921-2); and contrast the use of dµa8-t,s in 
dispraising gods (417•). CUKTa{a: reinforcing the 'deification'; cf. M,d. 169 
(BJµ,s), A. Sept. 723 ('Epivus). [T.C.W.S. has suggested an alternative 
punctuation ... Av811, .,.;,., KOKWV WS ,t ao</,v, but could oocf,os + gen. mean 
'skilled in treating ... '? Held. 993 and A. Su. 453 give inadequate support.] 

215. The two questions mean almost the same (1r68EV 'how comes it that ... ?' 
cf. Ba. 648). Asyndeton here suits both the context and the phrasing (cf. 
231,385,395,468, El. 751, S. Phil. 236-7, etc.), and L's1rwsdcf,,,col-'11"may 
well be the truth (though P. Flor. supports the majority reading); for the 
common corruption of asyndeton, cf. 758, and Barrett on Hp. 40. 

216. Or.'s amnesia is defined as 'being sundered from his former r/,plv,s (states 
of mind)', cf. An. 164, Hee. 622-3, Ba. 947, 1270; d1r0Ancf,8,ls 80*. [It is 
tempting (with Parson) to take 0f'"'ll-'o""' with.,.;,., 1rp{v; but d1roA,u/,8,is 
r/,p•vwvon its own could only mean 'witless, insane'. A papyrus (P. Columb. 
inv. 517; C. W. Keyes, CPI, 1938, 411-13) offers a surprising variant, 
a1r0Anr/,81,ica,cwv; 'bereft of cures' (d,cwv) is inept in this context, and the 
intended reading may have been KaKwv (cf. /T361, Ph. 464). Erecognizes 
both articulations (cf. also Renehan, GTC 76-7). Biehl removes the 
comma (Teubneredn.), postulating 'haplology' (it would have been better 
to speak of an dml ,cowov construction: Or. is both sundered from and 
forgetful of his former cf,p•v•s, or perhaps KaK&).] 

217-54. The longest passages of distichomythia in A. and S. are respectively 
20 and 26 lines (Eum. 711-30, cf. Ag. 620-35, Ck. 1051-64; OT 106-31 ). 
Extension beyond that is characteristic of late E. (cf. Hel. 1035-84, Ba. 
935-62, IA 819-54); at the same time E. surely had A. Ch. in mind (Ch. 
1051 ff. being the passage where Orestes first sees the Furies after the 
matricide; cf. 237-8•, 253-4•, 255-6•, 275-6•). Whether the strict two
line alternation originally went beyond 254 is controversial (257-67•). 

u7-18. 'lu♦pavu, (or,~-, see Murray's preface to vol. iii, pp. 3-4): cf. 287, 
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Al. 238 (paired with .\u,r,1v), IA 654. The colloquial l3oul\n + suLiunc. is 
'intimate' in tone (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 60--1). 218 f. is strikingly reminiscent 
ofS. Phil. 761 {Jav>.r, >.cl.flwµ.a, 8~Ta ,ca/8{yw Tfoou; As there, etyw gains point 
from the 'untouchable' character of the voaas. ,covci,cou♦(oi., (or -,{w) 
8i1-1ci9: cf. 43-4•, and Hp. 1392 ,cdv,,cou,f,la8'1• l'ilµ.as (as a result of sensing 
Artemis' presence). (The variant -{(w merits consideration for its appro
priately conative force (a factitive vb, cf. Bond on lfwµ.apl{wv HF 18); the 
aor. could be due either to false symmetry (cf. 1539-40•) or to mistaken 
preference for a short ninth position (cf. 443, 1072*).] 

219-20, l\ci!Jou l\cilJoii ~T°: >.a/Jou is equivalent to (J(y• (6~Ta confirming the 
'echo' of the previous speaker's word), cf. 1231 {,cou 6~T• (echoing µ.o>.,,v); 
GP 277. Anadiplosis is generally uncommon in trimeters, but something of 
a 'mannerism' of E. in the pentheminer (Stevens on A11. 980) and rather a 
feature of this play (always initial and strongly emphatic): 257,278,470, 
I 143, 1311, 1349; and there arc four instances in S. Phil. (814, 816, 1041, 
1241). l,c 8 01-1opgov: tmcsis (195-9•) is likewise uncommon in trngic 
dialogue ('L. Bergson, RhM 1959, 33-5), but recurs in this play at 562,915, 
1047; cf. HF 53, Ph. 876, S. El. 299, etc. lfoµ.opyvuµ.1 is a vox E11ripidea (five 
occurrences) for the normal d1roµ.opyvuµ.,. ,ril\civov (or rather ,.,,\avov?): 
'any thick liquid substance' (LSJ), cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 96. o♦pw8,i: 
d,f,pos is a constant feature of 'madness' contexts (HF 934, Dodds on Ba. 
1122-3); and E. had a penchant for -wf>'ls adjs. (223, 225, 256, etc.). 

11111-11. 18ou: 144•. TO 8oul\cuti 1j8u: 'sweet (act of) slavery' is anything but a 
clichc (cf. /011 1118-35, but Ion's servitude is to a god); a paradox, rather, 
which employs exaggeration in order to enhance the pathos (cf. 488* for 
the recurrent 'slavery' theme). a8il\f o8cl\,j,fi: the adjectival use is 
characteristic of tragic diction (cf. ylpovn .,.of>, 456, ylpovT' J,f,8a,\µ.6v 529, 
,rap6lv'I' x•P• Ph. 838); likewise the paired words in different cases, cf. Ba. 
47oopwvopwvm (Bruhn 130)--a figure (paregmenon) here echoed inOr.'s 
reply. 

223-4. ,rl\cupo,1 ,rl\cupa: cf. 800, Al. 366-7 (burial 'side by side'), S11. 1021, S. 
Tra. 938. -:,,.c;pcil\c: presumably 1-:1. is to put an arm and shoulder beneath 
Or.'s back. cibx11w811 KOf'IJY! cf. 387 1rMKaµ.ov auxµ..,,pov; 'squalid' (dry, 
sheenlcss) hair is a feature of a {f/pov 8/µ.as (cf. El. 239), whereas ,r{vos 
(-w8'1s, -apos) is symptomatic of d>.ouata (225-6). We can be sure that on 
the Hellenistic stage Or.'s mask was the Dirty (mvapos) type described by 
Pollux (the features tly,cw8'1s, il,ro,rl>.,8vos, ,caT'l,f,Tjr, fav8fi ,coµ.r, all suit 
him-c[ El. 515 for the hair colour, and ,caT'l,f,ii 881-3*); and a similar 
(but perhaps specifically Orestean rather than generic) mask was worn by 
Or. in 408 BC (cf. Webster, GTP 49, Donadi 114). l\cw-rci ycip l\cuaai.,., .: 
adverbial n. pl. (152•, 279•). The variant voa'I' is ancient (P. Columb. 
voc ]w,) and preferred by Chapouthier; but ,copa,, is probably right (for the 
common >.,uaa<tvetc. ,copa,s, sec Diggle, G11omo11 1974, 747). The hair is to 
be moved simply because it is obstructing Or.'s vision (so Di B.); the 
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interpretation of ,\,.,Ta as da8,vij in Eis consistent with the variant voaq,, 
but the yap is then less logical. 

11!15-6. Ji Pocnpuxwv ... 11ap11: 'head of hair' is not a normal turn of phrase in 
Greek. The phrase-pattern here is akin to the elevated combination of 
epithet and gen. ins. El. 19 µl.\awa T' aaTpwv J,,,\l,\o,,, •• ,v4,p0•1J ('black 
starry night'); KG i 263-4. At the same time the Kapa-allocution reflects a 
familiar type of perso11al address (237, 476, 1380; Barrett on Hp. 651-2). 
1T1Vw611: here only in tragedy (so also a.lxµwli1J 223), cf. mvapd• 1<oµav El. 
184. &8>.,ov: with an echo ofOr.'s self-pitying a8>.tou aToµaTos 219-20. C:,1 
,;ypiwaa,: cf. S. Phil. 1321 au Ii' ~ypiwaai; and ibid. 226 a,r1Jyp1wµlvov (of 
appearance). Note the subtle suggestion that Or. himself, not only his 
head/hair, has become ayp,os (cf. 34•, 616•, and /3•/3apf3apwaa, 485). 
61a ..• : 'causal-temporal', cf. IA 1172 ll,d µa1<pas a,rouatas; d.\ouata, like 
mvwli71s (and d<f,pwliT}s), is a prose word attested in the medical corpus. 

1127-8. Either (a) 'when the sickness abates from madness' (gen. µavias) or (6) 
'when the crazy sickness abates' (adj. µav,as). Neither is in itself open to 
objection. As to (a), E. has av,lva, intrans. with similar gens. at Med. 457, 
Hp. 285, Hyps. 60. 47 (cf. Ar. Ra11. 700), and parts of µav{a eight times 
elsewhere at the beginning ofa trimeter (as against no occurrences thus of 
the adj.); and Or. is certainly 'sick' even when not actually raving. As to 
(6), cf. S. Phil. 639 J,,,,lidv ffVEiiµa TO.lK ,rp,f,pas avfl, 764-5 lws dvfl TO ,rijµa, 
Aj. 59 µav,aaiv voao,s (? like Ba. io6o; Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 11 and Studies 
54); also the frequent use of µav1as as an epithet of.\uaaa (270,326, HF878, 
S. fr. 941.4 R.). Since ovfi here figures the voaos as a 'storm' (so E; cf. 277•, 
279, 700), it seems slightly more natural that the subject should be the 
'mad ,rv,iiµa' itself (not the v&aos sens11 Lato); but there can be no certainty. 
[Little further of value emerges from Di B.'s feud with Degani (BPEC 1967, 
24-Maia 1968, 158-Q/FG 1968, 37).) av11p8po1: ap8pa can be either 
'joints' or 'articulated parts, limbs'; for the sense 'utterly weak', cf. S. Tra. 
1103. 

1129-30. ♦l>.ov -ro1 . .. av1apc}v 6v, .. avay,caiov 8 ot,1111s: the aphorism (To& 
GP 543) that a bed is a ,f,i>,ov KTi/µa for the sick seems straightforward; but 
the analytical extension of <f,(,\ov is more sophisticated here than in 21 1-
12•, with elements of paradox and word-play. dv,ap&v is the opposite of 
~liu, but consistent with <f,,,\ov since (a) 'everything d•ayKaiov is .lv,ap&v' 
according to a traditional commonplace (Evenus fr. 8 ,rciv yap dvay1<aio• 
11p6.yµ. aV11Jpov l<f,u [ = Thgn. 472, with XPiil'-1); (b) avay1<aiov is not merely 
consistent with ,f,l.\ov, but potentially almost synonymous (cf. LSJ 
a•ay1<aior II. 5). There may well be an echo of current talk about To <f,i.\ov 
(i.e. ,f,i,\o,, ,f,1.\ta, cf. S. OC 187) as an dvayKaiov KTijµa (cf. 488•), alongside 
the generally recognized gnomic echo. As to the text, something is surely 
amiss: 'the thing/possession being .. .' is impossible as apposition and 
scarcely more possible as an acc. absolute. Most edd. reject the def. article 
(Kirchhoff TI KTijµ '; Hermann, more awkwardly, lllµv,a . , • /JvTa ... ); but 
P. Columb. also attests TO {av,apov o• Ta[ . .. ), and there is an overlooked 
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possibility: to write 8,µ.viwv for IUµ.v,av and remove the comma. The pl. is 
otherwise likely (E. has 81µ.v,a etc. 15 times, including 35, 44, 88, 278, 312 
in this play; the sing. only at Al. 183 .,,.,iv . .. IUµ.v,av 'the whole bed'). 'Like 
a friend to the sick person is lhe possession of a bed ( a bed as a lhing lo have) , .. '; 
cf. Ion 1618 af,av TO KTfiµ.&µo, (sc. 8povwv .... a,\a,wv), s. Phil. 81 &,\,\'~8riy&p 
n (v. I. Toi,forl. TO) KTfiµ.a Tfir vlKf/r ,\afJ,iv. KTfiµ.a can be very like xpfiµ.a in 
aphorisms (70, [ 127), 703; cf. Dodds on Ba. 1152), and for analogous idiom 
with xpfiµ.a + gen., cf. Ph. 198, Stevens on An. 181. 

231~. A reversal of the command in 227 (reflected in reversed word-order); 
cf. Hp. 176 ff. for the inconstant desires oft he sick. avaKuKA11 8ii11a1 defines 
the 'selling up again' (cf. S. Phil. 879); the 'curving upwards' is to start, 
presumably, at the head and shoulders (cf. Ba. io66 KIIK,\ouTo S' waTE -ro{ov, 
ofthedownwardscurvingofa tree). 8uaapcaTov: '(a thing) hard to please', 
n. adj. as predicate, as 234 y,\.,,,,;, [772}, 784, 1034, 1552 (KG i 59), 
equivalent to a phrase with xpfiµa (70•); cf. IA 26-7, where 811aa.p1aTa1 
yvwµm are the discontents of frustrated ambition (similarly with y,\11Ku 
nearby), A. had used the adj. in the sense 'implacable' (Eum. 928). 

1133-4. apl'ocra, means more than 11.iva,, including an idea of coordination; 
the phrasing may owe something to the dance (cf. 140-1•, and AP vii 431 
;;.,,.,,_ .... oSor •xvia ffP4TOV apµoaaµ.•v [ =Simonides 124 Diehl]), though the 
metaphor has faded. xpov,ov: 152•. l'uatJoA1\ ffGYTWv y>.uicu: contrast ilF 
1292 a/ µ1Ta/lo,\a/ ,\""'!Pov (see Bond). E was fond of paradoxes. Laboured 
ancient criticism of El.'s 'aphorism' (Com. adesp. 115, ap. E, cf. Pl. Leg. 
797D, Arist. Rhet. 11. 1371•) overlooked the aptness of her words in this 
context; the sing. µ<Ta/lo,\~ makes a difference, and she naturally-if also 
exaggeratedly-sees the whole of TO ,rapov as 'not ~66'. 

235-6. 1'0A10Ta: colloquial, like ~Kia-ra 846; cf. 1io8•, Hel. 851, 1415 
(Stevens, Coll. Expr. 16), lioiav ... TO 801e1iv .. . : the first of several 
variations on the theme of'appearance' and 'reality' (lntrod. Fi. 6). The 
language here reflects 1he dictum ofSimonides TO 8oKfiv Ka/ Tav ,Ua.8,,av 
Pui-ra, (fr. 598 Page), updated with a use of,cp1iaaov in a sense transitional 
between 'stronger' and 'better' characteristic of the sophis1ic age (639, 71 o, 
728, 780, 806, 1155, Med. 301, etc.; cf. DK iii 245); 'the semblance (of 
health) is whal counts', i.e. prevails over other considerations. Protagoras, it 
seems, would have gone further: since 'man is the measure of all things', TO 
lioK••v is not merely Kp,foaov, but a,\11(Us as well (cf. Pl. Tht. 151E-152A, 
CIC.). 

237~. li,couc 611 vuv (1101 Ii,} vuv): er. 1181, Ph. 911, 14117, He/. 1035, Cyc. 441. 
Nole the echo (with a change to 'while you are sane') of A. Ch. 1026 lws 8' 
lT' lµ.,/,pwv ,lµ.(, K'lpiiaaw ,f,{>.o,r. iw1 lwa1v: but we need 'you'. The choice 
lies between lws a' ,waiv (Brunck) and the majority reading lwr Jwa{ a' 
(the latter supported by P. Columb.). The casual sigmatism is character
istic of E., and the assonance lws Jwa- is like IT 1339 ,},-Hv ~µ•vo, (cf. 
Diggle, PCPhS 1969, 59). 
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i.139-40. 1CG1ffl: usually 'unwelcomcly new' (cf. 790, 150$ Bond on HF 
1118); here more neutral (though Or. is pessimistic). In 240 P. Columb. 
attests •l Ill (not II' Js) /JAd/J'I" ••• , which could be right (cf. Keyes, CPh 
1938, 412); /JAd/J'I" antithetic to quasi-substantival f,J (173•, 667-8*; cf. 
Areh,laus fr. 254 -ro ydp My•w { fl ll11v611 Jo-rw, fl ,f,lpu -rwd fJAd/J1111); but the 
antithesis of adverb and prepositional phrase is more natural, and fl's 
omission ofa sigma could be a mere slip. We should then read: 4A,s lxw -roii 
(not-ro) lucnux•iv: cf. Su. 1148, H,I. 1446;-ro is not supported by 1039•, and 
for the error cf. 687, 782*. 

i.141..iz. The vulgate text surprisingly gives Men. a fleet (11ec11v). It is unlikely 
that E. intended more than one ship (54*, 688--go*), and -,C:,s (0) should 
be accepted. The erroneous pl. may be due simply to the associated pl. 
olA,.aTa, but may also reflect the ancient misconception ofMen.'s return 
'laden with the spoils of Troy'_ (5 7 ff.•, cf. x,A,.Svaui, 352). o«Al'o-ro ( 11•ws) is 
a common type of poetical synecdoche or periphrasis for 'oared ship' (cf. .,. 
oicd,f,os Cyt. 467, IT 742, l11aMa11 ,r>,.J..,,,., Htt. 39, ere.). The ship-type 
envisaged is the traditional penteconter (IT 1124, II. 16. 168-70, etc.); the 
olAp.a-ra of such a ship (luoo•A14os II. 2. 170, etc., Stes. fr. 1911 Page) are its 
(vyd 'thwarts, rowing-benches' (Hsch.): Dion. Chalc. 4. 5 lpfras l,ri 
olAp.a-ra "'"""'• Archil. 4. 6-7 West 9o;s 11,d olAµa-ra v11.ls ,f,ol-ra (simply 'go 
through the ship'), E. Cyc. 144 Iv olAµaow virus (simply 'in the ship'), Htl. 
1566 flol9•v-ro olAµa-ra (simply 'they put into the ship'); cf. A. Ag. 1442 
(Diggle, CR 1968, 3), Pm. 358, S,pt. 32 (Fraenkel on ·Ag. 1811 f.), S. Ant. 
144. In the sing., olAµa may denote the principal Cuy.Sv ('steersman's 
bench', extendable to 'poop'): h. Batth. 47, A. Ag. 183, E. Cyt. 506. [The 
radically different treatment of olA,.af--ra by J. S. Morrison and R. T. 
Williams in Grttk Oartd Ships ( 1968) involves some implausible interpreta
tions of the poetic locc. and neglects Dion. Chalc.) 

!143-4. +ws: for the 'light' metaphor of ow-r71pla ('hope', etc.) cf. El. 449, HF 
797, Ph. 1281, A. Ag. 522, etc. (D. Tarrant, CQ 1960, 183). xap&TGS lxwv 
wo-rp&s: 'in possession of favours from', so 'owing a debt of gratitude to' (cf. 
453 xdp,-ras ,ra-rptf,as '""'""'"• Ph. 569 xdp1-ras Is o' dv~,/,a-ro 'put you under 
an obligation', and contrast xdpw lxflv .,,.,( 'to h, grateful to'); Ba. 1136 
llooo,s xdp,-ras 'A,f,polll-r71s lxwv uses a similar phrase for a very different 
kind of'favours'.The participle following 4\11•1 is a favourite idiom (854, 
1323, 1554, etc.; Bond on Hyps. 60.39 and HF t 163 ff.). 

i.145-6. -ro fflOTOV -ra8c , .• 8ixou: E gives alternative explanations of the 
parenthesis: (a) simply= ,r{a-r•u• -rois lµois Aoyo,s; (I,) the 'proof' follows in 
1146. Neither is satisfactory: (a) rakes no account of .,oil•: as to (h), why does 
El. merely say 'bringing Helen from Troy' with no reference to the fact that 
she has already conversed with Helen in the Palace? It is out of the question 
that Helen should appear 'on the balcony' at this moment (pntt J. 
Ferguson, A Companion to Gr11k Tragedy (19711), 553, anticipated by 
Verrall). Perhaps the ,rco-rov is the speaker's right hand (cf. M,d.21-2, H,I. 
838, S. OC 16311, Phil. 813, 942, etc.) or some asseverative gesture 
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performed with it. 
1147~. For Or.'s reflex 'Helen-hating' reaction, cf. 19 r.•, 130 r.•. &Aoxov 

&yua,: normal idiom for bringing a ntw wife to one's home; cf. 1146---7, 
where Helen is Men.'s 'bride' (vuµ.<(,71). For the three resolutions in 248, cf. 
19 r.•, and 597,643, 1603, 1645 (more instances in Or. than in any other 
play; first at El. 61; Descroix I 10-11, 136-7, Zielinski 165, 187). 

1149-50. The first mention of Tyndareus, traditionally as the 'father of 
notorious daughters' (cf. 540-1, 750; Hes. fr. 176 M.-W., Stes. fr. 223 Page, 
both cited by E). El.'s sarcastic echo of the traditional jibe has the effect of 
putting Or. in mind of his 'bad mother' (251), whom for the moment he 
had forgotten (216). Cff&OIJl'OV ••• fcs TOV ,f,oyovf ... 6ua,cAds T' o.v' 
'E>.Ao6a. These are the words predicatively describing the Y"OS 8uya· 
Tcpwv that Tynd. iTtKc. El. is speaking ov•18um,cw, (cf. 4•, 85*); it is an 
ovfl6os (stigma, reproach) for a man to have such daughters. Prima facie 
the obclized phrase contributes little (apart from the relevant word ,f,oyos), 
and the article is unintelligible (E ,r<p,aaov; not supportable by El. 1039, 
where o ,f,oyos is clearly defined by to35 as 'Iha/ reproach', sc. ofµ.wp{a). 
What we need is a more pointed and idiomatic qualification/definition of 
/,rla71µ.ov symmetrical with 'throughout Greece'. Perhaps da,-wv ,f,oyqi 
(causal dat.), with a balance between 'civic reproach' (,f,oyov . •• 871µ.o,-wv 
El. 643, cf. Al. 1057) and nation-wide 86a1ei\•1a; do,-ol 442, 446, 536, 746, 
844 (a word of thematic frequency, cf. Introd. E ii). The key word is 
i1ricrtJ1'0V (placed first in the sentence). /,rla71µ.os, lit. 'such that there is a 
conspicuous (imposed) mark', as in branding and coinage, was applied by 
E. to (a) the imagined 'stamp' (xapa,c,-~p) that should, but does not, reveal 
a man's quality, Htc. 379; (b) things, in general auµ.t/,opal (543), that make 
a person marked or branded (for good or ill, usually the latter); esp. a 
much-talked about marital union (•rl~/Mxos), 20-1•, HF 68, El. 936; 
ef,ovos is 'an J,ria71µov thing' (both lit. and mctaph.), Ion 98J; (c) marked 
persons, so 'famous' or 'notorious': Held. 527, Hp. 103, Ph. 805 Ol8,,ro8av 
... ,rfpova,, J,rlaaµ.ov (both lit. and metaph., with causal dat.), Ba. 967, fr. 
294.2 ,-d,ria71µ.a (generalizing n. pl.); (d) traditional exempla, esp. caution
ary: Held. go6 /,r[01/µ.a yap ,-o, 8«',, ,rapayy,i\.\u. Our passage might be 
classified in (c) or (d), but belongs in (b) like Mxos l11la71µov in 20-1 (ylvos 
semi-abstract); the y<v• Buy- is a ouµ,f,opd/stigma 'acquired' (cf. 532-3) by 
Tynd. [Not auT<p ,f,oyov (Rauchcnstein), though that is better than the 
other published conjectures (<is,., ,f,oyov Leming, ydp ls ,f,oyov Hermann, 
/,r{,f,oyov Paley, fls yojjv ,f,oyov Semitclos, l1ri ,f,6yqi Blaydes). El. could 
indeed have expressed her point with an int. acc. phrase and a reflexive (cf. 
S. El. 965-6, OC 984, //. 3. 50-1, and the passages adduced by Diggle in his 
discussion of Hel. 987 in Dionyliaca, 170-1 ). But (a) such an int. acc. phrase 
here followed by 'and ... ' would require another int. acc. (81101<Afl«V 
,., ... ); (b) the sentence runs awkwardly with J11{a71µ.ov (masc.) ... 8uo-
,c)t,,s (neuter) ... ; (c) ouTq, is unneeded here (unlike S. OC984, etc.), since 
J1da111.1.ov fr•"• ... already implies a mark incurred by the T<Kwv; (d) 
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l1r/071p.ov ,f,dyov is not in line with E.'s usage of either word: hlo71p.os (in a 
bad sense) is applied, not to ,f,oyos, but to the thing or person that attracts 
,f,oyos; ,f,tSyos is either (usually) unqualified by an adj. or qualified as p.Jyas 
(Ba. 779), no.\us (H,I. 846, Su. 565), ~6.\os (PI,. 94). To write y'for T"in 250 
would help only as to (a) and is otherwise unappealing (frigid, if intended 
as epexegetic).] 

1151~. The logical syntax (ou YUY ••• yap ... ICCli ""' 1.16vov •.• a>.Aa 
ico( ... ) does not support Di B. 's view that 251-2 as a whole is the utterance 
ofa man losing control of his wits. The sentiment 'make sure that you are 
different from al 1ta1tal' (cf. Hp. 649), though sour in tone, is a 'sane' 
enough yvwp.71 (expressly accepted as such by El. in 254); it is also in 
character (cf. 1204-5, 1589-90•). But there is an overlooked point in 
♦p6v11: a more obvious turn of phrase would have contrasted 'saying' and 
'doing', and it cannot be fortuitous that Or.'s thought is on 'bad women' 
(like Cl.) and sound-mindedness at the exact moment when his own reason 
totters. 

1153-4. TC1paoo1Tcu: alluding to the inner disturbance, cf. A. Cl,. 1056 Tapayp.ds 
Is ,f,pJvas 1rlTv<1, S. Anl. 1095 (also the medical use of Tap&ooflv, T&paf,s); 
'whirling eyes' are more pictorially described in 838, HF 932, Ba. 1122 f. 
S1a0Tp,$,f,01s &0001s. T11xu1: • Ta,cJws, here only in E., but not uncommon in 
poetry from Homer onwards (LSJ Ta,c6s B. 4, Bruhn 5). 1'1Ti8ou Auoo!IY! 
'changed lo madness'; a construction found elsewhere with p.na/J&,\.\•111 (IA 
343), -•08111 (Hp. 1116), p.•8app.dC•a8a1 (Al. 1157), also d.\Adoauvf-,08111; 
here only perhaps with p.<TaTl8,a8a, before Pausanias 7. 26. 3 (LSJ 
incorrectly cite Hdt. 7. 18), but Monk's p.<T<8lp.71v •ll/JouMa11 is plausible at 
IA 388. Extended use of'change' vbs is characteristic of E. (cf. 272,816). 
lpT1 ow♦povwv: or tlpTlws ,f,povwv (Chrysippus ap. DL 7. 182)? There may 
be little difference between o.,,,,,povwv and (<a,) ,f,povw11, but the former 
makes the preciser (more 'medical') point here, alier the rather different 
,f,ptSn1 ,-&S, in 252. 

1155-6. ""' ',rlo11i 1.101 .. . : the metaphor, recurring in 613-14• and parodied 
in comedy (Alexis fr. 3), is in the first instance of shaking the reins of a 
chariot-team (36•; Cl. is thought ofas the 'driver'); cf. Hsch. l1r1ofloilo71s· 
l1r11t•.\•uop.lv71s (S. fr. 147 R.). There may also, the object being the 
Gorgon-like Furies, be an allusive reminiscence of//. 4. 167, where Zeus 
threatens by wrathfully shaking the aigis (so Di B.). TOI 11l1.111TW1Tou9 ic11i 
lp111COYTW8111 ic6p11,: cf. An. 978 T&s 8' alµaT.,,.,oils, HF 882-3 I'opyw11-
... A6ooa µapµapwntSs, Pk. 870 alµaTwnol S•pyp.&TwP 81a,f,fJopal (of the 

Sphinx), fr. 870 Bp&1to11Tos alµaT.,,.,dv &µµa. The characteristic -1111rtSs and 
-wS71s adjs.(115•, 219-20•) arc effectively imprecise. In A. Cl,. 1058 the 
Furies explicitly drip blood from their eyes; in Ck. 1049-50 they arc 
., • .,Af1tTav71µlva1 1ru1tvai's Spa.1touo111 'like Gorgons'; but cf. IT 286 "A,Sou 
Bp&1ta1vav, where the 8pa.1t111v-motif has been extended into a vague 
description of the whole monster. 

1157-67. Or. has deprecated (to his mother) the onset of the Furies; he now 
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'sees' them (cf. A. Ch. 1061 ..,,,..,s p.lv oJx opaTE Taa8', lyw 8' opw) in a 
powerful line which breaks the pattern of the distichomythia. So, at least, if 
25 7 is authentic and in situ, and there is nothing wrong with the tristich as 
such (Page, Actors 5,z, Dodds on Ba. 927-g, Denniston on El. 651-2). 257 is 
surely not to be deleted (as by Kirchhoff, Wecklein and others). But there 
are two anomalies in 257-67 which together suggest that we have to deal 
with a dislocation of line-order (not the only such place in the play; cf. 
Introd. n. 118). (a) 257-9 would be better in the sequence 258-g-7: 255-6 
have left it open whether Or. is 'seeing' or merely 'fearing to sec' the Furies; 
El. attempts to calm him by denying his visions, and Or. counters with 'Yes 
(I do sec them) for (yap GP 74) here they come galloping near me .. .'. (h) 
260--7 would be better in the sequence 260--1-4-5-2-3-6-7: 'O Phoebus, 
they will kill me, the hound-like savage-eyed priestesses of Hell! Let go of 
me! You are one ofmy Furies, clasping me about the middle to throw me 
into Tartarus!' 'I will not let go, but with twined arms will prevent your 
unhappy leaping. Alas! what help can I obtain against hostile supernatural 
power?' (as Or. breaks free). We then have longer (5• and 4-line) speeches 
from Or. and El. between perfectly regular distichomythia (to 259) and 
Or.'s long speech in 268 ff.; we also have µlB•s . .. and m1To& p.•B~aw . .. in 
the rightsequence (cf. S. Phil. 816-17 µlB•s ..• oii,f,'lp.' ldanv, and 1301-2 
p.l8•s p.• . .. oJK «iv p.•B•l'lv). [New suggestions, but (a) Elmsley tried 
transposing 257 after 270. It is credible that 257 might have been brought 
forward to precede 258-9 (superficial interpretation having suggested that 
the explicit 'seeing' ought to come first). Ancient citations of 255-7 (Auct. 
de suhl. 15. 2) and of 255-9 (Chrysippus ap. Plut. Mor. 900A) make 
accidental transposition unlikely, but they do not exclude the possibility of 
very early histrionic alteration. (h) Others have put 264-5 before 262-3 
(Schmidt 264-5-2-3-0-1-6-7, Wecklein 260--1-6-7-4-5-2-3). Di B. 
defends the text, but does not explain how E. came to write speeches 
beginning µl8•s ... and oiiT01 p.•8~aw ... with the latter before the former. 
In the abstract, El. can, of course, say 'I won't let go' without a direct cue 
(cf. A. Eum. 64 oiiT011rpo8waw); and Or. can say 'let go!' as he in fact breaks 
free. But the combination (in that order) seems incredible; note also the 
elaboration of 'not letting go', which plainly belongs after, not before, the 
unelahorated p.l8<t. The cause of the displacemenl here may well be the 
dislich-structurc of 260--1-4-5 and 262-3-7-8 (cf. 71 ff., 211-18, etc.), 
following the long distichomythia; mechanical continuation of the para
graphoi (speaker alternation), an error of which the MSS preserve 
evidence at 271 and 273, will have had the absurd effect of giving 
p.l8•s . .. to El. and o.:IT01 p.•B~aw ... to Or., and it is credible that some 
diaskeuast should have sought to remedy that by reversal of the offending 
speeches. In this case there is nothing in 1: and no ancient ci1ations to 
confirm the antiquity of the extant line-order.] 

258-g. Ji -ra>.a{wwp': 'remonstrating', cf. Bond on HF 1233; but also 'pitying'. 
au,j/ tl&lva, (not clpav): El. is denying the validity, not simply of Or.'s 
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current vision, but of his 'cognition' of his visions in general (cf. 312-13), in 
order to combat his whirling-eyed deprecation; for •lSlva, 'recogni2,,e', cf. 
Bond on HF 1 108. 

1157. allTa1 ycip allTal 1TA11olov: cf. Phaethon 217 116a,s 1r6a1s µo, ,r) .. qalov 
... (and 219-20•). 8p~1eouo1: cf. l8opov 1416, and 8pcfiaK•• Ba. 873 (ofa 
deer). 

116o. 1<uvw1T181, yopyw1T11: further traditional motifs. The Furies are KW<r in 
A. Ch. 924 (cf. the Fury-like bacchanals in Ba. 977 rT• Boal Auaaas 
Kuv•s ... , and Denniston on El. 1252, 1342). yopyw,> ( elsewhere only at HF 
131, El. 1257) is cognate with I'opydJ (cf. A. Ch. 1048; also Ion 210 
yopywff<lr, of Athena's shield, and Kannicht on He/. 1315-16); at the same 
time there is a connection of thought with Auoaa (325-7•), cf. yopyw1rous 
Kopas ('eyes') at HF 868. 

1161. lvipwv !«pea,, 811Yal lea{: the combination 'priestesses ... goddesses' has 
the vigour of oxymoron; while Up•a• has added connotations of blood (Ba. 
I I 14, /T34 ff.; cf. Al. 25 l•pi/8a11011Tw11, HF 451, A. Ag. 735 l,ptuST1s "ATas); 
for the form -•a• (not -ua,), cf. also Handley on Men. Dysk. 496. As 
'priestess-goddesses of the lv•po,' the Erinyes are associable with Perse
phone, who is v<pT<pwv 1roT11,a (963-4 •; cf. 317-18•). Scwa( has its full force 
here ('goddesses ofTerror', 38•), even ifB.al arc in general s .. val (II. 18. 
394, etc.). 

1164-5. Cf. IT 288-90, where Or. 's reported ravings more grotesquely imagine 
an advancing Fury bearing his petrified mother and about to cast her upon 
him. The mistaking of the real El. (who is in fact clasping him) is both 
pathologically and histrionically more convincing; likewise the fear of 
being cast into the Black Pit. l't'olloaTWY 41-'wv lp,vuwv (sic): cf. 38•, 434 •, 
581-2•. ox1-1a,11s: a vb proper to gripping a shield by its dxµ~/oxavov, so 
more generally 'to grip fast'; Cyc. 484, El. 817, Peirithous 9 (Page, Select 
Papyri 122), A. PV 5. 

1162-3. "'18.iv ... "'18'11'C1TC1: the commonest type of cognate acc. idiom, with 
an emphatic epithet (contrast 472•), cf. Tr. 357 yaµ•i µ• 8110T11xfonpov 
y&µov, S. Ant. 1201, etc. (KG i 304, Bruhn 33-4); 8uOTUX'l cancels any idea 
of happy 'bacchic' ecstasy (cf. 45•, 31g-20•). 

1166-7. El. cries out in despair, and veils herself during what follows (280•). 
1168-:Jo6. (a) 268-79 the climax of the 'mad fit' (after Or. has broken free at 

once from El. 's restraining clasp and from the pattern of symmetrical 
dialogue), ending with the successful 'chasing away' of the Furies and 
'calm after the storm'; (h) 280-300 disquisition to El.; (c) 301-6 El. is urged 
to go within and rest. 

11~4. There arc several extant and attested 'archery'-scenes in Greek 
tragedy. Apollo himself had threatened the 1-'uries with his bow in A. Eum.; 
the bow of Hcraclcs had recently been a central feature in the plot and 
action of$. Phil.; in Ion E. had given lyric treatment to an archery-scene of 
'bird-scaring'. Tola (the pl. includes the arrows) were thus familiar tragic 
equipment, associated with some time-honoured conventions of diction 
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and action. There was also an older poetic tradition to be exploited: 
Apollo's promise of a protective bow had been a feature of Stesichorus' 
Orest,ia (as a promise--Stes. fr. 217 Page-we know nothing of the sequel), 
cf. Stephanopoulos 146; undoubtedly known to, but not taken up by, 
Aeschylus (probably because his Apollo was 10 do the protecting in 
person). Against that background, Or.'s demented, but successful, 
shooting ofphantasmagoric Furies with an inuisibl, 'Apollo-given' bow is to 
be recognized as one of the finest dramatic strokes of E. 's most spectacular 
play, brilliantly combining tradition and the high poetic style with 
audacious and histrionically effeccive innovacion. The Scesichorean 'bow
giving' had always, in a sense, been a metaphor for the protection promised 
by Apollo; ils 'reality' is of the same mythic order as 1ha1 of the Furies 
themselves, and here rightly takes tangible form only in Or. 's demented 
mind. The shooting was certainly mimed wichout a bow in Hellenistic 
times; the criticism of that in Eis not based on evidence of a different pre
Hellenistic practice, but avowedly on the precedent (with an 'actual' bow
giving) in Stesichorus. Most modern commentators have rightly sided with 
lhe actors; the minority (who include Chapouthier, Arrowsmith, Burnell, 
Greenberg and Donadi) should explain why such a concrete stage
properly in Or.'s possession is not referred to elsewhere in the play (e.g. by 
Or. to Men. in 412 ff'.); and cf. 1186-7*. (The issue is complicated by 
piccorial representations of Orestes confronting the J<'uries with a sword 
(never with a bow); cf. Introd, H v. Did the artists simply evolve their own 
conventions? Or did they look to some unknown literary source other than 
E.? Or was it an early histrionic convention to equip Or. with a sword in this 
plqy and allow him to mime the shooting ('madly') with a sword in his 
hand? It is credible that the actors should have given Or. a sword (in 
preparation for his 'suicide' at 1065-8); though he should not in fact be 
seen armed before the finale (1222-3•).] See Addenda. 

1168, 801: to an imaginary 'squire'. Note that, if the bow is visible, there should 
be a visible donor, and there is an immediate problem. A rational request 
lo El. comes very ill after 264-5; an illusion-destroying stage-hand would 
be even worse; and we arc reduced 10 taking lids as= ~I~ Ad/Ju,. iccpouAica: 
'such that there is horn (the horned ends of the bow) and the action lAK1w'; 
an adj. characteristic of the high poetic style used for Or.'s frenzied 
utterance (cf. 273-4•); perhaps a Sophoclean coinage (fr. 859 R., 
describing Tpw•s), but cf. Tofo11A1tcls A. Pm. 55 (Mj,.o) and 239 (olx,.,f)
such a word is at least as likely to be Aeschylean. 

1169-,0. cld: jussive, cf. 9141 923, Hel. 1475, 1611, IA 358, etc.; often with 
pres. inf. (e.g. 9114 aT<~ovoiiv), and the variant Jfa,.6v,a8a, (BA) is, I think, 
preferable here (so Porson) in conjunction with JK~/Joi,v. fl,CIY&GOIV 
Auc,cn\fl,CIOIY: ,.ovuk 227-8*; for the fem.-form adj. with then. noun, cf. 
837, IT 111351 Kannicht on H,I. 1301. A6aa11,.a, here only, may be a new 
coinage. [P. Oxy. 11506 attests a variant ols ,r,,,• 'A,rcl),Au,v ,. • ... , as 
conjectured by Hartung; the mobility of,.' is similar to that of a' in 237-
8* .] 
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1271, P•P'-w\aCTa( ns: 'menacing' idiom, cf. Hp. 1086 KAalwv ns ... T<8llna, 
(fut. perf., A. Ag. 1279; indef. T<s, An. 577,716, Bond on HF747 f.). l•wv 
j3poT1JO'lti,: cf. 8, An. 1255, Ba. 4; {JpoT,',o,os is rare before E. (Hes., Alcm., 
Pind.). 

127:z, (i)Ca1,1clljm: here 'go out, depart' (contrast 816-18•), as a characteristic 
extension ( 191 •, 253-4 •) of a very ancient 'pass' sense of dµ,l{J«v (see 
LSJ), in a context reminiscent of A. E11111. 180 d,ra.:i.:i&oo,08, .•• µvxwv. 

1273-4. The Aeschylean echoes continue in OUK claaKOUtT'; (Eum. 190 dp' 
dKov<T< .•• ;), ifop111111,1ivas (Erm,. 182) and iK1Jj30>.111v Tofwv (Eum. 628); 
the properly 'Apolline' epithet (/l. 1. 14, etc.) was variously extended to 
other gods (Zeus, Artemis) and 'far-striking' weapons (cf. HF 472, /011 213, 
S. fr. 401 R.). Note that Or. claims to be actually shooting, whereas Apollo 
in Eum. had merely threatened (with a tangible bow); oux opli8' ... ; 
dementedly calls atiention to irwisible 'flying arrows' (cf. 760•). ,rnp111Tcis 
y>.u♦llias: lit. 'fletched notches'(//. 4. 122 lAK< ll' dµori ,-.:ir,,J,tlla.s T< .:ia.{Jwv 
,ea./ v•upa. /Joua); the high-poetic synecdoche is like that in E1m1. 182 
(xpvf1ll.:ittTOV 8wµ,yyo5), 

1275-6. cl cl· TI lifjTa 1,11>.>...,'; 'remonstrating' (cf. 145-6•, Al. 28-9 d d· Tl ou 
npds µ,Ad8po,s;), before'shooingaway' (cf. 182-3•); in A. Git. 1048Or. had 
exclaimed d d in cowering terror. As often, E. 's dramatic technique is at 
once traditional and anti-traditional (Or. puts the Furies to /light instead 
of being put to flight by them). For the 'impatient' idiom Tl µl.:i.:in••; (here 
with a paratactic imperative), cf. 1284, He/. 1593, Ph. 1146, Ba. 1351, etc. 
(Elmsley on Med. 1209-10(1242-3]). l(aKp{,..,' allcpa trnpois: the 
'wings' (cf. nT<po,f,opo, 317) are traditional, though non-Aeschylean (A. 
had made the Erinyes a7'T<po, in Eum., perhaps simply for practical 
reasons); Stcsichorus' Furies are likely to have been winged (.L', ut vid., cf. 
Dietrich 143•, 147). The 'aether-mounting' is in the first instance a mode of 
'out-of-this-world departure' (cf. Ion 797-8 dv' ,lypov dµ11Tal"lv al8,pa 
,ropow yal-/a.s 'E.:i.:iavlas . .. ), but it is linked in thought with the following 
clause about 'blaming Apollo' (a comma suffices after ffT<poir), and 
developed further as 'sky-galloping' in 32 1-3 •. lfaKpl(«v occurs here only, 
rightly explained by E (,ls T4 aKpa. Tou a.lBlpos .,fr,08,), Dodds on Ba. 677-
8 (u1r•f-, intrans.); probably not 'skim the upper air' (as LSJ). In itself 
dicpl(«v is a vb of flexible meaning ('go on tiptoe' in fr. 570, according to 
Hsch.; in A. Ch. 932-3 ,roA.:iwv a.lµdTwv J,r~Kp<a<v T.:i~µwv 'OpEOT"lt there is a 
'culmination' point, cf. 831 IT.*). Tei ♦olj3ou 8,. ,: cf. the Furies' 
inculpation of Apollo in E11m. 199-200. 

1277-g. Cf. the return to rationality of Phaedra at Hp. 239 ff. and ofHeraclcs 
at HF 1089 ff. (Spitzbarth 93-4). 

1277. la: the colloquial exdam. of sudden awareness is frequently extra-metric 
in E. (unlike A. and S.; Page on Med. 1004, Stevens, Coll. Exp,. 33). The 
formulaic expression la· Tl xpi/µa; is always elsewhere elliptical ( 15 73, lip. 
905, An. 896, S11. 92, HF525, Peirithous 16, A. PV29B), and usually followed 
by a statement of the circumstance that has prompted the exclam. (typically 
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'I see .. .'). So here we should punctuate: Tt XP'liil o>.uw, ,rvcOji ovels IK 
ff>.cuµovwv· (cf. 672 T{ 81; Ta>.a,,,,wp••· ,... a.t); d.\tlw 'I am wandering, 
bewildered', ass. Phil. I 74· Hp. I 182 (T{ TariT' d>.uwj'lrflaTEOV1raTpor >.oyo,r) 
is different, both in context and in the addition of TariTa. Or. finds himself 
literally 'out of breath'; but the "••rip.a is also the manic 'tempest' (cf. 227-
8*), and Or. is not so much 'panting' as 'gasping' (with empty lungs). A 
medical treatise alludes to the expulsion of air from the lungs at the 
moment of recovery from a fit (Hipp . .,,,pi f11aw• 14; Smith 295). 
[.,,.,.,,,_&•w• (codd.) has been recently defended (Degani, Bond on HF 
1093); with Di B., I see no likelihood of'etymologizing word-play' (feebly 

jejune) in this context.] 
,z78. 1roi1Toi: the repetition need only be emphatic (219-20•, IT 1435), with 

thep-alliteration in support (cf. Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 268); but a 'breathless' 
effect is also appropriate here, as in 470; for the 'whither' point, cf. also Hp. 
240 'lrO; Trap,,,,>.ayxB.,,. Y•WP.'rJS dya8,js; 

,z_79. lK 'after, as a change from' (LSJ l,c II. 2), cf. l,c x•lp.aTor A. Ag. 901. 
ya~1'Jv' opw: probably a substantival use of the adj. (cf. 728 for 'seeing a 
calm') rather than adverbial (as 224 .\nml >.,uaaw); for the psychological 
use of'calm' imagery, cf. Bond on Hyps. 1 i 3 and HF 1049, This line gained 
instant notoriety from the out-of-breath delivery of the protagonist 
Hegelochus, who was understood as 'seeing a weasel (ya>.,j) out of the 
waves'-providing a jest not only for Ar. (Ran. 303-4) but also for the 
comedians Strattis (frs. 1 and 60) and Sannyrion (fr. 8). All these mention 
Hegelochus by name, so presumably there really was some reprehensible 
fault in his delivery, not merely a parodiable feature in E.'s line (for the 
phonetic implications, see P. Von der Miihll, Ausg. Kl. Sehr. (1976), 413-
14, and Daitz, CQ. 1983, 294-5). 

,zOo--300. A passage important as ,)80110.ta (lntrod. F ii-iii), including as it 
does Or.'s first rational statements about the matricide (285-93) in 
intimate conversation with El. Significantly, the main theme is Trapap.u8lo, 
to which 285-93 is tangential (294 *). First and last the emphasis is on 
confronting T4 •ii• ,ca,cd, with much affecting fraternal ,,>.la and some 
alliws, but with little suggestion of 'remorse' (contrast Heracles in HF 
1146 If., Oedipus in S. OT 1182 If.), an aspect of the matter touched on 
later (396*). Or. properly assumes responsibility for the matricide (in 
order to lift that burden from El.), but immediately blames Apollo-not, 
be it noted, for commanding him to kill his mother, but for failing in respect 
of 'deeds' after inciting him to commit the 'most unholy' crime. A 
legitimate complaint (cf. Apollo's steadfast flo,j8na in A. Eum.); but the 
statement that Apollo had pleased Or. with his words ( 'rJ~pav, 287) throws 
a revealing light on Or.'s readiness to commit crimes of violence, given the 
appropriate lJinlr; likewise the purely pragmatic grounds on which he 
imagines that his father would have dissuaded him (292-3). 

!180. Cf. 266-7•, IA 1122-3; such veiling typically expresses a combination of 
grief and al8wr (Hp. 243-6; F. L. Shisler, AJP/i 1945, 381, 385). 
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281-2. Or. himsclffecls shame for involving his maiden sister in his ,rovo, and 
upsetting her by his voao, ( the ,rovo, and the voao, together make up Or. 's 
1<a1<a, cf. 91 ). alcrxuvo14al ere: but the variant 001 seems belier, with 
l4ETali1llous immediately following; for alaxvvoµa, abs., cf. El. 900 and 
perhaps Ion 934 (a' del. Dobree). ox>.ov . .. ,rapixwv: a colloquial 
expression first in Hdt., cf. Med. 337, Hel. 439 (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 56); 
,rap9lvo, should in general be protected from ox>.os (cf. I08•). 

283. 'Don't waste away (or dissolve in grief) on account of(the) 1<a1<a that are 
properly mine'. cruvniKou: cf. ouvTa1<cls 34 •, but here the auv- also suggests 
tommuniler ( cf. 805). 

284-5. 'For, although you gave an assenting nod, the deed of matricide was 
done by me' (dat. of agent). fo«v1ucra1 To8: sc. 1<a1<a; Paley's J.,,,,,/>.,uaas 
[Ta81 is unnecessary-the criticized Tall, appropriately focuses attention 
on Ta vuv 1<a1<a, cf. Ba. 1349 ,ra>.a, Tall, Z,vs oilµos-,,,,v,ua,v ffan)p. El. 's 
'nod' brings upon her some responsibility for all that has ensued; but Or. 's 
was the hand that struck (cf. 1235-6•), and neither he nor El. could have 
envisaged the present consequences in the light of Apollo's deceiving 
oracle. 

285""7. er. I: orl aoi µlµ,f,oµac, d>.>.a T<p 'AmS>.>.wv,, OT< .,,,foas µ• 1'1/'l'lpa 
,f,ov,uaac orl /Jo119ci. The 'blaming of Apollo' develops out of ,rapaµuO{a, and 
leads into a tangential reflection (288-93•). Aoil9III 11•11♦014a1, 60T1S .• • : 

cf. Ar. Plut. 8-IO T<p St Aof{q. .•. µ•µo/J,v 811<afov µlµ,f,oµa, T«UTl)V, 
oT, ... For this 'indicting' use of oaT,s, cf. 494, 573 (KG ii 399, Friis 
Johansen 126 .. ). 

286--7. The double acc. with itrapas (µ,, lpyov) is unparalleled and has been 
justly suspected; the normal construction (in the relevant sense, LSJ l,ra{pw 
II) is l,ra{pEiv T1v&+ inf. (fr. 293 TII'~ a' l,ra{p<1 Twv ,rl>.as-µEfCov ,f,pov,fv) or 
simply with acc. pcrs. (S. OT 1328). Expressions like ,,,>.,uuv T{ Tiva with a 
neuter pronoun (KG i 311) are not sufficiently analogous. After Hermann 
((8paaa,) >.6yo1s ••• ), I should suggest the substitution of .,.,>.Eiv for Tois 
µ<v; cf. 834 oTov <pyov TEMaas, A. Sept. 692-3 lfoTpuvfl ... TE>.,;.,, For the 
interpolation of µIv in an antithesis, cf. Hp. 597. [The text can be emended, 
in principle, in two other ways: (a) lacuna after 286 (Kirchhoff); (b) 
alteration of 286: Nauck 8s llpav µ' . .• ; Wecklein lpy' l,r' dvoa,wmTa (after 
Musgr. lpyµ' l,r' dvoa,wTaTov; lpyµa sing. is very unlikely, 160•); J.D. 
suggests dvoa,[ wTaT }ov ( T,>..,v ) .. ) 

>.oyo,1 . , . ipyo1cr1v: sometimes 'in theory ... in fact' (cf. Denniston on 
El. 47), but here certainly 'with words ... with deeds ... '. For the 
antithesis without -rots µlv (if that be the right line of emendation), cf. An. 
264-5 Myous 1<p6,J,w, TO 8' ;pyov auTo Of/l'BV<< TO)(«, fr. 360.13 >.6yq, .,,o>.(Tf/S 
; 0 .,.,, Tois 8' lpyo,a,v oD. Apollo has failed to give any 'actual' /30~8<1a ( cf. 
414-20); an accusation that must finally exclude the presence on the stage 
of a 'real' Apolline bow (268-74 •). 

288-g3. An elaboration of the thought 'if only I had not paid such heed to 
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Apollo's words, but to what my dead father might have said (given 
knowledge of the future)'. 

!288-9, d ... i(10T6pouv: 'if I had been consulting'; 1'1JT4p' •I KT1iva1 ... : 
implying the question actually put by Or. to the Oracle. There is no good 
reason for preferring xp•wv to /LE XP* L's variant may be due to 
contamination with dnoH1"tl11uv xp,Wv 1128. KGT' O .. f.&GTG! 'coram', more 
often sing. (An. 1064, 1117, El. 910, Ba. 469); cf. lv ilp.p.aow 785 (?). 

!290. Various gen. uses converge in ycvciou: objective (as S11. 11611 >.,Tai 8,wv), of 
what is touched in supplication (as II. 9. 451 >.,oo«oKno youvwv, cf. 3811-3*) 
and of what is 'shot at' (cf. IT 3611-3 y,v,lou x•ipas •i11KovT,oa yovaTwv T<); 
and CKTliva, includes several senses, either directly or as overtones: 'stretch 
out the hands' (LSJ s.v. I), 'prolong speech' (II), 'exert' (III). A complex 
use of language, not to be suspected, as by Hcrwerden, for the casual 
assonance with d KT<iva, 1189 (cf. 1137-8* and 11119•; also 915(-16]*). 

291. l''lffOTI .. . : probably the reading ofa new papyrus( ........ ]Kouc17c; 
P. Berol., see p. 137); cf. Ph. 776 ,.4,.oTE Ta4'ijva1. The variant ,.4,.i., (a 
simple lipography before TE-) deserves no credence. [For a rejection 
everywhere of the supposed 'nowise' sense of o/J,rw/p.4,rw, sec Stevens, A]Ph 
1950, 1190-5; though see also Dawe, The Collation and /11vestigation ,if 
Ma1111scripts of Aesc,V,lus ( I 964), 11111-3.] TfKOU01J,: 'of a mother' (generaliz
ing); cf. A. Eum. 513-14 ,raT'?P ,j T<Koiioa 'a father or a mother' (KG i 608-
9). 

2911-3. The emphasis is entirely on the experienced effects of the matricide, not 
on its ethical wrongness. Read iyw 8 (not II') I, T~,\11wv: ,.4T, sufficiently 
brackets the two phrases, and the8lthen addsanoteofopposition (GP511, 
Bruhn 105); contrast lyw 8' o T>.4p.wv Ba. 1354 in a straightforward 
enumeration (for the self-pitying idiom, cf. d ,.o,Eos 1106-7•; ,,.>.4,.wv 35*). 
CK1T~,jouv: a favourite word (4611-5*); the combination of aor. and fut. 
infs. with µ.,>.>.Ew is unusual (cf. KG i 178). 

!294• Kai vuv + imperative (cf, 3 75, Hel. 736) here reverts to the main theme of 
,rapa,.u8{a (1183 ff.). civaKa~u,rT': intrans. (KG i 95), if we keep cL 
1<aa{yv11Tov Kapa (cf. 237). But Brunck's ~ Kao1yv,jT1J, Kapa is surely right, 
like HF 111116 fKKa>.v,f,ov . .. i<apa. This is not the place for a i<apa
allocution. 

296. Tai'°: almost 'me' ('my behaviour', etc.), cf. 1613 Tdµd 8' o~xl T>.4,.ova; 
('my si1uation'; Stevens on An, 235); then. sing. is similarly used (1101-3•, 
10881 111751 He/. 893 1 etc.). 

297. TO 6u11011 Kai 61a,j,8apcv ,j,pcvwv: 'my irrational terror'; cf. Hp. 31111 To 
8t1vov Toii8' 8 a' lfalpEI 8avfiv, and (for the phrase-pattern) 210•, 312•, Al. 
797 Toii viiv 01<u8pw1roii i<al fuv<aTWTOS 4,p•vwv. 8,a4,8E{p,alla, is applicable to 
any deterioration from 'sound-mindedness' (Hp. 1008, etc.). 

298. raxva1vc: here only and IA 694 (ouv-) in E.; properly 'reduce a swelling', 
so at once 'deflate' (as A. PV 380) and 'cure' (with conative force). The 
'therapy' which El. is to give has a repressive quality, as we have seen. 

1199-300. Correspondingly it is right for Or. to vou8ET<iv (and loxva{mv) 
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excessive lamentation on El. 's part, such reciprocal lwucouplo., being proper 
for ef,l>.o,. These expressions ofthc true duty of friendship contrast sharply 
with the false ef,,Mo.-idcals expressed later in the play (Jntrod. Fi. 5). 

301, El. is to go 'within'; Or. is to remain 'outside', accessible to visitors. The 
scenic implications of that are left vague (sec In trod. E i). 

3011-3, Elevated language (with epic precedent) for the humdrum actions of 
sleeping, eating and bathing. JiAi♦capov: cf. 158-9•, 11166; 'rarely in sing.' 
(LSJ, citing this passage), but in fact common in E. ( 16 times, mostly lyr., 
e.g. Ion 205 wdvT\1 Toi /JA-B,wicw; in trimeters, PI,. 543, Cyc. 673 (a special 
case); in tetrameters, IA 321). For the use of ll1llov111 in such invertible 
expressions ('eyes to sleep', 'sleep to eyes'), cf. 41-2• (AouTpa ... ,cpwT(). 
i1m181ia11: cf. S. Phil. 85 7 licTiTaTo.1. alTwv -i 6p1&11,: simply 'and take food' 
(aiTo. pl., cf. 41), lit. 'sire/cl, oul (your /,and) for food' (the sense 'desire' is 
secondary, cf. Lat. app,1ere). E. used the act. where 'hand' is expressed 
(Med. 902, Held. 844, PI,. 103, 1710); deponent forms, where the vb is 
intrans. (or governing only an int. acc., as Hel. 353, see 961-2 •),and it may 
then govern either a gen. (as here, 328, /on 842, He/. 1238, fr. 240) oran inf. 
(HF 16). AouTpa ,' .•. : the choice is then very close between lw,/Ja>.ou xpot 
(Hermann) and Jnl xpolis /Jo.Aoii (Triclinius, Parson; so Di B., with a further 
discussion in Maia 1968, 161-3); the latter is perhaps the more exquisite 
idiom (cf. [51), Su. 1186-7), and cet,ris paribus can claim priority. 

304--6, 'Forifyoufai/1111,deserl me ••• ': cf. Hp. 1456,.,',vuvwpo8qis I'•• IA 1466 
1'11 ,.. wpoMTr'(/s. Or.'s point should not be weakencd·by deleting,.• after 
wpo>..l,fms (Paley, Murray, Biehl); 'if you faint' may seem a more 
straightforward alternative to 'or catch some contagion', but the logic of 
El.'s reply is much more important (307*). Or.'s implicit fear is that El. 
may die before him, either by a voluntary death (including suicide) or by 
any kind of v.Saos (including ,cdl'aTos) induced by over-zealous nursing 
(wpoa18p1la, as 93). For the pcrf. with fut. perf. force following •l+ fut., cf. 
940-1 1 El. 686-7 ol • •• TrTW/'11 8,wda,,.ov woafi, Tl8v'lica, S. Phil. 75-6 oi 
µ• ... ala8,',a1To.1, o>.wAa (KG i 150). [My attention has been drawn to Al. 
~91 (~poA•~"~•s ~• wpo,A,(".us I'• r~ll.). But the sense here is closer to Al. 386 
anwAol''IV o.p, 11 I'• 8'1 Au'1/ms, yuvo1.) 

307-10. Notably eloquent lines, with unusually enjambed rhythms and 
affecting simplicity enhancing the effect of the culminating a-privative 
tricolon in 310. The situation recalls that of Or. and Pyl. in /T684 ff. (cf. 
on 1069 ff. below); and cf. S. El. I 168-9 ico.l viiv wo8w / Toii aoii 80.voOao. ,.,j 
d-noAElwEo8a, TBt/,ou. 

307, ol11c laT1: sc. hws npo>.o(,f,w ao. auv ao{ (very emphatic) ... : El. cannot 
guarantee that she will not 'sicken' (or 'faint'); but she can and does assert 
her will to live so long as Or. is alive, as also her intention of dying when he 
dies (if necessary, one may suppose, by suicide). 

30B. lx11 yap TGUTov: 'for,,,,., (80.v.iv, c,;v) involv, the same thing (i.e. the need 
lo be with you)'; LSJ lxw A. I. I I' er. I 1811, All. !l44 o.laxuv'IV lx•• (with n. 
pl. subject), HF 165, Kanniehton Hel. 93. ,s To.ilTd ,cwp•iis a similar idiom 
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(Htl. 758-9), but that would not be synonymous here (the ,jftcts ofliving 
and dying are obviously different). 

309, yu""1 Ti 8puw; a good instance of postponed interrogative (101*), here 
for the strong emphasis on yuv.,. 

310. 4va81A+os 41raTWp 4♦1Aos: a tricolon like II. 9. 63 d4p'71'tup tl81p.,01'0S 
tlvla.,.,os and m~ny exx. in tragedy (Fraenkel on A. Ag. 4111, 769; S. Ant. 
876, E. An. 491, H,e. 66g, etc.); here the third adj. generalizes the first two. 

310-15. El. accepts Or.'s dismissal, but has the last word with sisterly 
admonitions and a concluding sent,ntia. 

31111. A formal echo of 297* -rcl llewclv ,cal llu11(18apiv ,(lpevwv, with a similar 
zeugma of To Tapj3oiiv ('passive') with Kal (-rcl) lK♦oPouv d lK 8111vu.w 
('active', answering lo .,.cl ll1,vov). 

313, 41ro8ixou: a prose word (only here and Hel. 8311 in tragedy), most 
typically of accepting advice, information, etc. (including slanderous 
accusations, Th. 3, 3, 6. 29); a more philosophical use 'approve' (frequent 
in Plato) occurs already in Democr. B74 ,jllu p.7Jlliv d,ro/lixHlla,, ,jv ,,.~ 
oup.,(lip71. Or. must not be too ready to 'accept as true' what may be mere 
84,c.,a,s. 

314-15. In effect: 'for when people think they arc ill, even when they are not, 
they really become ill' (the exact corollary of1135-6*). KGl'G-ros, •• a,ro
pla TI: i.e. 'serious ill-health' (with a combination of poetical hendiadys 
and medical terminology). The right reading .in 314 is certainly voaij 
••• /lof&C71 (Callistratus ap. E); cf. An. 4111-11 ol,c.,.po. yo.p .,,t llu01'ux,j / 
/JpoTois ci,raa,, ,c,'tv llupaios cliv ,cupfl ('even if [one] is a stranger'). [The 
'ellipse of .,.,s' occurs esp. after Uv and &,.a., in gnomic contexts (cf. 706-7* 
,jv xaA\i ,rolla), and is widespread in early and classical Greek, even in prose 
(e.g. Pl. Men. 97A OUK lOTW l,pllws ,jy•ialla,, lclv ,,.~ ,(lpovip.os ~); KG i 35-6, 
1-'raenkel on A. Ag. 71. The particular species here and in An. 4111-2, /lee. 
1187-9 (collocation of indef. 3rd pers. sing. with {Jpo1'ois/tlvllp,J"'o,s) 
exemplifies also the frequent mixture of sing. and pl. with the same 
reference (KG i 86-7); cf. also Al. 355-6 ,j3u yap ,(ll>.ovc ,cdv vvK1'l >.,oaanv, 
.;.,.,...,• itv ,rapfi xpovov ( = ,rapfi TIS or ,rapwa,). The 11nd pers. cannot be right, 
alongside {Jpo1'oim, in this concluding sententia; at the same time it was an 
'automatic' error, following 313, for anyone ignorant of the indef. 3rd pers. 
idiom. The statement in E (Kalll01'pa,,.os •.. 8,8aa,m ( v.1. llo,c,p.a(n) ,c.,.,\,) 
may be taken as implying that Callistratus, a follower of Aristophanes of 
Byzantium, attempted to combat what was already a widespread error.] 

FIRST CHORAL ODE: 316-47 

Left alone with Or., the Chorus sing in deprecation of the Furies' 
harassment and lament the deed, Oracle-inspired, which has brought 
about his ruin. In the antistrophe they exclaim about his grievous torment 
as caused by 'some d>.dOTtup haunting the house' (337*) and bewail the 
transience of human felicity in relation to the ancient royal house which 
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claims their allegiance. The essential function of the ode is not to express 
absolute moral judgements, but to provide an appropriately 'tragic'-toned 
conclusion to Act One (1-315•). Thus the Chorus begin by developing 
(not without new features) traditional 'Fury', 'madness' and 'Apollo' 
themes which they have heard enunciated by Or. and El., while expressing 
exclamatory sympathy (as in 140-207) in accordance with their collective 
persona as tf,O,a.,; then there is a widening of perspective in 337-47, 
adumbrating further (no less traditional) tragic themes to be developed in 
their next ode (807-43*, cf. also 960-1012•, 1546-8*). 

Some much-discussed musical notation is preserved in a very ancient 
{c.200 uc) textually aberrant papyrus fragment containing parts of338-44 
(P. Vind. G 2315; see Introd. G iv). The edited Alexandrian tradition from 
which our MSS descend is represented by another papyrus of the sixth or 
seventh century AD {P. Berol. P 17051 and 17014, containing parts of 290-
300, 304-9, [320-)322-30, 333-9, combined by J. Lennaerls, Pap. Brux. 13 
(1977), 19-23). 

316-31 =332-47 
--1 ~ 

2 '-'-'v-lvvv-1 2cr 

3 vvv-v-11 ll 
4 v--v 1- I vvv l :..o,,tvvO J 21l 

5 vvvl-,.,-1 ll 
6 v--....,J-lvv.,,,:-v-1 28 

7 'il,lvv-v t-1-o:::;-~- l 28 
8 vvv-v-1 vvv-v-11 28 

9 vvv-v-lvvv-v-1 28 
IO vVv-v-1 ll 
II vvv-v-lv--J--1 28 
12 vvv-J--lv-J---1 21l 
13 v -= v- ! VI - -v- (II) 2/l 
f4 VV.,,,VVV Iv i -,._,- JliQ 

15 vvv (v} """v= I vvv"""v""" I k8(1l} 8 
16 vvv-v-jv--v-111 28 
Dochmiacs again (cf. 140-207), with iambo-dochmiacs at the opening 

and close. 2-3. Cf. HF 743/57 (Conomis 48). 4~. Note the unusual 
diaereses after four and eight syllables in 4 and 6 (v - - v I - ' v vv I •.. ) , 

giving a tripartite pattern; also the responsion 8a1<pua1 320 ~ 8a1<pua1 336. 
7-8. Reading ... os a' rl.va./3a1<xcu11 in 338*, and with the line-order of the 
MSS and P. Berol. The period-end (with pause) before 1<a/J11<cTtuoµa1 
... corresponds with the hiatus ... 1<aTo>.otf,vpoµa,· / o µlyas .•. (339*). 
12. Another tripartite pattern ( cf. 4 and 6), like 1491 foi tf,ovq, I 
xaµai-'1rfrii I µ'iii-piis a, which might be (wrongly) analysed as 
er I ia I - x -. The musical notation of P. Vind. does in fact isolate the 'ia' 
ll<1vwv1r&vwv (cf. Dale, LM 208); an iambicizing interpretation which does 
nothing to inspire confidence in the music's authenticity (cf. lntrod. G iv). 
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14. 'Sub-dochmiac' in the split resolutions (p. 113), and here enjambed 
with the following verse. 15. lfwe read </Joi-/{Jos lllaK<v lllaK< ... and all-/ 
llov lT£puv ~ Tov ..• (the anadiplosis in the sir. is attested by P. Bero!.), we 
have either 2i11 er (with 'resolution before syncopation', Diggle, Studies 18-
21) orkllll ('dochmius kaibelianus', Conomis 28 ff., Dale, LM 115 f., West, 
GM 111 ); cf. (?) I 247/67, (?)Hp. 593 (sec p. 288). It is probably wrong to 
omit words in order to obtain ia 8. But it could be right to look for- v...,.., in 
place of ci,\.\ov lT<pov (thus producing 28), since «.\aK<V c.\,uc, reduces easily 
to ,,\aK' l,\a,c• in the str. (cf. 1547 ,11•0' •11•0• Seidler retie, fod''ll'<oo , .... ,.,,). 

The overlap ... I - { vv.., I ... (on that hypothesis) is like Eii-'l'ivillis 321, 
Iii- 'fd,.mis 330. The responsion...., v...., is unusually free (West, GM 1 , 08'); 

cf. Ion 688/707 (in a cretic). 
316-23. 'Lamenting' address to the Furies (as 'Eumenidcs', 38•), filling the 

first half of the stanza with appropriate attributes; cf. A. Sept. 1054 ff. rf,,u 
,f,,v· I w ,.,y,Uauxo, ,cai ,f,9,pa,y•v•is I K,jp•s 'Epm1H ... , and the impres
sive invocation at S. Aj. 835-7 i<a,\,;i ll' &pwyocis Tas &,( T< 11ap9lvous / &.( 9' 
OpWoas 1r&v.,a Tdv {jpoTois 110.81]. / 0~1,&vas 'EpwiJs TavU1108as. 

316. o.lo.i: like A. Sept. 1054, but cf. also He/. 191/212 (lw lw ... and a/ai 
alai • .. as corresponding stanza-openings) and HF rn28/31 (332•). [West 
(BICS 1981, 68-9) proposes alav,is for the responsion with lw z.;; 332, 
comparing A. E11m. 416 Nu1<Tos alavij TlKva, and the phrase-pattern of He[. 
I 451-2 tl>o{viaoa l:11lwvuls J, Tax,ia Kw'll'a. But (11) a/aiis, in itself, metrically 
superior (W. gives no parallel for the proposed mol J 2cr Ill); (b) A. Stpt. 
1054 rf>•u rf>•ii .•• is supportive of a/ai (even if post-Aeschylean, E. could 
have had that passage in mind); (c) why should not Or.316-23 be 'lament' 
preceding the prayer ( the general theme being deprecatio11, not 'invoca
tion')?] 

:317-18. 6po11u611: cf. 45•, 257, 260•, 837. 1TT1po♦opo1: cf. 275-6*, and He[. 
167-8 'll'Tfpor/,opo1 ... Xllovos ,copa, (to the Sirens). 1TOTVlcill11: implying 
both a,,.va{ (4rn*) and Auoadll,s (like the mad Potnian mares ofGlaucus, 
cf. Eon P/i. 1124); cf. 38•. Though earlier attestation is lacking, the Erinyes 
may have been anciently 'll'orviall,s as an aspect or their association with 
Demeter and Persephone, from whom Potniae in Boeotia took its name ( cf. 
E. Wiist in RE Suppl. 8 (1956), 94-101, Dietrich 100 ff.; the Erinyes arc 
daughtersofPersephone in /1. Orp/i. 29.6and 70.3-4). At Ba. 664 this 'Fury' 
epithet is applied to human maenads (similarly as .,,,.va( and Auaadll,s), as 
the converse of the 'baechic' language used so frequently in Or. ( cf. Ba. 977; 
260*). . 

319-ll0. uJ3u,cx1uTOV ... 8lac,ov: a favourite type ofoxymoron (147 r.•, 16,;1-
5*), cf. 621 dv11,f,alarq, 1,up(, 1492 a9upao, . .. {Jd,cxa, (Breitenbach 236-8, 
Diggle, PCP/iS 1974, 11-12); the Furies' 'coven' (here indefinite in 
number, cf. 408*) is at once like and unlike a 9{aaos ofmacnads; unlike, in 
that Dionysiac 'madness' was properly ajoy/111 'ecstasy'. cXuxcT': i.e. as the 
'portion' allotted by Moipa, cf. 963-4 •. iv ... yoo1s: the formulaic 'tears 
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and lamentation' arc darkly 'funereal' in this context (cf. the association 
with 'Night' in 1103-41 also S. OT 29-30). 

3111-3. 111>.liyxpwHt: er. Hee. 1106 (of the R. Styx); -xpws need h;tvc no 
reference to skin, er. Ph. 138 di\i\oxpws o,ri\0101, and LSJ xpws II. 2. 
Eli11tvl&1,: see 38•. a.tH ... : certainly from poetic &~,, not 'and who'; 
reflecting, like Hee. 444-5 aiJpa ... ,fr, ... 1toµ{Cns, a traditional hymnic 
use (which may includefurther predications, where 'who also ... ' makes 
sense, e.g. h. Hymn. 22.3); cf. C.J. Ruijgh, Aulourde'-r,lpiqu,' (1971) 1 1003. 
' ... who gallop the far-spreading (or auenuatcd) alB{ip': a striking phrase. 
The acc. is of'space traversed' (like 'sailing the sea', KG i 312-13); d11a
perhaps both 'up' and 'on high'. The 'aether-galloping', by no means 
implicit in the ancient epithet -/i•po,f,oi-r,s (II. 9. 571, 19. 87), is complemen
tary to the more familiar 'chthonian' attributes; a development of the idea 
that the Erinyes are /3po-roa,clmo, (A. Eum. 499) and .,,1.,9• dpwaa, (S. Aj. 
836), like Zeus and the Sun (West on Hes. Op. 267), with a cosmic role as 
agents of .!l{,c.,,; er. Heraclitus 894, h. O,ph. 69. 10-11. TovTa.vaovallip': cf. 
,roi\1011 alBlp' 1376 ('white'), d11' dypcl11 ... alBlp' Ion 796 ('moist', extended 
to 'dewy' in Ba. 865; it is interesting that Hsch. includes dypos among his 
glosses on-ravaos). The epithet here (imitated by Menander, Sam. 326, in a 
context of tragic echoes) seems to combine old and new ideas: the sky 
-rl-ra-ra, ( er. vu/ Od. 11. r 91 d~p Hcs. Op. 549, a(y,\1/ S. Phil. 831), needing 
'long strides' to traverse it (cf. -ra11,l,,08,s); but alB{ip is also 'allenuated' like 
,rup (er. Empedocles 884. 51 11; for alB{ip/,ri,p in E., er. Diggle, Studies 94). 
The article has 'attention-focusing' force (like Lat. ill,), er. 974, 1001, El. 
435, He/. 1454, Ba. 404, 1156; a frequent use in E.'s lyrics with proper or 
quasi-proper names, and here reflecting his characteristic interest in alB{ip/ 
Al8-qp (er. Bond on HF510). 6111ra>.>.1c,8': the equine metaphor (er. JA 226 
1rapE1r1Ui\,-ro, of Achilles 'galloping alongside' a chariot) is generally 
appropriate to sky-ranging deities (1003-4•, Jon 1151, IT 1138, Ph. 211 f., 
etc.) and particularly apt to the 'nightmarish' Erinyes (cf. the anciently 
equine Demeter-Erinys; Dietrich 127 ff.). at1111TOS T1vu111va1 &l1e11v: 'exacl• 
i11g the penalty due for bloodshed', er. Mtd. 261 8(,c1111 -rwv8' dv-r,-r,laaaBa, 
1Caitw11. -r111uµ,11a1 ef,011011 means the same (IT 78, It. 15. 116, etc.), i.e. 
'punishing/avenging blood'. Iterative pleonasm is common in dochmiacs; but 
this is also anaphora of a type in which one docs not expect the repeated 
word to change its sense ('split anadiplosis', 142-3*). Wccklein was right, I 
think, to prefer the less obvious variant ,f,dvou (sc. 8(,...11); the second 
-r111ilµ,11a1 is then simply equivalent to 'and' (so X, -r,µwplav i\aµflo.vouaa, 
w,p Cl;f'CITOS Kal ,f,011ou). 

3114-31, The whole stanza is largely compounded of verbal echoes (like 
musical motifs), but especially in these lines: ltiaa-r' (238), 1Ki\a8'a8a, 
(231), i\ilaaas µov,o.8os (254, 270), w -rtii\as (156), ,f,,u µoxBwv (161), 
-rpl1ro8os ( 164), li\a,co li\a,c• ( 162). 

3114. 1eal11ecT1uo11a1 bis: the weighty anadiplosis (of a whole dochmius) is a 
special feature echoed in 339•; cf. ,cii-rii\iijad-ri bis S. fr. 730b. 11 R. (West, 
GM 110). 
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3115-7. er. also HF 1043-4 Maa-r' lK>.a8fo8a, KOKWV. +om1>.cou: cf. A. PV 598 
(likewise with long ii), S. Tra. 980 </,omi8a 811v~v voaov; ,/,01-r(a)-words in 
contexts of madness reflect an ancient ambivalence: the mad person 4,o,-r4 
(cf. Hp. 143, 4,o,-ras Ba. 165) under the influence of a daemonic 'visitation' 
(Bond on HF846; note that at Hp. 169 the idea of beneficial visitation by 
the sane goddess Artemis gives a paradoxical concluding point). [For the 
suffix -aMos, see Schwyz. i. 484. ,f,01-riiMos is not anomalous, from stem 
,f,o,-ra-; rather, ,f,o,-ra.Mos in later authors is a shortening influenced by 
words like d.pyaMos. LSJ needs correction.]. 

3118. 61Mx8•<1: 'having put your hand to' (302-3*); perhaps with a play on the 
name 'Orestes' (following Tu>.cis = -rA,j,.wv), Or, is addressed in terms 
'etymologically' appropriate to him, the predication taking the place of his 
name. E. was much given to such 'name-plays' (which had an ancient 
heritage, e.g. 1roJluVElKf/S 'of much strife'), not seldom with a sophisticated 
allusiveness; cf. 72,956, 1635 (and, in general, M. Fuochi,S/FC 1898, 273-
318). lpp•,1:=&.\.\uoa,, cf. Ion 699, He{. 1220. 

3119-31. In one breath, 'having accepted words oracularly uttered by 
Phoebus from (his sacred) tripod at the sacred floor where .. .'. Tpltro6os 
'"O is naturally taken d1ro KOIVOU. a.eu1&.vo1: cf. Boils 192-3 •. The doubled 
lJlaKov l>.a11• (as in 162) is attested by P. Bero!., and balanced by &>.>.ov 
l-rrpov (345-7*). For the 'environmental' use of&vu (the character of the 
locale enhancing the point, here 'paradoxical incongruity'), cf. Ion 1494 
dvd 8' av-rpov lpfll'ov, Hp. 17, Hel. 180. For 6u,.•6ov 'holy ground, floor' (E., 
not A. or S.), see Barrett on Hp. 230. 

331. tvci 1&•061&♦ci>.o, . .. 1&uxo<: cf. 591, /on 461-2 ,Z,o,/3-,j,os lv8a I'as / 
l'•ao,.,f,a>.os Ja-rla, The phrasing here hovers round the idea 'hearth', the 

l'uxol being the penelralia of an uniquely sacred 'house'. For Delphi as the 
'central boss' (as ofa circular shield, cf, 1377-9*) or alternatively 'navel' of 
Earth, cf. Pi. Py. 4· 74, Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 1056. >.cyoYTCl&: i.e. ,lalv (ws 
My,-ra,), implying 'famously', cf. Barrett on Hp. 121-2; 11J111Cta8a, is used 
similarly ( 1402•) implying KJllos. [µuxol ycis codd., corr. Triclinius (Turyn 
191); Wilamowitz removed a similar gloss at A. PV 433.] 

332-8. The antistrophe opens (after an exdam.) with a question which 
continues as a 'pitying' statement introducing an important new idea 
('some d.Jlaa-rwp', combined with a mention of'the House', looking forward 
to olKov 345). The structure is like IA 1036 If. -rlv' ap' • .• laxav; 
lfr' . .. (clearly the best punctuation therc,pa" Murray). The place for the 
question-mark here, likewise before a big rel. clause, is at ... a• -rov ,.o,,ov; 
(so Aid., Canter). 

3311. lw Z•ii (Ji cod. Ryl., Tricl.): cf. 316•. There is a similar rcsponsion in a 
dochmiac context, with similar uncertainty whether to keep lw (scanned 
iw) at HF 1028 ,/,Eu ,/,Eu· / ... ~1031 lw Z«ii· / .. , Di B. argues for the 
synecphonesis, comparing 976 i<ii iw . .. ~ 965 iiix"ii(-rw) ..• and citing 
other passages where edd. (on his view, unnecessarily) alter lw to Ji. But J, 
(codd. lw) is now attested in a papyrus at 976, and should be read here too. 
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For the purely exclamatory idiom (not 'apostrophe'), cf. Ph." 1290 lw z.;;, 
lw I'a. (there almost certainly aba) and El. 137 J, z,;; Z•u (similal'ly 
preceded and followed by address to Orestes). 

333-4. fTLS ·~•os, Tlst ar 6.ywv / ♦ov,os lpxua, , .. ; Edd. compare 832 and 
968 for the strange sense of l>.,os (apparently 'pitiable suffering'; properly 
'pity' or 'expression of pity'); but the latter is quite different (apart from the 
coincidence of J3'lp,c•-ra.,), and the former much easier (see ad loc.). Some 
take lw z,;;, .-ls l>.,os; as an independent sentence (so E; cf. Paley 'what pity 
will there be?', Wedd 'what mercy is there?'). That is certainly wrong 
(excluded by the anaphora with isometric phrases, if by nothing else). 
There is a further problem in the question as a whole, since what the 
Chorus want to know is not what the dywv troubling Or. is (they know 
that), but what the grievous harvest will be. [That argument l owe toj .D.; 
previously I had thought of getting rid of the odd l>.,os by writing .-{ a• 
lllos ... ; { TICEAEOC). The right kind of sense, I now think, would be 
given by something like (-r{v' ls li.,c,a., T{v') o3' dywv / </>ov,os lp,cua., / 
llotiCwv a• -rov p.l>.,ov; For the anaphora with -rlv-repeated, cf. Digglc's fine 

emendation at Hp. 826 (-rlv, My'f', -rti>.a.s, .-lv, .-.;,ca.v alll,v .. . ;); for the use 
of ls ('so as to end in'), Ba. 1161 ... Jf.,rpafa..-• / ls aTovov ls 3ti,cpua.; 8.,c•a. 
'griefs', Mtd. 1105, El. 11911, IT 197, Hel. 364, IA 1334, etc. The false (-rls) 
l>.<os ... probably owes something to the superficially similar l>-•os l>.•os 
06' lpxua., (968), in another 'pitying' context.) 

335-6. 8oatwv: cf. 1542; a vox Euripidta in various trans. and intrans. senses 
related to a root sense 'ply swiftly' (Dodds on Ba. 65 and 219). We know 
that Or. is 3pop.a.ios (45*); but something like (ls 8.,c<o.) in 333 would help 
to clarify the participle here.+ 8a&epua 8a&epua, ..• _: 'tears on tears', cf. Hel. 
195 3a,cpuo. 3&,cpualp.o, </>lpu,v; a favourite type ofparegmenon, cf. 589, 764, 
816, 1257, 1308, Ph. 1495, S. OT 175, El. 235 (KG i 444, Breitenbach 223, 
Kannicht on Hel. 366). The 'pitying' point of the figure here is that the 
recently witnessed visitation is a grief not to be viewed in isolation from 
previous griefs. aupjla~~- (the subject following in 337) adds a metaphor 
of convergent streams (so E, citing//. 4. 453), as it were made to converge 
upon Or. by the d>.tia.-wp. 

337-8, With the traditional text, the 'tears on tears' are caused for Or. by 
'some d>.&a-rwp bringing into the house your mother's blood, which 
maddens you'. But there arc strong grounds for rejecting it {apart from the 
clumsiness of appending a big object-phrase after an i\lterlacement of 
object-, vb- and subject-phrases beginning at 6ti1tpua. 335): (a) the blood is 
already a pollution in the house, not presently being brought into it by the 
visitant; (b) P. Vind. has (,ca.-ro>.o]c/>upop.c11 p.o.npoc [a.,p.o. ca.c] / [o c 
o.vo./3]9,c,c•uu o p.<yo.c [o>./3oc ou] / [p.ov,p.o]c ..• , a sequence unintelligible 
unless 'your mother's blood' was the object of 'I bewail' in that ancient 
tradition (following clause-end at d>.oOT<lpu,v). So Longman argued (CQ, 
1962, 61 ff.). [He went on less cogently to argue (a) that P. Vind must be 
followed because its word-order is guaranteed by the associated music (sec 
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further on 338 below); (b) that 337 is to be remedied by writing 1rop•6wv T< 
a' . .. ('and conveying you to a/the house of d,\dOTop•s'; a hypothetical 
periphrasis for 'hell' justly contested by Di. B.).] 

337. f,ropcuwvt Tlt it 86140v ckAaoT6pwv: style (the intcrlacement mentioned 
above) then favours a stop, at least a comma. What we need is an intrans. 
vb. I had thought of,ro,\ulwv ( =<f>o,rwv), whenj.D. suggested xop•uwv as 
an alternative. The former might well have been used (with ls lloµov) in the 
sense 'haunting', cf. A. PV 645-6 o,f,Els lvvuxo• ,rw.\•uµ•va, ls ,rap8,vwvas 
and the adj. VUKT1ffo.\os (vu,m,ro,\wv l<f,ollwv Ion 1049, VUKTl1'0.\01s . .. 
{U1<xa1s ibid. 718). (-)xop•u•iv (trans. and intrans.) is used in contexts of 
madness (582, HF871, 879, cf. 889) as a synonym of(-)Pa1<x•um (338, HF 
897, etc.), and cf. A. Ag. 1186 f. [xop•uwv actually appears in l:' (Schw. i 
134. 12), though perhaps as a fortuitous error.] 

Tlt ... ck>.aoT6pwv: a frequent type of phrase, cf. 1668-9, Hp. 820, IA 
878 1 T•s 11,wv Hee. 163, etc. dMaTop•s, overlapping with lp,vv•s (38•), are 
supernatural powers, sometimes incarnate, associated with calamity, 
usually punitive and effecting the downfall ofa House (in relation to such 
concepts as ,1.,,..,, and vtµ,a,r; sec esp. Pearson on Ph. 1556, Bond on HF 
1234, Fraenkclon A. Ag. 1501, Dodds,G&/31, 40, 186).it 80140v: 'into the 
House' (70•). [The pl. Bop.our (llcSµov cod. Ryl., Tricl., Z,•1•) is an ancient 
iambicizing error shared by P. Bero!.] 

338, lfwe now read 14aT«pos at14a ocit lit (not d) d ckval3a1<x•uu, we have at 
once a strong text and an explanation of the evidently ancient confusion. 
' ... who torments you with madness as to your mother's blood'; for the 
double acc. construction, cf. 411 • aJTal a• Pa1<x•uova, avyy,v11 <f,ovov, 423 • 
µn11.\llov a' aCµa /LTJTlpos 8,al; for the trans. use of the vb (unlike Ba. 864), 
cf. HF966, 1142, and the unique use of dvaxopfllElv in 1164. [J.D. suggests os 
a' dva/J-µaT- aCµa aas as likelier word-order. With or without that further 
change, the wrong word-order in P. Vind. can be seen as the natural 
consequence ofa credibly ancient misinterpretation ('I bewail bewail your 
mother's blood which .. .', with the facile omission ofa sigma). Note 1hat 
the resultant transposition was not metrical{,, disruptive, all the relevant 
dochmii being of the form x ...,..., - x -. If the published musical tradition 
began c.350 BC (see Introd. H iv), it is likely enough that there was some 
degree of 'arrangement' at that time (if not an entirely fresh musical 
setting); and even on the assumption that an autograph score had 
survived, the tune will probably have been given only once, attached lo the 
strophe. By contrast, the Alexandrian recension transmitted or developed 
degenerate wording in 337 (1rop,uwv, &oµous), but had the right, or a more 
nearly right, phrase-sequence (with an improved lineation); it also 
preserved the true ds a' (which remained intelligible with the true line• 
order) alongside the false d a'. Surprisingly, no commentator seems to have 
given or the attention it merits (not even editors of P. Vind., who tacitly 
disagree in their reconstructions at this crucial point).] 

339, Murray should not have accepted the transposition 340-39-41 
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(Kirchhoff), designed to produce perfect symmetry, but disrupting the 
connection between 340 and 341 ff. 1taT0Ao♦upoJAa1 icaToAo♦upoJAGI 
cannot be a mere parenthetic 'sob'. Rather, it is a weighty and pivotal verse 
(like Ka8u,1T16oµa, Ka81Kn•6oµa1 324*), at once picking up 3311-8 (sc. a•) 
and introducing 340 If. (embracing also Or.'s 'house'). (KaT)o>.o,fi6p1a8a1 
was properly used of'pil,ing lamentation', usually with acc. pers. It may 
seem strange that KOTo>.-KaTo>.-should come a line earlier in its stanza than 
Ka81K• Ka81K-; but there is compensation in that this anadiplosis corre
sponds with .,.,,Jµ,11111 ... .,,,,6µ111111 .•• 323; and cf. the imperfect sym
metry at Ba. 526-33/45-52 (with an analogous one-line shifi in the 
structural pattern), [The transposition also introduces a minor metrical 
anomaly, the new hiatus dva/jaKx16n· / d µlyas falling opposite alµaTos / 
.,,.,61uva1 (period-end without pause, Stinton, CQ 1977, 50). The objec
tions to 339-38-40 (P. Vind., Longman) are different: the asymmetry 
becomes more marked, and the Chorus are then 'pitying' the /A'ITf>OS a4,ta 
itself, rather than Or. and his house (a point missed by J. G. Griffith, JHS 
1967, 147, in contesting Di B.'s objection to the non-personal object of 
KC1To>.o~upoµat).] 

340-7. A sequence of topoi in 'high poetical' style: 'transience of human 
prosperity' (Friis Johansen 161); 'storm, shipwreck' (cf. Easterling on S. 
Anl. 586 ff., another "A.,'I context, in Dionysiaea 144-5, looking back 
beyond Aeschylus to Solon 13. 17-25 West); 'allegiance to the ancient 
ruling house' (cf. El. 876-7, Ion 1058-60). 

340. 6 JA4yas 6A!Jos: thematic, er. 4 •, 8o7, HF 511 f. 
341-4, The word-order is interlaced, for dvaTavafas 8, 8alµwv .,,s (a,lT&v) 

waTrtp >.ai~os d1taTou 808.s, KaTi1t>.ua1v (arlT.Sv) Iv M{Jpo1s &>.r8p{o,s Kuµaa, 
8,wwv ,r&vwv waTr•P Iv >.d{Jp-d>.-K6µ- ,r611Tou. The blending of image and 
reality has an Aeschylean Ravour, cf. Eum. 555-7. civci 8i.,, T1vatas: cf. 
Ba. 80 dvci ... T&Vaaawv (8upaov), here=Bpauoas (cf. Rh. 3113); for the 
tmesis, cf. Diggle on Phallhon 81 (the remarkably wide separation here is a 
feature of the interlacement). TIS .. , 8alj&WV! echoing T&S ..• d>.aa..&pwv 
337 (cf. Hee. 163-4 T&S Btwv ,j 8alµwv, Diggle, PCPhS 1969, 45); .,,s 
naturally takes the advanced/included position in the word-order proper 
to an enclitic pronoun. cilCaTou 8ois: 'pinnace', cf. Hee. 446, Tr. 1 100, 
Phaelhon 79, with epic colour in the ornamental adj. (Breitenbach 272). 
81lvwv ,rovwv: thematic, cf. 1-3•, ,ro>.u,r.Svwv {JpoTwv I 74-8*, 8n11aio111 
• , , auµ~opais 803, 816-18*, 8&µwv ,ro>.u.,&vwv 10111, etc.; note also how 
the interlacement brings together ,r&vwv and 1rd11Tou, surely not a fortuitous 
assonance (cf. M. W. Silk, Interaction in Paelic Imagery (1974), 173-93). 
Aa!Jpo11: a traditional 'storm' adj.,cr. 6g7 (of violent lire), HF1153,861; the 
two reinforcing epithets in 344 are stylistically like those in 3117. 

345""7· T(va tycip h1 t ... cr£'9o8ca( JA• xP"il Such questions with ;.,, are 
equivalent to statements with o/J,cc.,,, cf. S. Ant. 9211 f. .,/ x"'1 µE.,.,,, ~ua"'l"o" 
lr 8to~ 1.,, fl>.l1m11; (Ant. 1296 Tls &pa Tls flE .,&.,µos 1.,, 1rEp1µl1111; is different, 
the context showing ;.,, 10 be equivalent to ,rp,So..,,, etiam). But the 
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implication here is absurd: 'hitherto it has been right to honour other 
houses rather than that of Tantalus.' ln is not merely an unwanted 
addition to the question 'What house rather than ... is it right for me to 
honour?', but ruinous to its logic. I include yap in the obeli for two reasons: 
(a) though acceptably explained by E ('I lament ... for •. .'), it is not the 
obviously right connective following 341-4; (b) it is hard to emend lr, 
without emending ydp as well (Brunck's •l,r(,rapor, supposedly 
= l,r(,rpoofJ,11, is too unlikely for consideration). The right sense would be 
given by rl11a 8i ,,.(va ... ; which could have been corrupted by way of ,,.(,,a 8' 
lr, . •. ; triapos: 'rather, sooner' (LSJ s.v. A. 6), a rare epic-lyric equivalent 
of,rp&o6111in that sense; cf. M,d. 650, IT656 (the sense in the latter is both 
'prius' and 'potius', /""' Platnauer). The royal house descended from 
Tantalus and the gods ranks lint in order of precedence. olKov t(li>.>.ov) 
(bcpov)t: di\i\011 lrtpov is a standard kind of pleonasm (Collard on Su. 573; 
Diggle, Gnomon 1974, 747 and Studi,s 14 f.). But the odd behaviour of the 
MSS just at the point where the metre is open to question (p. 138) must 
give one pause. I suspect that E. may have written ol1<011 di\i\&rp,ov here, as 
in Ion 607. The corruption (perhaps variously to di\,\011 or ;,,.,po11) can be 
explained by the following ii, The sense will have seemed to be 'other than' 
to anyone who overlooked that~ can depend on ,rtl,~ ( cf. S. El. 82-3 µ.,,a;., 
trpdo8,11 ~ ,,.a Ao/lou ""pwµc8' lp&,..,, and KG ii 301 ff., esp. 305 on Med. 
loc. cit.). lcoyovwv: 'such that there is divine descent'; Tantalus was 
himself 8•dyovor (5•, S. Ant. 834); he also married Dione, a daughter of 
Atlas (L'). 

ACT TWO: 348-806 
An exceptionally long spoken sequence, which combines c. 370 trimeters 

(surpassed in extant tragedy only by Hel. 698-1106) with a further c. 85 
tetrameters. There are four scenes, demarcated by entrances and exits: 356 
{enter Men.)-455, 470 (enter Tynd.)-629 (exit Tynd.), 632-716 (exit 
Men.), 729 {enter Pyl.)-8o6. 348-55 introduces Men. in anapaests; 456-
69, 630-1 and 717-28 are different types of'link-passage' ( cf. 126-39, 2o8-
1 o). Central (scenes 2-3) is the formal contest of speeches between Or. and 
Tynd., and Or. 's abortive appeal to Men.; a compound dy,J,11 handled with 
consummate mastery of dramatic form (Collard, G&R 1975, 61, 69 ff.), 
while suspensefully fulfilling the essential plot-requirement that the appeal 
to Men. should 'shockingly' fail (lntrod. C ii). Before and after the dyw11 we 
have substantial scenes (Or. and Men., with a long and intricate 
stichomythia; Or. and Pyl. in pacy tetrameters) of effectively contrasting 
character. Throughout the Act, Orestes the Matricide (392) provides a 
fixed focus for the tense interplay of ideas and personalities, remaining in 
his sick-bed until he finally leaves it with Pyl.'s help to go to the Argive 
Assembly. 

348-55. A mere approach-announcement would be unusual, following a 
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strophic ode (R. Hamilton, HSPh 1978, 69). Here we have also a 
'salutation' like El. 994-7 (cf. Taplin 73, 1187); and, as in 456-8*, the 
Chorus-leader enunciates important themes. Men.'s 'royalty' is empha
sized (a matter of status, rather than clearly defined power); he is also 
hailed as a/Jpos and ulTuxciiv (two features which associate him with Helen 
and distance him from both Or. and Tynd.); a marked contrast with 
Men.'s entry 'in rags' in Hel. 

348-51. ical l't\v ... 681 Ii,\ •.. : formulaic, cf. Su. 980 (Diggle, S1udi1s 116-7). 
The text is corrupt in 349: iioM'fia.{Jpoaiivn is not an acceptable 
synecphonesis; while ,ro,\tl Ii' ... is unidiomatic (,roi\tl 11,ji\os is ill-supported 
by Hel. 161 310,f,dppus ,ro.\il, an easy extension from ,ro,\tl 3,a,f,ipnv). We 
should, I think, read ,roi\usa/Jpoa,l,,n, followed by a comma. For1ro.\us 'high 
and mighty', cf. 11100 '9" ,ra.\us 1rapjj (likewise of Men.), and other passages 
cited by Barrett on Hp. 1, notably µlyas 1tal ,ra.\ils Hdt. 7. 14 and Ar. Av. 
488 (respectively of Xerxes and of the crested Persian Bird); for the 
construction with dat., cf. Tr. 6741r.\o&IT'f' Tc rcd.v3pc(q. ,.1ya.,, SN, 608 cilTux(q. 
Aa,.,rp&v (KG i 439-40). A similar use of ,ro.\ils seems to have been 
corrupted at IA 9511 "9 El1ru.\os lOTa, t1rcS.\,st (,ro.\ils Musgrave). d.fJpoau"'I is 
'delicacy, refinement, luxury' (cf. Xenophanes B3 d.{Jpoailvas Ill µalM•Tcs 
d,.,,,,f,,Mas ,rapa. Auliciiv; W.J. Verdenius, Mn,mosyn, 1g611, 3911-3); and it is 
the Croesus-like combination of 'felicitous royalty' and d.flpoaillf7/ (with 
'Asiatic' connections) that makes Men. 'visibly Tantalid' ( cf. 4-1 o•). As he 
grandly advances, Mc:n. may be: visibly d.fJpofJa"ls (cf. Tr. 8111, A. Pers. 
1073), with a partly or wholly Phrygian•style retinue:; more certainly he: 
has d.{JpoailVf/ of hair (387•, 15311) and apparel. For the Chorus, the 
'Tan ta lid' features are a matter for reverence: ( cf. 345-7). For the Athenian 
audience, the 'luxury' will have been a more questionable merit, but not 
such as immediately 10 alienate them from Men., any more than from the 
'Lydian' and d.{Jpds Dionysus in Ba. (vis-a-vis the puritanical Pentheus). 
Athenians could accept praise of themselves as dflpws flalvovus (Med. 830); 
and one may think of the resplendent figure of Alcibiades, shortly (the 
following year) to be: welcomed home from triumphs in Asia. But, 
undeniably, d{Jpoau"'I in a man is consistenl willi the µa.\arcla that Men. will 
reveal. 

350-1. ~piota1: epexegetic, cf. Ba. 1019 (KG ii 15). """ Tanaluliwv . . ,: the 
less obvious Toii (Dio, also Sch.t Od. 4. 95) seems likely to be: right (for the 
phrase-pattern, cf. 1494•), but not the Doricized TaVTaA,llciv. 

3511-5. Men.'s 'consorting with cdTuxla' is thematic, especially in contrast 
with Or. (cf. 1552-3); but the ,xagg,rated µarcap,o,.&s (as in El. 988-97) is 
also ominous of3uoTllxla to come. x1>.1~11uv: cf. An. 1o6,,/T 141, Rh. 2611, 
Fraenkel on A. Ag. 45; the famous 'thousand' reduces the total of 1,186 
ships in the Iliadic Catalogue (rounded up to 1,1100 in Th. 1. 10). xuip': 
with the common play on the lit. meaning 'be glad, happy', cfi I oll3r4, Hte. 
4116-7, Pli. 618, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1151 ff. aliTos: perhaps both 'as the 
prime exemplar' (of tdTuxla) and 'with no need of good wishes from me'. 
8161w: cf. 160•. 
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356-79. 356-9: Men. 'addresses the house' (cf. HF 523-4, A. Ag. 810 ff.) with 
mixed feelings of joy and grief. 360-74: 'explanatory monologue' (cf. Hel. 
386 If., also Ba. 215 ff. where Pentheus long delays his observation of 
Tciresias and Cadmus; Mastronarde 26). 375-9: 'request to the Chorus for 
information' (cf. Ph. 277 ff.; Taplin 86). An overtly conventional entry
speech; but the traditional-sounding narrative in 360-74 has a very 
surprising climax. Men. reveals that he had already received supernatural 
intelligence of Ag.'s death during his voyage to Greece, but had reached 
Nauplia still thinking to find Cl. and Or. ,JTvxouvTas a11d lo embrace them. The 
expectation is intelligible if at that stage Men. knew only that Ag. was dead; 
it is absurd (whether Men. is an honourable man or a villain), ifhe also 
knew that Ag. had been murdered by Cl. We cannot plausibly account for 
such an absurdity as a 'false note' designed to give a clue to Men. 's 'falsity of 
character'; for E. cannot have intended to suggest that Men. (the epitome 
of oo</,ln) is an idiot. We should therefore, with Degani (28-30, and QJFG 
1968, 46-8) and Reeve (iii 155), accept Dindorf's dr.letion of361, without 
which the passage makes excellent sense. The subtler 'character' points 
that then emerge from the speech arc: (a) that Men. is a man primarily 
concerned with polarized 'pleasure/pain' ('joy/grief') and 'good/bad 
fortune'; (b) the griefs/8voTvxta, that matter to him are the already 
lamented death of Ag. and the currently appalling murder of Cl., Helen's 
sister; (iii) Men. has presumably heard (at Nauplia) wiry Or. killed Cl., but 
that aspect of the matter is, for the moment, an irrelevance (as for Helen in 
71-125), to be considered only after Or.'s claim at 416 to have acted in 
obedience to Apollo's oracle; cf. 425•. 

356-7. w 8wµu: the Palace of the Atrcidae is still Men. 's 'home' in a sense, 
despite 63-5. Tti µiv .. , Tti B . , .: adverbial (modal), cf. (?) Ph. 1478-9 
(also n p.•• ... n /U ... Tr. 831). 

358-9. kUKAftl • , . cl>.1x8c,ouv: 'encircled', cf. 444; a characteristic locution 
(Pearson on Ph. 710 f., Bond on Hyps. 1 ii 27), perhaps developed from 
1CU1CA<p JMoo<&vofchoric movement (cf. /T t rn3, Ph. 234-6, JA rn55; 171 *). 
~8Mws: scarcely, ifat all, better than d.8Mo,s in sense (for the latter, cf. Tr. 
489 d8Mwv KaKuw; Ph. 1639 is probably il.8Aoo1 (Barnes) Ka,cois); but 
corruption is more likely to have proceeded towards dl/Mo,s. 

36o-[1-]iJ. 'I was (already) aware of Agamemnon's (unhappy) death, while 
(still) approaching Cape Malea; for .. .'. The main emphasis is on the 
name, antithetic to 'Oplur71v 1ra,8a ... Kai p.71Tlpa (371-2), f.'IV looking 
forward to the 81 in 369; for the caesura before yo.p, cf. 912, Htc. 736, Hel. 
1178 (Descroix 286; Diggle, Studies 9). t\ff&oTciµ'lv: impcrf. in force (not 
'learnt'). Tuxus: euphemistic for a lamented death, cf. Bo•. Mu>.cq.: the 
traditional (often stormy) 'first sight of Greece' for warriors returning from 
Troy to the Pcloponnese (Cyc. 18, Hel. 1132; Od. 3. 287). For Men.'s 
ignorance of Ag. 's death till this late stage of his vooTos, cf. the absence 
(surely not fortuitous) of any reference to Ag. and Cl. in Hel.; in the Odyss~ 
Men. had learnt something (but not everything) from Proteus in the isle of 
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Pharos. The interpolator doubtless intended 361 (see 356-79*) as a 
'clarification' (,rpos oa,/>,jvuav), er. 370•. 

362-5. lie 11• icu146.T111v ••. : the 3l is epexegetic (GP 169), introducing a 
parenthetic explanation. E. is not here following the best known 
(Odyssean) story; the 'prophetic sea-god Glaucus' nonetheless has a 
traditional air and may be another feature taken from Stesichorus (268-
74 •, 275-6•, 432*); for the complex mythological associations ofGlaucus, 
cf. the frs. of Aesch. 's lost I'Aau1<os l16vnos and I'Aau1<os lloTv&Eus, OS 4. 48. 
6, Sch. Pl. Rep. 6110, Ov. Met. 13. go6 ff. (RE vii (1910), 14o8-13). o 
vauTiA01a1 1&livT1s: cf. Htt. 11167 & 8pr,/l µdVT1s (KG i 428). l1&+avws 
ICQTGOTa81is: cf. Hdt. 7. 29 ls o,f,,v T~V ,,.~., l<GTQOTds; like s. Tra. 6o8 
,/>av,prls lµ,/>avws (s.v.l.) o-rafJ,(s, but appropriately here with the colourless 
,cafJla-raofJa, (only the upper halfofGI. may have been visible i,c ,cuµd-rwv); 
the variant 1rapaa-ra61ls reflects the epic ,t,., ,rapaa-rJ.s. 

366-7. ic1iTa1 ... lave/iv: the clear statement of Ag.'s -ru,ca, which Men. 
thereafter 'knew'. AouTpoiotv, .. ,ravu1n6.To1s: a riddling ('oracular') 
yp,,/>os which Men. had no reason to interpret as 'slain by his wife', 
implying that only for those already familiar with the story: Ag. died in his 
bath, and (as it were simultaneously) received there his wife's funeral 
ablutions, cf. Denniston on El. 157. mpHrcawv: especially of bad -ril,cm 
(Hee. 498, fr. 460 d-rn), but not necessarily of violent death. All Men. could 
certainly infer from Glaucus' words (which E. has gone out of his way to 
give verbatim) was that Cl. had survived her husband. 

36g. ,roAAwv: for the enjambment (with strong emphasis on the overlapping 
word), cf. 527-8•. Nau,rAias: cf. Htl. 1586 (which refutes the common 
interpretation that Men. had altered ,011,se to Nauplia); +au111 xlovos, cf. 
Hel. 522, A. CA. 182 (likewise of homecoming). 

(370). Another inorganic line, awkwardly disrupting the clause 'But when I 
reached Nauplia, expecting .. .' (forcing us to take 3o,cwv • •• with 
l,c>.uov ••• 373-4); moreover the extra temporal point is quite uncalled-for 
(the fact that Men. got the news from sailors suggests that he got it the 
moment he reached Nauplia). It looks as if someone thought to enhance 
the recentness of the news, while including an unnecessary reminder of 
Helen's movement (one thinks of the actors who in the Prologue, 57 If.•, 
made a spectacular and more r,c,nl feature ofHelen's arrival from Nauplia); 
feeling also, perhaps, that the uxorious Men. ought to mention Helen in his 
entry speech. 

371--3. ♦l>.11101: at once 'meis' (cf. Barrett on Hp. 199) and~,/>,Ma,s (LSJ 
,/>(>.os 11. 1). ,r1ptpa>.1iv (25•, Boo*): fut. inf. (cf. 1527•). 

373-4. Cf. El. 452-3 l1<>.udv -rivos lv >.,µlaw/ Nau1r>.lo,s JJ,flw-ros. c\A1TUfflllY 
(Mosch.): i.e. mariners as 'beaters of the sea' (cf. the epic ,roAn}v cii\a -ru,r-rov 
lp,-rµo,s), from d>.,-rilffos (like &po-rooos A. Sept. 86), not dM-ru,ros 'sea
beaten' (as A. Pers. 945). d.voo,ov ♦ovov: cf. lpyov dvoa,.:.-ra-rov 286; Men. is 
certainly referring (pace Degani) to the matricide, not to Cl. 's bloody deed 
(nor yet ambivalently to both ,/>ovo,), as the continuation confirms. 
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375--6, w v1av1S.1: cf. Ph. 302, Ba. 1079, IA 1467. d1r0,,-': leading vbs likeMyw, 
ollia are ofien placed between parts of the subordinate clause, cf. 600, Held. 
719, IT1072-3,S. OT1251 (KGii599,Bruhn98). &uci&dv' ITA11KaKa: a 
straightforward reference to the (aforesaid) 'shocking matricide'; lrA1/ 
'brought himself to perform' (not, in this context, 'suffered'; for r,\~va, 811v& 
cf. lT868-9; rd 8uv& ibid. 924, 1366etc., Bruhn 50). It is in character, as.& 
observes, that Men. does not say something like os ,iµuv• r<i> ffllrp(; but his 
emotional reaction is scarcely the direct indication of 110Vf/pl11 for which ,& 
takes it, by no means excluding the possibility of sympathy with th~ rA~µw• 
agent (cf. 35•). 

377-9. The 'inability to recognize' (confirming the lapse of some seventeen 
years) is reminiscent of El. 283, even as 378 is like El. 14. For the very 
common duplication ofliv in 379, cf. 714-15•, Barrett on Hp. 270, S. OT 
339, etc. (Bruhn 65). [lfJA1111ov Masch.; Turyn 110.J 

38o-4. Or.'s first appeal (cf. 448-55*). Without seeing Or. in his sick-bed, 
Men. must have come within 'touching' range, with his back turned to Or. 
as he addresses the Chorus; an effective combination of the traditional 
mechanics of supplication (J. Gould, JHS 1973, 74-103) with the surprise 
effect ofan intervention from behind (cf. 71). 

380, &v l0Top1i1: 'inquire about'; normally a thing, but cf. Tr. 262,Jebb on S. 
OT I 150, I 156. 

381. iKwv lyw 001 . . ,: Or. paradoxically volunteers to 'lay information' 
(µ,,vuuv) against himself; for the false variant '11/l'avw, cf. Ph. 1218. 

3811-:3, Exquisite, and otherwise difficult, language for the supplication-topos 
(cf. 290•). 1rpwToA .. o. (int. acc.) 9,yyavw: the general sense 'as the first act 
of my supplication' is clear enough; it is less clear what, ifany, contribution 
•Afla makes to the meaning. The word occurs here first, and next in 
Lycophron. The interpretation ,i,,,&pyµara (Hsch.) enhances the religious 
nature of Or.'s act, as to which there may also be a resonance from 
1'por,,\na 'preliminary rite(s)' (IA 433, 718; Fraenkel on A. Ag. 65,226). 
But Or. might also be meaning that he is 'claiming his rightful first portion' 
(like the lion in Aesop's fable); and there may well be a sophisticated 
double point, with another ypitpos to follow. 

383, ' ... as a suppliant, attaching (lo your knees, cf. IA 1216) prayers ofa 
leaHess mouth'. a♦uAAou: because Or.'s prayerful mouth is unsupported 
by the sacred bough customarily borne by ,.,/To, (E, citing ll. 1. 14; er. Friis 
Johansen-Whittle on A. S11. 656-7 u,roaKlwv J., aroµ,hwv,Jebb on S. OT 
3); but th

0
e va~iant a,t/>u~~ous (E•) coul~ ~:II be right, giving a pattern like 

Ion 959 011<rpa ,ro}.}.a aroµaror JK{1aAoua '"'I· 
384. awaov tl : cf. IT 1084, Hel. goo, 956 and puaot ,., in similar supplications 

at An. 575, Hyps. 60.28 . .S.♦i£a, 8 ... i, K0.1pov . .. : cf. Hyps. 60. 27 Ka&pov 
ydp ,jKflS Tois lµoia,v Iv KaKoir. But, as Jackson argued (MS 190), KGKWY 
should be taken as governed by awaol µ. 'here (across a parenthesis), rather 
than with 1<aipov (for which there is no satisfactory parallel); for the 8,d 
µlaou parenthesis, cf. Al. 1085 ,cpovos µ11Aa{<1, vtiv 8' lfJ' -l,{J&a1<fl, KaKov, etc. 
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(Bruhn 98-9). We should also probably accept arlT&v (Schaefer), in line 
with s. Aj. I 168 ,cal ,..,,v ls arl-rov ,ca,poP ol'll• trA.,alo,, though arlTOS is 
defensible in itself('the very man', sc. to save me). 

385-.t.47. The goal of this stichomythia, among the most 'intellectual' and 
intellectually demanding in Greek tragedy, is the pitying conclusion J, 
,.1>.1os, -q,ms au,.,(,opris Is Toi1axaTOP (447) as the cue for Or.'s second 
appeal. Men. is shocked by Or. 's deed (376) and appearance, but properly 
concerned to determine the full extent of his troubles, in terms both of his 
'disease' and of his political peril. His altitude is apparently sympathetic 
and rationally inquisitorial ('doctor-like', cf. 399), and he displays tolerant 
moderation and ao,f,{a in the face of some patience-testing sophistry 
(quibbling, rather in the manner of Hamlet) from his nephew. Only 
perhaps in retrospect arc we aware of the subtly 'negative' touches (423/ 
4*, 425*) in line with Men.'s later conduct. 

385~. w 8coi: cf. Al. 1123, Htl. 71, 569,:, ,f,wa,(,&p' 'E,cd.Tf/, ,,.,.,,. ,(,aa,.aT' 
• .i,.evi. The reaction of superstitious fear, as to a ghost, is caused here by 
Or.'s 'necrotic' appearance (83-4, 188-9, 223-6). An Athenian might 
{comically) react in a similai: way to an unkempt, 'half-dead'-looking 
intellectual (cf. Ar. Nub. 184 ff., 504). Or. answers ao,(,ws, and the 
exchanges proceed with some highly characteristic word-play. Or. is at 
once 'not alive' and 'alive', cf. 203-7*; a 'favourite kind of riddle' (Dale on 
Htl. 138, cf. Ar. A,h. 396). 

387""1JD, The line-order is questionable: 389 ('fearsome glance', 'parched 
eyes') seems to belong before 388 ('Not Sight/Vision but Deeds disfigure 
me'); the latter comes much less well as a riposte to 387 ('squalid hair'). 
Interchange of 388 and 390 seems to give the right sequence of 
exclamations and ripostes. 

387. Men. exclaims (again) about the dyp{a (225-6*) ofOr.'s 'squalidly dry' 
hair (so unlike his own, 348-51*) and his 'wretchedness'. 

390. Or. ripostes (again) with another favourite kind of riddle (balancing 
386): 'My awl'G is ,(,poii/ioP, but not my ovo11a' (sc. TA,S,.wP 'OplOTf/S). For 
this antithesis, cf. lan 1277-8, IT 504, Kannicht on Htl. 588 TDi1Pal'a. yivo,T' 
civ ,roAAaxou, TO aw,.a. 8' oi1. Here awµa virtually••llios {cf. Dale on Hel. 
297). The reading M>.01,rl ,.a, is defensible if To 0PO/JG is analogous to To 
1<a1<0Tu;icls {cf. HF 133); but the more natural analogy is with the ,f,u;ic,S 
which has not left Or., and ,., is likelier to be right {so both Di B. and 
Biehl); cf. also Hel. 577 TO awl'' &,.o,ov, TO Iii aa.,f,is ,.• dtroOT•p•i (Paley 
y' dwoOT41'Ei). 

389. lic,vov Iii >.cuaa111 .. . : continuative (of the exclam. in 387), following 
closer observation. 011140T111V i'lpait icopa,s: the 'dry' eyes are an aspect of 
Or.'s wasted and fearsomely 'necrotic' appearance (not, as many have 
taken it, a symptom of'madness'); disfiguringly 'parched', even as his hair 
is a.dxl''lp&s (cf. f'lp&vofElectra's wasted body in El. 239). ailaMos is used 
similarly (of skin, Hes. Op. 588; of the mouth, Call. Cer. 6; of the eyes, APv. 
280); cf. also Hippon A11 (DK i 386) oTav ,.Jv o~P ol,c1{ws •xn,; To,auT'I 
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{,ypdT1JS, {,y,alv•• TO (,jiov, OT9v 81 d1r~11pav9fi, dva1091Jn• 81 TO (q,ov Kai 
d.1roflvr,0K•• (KT,\,). The 'moist/dry' contrast between Men. and Or. is 
thematic; cf. LSJ {,yptSs II (often nearly equivalent to d/Jpos). dµµttTwv 
Kopa, are simply 'eyes' (cf. 46g, i261, 1319. Wilamowitz on HF 1111), 
variously as facial features and as organs of vision. 

388. A compound play on different senses of 1rpooo,f,1s (cf. 952, 1021, An. 685, 
He/. 636) and lp,-a (287*); the article in 'I', ,rp6oolj"1 is quasi-personifying 
('Vision'), cf. 396* ,I auv•a•s (sc. d1ro,\,\ua1). cdtc(,1Ta1: 'disfigures', both lit. 
(cf. An. 828 owµa oov 1taTa11t1fi;) and metaph. Note that the disfiguring 
lpya arc now defined by Or. in his next riposte (392). 

391-11. ,rapa. A6yov: 'paradoxically', er. Ba. 940. 11.µop,/,os in ordinary 
parlance=3uoµop,os (He/. 554, 1204; Thgn. 1021, Hdt. 1. 196); but 
G!'OP♦la is also a philosophical word in the sense 'formlessness' (Pythag. 
B14; cf. a.µop,os Emped. (?) B154, Democr. B300.18), and that which is 
'without form' does not normally ,alvETa,. 

391,611' .,.,.,: i.e. 'here [ real{yam' (write a comma), '3uoµoplos as a matricide'. 
nj1 TaAa,,rwpou: cf. 35•, 401; here almost formulaic, but pointed in that 
the Ta,\a11rwpla of the victim enhances the 3uaµop,/,la of her slayer. 

393. Men. feels that reticence would be more seemly. titcouaa: i.e. 'you don't 
need to tell me that', cf. HF 1230, Jon 1327, IT 813; not '[ hear and 
understand' (for which the idiom is auv;;Ka, 433*). ♦1l6ou II' •.. : 'be 
sparing, so as to utter bad things few times'. oA,yatc,1 (91 g*) A4y•1v 1ta1t6., if 
sound, is final-consecutive (E ,\1l1r11 TO .:;,,.,,); cf. Antiph. 5. 32 tows 
dv ... d1r<Tpl.,,1To l''llliv KaT' lµoO KaTa,f,•u3ta9a, (410•) and perhaps A. S11. 
205-6 ,uAdfoµa1 Bi Taal!• µ•µvijalla, .•• '-,•Tµd.s (but see Friis Johansen
Whittle). [Murray's unnatural punctuation follows Verrall. If any 
conjecture is considered, let it be Kvicala's Mywv (the participle, as olicn, 
carrying the main weight of the sentence, cf. 1164, etc.).] 

394. ♦11861"8': at once assentient to,.tllou (sc. KaKwv Ao,-wv) and antithetic to 
,rll.oua,ac -Kwv (sc. lpywv or Tuxciiv). 6 &a(.,.wv: 'my fortune' (504*), 
personified for the antithesis between 'niggardly' and 'wealthy' (for the 
metaphor, cf. fl1Jaaupos KaKwv Ion 923).1111'4: (Porson, cf. 736): not lsµ• or 
•ts µ• (Elmsley, Mus. Crit. Ca11tab. 1826, 275); prepositions are not followed 
by enclitic pronouns (KB i 347). 

395. Men. asks about. Or. 's 'sickness' ( expecting some physical explanation of 
his wasted condition). 

396. A much-cited and •discussed line (sec V. A. Rodgers, GRBS 1969, 241-
541 with bibl.; also A. Cancrini, ~n,iduis (1970), 61 If.). Remorseful 
distress (as in Ba. 125g-60 ,pov~aaaa, µlv ol' J3pd.aaT<, d,\y~a1T' lzA)'Or 
3 .. vcSv) is a state of mind that combines 'thinking' (at least as 'awareness') 
and 'feeling' in such a way as to make it hard to draw a line between reason 
and non-rational emotion. ow- compounds arc regularly used for inward 
mental activity (a1wuo,iv -,iofla, of meditation, ouvoalva, of'conscientia'), 
almost necessarily with an emotional component ([Pl.] def. 415E auvvo,a· 
8,d.vo,a ,...,a ,\,l,r'ls a.v,u Ao,-ou), The later filih century saw an increase in 
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such expressions; not because 'remorse' suddenly appeared as a new 
menial state, but because more intellectual language about emotional 
states of mind reflected 'a growing awareness of the inner self, and an 
increasingly subtle psychological analysis' (Rodgel's). auvo18a ll•lv'' 1lp
yaa11ivos had become ordinary Attic idiom (cf. Ar. Thtsni. 477) expressing 
'conscientia mali' (not to be equated with 'conscience') with an emotional 
term 'shocking things'; for more abstract expressions, cf. An. 805-6 
auwol<f ••. olov lillipai«v lpyov, and Democr. B297 a11mli~an 1'ijs Jv 1',jl p{q, 
,ca,co11pay,.006111/s {of the state of mind that torments with fear and misery 
people who believe in an afierlife). Here E. {through the mouth of Or.) 
focuses attention on the paradoxical fusion ofreason, emotion and unreason 
(oiivtais ••. ,\61171 .•• µavla) in Or.'s 'unhealthy' state(s) of mind; he also 
indulges in sophistical word-play (aiiwa,s ... auvo,lia, implying a11v«lli7J-
01s); with an echo of the sophistical view that 011v«ili71a,s may be 110>.1,.,ov TY, 
a11vnlid .. , (Antiph. 5. 93). auv1a11 ( the article has almost the effect of giving 
'Awareness' a capital letter, cf. 388, 678) is properly a desirable faculty or 
mental state (often equivalent to vous, sometimes to J,r10T~l''I or o.io871a1s as 
Democr. A135, B181; Wilamowitz and Bond on HF655), without which 
one is dauvuos (492-3*). It is more important to appreciate the 
paradoxical use oflanguage and interplay of themes than to ask whether 
Or. is 'truly remorseful' in the sense 'repentant'. As to that, however, he 
does not use the vb ,.uay,yv,1,a,c<,v or rcla1ed words (cf. S. Phil. 1270); and 
even in his 'saner' moments (as 280-300*) we feel that he would do the 
same thing again, given the appropriate l,\,r{s. His apologia to Tyndareus 
is notably 'unrepentant' (through cf. also 45g-69*). 

397. Men. is puzzled: he had been thinking of physical ruin, and it is contrary 
to ordinary notions of .. cl •J lf,pov•iv to regard self-awareness as a vdaos (cf. 
the Delphic precept y•wB, 0<au .. dv). ao4'6v TO& TO aa♦iv: demands for 
oalf,~ma (cf. 439,641, Hel. 796, IA 400) are sometimes little more than a 
device ofstichomythia; here, however, enhanced by the aolf,dv/aalf,ls word
play (cf. Ar. Ran. 1434). In using sophistic language (Bond on HF 55), 
Men. is speaking ad homin,m; but it is apt to his own 'enlightened' perso11n as 
well (cf. 415, 417•, 488, 6g5, 716). oliTOl''laa♦iv: the 'pleonastic negative 
converse' (a common idiom for emphasis, cf. 613-14•; Bruhn 118-19) 
became something ofa mannerism in late E., cf. IA 93, 916. 

3g8, ~Uff'J 11a~io,a y ... : i.e. 'grief/pain' is the btsl appro:rimnlio11--11ot yet a 
complete definition, since a further subject is added in 400 (96*). 

399. Mcn.'s recognition of .\U1171 {or Au1171) as a liuvq (261 *) but curable 
'goddess' is in line with E. 's fondness for deifying abstractions ( Kannicht on 
Htl. 559-60), but also with ancient notions of vdoos-causing divinities; 
'Aphrodite' can be (or cause) a similar vdaos oft he mind (Hp. 764-6, etc.), 
and it was natural for Greeks, with their medicine still partly religious in its 
preconceptions, to deify aspccls of the irrational in man (Dodds, G& 166, 
etc.) .. For the monosyllabic B•ds, cf. HF347 (Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 31 ff.). 

400, 11av{a1: cf. 37•. T&l'wp{a, (codd.): the nom. pl. is less natural than T&l'cuplo. 
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(Wccklcin) or .,,p.wp('f (Blaydes, cf. IA 397); but the right correction is 
surely .,,p.wp(av (J.D.) as an appositive int. acc. (cf. 10•, 843 dp.o,fldv, HF 
169 81,,,,,,, 226 dp.01/lds, A. Ag. 226, 1420, S. El. 564, etc.; Diggle, PCPhS 
19811, 5g-60, and in Dianysiaca 171-2); for the corruption, perhaps first to 
dat. sing. -10(1), cf. 38•, 410•. 

401, 'On what day did it l,1gin?' Cf. 35•, 101•. 
4011, A single day sufficed for the compound ritual of 'burning and burial' 

(combinable and almost interchangeable ideas, cf. ,rupd .•. -,d,f,ou 422, Al. 
608 -,d,f,011 'ff ,col ,r11pd11). TGl\GWGV: cf. -,ai\01,rwpou 392 •. 1111"'~ liwy1eouv 
Tait\!: more exquisite than the variant "4,\4(,,,,s ,,.,,.,pos lfwy,couv .. &,f,ov; cf. 
15851 Ion 388 ('inverted expression', 302-3•). 

403, 'Where?' 
404, Or. was by the pyre, 'waiting for (57•) the gathering up of the bones (for 

burial)'; dva(p1a1s (only here and Su. 18 in tragedy) usually refers to the 
gathering up of those slain in baule. Or.'s personal burial of Cl. 
(contradicting El. 1277 ff., lntrod. C i) is an effective enhancement of the 
myth. vuKTGt is suspect, and there is much to be said for Wecklein's l,c-rds 
(JKPh Suppl. g ( 1877-8), 178)-directly answering the question, followed 
by added detail (cf. 406,432, etc.); another possibility is Schmidt's vl,cuos 
(KS249). It is very odd that the ,)p.ipa (401-2) of the burial process should 
suddenly become vvt at a point in the middle of the ritual; and nothing else 
in the play makes the original or subsequent visitations of the Furies 
nocturnal. The error here is associable with the auested ancient misinter
pretation of 408•. See Addendis Addenda. 

405, 'Were you alone?' .:'lpt.1MV: i.c. '6•pa••111v (so Hsch.) as a ,f,(Aos, but also 
with the lit. senses 'recte dirigebat' and 'erigebat', cf: dp(Jds, dpll&w; dp8ulw 
occurs here only, cf. Collard on 81opll•uw (also hapax) at Su. 417. The use of 
the vb here looks forward to the action of Pylades in 795 ff., 883. 

406, Or.'s affirmative reply should probably begin with nul\a&,i, (y') 
(Kirchhoff); cf. GP 130-1. auvSpwvGffG (cf.1184-5, 1139, 1235-6•, 1624) 
may, but need not, include the killing of Aegisthus. icGl f'ITpGS ♦ovov is 
'appositional-epcxegetic', cf. (361], HF 15, Ba. 919 (GP 291). We are not 
told how soon after Cl.'s funeral Pyl. went home to Phocis (see 717-28•). 

407, 'What kind of apparitions are causally involved in your sickness?' Men. 
can reasonably assume that the Ailaaa has involved some kind of 
'apparitions'; but Murray's punctuation as statement+ question is less 
natural than a whole-line question of the deferred-interrogative type 
( 101 •). The problem of the two prepositions (l,c . .. u,ro) is best solved by 
accepting the variant ,f,av-,aap.d-rwv (Mosch.), with Porson, Weil, and 
Chapouthicr. [Di B. corrects Murray's apparatus as lo 0, but does not 
confront the issue 'how likely is ,f,av-raap.d-rwv to be a Moschopulean 
conjecture?' ,f,daµa is by far the commoner word in tragedy, and the 
grammatical problem of /,c ,f,aap.d-rwv was not of a kind likely to trouble a 
Byzantine scholar. The 'parallel' S. Tra. 1160 ,rpi\s -rwv .,,,.&""'" ,,..,BJvos 
8av1i11 u,ro is frail support for J,c ..• u,ro here (see Jebb, and Dawe iii g6-7). 
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For the error, cf. Hee. 704 (,f>(avr)aaµa Matthiae) and A. S,pl. 710 
(lvunvltJJv ,/,aVTaoµaTtJJV, corrupted by way of lv- ,/,aaµaTIIJV to ,/,aaµaTIIJV 
lvunvlwv). Jackson's iinap for iirro (MS 104) was more ingenious than 
convincing. The context makes it superfluous for Men. to spell out that he 
is not interested in 'sleep-apparitions'; and imap goes ill with vo<His 
l,c . .. (rather than with a vb of'sccing').] 

408. l&or l&1iv: still referring to the dpx,i .\iloo,,s (401 ). Tp1is: a canonical 
number (Allecto, Tisiphone, Megaera; I,. Orph. 6g.3), though apparently 
only two in Homer (Dietrich 233 If.) and sometimes much more numerous 
(as the Chorus in A. Eum., and cf. /T 970 ff.). In 319-20• the number was 
indefinite (for the /Jlaaos-image); 'three' is repeated at 1650 (Tp,aoais). 
There is a purpose in the 'triad' point, see further on 434-5 below. vuocTl (or 
NuocTI) 1rpoa+tpa1 oc6po1: 'maidens resembling Night' (174-9*); E 
compares II. 1. 47 vu,cTI lo,,cws (a more figurative 'blackness', of Apollo 
descending from Olympus in wrath) . .Nol 'three similar maidens i11 the 
night', a recent and also ancient misinterpretation (implied in Hsch. 
npoo,f>•p•is ,cdpas· dµolas d,\,\'1,\wv ,cdpas); cf. 404*. 

409, Men. is reluctant lo 'name' the Erinyes; cf. 37•, 579*. 
410. Olf'VCII(: allusive to the familiar title E,µval 8,al (Dietrich 98 ff.). 

C~ffol&cuTo: adverbial n. pl. (152*) of an adj. otherwise only in prose 
(Thalesap. DL 1. 37, Hipp. Art. 43); cf. /A. 561 ff. for the (conventional, but 
also topically controversial) connection between al8ws and 'good na,8,la'. 
lifflTptffou (a certain correction) Aiy1111: cf. Dern. 1434 (Prootm. 23) ou,c 
dnoTpc,/,oµa, Myuv; the inf. without 1''1 is directly objective, cf. d1r0Tpl1r1-
08a, + acc. rei, and contrast Antiph. 5. 32 (393*). 

411. A statement (so Di B.), not a question. Men. gives his 'diagnosis' 
according to the accepted view of this 'affliction' (ouµ,/,opas 414*); cf. IT 
934, A. Ch. 1056. ouyymj ♦6vov: cf. Collard on Su. 148. Murray rightly 
accepted the harder double acc. construction attested by E; cf. 338* 
µaTcpos alµa aii.s os o' dvafla,cx•iln, and further on 423• µ1T,j,\fJdv o' alµa 
l'T/Tlpos. Here, as in 338, the polluting 'blood' is not simply the cause of the 
punitive 'madness', but also its essence. For the corruption of the int. acc. to 
dat., er. 38•, (?)412•, (?)433*, 836-7*. 

4u1-13. See 423/4 • below, where it is suggested that these two lines may 
belong after 423. They fit unexceptionably after 411, but they are not 
needed here, between 41 1 a~Tal of /laicx•ilouo, ouyy,vq ,f>&r,ov and 414 ff. 
d,\,\' ... dva,f>opa Tqs 011µ,f>opii.s .•• tlloi{Jos ••• (see below). 

4H. 11,wyf&WY (exclam. gen., cf. 161) •.• IAouvol'o,: both lit. and fig. (423*). 
o[s: oiis (int. acc.) would seem more stylish, and could well have been 
corrupted (cf. 41 I*). 

413. ou 811vci . .. : '(It is) notsurprising that ... '; for then. pl. predic. adj., cf. 
Barrell on Hp. 269 ...• ffaox11v lic"'c'i TO~S (llc,v&.) clpyaoj,&CVOus: for the 
ellipse, cf. 55g-60*. The conventional 8p&.oaVTa na/Jciv sentiment ( 195-9*, 
S. fr. 962 R. El 8,lv' l8paoas, 8uva ,cal n&.o,cuv'" 6,i) is here expressed with 
sophisticated irony (and a thematic play on the flexible sense of 8uvds, 1-

3•). 
153 
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414-16. ci>.>. , . , •oilJos , , ,: antithetic to a1lTa1411 (more directly so with 
412-13* out of the way). But Or.'s split sentence (96*), beginning 
ambiguously, invites a 'misunderstanding'. A frequent device in E. 
dialogue (to be distinguished from the type of 'non-understanding' that 
prompts a demand for clarification), variously exploited; er. 169*, 1073•, 
1263-5*, 1269-72*, 1526*; Al. 48 ff., IT252-6, 1209-10, Hp. 274-9 (CQ, 
1968, 39), Hel. 455-8 (Mastronarde 87), etc. 

414. civa+opci + gen.: this could mean 'a way out from, or retrieval of'; cf. 
Dern. 18. 219 d1rlAmr• .•• Ja,mj, .•• dva<f,opo.v, Plu. Pl,oc. 2. 4 dva<f,optlv 
d,.apT~l'aTos (lx•w). But dva<f,opd was especially a legal/financial word in 
the sense 'recourse' or 'rcfcr-ral of alT{a' (sec L&J); cf. 76, 432, 597 
(dva<f,ep .. v). nj1 oul'+opis: i.e. -r~s vdaou (the polluting and maddening 
auyy•v-qs ,f,6vos, 411, which, for the play on different senses of tlva,f,opd, is 
also an d,.apT{a); cf. 1-2•, 78-9*, 153-4 •, 502•, 

415. Men. misunderstands the kind of 'recourse' to which Or. is referring. 
'Death' may well be the Tr.\•11-r,) ,ca,ct.iivenvisaged (cf. 187-8), possibly by 
suicide, and he protests 'sensibly' like Theseus to Heracles in HF 1.247-8 
(see Bond). TOUTO l'cv ycip: cf. 11' 501, -rou-ro plv S. Pliil. g81, and similar 
uses of,.,., y• (GP 159-60, 381). ou oo♦ov: an 'enlightened' value• 
judgement, cf. 397*. 

416. •oi!Jos 1<•>.1uoas,, .: continuing the syntax of 414. Since Apollo is not 
himself a 'referral', but rather the target ofit (cf. 76), it seems best (n) to 
postulate that dva<f,opd could also mean 'plea in referral', (b) to take (/)oifl
"'•-'- (without the comma) as equivalent to-ro (/)oi/3ov "'-"•iioa, (like 'Caesar 
dead' for 'Caesar's death'; cf. Barrell on Hp. 1016-20). ,.,>.,,1.,., here, not 
,,.(8 .. ., (as 31 •, etc.), since the more imperative vb strengthens the pica; cf. 
599. f&'ITpl>s c,c,rpi&a, ♦&vov: 'execute the killing of ... '; like IA 512 
(8uya-rpos J1<1r-<f,6v-), but here of vengeful 1rp&f1s as in A. Ag. 582. 1raTp6s 
(Hcmsterhuys), with J,c,rp&fa, 'to avenge', would make Mcn.'s riposte in 
417 less 'reasonable'. 

417, cil'a&io-rcpos ('somewhat, or too, unlearned'), underlined by y, has an 
ironical flavour, but Or. can accept Men. 's comment as at least partially in 
line with his own thinking about the matricide (285 If.). It should certainly 
not be taken as implying disbelief in the oracular command (cf. Helen's 
position at 76, 121). At El. 971 Orestes himself had exclaimed ,1, (/)oifl•, 
1roi\A~v y' r1,.a8lav l8l01r,aas; 'ignorant of TO 1<ai\6v and 8(,.11' here also echoes 
28 r.•, 162-5•, 194•. d,.aB{a had become a stock reproach of gods in 
tragedy, especially (with oxymoron) of Apollo who was traditionally oo<f,os 
(l!."I. u46, A11.1165; er. also HF347, where Amphitryon says that Zeus is 
'd,.a8~s or not just' in the light of his apparent failure to help his ,f,li\o,). 
Here the topos is exploited in a new way, characterizing the oo<f,{a of the 
speaker (er. 415,488,490,695), and suggesting (again) that Men. doubts 
Or.'s 'wisdom', as well as Apollo's. 

418. A striking line. llou>.1uol'IY 81oi1 . .. : appealing at once to 'piety' (er. 
Qodds on Ba. 366, Ion 1811) and to human helplessness under divine 
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'despotism'. o T& wo1' 1lalv ol 810(: a traditional type of phrase, consistent 
with piety (cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 160 Znls, oa'l"li 1roT' laTlv . .. , Dodds on 
Ba. 894 o ,,., 1roT o.pa ,,.,1 6a114ov1ov), and here reinforcing Or.'s plea (sc. 
'without questioning the morality of their commands'); for the 'biller' 
tone, cf. HF 1263 f. Z,us s·. OOT&i cl Z,us, Tl'OAll4Ulv ,-.' ly,{vaTO I "Hp9-. 

419, tc~T•: colloquial in 'surprised, indignant or sarcastic questions' (GP 311, 
Stevens, Coll. Expr. 47); here with 'ironical surprise' at the paradox of 
Apollo's inaction (in the light of what Or. has said). a14uvu: cf. 523 (T<j, 
v&,-.q,), 556• (11'aTp{, etc.). Toi, aoi, tcatcoi1: i.e. ao, lv 1<01<0,s ovn; cf. 211 
ETl'lKoupov voaou, 683 fu,-.1rovqaa, aois KaKoia,. 

420. l'i~1m: i.e. 'Not yet' (cf. 426•), lit. both 'is about to' (with the 
implication 'not presently helping') and 'is delaying'; for the twin senses, cf. 
Cmphontes fr. 451. TO&OUTov: i.e. 141>.>,ov (in both senses). Again Or.'s 
theology has a sophistic flavour (bitterly toned), though consistent with 
traditional piety (cf. Dodds on Ba. 882-7 for the theme 'slow but sure' in 
reference to divine action). 

421-3. In 401 Men. asked 'when did the madness begin?' to which the answer 
was 'on the day ofCl.'s burial'. At that point in his interrogation Men. saw 
no pressing need to pose the further question 'how long ago was that?' Or. 's 
replies diverted him to other matters of interest. But now the issue of time 
has again become relevant (following 420*); clearly Men. poses the 
question in 421 in order to point a contrast, with his next utterance, 
between the dilatoriness of Apollo and the speed of the Furies. 

421. TrVoal: 'life', cf. A. PV Boo; for the pl., also dvfl Tl'voas 700•. 
422, itcTov . .. : cf. 39. The continuation IT1 wupa l•Pl''l Ta♦ou shows that Or., 

like Men., is regarding the time-lapse as a short one. 
423, .:i, T11xu. , ,: the usual interpretation of this as an exclamation (as 

though Or. has said something unexpected) makes Men. sound oddly 
disingenuous (see 421-3• above). Rather, he is agreeing with Or. as to the 
shortness of the time-lapse and affirming that the reason for the Furies' 
relative speed of action is their proper function in 'pursuing blood (-6lK'I)', 
especially that ofa mother. For.t.s 'know that' (affirming a point consistent 
with what has just been said), cf. 737•, 1 114 •, Diggle, Studies 88. jl1Tij~8ov 
d all'a: cf. 411 •, Al. 733 a' dS,,\~qs at14a ,,.,,..wplJan-a., etc. (KG i 327, 
Elmsley on Held. 852), Collard on Su. 148). af,-.a in such idioms is 
metonymically equivalent to a{,-.a-ro,; SlK"f/V, and ,_.,.,,,\8,iv (S{K'lv, ~ovov 
etc.) is synonymous with 61.t.KEIV (501r-1 •, 1534; LSJ ,,,.,Jpxo,-.ai IV. 2). 

423/4. At this point there is a serious dislocation in the text. 424 is evidently 
corrupt, but however it is emended it does not seem to follow well on the 
heels of 423. There may be a lacuna; but there is another possibility, 
namely that lines 412-13 belong here, rather than after 41 1. Men. has now 
established, with Or.'s ready agreement, (a) that ouyy•v~i ~&vos is the 
explanation of the Furies' 'maddening' assault (395-41 1 ), (h) that the 
f'f/Tpo,; at,-.a is the explanation also of the speed of the goddesses' 
'prosecution', evidently overriding Or.'s reliance on Apollo (414-23). Or. 
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is appropriately reduced to lamentation: oiµo, 8,wyµwv ots (or oils?) 
J>.auvoµa,, ,-d>.as, with 8,wyµwv directly picking up the 'pursuit, prosecu
tion' point in 423•. And now, rather than earlier, Men. delivers himself of 
the gnomic observation: oel 8<wa ,raox•w 8ovd ,-o.ls •lpyaoµlvo1Js ( the more 
nettling, after Or. has explained about Apollo). The very similarity 
between 41, and 423 is sufficient to account for the transfer of 412-13so as 
to follow the wrong 'cue'; as we saw, 412-13 fit satisfactorily between 411 
and 414; but they are certainly not needed there. What is so far only a 
possibility may become a probability ifwe find that the transposition 423-
412-413-424 enables us to solve the problem of 424. 

424. to~ 00♦611 aA'l&t\t S it ♦IAou1 «♦u1 KGK01t: Brunck's ... l,f,uv (ef,(>.os) 
gives an acceptable line, which now follows acceptably (in reply to 413). 
But it is very hard to explain why ef,(>.os should have been corrupted to 
,ca,cos; and there are other less concrete objections. It is one thing for Or. to 
admit that he may not have acted wisely; quite another to make him say 
oel ooef,os ltf,uv. Further, we scarcely want such an admission of'unwisdom' 
before Men.'s next question (425•): 'And/but as to your father, is avenging 
him benefiting you at all?' I think it likelier (after Jackson, see below) that 
424 conceals a gnomic retort (appropriately ad hominem): 'Not truly wise is 
the person who is 1<a1<cls ls tf,(>.ous.' Very little emendation is required to 
produce that sense: ou ootf,os ,a.,llws ( cl.,\'lllws iam Paley, but with a different 
articulation) ls ,f,(>.ous o ,f,us Ka1<os. For the form of predication, er. Al. 802 
oJ fllos cl.,\.,llws cl fl(os ( cl.,\.,llws like the sophistic clpllws, er. Bond on HF 56); ls 
,f,l>.ous ... KaKos, cf. Mtd. 84 KaKoS y' ciw ls ,f,(,\ous dMoK<1'm. Can one justify 
,I ,f,ur in the sense 8s l,f,., (=Jo,.()? cl ,f,,',s occurs at Ph. 19 with a different 
sense (in a ge~ea!ogy)! which m~y seem dis~ou~afing; B~t a ~ophoclea_n 
fragment has 01,f,uv,-•s m the required sense: 01JliHs •xllpos 01JT< ef,1Jna, / 1rpos 
xp4p,all' oi TE tf,uvns ( = <>VTES tf,uoH) cl.pvoGv,-a, OTIJy<iv (S. fr. 88. 4-5 R.). 
That is sufficient to confirm what one might have expected a priori: that 
,f,us, as the participle of l<f,.,v and ,f,uva,, was available for use with the same 
range of meaning, and that tl tf,us is straightforwardly equivalent to 8s ltf,.,, 
The primary cause of the corruption, on that hypothesis, is the easy error 
,,f,.,, for oef,uc (•/o, cf. 410). Further corruption then produced not only 
,u.,11~, 8' for d,\.,llw;, but also the weird Mosch. variant Elnwv KaK<AJS 
(Turyn 1 10); the latter suggests that the line was at some stage (probably a 
late stage) taken as referring to Apollo. It scarcely needs to be pointed out 
that a un/tnlia beginning oel oo,f,&s (sc. ior11 .•• pairs well with a stnlenlia 
beginning oil 8<1va (sc. lo,-() .•• [Jackson (MS 57-8) argued convincingly 
against Murray's text, impugning both the sequence of thought (423/4) 
and the arbitrariness ofBrunck's tf,l>.os. His proposal (Op. Kcl.yw ,..,.~,\llov 
ci,\.l.o oilVTOXEI TIV(.) I ME. ouoo,f,os, cl.,\,,O~s8'l;,f,l>.01Jsl,f,us (Kattos. I Op. oel 
oo,f,Jv av E;.,,o,p, '8s jl>.o,s l,f,u > ttaKos was a refinement of Kirchhoff's idea of 
a compound lacuna. West (BICS 1981, 69) rightly echoes Jackson's 
arguments against Brunck and Murray, but his own proposal is strangely 
unconvincing: 424, with the ending altered to l,f,u Oufs, is made to follow 
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417, and the six good intervening lines which have become dt lrop arc 
explained as a not properly integrated 'expansion' by E. himself.) 

4!15, Men. 's ao•la is oflhc kind that evaluates even 'father-avenging' in terms 
of '(political) advantage' (note that his next question is about the city). 
wuTpos Ii 11\ ••• : the 8,f emphasizes both 1raTp6s and the following TI (but 
we should write Tl before d cnclitic); cf. 52•. (This seems to be the only 
place in E. where indef. (rather than interrog.) TIS follows 8l 8,f in a 
question; but the interpretation is certain (pac, Barrett on Hp. 7112; likewise 
in GP 259 this line is mistakenly classified with cxx. ofinterrog. T{). 'Not 
yet' is no answer to 'What help is vengeance?'] 

4!16. 'Not yet; and "not yet" is equivalent to "not at all"'; lit. 'futurity/ 
delaying (420•) is equivalent to absence of 1rpril1s'. To 1-'iAAov: in a 
sophisticated sense, cf. 1182•, Th. 1. 84 Tel flpa8u ,cal µ.l>.>.ov (210•). In 
normal parlance Tel µl>J.ov is simply 'the future' (478). For similar playing 
on the 'non-presence' of'tomorrow', cf. Martial 5. 58. clwpe1C(9: here first, 
formed like 8uwpafla (and gaining some colour from that); next in Pl. Sph. 
262C as 'non-action' and Aeschin. 1. 188 as 'non-achievement' (for the 
flexible sense of titrpaKT~, cf. Barrett, Hippotytos pp. 289-go). 

4!17. Ta. ,rpos ,roAIV Ii. , .: cf. Hdt. 4· 117 Ta .,,pl y&µ.wv 81 . .. , etc. (GP 186, 
Diggle, Studies 79). 

4!18, oliTws woT1: 'ita ut' (formulaic), not 'adeo ... ut'; cf. Tr. 910, S. Tra. 
1126. f.l'I 1rpoocwi,r11v: the understood subject may be either Tw& (KG i 
35) or Tous 1ro>.lTas (from 1ro>..,. 427, cf. 438*). Or. disregards the female 
Chorus (whose talk with El. was while he slept); cf. 75-6•. 

499, 'And you are still polluted?' ~Y,,&0C11: passive, with retained acc., cf. 40, 
762 (KG i 326). oov 11tf,IC1 ••• x•pwv: better than owv ... x•pwv (or Palcy's 
oaiv ... x•poiv); cf. Bond on HF 468 tr18la T.iµcl. y,js, 876 a.Iv IIvBos 1r6>.,os 
(scarcely 'enallage', where there is a natural compendium). 1CC1Ta. "°"'°": 
i.e. the epic/tragic 'custom', whereby pollution can be purged (usually 
after Right to another land) at the hearth of a friendly host; cf. 47 trupl 
81xH8a,, and HF 1323-5 where Theseus offers to give Heracles a new 
home in Athens, xlpas ocl.s dyvloas µ.,&aµ.aTos (Dodds, G&/ 35 ff., Lloyd
Jones, ]<, 70 ff., Parker 134-5, 375-92). Filth-century Athenian 'law' 
involved lt.,,,..,,Tal acting with reference to Delphi (MacDowell, Law 192-
3). [For the majority reading voµous, cf. the wrong 8oµous for 8.S,..ov at 337. J 

430, 'I am debarred from whatever house I may go to' (paraphrasing the 
decree, 46 ff.•, not implying that Or. has gone the rounds). For the 
poetical omission of&v with the subjunc., cf. 805 (00T1s), 1218• (trplv), 
1545; KG ii 444· lwf,IGTWY, between l&etcAnof.lCII and ho,, may be taken 
with both (cl1r& 1toivou); for the gen. with wo, (defining the destination, 
1127•), cf. Hp. 1248, where "'I appears as a variant. 'Whithersocver' 
seems clearly right here (against recent edd.); the modal-local idiom with 
'turn' (634-5•) and 'Aec' (598--g*) is essentially different. [Corruption 
from • .,.,(&) 10 -tro1 is in general commoner than the reverse; but Hp. 1248 is 
an instance of'itacistic' corruption the other way, sec Barrett.] 
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431~. Another difficult but important passage; deleted by Robert {Bild ,md 
lied (1881) 240-1) and at first by Di B. {SCO 1961, 129-31), but the 
anomalies arc surely due to corruption. The recurrent dywv•metaphor 
reappears in 431 with an echo of lEaµ,>.>.wvTa, 38: just as the three Furies 
(408) are 'agonists of ,f,o/Jor', so here we have an analogous ciµ,>.>.a, 
similarly 'triply ruinous' (434) and 'blood-avenging' (433), but on the 
political plane. 

431. tT(vc1 ,rol\miiv (8') iCa111l\l\ciivTa{ o-• yj\1;t The nonce interpretation 
'drive out' (X) is hard to accept. (lE)aµ,>.>.«io8a,, properly intrans., can 
govern an abstract or concrete-for-abstract acc. in the sense 'exert', but like 
(lf)aywvlCEo8a, should govern the dative of the person against whom a 
ciµ,>.>.a is directed (sec 38*). Further, Men. is asking the wrong question, unless 
there is a lacuna before 432. Oeax, as the prime fomenter of 'hatred' 
{µ,oorlµ,8' 428, µiaos 432), must be regarded by Or. as a leading advocate 
of the >.,umµos 8l1t1J (50,442, etc.), in revenge for the stoning of Palamcdes 
(433); so that the question to which Or. addresses himself in 432 cannot 
have been 'Which citizens arc trying lo exile you?' [Wecklein's 
o' ... aTl)''IJS still has the unlikely sense and construction of JEoµ,).).. with 
acc. pers., and the answer to the question 'Which citizens arc {thus) 
excluding you from their houses?' (assuming that W.'s wording could 
mean that) would be 'All of them' (cf. 430), not 'Ocax .. .'.] 

The sense to be looked for (between 427-30 and 432 ff.) must be 
something like 'Who (as the ringleaders) are actively fomenting this ha.Ired 
among the citizens?' That sense might idiomatically (in line wi~h 
38 ... Tov8' •Eaµ,>.>.wvT(ll ,f,o/Jov) be expressed by: TlVfs ,r()).fl Toll' Jfaµ,>.>.wv· 
Tar OTUyos; (,ro,\« 'for the city/citizens', cf. aTaa,s ,ro,\iTo,s An. 475: aTuyos, 
variously 'hatred' and 'hateful thing', is a word especially characteristic of 
the Oresteia). But conjecture on such lines is at best somewhat speculative. 
[For the reading 110>.,Twv 8', see now Matthiessen 63·-.1.] 

4311, Oeax and Palamedes were sons ofNauplius and grandsons of Poseidon 
(cf. IA 198-9). E. 's Pnlamedes (415 sc; sec R. Scodcl, The Trojan Trilogy of 
Euripides ( 1980), 43-63) had developed the post-Homeric story of 
Palamcdes' stoning by the Greeks at Troy on a false charge of treason 
framed by Odysseus (in revenge for which Nauplius, informed by Oeax, 
attempted to wreck the returning Greek ships; He/. 1126-31 ); we know also 
that Palamedcs, and very possibly Oeax, had been mentioned in 
Stesichorus' Owteia (fr. 213 Page;Jouan 353', Stephanopoulos 154). TO 
Tpola.111io-01: a pregnant phrase; not simply '(Oe.'s) hatred ofTroy', but 
alluding to a more widespread 'odium in respect of Troy' (cf. A. Ag. 445-
51, etc.) which Oe. has been exploiting (one may think of 'Sicily' as a 
topical analogy; cf. Th. 8. 1. 1); the object ofavo,t,ipwv (cf. 76,414,597) 
has also to be understood as an olTla 'referable' to Ag. 

433. Men. perceptively 'understands'; o-uvi\1ea., cf. An. 919, El. 260, Cyc. 447, 
etc. (KG i 163). na~a11,j&ous a• Tlf""f>C' • .. : the only parallels cited for 
T1µwp•i• (act.)+ acc. pcrs. in the sense 'punish, take vengeance on' arc S. 
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OT 107 and 140; and in neither of these is there a second acc. or a causal 
gen. Apart from that consideration, ,f,611ou is the easy reading, ,f,611011 
(Canter) an arguable improvement, cf. 411 •, Cyc. 695, But the nom. ,f,l,vos 
also is well attested (V•APCO, Lex. Vind., Thom.), and was accepted as 
'optimum' by Porson. Oeax (not mentioned again) can be allowed to drop 
into the background; and for the actively vengeful blood, cf. 36•, HF g66 
olJ Tl ffou ,f,l,vos a' lfla.,cx•"'"" 11,,cpti,11; 

434. 06 y 06 11•rii• 1101: assenting, with a plea of non-involvement in lhal 
,f,l,vos. &a-rpu.v 8 cl1r0>.>.u1&ca1: sc. ,f,&vwv (or alT1w11 'causes'). The 'triple 
ruination' is a decisive knock-out, even as three falls defeat a wrestler (a 
familiar topos in dywv-metaphors, cf. A. Eum. 589, etc.; Fraenkel on Ag. 
171 ). Or. is alluding to the ,..,.,pds at,.a, the ,f,&vos of Palamedes and a lhird 
,f,l,vos yet to be mentioned. An ancient interpretation which took TP'"'" as a 
reference to the 'Epwuu (E) was not wholly wrong: the present triad is 
indeed analogous to 'three erinyes'; cf. Tr. 457, where Cassandra describes 
herself as ,.tav TP'"'" lpwuwv (38•), the other two being Aegisthus and 
Clytaemestra (Diggle, Studies 62); also A. Ch. 577-8, where the death of 
Aegisthus is a 'third drink of blood' for the Erinys. [The wrestling allusion 
wasseen by Brunck (cf. Stevens, CR 1968, 156), and Paley recognized the 
double point (though his unsatisfactory trio was Apollo/Oeax/Aegisthus; 
Hermann had more correctly named CI./Oe./Aig.). In general cdd. have 
failed to appreciate that Bui Tp,wv ref en in the lint instance to three eauses of 
ruination (with an overtone 'in three bouts'), rather than directly to three 
µrsons. E records other ancient misinterpretations: Ag./Diomedcs/Odys
seus (Callistratus); the citizens/Ocax/Aegisthus; a6v.a,s/.\u1r71/1Aa11la. Lax 
interpretation should not be made a reason for emending Tp,wv.J 

435, -rls 8 a>.>.os; either 'Who else (sc. lfap.1.\.\d-ra., ... )?' or 'What other 
(third) ,f,ovos?' The interpretation may depend on the reading in 431 and 
433, unless the elliptical question is intended to be ambivalent. ,l ,rou tTwY 
l,,,J t AlyLotou ♦lll."'v; the text cannot (paee Di B.) be supported by phrases 
like ol d1rd ll'Aa.Twvos (a formula, without the added ,f,i.\o,, for a 
philosopher's disciples, not attested before Lucian and Plutarch). Men, is 
proceeding with another intelligent inference (433•, ,J ffo11 844-5•) from 
what Or. has said. 'Aeg.'s ,f,l.\o,' (a faction to be mentioned again at 894) 
are not merely 'other antagonistic citizens'; the killing of Aeg. is also the 
lhird alTia of Or.'s threefold (political) 'ruination'. There arc various 
imaginable lines of emendation, mostly arbitrary (Wecklein's TWII ffoT" and 
Heimsoeth's .,,.,,s d"' were weak makdhilu). The present argument 
suggests quite strongly that Twv may conceal (Tp&')Tov 'thirdly', cf. He/, 
1417). No other change is needed (though im'could be right), cf. 1027-8• 
cl.\,s d"' 'Apy,la.s x•pos I .,,o.,.,x• cl -r.\,jp.wv. It is natural enough afier the 
advb -rp(-,o...-despite the intervening Tls 8' clMos;-to understand d"&.\.\u
aa, from Bui TP'"'" dffl,'A.\up.a,. The 'three' theme, allusively enunciated, is 
well worth repeating in order to clarify the point; cf. also,,. TplTwv 1178, 
Tp1aaois ,f,l.\o,s 1190 and 1244-5 •, emphasizing the triadic character of the 
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Fury-like dyc.11•10.-cal who dominate the second half of the play (lntrod. F i. 
13). 

436. li!Jp{touci: of both speech and action, cf. the 'hubristic' behaviour of 
Acgisthus towards the dead Ag. in El. 326-31. On il/Jp1s (a concept resisting 
legal definition) in Athenian socio-political life and thought, er. MacDow
ell, G&R 1976, 14-31. 

437. a&eij,np': Mcn.'s question implies recognition of Or. as Ag.'s natural 
heir; back-inferences from 1058-9• as to Mcn.'s motive arc illegitimate. 

438. wws, otT1vcs ••• ; elliptical, cf. wws yap; (implying otlacaµc.ils, as the 
opposite of wws ydp oil;), and S. Pliil. 1386wws, &s y• •.• ; orT1v.s 'seeing that 
they •.. •, as though aficr 1roA{Tas rather than 1rd,\w (cf. 41-2•, 731•). 

439. & .-, &ea( .. . (s.v.l.): limiting the information demanded to matters about 
which Or. has definite knowledge (ical 'actually' afier a rel., GP321-2); cf. 
Ion iz3iz 1rd&m1 fJ«ii.ofJ', & TI ical lUµ1s. -aat'1 'reliable, sure', cf. 59iz•. aa~s 
Mynv is standard idiom for 'to speak clearly', but r,o4,is is ·proper in 
expressions like oil~., lxw o~ls ,\q,«111. For the rhythm of the line, 
characteristic of late E. dialogue, cf. Ba. 480, IA 468. [The unmctrical 
alternative in E (,l/ Tl ,cal oa,f,is «l,r«Ev lxus;) probably implies an ancient 
variant with ~sand possibly,} TI ... ; (Nauck) or «r TI .•. (Lcnting). 
The truth should not be looked for in what is likely to have begun as a 
banalization producing a more straightforward 12-syll. line. But lµol is 
indeed somewhat superfluous (not included in E's paraphrase), and cf .-, 
seems to refer at once to action and to knowledge. I suspect that the 
original line ran.-{ 8pwv.-«s; & TI Kcal o~ls lxns «l,r«iv, (My.).) 

440. 'We shall be condemned today.' +;i♦os ... olaua,: with passive force, 
cf. 516 lvifHfJa, (KG i 114-16, Bruhn 56). &ear w'jJ&WV: 'against us' (unlike 
dµ,f,' ,)µc.i,11 756). The condemnation is implicitly 'to death', following 438-
9. Or. is not here concerned with alternatives (whether acquittal or 
alternative modes of execution); contrast the use of the compound vb 
8wlon at 49 and 8&0{00110' at 1652. 

[441-11). Del. Weil. Men. 's question is both unintelligent and ill-expressed. A 
vote for 'exile' is not to be contemplated afier 438-40, and ♦«uyc,v 
tiresomely anticipates 443 ,f,•~us in a different sense. ~ I'\\ 8a111iv is mere 
verbiage. 442 is a better line in itself, but it does not answer 441 with the 
logical precision that one expects from E. (it seems rather to follow as a 
continuation of 440), and we can well do without the mention of'stoning' 
here (cf. 758•); the more so, since El. at 863-4 envisages 'death by steel' as 
an alternative possibility, The interpolator, probably influenced by the 
similarity of756 ff., mistakenly thought that 440 needed clarifying. 

443. 'Then why not flee across the frontier (before the trial)?' &efT': 
'surprised'; cf. 419•. 'Flight to another land' was the standard epic 
procedure for homicides (4iz9•); Men. 's question also has a topical ring (cf. 
Introd. A). inr•p/Jd,\,\c111 is a common vb in E. for 'crossing, passing b9011d' 
(1370-11•); with the aor. -/Ja,\,l,v (as in 1644) Men. is expressing surprise 
that Or. has not already fled, but -Pd.\.\wv (VA) could well be right: 'why 
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do you not flee (by) crossing ... ?' (so Brunck, Matthiae, Dindorf; an aor. 
participle cannot be coincident with pres. indic.). For corruption of/loll to 
/la>., cf. 527, Hp. 924, An. 1180, Al. 1077. 

444, 'We are encircled', cf. 358--9*, Ph. 711. 1J11yxaAico,s lhrAo,s: cf. Ph. 1242; 
the 'impressive' epithet alludes to the bronze hoplite 'panoply'; used to 
describe a helmet at Od. 18. 378, but more often applied to shields in 
tragedy (e.g. A. Sept. 591). 

445. 'Apy1(11s xcpo,: cf. El. 629 oil6ds 1rap,jv 'ApyEios, ol,cE{a Si x••p ('manus'); 
an extension (peculiar to E.) of a common military use of x•lp wi1h adjs. of 
degree, e.g. ffo,\,\jj x•plHdt. 1. 174, Th. 3. 96. The same phrase in 1027 has 
a rather different force. 

446, j3pcixus Aoyos: equivalent to the longer expression in 758, cf. dff,\oiis 
>.oyos Hel. 979, d1r,\oiis cl ,.uDos Archelaus fr. 27. 1, A. Ch. 554 (Bruhn 153-4). 

447. The 'pitying' (but not directly helpful) conclusion to which the whole 
inquisition has tended. 'Extremity of ou,.,opa' (2*, e1c.) implies 'need of 
,t>.o,' (cf. Held. 304-5), and so gives Or. a perfect cue. 

448-55, Or.'s second appeal (cf. 38o-4). 448 at once concludes the 
stichomythia and initiates the p,jo,s (cf. 491•, 640-1, 1131, 1240, Pit. 930, 
etc.). The structure suggests the 11'pool,.,ov of what might have developed 
into a long speech; Or. gets only so far (as it were) before the 'surprise' 
arrival ofTyndareus, whose intervention dramatically alters the situation 
before the themes enunciated here are developed in 640 ff. 

448. A sophisticated blend of'my hope is in you' (cf. An. 409), 'I have you as 
refuge' (cf. Su. 267) and 'I have recourse to you' (cf. 567•). ic11-r11♦uya.s: 
more exquisite here than the sing. (39-40*), and also more impressive• 
sounding. ic11icw11: for the gen., cf. 21 1, 722-4 •, and Barrett on Hp. 715-16. 

449-50, Echoing the ,.aKap,os/&8>.,os contrast (81-7*), before introducing 
the appeal 10,,,\/a. ♦(Aoun: cf. 97•, A. Ag. 1235-6 (with Fraenkcl's n.), etc. 

451-3, In effect: 'do not be the sole possessor of the good ( Eilffpafla) which you 
owe to others, but take your share of fl'ovo, (at once troubles and trouble taken 
for others) by discharging in the proper quarter ( Els ,t>.ous) what you owe to 
my father' ( cf.-243-4 • ). The repetitions of'givc' and 'take' stress the idea of 
'repayment' (cf. 643, etc.). -ro XP"IO-rov: cf. Hee. 1227, Su. 199. GffoA11l3wv 
Ix•: not a compendium; each word has its full force, cf. 1194. For the 
double sense of1Jov-, cf. Hel. 716-17, 1678--9; many gnomic passages 
stress the connection between dp,-r,j and 'labours', e.g. Held. 625 d 6' dpETa 
{Jalv,, 8,a l'ox8wv, Archelaus frs. 236-8, etc. (Bond on HF 355-8). 
dv-r,,\a(u,.a,, here with imperat. in -ou as from -o,.a,, is a vox Euripidea, cf. 
753, IA 1109, etc. (Elmslcy on Mtd. 1185(1216]). 

454-5. Thematically important lines (cf. lntrod. F i 5-6). It was a 
commonplace that an dv,jp 8uo-rux,js lacks ,t>.o, ( Med. 561, El. 605, Ph. 403, 
Thgn. 209, etc.; Bond on HF 57-g); the 'true ll>.os' (dp8ws ,t>.os, HF 56, 
1223-5, etc.) is the one whose help in need can be relied on (like Theseus 
and Pyladcs), especially ifhc is able to help (/A 347-8 .. . fll{Ja,ov ,tva, -ro-r• 
,.&>.,a-ra Tois ,t>.o,s I ,jv{,c' wlfAfiY ,.&>.,o-ra 8uva-ros lo-rw cil-ruxwv, cf. 665-
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8•, 680-1•, 8011-6, 1093-7, etc.). livo11e1.,. lpyov: cf. Tr. 11133 ova,,.• 
lxouoa., Topya. B' oil (Kannicht, Helena i 58), Hp. 501-11 1tpciaoov B~ 
ToGp,-ov • . , ,j ToiJvo/J, ', Al. 339 AcS,-qi ••• / oi},c ipyqi ,f,(>.o,. ♦l>.01 (bis): the 
repetition of ,f,(>.-at line-end is pointed, with a clausular effect (like a 
rhymed couplet in Shakespeare), er. 6611-[3-]4, 706-7, 1351-11; but the 
phrasing ol ,f,(>.o, / ol • , • ,f,(Ao, is surely false. The sententia concerns ',f,(Ao, 
who arc not ,f,O,o, to their ,f,{>.o, when they (the latter) are in trouble'; a 
triple expression in which one term is undcrs1ood (like 413• oil Bcwd 
rrdoxcw B,wd Toils (Bcwd) clpya.o,.lvous, which also exemplifies E.'s 
penchant for positive-negative combinations). The oblique case is essen
tial here in conjunction with (l),rl TCILCn au11♦ope1i1 (sc. a.i!Tci>v, not referring 
to the subject); and we must write oil" lxouo, Tois ,f,l>.o,s / ol ,,.; ••• llvTcs 
,f,{>.o,. The polyptoton is of a standard type, and the varied terminal 
inflexions are like 6611 f. and 7o(j r. [al,,.; • •. (aftcr,f,l>.o,s) naturally implies 
ol,f,(Ao,otµ.; . •. (like 4114* ls,f,l.\ous cl,f,uua.,clls, implying 'the (,f,l.\os) who 
is bad to ,f,l.\o,1, Corruption was thus almost inevitable (simplifying and 
'clarifying', but also weakening, the expression of a quotable ,,.,.;,,,..,). 
Matthiae corrected a rather similar ,f,l,\o, for ,f,lAo,s at HF 305 ( also at linc
end). My conjecture is a refinement of Schmidt's diagnostic lxouo, Twv 
,f,l.\wv (KS 3511), neglected by later edd.] 

456-6iJ. Tyndareus is seen in the distance approaching from the direction of 
Cl.'s Tomb (L, fotrod. E ii). The reaction provoked by the approach
announcement, obviously not to be heard by the entering character, is a 
procedure repeated in 1311 ff. (cf. Taplin 73, 1197). 

456-8. As in 348 tr., the announcement is also a crisp 'character'-outline. 
Tynd. is combative, elderly and in mourning, his black attire and shorn 
grey hair in sharp contrast with Men. 's dfJpoo6v'I; and he is 'the Spartan', 
with all the associations that the word Erra.pT&GTf/S had for the Athenian 
audience. One may think ofan elderly King Archidamus, as portrayed by 
Thucydides in the Plataean affair, projected back into the Heroic Age. 
y4povT1,., ,ro51: hypallage, cf. 1121-11•, 1499, 1505; with d11-1.\A&o8a., E. 
could alternatively have used acc. 1rll8a. (38*, cf. 1470*). There is a 
suggestion of'foot-race' idiom (aptly to the dywv-theme), ylpoVT1 pointing 
the metaphor with oxymoron. 11«>.a11ff«ff>.01 (sc . .:\v, KG ii 103): et: Al. 
41171 819 (also of Death, Al. 8431 and of Night, Ion 1150). fuyGTpa1: 
probably causal gen. (751 *) in a phrase equivalent to 1rcv8,1tws lxwi,; it is 
less natural to take it as directly 'objective' with 1rcv8(µ.qi (Biehl). 

459-69. Or.'s reaction of'shame' is developed at some length. In conjunction 
with the memory ofTynd.'s former affectionate behaviour, it throws into 
strong relief the shamelessness and detestation that will be displayed in the 
following scene. Tynd. is by no means simply the embodiment of all that is 
hostile to Or. (his main function in the plot), but the grandfather to whom 
Or, owes much ,f,,Ma., and with whom we are to have a good deal of 
sympathy. 

459~1. la,rw>.011'111: et: Al. 391, HF 1130, etc.; distress was commonly 
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expressed in terms of'ruin'. al8ws i' Ix" ... : cf. Hee. 970 ff. (the inability 
to face someone there caused by 81111T11,c{a). -roia,v 1e11pyoa11tvo11: causal 
dat. (210*, He/. 79, Th. 3. 98-rois,mrpayµ,vo,s, etc.), with an echo of 396, 
4 13· 

461t-5. ,cal yap: 'for indeed, in fact' (GP 108-9). 0111,cpov 6v-r': 'sentimental' 
references to childhood, and also the presentation of children on the stage, 
arc frequent in E. (cf. Tr. 1182 ff.; Wilamowi1z, Kl. Sehr. iv 348); ap.u<p·, 
rather than p.tllp•, see Diggle, Gnomon 1975, 289-90, and Studies 50. 
♦1>.'1110-r': 'signs/acts of 411>.ta' (not simply 'kisses'), er. Wilamowitz on Ion 
51 g. l&«">"tat: 'fully performed'; a favourite vb, cf. 293,657, Hee. 1270, IT 
go, Ion I rn8 and esp. He/. 734-5 ,ro.\.\a ... µo,cB,jp.aT' l!l,r.\11aas. One of the 
,f,,.\,jµaTa is then described: 'carrying me around in his arms (as) 
"Agamemnon's son"' (a use of the def. article like Ba. 1145-6). /\'l&o f 
&110, / TljlWYTC. , .; for the tacking-on of a new subject, with a shin from 
sing. to dual or pl., cf. Med. 734-5, IT 3-4, Ion 64-5 . .6100,cop111: thought of 
as Tynd.'s and Leda's own sons (cf. Hel. 137), but given the title that more 
honorifically makes them 'sons of Zeus' (cf. He/. 220--1, 284); for the titles 
juxtaposed, cf. 1689-90•. 

466-g. w .. , ,cap81a .. . ; an old formula of self-address (Page on Med. 1056, 
Webster, JHS 1957, 150) has here become a mere exclam. without a 2nd 
pers. vb. ots ... ol, 1<a>.as: cf. Thgn. 1263 w ,rai, .Ss Ell lp8ov-r, KaK~v 
&.,,l8wKas &.µo,{j,jv. For the desire of an ashamed person to become invisible, 
cf. 280*; the combination of that with traditional 'darkness' and 'cloud' 
motifs seems directly modelled on HF 1159, 1216 (see Bond). 

471>-629. A clearly-structured scene: 470--90 preliminary sparring between 
Men. and Tynd.; 491-543 'prosecuting' ;,;,,ns ofTynd. (+choral distich); 
544-606 'defensive' ;,;,a,s of Or. (+choral distich); 607-29 Tynd. departs 
in anger. But an important element of the plot has been obscured by the 
interpolation of536-7 (anticipating625-6). Tynd.'s initial position is that 
Or. must be treated as an 'outcast', in accordance with the 'holy' law 
prohibiting the shedding of blood for blood. It is only after Or.'s offensive 
apologia that Tynd., by now in a furious rage, declares his intention of 
doing his best to see that Or. is stoned to death and threatens to debar Men. 
from Sparta ifhe does anything to frustrate that; a dynamic handling of the 
plot (complex, as will be shown, in detail), such that Or. himself 
contributes, as at his Assembly-trial, to the ruination of his cause. 

F. Will makes some pertinent observations as to the persona ofTynd. in 
Symb. Ost. 1961, 96-9; not seen before (so far as we know) on the tragic 
stage, he is one of E.'s most interesting third-actor characters. But his 
'prosecuting' role is in itself harmonious with the alternative tradition that 
Orestes was prosecuted at his Areopagus trial by Tyndareus and Erigone 
(F. Jacoby, FGH Illb (Suppl.) ii. 481, Brown, JHS 1983, 33•1). 

470-5. Tynd. enters with at least two attendants (474,629). His briefentry
monologue conventionally expresses his desire 'to see Menclaus and 
embrace him', as an explanation of his entry, while also accounting for his 
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presence in the vicinity (E ,~ou,ovoµ~Tws); cf. HF 1163-8, etc. (Mastro
narde 25). See Addendis Addenda. 

470, ,rou ,rou: emphatic (IT 1435); also perhaps 'breathless' (278*), as at El. 
487 (another entering Old Man). 

47,a, xoca, x•ot,1«vos: the less common type of cognate acc. idiom without 
epithet, cf. 140-1•, 1124 dywva nws dywv106µ,8a; The idioms tend to be 
formulaic (e.g. ,\.Syous Myuv, with a pejorative force); xo➔v x•ia8a, is epic 
(Od. 10. 518, 11. 26; also Hdt. 7. 43). 

473, ,ro>.u1T~s: like xpov,os 475, cf. He/. 651. Read a,awµ,vos (or -atpµ-), see 
Fraenkel on A. Ag. 618. 

474-5, ll.y1Tt 141: not necessarily implying a need for human support (cf. Ba. 
1381, IA 1475); Tynd. probably has a stick (cf. HF 108, Ion 743, etc.). 11po1 
yap s.c,av aliTou 8i>.w OTCII ao,raoao8a,: 'for I wish to approach 
(,rpoolo-rao9a,) his right hand and clasp ii'; for this 4'{,\11µa (463*) of 
greeting or farewell, cf. Med. 1070 MT' donaoao8m 1-''ITP• 8,f,dv xlpa, Ion 
519. xpov,01: for the nom., cf. 485, 740, Ion 403, etc.; but El. 1308 xpovlav a' 
la,8wv affords good support for the acc. variant. 

47~0(--91), Stichomythia, briefly interrupted by monologue as Tynd. 
catches sight of Or. and breaks away with an abrupt change of mood. Men. 
coolly defends his posture towards Or., plainly suggesting (and so Tynd. 
understands him) that at this stage he is minded to help his nephew, 
though he remains uncommitted to active J,r11covp{a. 

476, ot,10>.ctcTpov: adj. 'co-husband' (contrast the simpler 'bed-sharing' sense 
in 508), like (~uls) 06.\,\,,c-rpos, ouyyaµos and dµoyuµos of Amphitryon in 
HF 1, 149,339; tcapa: cf. 225-6•, 481•, 1380. 

477, w xaip• ita, au: cf. Med. 665, Hp. 1440, (1453) (CQ 1968, 43). tc~S•utl 
it,1ov: for the form of address with a -µu noun, cf. Ion 74 7-8 yvvaitc•s ... 
8011.\n,µ11 ff&oT.Sv, s. OT 85, etc. (KG i 10-1 I, Bruhn 139); .. .,a,., .. v T&V{ 

(unlike ><118,vuv T&Va, 791, 795*) is to be an 'in-law' (El. 47). 
478, ia: 277•. The rest of the line was rightly excised by Wecklein (cf. 

Fraenkel, Agam. iii 580•). It is not wholly inept, and may owe something to 
a different Euripidean context(µ➔ ,l8-, cf. ~ ,l8- IT 1048); but there is no 
parallel for such a second (sententious) exclam. intervening between la 
and its explanation. 

479--30. Cf. Men.'s reaction with 8 .. vov ,\,voo"s at his firstsight of Or. (389•). 
8pa1twv may echo A. Ch. 527, 549, but cf. also Stes. fr. 219 Page 
(Stcphanopoulos 133); for its abusive use as a 'monster' word, cf. 1406, 
1424, Dodds on Ba. 537-41, Owen on Ion 1262-3; it seems to be cognate 
with 8lptcoµ11, 8patc•iv (LSJ) and associates naturally with the idea 'terrible 
eyes'; cf. fr. 870 (255-6•), Hyps. 1 ii 116, Ion loc. cit. 0TIAl311 . .. a0Tpa11a1: 
cf. Bacchyl. 18( 17). 54-6 &µµaTWVoT{,\/3uv ci..o ..• ~,\oya; 'lightning', as S. 
fr. 474 R., Ar. Ach. 566 (KG i 309). voo.i&,s: Or.'s very glances are 
'polluting, destructive' (cf. Collard on Su. 423-5). OTUY'lii' lt,1ov: another 
rare, perhaps new word, cf. 269-70•, µ{011µ11 Hp. 407; the similarity with 
K~8•vl'' J,.&v 477 is perhaps fortuitous. 
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481. M1ViAa1 ... av6o1ov icapa: the appositive phrase is generally taken as 
acc. (so also Barrett on Hp. 651-11). There is no parallel in E. for such an 
apposition to ,,,., or ailT&v, whereas Kapa-phrases are very commonly 
appositive to a voc. Tynd.'1 question is rhetorical-he has no doubt or 
Men.'s 'profane' conduct in addressing Or. (in defiance or the Argive 
'law'), and berates him with the appropriate (very strong) epithet; cf. Hp. 
651 w KaKov Kapa, Tr. 10114 w Ka.-a,r.-ua.-ov Kapa. Or. (for very different 
reasons) will call Men. dvcla,os at 11113•. 

4811 . .-1 yap (sc. d.\Ao); cf. Su. 51, Pl. R,p. 3911D, etc. 
483. yap: 'what!', cf. 1113, An. 590, etc. Both Men. and Tynd. ask a question 

which 'throws doubt on the grounds of the previous speaker's words' (GP 
85 and 77). For the common theme that children arc, or ought to be, like 
their parents (with many variations), cf. Tr. 766 ff., Ba. 538 ff., 988-90. 
Tynd. has a high regard for Ag. (cf. 463-4). 

484. Men. insists that it is an obligation to 'honour' 8uaTuxoiiv.-as tf,{Aous; an 
appropriate ambiguity (repeated in 486), since 1'&/'civ may include active 
'help' (A. Eum. 7711-3 ,r&.\1v ... aul'l'd)(lfl 8opl, Od. 110. 1119 fr,vov); but in 
the first instance Men. is simply justifying his tf,lA,a ,rpoatf,81-yl'a.-a. 

485. l31l3apl3apwaa1 ..• : the vb occurs here only in E. (in tragedy elsewhere 
only S. Ant. 10011 fJ•fJap{Japwpl"lfl of the twittering of birds); Men. has 'lost 
all contact with Greek values by his long sojourn iv flapflapo11'; the 'un
Greek' qualities may include d.{Jpomlva, (348-51•), but are primarily 
wrong attitudes to vcll'os (or lack of proper vcll'o,), cf. An. 1143, Collard on 
Su. 4119 ff. (with Addenda), Hdt. 7. 104, Th. 11, 37; Dover, GPM 85 If. Men. 
is abused in terms applicable to a Pausanias or a Themistocles (cf. Th. , . 
1118-38); the former's career was a particularly cautionary ,x,mplum to 
Spartans. 

486 • .-ov 611081V (sc. ,rrt/,OKo.fa): cf. IA 501, S. El. 156. al commonly reinforces 
a sententia, cf. 605, [773], Su. 341, Ba. 881. 

487. To aspire to be -rwv VOJ&WV ••• 1rpMtpov ( = Kpdoaova) was to Rout the 
first principle of Greek law, cf. Ba. 890-11; it was equally objectionable 'to 
dwell 8upa(, .-wv vcll'Wv' (Ba. 331). For the late-E. rhythm of l'ti 1rpcl.-rpov 
,tva, (on the way to IA 5113 1rws lnroAd{Jo,I'' &v), cf. 60•. 

488, 'Everything that results from necessity/compulsion is servile, according 
to sensible/enlightened opinion'. Men. appeals to 'freedom' (cf. IA 330 o~s 
81 BoiiAos oilK ltf,uv) with an ~phorism that resolves the conflict between 486 
and 487 by implying that no maxim (other than the enthronement of 
aotf,/a) has universally binding validity for free men. wiv-rout avay1e71s: i.e. 
1rciv dvayKaio11 xPiil'a (traditionally d11,.,pov, 11119-30•); lf dvdyK'IS, cf. S. 
Phil. 73. Commentators have disputed whether Men. is alluding to the 
dvayK'I oflaw (cf. H,e. 847 Kal TUS dvayKas ol v&l'o• 8,wp,0011) or of kinship 
(cf. Antiph. B64 al via, tf,,Ala, dvayKaU11 l'lv, al 8~ ,ra.\a,al d11ayKa16T,pa,); a 
sterile dispute, since the point is explicitly comprehensive ( 1rciv). In context, 
488 is at once an apparent rebuttal of Tynd.'s yvwl''I (the old man 
naturally looks no further than the implied claim to be above the law) and 
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an ambiguity leaving it open whether Men. means 10 be bound by 1he 
claims of tilhtr v&,.os or ,f,.Ala. Ironically, yet consistently, Men. will in due 
course claim to be acting aot/,ws in submitling as a 'slave' to the dvdy1t71 of 
TVX'I (715-16*). &oii>.011: adj. ( =llou-\,ov); a favourite E. usage, cf. Tolloii,\ov 
I I 1 5 •, / A I 401, Ion 556, 983, Htl. 1176 Ta flapfldpwv yap ,rdvTa lloii,\a ,r,\,jv 
Jv&s. For the recurrent 8oii>.os/i>.,u8,pos and 'necessity' themes, cf. also 221, 
418,937, 1088, 1170, 151111-3: 715, 755, 774, 10111, 1330, 1577, 1665. 

489, TOUT': i.e. T1JUT7/V T,jv yvC:.,.71v. Tynd. stands by the orthodox view of 
Nomos as consistent with l>.1u81pla. icttcT'lao , .. au: an elevated equivalent 
of ail-ros lx• (CJ&, 1170); E. used 1t11tTija8a, like lxnv in various extensions of 
idiom, cf. 865, Su. 1117, Hp. 414. lyw Bou icfliaol'a, ('I won't accept it') 
then follows in accordance with the positive/negative antithesis. 

490. A double debating thrust (cll'a) at Tynd.'sslrongemotion as inimical to 
'reason' and at the 'bigotry' of old age; cf. Duchemin 1106. Here Men.'s 
habitual ou ao♦ov (415•) neatly provides the cue for Tynd.'s invective 
against Or.'s dao4'la. 

491-541. E. was a master both of standard 'forensic' conventions and of their 
flexible deployment in accordance with plot, situation (including number 
of speakers involved) and individual character. Whereas Or. will direct his 
reply to Tynd. in. 544-6o1•, Tynd.'s speech is addressed to Men. except 
(with sudden and powerful effect) at the climax ofhis argument in 5116 ft'.•. 
He takes his cue directly from the preceding stichomythia, and dispenses 
with the usual preamble (cf. Duchemin 168, 1697). Three lines suffice to 
enunciate his theme: that the dywv has to do with dao,/,{a, and that Or. is 
uniquely dauv,.,.os in respect of .,.,l .,,.>,,d and .,.d ,.,j 1ta>.d. The whole of 494-
533 develops that theme, beginning as an indictment with 8aT,s .•• and a 
primary focus on ~ustice' and 'universal Greek law'; passing to an invective 
against .,.,1 871puiJllfs 1tal ,.,,.,,t,&vov ( answering to T4 /4'7 1ta>.d) as exemplified 
by Or.'s unfeeling butchery of his suppliant mother; and culminating in 
the 'self-sufficient proof' (Or. 's visibly god-sent madness). The speech ends 
with the inference which Men. is to draw from the argument (oJv 534), a 
quiet summation (538-9) and a concluding distich on the theme ofTynd. 's 
lluolla,,.ov{a as 'father of bad daughters' (54,0-1). 

With 536-7* out of the way, it can be seen how artfully the speech as a 
whole is contrived so as to satisfy two plot-requirements that might have 
seemed incompatible. On the one hand, Tynd. must appear to Or. as the 
very embodiment of hostility and hatred, to whom he will respond as to a 
death-demanding prosecutor (564 *). On the other hand, Tynd. 's position 
must be consistent with his becoming a death-demanding prosecutor only in 
the light ofOr.'s 'infuriating' defence (470-6119•). That is why Tynd. is 
made to imply, with the strongest possible invective, that Or, deserves the 
same fate as his mother (504, 538-9) within the context of a view of 
'ancestral v&,.as' that prohibits dVTa,ro1tTclvuv and prescribes 'outcast' 
treatment (which might or might not include 'stoning') in cases of 
homicide. The inconsistences and ambiguities, natural to an angry old 
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man, are exactly calculated; at the same time Tynd. 's somewhat muddle
headed championing of 'common Hellenic law' suits his persona as a 
Spartan king. 

491. ,rpos Tiwfl &ywv TIS (&)oo♦las "'"'' ,rcpa (colon or full-stop): so Bo1he 
{cf. R. Shillilo, Trans. Cam/J. PI,. Soc. 1, 75, Winning1on-lngram, BICS 
1969, 53-4); Murray's Tls .. • ; was an aberration {implying denial of the 
dywv against Or.). ,rpos TovB: empliatic {sc. oil 1rpds l,.I). ,rpos ... fj1C11: 
implying 'pertinet ad', like 1rpa,S1<u + dat. (cf. Med, 252 oil yd.p aoros 1rpds al 
1<df'' 'qKfl Myos), but also lit. 'has come against' (cf. Held. 116-17 'llpos 
ToiiTov dycuv J.po. Toiill, Toii .,\&you/ f'«..\10T' dv ,t'l/)i 491 has the double 
function of retorting to 490 (concluding the stichomythia, as 44,8) and 
initiating the pija,s. The variant 1<1iTa1 (Matthiessen 57) is scarcely inferior, 
cf. Hee. 292, Ion 756, S. Aj. 936, and is likely to be ancient. &ywv . .. &oo
♦las . .. trip,: the oppositeofthc usual 'mastermind' contest (dycuv ~(us, 
Ar. Ran. 883i ,,,Jp,, cf. [847-8]•), and with an echo of judicial idiom {/l(,.'1/ 
d.a,fi,lus, etc.). ifo~os (El. 1302, Thgn., Pi.), d,.aB,js and doiwETOS were 
similarly used in ethical condemnation; unlike the common d,.aBla, dooef,la 
does not occur elsewhere before Plutarch and Lucian, but E. had recently 
used (coined?) the words 011vu~1iv and clauv,ala (Ph. 394, 1727; cltUVEala 
also Archelaus fr. 31. 2). The indef. T&S has a 'moderating' effect (cf.1167-
9*), as though Tynd. were apologizing for his 'clever' language; perhaps 
also with ironical meiosis. [Porson's ,rpds Tclvll, aoef,las Tls dv clyC:.v -q1<01,rJp,; 
involves too much alteralion, and is otherwise inferior. As Fraenkel 
observed (to Di B.), one expects a statement introducing the p,ja,s.] 

49:t-3. Pleas of'intellectual deficiency' are advanced by modern advocates in 
defence of their clients. Their habitual use by prosecutors is one of the most 
striking differences in Athenian forensic practice (cf. Dover, GPM 146-
50). Aouv1TwT1po1: a characteristic adj. in E.'s later plays: Ion (1), Hel. (1), 
PI,. (3), Or. ( 1 ), IA (5); for the comparative, cf. fr. 645. 5. Or.'s total lack of 
ailv,a,s (396*) is proved by his inability to distinguish between opposites 
that are 'manifest to all (normal persons)'; cf. Men. 's (milder) criticism of 
Apollo in 417•. For Tynd. there is a clearcut opposition between TO 
/ll1<a1ov / 001011 / .,,s,.,,.av ('aesthetically' apprehended as KcaA&) and the 
opposite (cf. Ba. 995 &8,ov t'l.va,.ov t'l.ll11<ov). The question-mark is better 
placed at the end of 493 than at 495. 

494, 6oT&S TO 11iv 8l1CG1ov oi'IK lo••tj,caTo ... : beginning the 'indictment' ( 285-
7•) with what Or.failed to do (,.Iv inceptive); for the turn of phrase, cf. IA 
674 XP~ TO y' •Ja,fils a1<otr•iv. 

495, o~6' ... : continuativc and epexegetic of 494 (not balancing ,.,.,; 
antithetic µIv ..• ot.lll, GP 191, does not occur in E.). The concept of 
'common (unwritten) Hellenic law(s)' was frequently appealed to by 
orators, cf. Su. 311, 429 ff., 526, Th. 3. 59 (Stinton in Collard's Supplices p. 
441); the opposite (pejorative) expression is (8101 vo,.o, {cf. 487*, 558-g*). 
,lAkv •wl: metaph. 'consulted', like br.Alhiv (Su. 155, He/. 165); cf. 6o9•. 

496-506, 'Or. should have acted dalws and expelled his (undeniably guilty) 
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mother; as it is, he has shown himself even worse than her and has brought 
upon himself the same fate'. Tynd.'s argument has been called 'anachro
nistic' and 'futile', on the grounds that fifth-century legal processes did not 
exist in the heroic age. But the phrasing of500-1 (seriously misrepresented 
in Arrowsmith'• translation) is appropriately 'timeless', with no more than 
an overtone of contemporary terminology. According to a credibly 
primitive view ofvo,.os ('custom' as well as 'law') Or. could certainly (after 
killing Aegisthus) have made his mother an 'outcast' (with 'stoning' as a 
likely concomitant 8{'"1), abstaining from the &vo,.ov, dvoa1ov act of 
matricide. There is a distortion, indeed, in the telescoped sequence of 
events: the omission (here) of any mention of Aegisthus and of the 
necessary time-lapse hetween Ag.'s death and Or.'s retributive action. A!I 
to that, (a) the matters oi_nitted do not affect the immediate argument; (b) 
the focus on Ag.'s death (rather than 'after Aeg.'s death') economically 
allows Tynd. to condemn his daughter too, with an air ofimpartiality; (,) 
the issueof'tyrannicide' is quite deliberately excluded (by E.) Q_n both sides 
of the argument. The issue is 'matricide' (cf. 886 f.); and nothing must be 
allowed to diminish Tynd.'s absolute condemnation of ~ovos. 

496, lwcl: 'circumstantial', not purely temporal. lCcwvcuo,v ... jllov: cf. 
1163, HF 980, Hel. 142, etc. 

497, The sense must be 'smitten on (as to) the head (implying 'mortally') by 
my daughter'. Brunck's ,capa Buya.1'pos njs l,.,js 1rAt1Y•ls {J,ro is a satisfactory 
line, but the reshuffle is too arbitrary (the compound error unexplained). 
Accepting the likelihood of terminal ho, I should prefer trA'l)'ds Buyaf'p,ls 
(,cpriTa) T,jr 1,.;;s lJ,ro (,cdpa]; cf. Mtd. i 125-6 &AwAtv .•. ~ap,.a,cwv f'wv 
awv {J,ro, and (for the inserted position of 'head') Med. 1387 'Apyoiis ,capa 
aov Au,f,&v.,, trttrA'IYl'lvor (not ,capa oclv 'Apyoiis . .. ). [Other theoretical 
lines of emendation: (a) trA'JYais •.• (cf. Denniston on El. 123); but 
arax101'ov lpyov 498 follows much more naturally after the participle 
trA')ycls, and (mip ,capa is otherwise unacceptable. (b) {J.,' (-v-); but 
Meineke's Js ,capa is unidiomatic, and we cannot well get rid of 'head' 
altogether. (c) tltral Tricl., accepted by Di B. ( = lJ,ro); but it is incredible 
that E. should have preferred that in ordinary dialogue to terminal {J,ro. 
The sole allestation of tl1ral in E. is at El. 1188 (at period-end in lyric, and 
very possibly an error for if1ro); and S. has it only once (El. 711 xaA,c,js (mal 
adAtr,yyos) in a messenger-speech with epic colour. It remains possible, 
however, that tl,ra{ is not simply Triclinian, but had entered the: tradition 
as an alternative rectification of ho, after 'head' had been moved to the 
end of the line.] 

4g8 f. Absurdly, there is no '_499' or '719' in the now universal (Dindorfian) 
numeration of the text. Our '348-806' was rationally '348-804' in the edd. 
of Barnes (1694), King (1726), Morell (1748) and Beck (1778). It had 
previously been '34B-8o6' in the edd. of Port us and Stephan us, because of 
Canter's wrong lineation (presenting a trimeter as two short lines) at 439 
and 646. Musgrave (1778) reintroduced the wrong'348-8o6', but with the 
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numeration-errors at 439 and 719. No one before Dindorfhad miscounted 
at 499. Kirchhoff tried to put things right, but Nauck followed Dindorfand 
has been followed by subsequent edd. {Cf. Biehl, Teubner edn. xl; others 
offer neither comment nor explanation to the reader, who might suppose 
something to have been excised in these places). 

500-1. xpijv auTov l,n8aiva, t'CY . •. : i.e. xp,jv µlv . .. , answered by vuv 
8' • .. 504; for the late position of µlv, cf. Ar. Plut. 1 HlO 'ITpoT•pov ydp flxov 
µlv . .. (GP 372). This should not have been mistaken as an instance of 
µiv ... Tf. afl'aTot liiic11v ocrlav: 'a ho(y blood-penalty'; the usual comma 
after M«11v is very bad {Or. did 'impose a blood-penalty'!). li,w,covT': 
'prosecuting (it)', sc. alµ- 8(,.. tlalav {d,ro 1<01vou), cf. 322-3 aiµaTos 
T1vu1,.va1 8(1<av, 412 •, 1534 TOv 'E>.,v11s <f,&vov 81w1<wv. The technical sense of 
81w1<«v derives from the ancient idea of lit. 'pursuit', even as 'the homicide 
suit al Athens derived historically from the family blood-feud, and retained 
many of its features' (Kells, CQ. 1966, 52•). l,cpa>.civ TE llwl'aTwv: 
epexegetic, like 495, not the second (or first, hysteron proteron) of a 
sequence of actions; Tynd.'s whole emphasis is on 'expulsion' (cf. 515 
<f,uyaia, 8' oa,ouv), though his words are consistent with the likely stoning of 
such an 'outcast' wife. 

50!1. 'He would have got TO arot/,pov instead of ovµ,J,opa, and would have been 
adhering to both voµos and piety'. But the dv cannot be 'understood' with 
,>.afl•v from the following line, and we must accept Bergk's easy correction 
,>.a/l' (dv) {an unexceptionable elision, see Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 161, and 
Studies rno). Expressions like TO ow♦pov >.afl•iv (,mjaaa9a,) reflect the 
common view of virtues {dpETa() and the opposite as facets of <ii1<>.f1a and 
81101<>.ua; thus at 782 </>•uyw TO 6uAov Tjj6E, TO 8u>.ov implies 'the imputation of 
cowardice'. For the force of TO oro<f,pov here, cf. exactly He/. 932 ,r,i;\,v µ • 
dvafova' ls Tel aw<f,pov; also Mtd.218, IT676, Ion 600, He/. 272, S. Ant. 924, 
Aj. 75, etc. (Bruhn 116). For the strong sense of auµ,/,opa (including 
'calamitous blood-pollution'), cf. 414*, and Jebb on S. OT 99. [The 
alternative reading ... l>.a/l•v av T,js avµt/,opos is supposed to mean 
something like 'he would have acted owrf,povws in respect of what had 
happened, in his difficult situation'; Di B. interprets thus, but does not give 
a convincing explanation of the gen.] See Addendis Addenda. 

504. vuv 8 .. . : 'But as it is .. .'. it TOY auTov liall'ov': cf. Cyc. 110, fr. 1073.2 
(8a{µwv non-personal 'fate', cf. 394,667, Stevens on An. 98, Fraenkel on A. 
Ag. I 341 f.). 1'1)Ttp,: with TOV ailTov, cf. El. 320 lr7a1lTcl ... 7Ta1'pl, ibid. 297, 
Al. rn62, An. 657, IT rn47, Cyc. 638, S. A11t. 644 {KG i 411-12). 

506. auTot icaiclwv 1'1)T4p' iycv«To icTavwv: Parson rightly restored the rare (so 
corruptible) A-B-A-8 interlacement of main clause and participial phrase 
(cf. Elmsley on Med. 460-1(473-4], Stinton, PCPhS 1975, 84-5). Here 
l''l"•pa is emphasized by advancement (µ1)T<p' ly<vETo standing economi
cally for ,_..,.,pcls •y•v•To 1-'T/T<pa), while KTavwv remains in the terminal 
position favoured by v- participles: so also 749 TouTo 1ravT' lxw µa9wv, 
rn8o ... >.aflwv, 1100 ... l8wv {and more elaborately Rh. 573 "tl>oi{Jov" 
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,:lo,\wvos offla aoµflo.\ov ,t,\Owv). 1633-4 K47TO <f,aayavou / TOU aoiJ ,,,,\walMs 
,'/p,raa' '" .:luls ,raTpos is similar, but with the participle coming first in the 
divided phrase. 

507-11. The classic argument against vendetta-killing (cf. El. 1093 ff., S. El. 
580 ff.; also inter-city bloodshed, Htl. 1155-7); but Tynd. rather absurdly 
elaborates the topos in such a way as to contemplate a son killing his father 
to avenge his grandmother, 'and so on'. E. used (and varied) topoi not only 
for their own sake, but for illuminating the ,'/9os and 3uivo,a of his 
characters (cf. I08, 704-7; lntrod. F ii). 

5o8. TovB: perhaps with a gesture towards an imaginary person ('indefinite' 
08,, Von der Miihll, MH 19661 190-1); but Tynd.'s logic is quite equal to 
beginning with Or. himself, slain (at some undefined future date) by a 
hypothetical wife. 

509-11. Having begun hypothetically with the optative, Tynd. proceeds to 
contemplate the future more definitely with indic. vbs; cf. 566-71 •, and 
KG ii 480. 

510. ♦lw't' ♦6vov: cf. IT 1223-4 </>· </>· J,,v{,f,w, HF 40 (a/Uaa,), and contrast the 
'tears on tears' type of paregmenon (335-6•). 

511 .. >.uau: cf. 597-8•; here the vb is ironically used. ,r4pos Ii>\ ,roi . .. ; a 
mixture of'where will the limit be?' and 'whither will the 1ta1ta advance?' 
,rpopT)a1Ta1: cf. 749•, Med. 1117, Hp. 342. 

5111-17. The laws of Draco to check vendetta-killing had recently been 
reinscribed in the Agora; but we should not suppose that Tynd. is simply 
giving a resume of them (cf. MacDowell, Law 42-7). His emphasis on 'holy 
<f,uyf is on one level 'Homeric' (Wilamowitz, Kl. Sehr. iv 349), on another 
'Pythian' in respectofblood-pollution, likeS. OT238 If. (46 If.*, 515*); a 
view of 'ancestral laws' based largely on tragic precedents, with ad hoe 
phrasing (arg11menti causa, 491-541•, for the ambivalence of 'outcast' 
treatment). 

515. ♦uyaia, B oa,oOv: as in S. OT 241 (w9,iv 8' d,r' or1twv), a positive 
'commanded' is to be supplied from the previous vb of prohibition; cf. 601, 
900, Ph. 1217-18, JI. 5. 819-21 (KG ii 566-7, Bruhn 115). For the force of 
oa,oiJv, 'which conveys the idea of restoring religious normality', see Parker 
121,330. 

516. lveCcola,: with pass. force (440*), cf. A. S11. 169; a rare vb in E. (IA 527). 
ds: more definite perhaps, certainly crisper, than the usual ,ts TIS (LSJ •ft 
4). 

517, x•poiv or x•pos? The latter is more exquisite, and preferred by Di B.; the 
former is commended, but by no means guaranteed, by 429, IT 1047, HF 
I 324 (ifL is wrong here, it may well be wrong elsewhere). l\.olal\ov: 'latest', 
here ofan 'unending' series of evils; perhaps, but not necessarily, with the 
implication 'worst' (HF 1279, Page on Med. 1105). 

518. ly~ lil .. ,aw ""' ... : clear rhetorical structure (cf. Hp. 1016 Jyw 8' 
dywvas µlv . .. ), but still equivocal as to the capital charge facing Or. µ,aw 
µlv ... is balanced by dµvvw 8' ... 523 after an elaboration (partly 
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parenthetic) of the ,.,.,.clause; Tynd. is at once conceding the gross 
misconduct of his daughters (followed by 'but .. .') and asslrling his 
consistent 'hatred' of TO dvda1ov (' ••• and ... '); a feature hard to reproduce 
in translation. The rhetorically moralizing use of µ1aw is especially 
common in E. clv-lous: this and </>1Aorr,h-wp 1605 are the only 'paeonic' 
trimeter•endings in Or. (characteristic of late E.; Zielinski 174, 191). 

5110. ouffCW alv4-: cf. 499; the repetition is 'in character', cf. 4/85 (El.), 100/ 
110 (Hel.), 415/490 (Men.), 551/5g6, [936/941) (Or.). 

5111. oi,B &v ffpoocl"°'~: another 'character' touch, coming thus immedia
tely before Tynd. 's address to Or. ol'i8l ol lttAcii: sarcastically implying oil,c 
bra,~, cf. Th. 5. 105 .i,....v oil C11>.06µ,v TO &</>pov. 

524. -ro "1piciih1: a recurrent and topical theme (lntrod. Fi. 2); the adj. is 
standard for the 'feral' life of men before laws were instituted (Democr. 85, 
Crit. 825. 2; Collard on Su. 201-2); for the abstract neuter (first at Tr. 671, 
of a colt's untamed nature), cf. also Pl. Cra. 394E. 11ia,♦ovov: always in 
Homer an epithet of Ares, later more generally 'murderous', usually with 
direct reference to blood-pollution. 

5115. ffauwv, 6 ... : cf. 678-9•, where Or. ends his speech to Men. with B.,,pwv, 
;; ... ('a thing which'). acal yijv acal ffoA1,1: an artificial phrase, as pl. of the 
formula ,cai y,jv ,cal rro>.w (A. Eum. 993), with y,jv necessarily retained in the 
sing. 

5116 ft'. Tynd. has already strained his interpretation of pollution-law by 
remaining within sight of Or. (479-80, 513-14); cf. Hp. 946 (Parker 313), 
Hitherto we may suppose him to have studiously avoided looking at Or. 
afier the initial encounter. But now he suddenly rounds on him with direct 
address. The well-characterized 'contradiction' (cf. 481, 5111•) is an 
effective dramatic stroke, and gives a new and unconventional bite to the 
otherwise routine use of the 2nd pers. sing. for the prosecuting argument 
'how could you bring yourself to do such an appalling thing?' 

5116. l"•'. , .: i.e. '(I am right in abominating TO B,,p,ci,8,s / µ1a1</>ovov, in the 
context of Or.'s lack of auvea,s), for .. .'. +ux1'v: at once 'heart' and 
'feeling' (Webster,JHS 1957, 150), cf. Or.'s pairing of ,cap3la and ,f,ux-t, at 
4661 and Philolaus 813 ,cap5la t/Juxas ,cal alaB-t,aaos (dpxd). 

527-3. For the enjambment, with strong emphasis here on l'iiT'IP, cf. Collard 
on Su. 11-16. 11ao-rov: the showing of the breast ad mis,,rieordiam was a 
traditional motif (Denniston on El. 1206) going back 10 Homer(//. 22. 79-
83) and memorably employed in A. CA. 896-8. The sing. is normal in this 
topos (568• is exceptional), reflecting the epic µa(os. lyw 11• ... : cf. Htl. 
496 (GP 381-2). 

5119, lK-riiacw: cf. 134 •. 
531>-3, A 'conclusive' 4-line argument (not the second half of an 8-line 

argument, as Murray's paragraphing might suggest); for the 'no need of 
other witnesses', cf. Hp. 971-2. The argument from Or.'s visible madness 
(Adkins 139) reflects the common use of 'god-hated' in damnatory 
language (19f.•). 
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530. Iv tollvt Aoyou,& Toit l11oit li11oppo8ci: 'therefore' is surely wrong (pace 
Di B.; GP affords no support for a merely resumptive use of oJv without any 
inferential force, as to which 534 is obviously different). But neither ll' oJv 
('well, anyway') nor youv ('at least') seems quite right (weakening the force 
of what should be a rhetorical climax; cf. Med. 585 ,v yap i1<T1v1i a' ;,,or, 
where the 'single knock-out argument' is anything but 'one word al least'). 
lv 81 . .. is common where there is a simple progressive-corrective sequence 
of thought (as Med. 1105, Hp. 919)'. Here, however, we want a climactic 
asyndeton like Su. 594 lv 81i µt.vov µo, .• . , HF 1386 Iv µo( TI, 61101v, 
oi,y,ca.,.• •. . , IA t114-9 lv ouvn,.oiioo. ,rdvTo. v11<,Sow Aoyov (.\lywv England). 
Read, therefore, Iv oilv ,\,Syo,a, . .. (an easy confusion ofO and C); for the 
combination with dµ.oppo81i, cf. the very common combination of ouv- (or 
ouv) with dµ.oii or dµo. (Diggle, Studies 39). Of'oppo81iv is an uncommon 
word, elsewhere used absolutely (cf. S. Ant. 536, fr. 489 R.), like i1t1ppo8,iv 
(901-11•); 'po8os and its cognates properly describe movement accompa
nied by noise' (Diggle on Phaethon Bo). 

531. 1-''l'l'POJ! i.e. ,.,,,,,.por t/,ovou, cf. 1657, s. El. 33-4 ,;,,..,, "P""'I' ffllTpos 8l1<ar 
dpolµ"lv (Dawe i I 76). 

5311. 11a~la,~ . .. ♦of3~1t: 37•, 38•, 39-40\ , • , • , • , , • , • 
534-5. w, ouv &v cl&fi,: cf. A. Ch. l0111 d,U ws av .. a'l,,. . IV ullns and ws/iva 

µd871s arc 'didactic' formulae, the more elliptical uses having the more 
colloquial ring (e.g. An. 589, S. Phil. 989); for the 'admonitory' use before 
an imperative, cf. Tr. 10119-30 M1vl,\o.', t'v' d8fjs at 1"1.\1u.,.,jow .\.Syov, 
01'£,/,avwaov. • . Toio&v 8cois l'Tt wpi,.od lvaVTI' . .. : 'do not act in 
opposition to the gods, in your (natural) desire to help Or.'. Contrast the 
more specific prohibition in 6114 (µ'I T,j,6' dµuv11vt/,ovov .. • ). Here the logic 
ofTynd.'s argument is (more mildly) that Men. will be at fault only ifhc 
attempts to frustrate the 'ancestral laws' as to 'holy ef,uyo.t'. 

(531>-7). Del. Brunck, These lines are in situ at 6115-6•, and ruinously de trap 
here (47o-6119•, 491-541•), notwithstanding what Or. says at 564• {of 
which we shall have more to say ad toe.). In particular, note (a) the 
otherwise temperate and 'sorrowing' conclusion ofTynd. 's speech (538-9, 
540-1 ), in keeping with his mild admonition to Men. in 534-5; (b) the mild 
reaction of the Chorus-1.eader (5411-3), who would surely have deprecated 
the extreme penalty, if, in a sudden access offury, Tynd. had introduced a 
demand for that in his l,r(.\oyos; (c) the behaviour of I: (with an excursus on 
I:1rap.,.,rJ..,.18os x8ovos at 6116, nol at 537). [Repeated lines in E., a fortiori 
pairs of lines, necessarily come under suspicion {Page, Actors 103-5; the 
survey by P. W. Harsh, Hermes 1937, 435-49, is too conservative). The 
repeated couplets in Med. 9113-4/ 1006-7, I 0611-3/ 11140-1, Held. 97-8/11111-
11 all, in different ways, betray the hand ofan interpolator; some single-line 
repetitions within a play may be authentic, but most, if not ali, are false 
(the case of Med. 41 = 356•!:= 380 is particularly instructive). Burnett 
(1106) is among the few commentators to have followed Brunck. Other 
proposed excisions are all motivated by the mistaken desire to save 536 in 
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situ because of 564 (which is rather the cause of the interpolation): 6115-6 
del. Schenkl; 537 and 6ii5 del. Wilamowitz; 537 (only) del. Hermann, Di 
B.; 6115 (only) del. Kayser, Biehl, Degani.] 

538-g. A 'temperate' summation, not so different from ·the position of the 
Chorus at El.t169-71,1185-9, 11118-110. At the same time, however, if Cl. 
'died justly', it follows that Or. 'justly' faces the same fat, (cf. 504), and that 
Tynd. is not (afier all) exduding the justice of capital punishment (despite 
515). Again, the ambivalence is exactly calculated. 

540-1, Tynd.'s final thought is not directed against Or., but at his own 
parental misfortune (with an echo of 249-50• and of the recurrent 
,-c.a~cip1os-theme). 

542-3, A low-key, 'neutral' observation (formally balanced by 605-6*), in 
which the Chorus-leader simply generalizes Tynd. 's concluding sentiment, 
g11AwTos: cf. 1147, 5111, 972-s; (1),"cn\i'Out ou1&+opcis: 249-50•. 

544-001(-4). Or. defends himself in fully 'forensic' style (cf. Stevens on An. 
184 ff.), including a 7-line ,rpoolµ,ov and a comprehensive range of 
defensive and offensive arguments (Duchemin 169•, 197•, 199", 21 t>, 
214•). As directed to Tynd., the apologia is ill-judged in both tone and 
content, eristic argument getting the better of al8ws, ,f,,>.la and ordinary 
commonsense. No wonder the old man reacts as he does in 607-119 (as the 
plot requires). If Or. had limited himself to a prayer for 'ftight' (,f,u,,,)), in 
particular to Delphi, it is hard to see what arguments Tynd. could have 
employed against such a plea from 'Agamemnon's son' (463-4), in the 
light of his declared position as to pollution-law (515) and his lack of 
concern to avenge his daughter's ~ust death' (538), In the interests of his 
plot, E. brilliantly exploits the convention whereby in such dyC:..,.disputcs 
speakers habitually argue, not with any genuine attempt to persuade their 
immediate opponent, but with a rhetorical display of debating-points as to 
a wider imagined audience. Here (a) there is an actual audience in the 
persons of Men. (still uncommitted) and the Chorus; (b) Or. understand
ably mistakes the tenor ofTynd. 's hostile invective, associating his 'hatred' 
(480, 518) with that of the Argives who are demanding his execution by 
stoning (431-6*), and consequently replies to Tynd. as to 'the spokesman 
for lhe prosecution' (564•). (c) We are to remember Or.'s apologia here 
when we come to the report of his Assembly-trial: as argued there, his 
speech at (932-42]• is an interpolation. As elsewhere, 'Or.'s blinkered 
polarization of'friend and foe', of'vindication and condemnation' and of 
'life and death' excludes contemplation of any µ10011 ( cf. 581-2 •; In trod. F 
iii). The structure of the speech is: !',44-50 ,rpoo(µ1011; 551-63 the rationale 
of Or.'s act in terms of kinship (with an element of narratio); 564-99 
d,roi\oyla to the capital charge, with a focus successively on vdµor, Bl'"I, Td 
B•iov, and including some KGT'f'Yopla (shifting the blame); 600-1[-4] 
concluding distich on the theme of811a&a,µovla ( cf. 54Q-1). 

544-50. 'Hesitant' speech-openings are a standard rhetorical device; here, 
however, the captatio b,n,uolentiae is vitiated by the declared expectation of 
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vexing the person addressed (directly suggesting the wider imagined 
audience). Note the artificial ring-structure, beginning and ending with 
the same posture ofal8ws (cf. 460): 544-5 (pause), 546-7 (pause), 548-50. 
[Hartung transposed 546--7 after 550, plausibly: the first section of the 
apologia then begins and ends with the oa,osfdv&a,os theme (down to 563), 
and 546-7 is directly followed by the dilemma Tl xp,jv µr 8paoa,; ... (551-
3); moreover iyw 8' . .. can then stand in 546, beginning the speech 
proper, cf. Ph. 473, etc. (GP t70-i). But (given iycp8') the lines fit well 
enough in sil11: 546 is then a justification of Or.'s hesitant start, and the 
contrary consideration in 547 encourages him to proceed (548-50).) 

544, trpos ac ... "-iyuv: rrp&s is simply 'addressing' ( cf. An. 364 &yav l>.rtas ws 
yw~ rrpos &po••as), but Myr1• rrpos Twa is commonly used with the 
implication 'speak oul': Al. t 008 ( with J>.1118Jpws ), El. 300 XP~ BJ rrpos +t>.ov 
>.ly•w, Ba. 775 f., etc. 

545, 'You and your mind' is ill supported by passages like S. Aj. 114 7 aJ 1<a/ To 
oov Mf3pov aToµa (Bruhn 139-40), in which the adj. makes a big rhetorical 
difference. The true reading is surely o,rou Y• (Lex. Vind., Mn") µc>.>.w o,jv 
T1 (Musgrave)>.urr,ja•w+plva. Or.'s point is' ... (placed as I am) in a situation 
in which I am going (inevitably, ifl speak out) to cause you some distress'. yr 
(epexegetic) and T1 have merit both separately and in combination. (Paley 
deleted 545, but Or. needs to explain why he is 'afraid to address' his 
grandfather. The latter's old age (ylpav 544, Tplxa 550) is not, in itself, a 
sufficient explanation; nor (ifwe have kept 546-7 in situ) is Or.'s awareness 
of pollution.] 

546--7. 'I am well aware that I am unholy as a matricide-though holy indeed 
as a father-avenger'. iycjl8': cf. IT 852, Med. 39, Pho. 716, (ad+') ol1l' lyw 
Med. 948,963, 1066, Hdd. 717. The progression iy,J, To, ... ~yw 8' ... is 
intolerable ( though see 544-50• above). In this ,rpoolµ,ov Or. is concerned 
to present himself as neitherdva,ll,js nor dauvnos (cf. 492-3), and it will be 
no part of his defence to deny the µ{aaµa. &a101 Bey ... : for the force of the 
particles (following a colon or dash, for preference; GP 155), cf. /A 392,; Ill 
y' 'E).,r{s, 0Cµa1 µIv, 8ror. bapov ovo110: 'by a different designation'; an 
extension of the standard use of ovoµa. (like dvoµa.,.,) with proper names. 
Making play with 'contrary names' for the same thing was a feature of 
contemporary sophism; cf. Antiope fr. 21 Kambitsis J,, 1ravror av r,r 
,rpo.yµaTor 8,aawv >.oywv f dywva 8,,T' dv, .1 Mynv ,r., ao+or (Guthrie, 
Sophists 3 16). 

548-g. 811: if sound, with a force equivalent to dy, (GP 216-18); but this 
colloquial use with imperatives is very uncommon in tragedy, and }!aley's 
lU is likely to be right. i,nrollwv: cf. Mtd. 1222. Myo,aiv ... -i)11,v: for the 
two dats., cf. He/. 82. i,c,r"-11aac1 Myou: cf. IT 240, 773, 912. 

550. "uv Si . .. : 'though at this moment .. .'. Tplxo: i.e. 'grey hair'. 
551-6, The 'logic' (555) of'filial duty'. The genetic argument for the primacy 

of the father is offensive to present-day ideas, but it was traditional 
(alongside the idea of birth µ11rpos &+• aiµaTos, 195-9•) and in accordance 
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whh a widely-held view of procreation (e.g. Anaxagoras A107 ap. Arist. 
gen. anim. 4. 1. 763b, and the Egyptians according to Diod. 1. 80; C. J. 
Herington, JHS 1g67, 81••); in tragedy, cf. A. Sepl. 754 (01r•lpas lJ.po11pa11), 
S. OT 1211, 1257, E. Ph. 18, but above all the direct precedent in A. E11m. 
658-9, where the same argument had been put forward by Apollo. E. had 
every reason to put it into Or.'s mouth (cf. 581-2•) and to give it initial 
prominence, so phrased as to be '""''lf'O" to Tynd. wi.th the repeated 

· emphasis on 'your daughter' (cf. ail To, ~11-r16aas ••. 585-7•). 
551-,. TI XPiiv 11• 8pioa1; a question repeated later (596). Or. nowhere 

directly confronts the answer that Tynd. has already given (500 ff.). 8uo 
yd.p clYTlt.11 8uoiv: on one side of the 'double antithesis' is 1he/ath,r who has 
sown the s,ed; on the other, the mother (in this case 'your daughter') who has 
received it like a sown.field. wap a>.>.ou underlines the secondary nature of her 
role. 

(554]. An inorganic line, rightly deleted by Nauck, Paley and Reeve (iii 
155 f.), which contributes nothing to, indeed gratuitously weakens, Or.'s 
argument for the prima9 of the father. The 'necessary role' of the father 
merely establishes his equal importance. f Paley also excised 555-6, but the 
statement of the mother's secondary role in 552-3 must be followed by the 
inference as 10 aclion which Or. drew from his understanding of the 
biological facts.] 

555, IAoy100J&'I" 0611. , .: a prosaic vb (metrically noteworthy, cf. 597 f/ 0111< 
iifio,cpliiii): but E.'s idiom is habitually exquisite, not straightforwardly 
prosaic, when he uses vernacular words. loyl(1alla, is properly 'to employ 
rational calculation' (so IA 386 -rd >.1J\oy,ap.lvo11 11ap1ls). The sense here 
(with inf. cl.p.6va,, 556*) is 'I resolved by calculation', by analogy with 
lfJou>.•1100,,f/" (' .•• by deliberation'); an extension at once natural (cf. KG 
ii 6-8, and Eng. 'reckon to') and in E.'s manner, with a close enough 
parallel at IA 9!1!1-3 >.1>.oy,ap.lvo, yap ol -ro,ol8' 1lal11 /Jpo-rwv / clpfJws 8,a(ijv 
Tl.11 /Jlov yvwp..,s p.l-ra. "¥ ymus clpx'IJYCTD: ' ( to) the initiator of (my) ylvos'; 
in the sense 'family' the ylvos includes El., but 'birth' is the better 
interpretation here; it is 'by yl.vos' (in that sense) that Or. is titularly cl 
'Ayap.lp.vovos ydvos. dpXf/YET'IS 'primary causer of', as in El. 890-1 ll•ous 
p.iv ,)yoii 11pw-rov, 'H>.l1t-rpa, -r6x'ls / dpXf/YITas -r,ja8', The implication -,,;, 
11aTpl is given here by the context (55!1-3); in a different context dp,crwl-r'IS 
ylvous might refer to a much remoter ancestor. 

556, fl'i>.>.ovt cll'Gva,: dp.iiva, governing the dat. in 555 is likely to be sound 
(cf. 419•, 5!13, 934, 1588, d,-ulvwv 11a-rpl El. 976), and p.ciAA&v p.' was 
doubtless a desperate attempt to save the metre (like Biehl's p.ciA>.&v y'), 
Verrall's p.tiAAclv p.• ~Ova, is quite impossible ( the dat. and gen. phrases with 
it unintelligible), as Wilamowitz argued (Kl. &hr. iv 351-11). But the word 
we want in place of p.ci>.>.011 is not 1tclA>.1011, but d~•>.wv: 'taking no 
account • •• of her who had (merely) undertaken nurture (of the seed and 
foetus)'; dp.,Ad'v, cf. (as the converse) S. El. 34!2 ,c1{11ou (sc. 1111-,p&s) J\c>.ija9a,, 
T,js Bi ,,,,.ToilOf/S p.l>. .. 11. Thal gives us for the first time an iacceptable 
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construction for the gen. phrase, with a crisscross hyperbaton, splitting the 
par1icipial phrase, exactly like 1634 (see 506*; and cf. also IT 678-9 
llofw ... ,rpolloils a1awa8a{ a' (Elmsley, for a• aJ.C1a81 atl,-cls ••s oi1tous 
µ0110s). Tijs {,,rocna"'ls Tpo♦as: as the aor. of ~ia,-aa8a,, ilnoa,-i;~, 
properly has a force intermediate between active and passive; for the sense 
'undertake', cf. Su. 189 ( wcli,ov). For the mother as 'nurse' of the sown seed, 
cf. A. Eum. 659 ,-po,f,ds ... 1tolµa,-os v1oa,rclpov; after birth, of course, the 
father also ,-pl,f, ... (Wilam. 1taAA,011 dµiiva.,, but the scansion 1t0Mio11 is not 
supportable by any certain parallel in tragic trimeters (Diggle, Studies 119-
30), the ellipse of •t~&is awkward, and the harsh tomparalia (Ti;s=,j Tjj) is 
also logically false, since the problem facing Or. was not 'which parent am 
I to d,.611•111?', but rather 'which parent's claims am I to disregard?' 
Kirchhoff's ,,,f,\.\,011 dµu111i11 is metrically superior, but scarcely less 
awkward.] 

557 ft'. 'Moreover in this instance the mother (your daughter) was an 
adulteress'. 

558-9. 181oLOLY ••. ,co~xl crw♦p-,v: cf. 495 •. Cl. had acted in culpably selfish 
&11010 (cf. Hee. 641 ); for a woman to arrange her own marriage was in itself 
scandalous, afortiori such ironically termed ilµl~10,. [Schmidt (KS 353) 
was dissatisfied with Is dvllpcls iin .\lKTp ', and suggested •ls&.\,\' lonn (better 
lltlao11/lp' lariu?). The text may, of course, be sound, with the whole 
emphasis on the pejorative words in 558; but dvllpos ('man, husband') does 
seem a little feeble, esp. as Aegisthus was commonly regarded as 
'womanish' (cf. 589*, and Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1625 lf),l 

559-&>. ll'auTcw ... 4Ccpw: cf. Hec. 736 clµaUT..j11 yelp .\lyw, .\lyou04 al; the 
second ,ca1eiiis is understood, a common type of clwcl 1to1110ii brachylogy, cf. 
413, Med. , 302, etc. (Bond on HF 283, KG ii 564). The adultery of the 
mother brings general disgrace: on the whole family, with the possible slur 
of bastardy even for true-born sons. . 

561. Afyu,los .. . : cf. 496-506•. The definite article with tcpu,rTos ,rocr,s is 
hard to interpret, and either Nauck's al should be accepted ( =oil-rjj, cf. 
Denniston on El. 924) or the: line should be deleted (Reeves 156). 

562-3. Or. 's argument here is that, aner the: (unexceptionable:) killing of the 
1tpu,r,-l,s noa,s, the slaying of the guiltier party to the ydµos (557 ff., cf. 588-
90) followed a fortiori, ifhe was to avenge his father. He: has not yet dwelt on 
the fact that the adulteress was also a murderess (567, 569, 5 78). hl B 18ucra: 
cf. A. Ag. 1504 (tmesis, 219-20•); the 'sacrificial' overtone here gives an 
oxymoron before «ivocr,a. ""' ... 4Ma: t 38-9*. 

564 ft'. Or. confronts the argument that his (admittedly d110a1011) action 
deserves the death-penalty with a counter-argument that he is a public 
benefactor; cf. the similar extreme views in the Assembly Debate (844-
956•). 

564. If o[c B ... : best taken (with Wedd) as cl1t1C110 ~ l,f,' ots ... (as Held. 
135; notl1r'l1t1l~o111i, as An. 8111; LSJ lnlB. III. 1); the implied antecedent 
('the alleged misdeeds') is the second object of J,.,,_,\,;, 565, cf. An. 680-1 
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'EMv.,, ... TOUTO ffOOQII wt/,l>..,a,v 'E>.>.&8a. a,mA1is ... : Or. is auributing 
to Tynd. a threat which Tynd. has not in fact uttered (except in the 
interpolated lines of his l1r{>.oyos, 536--7•). As argued above, Or. mistaken!, 
associates Tynd. with his death-demanding prosecutors; he is quite 
capable of attributing to Tynd. words not actually uttered by him (cf. 
571*). I suspect, however, that E. wrote, not d1rn>.,is, but more subtly 
d1r11>.,i8' ('you and people like you'); cf. the 2nd pers. plurals at 595 l,c,ivov 
,jy,ia8' dvoa,ov Kal 1<T1lv1T• at the corresponding point in Or .'s brl>.oyos 
(returning to the threatened death-penalty). Early corruption of d,m>.,i8' 
to -•is (almost inevitable before dt<ouaov 565) will have prompted the 
interpolation of.,:-16--7; conversely, the easy correction should remove any 
residual reluctance to excise 536--7. d1r11>.oua' is another possibility. 

565. li,raoav 'EAA6.6',: cf. 1363*; here retorting to Ko111ov 'E,\,\17vwv voµ.ov 495. 
566-71. Or. ingeniously counters both the 1roi ,rpo{Na<Ta,; argument (511) 

and the argument that he ought to have been moved to pity by his mother's 
µ.aaTos (5116 If.), t!choing Tynd.'s use of the vb ,rauw (5115) and pointedly 
ending with voµ.ov (ironically used). The cold-blooded rhetoric (esp. 567-
8) is skilful, but unlikely to have enhanced the Athenian audience's 
sympathy; the weakness of the argument, of course, is that the 'outcast' 
treatment prescribed by Tynd. would have been adequately deterrent. 

566. d ... i\iououv: i.e. ,l µl>.>.ouow iif•w (569*). cs ToS ... 8paoous: cf. 
Med. 56 f. ls TOUT' . .. d>.yq8ovos wa8' • .. (Diggle, GRBS 1973, 1167-8); 
(bad) 8paoos is the positive aspect of 'shamelessness' (Aeschin. 1. 189 
dvai8ECa Kai 8paoos); an important theme-word, cf. 586,607, 903, 1568. 

567. 1<aTa♦uya1 ,ro1ou1&cva1: i.e. 1<aTat/,•,$youoa,, cf. 448, 1630. 
568. Participles are often asyndetically combined (cf. 655-7; KG ii 103-4, 

Pearson on Htl. 597); the homoeoteleuton has a rhetorical ring here. 
l'GOTois: the pl. is abnormal in this topos (527-8*), and has a 'scornful' 
force; likewise the def. article in TOY IAcov 8'Jpw1&cva1 (Di B. compares S. El. 
3011 0 ai>v yuva,fi TOS µaxas ,ro,ouµ•vos). 

569,<l\vliv: the shift from .t+ fut. to imperf. +&visa rare mixture (KG ii 468), 
but quite logical ('if they are going to ... , it would even now be .. .'); cf. 
Hp. 459-61 xp,jv a' . .. ,l µ~ Tova8, y• OTlpt••s voµous. laTai would, of 
course, be inconsistent with Or.'s claim to have already 'stopped' that 
voµ.os, ,rap oulicv: cf. IT 732; such 'valuation' idioms (LSJ 1rapa C. I. 8; 
Fraenkel on A. Ag. 220 f.) arc to be distinguished from ,rap' o~lllv/&Myov 
(etc.) with l>.8,iv 'to come within an ace' (,rap& C. III. 5. b). 

570. c,r{1eA11i': virtually 'grievance', with a legal flavour (S. OT 227,529; X. 
Ott. 11. 4, etc.); cf. LSJ l,r,Ka>.lw IV, also ly,c).'1µ.a (766). 6 TI Tuxo1: 
'qualccumque' (LSJ Tll)'X"""' A. 3), a vernacular usage not found in A. or 
S.; cf. Hp. 929 o,rws JTuyxa~•~-For Cl. 's not inconsiderable 'grievance', cf. 
El. JOI 1-50. 

571. 8.11', ws au 1eo1'1r•i1: eristic (cf. Rh. 438, 876); also unreasonable, since 
(a) Tynd. did not use the expression /lnva (though he might well have, cf. 
Men. at 376); (b) Or. has used it against himself (396) 
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572-41. Or. moves from •oµos to 'justice', still in relation to the capital charge 
and his defence of'public good'. 

572. iv81Kws: cf. 505,538, 782, 1599, El. rn50; it was 'in accordance with lUKf/1 

that Or. 'hated' and 'destroyed' his mother (the advb is naturally taken 
dno KOWou); 1uowv, cf. 518. 

573 ft', 4IT1t, .. : turning the tables (cf. 494 •, El. rn69) with a capital 
indictment against Cl., who (a) committed adultery while her husband 
was away at the war, as supreme commander of the Greek army, (b) killed 
him on his return home, rather than taking her own life. A strong 
argument (cf. 923-30), though ill calculated to impress Tynd., who has 
allowed that Cl. deserved to die. 

576"-7, The focus on 'awareness of error' (75-6•) rather than 'sense of 
pollution' or 'fear of discovery' is a characteristically intellectual view of 
'remorse' (396•). oux au-rn 81K'JY bri8rjKcv: the audience might think of 
such famous suicides as Phaedra. The echo of 500 (J1r18€i•a1 ... li{Kf/•) 
indirectly supports Or.'s claim that the matricide was a legitimate 
'execution'. 

578, lt'11.tlwo1 . .. : ironically, Cl. had 'inflicted a death-penalty' (the 
interlaced word-order closely pairs the vbs) on Ag. rather than on herself; 
she was thus doubly deserving of the penalty which she herself had 
determined. 

579-414. Prompted by a suggestion from J.D., I transpose these lines after 
585-90, rather than excising 585-90 with Reeve (iii 156 f.). 585 ff. follows 
naturally on the heels of572-8; whereas, as things stand, (a) the transition 
from 584 to 585 is very abrupt; (b) 585-90 interrupt the natural connection 
of thought between 579-84 (the Erinycs) and 591 ff. (Apollo). 

585-,, au -ro, cj,uTcuoa, . , .: Or. infuriatingly blames his grandfather, en 
passant. The shift from dno.\oy(a to KOTf/yop(a might be taken as the 
beginningoftheln{.\oyor (cf. Arist. Rhtl. 3. 1415• 28); but the thought flows 
smoothly from 572-8, with the emphasis still on Cl.'s 8pdaos as the real 
dpx~ KaKiw. For the reproach aimed at the parent (traditional as to Tynd., 
cf. 249-50•), .E aptly compares the blaming of Zeus at II. 5. 875. 811\-royap 
KCiY'Jt 8p6.oos: Canter's correction of li,d ydp -r& .•• ; it is the alternative 
correction li,d -ro i<Et • .,s yap ..• that appears in some late (Triclinian) 
MSS. See Addendis Addenda. 

588-go. There is nothing wrong with the diction of these widely impugned 
lines. The argument may seem frigid, but that may well be what E. 
intended (Or.'s rhetoric elsewhere has a chilly ring); it is at least logical 
(with a connection of thought between 590 and 575), and it has excellent 
antecedents: er. Od. 11. 444-6, where Agamemnon contrasts the virtuous 
Penelope with his own wife, and Od. , . 298 ff., where the example of 
Orestes is set before Telemachus. [Di B. follows Dindorf; cf. Fraenkcl, 
Agam. iii 8141 and Kl. Btilr. i 419 (also,<'uden Phoenisstn 55), Page, Actors 53, 
and Reeve. My defence follows that ofBiehl (with some additions); and see 
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also M. S. Mirto, AS.NP 1980, 383-4011. If this is an unusually stylish 
interpolation, it is certainly a very early one.] 

588. opqs: best punctuated as a one-word question (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 36-
7), like the exx. cited by Diggle in Studies 111 (to which he tells me he would 
add Ba. 319). Or. is drawing Tynd. 's attention to a present fact (Penclope's 
survival and preservation ofherchastity); the return of Odysseus still lies in 
the future. o(, KOTttcTovcv: perhaps we should change •t<Tav-to •t<Tov
(perfect) for the present point (also perhaps,.,.,,,&,. .. to ETr1ya,.,i in 589), 
consistently with ,.,m 590. 

589. o(, ycip l1rcya1.m 1roac, 1roaw: 'for (unlike Cl., 558-9*, and Helen) she 
did not (does not?) go around taking new husbands'. For the ironical use of 
act. ya,.,iv of a woman, cf. Med. 606 ,.wv ya,.oOaa Ka/ Trpo8ouaa al; (the 
same kind of negative point), and Trag. adesp. 194 ly&,.,ia,v 'EMvfJ Tov 11,ois 
aTuyouµ,vov (implying both the 'unwomanliness' of Helen and the 
'effeminacy' of her paramour); similarly an 'unmanly' man may be said to 
yaµ,ia9a, or nubere (Anacr. 4114 Page; Martial 8. 12. 11). ,.,.,,,&,. .. (cf. Al. 
305) is doubly pejorative here, with the paregmenon 'husband on 
husband' as a retort to ,f,ov'I' ,f,avov 510• (cf. also 1587*). 

590. l.oy1cs: 'chaste'; a characteristic use, cf. A11. 448, 9511, Ba. 11611. c(/vaT1Jp1ov: 
i.e. 'wife' (metonymic, like ,ilvq, AJxos, MKTpa), lit. 'bedchamber'; cf. the 
nearly contemporary Antiope 48. 101-11 Kamb. d Ii''" tl>puywv KaAA,aTov 
,ilvo{11}a-rqp1ov, / T~v Tav.,&.\011 Traill' (sc . .\qr/,na,), and the similar 'reperso
nified' useof/JouA,11Tqp1ov (An. 446, A. Sept. 575; Kannicht on He/. 171-4). 
[Kambitsis defends dva<J1'•, as from ,elva(w; but in cognate words (a) only 
,ilvoT-occurs in tragic {yric (except for .?,vtTas, 13911*); (b) in dialogue ,tivfJT• 
occurs (HF 117, 97, A. Pers. 157, S. Tra. 91111), but probably in error (cf. 
,uvaT• A. Pers. 160; Bjorck 245); (c) nlvaaT- is attested on{y in the word 
nlvaaTqp,ov here and S. Tra. 918, as against ,ilvaTqp,ov A. Pers. 160 (setting 
on one side the otherwise misspelt Antiope Joe. cit.); (d) S. Tra. 918 must 
surely be harmonized with Tra. 922. It is therefore more reasonable to fault 
the transmission than to suppose that E. alone, and in this word only, 
departed from tragic precedent.] 

579-84. Or. knows that he is dvoa,os (546-7*) and apparently 'god-hated' 
because of his god-sent madness (530-3•); against that he can only argue 
(a) that he would have been no less god-hated if he had 1101 avenged his 
father, (b) 'refer the dµapTla' to Apollo (591 ff., which now follows 
directly). Note the tricolon of rhetorical questions, elaborating argument 
(a); a feature that recurs in 596-9, elaborating (b). 

579. 1rpos 9cwv: the protestation (before a question, cf. 911, 74 7, El. 364, Ion 
265, He/. 660) neatly introduces the arguments concerning the gods. 4v ou 
,ca~cji I'"' ... : cf. the colloquial lv Ka.\<j, (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 28), and Ba. 
1287 lv oil 1<01p<j, (30*). For the sentence-structure (,.Jv/8J following a 
dash), cf. 111 r.•. il'VIJalhJv9cwv: the 11,olthat Or. has in mind asou KaAov for 
him to mention can only be the gods who appear to have condemned him 
(cf. 530-3), and in particular the 'Ep1v11•s whom he is about to specify; 
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hence the expression ofal8ws, cf. 37*, 409-10. In general it was a forensic 
commonplace, requiring no apology, for litigants to appeal to the gods; 
and it will not be lv oil i<aA,j, when Or. mentions Apollo. 

58o. t♦6vov g,,.aiwvt: unacceptable, since Or. is neither 'judging' nor 
'adjudging' ,f,ovos. Kells (162-5*) shows that the text cannot mean 'when 
on trial for murder' (E, edd.). Di B. thinks that E. may have had A. Eum. 
4 70-2 in mind, but fails to show that 'judging murder' makes appropriate 
sense on Or.'s lips; it is scarcely relevant (pact Kells) that the a.pxwv 
{Jao,A,6s removeci his sacred wreath when presiding over a homicide trial. 
It is not clear what Weil intended his suggested ll11<a1wv to mean, or what 
parallels he was relying on. What we need, I think, is 8,wv/,f,&voc, 811<ao1"wv 
as a periphrasis implying ,-ci',v 'Epcvtlwv in this context; cf. 321-3*, and HF 
I I 50 1'(KVOIS 8ucao1'~S al'f'01'0S y•vvooµa, (Heracles will suicidally act as a 
blood-avenging lpcv6s for his children). At A. Eum. 483 the ,f,&vwv 811<ao,-a{ 
are the jurors. 

581--2. ln A. Ch. 283-4 Apollo himself had threatend 'other onsets of lpw6,s 
proceeding (,-,J.oc,µlvas} from paternal blood'; a threat confirmed in Ch. 
102g-33 and Eum. 465-7. E. has somewhat weakened that argument here 
by not explicitly attributing it to Apollo (cf. '551-6*); and there is an 
obvious falsity in the dilemma: despite what Tynd. has said, Or. still sees no 
middle course between killing Cl. and 'silently approving' her crimes. 
~vcx6pcu': uniquely here with the trans. sense 'madden' (LSJ needs 
correction), like dva{Jai<x•uu 338*. ipivuo,v: I prefer Ip- to 'Ep- here, and 
often elsewhere (cf. 38*). Or.'s argument is reminiscent also of0d. ,:i. 134-
6, where Telemachus retorts that, ifhe sent away his mother, he would be 
in danger of divine punishment from her 'curses' ( 0T11y1pds dpvo•T' lpcvus), 
The idea of'paternal lp1vu1s' (as in Ph. 624) is no less ancient: II. 9. 454, cf. 
Dietrich 237-8, Parker 196. 

583-4. ,rapc,01 OUf'f'Clxo1: thematic language (like d,_.iJvrn,, l1r11<011p1iv, etc.), 
cf. 753*. 8ce1(: or 810{ (Barrett ap. Reeve iii 157'6)? A very plausible 
suggestion if 583-4 were originally followed by 591 ff. 

585--go. See above. 
591--g. Another argument that builds up (like 579-84) to a tricolon of 

rhetorical questions, this time as the peroration. In 'referring the O.f'ap,-{a 
and µ{aoµa' to Apollo, Or. is no longer, as in 565 ff., claiming 10 have acted 
'well'. Naturally his defence is inconsistent, as he exploits every possible 
argument (short of denying the µiaoµa, which his ouv,o,s forbids). 

591. opi• (B) ... : dp~s + acc. as a formula for introducing a 1rapd8 .. yµa ( cf. 
Dodds on Ba. 337 dp4s ,-clv 'Ai<,-lwvos a.flA,ov µ&pov, Friis Johansen 50-4) is 
always elsewhere asyndetic. With 591 now following 584, no connective is 
needed, so read opi• 'AncV,Awv', 111 ... (with Mand P), or better 'A1r&Ai\w 
y' with an appropriate emphasis. The only other instance of the non-Attic 
acc. 'A1ro.l..l.wva in tragedy is doubtful (S. Tra. 209; see Stinton, B/CS 1975, 
go). [M.L.W. op~s 8' 'A1r&Ai\w y', Hermann dp~s 'A1r&i\Aw II'; but we do not 
want 8,. Wecklein op~s, 'A,roi\i\wv os ... (with an anacoluthon like 1629-
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30•); but this detached dpq.s (better dpq.s; cf. 588*) refers to a visible object 
or 'un fatto presente' (Di B.); the rel. clause is present in reference, but not 
the statement TOUT'f' rr,B&µu,os .•• iKTavov in 594.J 

5911. OTOl'G Vil'" aa♦WTGTov: cf. A. fr. 350. 5 Tel tlio(/Jou BEtov d,/,ruBJs OT&µa; 
vJ,.,.,, lit. 'dispense', cf. El. 1169, IT 11155, A. Eu111. 716. aa,/),js may or may 
not mean 'true' (cf. Hel. 111, 308-10); for the sense 'surest' here, cf. 439•, 
Barrell on Hp. 346, Diggle on Pkaetl,or, 611. 

(593). A clumsily superfluous line, whether taken with 591-11 or with 594 (the 
emphatic K1ivos is a particular awkwardness, before TOUT'f' ••• lKcivov ••• 
lKrivos •. • ). Its omission by Clement is not, in itself, a weighty consider
ation, but most recent cdd. rightly accept Nauck's excision. 

595-6, <lKcivov . , . 1K1ivos: for this anaphora cf. Dodds on Ba. 1142-3. 
4ty1ia8' ••• 1CT1L111T1: pl., cf. 564 •; the 'absurd' argument that Or. 's enemies 
'should be killing Apollo' is a well-characterized rhetorical exaggeration, 
which at the same time brings Or. back to the theme of the threatened 
death-penalty. TL•xfriiv I" lipiv; cf. 551. 

597-8. ~ oliic cllU1Xp«WS ••• ; another 'prosaic' word (here only in tragedy) 
and harsh rhythm (cf. 555 •). df,&xpcws sometimes means little more than 
df,os, but it is properly a legal-financial word (cf. Ar. Ecd. 1065); so here 
Or. is thinking of Apollo as one who can (or should) be trusted to repay a 
debt. d.va,/)4p•w (414 •) likewise has both legal and financial uses; and Aurw, 
like so/uere, was used both of debt-payment and ofrelease from pollution (cf. 
511; A. Ck. 48,805, etc.). 

598-g. 'What escape can there be for anyone, ifhe ( this most reliable of gods) 
does not save me from death after ordering me (to do the deed)?' trii (Ltr,j) 
or troi? We surely want 'how?' not 'whither?' here (unlike 430•); Or. is not 
thinking of Apollo or Delphi as a haven. Cf. 1375 .,q. ,/)ilyw ... ; (with 
'modes' of escape) and Hp. 877 (see Barrett), also Hp. 673 .,q. 110T' lfaAufw 
-rilxas; and what appears 10 be the standard idiom with 'turn' (634-5•). 1l 
l'Ti [o) 1e1>.1uaas: not 111loas here, cf. 416*. Ponon's treatment of the 
abnormal synecphonesis has been strangely neglected; the subject is 'in the 
vb'. (The nearest analogies for monosyllabic µ,j cl are perhaps µ,j /fr' in 
Pindar and µ,j ,)µcis in Ar.; there is nothing truly comparable in tragedy 
(see KB i 228-9), pace West (GM 13); cf. JHS 1984, 2117. Herwerden's 
deletion of 599 was crude surgery, damaging to the rhetoric (the a-b-c 
questions, with c the longest, as in 581-4).]. 

6oo-1. ell\>.' ... : moving away from KGTffYopla, Or. lays the final (quieter) 
emphasis, not on the badness of the deed (as to which he has been laying 
the blame on others), but on the Buo&a,µovla ofits (blameless) perpetrator. 
It is easy to get the emphasis wrong: both Way ('Nay, say not thou that this 
was not well done, Albeit untowardly for me, the doer') and Arrowsmith 
('Let no man say that what we did was wrong ... ') make it sound as if Or. 
is asserting, alter all, that things have been done positively 'well'. The µlv/ 
Bl antithesis is of the same negative/positive type as that in 513 ff. (Is 
dµµd.TwV µ.iv 81/11v oilK ,rwv 11Epav • ••• ,/)uyaio1 B' do,ouv), equivalent to,.,; 
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Aly• C:.s ,ca,cws ,rpyaoTa, Td8,, d.\.\d (My, C:.s ,rpyaoTa,) ,jµiv Tois 8pdoao, 
811080,µovws. OUK 1'1 ... OUK 1ull111116vws: E. was notably fond of o.l,c ,.i. 
compendia {Bond on HF 11184); here at once framing the antithetic couplet 
and formally balancing the end ofTynd.'s speech (5,p ... TouTo 8' o.l,c 
,.l8a,µovw), like El. 1096 ( ... ,ca:.-d8'lv8,,ca) in reply to 1050 ( ... lv8{,cws). 
iii\ Aiy: inserted within the governed clause, cf. 375-6* (as in 513, the neg. 
main vb necessarily comes afier the µIv). 

6o1. "eiitv: ambivalently 'by me/us' {with ,tpyaOTa• understood) and 'far me/ 
us' (with oil,c 1il8a,µovws); a natural ambivalence in Greek, cf. 1647•, and 
Hdt. r. 112. 3. oi'IT• ,jµiv ,ca,cws fJ1fJ011.\111µlva lOTa&, 

[6o!r4). Del. Herwerden (Adnot. erit. ( 1874), 439). It should be clear already 
that the speech ends at 601; the inappropriate content of 602-4 {as, very 
similarly, of El. 1097-9) provides confirmation. The topos about 'unhappy 
marriages' may well be Euripidean, but it belongs in a different context. 
Tynd. has lamented his parental {not his conjugal) misfortune; Or. is 
concerned with.filial misfortune. i,uaKlipuas .twv: sc. ailTois (of both sexes); 
for the syntax, cf. KG ii 402. TA T' Mov .. , TA TI 8upat1: i.e. 'compre• 
hensively' (a standard type of'polar antithesis', cf. Bruhn 134-5, KG ii 
587-8). (Deleters include Fraenkel (588-90*), Longman, CR 1958, 11111, 
Burnett, CPh 1961, 48, and Di B.; contra (unconvincingly) Biehl, Griffith, 
JHS 1967, 147, Degani 39, J. Baumert, ENIOI ABETOYEIN .(Diss. 
Tiibingen 1968), 27 ff. El. 1097-g are certainly an interpolation (see 
Denniston), belonging, according to Stobaeus, to E.'s Cressa,; but I see no 
good reason for Nauck's further excision of 1100-1. That choral distich 
with its neutral ('eirenic') sentiment, is apt in much the same way as Or. 
6o5-6 (see below); it is also easier tosce why El. 1097-9 were interpolated 
{like Or. 6011-4), if 1100-1 were already in the text.) 

6o5-6. The 'banality' of such choral distichs has ofien been remarked upon; 
but we may suppose E. to have given some thought to the selection and 
phrasing of the yvwµ'I to be expressed. Here 605-6 formally balances 5411-3 
(ou~opds 5411, ouµ4,opais 605), as 600-1 balances 540-1, and is cirenic in 
tone while avoiding any kind of judgement on the immediate issue. It is 
common ground (the only common ground) between Tynd. and Or. that 
wom,11 (whether as daughters, wives or mothers) are in some measure to 
blame for the present regrettable state of affairs; and animadversions upon 
'the disagreeable involvement of women in the affairs of men' had a long 
heritage in Greek gnomic thought; cf. Walcot 91, Lloyd-Jones, Ftmat,s of 
Ill, Sp,,us: S,monid,s on Women (1957), 25 ff. ale(: 486*. yuvaiKcs 
.. , llvllpciw: 'women ... men' (no doubt the interpolator of602-4 took the 
narrower point 'wives ... husbands'). Tais oup♦opois: in the neutral sense 
'what happens to men, their circumstances' (LSJ ouµ,f,opd II. 1), cf. A. 
Eum. 10110 ou~opds /Jlou. lii1rollwv: simply 'involved in' {opp. J,orollwv), 
with no idea here of'obstructing' (except indirectly as obstacles in the way 
of'happincss'). ,rpos TO . .. : adverbial, cf. 1rpds fJlav 706, 1rpds .,.;. /Jla,ov A. 
Ag. 130, ,rpds TO ,capT•pov PJ' 212, ,rpos TO p.a>.8a1t<UTE/JOV Ar. Ran. 539. The 
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terminal advb phrase here (conveying the main point of the predication) is 
formally like Or.'s terminal oil" 1il8a,µdvws 601; but the right reading is 
probably 8uox1ploT•po", not llu01'ux•, The sentiment is like Ion 398 ,,.a yelp 
Y"""'""'" lluo,c,pij 11,,ds dpo,vas, more 'moderately' expressed ('somewhat 
disagreeably', cf. 417*). The wrong •TU,C• probably entered the tradition 
after the interpolation of6011-4 ( ... 8uon,c,is). [H. Dietz (Philologus 1969, 
1170-11) leans vainly on the lluaTU,C· repetition as an argument against 
Zuntz (Philologus 1960, 140 ff. and Inquiry 1511-3). Z. compares Tr. 3!'17, Ph. 
390, Hp. 484 for the error. Di B. and Biehl adhere to •TUX•, the former 
arguing that 8ua,c•plaT1pov (Thom.) is simply a rectification ofllua,c,plOTa
,,.o., (cod. Laur. conv. soppr. 71, with a Mosch. paraphrase ending ... llua
"o.\,l,TaTov, Sch. Dind. ii 166. 9-20), and that Mosch. had invented 
1,r,a,c,ploTaTov to suit an idiosyncratic interpretation. h is much likelier 
that Mosch. interpreted as he did in response to Buo,c•ploTaTov in some 
older MS; he surely did not invent -TaT011 (cf. Stob.), and he probably did 
not invent •x•p- either.] 

607~9. Tynd.'s anger has been inflamed by the Bpdoos cf. Or. 's speech. As a 
result, he now intends actively to promote the stoning of Or. by the 
Argives; and of El. too, whom he regards as even more blameworthy. 
Under threat of debarment from Spartan soil, Men. is to do nothing to save 
them from execution. And Tynd. departs at once, without waiting for a 
reply. 

607, 8paown: i.e. 'display lack of al8ws' (566*, 903•), cf. Htc. 1183, 11186 
BpaouoToµ,i (LSJ Bpaouvw II. 2; cf. also A. Ag. 222, the active there 
associated with lluoo•/Jij, dvayvov, dvl,pov, 1raPTdTo.\µov). ,coux u,roodl\l\n 
l\oy'tl: a metaphor from 'shortening sail' (Pi. lsth. 2. 40 il1rl01"1,,\' loTlo .. ), 
like Ba. 668-9 BlAw 8' d1toiioa,, .,.s,,.,p& oo, 1rappf/olq. / ,f,pdow ,,.a 1t1i81v ,j 
Aoyov 0T11Awµ,8a. UffoOTIAA.oBa, occurs here only in tragedy. 

609, Read d11d,J,11s ( P, Mosch.; Zuntz, Inquiry 155), not d .. df11s ( the same error 
as at Mtd. 107, Diggle, CQ. 1984, 53); or perhaps d..d1rT11s (Herwerden, 
Ml/. Graux 190; for confusion ofa1rT and a,J,, cf. Mtd. 1232), but for the 
projection of the present emotion into the future, cf. the common use of 
/JouA,jooµa1 {Bruhn 61 ). [M.L. W. quite plausibly suggests dl'D(1is 'you set 
me boiling' (the unusual trans. sense is in E.'s manner, cf. d11a/Ja,cx•u•1 338, 
d .. ,,cclp,.,' 5811); but there is no sufficient reason for dissatisfaction with 
d .. d,J,fls,] l,rl. , , l&cl\ltiY: cf. the technical sense of l1r1f,A8,iv (,f,d"o", 
Antiph.11. a. 11; Kells, CQ. 1g66, 52•); the poetical splitting of the compound 
is like ,}AB•" l1rl for l,rijAB, in 495. 

6,o. Ql\ov w4pcpyov: a mild oxymoron, since 1rdp,pya (Bond on HF 1340) 
are usually of negative value; for the use here, cf. Htl. 925. ouTo 9itooiua1: 'I 
shall reckon it as', cf. Mtd. 5311. 

6u, Read ow,rc', not .;.,,"'; cf. Barrett on Hp. 453-6. 
6111. l,c,cl\l)TOV ... 6xl\ov: perhaps a noYel locution, suggesting a similarity 

between the 'called-out' Argives and the Athenian '""Af/ola {cf. 949 
l1trc>.,i,,...,., d1ro); l1t1tAf/TOS is otherwise a prose word with specialized uses 
(see LSJ). 
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613-14. Earlier edd. (before Elmsley on H,ld. 852) wrongly punctuated after 
1r&Aw. For the acc. and dat. with ltno•lcrw, cf. 255-6•. Note that the same 
metaphor is used of the city as was used of the Furies (er.' 431-6•); the 
citizens are thought ofas already 'straining at the leash', and there is no 
good reason for altering licoucrav oliic licouo11v ( a standard idiom, cf. Hdd. 
531, An. 357, S. OT 1230, Phil. 771; 397•). lrcwv oil;,c lrcC:.v is not in fact 
Greek idiom for 'willy-nilly', but rather an oxymoron (IT 512) meaning 'at 
once willingly and unwillingly' (819 ff.•). Degani reasonably dismisses the 
paraphrase in E ( ••• real µ.,j {louAoµ.lvous) as mere misinterpretation. 
&ouVG& 8'ictJv: '(so as) to pay the penalty'; final-consec., cf. 393{?), 1356 
(similarly following a dative), 1624. See Addendis Addenda. 

615. lo,' c\&111 (not l1rafla Elms.): cf. Dodds on Ba. 246. 
616. -rfi 1'CICOIWQ d /iyplwd: a crisp neologism; dyp,oiiv (fac1i1ive), cf. 225-6•, 

lffiyplwaav Ph. 876; the dat. has the force normal with dyp,a{.,,.., intrans. 
(cf. Pl. Smp. 179D). 

617. triiatrouo11 iau8ou1: ,,,,,..,,..,, of utterance, implies more 'transmission' 
than Uva, (LSJ .,,,.,,,.., II. 3; cf. 1221, and add also A. Pers. 940);,.u9owflen 
has a pejorative colour (not only in terms of'truth' and 'falsehood'), e.g. 
An. 744. ,ltrl TO Suot,icVionpov: 'so as to increase ill-will'; cf. 11411 Hdt. 3. 
71.3 l1rl .. .i owif,po11ltrr1pov (with a stronger 'progressive' implication than 
similar idioms with npos, 605-6•). 

61ko. The general sense, in conjunction with 617, ought to be something 
like 'scandalously stirring up trouble by transmitting/publishing inflam
matory µ.u9o, about Ag.'s dishonour (etc.) and Cl.'s damnable adultery 
with Aeg.'; in Tynd.'s opinion El. should have eircnically preserved a 
womanly reticence (al8C:.s) about such unpleasantnesses. 

618. tllv•lp111'' t c\yyil\l\ouo11 Tc\ 'Ay11ia'iavovo1: E. cannot have intended the 
inept sense 'announcing her dreams of Ag.', but there is no better 
interpretation of the text. dyyl,\,\ew is (in· itself) a feeble word for a 
pejorative point; and there is nothing about inflammatory 'dr,am• 
reporting' in El., a play which does none the less include an important 
'inciting' dyy,Ala by El. at 300--38. Commentators vainly allude to Cl.'s 
famous dream (A. Ch. 523 If., S. El. 410 If., Stes. fr. 219 Page); we cannot 
here understand 'Clytaemestra's' from the article .. d. Paley dealt with the 
problem too drastically by deleting 618 (619 cannot well follow 617, and 
the interpolation is unexplained). The word we want is, not dwlpat"", but 
c'ivc,Bos ('publishing as a scnndalfr,p,oa,h .. a 'Ayaµ.lµ.11011os and ... '), cf. 
dvC18l(c111 4•, 85•, and An. 1241-2 ~,)4oir ov118os ws d1rayylAAn .. &.if,os f 
if,&vov {Jla,ov .. ,;s 'Op•trrclas ;,ccp&s (no comma afier &v118os; the sense is 'that 
his tomb may report as a perpetual reproach to Delphi ... '). The phrase T4 
'Ayaµ.lµ.,.ovos (cf. 720-1•), here embraces both 'Ag.'s situation' (as a 
dishonoured corpse) and his claims on his if,[Ao,. &.,c,8os dyylll- follows 
naturally after µ.u9ous (cf. /1. 21. 393 «1,.1{811ov if,dTo l',i9011); for the recitation 
of dva/8'1 as an incitement to action, cf. also 1237--8•. [The corruption is 
plausible: (a) for confusion of8 and p, cf. Elmsley on Hdd. 38; (6) there is a 
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variant a11ayyi.\.\011aa ( a natural compound with /lmllos, cf. An. 1241 ), and 
suprascribed a,,. could have helped to generate -aT'. J. D. draws my 
allention to the silence about dreams in E, where the gloss T~v µa•x•lav 
Myu (Schw. i 160. 11) seems to refer to something in 618 (cf. 160. 18 .. cl 
Mxos ,ea, T~v µo•x•lav).J See Addendis Addenda. 

619~0. 1<al Toii8' 3 1.ucnjac1av Alylcrtou Aixos / ol 11ipTcpo1 &col: another 
'scandal' (/lv.,8os) which should not have been 'published' (cf. ,cpllff"TOS Iv 
86µ0,s ,,..sa,s 561). Tynd. adds his own imprecation (cf. 13of.•) to the 
mention ofCl.'s adultery, with an interlaced word-order (Aly- "-'x· taken 
within the rel. clause, KG ii 417; Murray's dashes are de lrop); vipnpo,, 
because both parties to the "-'xos are dead. w9u8: 'in this world', cf. He/. 
1422. 1r11<pov: i.e. IJ•ois JxlJpov ( 19 f.*). 

6111. iws u♦ii+• liwjl cl"'l♦ alaT't' trup{: a striking line, with effective 
assonances (otherwise reminiscent of Med. 378), from which Verrall took 
the tide of his essay 'A Fire from Hell'. El.'s 'incendiary' behaviour is 
thematically connected both with the present 'kindling' of Tynd.'s fury 
(dvd1/ms 609) and with the 'palace-burning' climax of the plot ( 1618, etc.); 
forthe 'fire' theme, cf. also6g7, 820, 1150. 'With fire not of the Fire-god' (the 
big epithet occurs here only) is an oxymoron at once of the 'figurative' type 
(like 319-20• dfla,cxfuTOV . .. 8laaov, fr. 595 allioiis dxa.\1C(U7'0lOIV .,.UIC7'QI 
ffllia,s), implying 'unreal' fire like S. El. 888 dvn,caaTq, ,,.upl, and of the 
'condemnatory' type, with the implication 'godless' (cf. l'"l"'IP dl'"l""'P• 
etc.). For "H,/,a,a .. os 'fire', cf. Dodds on Ba. 1174-85 (ii'I/J-'1/T'IP 'grain, 
bread', .:1,&vuaos 'wine') and 611!}-6 (l4x•.\<i>os 'water'). 

622. MrviAac, aol Iii,,,; the usual idiom (GP 189) for a changed direction of 
address; typically clearcut in E.'s three-person scenes, cf. 1065. 8puaw TI 

trpos: semi-parenthetic (the force ofTulic Aiyw continues). For the s1rong 
sense of lipriv (here nearly abs., sc. Ta A,yoµ<va), cf. 1061, I 164, etc.; 
typically of'purposive action' (Bond on HF 75). For ,,.pl,s 'as well', cf. An. 
375, Ph. 6ro, A. Eum. 238 (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 57). 

623. ivap1811ii: middle (here only), sc. 'for yourself; not simply (as LSJ) by 
analogy with Jv ilp,8µij, ,,.o,<fo8a,. Kij8os CflC)II: 'my connection (as your 
father-in-law)', cf. 477, 7511, 1081; Tynd. implies that Men. has no position 
in Sparta suo iure (626, 1058-9*). 

624. Cf. 534-5•. l'YI Tffll' A11vv1111 ♦ovov, .. : the 'jussive inf.' is a rarity in 
tragedy, but the preceding Myw makes a dilfercn_ce here (Diggle, Studies 
10-11); wavTfov 9coii: either directly adverbial or (after a comma) 
appositive 'a thing .. .' (ef. 30*). There is nothing definitely wrong wi1h 
that, but there is much to be said for Broadhead's ,,.., Tq,8' aµuvwv tf,ovov 
lvavnoii IJ<ois (CQ.1950, 1112); JvavT&OU=ff"pciaa• l•avT{a (reflecting 535). 

625-6, Lines anticipated at [536-7]*, and clearly belonging here, not there. 
Tynd.'s 'choice-compelling' parting threat is the dynamically develnped 
conclusion of 47o-629*, leading directly to the presentation of Men.'s 
'dilemma'. 

625. la 8 ... : 'do nothing to prevent' (stronger than Eng. 'allow'). 
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6a6. 41 •• ,: 'or else' (threatening), cf. 156g, 1612, HF 1055, Ph. 593. 
6117-8. -rooaii,' c\icouoas tot,: at once 'that's all I have to say' and 'mark my 

words'; a neat, perhaps new, combination ('conclusive', 678-9*, 1203•; 
'didactic', 534-5*). For the gnomic theme of'choosing the right ~l>.01.', Di 
B. compares II. 10. 235; wapwoas: cf. An. 30, El. 1037, S. Tra. 358. 

6a9. &ya-rc. , ,trp6otro>.o,: cf. 474 (470--5•). 
630-1. An economical link, combining a brief'address to Tynd.'s departing 

back' (cf. Taplin 221-2) with a forward-looking reference to the next 
scene. o-rcii{ : a poetical 'Go thou!', very differently toned from Hippolytus' 
o,.,;x• to Artemis at Hp. 1440. c\lopujiws: here first, cf. 1176* d&u,rdvws. 
fic'l-ra, ... cltro♦uywv: semi-personifying the >.6yos, cf. Tr. 909, etc. 
olnrawv: E. was notably fond of /,rul,v, sometimes lit. (Ion 323), more often 
'future, forthcoming' (1659, IA 651, etc.); here both, in accordance with 
t~e semi-personification. 

631...,16. The third scene begins with a brief distichomythia, focusing 
attention on Men. 's 'crisis of indecision', a frequent theme in contexts of 
ltteolu (Gould, JHS 1973, 83, 85»), as a cue for Or.'s third (long) appeal. 
His speech (640--79) and Men.'sreply (682-716) are separated by another 
distich from the Chorus-leader (680-1). 

6311-3. troi: 'whither' implying 'why', cf. 278; not T,j, (Nauck,=Tlv,), since 
Men. refers to 'som, o.lvvo,a' in his reply. ouwol9: 'troubled inner thought' 
(396*). tr6S ... icuic>.cis, / 8,trAijs f1tplf1Y'!S 81tr-ruxous lwv o&ous: for the 
ambivalently 'circling' and 'to and fro' movement, cf. 892, 984, 1266. The 
'twofold' words arc characteristic (&,,rAoiis 3 t times in E., &l,rTuxos 17 
times);oftenduplicatedashere,cf. 1303, 1401 (Diggle,ICS1977, 124);the 
expression for 'dilemma' is like An. 480 &,&.i,.u yvd,,.a. 

634-5. Men's first reaction is that he wishes to be left alone with 'some' 
private problem; the indef. "' is a subtly negative touch (comparable with 
Mcn.'s more striking reticence as to Tynd.'s threat in his reply to Or.'s 
appeal). 'I am at a loss which way I should turn in respect of what has 
happened'; Di B. rightly reads J,rr, here and in 723, cf. Hyps. I iv 18-19 
cl.,ropluv lxwv OffT/ TPA"1J"a,, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1532; see also 430•, 598-9*. 
njs -rux'ls: extended part. gen. (with modal-local o,r11), cf. KG i 340--1, 
Bruhn 22-3, Diggle, Studies 34-5; the dcf. article is unusual, but cf. Hel. 857 
.. ,;s .. .ix11s ytlp er.&• lxw, s. Phil. 899 l.Sa&' -1;&11 'f'Oii&e TOU ,ra9ous 1tupw. 

63&_.,. 8oic'lo,v: here 'process of thinking, deciding', a sense not recognized by 
LSJ; E. was fond of the word (as of &rlfa) in various senses, including 
'reputation' (Stevens on An. 6g6) and 'illusion' (Hel. t 19). ' ... but (first) 
hear what I have to say, and (only) then do your deliberating; as often 
( 1 t 50, 1 164, etc.) the aor. part. bears the main emphasis. 

638-g. • ... though silence may sometimes be better (sc. for decision-making) 
than talk, sometimes talk (may be) better than silence'. Biehl gives the 
right punctuation (comma, not full-stop, after ylvo,.,' &v); for the rhetorical 
figure, cf. 742*,/A 1406(11Aw8laotiµJv 'EMall', 'EAAd8os&lol,S. Phil. 115. 
Here the ,.lv is to be supplied (as often, 286-7•). Kirchhoff's lo-rw orJ (for 
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the first lo-r, B' ol) is plausible, giving an asyndeton like that in 640; but for 
the 'neutral' 3, (almost= ydp), cf. 538, 1 529•. Men. 's language isartificial, 
but scarcely the directly negative character-indication for which D.i B. 
takes it (cf. 385-447•); suspenscfully appropriate, rather, to Mcn.'s 
indecision and to the pattern ofdistichomythia, and balanced by Or.'s no 
less sophistically artificial speech-opening (640-1). 

640-79, Or.'s third, long appeal to Men. follows an established lKEola-form, 
for which cf. Collard on Su. 16!l-g!l, The first two lines cohere with the 
preceding distichomythia ( cf. Su. 162; 448-55 •). The rest of the 11pool,.,ov 
(642-5) then enunciates the main themes, followed by arguments (64-6-51, 
652-7, 658-64) as to the 'repayment' which Or. is entitled to claim as Ag.'s 
son. In 665-8 Or. brieHy raises and dismisses the objection 'impossible'. In 
66g-73 and 674-6 he directly 'supplicates', invoking first Helen, then his 
father's ghost. 677-g are the quieter formal conclusion. But within. the 
orthodox form there arc several shocks to orthodox sentiment and 
perversions of tragic norms. Or.'s posture is expressly 'unhcroic' in the 
central value placed upon the saving of his own life (644--5, 678-9); his 
ethic of'pursuing owrqpla' (as opposed to clpmf, etc.) is like that of the 
common soldier in S. Ant. 439-40 ( -rrlA.\11 1rov8' ./joaw Aa(Mv f l,.ol 11lfurc• 
T,js l,.,js a,,..,.,p{as); cf. 1522-4, where Or. applauds the ~,AOl/,uxla of the 
Phrygian as a proof of a6v<o1s. This ;;Bos-trait is associated with other 
'negative' features in line with those displayed in Or. 's apologia to Tynd.: 
egotism, sophism, exaggerated language, callousness and blinkered 
extremism (notably in his failure even to consider practical courses of 
action in 665-8). Plain common sense might have suggested that Or. 's best 
chance of'saving his life' lies in ~IIY'I, which Men. could do something to 
secure in a perfectly legal way by agreeing to act as his advocate; but Or. 
can visualize only &8,Kov action on his behalf. The idea that an effective 
speech in the Argive assembly might do him some good does not occur to 
him till later (774 ff.). The 'negative' features in the characterization of Or. 
here have a definite place in the plot (lntrod. F iii): it was not E.'s intention 
that Or. and Men. should emerge from this scene respectively as hero and 
villain-rather, we arc already being prepared for the 'shocking' conduct 
of the young conspirators in pursuit of aw-rf/pla and .,,,.wp{a. At the same 
time we may recognize an ad hominem clement in the arguments which Or. 
deploys. 

640-1, Not only is A.Syas better than o•Y'I (638), but 'long (speeches) arc 
better than short (ones)'; an appropriately 'sophistic' exordi11m (cf. Ph. 453 
/Jpu.8£is Bi ,..;Bo, 1rA<iO'Fov clvilouow aof&v (ao,ois West)), in relation both to 
the preceding exchanges and to Or.'s previous short appeals (382-4, 448-
55), which have evidently been insufficiently persuasive. In other contexts 
E. characters often echo the plain man's preference for simplicity and 
brevity (e.g. Ph. 46g-70, 494--6). >.r,o,i/ 4v . .. : inceptive, cf. El. 1060, S11. 
4-65, Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 838. l,rltrpootav: cf. 468, Su. 514-; weak position 
(short before 11p, "P• etc.) is uncommon in an initial anapaest; cf. Ba. 700, 
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IA 921 (Zielinski 203). a«♦ii 1&ci.AAov ocM«w: both 'clearer' and 'more 
convincing', cf. 397•, 592•. [The evidence that some ancient critics 
athetized 640-1 as 'not having the Euripidean xapaK-r,jp' (E) is ofinterest 
mainly for the history oflitcrary criticism ( cf. Ritchie, Tht Authe11tici!, of tht 
Rhtsus of Euripid,s, 13); Page (Actors 43) came too close to treating this 
rl8l-r710,s on a par with such objective evidence ofinterpolation as .L'affords at 
957-9•.J 

64a-5, Or. is not asking for something belonging lo Men. (cf. 658 ff.); he is 
only reclaiming a debt as his father's heir (cf. 453); a debt (not of money), 
which can be discharged by the saving ofOr.'s life, his dearest possession. 

643. & 8 IA«j3«1 cl,rolloc ffC11'pcit i1&oii Acij3wv 1rclpe1: thrustful phrasing 
(>.a,8-... >.a/J• emphasizing the indebtedness), to which the resolved 
rhythm (247-8•) makes an effective contribution; cf. S. Phil. 932 rl,ro8os, 
l,cvoVp.al a', dn-08or, lKETEllw, TJ«vov. 

64[4-]5, '-not monry-debts, I mean; (you will be saving) the dearest ofmy 
possessions, if you save my life'. There arc analogies for such an ellipse of 
the main vb (KG ii 574-5); but the combination of that with (a) a very 
harsh asyndeton, (b) a changed sense of XP~l'o-ra not elucidated until the 
rel. clause is added, produces an improbable awkwardness of expression. 
According to 1: on 643 the actor playing Men. raised a dismissive hand, 
provoking Or. 's assurance that he was not asking for money; so it is possible 
that the desire for such a dramatic gesture prompted a histrionic 
interpolation; possible also (as J.D. suggests) that the ancient athetesis 
attached in E to 640-1 really belongs here. Against that, however, it is 
appropriate that the 11poo{,.,ov should include the point about 'saving what 
is dearest to Or.' (viz. his life); cf. 662, 678-g (and In trod. F iii); for 'life' as 
'1'4 t/,l>.-ra-ra, cf. Hp. 965, Al. 340-1 ou 8' rlv-r,8oiioa -r,js i,.,;s T4 </,lATaTa / 
i/,uxijs lowoas. I suspect therefore that 644-5 as transmitted is a histrionic 
expansion of a one-line original: 645 can directly follow 6411-3 if we change 
ow011s to owoas, or better owoas y' (epexegctic, GP 139). We can still 
visualise a gesture from Men. before owoas y' ... , while recognizing that 
an actor could have wished to elaborate the implied point about 'i/,ux~ 
rather than XP>il'aTa'. [644-5 del. Wecklein; but more delicate surgery 
seems appropriate, as in 67[ 7 )-8-9 below.] 

646-51. '.18,Kia for rl8,Kia': Or. argues sophistically like the "Ali,Kas Aoyos in 
Ar. Nub.; cf. Ph. 524-5 .r,r,p yrlp .lli,,c,iv XP>i, 'l'upawllios "'P• / KttAA,oTOY 
.18,,,,,.,, TdAAa Ii' ulo,fl,iv xp•wv, and S. Phil. 83-4 viiv Ii' ,ls rlva,lils ~l'lpas 
µlpos flpaxu / 8os ,.o, o,au'l'ov. The rl8,Kla of Ag. is usually understood as his 
sacrifice oflphigenia (cf. 658), but that point is not spelt out here; Burnell 
(207) rightly, I think, takes it as implying an adverse judgement on the 
casus be/Ii (cf. 521-11, A. Ag. in5-7). 

648. ~AW lJd 1A,ov: cf. II. 2. 216 (etc.), Pi . .Ntm. 3. 60 ,J.,.; Tpotav; a phrase 
here only (surprisingly) in tragedy, unlike om' 'l>.lq, (58, 102, A11. 1182, A. 
Ag. 860, etc.). 'EAAcl8: i.e. Tous "EA>.71vas, cf. 1365, An. 653, 

649. Gj&Clp-rlciv: connected in thought with Or.'s own &,.ap-rla (75-6•, 596). 
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650. lw11tvos: a thematic metaphor; Men. is now to become, as it were, the 
l11Tpos ofOr.'s voaos. 

651. Iv 11iv ..• : Or. scores up his first point before proceeding to his next; the 
continued narratio-form and 'repayment' imagery make it preferable to 
punctuate 651 as parenthetic. [Unless, asJ.D. suggests, we delete the line 
as awkwardly interrupting a sequence of thought adequately summed up 
by d,rdT110011 nt in 655 ft'.) 

65a-,. ',rdvos for,rd11os': cf. 451-3•. 
653. 4A118ws: i.e. as a true ,fil>.os, not in name only (454-5•). INffovwv: 122•; 

cf. H,I. 734-5 for the combination with ffG,i 4off(llG and a dat. pronoun. 
654. 4ffoAapo,s: the more natural opt. has some MS authority (Monac. gr. 

500). Cuvaopov: a vox Euripidea in thesubstantival sense 'spouse' (occurring 
twelve times). 

656--7. • ... toiling for (just) one dty1, standing by us to save us, not for ten long 
years': for the asyndetic participles (there is no case for Nauck's 
transposition), cf. 568•; OTGS is connected in thought with 1tap' dmr(lla 653 
(cf. on 1tapw11 753•). 

658-64. 'A life saved-necessary for the survival of Ag.'s ol1<os-as a small 
return for the daughter's life which was sacrificed for your sake at Aulis' 
(Murray's full-stops in 659 and 661 should be lightened to colons). The 
climactic third argument is a powerful one, but its force is undercut by the 
patronizing tone of659 and the vile suggestion in 660---1 that, in different 
circumstances, Or. would have been happy to see the score levelled by the 
killing of Hermione by her father (an implication relevant to the later 
conduct of the conspirators). There is an echo of the argument that Herm., 
not Iph., should have been the victim at Aulis, cf. S. El. 539 ff. amd (later) 
IA 1201. 

66o. hi yap ... : Murray's apparatus is garbled (cf. Renehan, GTC 129 If.); 
it is at 667, not 660 1 that XP'9 is the majority reading (as to which the 
scholion cited, which docs indeed belong at 660, is irrelevant). Or. regards 
it as regrettably 'necessary', cf. 6711. ffpaovonos ws "Pao-: cf. 78-9•, IT 
692. 

661. ffMov ♦ip1ok1: 'to do better than me' (metaph., as in a division of 
spoils), cf. Hee. 3081 Pli.. 509-1 o. N411i ouyyvw11'lv lx11v (there is a misprint 
in Murray's text): 'and I must be forgiving'. [I do not understand Bond's 
inclusion of this passage, in his n. on HF 7091 as an instance of conslrudio ad 
s111sum; he seems to have taken,,.. as the olJj,ct of avy- lx1111.] 

662(-,J-4. The argument is both more exact (l,.,11 ... Bavwv ya.p •• • ) and 
more in character without the jejunely phrased mention of El. (an addition 
'for completeness' comparable with [33]• and [ 1535]•). Without 663 (del. 
Paley, also Di B.) 662-4 is a distich which both concludes the third 
argument and rounds off the whole argumentation (as initiated in 6411-
5•); cf. 454-5• and 706-7• for the clausular eft'cct of the chiming ... ,ra
Tp( J ••• ,raTpos. As Fraenkel observed (to Di B.), the interpolation could 
have been suggested by 746; it could also have been intended to mitigate 
Or.'s upsetting 'egotism'. 1ag 
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665-8, ipti1: for the formula of procatalepsis, cf. Ph. 561 (Friis Johansen 
991• 8). Or. makes no attempt lo rebut the objection &6u11aT011 by reasoned 
argument; itsuffices (for him) that no truetf,{,\os has a right to say 'I cannot' 
(er. 454-5•). 

665. a.uTo TOUTo: 'that's just it' {a colloquialism, Stevens, Coll. Expr. 27); cf. 
-roti-r' J,c,ivo 804 •. 

667-8. Cf. HF 1338-9 (del. Nauck), which seems to be an imitation of this 
sentiment. cu 618<i>: cf. Collard on Su. 463-4 8,8.;, ,ca.\ws; .~ may have begun 
as a noun (Fraenkel on A. Ag. nu). TI 6ci ♦l>.wv; or XPT/ (pier. codd., see 
660•)? Porson easily demonstrated the normality of 8,i (er. Renehan loc. 
cit.); but it remains barely possible that E. here exquisitely preferred a rare 
epic-toned idiom for the sake of variation and as suiting the xp<la•theme; 
cf. 671 •, and Hee. 976-r(s xprla. a' lµoii; (an ellipse reflecting epic idiom with 
xplw). 

669-73, A perversion of the standard procedure in which a suppliant invokes 
what is most 4,0,ov to, or held most sacred by, the person supplicated (cf. 
Med. 324, IA 909, 1233-4, S. Aj. 587-8), often with a combination of 
'physical' and 'figurative' elements (Gould, JHS 1973, 77). By his 
'reluctance' to supplicate 1rpos 'E>.lvqs, Or. foolishly spoils the force of his 
l1e,aia, while convicting himself of the unheroic 'fawning' which he 
lamentingly attempts to disclaim. 

670, u1r0Tpixw11: here first in a pejorative sense (LSJ mro-rplxw V), which may 
be related to a very ancient idea of physical 'insinuation' in contexts of 
l,c,ala {mrl8paµ• JI. 21. 68; Gould art. cit. 80). At IA 631 mro8paµotiaa a• 
means 'cutting in before you' (cf. u1ro8lw). 

671-3. Bain (Actors and Audienct (1977), 44-6) compares An. 394 ff. for the 
soliloquy in mid-appeal, djfferentiating this as a rare type of'aside' which 
'must not be heard by the interlocutor'. But Or. stops short-just-of 
saying anything directly offensive; and 'the depths to which he has sunk' are 
rhetorically evidential of his extreme need. 

671. TGUT'll IK11ou11ai d: the omission of ,rpos is an epicism (KG i 349) rare in 
tragedy. C:, 11i>.co1 lyw, ,ca,cov / b otov fjKW (Wecklein, after Porson): this 
reading is implied by 1:, and clearly right. ,ca,cov is needed with olov (er.An. 
126, 1173), and the same corruption of lyw to Jµ.wv has occurred at Ph. 
1551 and He/, 676 (Diggle in Dio71Ysinca, 162-3). 

672.T'6i; with a shrug (GP 176), cf .. 1326, Hee. 1256; the correct punctuation 
(again implied by 1:) should be credited to Lenling. Ta>.amwpciv I'• 6ci: 
like a stalwart soldier, er. Th. I. 99. 

674~. Or. culminatingly invokes the t/Jux{i of his dead father: Men. is to 
imagine Ag. as hoth 'listening beneath the earth' and 'speaking while 
hovering overhcad'-an extravagant mixture of ideas {for them separa
tely, cf. 1241 •; Htc. 1 ff.,//. 23. 68 ff.); and that is not all, for Ag. is also to be 
imagined as speaking Or. 'swords. The strained language and imagery are 
in line with the general tenor of Or. 's rhetoric. This sentence clearly ends at 
, . , Kai >.iyuv ayw >.cyw. To include 677 with 674-6, whether with -raii-r' 
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(as Nauck) or with Ta/IT' (Kirchhoff, Wecklein, Murray), is unconvincing 
in itself(as a weak, barely intelligible appendage to completed sense); and 
there can be no doubt of the intended coherence of TauT' ... with 
Elp111ta ••• (so Page, Actors 53, who, however, followed Paley in excising the 
whole of677-9, neglecting the indispensable features). 

t(TauT' ls TE Sa1tp11a 1tai yoo11s 1tai a11µ+opas]t 
,tp.,,~a ~dtr~T'IKa, ,,.~., a~'f''IP{a~ , 
8f/pwv, o ,ravTES 1<0111< 'Y"' ( 'ITW µovos. 

The rhetorical conclusion combines 'summation' with ~ustification'. For 
Or., ,j aw1'11p(a. ('Salvation', cf. 396•) is the summum 6onum to be 'hunted' 
(cf. the ethical use of811p,11Eiv in Ba. 1006, IA 568); the 811p-metaphor has a 
special (thematic) place here (lntrod. F i. 2-3). This is also the first 
occurrence in the play of the important noun aw1'f/pla (also 724,778, 1173, 
1178, I 188, 1203, 1343), 

[677). Deletion is probably the right remedy (Biehl, Tp 43-4; Di B.). It is 
credible that someone should have added TaliTa. ... before ,ipf/KO ... (cf. 
S. El. 73 ,lpf/K<J µlv 111111 TaliTa.); but the rest makes so little sense that it is 
likely also to be corrupt. Perhaps the writer intended the sense 'al once 
ol1tTpws ( cf. 1032 ls SaKp11a; 8aKp11a Kai yoo11s as a compendium, cf. 320, Tr. 
315-16, /T86o) and a11µ+opws' (i.e. EJ, eommode). It is easy enough to write 
1tai a11µ+opws or Kos auµ+opa; but the line remains unlikely to be 
Euripidean. 

67~. cfp')ica 1CO"l1T'11Ca: this may be the first occurrence of ,lp11Ka (abs.) as a 
formula like Lat. dixi; it recurs in Men. Epitr. 352. For similar crisp 
formulae at the end of a speech, cf. 1203 • ,rp.,,,.a, i\oyos, etc. The paired and 
chiming d,r9T1/KO (unreasonably stigmatized by Page as a perfect of alTlw 
'dubious ... in fifth century', cf. ijaKf/Ka 922, etc.) economically defines the 
speech as an d,ra(T11a1s 'demand for repayment'. T9'v afalT')pLav / 9tip&iv, 
Ii ••• : the right punctuation was given by Barnes and Porson, but by no 
subsequent ed.; cf. 524-5 ,,.., B.,p,w8,s • •• / ,rauwv, o ... , Hel. 1686-
7 ... EtryEvEaT4Tf/S / yvwµ11s, 8 ,roi\i\ais lv y11va1fiv otlK lv, (similarly clausu
lar), and S. OT 5,p-2 ... T11pavvl8a / 811p8.v, o ,r,\,j8E& xp,jµaalv 8' di\laKna, 
(o 'a thing which'; Bruhn 12, KG i 56). 

680-1. The Chorus-leader adds her appeal, as in Su. 193-4, /A 1209-10, with 
a conventional feminine al8ws (cf. 32•, 6!)5-6*). ofos TC 8 d: her faith in 
Men. 's character and belief in his ability to help contribute to the surprise
effect of Men.'s response. 

682-716. Men.'s primary function in the plot is to 'betray' Or., thereby 
establishing a plausible motive for the later vengeance-action against 
Helen (lntrod. C ii). The 'turning away' of the 'false tf,{i\os' (vividly 
enacted, 717-28*) is 'shocking', both as such and as a dramatic surprise 
(following, as Burnett shows, a build-up 10 a supplication which, according 
to tragic precedent, would normally have led to the suppliant's deliver
ance). But how culpable, exactly, is Men.'s conduct? Very different views 
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have been taken. On the one hand, Vellacott {67-8) attempts a complete 
vindication of Men. {misinterpreting the sequence of 'turning away' 
follow1d by abuse), like Kitto (349), who opined that Men. makes 'the only 
possible reply'. By contrast, Winnington-lngram (EPS 134) sees Men, as 'a 
cold calculating sophistical politician who would like the throne for 
himself' {an illegitimate back-inference from 1058-9• and 1660•), and 
Burnett ( 186, 206) similarly exaggerates the 'villainy' ( neglecting the clear 
explanation of Men.'s conduct given at 7511-4). Given that the 'turning 
away' was to be a cardinal feature of the plot, there were various ways in 
which E. could have handled the speech preceding it. Men. could have 
argued (like Tynd.) that Or.'s appalling crime deserved punishment 
according to the law, and that he (Men.) could not reasonably be asked to 
act dll{,cws, especially as Or. had made matters worse by his offensiveness to 
Tynd.; and he might have argued thus either as an honourable man or as 
an out-and-out hypocrite. Or he could have made an explicitly 'villainous' 
speech (blatantly declaring a desire to see Or. dead for the sake of personal 
ambition). ·We should not complain because E. rejected both the 'virtuous' 
and the 'villainous' postures in favour of something more subtle (requiring 
us to attend closely to a blend of self-revealing candour and disingenuous
ness), according to a P,rsona in line at once with a traditional 'negative' 
view ofMenelaus {whose 'heroism' had always been somewhat suspect, cf. 
II. 17, 588 ,.a>.8a,cds alxw,,,.,is) and with the topical analogy of political 
'trimmers' like Theramenes (6g1-3•, 887-907•; lntrod. A). Men. would 
really like to help Or., for kinship-ties mean much more to him than 
'justice' (of which he makes no mention, from start to finish); but he 
'cannot', partly because he lacks military and political muscle {a lack 
which we may understand him as exaggerating because of personal 
,.a>.a,c{a), partly because he is not prepared to jeopardize his position as 
Tynd.'s son-in-law {in the new situation that has arisen as a result of the 
previous scene; 470-6119•, 476-90•, 6115-6*). The structure of the act has 
made it clear enough that the latter is Men.'s main reason for 'turning 
away', and we are soon to be reminded of that motive (752). Men. is honest 
enough to m,ntion Tynd. in his speech {704); but he is disingenuous in not 
referring to Tynd.'s threat (cf. 634-5•) and in dilating instead upon the 
need for canny handling of the llil'os; also in saying that he 'will try to 
persuadeTynd. and the city .. .', when {as his own imagery arid the event 
make clear) he has no intention of personally confronting the angry 
citizens. For the disingenuousness and associated 'hollow' tone, cf. An. 7119-
46 ('lines ... halting in manner and unconvincing in matter', Stevens), 
and the characterization of Jason in M,d. {lntrod. F ii). E. knew how to 
make a character 'false' without making him tell lies. 

The structure of the speech is: 6811-90 protestations of(a) desire to fight 
on Or.'s side, (b) inability to do so; 691-707 'Therefore {oilv) not by battle, 
but by soft words .. .' {Men. enunciates his ,.a>.8a,c&v policy and his 
intention, which amounts to no more than a hope of mollifying Tynd.); 
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708-16 concluding 'justifications' (yap), ending on the negative note of 
'wise submission to TUX'I'. Interpolation has been suspected at several 
places, but for the most part on insufficient grounds. It is of course possible 
that E. wrote a much shorter 'turning-away' speech which was later 
inflated; but taking bits out in order to leave the supposed 'core' is a process 
like peeling an onion, and the speech is scarcely if at all longer than we 
might expect from E. himself at this point. 

6811-go. Men. begins by recognizing the validity ofOr.'s claim for help. Then 
687-90 (To 8' aJ ... ) moves on to the contrary consideration of 'lack of 
8uvaµ,s'. The usual punctuation distorts that with a colon before 687 and a 
too heavy full-stop after it. 

6811. 1<aTa18oii11a,: the proper attitude of mind (cf. T1µciv 484•, 486) towards a 
suppliant and/or tf,{>.os, cf. Med. 326, Held. IOI, IA 380, etc. [IA 380 is 
corrupt; perhaps the original was something like ws d6,.\tf,ov livTa' XP'IOToii 
y' dv6pos a/S,fo8a, tf,l.\ous (cf. Stab., and KG i 374 n. 2).J 

683. oo,, 1<a1<0,a,: i.e. 001 Jv Kaocois livT,, cf. 419•. l3ou>.011a1: not Pou>.o(µ'lv &v. 
Men. begins (deceptively) as ifhe is going to accede to Or.'s demands. 

684-6. The orthodox sentiment 'for it is right to help dµa{µovn if one can' (cf. 
454-5•, IA 347-8) is elaborated in a manner that suits what Men. is going 
to say next. Implicit also is the point 'even as my brother helped me (being 
able to do so) in my need'. oliTw: i.e. {uµ1rovouVTa. TWV 611a111ovwv: the 
extension of the pl. oµalµo.,s to include 'brother's son(s)' is unexception• 
able in a context of'fraternal obligation'. dµaiµ• is normally used only of 
the closest degree of 'consanguinity', but S. had used the comparative 
oµa,µovtOT<pos at Ant. 486; cf. also 806•. 1<a1<c\ &uv•1<1<011lt11v: cf. Hp. 465 
(K,l.,pw), El. 73 (mlvous); a vb characteristic of E., cf. Joc,ro.,iv (653*). The 
Joe-preverb here suits Men.'s distortion of orthodox sentiment: the 
obligation to help should not depend on prospects of success. 8uva111v ,jv 
818't' l•os: Men. exploits the ambivalence of'power' (the obligation should 
be to help 'to the best of one's abiliry'); his qualification of the gnomic 
obligation also has a speciously 'pious' flavour (cf. 687 1rpos 8«iw, 708 d 
8«ls). lvfla1<ovTa 1<ai KT.ivoVTa Tous lvaVTlous: defining the help envisaged 
in terms of the battlefield (cf. µaxn 691). 8v- ,ea/ KT• is a mild hysteron 
proteron (the two processes can be contemporaneous), cf. V. Aen. 2. 353 
moriamur et in media arma ruamus; also a rhetorical 'polar' expression (which 
should imply 1ravTws, but the qualification in 685 has undercut that in 
advance). [686 del. Hermann, but there are no very tangible grounds for 
suspicion; Reeve's further excision of 684-5 (iii 157) is surely miscon• 
ccived.] 

687. The variant TOU should be preferred; cf. He/. 402-3 XPntwv ... OUK 

df,oiiµa, Toii6, 1rpos 8,wv T1JX<iv (a good instance of similar language used 
by the same character in different plays). Tuyxavw + acc. is quite frequent 
with neuter adjs. and pronouns (KG i 350) 1 but not otherwise (701 • is 
different, and in S. Ant. 778 To µ~ 8av,iv is influenced by olTouµl.,,, see 
Jebb). 8 a~: progressive (in that this verse expresses a further wish), but 
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mainly advcrsativc 'on the other hand' (LSJ 11J II. 2); cf. 1643. a,v-ea,: 
with the same ambivalence as lhll'III''" 68s; for 1he abs. sense 'have power', 
cf. 895-7•. 

688-go. It is probably true that Men. has returned home with only a single 
ship (54•, 241-2•); he is exaggerating, not wholly inventing, his martial 
weakness. ov1111axwv ic.vcw 86pu: it seems more natural to take 8&p11 in its 
normal sense 'spear' (cf. Aoyxn 1''9-712; for 1t1..ds 'carens', cf. S. Aj. 986-7) 
than as 'ship' (Wilamowitz on HF 1193) without the support of other 
nautical words; but possibly both exaggerated poinls are intended. 1r6vo1a, 
11uplo1s a>.w11ff0s: Men. is still (as it were) an da8mis tf,,r',ywv d11t7p (cf. El. 
352); the d,\111 (56•) and l'"P'°' ,r&vo, confirm his weakness without 
detracting from his 'heroic dpET>f (451-3•); for the dat., cf. 39-40•. 

691--3, The 11iv/64 opposes 'battle' and 'son words', with 0411 'therefore' (not 
,.;,, oJv adversative, as Biehl). n1>.aoyov "Apyos: the epithet 'Pelasg(i)an', 
with substantival ll1A11ayl11 (sc. y,j}, implies the tradition of Pclasgus as 
eponymous first king of the Argolid (another tradition looked further back 
to lnachus}, cf. [932-3]•. In references to 'Argos/Mycenae' (46•) it has a 
'grandiose' effect (especially frequent in this play, cf. also 857,960, 1247, 
1!196, 1601), reflecting the epic lld11.ay,1tdv "Apyos (JI. 2. 681). For the 
transference of 'Pclasgian' from the Thessalian origin of the Dorian 
peoples, cf. Wilamowitz on HF 464, Collard on Su. 367-8 (but ll1,\11ayl'f, 
there is probably not 'the Peloponnese'. llcA11ayl'f, K<1l K11-r' "Apyos is simply a 
poetical hendiadys = K11-rcl. llc,\11aydv "Apyos). •I 8i ... 8u11a(f1411' ... : 'but if 
we were able (to prevail) by soft words-that is our hope now'. The mild 
anacoluthon (with ellipse of the true apodosis, something like KoAws dv ,rTJ) 
is like 1173-4 * (1t),r ,ro8111 d1,\,r-ros ,ropo,rlao, aw-r.,plo f 1t-ro11aria, ,.,; 
6a•oria111-•ilxol'a• .,.,13,, [The syntax of passages like An. 119 ff. 1,.a,\011 
... ,l . .. 81J11al,.av . •• is very different, with rl 'in case' (KG ii 534 f.) 
following a statement of purposive action.] 1&a>.8aicois >.6yo11: cf. Med. 316, 
776, S. Phil. 6!19; here Men.'s recourse to 'soft words' is analogous (o the 
'policy' ironically admired in Ar. Ran. 538-41 .,.1, 8l l'fToa-rpltf,10801 f ,rpds 
.,.1, ,.aA811KW1'1pov f 8,f,ori ,rpds d"8p&s la-r, I Ko1 tf,ua11 91/Plll'IIIOIJS, maul' 
i>.1r'6os 1rpo(a)t\ic0!'111: for the idiom (with partitive gen., 634-5•), cf. A. 
Ch. 891 lv-rori8o yap 8,j -roii8' dtf,11to1'1/" KOKoii. But the personal use of 
,rpocnj1tuv = dtf,11tla8a1 is rare, and ofliteral 'arrival' when it docs occur (S. 
El. 1142, Phil. llll9, OC 35); ,rpo,jKa,..v (V) is rightly favoured by Barrett 
(on Hp. 493-7; cf. 714-15• below}, ,rpo- conveying the extra point that 
'soflness' is abnormal policy (cf. ,rpo/Jal11u11 511, 749), necessitated by 
abnormal circumstances. 

694-5. As things stand, Men. implies a need for 'great exertions', inconsistently 
with 696 ff. But the popular remedy of deleting 695 is unlikely to be right, 
since (a) 01'<Kpoia1 ,.,., .•• still lacks a proper antithesis (Di B. and Biehl 
follow Wilamowitz in accepting Barnes' 01'•1tpoia1 yap Td ••• , but that does 
not account for the MSS' ,.fll); (b) the sequel (o-ro11 yap ,j/Jq. ... ) logically 
explains, not the impossibility of a,.1Kpois ( ... d) ,..y&,\11 olp1i11, but rather the 
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futility of novo, in the prevailing circumstances; (c) an unintelligent 
interpolator might have added novo,o,v to give oµ.11<poio1 a noun, but 695 • 
as a whole is a good line, unlikely to have been composed by someone 
insensitive to the tenor of Men.'s argument. Objections (a) and (b) apply 
also to emendations (otherwise unconvincing) of novo,a,v to a word 
meaning 'resources'. Reeve (iii 157) approves Weil's deletion of both lines 
(RPh 1894, 208). That is more plausible, since696 If. can follow691-3, and 
694-5 could be an intrusive 'parallel passage' (from a context in which µ.iv 
made sense). But 695 in itselflooks like the right antecedent to 696 If. (see 
(h) above): we expect Men. to develop, in the middle of his speech, the 
,rovos-theme in the sense in which it has been used by Or. (653, 656) and 
by himself in his npoolµ.,ov (683). We must therefore try lo save 695, 
which can be done by postulating the loss of a line after 694 (a 2-line loss 
in A, which omits 695), e.g.: 

aµ.t.Kpoia, µEv ydp ,.uyd,\a 1rWs lAo, TlS' O.v; 
694a ( ,ro{o,s llE T0.Vll<'l}T4 ., .. ~oa,µ.,v av > 

1rOvo,aw; dµ.a8JS' Kai -,0 /JoVAEa8a, Tci8E· 

There are now two reasons for the abnormal policy just enunciated: the 
first is a 'mathematical' confirmation of the inefficacy of 'small' vis-a-vis 
'great' (echoing oµ.,.-pq. 690); the second moves on lo new ground, arguing 
the futility of n&vo, (however great) against what is invincible (the 
invincibility explained in 696-7); for the 'folly' of aspiring to conquer the 
unconquerable, cf. Ba. tooo-1 (as elsewhere, cf. 684-6•, Men. exploits 
pious-sounding language; for the rhetorical use of noios, cf. Hp. 960 noio, 
yapop1<011tpdooov<s . .. ;). The early loss of such a line (in an unpunctuated 
tradition), with both homoearcton and homoeoteleuton, is easily 
explained. 

694. In effect: 'one cannot take aces with deuces'. cAo,: either 'win/achieve' or 
'overcome'; a frequent ambivalence (LSJ aipiw A. II. 3). (Ta) 1&ty«A«: 
semi-abstract 'great things' (which may include persons), cf. Alcmaeon fr. 80 
Taµ.-µ.- .-a/ ,raoxEI KaKa. yap seems slightly better than the def. article here, 
for the balance between the n. adjs. and for the causal connection of 
thought. (But if694-5 are bracketed, A's µ.,:v Ttt should be preferred; the 
balance is then between TO. µ.<ya>.a and oµ.11<pois novo,s.] 

695. 1r6110101v: the theme-word is now appropriately emphasized by the 
overlapping enjambment, cf. 527-8•. 01&«8cs .• . : cf. also Tr. 964-5 ,i iU 
Twv li<wv KpaT,iv / flou>.r,, TO XP!lt<&v dµ.a9is loT{ aou T&8,. For Men.'s 
'intellectual' argumentation, cf. 397•, 417•. 

696-703. 'For an angry lli;µ.os is like a violent fire that has to be given its head 
until it subsides; the right policy is ,jauxla, ,u>.o/foa., 1<0.pa.801<,iv'; a topically 
charged political manifesto, using commonly 'suspect' terms (cf. Collard 
on Su. 324-5, Bond on HF 166). The argument follows logically (now) 
from 694-5; at the same time we have an explanation both of691-2 (µ.axn 
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,.,,, oJv dv oil,c ... ) and of the policy and 'hope' outlined in 692-3 (701 
Tu,co,s .;,, ail-rou t,,8lws • ..• SC. ,.aA8aitois Aoyo,s). 

6g6. 9'!39: 'is vigorous' (implying v1a11.,,ws, er. Stevens, Coll. Expr. 50); Al. 1 o85 
,)/Jdarm rcarcov, A. fr. 357 6,f,71>.ov ,)JJ,Saaaa (ofa fire). 8ii1&01: here only in the 
play, but surely needed. Reeve approves (without discussion) Nauck's 
Bu,.&s, which at first sight seems plausible (cf. Stob.'s variant with .ls 9.,,.1,,, 
,rla9, and Men. Y"· ,.o.,, 1 111 Jackel JJAd,r-rn -rdv &118pa Bu,.ds ,ls dpy,jv 
,rcoC:.v). But can we understand ,-ci,., .,o>,,,.,;,,, (vet sim.) from the context? 
And arc we to understand ail-rou in 701 as -ro6 81J,.06? 

6g7. ll1&010Y '""· (er. A. Ag. 1311, s. Ant. 586) ,rup ICQ1'Qt1l3iocn >.clj3pov: 
elliptical language (with a colloquial flavour?), sc. '(to prevail over it) is 
like (similarly impossible to) extinguishing a violent fire'; the subject of the 
comparison (rcaTaa/Jlaa, ,-,j., dpy,jv ailTou) is understood, partly from 6961 

partly a,rcl "o"'ou from the other half of the comparison. Ad/Jpo11 (341-4 •) 
enhances the 'fire' simile with 'storm' overtones; the Br;,.os/.,iip is thought of 
as 'breathing/blowing'. 

698. t'jouxw1: lhc ,)au,cla-themc takes many forms in this play (cf. 1283-5, 
1350, 1407; lntrod. A, Fi. 11). G6T~VMflVOYT&1&'11: i.e. l11T1,vo,.lv'fll'E" (-rtj, 
8'1/&Cfl, wa,r1p AdJJPCfl ,rupl); the ,.,., looks forward to 'but when it 
subsides .. .' (700); for lvnlvnv lau-rov=l.,,.,(,,.a8a&, cf. Plut. Mor. 795 f. 
(LSJ l11T1lvw II). [A vexed line, cf. Prinz-Wecklcin and Blaydes, but the 
text seems sound (apart from the inevitable ail-r-in most MSS). (a) ijau,cos 
Heath (predicative), argued for by Elmslcy (on Held. 7); but ijau,c6s ,.,s 
would be misunderstood here (we certainly need the sense ,)au,cws ,.,s). (b) 
auT,j, .,,s Brunck, Wecklein; quite plausible, but unnecessary; ail,-611 
properly emphasizes the self-straining of the 8r;,.os ( the point here, by 
contrast with 706-7•). (,) Other conjectures prematurely introduce 
navigational imagery (in conflict with 697), with the insidious substitution 
of rcd>.wv for ,ca>.c.,11 in 699 (and further changes necessitated by that). 
lrc-relv,.,, rcd>.wv (the only relevant idiom) is 'to go full speed ahead by 
letting out every reef' (LSJ s. v. rcd.\wr). Men. is certainly not commending 
that as his ijau,co11 policy; the 8ij,.or, on the other hand, is a >.d/Jpoi, ,ri,p in this 
sentence, not a ship's crew.] 

699. XG>.wv: cf. 706-7•; for the abs. sense 'give way to'+ dat. (with a vague or 
faded metaphor), cf. H«. 403 ,cd>.a -ra1t1/ia..,, A. Eum. 219, etc.; the 
reinforcement ofu,r1l110, is not merely plconastic, since it adds a 'gnomic' 
colour to the negative policy Men. is advocating. 1CG1pov: combining, as 
ofien (122•), the ideas 'right time' and 'right measure'(/&,) &ya11), again 
with a gnomic flavour. cvAGl306111vo1: i.e. ,J tf,uMaawv; cilAaJJ1ialJa, is 
usually abs. or with acc. mali (cf. 748, 793, 1059). 

700. lows &v l,c,rv1l,a1,(av): an ambiguous vb in the abstract (contrast S. Aj. 
1148 a,.,rcpoii vlt/,ous ••• '""""uaar ,.lyas ,cnµC:.11); but the sense 'expire' 
here (at once clarified) is in line with 4g6 (/Jlov), 1163 (r,6u,c,j11), S. Aj. 1026 
(abs.). The simplest correction of the MSS' -amv· J,.a., 8' ••. is to accept 
the elision '""""ua,1' (Duport; also attested in cod. M ofStobaeus), with Di 
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B. and Biehl; there are many parallels for the 'bisection' thus of the trimeter 
(e.g. 1079, 1187; West, GM 83). Elided-••* occurs in epic (KB i 1135), and 
the rule prohibiting it in tragedy may be as false as that prohibiting elisions 
such as •lx' 011 (5011*). But either Nauck's ;;., or Kirchhoff's 0Tf could be 
right: ijv is ofien virtually=oTal', e.g. Hee. 586, Al. 671, Hp. 571; and for 
OT•+ subjunc. without 011 cf. KG ii 44g-50. c\vfi 1rvoc\s: 'abates', cf. 11117-8*, 
1177; LSJ d11l71,., II. 7. b. The acc. pl. is a stylistic elegance (cf. 1<aTa,f,uyds 
448*) 1 which may also imply multiplicity ofwind(s). 

701. T~xo11 av alm,u ~98lw1 llaov &.Aeis: for the indic. 81A .. s with 00011, cf. Jon 
4118 ooo" BE xirnCn ... Bifoµa,, and for the idiom with gen. pers., Mtd. 1159 
Tooo6To11 o~v oou Tuyxd11u11 fJouA,foo,.a,. Cobet's ol'ou idiomatically gives the 
sense 'find it as you wish' (cf. Htl. 1300 ,i,.w11Tuyxd11w11 ol'uw o• xP'l)i but 'get 
from it' goes better with 'easily'. For acc. (not assimilated gen.) relatives 
following Tuyxd11•w 'obtain', cf. Diggle on Phaelhon 47. 

70111~. Oddly woolly language; perhaps rightly deleted by Hartung and 
Reeve (iii 157), but not inappropriate to the characterization of Men. 
Athenians were familiar with hollow professions oflip-service towards the 
s-,;,.os from politicians with no real regard for democratic processes. oficTos 
'compassion' is (from Men. 's point of view) what Or. needs to 'obtain' from 
the 8,jµos. lvcaTI, •• Iv, M,,. is rhetorical anaphora (708-g*), not 
antithesis; so luJ&OS J&'vas must be another positive attribute here, though 
at A1'htlaus 31 (1157). 1 it means '(dangerous) arrogance'. icapa8oicoiiVT1: a 
frequent vb in E. (not in A. orS.); ofien neutral in colour, but voxpropria for 
'awaiting the outcome ofa battle before deciding which side to join' (Hdt. 
7. 163, 8. 67). icrijJ&CI TIJ&&WTaTov is something of a cliche ( cf. S. Ant. 70111, and 
1111g-30•; Herwerden' XfW/1'4 is scarcely an improvement); here picking up 
the idea of 'obtaining' in 701 •. For the three-word line, cf. 883*. 

704-7. 'I shall go and try on your behalf to persuade Tyndareus and the city 
to exercise moderation; for a ship (also) capsizes when put forcibly under 
strain by a (too taut) sheet, but rights itself again when the sheet is 
slackened'. As ofien, the gnomic distich concludes a 'paragraph' and is 
used to illuminate the speaker's thinking (,,,,.:.,..,), The effect here is to 
undercut the specious intention which Men. has just enunciated. Men. 
means (sincerely, we may suppose) to attempt to mollify Tynd.; but he is 
contemplating only the single exercise of 1m8w, the hope being that the 
'ship' (1rcSA,s) will right its,{/ifnot put under the extra strain ofTynd.'s 
violent urging (6111-14). Men. will presumably exit at 71600 the same side 
as Tynd. (L, lntrod. E ii) and can be imagined as catching him up; when 
Men. fails to appear at the Asembly-trial (931 •, 1056-9), we naturally 
infer the obduracy ofTynd. (confirmed at 915 f.). 

704-5. The variant lA8wv 8' lyw 001 Tuv8dp•w" 1r•1pdoo,.a1 (C), slightly 
debased in M (and .E) with ydp for BJ, gives a likelier rhythm, with both the 
name and 001 better placed in the line; moreover the first Tf is superfluous, 
whereas lyd, is really needed for the transition to Men. 'sown intention. Ti; 
Alav xpijala, icaAws: lit. 'to manage well the (quality that they have) in 
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excess', i.e. tlpy-.j; cf. Hp. 1035 and An. 242, in both of which xpi,a8a, Ka,\ws is 
used of managing a quality of one's own (in one, aw,f,poauv71; in the other, 
'sexuality'); To ,\{av, cf. Hp. 264, An. 866, Htt. 591, Pli. 584. (Not 1TE{aas 
(Hermann) or1rE{8wv (Weil): 'I shall try, after/by persuading ... , (myself) 
to xpi,a8a, .. ,;, Mav Ka,\ws'. ,,,.{8wv is better than 1ulaas (with conative force, 
and coincident with the pres. inf. xpi,a8a,), but the sentence runs very 
awkwardly (with 'persuading' immediately before, but not governing, an 
inf. phrase); and, since Tq> Ma• can only be the excessive opy-.j ofTyndareus 
and the city (or 8i,µos) in this sentence, 'I shall try to xpi,a8a, Ka>.ws , . .' is 
not in line with the parallels. Against Hermann (followed by Di B.) see also 
A. S. F. Gow, CQ 1916, 80-1 (who, however, mistakenly wished to excise 
706-7) and Degani 43-4.) 

706-7, Ka.< vails ycl.p .. . : the hoary 'Ship of State' topos (cf. Collard on Su. 
267-9a) duly picks up the l•n•v..•/xa>.av contrast in 698-9, but there is no 
actual repetition of imagery; the 1r«l,\,s-'ship' is sufficiently distinct from the 
6.;,µos-'fire/storm' (the one 'strained', the other 'self-straining'). lvTa81ioa
. , , 1To6!: an extension of idiom; in the first instance it is the 1rous that is 

'strained', cf. ,..rva, 1r0Sa S. Ant. 715 f. 1Tpos l3la11: 605-6*. il3alj,1v: gnomic 
aor.; the intrans. sense 'capsize' appears here first, apt, like loT'l, to the 
personification of the 'ship'. 'I" xa>.~ ,.1,&a: the unexpressed agent is 'the 
person concerned' (cf. 50(-1]•, 314-15*). Notice again the period
concluding effect of the chiming ... 1ro8, / ... ,ro8a (454-5, 662(-3)-4, 
1351-2). [706-7 del. Gow (704-5*), and Reeve. But Men.'s speech is 
otherwise repetitious (cf. 711-13*); and a certain woolliness of logic is 
appropriate to one arguing a weak position. Deletion of 706-7 has the bad 
effect of bringing 708 (µ,a•• yap o 8•os TO.S ayav 1rpo81Jµ{as) directly 
afler ... T,j, Mav xpi,o8a, .:a,\ws, with the false implication that T,j, Mav 705 
refers to 'excessive zeal' rather than 'excessive tlpy,f .]. 

708-16. The pause after 707 is confirmed by the structure of708 ff. 708-13 is 
a 6-line (3 + 3) reasoned justification of Men.'s policy as a whole (again a 
colon suffices at the end of 7ro, as of 705); then 714-16 is a further 
'concluding justification'. In neither 708 nor 7 14 is the yap directly 
epexegetic of the preceding statement (itself introduced by yap), but 
implies '(This is my policy and thus I have spoken) for .. .'; cf. 1151-2•. 
The multiplicity df yaps in itself suits a man making excuses, but there is 
more to it than that. 708-13 is structured as a concluding paragraph, 
followed after another pause by an addendum. The extra terminal 
justification, directly associable with Men.'s 'turning away', is indispens
able (patt Reeve) for its thematic content and self-revealingly negative 
effect (undercutting the specious reasoning of 708-13). 

708-9. 1uo1i ..• j&&ooiio, f; .. ,: rhetorical anaphora without ,.,v, cf. 702, 
1135, PI,. 563-4 (GP 163); µ,aEiv 518•. Men. exploits in first religious (cf. 
He/. 903), then political terms, an orthodox argument against extremism; 
,..,,8,v ayav was, of course, a god-given (Apolline) maxim. TGS liyav 
1Tpo8u1&ia1: 'excessive displays of zeal'; the implication as to Men.'s 
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intention is disgraceful-he implies that 'moderate' zeal is the mosl that he 
can properly be expected to show on behalf of his brother's son, and in the 
event he will show no zeal at all. 

709-10. ll1i 114 ii ... : i.e. 'I have to save you (ifat all) by aof{a, 1101 fJ(a . •• '; 
ouic ciAAws Uyw: 'I speak nothing but the truth', cf. Kannicht on He/. 1 106; 
in fact Men. is being speciously ambiguous. 1&t\ 131.,. TWv ocp1urcrovwv: 
privately, Men. means 'not against the will ofTynd.' (Twv ,cp• alluding to 
the ,cijllos which is his overriding concern); overtly, he means 'by vain 
violence against people/things that are stronger' (the point developed 
epexegetically in 71 1-13); for the idiom, cf. S. Ant. 79 {J(q. ,roi\,Twv Spa.• lfu• 
dµ~xavos. 

711-13. aAicfi ... : er. 690. The concluding periods are reinforcing reminders 
of points made earlier (similarly Tel µai\8a,c&v 714 reflects µai\8a,cois i\oyo,s 
6911). Tpo,raica: for Tpo,raio• {•a) laTdva1 (-aa8a1) + gen., er. Stevens on An. 
694, 763. [The repetitiousness of 71 1-13 unnecessarily troubled Wecklein.] 

714-16. oi) y&p ,roT' tapyou(s) ya,a•t ,s Tel ,-.aA8a,celv 
,rpo[a]11y&µEa8a· vuv ll' dvay,ca{ws lx<1 
8oili\o,aw ,tva, Tois a+ia, Tijs TUX'IS· 

Murray's deletion of 716 (Dindorf had excised 714-16) was at once 
arbitrary and not remedial. The point about 'never courting the land of 
Argos to softness' remains ill-filling and barely intelligible, with or without 
Schaefer's dv (not surprisingly, paraphrases have varied widely, and are 
uniformly unconvincing). There is room for only one µai\8a,c&v in this 
context, viz. the 'soft' posture/policy of Men. himself (cf. 691-3•). The 
right approach, after Hermann, must be to recognize vu• ll' ... TUX'IS as 
blameless (715-16"') and 714-15 as seriously corrupt. The rhetorical 
pallern is reminiscent of the end of the Nurse's speech in Hp. 493-7 ,l µJv 
ydp , .• , / od,c dv ,roT' ... / ,rpoaijyo• dv aE llEupo (,rpoijyov Scaliger, Bar
rell)· vu• ll' dyC:w ,-.Jyas / awaa, {Jlov a&v, ,cod,c ITrlfBo•o• Toll,. Both speakers 
are justifying awT11pla-programmes (cf. 709-10"') and arc concerned to 
emphasize that they would never normally move (be moved) in the 
direction imposed by present necessity; at the same time, of course, their 
programmes differ as diametrically as 'active' differs from 'passive'. [Di B. 
follows Murray. Defenders of716 include Wilamowitz (Kl. Sehr. iv. 355'), 
Pohlenz (ii 171), Chapouthier, Braunlich (AJPh 19611,4w), Biehl, Degani 
and Erbse. Hermann proposed "Apyous y' ; .. ,,• dv, which at least gets rid of 
the unwanted acc. ( enabling us to take ls Telµ-,rp- as like Hel. 991 Is Tel Bij,\11 
TpE,rclµEPos) while restoring dv. No one, I think, has hitherto questioned the 
truth of"Apyous (read, according to E, by Ar. Byz., but not certainly by 
anyone before him).] 

714-15. The vb should probably be ,rpo11y&µ108a, not ,rpoa- (cf. 6g1-3•, 
Barrell on Hp. loc. cit.), the general sense to be looked for being something 
like: 'For I would never ..• (without good reasons?) ... be (thus abno,mall,) 
being induced to softness; but as things are ... '. The corrupt ya,a• seems not 
unlikely to be an ancient 'rectification' of y•a•, i.e. y' d ... What then of 
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apyous? No commentator seems to have paid much attention to the variant 
apyou (E), which must have been strongly attested in antiquity (otherwise 
it would simply have been discounted as a casual error). Suppose we write: 
oil ya.p 110T' ( .•• ) dpyou y' dv ls Tel ,..aADa1tel11 / 11pof/Y01'<08a. Not much is 
then needed to give the appropriate sense 'never id{)' would I be (thus) 
driven to Tel,. •.. .'. Either lf dpyoii or '" Tdpyoii would seem possible 
adverbial phrases (cf. S. OT287 oil" lv dpyois 'not ineffectually'), ofa type 
frequent in contemporary prose (e.g. Th. 1. 34 '" Toii •ilBlos, 4. 36 l,, Toii 
cLf,avolis, 6. 73 '" Toii 11po,f,avolis, 7. 57. 7 '" Toii ul1rpnroiis; L&} '" II. 8). 
dpy6s (d-,pyos) is the motjust, in this context (cf. O,dipus fr. 552. 4 Tel 8' 
~ouxaiov dpyclv); a pejorative term against which Men. naturally wishes to 
defend himself (cf. Phaedra's dissociation of herself from those who fail 
dpylas /1110 in Hp. 381-3; CQ. 1968, 14). As with Or.'s disclaimer of 
'fawning' in 66g-73•, the effec1 is the opposite of the intention (qui s',x,us, 
s'aC&us,). For the pattern with y' liv following the emphatic word at the 
hephthemimeral caesura, er. S. Ant. 502; see also GP 116-17 (emphatic y1 
after yap, S. Tra. 945, OC 79; after a neg., IA goo, Pl. Grg. 5158 di\i\' oil 
,f,,i\01111,lq. y' lpwTw). [lrit were not for the ancient evidence for apyou, one 
might consider oil ydp troT" dpylq. y' tiv • •• as an alternative, with modal 
dat.) 

715-16, ' .... but the present situation is such as to oblige an intelligent man 
to be subservient to the force of circumstances'. a.vayiccuws lxCL ... : + inf., 
er. PI,. 358-g dll' dv- lxu / ,raTp,'8os Jpriv &1ravTas, Hdt. 8. 140 dv- lxu ,.o, 
110,i•"' TOUTa. The same phrase (with di\i\ ') is used absolutely at Htl. 512, 
but is similarly followed by a speech-concluding point about the oo,f,la of 
recognizing the power of dv&y"f/• TOiS oo+c,ic,1: generalizing; Men. 
naturally wishes to suggest that all oo,f,ol would take the same view of the 
present TilX'I {cf. Or.'s ,rovT•s 1<oil1t lyw ••• ,.&vos at 679). 806>.oio,v 
.rva,.,, Tijs T6x11s: cf. Su. 167 di,oyKYj au,..,f,opais .r" .. " ,,.air, HF 1357 .,;;., 
8', ws lo,Kc, Tii Tilxn lloui\cuTloa,; if Heracles himself can use such an 
expression, how much more so can Menelaus! (There is no reason, with 
Pohlenz, to speak of 'Selbstpersiftage'; Men., to his discredit, is entirely 
serious, and the irony is E.'s). The concluding combination of the oo,f,-, 
dvayK• and 3oui\- themes is exactly right (cf. 488•); likewise the implied 
intention of not doing anytking (cf. Wilamowitz 'er wird gar nichts tun'), 
perhaps not even making the further attempt to persuade Tynd. ( 704-7•). 

717-d, The end ofMen.'sp170,s is not followed by a choral distich like 542-3, 
605-6, 680-1, for the speaker exits ('turning away'). Instead we have a 
link-passage: 7 1 7-2 I invective aimed al Men. 's departing back ( cf. 630-
1 *); 722-4 despairing lamentation; 725-8 approach of Pylades, 1he 
'faithful friend'. Men. exits L (following Tynd.), Pyl. enters R (Introd. E 
ii). The sharply focused sequence gives an effect of maximum contrast 
between Men. (oilTos 724) and Pyl. (Tcli,llc 725), and ofperipe1eia in the 
action of the drama (cf. Ludwig 71-2). The surprise-effect of Pyl.'s emry is 
enhanced by the audience's expeeta1ion of an early end lo lhe episode after 
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the exit of Men., and of an ode following Or. 's 'dereliction' ( cf. Burnett 186, 
Taplin 11 ). E.'s innovation in sending Pyl. back to Phocis afier the killing 
of Aeg. and Cl. (406•) was necessary for this effect; similarly, the motive for 
his return from Phocis (765) is relevant only to this scene (cf. 1075•). 

717-18, Cf. Peleus' extended abuse of Men. in An. 591>-641 (beginning oil yap 
,,.,.,• dv8pwv .. . ; and ending oil 8' oil8lv •T). 1r>.-.1jv.,, a-rpaT1)Aaniv (--rwv 
Zucker ap. Biehl): 'except as lo • •• ', cf. Hee. 356 r07/ 8•0101 ,r,\~v -ro 1<a-r8av••• 
,,.&vov; ,r,\~v ... -rd.Ua ... , cf. Hyps. 60. 11. tco1ua-rc Tll-'wpciv: another 
'specifying' inf. (870•), cf. Od. 8. 123 8/uv &x' dp,o-ros (KG ii 10). 

719, A ghost line, sec 498 f.•. 
720-1, -rci 11 'Aya11«11vovos .. . : i.e. his claims upon his .f,{,\o,, cf. 618•, Hel. 

1421 TU TWV 8avov-rwv oulilv, d,\,\' J,\,\ws 11'0VOS, ♦poGS: a forceful 
enjambment, cf. 527-8•, with sense-pause before resolved 2nd position 
( 1106, 1659•). a♦,>.os ~of op ... : in 'realizing' Ag.'s 'lack of .f,{,\o,', Or. is 
again (cf. 674-6*) identifying his own /iuo,rpa~la with his father's; for the 
idiom with iipa, cf. 1667, Elmsley on Held. 65 (GP 36, Stevens, Coll. Expr. 
62-3). 

722-4, The new 'betrayal' theme is combined with the final frustration of the 
'hope' (52) of'sanctuary' (448, 567) and 'salvation' (677-9•). 

722. 1rpo8«8011a,: cf. S. Phil. 923 (lntrod. C ii). 
723, Again h71 should be preferred (634-5•). 8ova-rov ~pyc(wv: gen. of 

source (KG i 332-3); cf., conversely, 1369-70•. 
724, ,ca-ra♦uy-.1j aWT7Jp!as: a thematic phrase (448, 567; 677-9•), cf. IA 911 

oil" lxw flwµov 1<a-ra.f,uy,,v; for gen. ow-r"lplas with other nouns, cf. 1203 
(l,ra,\~,s), 1343 (-rJp,,.a), Ph. 893 (.f,&p,,.a1<ov), Hel. 1055 (01<os), HF 54 
(d,ropla), A. Sept. 209 (µ71xav,i); KG i 335-6. 

725~. o>.A' tlaopwycip-rov8c ... : formulaic, cf. HF 138-9, etc. (Diggle, ,<'PE 
1977, 291, Taplin 148);-rovll•ismore than usually pointed here (opp. ooJ-ros 
724). 8p61-'1t1 aTdxona: the 'running' entry 'fosters a sense of urgency and 
heightens excitement' (Taplin 147). •wtccwv 01ro: 1094•. 

727-8. -.1j&iav o-1,,v: 'appositive' int. acc., cf. 10•, 961-2•, 102 1, 1 105, Ba. 
1232 >.n!oow yap aol-r~v. &,J,iv oo\1< ,il8alµova (KG i 284). yaAi,'")s: with an 
echo of279•, and also of the 'storm'j'sailing' imagery in 698 ff., 706--7; cf. 
An. 891-2, A. Ag. 900--1. 

729-806. Or. has more trochaic tetrameters ( 114) than any other extant 
tragedy except IA (209), but Ion follows not far behind (84, distributed as 
in Or. among three scenes). Probably the only constant element in E. 's use 
of the metre (from HF onwards) is acceleration of pace; for the examples 
vary from two lines (Ph. 1308-9, probably spurious) to over eighty (IA 
317-75 + 378-401 ), and may consist predominantly of rapid dialogue (as 
here) or of p~o•s (even pure p~o,s, Tr. 444-61 ). This scene is characteristic 
(a) in the change to trochaics as the climax of an act; cf. IT 1203-33, Ion 
1606--22 (play-ending), Hel. 1621-41 (preceding the deus ex machina), Ph. 
588-637; (b) in the 'entry in haste', cf. 1506 ff., 1549-53, Ion 11150 ff., IA 
1338 ff.; (c) in the passing from stichomythia into dv-r,>.all, (774-98•). See, 
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in general, Krieg, Philologus 1936, 411-51, M. Imhof, MH 1956, 1115-43, T. 
Drew-Bear, AJP/i 1968, 385-405, Bond on HF 855 ff. 

729. fiaoov , , , 1rpojfatvwv: Pyl. 's opening words may follow a few seconds' 
pause in which he draws breath; as he says, he has 'gone beyond proper 
limits of speed', er. 749* (1rpofJ-here perhaps both lit. and metaph.), Hp. 
13113 fla.oao• -If o' lxpii•, S. El. 8711 Tcl 1t60µ10• µ,8,ioa, OC 890 fla.aao•.;; itafl' 
,j80•~• 1ro66s. There is little to be said for Batticr's (and Bruhn's) unnatural 
fla.aao• f ... (presumably intended to mean 'ratlitr fast, as was right'). As 
between µ.' lxpi,.. and µ.• XPii•, Barrett ( on Hp. 10711-3) argues a preference 
for the former in E. and comedy, for the latter in A. and S.; see also 
Kannicht on H,l. 80. 

730, tTov t1 16ilwt: supposedly=-.l3cl,.,. 3' oilT6•; but no parallel is cited for a 
continuativc use of Tel.,. 81 ... (et: d 31 ... , ol8i .. .• etc.) referring again to 
the same person/thing in the same case. H. Cron's ll•T' lMwT' (Grat.-Schr. G. 
Curtius ( 1874), 273-4) was a step in the right direction; ll•Ta is otherwise 
desirable (though perhaps not strictly necessary) for the sense 'hearing that 
th,r, wasa au.\.\oyos . .. (cf. H,I. 878-9, IA 154!',); for the articulation of the 
tetrameter thus, with main pause one syllabic after the diaeresis, cf. 15117*, 
1553, Tr. 451, Ion 559, 1619, IA 904. But I should prefer ll•T', l3cl,.,. 3' (the 
same letters as To•818w•). The 'autopsy' point is properly parenthetic in the 
sentence-structure (before 731 *); ~ a1h&s, cf. 354, (384), Ph. 14511, Ba. 174, 
IA 585-6. {Cron's T' (or ditouoas T' ... lM,.,. T' ... ) would be better only if 
the sentence ended at aa~ws. For other combinations of 'hearing' and 
'autopsy', er. Diggle, GRBS 1973, 11611, on S11. 684.) 

731. ~rrl a~, • ,: the sentence continues alier the parenthesis (730*), cf. 1146, 
1434, etc. wt KnvoOvTut: a ,onst111dio ad s,nsum, as though after Torls 1roAlTas 
ou.\.\cyoµ.o•ous, cf. 438*. Herwcrden was mistaken in ejecting 731 in order 
that Pyl. might enter not knowing the purpose of the au.\.\oyos. What Pyl. 
says at 755 and 757 is irrelevant to this issue; for, with or without 731 in the 
text, alicr 746 (µ,j µ • 18,,.,. fla.,.,S.,.(I' lltr' dOT,;,.,. ital 1taa,y•,jT'7• lµ,j•) Pyl. 
certainly knows that a dangerously large number of daTol are threatening 
the lives of Or. and El., and there is no good reason why he should not tell 
Or. (and us), on entering, that he knows that much already. That he do,s 
know it is clear from the following dialogue: Or. begins with olx6-
µca8a ... (734), the explanation of which is Men.'s baselr negative 
conduct (736, 738), evidently in failing to save Or. Pyl.'s failure to ask 
'from what peril?' proves that he knows tliat already; 746 would in any case 
be an odd way of conveying essential information. 731 is indeed an 
inorganic line which spells out what could have been leli implicit. But it is a 
good line, both the continuation after parenthesis and the ,onstrnctio ad 
s,nsum being in E. 's manner. 

7311, The rapid questions arc all colloquialisms, cf. Ba. 645, Ar. A,li. 753, Eq. 7 
(Stevens, Coll. Expr. 31, 57, 41). 

733. auyy1111ta,: i.e. ouyy,.,.,;,.,., er. 11133-4 *; Pyl. is at once a cousin (first and/ 
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or second} and lo1il;,>-4,os (882, 1015}; in 804-6 he is con1ras1ed (nol 
inconsistently} with Or. 's &,.a,,.01. 

734• wt,,, &r,>.wow: like l'va ,.&9vs, etc. (534-5*). 
735, ouyicaTaaica1rT01S iY 'i11is: ,caTaa,ca,rTfn, is properly used of destroying 

cities ( T,. 11163, etc.}; the exaggerated metaphor (more natural at Ph. 884} 
is in character; auy- may perhaps have some intensive force (cf. 34, 1569, 
Ba. 633), but its chief function is to link with ico,vci ycip Tei Twv ♦IAwy: 
among the most widely quoted of all tragic aphorisms, cf. Men. fr. 10 
Koerte, Pl. Rep. 4114A, etc. (Degani 196, Renehan, Studies in Gretlc Texts 
(1976), 1o6}. 

736. Better punctuated, I think, as another sentence-opening, continued in 738 
after a parenthetic comment (cf. 96•, 756--8). ls l11i: cf. 394• (and 786, 
15114 for resolution at this point in the lelrameler}. 

737. clico-rws . .. : 'naturally, not surprisingly' (cf. IA 457}, '<for it is nat11ral) 
that the husband of a bad woman should prove bad.' A remarkable 
brachylogy. Di B. compares the colloquial uly'&-r, ... , but there is no real 
analogy there; the constructions are quite different. Kirchhoff's ,l,cos, 
ws ... (also England, PCPhS 1886, 113) will not do: the sentence runs very 
awkwardly, with (ailTov) to be supplied. The text may be sound (it is at 
least vigorous), butj.D. suggests a neat emendation: ws ('know that', cf. 
4113 •, Su. 1056, etc.) ,ca,cijs y11va1,cos ,/,cos &v8pa ylyv,o9a, ,ca,cov. 11,coc after 
y11va1,coc would be particuarly vulnerable to displacement; then 11,cocwc 
understandably became cl,coTws. 

738, l.ia,r1p ol)ic l>.ewv . , . Tal1TC\v: 'the same as ifhc had not come'; cf. Tr. 641 
&,.olws J,a,r•p o.l,c l8ouaa ,/,ws. IJ10&y1: emphatic: whatever 'repayment' 
Men. has made has been to others. 

739. 'Ii yap ... ; 'surprised', cf. 1595, 1600 (GP 1184-5). 
740. l+wpall7i: like dpl(J,q (sc. ci\v, cf. S. Phil. 452), but with a metaphor apt lo 

Men.'s failure to repay his debt (sec LSJ}. 
741, 'And what of Helen?' vauaToA&iv: for the rare trans. use, cf. H,c. 11159-6o, 

Pi. N,m. 6. 32. 
7411. Like Aegisthus, Men. is 'married lo his wife, not vice versa'; cf. 588-90•, 

El. 931 cl Tijs yuva,,cds, orl,ci Trlv8pos ,j y11v,j (for such reciprocal inversion of 
case-endings, cf. 638-9•); for the brachylogy (orl,c l,uivos (l,c.tv.,v)}, cf. 
4 13, 55g--6o. 

743. Cf. 1 135-6, H,I. 73-4, etc.; 1r>.1lcrrou1 ... 11la: a favourite kind of 
reinforcement, cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1455. 

744· ., ~: 17• · 
745-55, A dextrous recapitulation (assisted by Pyl.'s 'perceptiveness'} of the 

preceding scenes. 
746. 111\ tl l&iY: approaching the sense,.,; ,rcp1181i11 (KG ii 55}, cf. 1339 (,la-}, 

Hyps. 6o. 16, Med. 7111 (,la-). 
747. T681 yap 1l8iYa18'>.w: a common type of'padding' in stichomythia, but 

the formula can be pointed (like Eng. 'that's what I'd like to know'). 
748. ,~Aajicil': 699•. 
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749. ,rpol3alvwv: pejorative (of advancing beyond proper limits), er. 511, S. 
Ant. 853 1rpo{Jtlr J,r' laxaro" fJpo.aour. TOUTO tr6.11r' ixw 11alw11: like S. Ant. 
498 roiiT' lxw• .;,ravr' lxw (pres. for fut., Bruhn 57-8), but with a 
hyperbaton like I ioo (506•). The question asked in 749 is not directly 
answered till the second halfof7512 (cf. Mastronarde 441•). 

750. ohos YIAI' .. . : a colloquially pejorative 'this', cf. S. El. 301 (LSJ a~Tos 
C. I. 3). 6 Tcis cipiaTas luyadpas a,rclpas (v.l. -•lpwv) ,raTflp: cf. 249-
50•, Ba. 1234 dp- 8vy- -•ipa,; for the sarcastic use of clya8.Ss, cf. S. Ant. 275, 
Phil. 873. The choice between Offflpas and the Mosch. variant 011,lpwv 
(Turyn 110) is similar to that in IA 71-2 IAfJw" •.. ,J..ds 8,ds Kplvaso8'(L, 
Kp{.,.,,,, Clem. Al.): 'this notorious judger of the goddesses'. If the less 
obvious Kplvwv is right in IA 72, 011,lpwv will be right here. The other 
coincidences (iAB-/J>.8-, the scornful 'this' and the object with def. article 
-r6.s) arc such as to put it beyond doubt that whoever wrote IA 71-2 was 
familiar with Or. 750. But of course the aor. participle may be right in both 
places. As Hermann put it, 'praeferrem mr,lpwv, si dpfoTas sine articulo 
positum essc1. Nunc distincte Helena et Clytaemnestra significantur'. [I 
adhere (cf. CQ1971, 343-64) to the view that IA 71-2 and its context were 
written by E. J 

751, tows ... lul'oul'tvos: probably not interrogative (an abnormal use of 
fows, thus, as Di B. points out); Pyl. cooperates with intelligent 'inferences' 
(cf. 755•). luyaT<ipos: causal gen., cf. 458, Od. 1. 69 KtiK>.w11os K•xo>.w-ra, 
(KG i 388-9). 

752. alalcivn: cf. ;,.,,.,,s 1131, fuvijKas A. Su. 467 (433•). -re\ -rou81 kij&os 
110>.>.011 ••. ii trc&Tp6s: a mild zeugma (or brachylogy for something like 
( Td) 1raTpcSs), since Kij3os properly denotes the 'in-law' relationship. 752-4 
has the important function of clarifying for the audience what Men.'s 
specious excuses in 682-716• had attempted to disguise. 

753. bT1Acilua8a,: cf. 452. ,rapwv: in the strong sense 'praesens', as very often 
in contexts of aiding a friend and/or standing firm against the enemy (like 
1rapaa-r6.s, 656--7*); cf. 1095 ,fJl>.os 1rapiJ, 1159 1rapija8a, 1301•, Hp. 1242 
awaa, 11apwv, An. 80 WOT(,,.' tl,,f,,>.,iv ,rapif.v, Hyps. 60.52 OU yap ffoT' ES Toll' 
8,,_µ.' .;, t{J>.,,J,as ,rapwv, S. Phil. 373, 1405; not, weakly, 'when he did come', 
as Di B. takes it, after Bond on Hyps. loc. cit. 

754. oliycip alxl''ITflS ... : i.e. 'not one to stand his ground in battle' (cf. 656--
7*), and with an echo of//. 17. 588µaMaKoralxµf/T'lr; thespearis the 'true 
Greek' weapon (cf. 1485). lvyuva,ets 4Aklj10S: ajibe implying both that 
Men. is 'a grim warrior (only) when his opponent is a woman' (cf. Stevens 
on An. 458) and that he is an effeminate ladies' man like Aegisthus (cf. S. 
El. 302). There is dramatic irony in that Or. and Pyl. themselves 'display 
their d,\K'I among women' (and effeminate slaves). 

755. lv kakoit a.p cl l'--tlaTo,s: since M and H have yap, there may be a case 
for y' ap' here (cf. J. C. B. Lowe, Glolla 1973, 34-64, who, however, 
overlooked this passage). Maid lavaykaaov tavtiv: in a sense it does follow 
syllogistically that death is d~ay,caio~ ('in Men. lay the only l>.1rls; Men. has 
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reneged; so, . .'); for the use of dvtiy,c.,/-aios of logical 'neceasity', cf. 
Melissos BI «l yelp lylv«-ro, dvuy,caidv lcrr, ,rplv y•vla9a, «tvu, µ.J/IUv, etc. (DK 
iii 44; LSJ cite nothing before Aristotle). Later the recognition that death is 
dvuy,caiov is an important feature of the plot (lntrod. F iii). But it is 
premature here (cf. 757) for Pyl. to commit himself to more than the 
statement in the first half of the line; the interrogative turn given by 
Murray to the second half provides a more natural cue for what follows. 
Where 1tal introduces a question, 'it is often difficult to determine , .. 
whether 1tal is copulative or adverbial' (GP 311 ); so here we may interpret: 
'(and) does it also/actually follow that you must die?' 

756-6!11, Cf. 440-[ 1-11 )-6, of which there are several echoes in this exchange. 
But the cue is different here ('is your death inevitable?' rather than 'what 
are the citizens doing that amounts to "not letting you live"?'). 

756. 'We are to be tried for murder.' tjrij♦ov , , . lnl ♦011.,: the phrasing 
reflects the voting-procedure at Athenian murder-trials with large juries 
representative of the 8,jµ.os. 

757. fl Kp&wi ,,., XP'il'a; the colourless -rl xpfiµ.a is equivalent to -rlvu 1tpla1v 
(,cpcV€• 'will decide', cf. Pli. 1662 l,cp,v' cl Ba[,...,,,, ,raplU11', orlx tI ao, 801<«(). 
Pyl. is interested in the senunee to be feared. He could assume from what he 
knows already (731 *) that condemnation will mean a death-sentence; but 
it is natural enough for him to 'fear' that (rather than to assume it). 61v. 
♦ojiou ycip , .. : lxu, is commoner in idioms of emotion, cf. Hee. 851, etc. 
(KG i 482-3); for lpxofa&, cf. Pli. 384. 

758. The t/,,j~s will be on the straightforward issue 'life or death' (cf. 50[-1) •, 
884-7•). The alternative ii t'iiv here, though not at first considered as a real 
possibility, none the less admits a ray of hope absent from the earlier scene 
(440 ff.). I> pOlo1 ou pa,cpo1 pa,cpciiv ,rip,: cf. 446* /Jpaxrls A.S,,os, µ.a,cp,i,v 
,rip, implies that Or. is aware of further issues relevant to the 1tpla1s (e.g. 
alternative modes of execution, cf. (441-11)*), which might be decided by 
secondary ,f,,jt/>01 (cf. 946-9*). But he is interested only in the main issue. 

76o. o~x l>1>9s; calling attention to what Pyl. has presumably seen; as the 
continuation makes clear, no guards are visible to the audience. ♦u>..acrcro• 
pcolca ♦pouplo101v1 cf. Su. 103, Hyps. 'J.O/'J.1. l<J. t/>uAdaana, y,j ,/,pouplo,a&V 
lv /CdlCMp, 

761. Tcuxco,v: i.e. dirM-ra,r, cf. 444•. n1♦p11ypna1: 'fenced'; but 1r•t/>apy
(Dindorf) is the correct form for fifth-century literary Attrc, see Barrett on 
Hp. 657. 

7611 'We have (fig.) walls about our person, like a beleaguered city.' 
nupy'lpoupcla: a rare Aesch. vb (S,pt. 11'1., 184), previously used by E. in 
the Theban context of Pli. 1087, and recurring in 1574 below. crwpca: acc. 
'retained' with pass. vb; ,rupy71poiia"' ,t,.&s atiJµ.a would be a double ace, of 
the 'whole and part' type (15117*). See Addendis Addenda. 

763, 'Now ask mt (too) how I am.' But Herwerden's &pa for lpou (RP/i 1878, 
<J.6) gives a more adult turn of phrase ('have regard to ... ') and more point 
to the 1tal. For the corruption, cf. /T516 TDiill'&pajacobs, -roU1''lp11 L. The 
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closest parallels admittedly have a rel. rather than an interrog. word: Hp. 
1395 opq.s µ• .•. ws lxw, Med. 404 op,js & ,riioxm: (cf. Ba. 500). But op.iv 
can be followed by an ind. question in the sense 'consider' (S. Phil. 589,833, 
etc.). Di. B. cites Ph. 383-6 in support or lpov, but the position is quite 
different where' Ask!' follows in reply to an expression of reluctance to ask 
(for which cf. also Hee. 238). 

764 . .,oo.,• &v ,rpood'l ... : cf. the similar idiom in 735 (in reply to olxo1uo811), 
a reciprocal use of language like many in 211-315 between Or. and El.; 
but, whereas Py!. emphasized 'community', Or. 's reaction is more egotistic 
(keeping his own 1<111<4 in the foreground, cf. 7341 768), with a point like 240 
di\,s lxw -rov 3110-rux•iv. icaicois icaicov: 335-6•. 

765, I.,pi,♦101: cf. 1094•, 1233-4•. 
766. icowov 1roMTa1s: both o~v ,roi\l-r111s (cf. 8-9•) and 311µ&0,ov (opp. r81ov). 

41n♦4pwv: cf. Ar. Ran. 12531 Hdt. 1. 138. ly1eA,i14a: cf. S. Phil. 323 (570•). 
Biehl, after Hermann, writes ... -rl; (an extreme instance of deferred 
interrog., 101 *).Or.does indeed answer the question 'what ly1ti\11µ11?' The 
line as a whole should then be punctuated ic5,ov, ij 1tomlv,roi\l-r111s, bmf,,pwv 
ly,ci\"1µ11 -rl: 

767, OUY'!PG1'1JY: 'jointly undertook', er. Rh. 495 (llop11}, Th. 2. 71 (1tlvl111vov); 
but aip,08111 tf,ovov implies pollution, cf. Med. 852 ('take upon oneself', 3•). 
divoo1ov may agree with either tf,ovov (c[ 374) or with p.• understood from 
765 (cf. 546); I prefer the latter (cf. also 481•). 

768. lo1ice: for the use with fut. inf., cf. Elmsley on Med. 1200-1(1231-2). 
771. Pyl. is genuinely ready to share all ,\u,r111 as a true tf,li\os, including death 

(cf. 1091); why then does he not express that further readiness in response 
to Or.'s question? For two reasons, perhaps: (a) to characterize Pyl. as 
naively negligent or peril for himself; (b) as a subtle preparation for the 
Assembly-scene, meeting in advance the question 'why do not the citizens 
take cognizance also of Pyl.'s criminal action?' This is dramatic sleight of 
hand (cf. 106*); the idea that a Greek could be punished only by his own 
city bears no relation to real Greek life. oli trpoo,\icol'ev: for the personal use 
( • 'pertinemus'), cf. Collard on Su. 472b . • ,,111411111 ••• yfi: cf. El. 18, If>. 
xBovl IT677 (1094•). 

[7711-3). Pyl.'s 'pro-democratic' sentiment in 773 is surely too inept to be 
tolerated; and suspicion is enhanced by the similar phrasing in the 
interpolated lines [909-11]• (xp11a-rd floui\.,louo' &,{). The 'point' and 
'counterpoint' might be in place in a debate between speakers of opposite 
political persuasions; but Pyl. 's attitude to the 3ijp.os is elsewhere the same 
as Or.'s (cf. 775-6•). Or the lines could have been written for a single 
speaker. I suspect that they were added here (perhaps very anciently, cf. 
902-16•) because of the apparent suitability of 772; borrowed by the 
interpolator, rather than composed ad hoe. 773 has come under attack 
before (Herwerden, RPh 1894, 79: 'languidum hercle responsum'), but no 
one seems hitherto to have suggested excision. 6e1vov ol troAAo(: cf. 231-2•, 
15521 IA 1357 To ,ro.\u ydp 3£avov KaKov, Hee. 257-roi'a, ,roi\.\oi's (the nom. ol 
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1ro>.>.o{ occurs here only in E.). KGKoupyous •.• trpooTo.Tas: cf. Collard on 
Su. 243 yM,aaa,s ,rovripwv 1rp001'41'WV tf,ri>.ouµ,vo,. XP'JOTOUS! 909-11 •. 
>.al3wo1: exactly the same word recurs at 776 in a different sense (another 
suspicious feature). ail: 486*. There is no case for emending Pov>.,tiova' d,l 
in order to make 773 less inept on Pyl.'s lips (-ova, 84 Vitelli, -olfv dv 
Weeklein); it remains inept, and there is nothing wrong with d,l per se. 

774-98. Divided tetrameters, cf. 1525-6 1 Ion 53o-62 (the longest example), 
ibid. 1255-8, 1616-18, IT 1203-21, He/. 1630-9, Ph. 603-24, IA 1341-68. 
With one exception (IT), all these passages are both preceded by 
undivided tetrameters and followed by further undivided lines before the 
tetrameter-scene ends. The rapid nature of such dialogue is confirmed by 
elisions (791, 15251 Ion 531, Ph. 606, 623, IA 1354, 1359) and by the 
frequency of syntactical continuity (either between speakers or by the same 
speaker across an intervention; cf. Dale on He/. 1631-4). 

774 . .tiv: coming to practical considerations, cf. Denniston on El. 596 (Dawe i 
1301 Stevens, Coll. Expr. 34). it KOlYOY >.iyuv xp,j: Pyl. naturally 
understands Or. as meaning 'we must confer' (cf. IT 673, HF 85-6 ijv,,.,v' 
o£v yvwµ11v lxfls ( My' Js 1'0 KOIVOV, µ,) 8av,iv ;,,.o,µov h); but Or. 's 
continuation suggests that he may already be thinking of 'speaking in 
public' ( cf. Ph. 1222). -rlvos avayKalou ,rep,; 'death' is the primary dvayKaiov 
(755•); but perhaps Or. has some other dvayKaiov in mind (e.g. tf,,Ma, 
488*). 

775-6. 11 ••. ; 'what if ... ?' cf. Ph. 724; also An. 845, Ph. 1684 (d,\,\' ,; ... ;). 
The peculiarity here is that an intervention (with w, i6paoa9 .. . ) is 
substituted for a straightforward continuation (with ws l8paoa •. . ). The 
force of.; ... ; certainly continues into the first halfof 776 (Kirchhoff's y• is 
misplaced for an affirmation), and dots should be substituted for Murray's 
question-mark at the end of 775. For the cooperative syntax, cf. 
Mastronarde 546• Pyl.'s role is not simply to express his own thoughts, but 
to assist Or. in giving voice to his. 14,\ >.af3wol d 40141\101: an ironical meiosis 
(sc. Kol Ko>.&Cwo,); cf. Al. 315-16, HF 1399, El. 1160 for the 'apprehensive' 
,.4+subjunc. construction (KG ii 124). Brunck proposedµ,) (oi>), which 
gives a likelier point (with a different kind of irony in the vb ila.Pwa,): 'they 
may not give you a warm welcome/embrace' (like a long-lost son; cf. Hel. 627 
li\aflov daµ,va 1roatv lµov). The same corruption may have occurred in 
1033-4•. 

777• UffOtrT,j(cr.s: 'cowering', cf. He/. 11103, s. Aj. 171 f'ax' av ... o,yfi 
ffT4fft«•• 

778. ""'' Av o~v 6pl(l')Y; i.e. 'act positively (8pav opp. 1r&ax1w); for the 
deliberative question with a•+ opt. (nearly= fut. indic.), cf. II. t 9. 90 dilild 
T{ KfV plfa1p.1; (KG i 234-5). 

779. i>.trlJ ... 0111&,jvo1: cf. Al. 146, Elmsley on Mtd. 750(767). 
78o. tl -ruxo1, yivo1-r' 4v: noncommittal; cf. 'Ii• Tux11 'perhaps' Ph. 765 ( Pl. Crat. 

430E, Hipp. min. 367A; LSJ Tuyx&vw A. I. 3. a). ouKouv ... 11cvuv; 
probably another question (not oi>,couv, though cf. Barrett on Hp. 331-2 ). 
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Recent edd. adhere to the oil,coiiv-statement, but need to defend that 
position (see GP 1174, 436). 

781. 'Shall I go then?' The correct interrogative punctuation is here clear-cut 
(d.Ud 8,j,-a GP 1173-4). lavcliv youv , .. : 'at the worst ... ' (GP 453). icaAA,ov 
lavft: the alternative being 611.\dv (777); cf. 1151-2•, and Adkins 158. 

783, 78a, To &11>.ov: cf. 5011 •. Plainly 783 must follow 781, and 782 is related in 
thought to 784-5 (as gleams of hope and as 'further considerations', both 
introduced by Ka( .•. y•)· Most edd. accept Morell's transposition (782 
del. Nauck, post 785 trai. Weil). 

78a, TO trpiypa: 'my cause', embracing both Or.'s past action (cf. 572 If., 
775) and his present 'business' with the Assembly. Pyl. with appropriate 
sophistry (in line with Or. 's thought) comments that 'the appearance' or 
'opinion' (of justice) is what counts. Lenting's correction Toii 601<ei11 l,cou 
p.011011 restores natural Greek (see Jackson MS 77-8). E again aptly cites 
Simon. 93 TO 80,cfil, Kal TOIi dAaB•1a11 /J1&Ta& (cf. 235-6•). l,cou+gen. 
combines the senses 'cleave to', 'be zealous for', 'depend on' (LSJ l,cw C. I. 
2, 4), cf. fr. 409. 2 lAwl8os K•8v,js l,cou, Pl. Leg. 7090 dA•,tJ.las l,c•oBa,. For 
the corruption, cf. 240, 687 (To/Toii) and Held. 498 (,cd,cclµ•aBa Elms., 
K•il,cclp..aSa LP). Biehl follows Murray (T'f' Ao,c,iv ,'1,cou ... ), comparing 
Ph. 782-s; but the 'deification' of To 601<•i11 is too terse aned cryptic. Di B. 
prefers Paley's relatively feeble T06• 601<•i11 •il,cou ... (with misconceived 
arguments against Jackson; the sense that he rejects is just what is needed, 
and the correction has more than sufficient palaeographic plausibility). 

784. iccal Tit Iv y<I i,l olicT{c,111: cf. Ph. 1215 ,co,l,c (v.l. oil,c) &11 ye Alfa,µ'. 
Hermann's &11 p. • h- is a small change only (lwo11<T1a-, cf. S. OT 11196), but 
,ca( •.. y• is appropriate again, as in 782 (,-,s emphatic, 'And some/Jot!, 
might .. .'). p,lya: 'a weighty consideration in your favour' (1131-2•); for 
the idea that noble sufferers excite greater pity, cf. 814-15•, Hp. 1464-6 
(1691-3•). 

785, clcrxa>.A-: 'aegre ferens', here only with acc.; usually intrans., whether 
abs. (S. OT 937) or with causal gen. (epic) or with dat. (IA 920, A. PV 
764). Iv wacr,v: cf. A. Pm. 60,i; but (with Wecklein) one might have 
expected Iv l,\wlaw here (cf. El. 352), since hypothetical thoughts and 
emotions in other people's minds can scarcely be described, even in 
exaggerated metaphor, as 'in view' (as 'death' is in view, wap' /lp.p.a, at Su. 
484). lv •/lyp.aaw ('prayers') would be a smaller change, but I cannot offer 
a parallel. 

786. The decision is taken and 'approved'. lvav&pov: 'unmanly', among the 
most feared reproaches (Dover, GPM 100); cf. dvav&p{av 1031, and lntrod. 
Fi. 7-8, G ii. iicAa.1: cf. 1151-2•. 

787.,\ ... o6v: a rare combination (GP285), here as in Su. 574similarinforce 
to µwv (p.,) ow; cf. also the Platonic J.p' ow, GP 50). Or. is hoping for, and 
duly receives, the answer 'no'.. 

788. 'There would certainly be (inauspicious) tears'; a pro lanlo a.rgument 
{yoiiv GP 4511-3). oGicouv oho, olwvot l"YCIII again (780•) the interrog. 
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interpretation is to be preferred. But it is hard to undentand 14,ya.s as ,ca,cds 
(cf. H,I. 1051 ,ca,ccls I-'~" &pv,s, IA 1347) or olwvcls 14,yas as 'a weighty 
deterrent consideration', and I should accept Reiske's14IAas (cf. Schmidt, 
KS 357 f.): 'black bird (bird-omen)'. 'Black' (opp. ~ws, etc.; 243-4•) is a 
recurrent theme, funereally associated with 'tean' at 203-7•, 320-1 (cf. 
also 457, 8:ll-2•, 1147-8•; lntrod. Fi. 11 ). For the error, cf. (?) Mtd. 109 
(14cya.\dmr.\ayxvos codd., 14cAav&-Herwerden). 

78g. &ri>.all\: 'obviously', a colloquialism only here, IA 1366 and S. 0T1501 
in tragedy (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 46). T¥ XPOY\' M 1a1plaYCi1: 'and you will 
profit by/in the (saving of) time'; so, rightly, Di B., after Hermann (not 
'but you will profit by the delay', as E). But there is textual uncertainty as 
to 81 (ye V, ydp BO and others; Matthiessen 63••). y• could be right (so 
Lenling); but there! is something to be said for Herwerden's -re (RPI, 18941 

79), cf. HF 6o3-4 1rd.,,-a oo, ye~oe-ra, / Tjj .,., da4,a>.clf ,ccpllawis; as 
elsewhere, (e.g. 77.5-6) Pyl. then uses syntax that continues Or. 's thought, 
and cf. 1173-4• for the argument 'and (as a bonus) .. .', 

7go. ••ivo .. . ; cf. '"''"o ... ; twice at IA 516, 522 in a similar raising of 
objections (Mastronarde 386). ffflOCJGVffC: cf. Elmsley on M,d. 375[381]. 
Ka1vov all Art•11: cf. 239, Antiope 48.61 Kamb., Elmsley on Med. 688[ 705]. 

791. KGTuxwd: 'grip, dominate' (like llaf'•ls 845), cf. Hp. 27-8 KflTfOXffO 

lpwT, lie"'.;, (with pass. force), Ba. 1124. ICIJ&cliftl: cf. 795•. Pyl.'s 'tending' 
of Or. is reminiscent of El.'s in 218 ff. 

792. oliK l1101yc aou: cf. 221 -rcl 30.S.\cu14. ,J3.S. 
793. ,r}.\d/lne& (6gg•), for Pyl., has no place in friendship. 'Never mind about 

tlaat (the risk ofmy sharing your 116aos by contagion)!' The pollution might 
or might not be transmitted (cf. Parker 129ol, 3og). fTW may be either 
dismissive or challenging (or both), er. 1532, Elmsley on M,d. 780(798], 
Barrett on Hp. 1007-8, Kannicht on Hel. 1278; since 'therefore' does not 
make sense, the right articulation of the idiom is probably -rcl 3' ow r.,.,,, 
(Paley, W, Headlam, CR 1901, 101), cf. S. OT669; for 'defiant' ll' o&. in 
response to a warning or threat, cf. also An. 258, HF 726. The 
demonstrativeuseofinitial .,.cl (alsoS. Tra. 1172, etc.; KG i 584) is like that 
or TD (Diggle, Studi,s 6). Denniston (GP 426) implausibly suggested that 
'therefore, .. ' follows from Pyl.'s previous comment (the intervening 
words being ignored); erJ.\a/Joii ... is too important to be 'ignored' (both 
thematically, and as a warning about contagion). 

794. 6icvo1 is likewise to be eschewed; cf. 1236, S. Phil. 887. Hereabouts Or. 
finally (with Pyl.'s assistance) leaves the sick-bed which, apart from the 
mad fitin 268 ff., he has occupied since the beginning of the play. Pyl.'s role 
in helping him is like, and indeed modelled on, that of Theseus in HF 
1398 ff. (see Bond ad loc.); the professions and demonstrations or 'true 
~Ma' are similar, though more staccato here and more exaggerated. 

795. lp,rc vuv ••• : cf. M,d. 403 lpw' 's -rcl 8,wov· l'UP dywv c,J,/,uxlas. ofaC wo&os: 
a bold phrase, but with an exact metaphor; Pyl. is to 'steer' Or.'s,feet (wow, 
as often,• rx~os or /Jda,s); at the same time Or. retains the role of 
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ola,covoµos (deciding which way to go, 796 ff.), the 'steering-oar' serving 
also as a physical support. ♦l>.a y lxw11 IC')S.lipoTa: thematic language, 
with a characteristic -µaTa word ('tendings', cf. 791; 123•). The repeated 
emphasis on this sense of "'18,J,w, by contrast with the ,oi8or/tt1'81uµa of the 
'false ,f,l>.os' Menelaus (477•, 623, 752), is surely calculated; cf. also 883, 
1017, [1o81]. 

796--8. The opposition between the paternal and maternal tombs corre
sponds with the lateral opposition ofL and R 1(0080, (lntrod. E ii), cf. the 
opposed L exit of Men. and R entry of Pyl. in 717-28•. Cl. 's tomb lies 
offstage L (a direction now associated also with Tynd. and Men.); the R 
1(008or symbolizes the 'friendly' and 'paternal' direction in which Or. now 
wishes to set off on his way to the Assembly-dywv. 

796. lllr T( &wit Tolle; a modified colloquialism (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 29, cf. GP 
211, Elmsleyon M,d. 665[682]); WSTI .. . ; may beeitherlike(vUT/; (with a 
subjunc. understood) or 'causal' (cf. IT 557 d,s Tl s; 8'>.wv;); the addition of 
Tel8, (sc. cZ1rar) to the common dis Tl 8~; is unusual, but cf. 790 Tl To&, ... ; 
and Ph. 621 ws -rl µ' lo-ropris -ro8r; 

797. Cf. 1225 ff. (before another dywv) for the owTfJpla-supplication as a just 
claim upon the dead Agamemnon. 

798. 1-''ITipor 8i 1-''lr rao,p, ... : there is little point in, and a lack of parallels 
for, this µfJ&I, and Schmidt's,.; '0{801µ1 (KS 358), orµ; ,la-, is surely right 
(echoing El.'s oil,c av 811valµ11v l'f/Tpdr la{J>.i,f,a1 Tat/,ov at 105); for the 
prodelision (or synccphoncsis or,.;+1lo•), cf. El. 961 ,.; '01'871 vr,cpov (µ' 
.lal811 Lin tcxtu), A. S,p1. 1108. 110>.cia(a: opp. ,f,{>.(,)os, cf. H,e. 848, S. Phil. 
1302. 

79~03, As in 11140 ff. (llu>.. 1raoJaao9, .. . ), Pyl. has a short summative 
p,jois; unlike there, Or. has the last word (804-6). 

799, c\>.>.' , . ,: cf. I 6 I 8 d>.>.' ,ta .•. at a similar change from dv-r1>.afJ~ to 
undivided lines and from discussion to action. ltrciy: lit. 'spur on', cf. S. El. 
1435; such intrans. uses arc cxpecially frequent in the imperative (as 1raur); 
KG i 95. It is Pyl.'srole to be intolerant of delay (cf. 789, 794•, 1240). l>.n: 
both 'convict' and 'destroy', cf. 862, 974-5•. 

Boo. w1p,l30>.c:w trMupoir . .. w>.1upa: cf. 115•, 1123-4 •, IA 6311 1rpdr oTlpva 
1ra-rpds o-rlpva Tdµd 1r1p1/Ja>.w ( a similar extension from.x1ipds Tav,, or r•pa{ 
-rwa cf. 3711, 1r1p1fJa>.riv). The emphasized physical bond between Or. and 
Pyl. reflects the bond between Or. and El. vwx1>.ij: 'feeble'; a rare word, cf. 
T,l,phus 149. 19, S. fr. 142. 19 R., vwx•>.l'I II. 19. 411. 

8o2. ox>\-: the vehicular metaphor reflects o(at 79s; for the interchangeable 
imagery of ships and cars, cf. 988-9•; cf. also the extended vehicular 
metaphor of human support at HF 11g--115. ,roii yi&p &Iv 8cl&w •• • ; cf. IA 
406 8,{fnr s, 1rou µo, 1raTpclr l,c TailTou ycytlis; (Elmsley on Med. 535[548]). 
♦l>.01: i.e. )our friend' (with 001 understood from or ... dx~aw); 

8o3 •• r 01 p,\ ... aVTCI ... fflClpmMI: '11,t,,>.,iv can take acc. or dat. (425, 535, 
565, 1301; 666, 681), but this acc. with ltrap,cr,v is without parallel ( cf. Htf. 
g85 t/,l>.o,s, etc.). Elmsley (on Held. 8 and 807) implausibly postulated 
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ellipse of a word like lllwv or ,~pwv. Reeve (i 260'') suggests substituting 
•dpwv for &v-ra. (the supposition then would be that iiv-ra. is a gloss). 
Prompted by J.D. I prefer Blaydes' ,r .,, ,.~ •., 8•wa.iaw &,,,., a11µt/,opais 
bra.p1tlow (with ao, still understood, as in 802); it is easy to see why a 2nd 
pcrs. pronoun should have been interpolated . .,, enhances the sense: 'if at all 
I fail ... '. ,/,,Ma., for Pyl., demands total commitment. (l)Y 611vaicnv .. , 
aul'♦opais: cf. 1-3•, 341-4•, 447, etc. Sec Addendis Addenda. 

804~. 'A conclusive refiection isolated as a tiny speech on its own' (Friis 
Johansen 156), introducing the important new theme of'comradcship' (cf. 
1072, 1079); a topical theme, cf. Antiphon 2. 8. 9 -rois µiv ydp d-r11xoiiaw 
l-ra1pl(nv 011µ,/,Jp,, (Introd. A, Fi. 5; O. Longo 267 ff.). Recent political 
upheavals had shown that 1-ra,pla.,, especially of confederate young nobles, 
could be pernicious, as well as admirable. (804-6 del. Reeve>, but the lines 
are loo good to Jose. There is indeed a metrical anomaly in 804, but there is 
nothing wrong with dµalµwv 8o6.) 

804, Toii-r' IK1ivo· KTiaf ITalpous ... : cf. Ion 554 Toii-r' ,,,,j.,'• (also in 
tetrameters, see below); a colloquialism (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 31-2, Bruhn 
97-8) similar to Eng. 'That's it!' The reference of the demonstratives is 
sometimes explained (fully or partially) by an asyndetic statement before 
the speaker proceeds to what follows from the 'correspondence' to which he 
has drawn attention: Med. 98-100 -rdll' l1t,ivo, ,f,{>.o, ,raill,s· µ,j-r'7p' "'""' 
1tpa8{av, ltlVEi Ill xd>.ov• I o-r,{x..,• Bciooovllwµa-ros .raw, Hel. 622-4-roii-r' lo-r' 
l1<,ivo· f11µfJ,fJcio"' ol >.dyo, / ol-nia8' d>.,,B,ir (s.v.l.)· cL ,ro8nvos ~µcpa, / ,j a' 
1ls lµils 13..,,,,., ,l,Mvas >.aJMv. Here the thought is more staccato, the (sclf
evident) point being that Pyl. is expressing and demonstrating a 'true 
•/n>.la' corresponding with Or.'s earlier definitions (454-5•, 665 f. a1ho 
-ro&i-ro ... , etc.). Then the fact that Pyl.'s t/,1>.la is that of a comrade 
(olJ)ly•v,js, indeed), not a natural brother, prompts the gnomic-hortatory 
continuation 'Get ye comrades (as t/,{>.o,), not kindred only! .. .'. For the 
pl. imperat. of'general address', cf. 1118-9*, 976 r.• lw· w ... >.,.Sao,B' ... 
Murray's punctuation wrongly treats the ,..,,:,,.'I as a 'quotation' appositive 
to l1t,ivo, inconsistently with the parallels. (In Ion 554-5 Diggle reads lw. 
TOVT' ,,,,;.,•. r.,• lo,rdp,,,. • ., So. d ,rd-rµos lf'liip,v, Tfl<VOV. / lw. ffWS 8' 
d,f,11tdµ1a8a vaoiis; (rightly accepting Dobrec's punctuation of554; l1t1iv' tv' 
iam Elmsley, ,,,,; viiv L). Given the colon before 'the place of my 
conception ... ', I should prefer Tv'lo,rdp.,(11) µIv. Ion already has in mind 
the unsolved problem in 555, and is not simply explaining-roii-r' l1t<ivo, For 
lf.,iip•v devised', cf. 1255-7•; d ,rd-rµos 190*.J 

Metrically, -,oii,-' i1t"iivo· I 1t-raa8' i-riiipous infringes 'Havet's Bridge'; cf. 
P. Maas, Greek Metre, tr. H. Lloyd-Jones ( 1966), 33-5, 71, and West, GM 
92. If we discount IA 1391 -rl -ro 8l1taiov t ... t (otherwise impossible, 
lacking caesura), the nearest tragic parallels (infringements in comedy are 
irrelevant) are: Ion 514 Jv Bdµa,s loT' (l-r' Cobet), I cL f••"· oiJ,rw .. ,, 517 cL 
-rl1tvov, xaip'· 1,j yilp dpx,j ... , 557 -rq, B•q, youv I o,',,, d,r,o-r•iv ... , 560 ,j 
B(yw 8,jB' I iis,.' l,f,11oas; 1253 ,roi ,f,(,yw 11,j-r'; I '" yap of1twv ... , IA 383 olJ1t 
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lxo,p.' 11.v I 11011,apaax•iv ••• , 908 cl,\,\' IKA.,871s I yoiiv TaAalv71s •.•• 1339 Tov 
Tf T,js 8,tis I ,ra,Sa, TJ,cvov, 1375 KGT8av,iv µJv I p.01 8J801<Ta1, A. Ag. 1652 
d,\,\cl. ,cdyw I p.,}v wpo,cwwor (s.v.l.; µ- ,c- Parson, cf. 154g-50*). In all these 
there is either a monosyllable in the fourth position or a postpositive 
monosyllable in the fifth (or both); but several (notably Ion 557) have a 
pattern suggesting a greater tolerance of articulation after - v- - .•• in 
the tetrameter (esp. when a monosyllable follows) than of ... 
- v - - 1 - v - in the trimeter. It may be fortuitous that there is no exact 
tragic parallel. [Emendation can be considered. Maas rejected <KT1)a8' as 
'not giving the rightsense'; but KEKT71a8, would make sense (cf. Ertchtheusfr. 
362. 18 f. ,f,{,\ovs .. • KfKT'ljao). The objection is rather to In- for· KflCT• in 
tragedy (cf. M. Griffith, TluAuthentieityof Promelheus Bound (1977), 197; KB 
ii 467-8, M. Meier-Briigge, Glotta 1978, 224-36), and in particular to 
l1<T71ao -081 as unattested forms of the perf. imperat. Alternatively we need 
something to fill the gap in TOtiT' l1<1iv'· (-) KTa.08' iTalpovr. cL (or.:\) 
would be a trivial correction (cf. 182-3•), and an exclam. continuation 
after TotiT' l1<1ivo is not inappropriate (cf. Hel. 623); but Fraenkel's exx. of 
cL+imperat. (on A. Ag. 22) include nothing really similar.] 

l'YI TO auyycvh l'ovov: economical language, To o- (a) implying 
auyyEv,ir (balancing lTalpour) as abstract for concrete, (b) properly 
abstract, implying 'the (,/,,Ma) of blood-relations'. The formulation is 
consistent with the fact that Pyl. is a auyy,v,}s tTaipor (733, 1233); his 
ET01p,la is regarded as more important (cf. 1079). 

8o5. ws Q""lP ... : causal or assevera1ive? If ws is sound, we seem to need wr 
dv'lp (y') ... for clarity and emphasis (c/.,r ... y• 'causal-admonitory' after 
imperat. or equivalent, cf. [942], 1597). But.ls (Herwerden, RPh 1894, 79, 
after Paley) is likely, in line with IA 1394 Elr y' (s.v.l.) dv,}p KpElaawv 
yvvaiKwv µuplwv dpav ,f,,for. 'One man who is dµoTpo,ros, even though 
8vpaios, (is worth more as a ,f,{,\os than .. .'). The question then is, do we 
want asyndeton or ,ts 8' dV'7p ••. ? The latter, I think (as conj. by Murray in 
IA 1394), since 'one .. .' is not a straightforward epexegcsis of the pl. 
fTaipous. 6aT,s Tpoffo,a, auvTaMft: indef., cf. ,ls T&S (516*); no 11.v, cf. 430• 
(owo,) and KG ii 426; for avv-r'71CE08a, (34•, 283*) of sympathetic 
relationship ('coalesce'), cf. Collard on Su. 1028-30. 8upaios &w: opp. 
ol,cEios, cf. An. 4112 Kav 8- wv ,cvpfl, Barrett on Hp. 395-7. Pyl. is in the 
relevant category as belonging to a different olKos (and wclA,s), cf. 765•, 
1076-7•, etc. 

8o6. l'uplwv 1Cp1laawv Ojlall'wv civ&pl MIMT'la8a, ♦(Aos: lit. '(is) a better ,f,{Aos 
for a man to have than an indefinitely large number of persons of the closest 
degree of consanguinity.' The hyperbole (as in JA 1394) is both rhetorically 
appropriate and in character. oµa,p.os is normally 'brother' or 'sister'; but 
the synonymity with d8.A,f,os • ., is not total (one can say oµa,p.ovlonpos, S. 
Ant. 486) and the pl. is inherently less precise than the sing. But indeed Or. 
is thinking of'brothers': it is 'fraternal' ,f,1,\la which has been found wanting 
(cf. 684-6•). 1Cp1laawv: cf. 235-6•, 7118, etc. MIM-rija8a,: reflecting KTa.08' 
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804 (ring-structure): cf. Ba. 1343 aoµ.µ.axo• ,c,,cn1µ.l•o1, IA 404 (</,0,oui), 
Erechthtus fr. 362 (804 •),etc. ♦i>.01: effectively terminal. For the sentiment 
and phrasing, cf. also 1155-7•, and S. Phil. 672-3 oaT1s yap ,i, Spa.• ,i, 
1ra8w• J1rlaTaTa1, / ,ra•TOS ylvo1T" av l<T'I/J,OTOS 1<pE(aa1JJV <f;(Aos. If 806 is a 
conscious echo of Phil. 673, that in itself is a pointer to authenticity (cf. 
lntrod. B, C ii, G v with n. 92). 

SECOND CHORAL ODE: 807-43 

A sombre triadic ode crowns the first half of the play, after the action 
centred upon Or. in his sick-bed. The exit of Or. to his dywv in the 
Assembly has left the stage empty for the first time, and an ode of some 
weight is to be expected after such a long sequence of spoken scenes. The 
central theme is naturally ,,.A.,,µ.c.,v 'OplaTf/S (ambivalent, as we have seen) 
with particular reference to the matricide-issue concurrently being judged 
by the Argives; an issue now to be presented without reference to Apollo 
(an important structural feature of the play, cf. lntrod. D iv). The three 
stanzas, variously aetiological, moralizing and emotional, express related 
lyric movements of thought determined partly by that shift of attention 
and by the persona of this Chorus (which must at least end by 'sympathiz• 
ing' with Or., since it will later be an active partisan); partly by tragic 
precedents, the thematic material of the play and idiosyncrasies of a formal 
character (notably a taste for paradox/oxymoron and particular rhythms 
and turns of phrase). The strophe (807-18) has the important function of 
linking the themes adumbrated in the previous ode ('some dMaTwp 
afflicting the House' and 'the transience of µ.l-yas oAPos') with the full 
development of the lp,s and a.pa themes in the next ode (995-1012, cf. 12-
14•, 1546-8*). The Chorus carry 'the main burden for the continuity of 
the mythical context oftlie play' (Fuqua• 77•1; Introd. D viii); and it was a 
well-established convention to enunciate an ancient curse (sometimes 
quite late in a tragedy), accounting for the 8,,,.,i 1r&B.,, in view, so that they 
need not be attributed solely to individual o.µ.apTla or solely to the blind 
cruelty of the gods ( cf. Lloyd-Jon~s, JZ, 104-28). The antistrophe (819-30) 
makes an apparently fresh start, denouncing in the strongest terms the 
view of those who can see anything ,caMv in an act of matricide. At first 
sight there is little direct connection of thought between str. and ant.; but 
there is a balance between (a) the ideas 'reversal of fortune' and 'reversal of 
values' (both traditional "ATf/•lhemes; for 'mistaking bad as good', cf. 
Easterling in Dio'!)lsiaca, 153 ff., on S. Ant. 6110-4); (b) the patronymics 
'Atreid' and 'Tyndarid' (the latter associated with 'mother'). The 
condemnatory terms 'impiety', 'madness', following a direct echo of the 
Choephori (821-11*), are as Aeschylean as the theme of'Atreid 4,ovos'; at the 
same time there are also overtones of topical protest against 'sophism' 
(819 ff.•, 823-4*), even as 8o7 ff.• have a topical resonance. The epode 
(831-43) then pulls things together, with an essentially summative 
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function: in effect, 'Orestes is thus in every sense, and culminatingly, 
T;\7/µ.ovlaTaTos'. 

807-18 = 819-30 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

vvv-v-vv-1 

vvv---vu-! v--11 

gt' 
g/' 
g/' 
g/' ia" 
ia J eh ia 
g/' f 

v I vv-X 1 -vv-1 (corrupt in str.) gr 
- vv v - 1 - v v - t ia eh 
v•vvl---lvv-f (II) g/' 

xgl J 
gl J 

12 -l--vlv--111 ph 
Typical late-E. aeolo-choriambic (cf. esp. Hel. 1301 If., 1451 If., IA 

543 ff.; Wilamowitz, GV 210 If.). The metrical pattern, confirmed by the 
phrasing, is 1-4 (II), 5, 6-7, 8-9, r<r-n; but nowhereis there a strong pause 
with sentence-end in both str. and ant., and the whole stanza is virtually a 
single 'system'. The taut pattern is spoilt by a gross inequality ofresponsion 
in 7, where the str. has -vos ,j;\ii9i Tui,TaM8ais, the ant. -a· 9avdToii yap aµ.,J,i 
,J,ofJ<jj. 1-3. The wilamowit,eianus (g/") or 'chor. dim.' is basically 
0 0- x -vv- (ltsumi 60 ff.). The tribrach form of the aeolic basis 
(variously equivalent to-v or v-) is especially characteristic oflate E. (as 
He/. 1304-5/22-3, IA 547-8, 551r-2). Note that the opening rhythm 
vvv-v- ... here accommodates a dochmiac phrase in both stanzas (d 
µ.lyas 1$;\fJos a ... , reflecting 340 cl µ.lyas 8;\fJos otl ... , and TO Ka;\ov oil 
Ka;\ov .. . ). 4. Or" ia hag; cf. Hp. 553/63, El. 736/46, Ion 1052/65 (and the 
'sapphic hendecasyllable'). 5. Cf. El. 181-2/204-5 (ltsumi 67); the 
diaeresis after v-v-- (as also in 843 below, Med. 431/9) is a kind of 
'dovetailing' (see below). 6-g. Two distichs, enjambed with an overlap
ping short syllable in 813/25 and 827; a common type of bonding in other 
metres (p. 113), rare in aeolic, but cf. Med. 649 ff. aµ,ipav ,-a,,8' ifaviiaii- / 
aa· µ,ox9wv 8' OVK ~;\os U1''ip-/ 9iv ,j ... ~ 660 ff. µ.,j ,J,i>,oui Tlf'IW 
Ka9apav / avot~T<i ,,;\n8a ,/,piv'w. / ... (ltsl!mi 73). As to the /Jawed 
responsion in 7, it is the 'hcmiepes' (in itself unexceptionable), not the gt' 
(shaped like 827), that here looks out of place in the pattern, and a new 
conjecture for ijAuB* is suggested below (813•, 825•). 8. Or g/"; 
-vvv- ... is ambivalent, but ia eh is the more natural analysis in 826 
(without split resolution); -vvv- ... (ltsumi 62••) is common in E.'s 
iambics, and for ia eh in similar contexts (as Ph. 236) see Itsumi 66-7. 10-

12. 'Dovetailing' (one-syllable word-overlap) is especially common in 
sequences like g/ J gl J pt, (Hp. 764-6, IA 543-5/58-60, etc.; West, GM 60, 
t 17); for the verse x - x -v v-v - (West, GM 66..,), rare enough to need 
no separate name, cf. Hp. 525/35, Ba. 877/97 (a 'dragged' form), S. P!,i/. 
141/56. 214 
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807 ft'. An unusually constructed sentence: subject (807-9), aorist predicate 
(810); then, in a fresh metrical period, adverbial determination (when, 
from what cause). There is a paradox, in that the 'going back from good 
fortune' is unexpectedly determined as having occurred before the glory 
described in 807-9 (with the implication that the Atreid House is to be 
thought of as al one, &Afl,os and lluo1'uxfis). At the same time, however, 
another point may be intended by the deferment of 'A,.p1lllo.1s and ,rd.\0.1 
1<1'.\,: the big subject-phrase has a gnomic ring, as though introducing a 
paradigm ofthc general truth that µlyo.s oA/los is otl ,.&.,,µos (cf. 340 ff.) and 
that ,.,yo. ,f,po.,,i., is perilous; a y.,.:.,..,, applicable to Athens herself in 409/8 
Be (lntrod. A). 

807. o.\flos may be either ,r.\otiTos or ,tl,.uxlo. (the one normally implying the 
other); the Atreid p.yas &Aj!os is both 'Tantalid' (4 •, Pi. 01. 1. 56) and 
'Mycenaean' (cf. II. 7. 180, 11. 46). 4,; c\putl: 'excellence' (esp. martial 
prowess) in the traditional 'competitive' sense (Adkins 34-5, etc.). 

808. JKYG ♦povoiid: cf. II. I , • 296 o.11Tcls II',,, ,rpwTOIIJI p.lya. tf>po"'"'" l/31/j{iKfl 
(of Hector, displaying his pre-eminent dp,T{i); to tf,po.,,w ,.lya. might excite 
admiration, but normal Greek sentiment regarded it as dangerous. For the 
bold personification of the dp,,..,, (and J.\flos) as ,.lyo. ,f,po.,oiioo., cf. Pk. 672-
3 11180.pdtf>p"'" ,f,~vos, fr. 303 tl..lp,f,po"a &Aflo" ( Breitenbach 1 71 ) . 

Bog. ,rape\ IIJ&C)UYTlci&s oxnois: like Htl. 250 ,rapd E- poaio, (An. I 183, Hee. 
642, El. 441, Tr. 810, 1116, IA 751,767); a traditional way of referring to 
Troy(//, 4. 475, 5. 774, Stes. S89. 6 Page). dx1Tol (again in IA 767) are 
properly artificial conduits or irrigation channels, but for the vague sense 
'stream' (lit. or metaph. = po.,,), cf. Pi. 01. 5. 13, 10. 37, and Collard on Su. 
1111. 

810. ,raAw c\vi;AI' •.. : 'went back again from (pure) good fortune; a common
place (cf. Su. 608-9 ,.c1., 1tlTuxlq. Aaµ1rpd., d" ,.,s o.lpoi µoipa ,ra.\w), possibly 
with a faded metaphor of stream-reversal (cf. M,d. 410 dv"' 1r0Taµcii• l,p,;,., 
xwpoiio, ,royal, El. 1155 ,ra.\lppous, etc.); but the 'reversal' in this case was 
not immediately to the opposite of µlyas o.\flos. •C c~Tuxlas is consistent 
with that (i.e. with a changed course towards total lluOTuxla). ,ra.\w dv•.\8•w 
is a natural, if uncommon, combination (171*); elsewhere in E. with 
reference to speech (/on 933, Pk. 1207), but cf. /J.,/,/a6r,s dv,pxaµlv'fl II. 4. 
392, Od. 1. 317. The point of lE ... has been widely misinterpreted (cf. 
Murray's app. crit.). ~Tpc(lla,s: 'the House of Atreus'; cf. El. 712 
'ATpftllciv,., of,cous ('ATp• including Atreus himself). 

811 ft'. ,raAa, 1raAa1i1 c\n crup+c,pis llo11wv, / o,roT• ... : declaring 1hc 
antiquity both of the 'reversal' and of its cause (cf. A. Ag. 1377-8); the 
detail of the latter remains to be elaborated in the next ode (where the aTac 
witnessed by the House begin with Pelops' drowning of Myr1ilus). The 
paregmenon of cognate advb and adj. is like //. 7. 39 ol&O,v o(or and 16. 776 
KfiTo ,,.lyas ,,.,ya.\tAJoTl (except that here the adj. is derived from the advb, 
not vice versa). ,rd.\01 should not be taken as simply intensifying the adj. (as 
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though the 'going back' were recent and only the cause ancient), The 
paradoxical point of the stanza is that 8uOTu,cla, ('erisric' and 'bloody'), 
alongside 'great ll>.Pos', have continuously afflicted the House ,w, sine, the 
ancient dispute over the Lamb (816 ff. JB,., ... oil 11poA,{11,. • •• ). [The 
same argumenl disposes of Hartung's 1rcl>.iv 11a>.auis (tolerable indeed, if 
taken as merely anaphoric, but too likely to be misunderstood as 
'iterum').J 

8111. xpucrias ( not ,cpua•las) lp1t c\pvo1: 'discord concerning the Golden Lamb', 
cf. He/. 100 J,r,\uwlpav, IA 183-4/p .. ,.op,/,tis, S. Aj. 1239-40 J,rAwvdyciivas, 
etc. For the legend, cf. 995-1000 1 and Denniston on El. 699-746. 
Elsewhere "Ep,s is personified as a 'daimonic' concept ( 12-14 •, 1001-2*); 
here lp,s is more like a vcloos (a au,..opa 8u7Aa-ros, indeed, cf. 2*), with 
symptoms analogous to the vclaos of matricide (842-3•). [,cpilanos is not a 
tragic form; for Attic poets the choice in lyric (wide enought was between 
contracted ,cpiiaous, xpiiaf.}ii and uncontracted x,;aios, xpuaiii.J 

813. t'\~uht TaVTCl~lllcut: a blameless vb in itself (cf. 9g6 ,JAB' dpd), and a 
form common in E. (1011); but ordinary enough to be an error for 
something more recherche (perhaps i,lf/11,nctd by 996 and 1011; more 
probably in antiquity, because of the poetical form and plausible rhythm). 
Responsion (sec below, and 825•) requires no-ri xpualus ipis ap• / vos 
(v.., - x ) To,,-,dAi8a1s. I suggest i-r,BdAEI (from Bd>.Jiw/-rlB.,Aa 'Rourish'), 
with imperf. force; cf. Ph. 811 f. 8ua8al,.wv 8" lp,s &AAa BdA,\ .. (sc. KaB,.1lo,s) 
of the analogous (but present) discord between Oedipus' sons (816-18*) 1 

also A. Su. 105 -r,811>.ws, and S. Phil. 258-9 dd -rJB,i>., (of the hero's vclaos; 
just the right metaphorical colour in our context); the pluperf. occun at 
Od. 5. 6g (-rr84AE1), Corruption to jjAuB, could well have followed a prior 
corruption to IB.,,\1. [Hermann led the way in attempts to emend jj.\uB,, 
considering two quite different lines of attack: (a) (u11,p or lv11<') ,J.\B,; (6) 
substitution of a trans. vb such as hop,ua, or i11IKp11w (getting rid of the 
apposition). Di B. is content with Wilamowitz's tj.\uBc(v); but the 
responsion vvewo ... is an unparalleled irregularity (ltsumi 67) 1 not to 
be endured in such an otherwise careful pattern ( even v 00 - x ... would 
be unlikely as the only unmatched resolution; by contrast, the admissibility 
of unequal anceps before the choriamb needs to be clearly recognized).] 

814-15. oh,-rpo-ra-ra .. . : both 'shocked' and 'pitying', cf. Med. 647. tow&· 
paTa 1<al cr+ay,a: appositive to lp,s; cf. 1007-10• 1 where there is also a 
similar hysteron proteron. Atrcus slaughtered his brother Thyestes' 
children and served them to him for dinner. ycvvalwv T•1tuw: almost 
'royal', as an aggravating feature (cf. the Princes in the Tower); also 
perhaps with an overtone lyy,vciiv ('schema ctymologicum'), cf. yivva 
lll..\o,ros 9711. 

816-18. ohv ... o4 ,rpoA•hm: both 'from which cause ... ' and 'since 
when .. .'; cf. s. El. 508-15 ,IT, yap ...• OU.,,""' / IA,11,v '" -rou8' or1tous I 
,roA,l,,ovos al1t~la (s.v.l.). ♦6v\t ♦ovo1: despite the apparent parallel at Ph. 
1495 (see below), I believe that we should write 11ovq, ,rovos ('trouble on 
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trouble'), cf. S. Aj. 866 ,rovos ,rovtp ,rovov tf,lpn, and TrGF adesp. 7. 2-3 ,r&vcp 
,rovos ... d,\.\&aoovoa. &,' aif'GTOS (cf. 154-7•, Ph. ,zo), expressing the 
currency-medium (as it were) of the perpetual 'exchange', is futilely 
tautologous following tf,ov- tf,ov-; and the ,ro,\v,rovla, as well as the 
'bloodiness', of the House is a recurrent 'tragic' theme (cf. 341-4•, 1012•; 
Introd. Fi. 14). For d.µ••/l· expressions with paired words, cf. 979-80*, 
1007-10•, 1503, (?) Mtd. 1266-7, etc. (Diggle, CQ 1984, 63); the 
paregmenon here, as in adesp. 7, is best taken like lia,cpua 8&.,pua, 335-6*, 
He/. 195, 366, etc. (the dat. not governed by the vb). The preverb in 
•ea,..t(Jwv (contrast 272*) is simply intensifying; a typical E. USC of lK
(38*, 191 *), reflected in lfavdt/,r, 829. 8,oooicnv 'ATp1l&a11: 'the twofold 
House of Atreus' (cf. 810•, A. Ag. 1469 81,f,vlo,01 TavTaMlla,aiv), including 
the latest generation (9!>9-70*) and with a connection of thought between 
li1aaoiaivand lp,s. The formulation embraces the new discord between Or. 
and Men., soon to become 'bloody'. [For the frequent confusion of ,f,ov
and ,r&v-, cf. 1543-4•, etc. (Dawe i 127, Bond on HF 1279; and add El. 
100, Kells, CQ.1966, 51). The error here could be due either to the adjacent 
aiµaTos (in a generally 'bloody' context) or to reminiscence of510 f. (,f,&vcp 
tf,011011 ,\600). The same paregmenon ( ,f,ovcp tf,ovo~ codd.) should, I think, be 
similarly corrected at Ph. 1495, for similar reasons: ai'µaT1 recurs (twice) in 
the same sentence, and it is a no.\u,rovos µ,o,pa (Ph. 157) that has 'ruined the 
House ofOedipus' (similarly in a context of lp,s, 813*). Other candidates 
for correction include HF 1005 (os 11111 ,f,rlvou µ,apywvTos lax• "ds inrvov I 
Ka6,},c• (novou 'labour' before 'sleep').) 

819 ft'. The Chorus assail as 'wicked, crazy, impious double-talk' (823-4*) 
the view that the manifestly oil ,ca,\011 action of parent-killing (cf. 492-3) 
can be simultaneously regarded as Ka.\ov. That is certainly polemic against 
the kind of arguments deployed by Or. in 565 If.; but they are not denying 
that Or. was in an impossible situation. Their pitying grief (831 If.) is 
enhanced rather than diminished by the reflection that his action cannot 
properly be admired by a right-thinking person. 

In detail the text and interpretation of819-24 are controversial. With 
the usual punctuation, 819-22 is a complete but bafflingly illogical 
sentence, consisting of a self-contradictory statement ('To KaMv is not 
"aMv') supposedly elucidated by the inf. phrases 'to cleave the flesh of 
parents ... and to display the murder-weapon to the sun'. Ba. 395-6 TO 
aotf,ov Ii' ou ao,f,la, / TO TE ,.~ 8vaTa. tf,pov£,v is cited as a comparable 
'paradox'; but it is not denied there (how could it be?) that To ootf,ov is 
aotf,ov, and there is no difficulty in either the logic or the syntax. No help is 
afforded by passages in which To Ka.\ov denotes what is 'fair-seeming, 
admired, applauded' (Eil1rpf,rls) rather than absolutely 'good': Hp. 382-3 
~llov~v 11poOlvTtf 4VT& TOU Ka,\oii ,i,\,\'lv TIV' (CQ 1968, 14), IA 21 TOUTO llo y' 
laTiv TO ,ca,\ov atf,a.\£po11 (CQ 1971, 353), Hel. 952-3. The interpretation "To 
£u11p•,r•s ... name[y to kill parents' is absurd, and renderings such as 
'Heroic action is not fine, when it involves ... ' are merely wishful. Beller 
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might be 'The (predication) "1taMv to kill parents ... "is not i<a.\ov'. That 
gives the right k:nd ofconstru~tion to !he in~. Bu~ we can.no! ai,tach ~hen: 
to the first 1taAov across the mtcrvcmng ou ita.\ov. (Facms ou KaAov ou 
KaAov ..• gives a straightforward sentence, but the responsion 
""...., - v - v v- can be paralleled only by IA 733-4/64-5 (doubtfully 
Euripidean). There arc no other published conjectures for 819.] 

Then there isa further problem in 823 f. (fTo 8'aJ (,J) KaKoupy,iv (-ov)t 
... 1rapavo,a). ls this a new ('further') reflection? Or is it a continuation of 

the thought expressed in 81 g-22? 
With a different punctuation (no comma before ToKlwv, comma after 

11.ifa,), the whole of81g-24 becomes (like 807 If. in the strophe) a single 
sentence with a big subject-phrase: 'The (predication) "Ka,\ov o,l Ka,\ov to 
kill parents ... ", this (Tel8' Weil) ... (is) dal/foa .,o.,,l,\"1/ and ... .,apa
vo,a.' It is natural, if not inevitable, to understand ,ca.\ov oil KaMv as a 
syntactical unit '(at once) i<a.\ov (and) not ,ca.\ov', like [904]* 'Apy,fos oilK 
'Apy,ios, 891-2* Ka,\ous KQKOUS Myous, IT 512 OU)( EKWV EICUIV, El. 1230 
•{,\q. T< Kou •{,\'I-, Ar. Ack. 296 oil,c lv8ov lv8ov. In that sense ,ca,\ov oil 1<0.\ov is 
sophistic idiom ofa kind well established in Athenian speech by 409/8 ec. 
The inf. phrases then have a natural construction, and there is a direct 
connection of thought between the sophistic KaAclv oJ 1taMv in 819 and 
frO<Kl,\a in 823 (sec below). The Chorus are not polcrnizing against the 
obvious madness of those who simply regard murder of a parent as 1<0.\ov, 
but rather against the kind of .,o,,c{,\ov and 81xof'u8ov (890*) argument that 
exploits 8,aaoi Aoyo, (like Or. 's dvoa,os • .• oa,os 81 y' «T1pov ilvoµa in 546-
7*). [I follow Weil as to the punctuation ... 8,ifa,, J .-&8' • .. But he took 
TO Ka,\ov oJ 1ta.\ov, T01tlwv •.. .-lµvflv xp&a and µ,Aav8fTov Ill ... 8,ifa,, 
/ To8' ... frapdvo,a as separate sentences.] 

819, To: the n. sing. def. article may be prefixed to 'any word or expression 
which itself is made the subject of thought' (LSJ cl, ,j, TO B. I. 5), cf. X. Cyr. 
5. 1. 2 1 To lciv µ••"f/T< ,rap' lµol, d,ro8waw. The length of the expression 
introduced here by TO is extraordinary, but Hp. 265 To "µ"f/8lvliyav" shows 
that such a use of TO is not alien to E. lyric; and, even as the Athenian ear 
could distinguish between To µ"f/lllv and TO "µT]lllv •. . ", so it could 
distinguish between TO 1<0.\ov and TO "1ta.\ov .•. ". It should not be forgotten 
that E. was able to instruct his singers in how the words were to be 
ar1iculated. Ka~ovoli Ka~ov: see above, and Breitenbach 238 for other lyric 
cxx. of positive-negative juxtaposition (including the yaµos ou yd,..os 
d.\,\& ... type: Htc. 948, Htl. 1134, Pk. 1495). To1ei111v: 'ofa parent' (pl. for 
sing., cf. 97*), initially placed in the inf. phrase (and thus suppliable with 
,f,ovq, 821 ). 

8110, ,rup,yavci . .. tra~u .. q.: .,.,,\dµ"f/ passes from concrete 'hand' to abstract 
'violence' or 'trickery' (cf. ,ra.\aµvaios 'murderer'; Stevens on An. 1027). 
,rup,y••iis 'fire-generated' is applicable to forged steel (Hp. 1223)1 but also 
thematically applicable to murderous violence (cf. 621 * for the 'fire' 
theme; .,i,p also means 'fever', and cf. El. 1183). Tif'YCIV •. ,xpoca is epic (I/. 
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13. 501, 16. 761). (Porson'ue-µfiv may be right, but it is not needed for the 
metre. An aor. inf. follows (8•ifa,), but the mixture is possible (cl: 292-3); 
and the Chorus are generalizing (pl. -ro,clwv), even while thinking of the 
particular case, er. IA 1015 l,cl.-ru' lrctivov.,. µ~ rc-rrlvuv -rircva.) 

821-2. • ... and to display the sword black-adorned with (their) blood to the 
a,lya{ of the Sun'; er. A. Cl,. 983-90, where Orestes had made just such a 
shocking display of his matricidal deed, that the Sun might witness its 
justice. Normal scn1iment ( as Aesch. was of course well aware) was that the 
sun's rays, or the eyes of the all-seeing Sun, should be protected from such 
polluting sights (S. 0 T 1425-7; cf. Platnauer on IT 1207). fKAt1v8cT011 ••. 
&l♦os: er. Ph. 1091; the epithet originally referred to workmanship (II. 15. 
713 .,,aayava rcaAd µ,i\avll,-ra rcw,r,),v-rci; H. L. Lorimer, Hom,r and the 
Monuments (1950), 276); but 'black' was a traditional epithet of both 
swords (Hcs. Op. 151, Bond on HF78o) and blood (II. 4. 149, etc.), and E. 
was fond of the double point (d. Dale and Kannicht on Hel. 1656), as also 
of chiaroscuro (µ,i\av-, a,lyas: cf. 321-2, Tr. 549). u6y11s: 'Bright rays, 
bright eyes' (or simply 'brilliance', poetic pl.); a frequent ambivalence, cf. 
Hee. 926 (ofa circular mirror), HF 132 d1414a-rcuv aJyal, Kamcrbcek on S. 
Aj. 70. ~1Alo10: for the gen. form (quite frequent in E. lyric), see Page on 
M,d. 135, Barrett on Hp. 850. The connective a, in 821 was rightly, I think, 
corrected to -r• by Blaydes; the infs. arc closely paired, with-rorclwv common 
10 both phrases, and the first place for a comma is after 8•ifu,. 

823-4. fTo B u~ (.E ,J?) 1<u1<oupy1iv (-ov)f ... : we now need -rrlll' (Weil), 
following a comma after 11,ifa, and picking up 1hc original .,.,s ••• in 819; 
we also need 1ta1to.lpywv (Weil), giving a phrase-pattern with two gen. pls. 
like Ba. 400-1 µan,oµlvcuv onl, -rprl,ro, ,cal ,ca,cofloui\cuv ,rap' lµo,y• ~,.,;,., 
(for1tarcoupycuv ... llv8p&,v, cf. also Ii.'/. 219, Jon 832, Antiope31.2 Kamb.). It 
is less clear whether a-' can stand, or whether we should accept 
Herwerden's -rrlll' oJ 1ta1to.lpycuv •.. ,rapavo,a; (Mll. Graux 191 ), The latter 
is a plausible type ofinterrogative idiom (S. OC883 dp' oJx ilflp,s -rdll,; ibid. 
1729, Ar . .Nub. 1299, Ach. 125; KG i 67), and there isa possible parallel for 
the corrup1ion of oJ to ail at S. Aj. 871 (Dawe i 155). But may not ail do, 
with the force 'on the contrary'? At first sight that is the force in El. 50-3 
JOT,s Ill,.' .tval .,,.,a, ,-.wpov ... ra.,..., 1<ailTos aJ To&oil.-os ~v; bu1 the point 
there is also 'progressive' (1tciilTos ... .-o,ouTos), not simply contradictory, 
as it is also in passages like Held. 552 Jll' ail .\clyos ao, Toil ,rplv ,,ly.viaT<pos, 
IA 402 anl' ail ll&d</,opo, .,.,;,., ,rapos i\1i\1yµlvcuv. Any suggestion of 'this 
further .. .' is intolerable here, and I should follow Herwerdcn. [The 
readings TO 11' ail rcarcoupy,iv and TO 11' •il 1tarcoupy•iv arc both impossible for 
reasons other than inconsistency with the present interpretation. The 
former can only (ineptly) mean 'And/but wrongdoing on the other hand (as 
opposed to Tel 1tai\&v) is ... ,rciprJ.vo,a'(the idea that atl,cci1toupy•ivcan mean 
'retaliation' is both false in itself and unproductive of plausible sense). The 
natural meaning of.~ 1ta1to1Jpy<iv would be 'rightly to do something 1ta1trlv' 
(e.g. in the hurting of an enemy). So far as we know, no Greek before 
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Socrates pronounced a general condemnation of retaliatory or otherwise 
'good' KaKoupyla, let alone in such extreme terms.] 

clcrc(31ua: a topically emotive word (it is noteworchy that in E. the words 
dolffoa, do•fJ•iv, do•fJ,js, aof,rTos occur only in his latest plays: here, Hel. 
542, Ba. 476,490,502,890, IA 1092, Antiop, 48. 58 Kamb.). Athenians had 
become all too familiar with 'impious' argumentation associated with 
violent ,caKoupyia (lntrod. A). At the same time the condemnatory 
language used by the Chorus here ('impious', 'wrong-minded', 'mad') 
echo the terms used by the Chorus in A. Ag. 2 19 If., reflecting upon Ag.'s 
"AT')•afflicted state of mind at Aulis. wo11d.>.G: 'double-speaking, sophistic'; 
the uncommon pejorative sense (opp. 'plain, straightforward', E oilx a,r,\,j) 
is like the sometimes pejorative use of oa,f,os (e.g. Ba. 655); cf. An. [937) 
oa,f,wv ,ravaupywv 1rouci,\wv AaA.,,.&Twv (leg. i\a.\,j,.aTa? but the line remains 
otiose), PI,. 46g-70 cl.nAoiis cl ,.iiBas T,js d,\'1/B•las l,f,u, / ,coil na1K(Awv B•i 
Tav81,c' lp,..,,,.U,.4TWII, s. oc 762; it is VOX p,opria of Odysseus (1403 r.•), 
admired in epic as ,ro1ic,,\ol',jT'1S, but reviled in tragedy as ,ro1KlAos (IA 526) 
and ffO&K&Ao</ipwv ( Hee. 131). cf. s. Pl,il. 130. 1tQ1to+pov111v: cf. Held. 3 72, Su. 
744, A. Ag. 100, S. Ant. , 104, Pi. fr. 211 (strang{y pejorative, like ,ca,coflouA.wv 
Ba. 400, not as LSJ). wapavo,a: cf. A. Sept. 756 (lyr.); the cognate ,rapavo.iv 
occurs at IA 838. [The unmetrical ,.,y&A., is an inaccurate gloss; µ.awd.\,s 
(Hermann and Porson) has received more favour than it merits (Paley, 
Weil, Hcrwcrdcn, Wccklein).] 

8115. lav1bou yap . .. : the probative connection of thought is not simply that 
Cl. screamed (right-thinking) words in terror, but that the imminence of 
appalling deatl, gave her loud admonition an 'oracular' validity. 61'+1 
♦oJ3w: cf. cl.,.</ii Tap/In A. Cl,. 547. [Attempts to emend ... ,rdpdvoi-/ d· 
BtivtiTou ytip a.µ,f,i ,f,ofliij so as to match ... ipls ap· / vos 'ijAii8i TiwTtiAi8iiis 
arc misdirected (for the metrical pattern, seep. 214). Murray's transposi
tion ,1,,.; ,f,o{Jq, Ba.,,frou ydp gives responsion with ,j.\u8• Tav.-aAl8a,o(w), 
but then 812-13/824-5 becomes vvv-><-vv--ll-vv-vv--11 (an 
unlikely sequence: 1,,·· II D-11, with hiatus at the end of824). Substitutions 
of a - v word for BavaTou are no better (Dindorf's Toli8• is the least 
arbitrary, but it is impossibly obscure); the notion that Bav& .. ou was added 
in explanation of ,f,o/J,p does not explain why it should have displaced the 
word before ydp (we might rather have expected to find it at the end of the 
line, like the glosses ycis in 331 and Twv 'ATpu8ciJv in 967).] 

8116. laxl'lo•: i- (no augment), er. 200•, 1465• (ii 8 tivicixiv icixiv .• • ); lii-, as 
also at El. 1150 l&,c'lo• BJ oTlya (the l- there anceps), contrast iciX>JB'l/s 
(probably) at H,I. 1 147. For this vb introducing direct speech, cf. Digglc on 
Phaethon 82. 

8117-30. Cl.'s admonition (artificially elaborating the simpler appeal in El. 
1165 ~ TIKva, npds 8Ewv, ,..~ KT4V'l/-r• ,..., .. lpa) is phrased in accordance with 
the argument of819-24, in such a way as to give a chiastic structure to the 
stanza. Or.'s .,.,,\,.a is 'unholy' (cf. dolflna 82s; dvoa,os 286,374,546, etc.); 
then the warning against perpetual 8uo,c.\ua reRects oil ica.Aov (819). 
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o~ ..• 30111: i.e. cl11&a1u (a mild hyperbaton). ToA1&9s: cf, 10611-4•, lntrod. 
Fi. 111. Tll'WY: cf. 484•, 486. ffaT,,.;«av ... xap,v: 'homage due to (a/your) 
father', cf. 1143-4•, 453, Med, 439 op,cw11 xa.p,s (LSJ xa.p,s V). iC11va+n: 
probably an E. coinage (/T 1351, 1408, Antigone P. Oxy. 3317); 0 the 
metaphorical 'attach 8da,cAua to yourself reftects the epic /Udl'O" cl11a.,f,11 
( Od. 11. 86). [Triclinius' conjecture Tl11w11 for T1,.w11 (reported by King from 
the scholia in Barocc. 74) is plausible, er. 453 xa.p,Tas ff«TpffJ«S 4rcTl11w11 
(1143-4•); Tricl.'s motive may have been primarily metrical, but Tl11w11 
undeniably gives excellent sense. J 

831-43. Epode 
-..,..,-..,..,-..,..,-1 D• (gl, g/") 

II vvv---vv- ( g/" 
3 ---vv-v-' v--11 glial\ 
4 -..,-'-vv-1 "iach 
5 v---vv-1 /\~-
6 -vvv-'-vv-1 iacl, 
7 vvv---vv-1 gr 
8 vv-vv-- (II) r 
9 -vv- l-vv-1 llC/i 

10 -vv---vv-1 g/" 
11 -vv---vv-1 gr 
Ill vvvlvvv(-vvv- ia(iaJ 
13 -lvv-v--111 ar(c/iia/\) 
Similar cola to those in 807-30, but with some subtle variations of 

rhythm in the tripartite pattern (1-3; 4-8; g-13). 1. As Ba. 116/31, 
IA 1110(?), 588, 1041/6$ arguably, in context, a late form of gl", cf, 
10-11 below, also.....,..,-..,..,-..,..,- at El. 439/49, Ba. 115/301 and 
-,,..,...,..,..,-..,..,- at IA 168/89). Less probably (with 8ci,cpuu) either 
-..,..,-..,...,..,..,..,- (Dale, MA•) or-..,..,-..,..,..,..,..,-, as a gl form like IT 
109111 1og8, IA 1691 1110(?), 759. 3. 'Phalaecean hendecasyllable'; like 8rn/ 
ll3, but withg/for gl", 4-S• 'Aeephalous' cola, cf. Hel. 1340-1/56-7 (ltsumi 
66-7) and Ion 493, etc. {ltsumi 611). 6-7. As814-15 (str./ant. 8-9, p.1115). 
The reizianum continues the double-short rhythm of the ck in 7 {so that 7-8 
is nearly a dactylic hexameter). 9, Reading ... p.a.Tpos oT' l(rc) (83g--41 •); 
for the 2,/i opening to the final period, cf. IT 435/511. (l'«Tipos OT« (anon. ap. 
Prinz-Wecklein) gives an unusual resolution of the last syllable of a 
choriamb at verse-end. Neither ori (period-end) nor lengthening of , 
beforexpis likely (pae,Stinton,JHS 1976, 1116).] 10-11. Related to both 1 
(see above) and 9;-vv-x -vv-isa frequentgl"form in IA (556/71, 574, 
5761 764-5), previously rare (Ba. 410, ?Su. 999/101111, S. Aj. 7011/15); cf. 
West, GM 116, Itsumi 64, 67-8. It takes little, indeed to regularize 840 
(scan xpuaiil-, or accept Hermann's xpuao•, cf. 1478*); bu1 Hennig's l8w11 
for la,8wv in 841 gives a less likely ''g/ (here only in the ode). H-13. A self• 
contained resolved ia (two tribrach words) precedes the clausular sequence 
ia J a,. The ia - ..,,, v- is frequent at the beginning of a verse (814/116, 836, 
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?1431, S11. 1162, Tr. 324 (monometer), 640), much rarer in mid period 
(where long anceps tends to be eschewed, especially in resolved and/or 
syncopated verses). The pattern here is rather like Su. 1156-7 ( ~ 1162-4, 
likewise stanza-ending): Suow 8' o.x,j, I µ.UTpi ,,., i.\intii I ai ,,.•;;-,,,,..;.,'a>.-'y,j 
n6.1'piji6. >.'ii,J,'ii (ial2iaJith). The sequence -vvv- 0 -lvv-v-- is 
metrically summative, cf. str./ant. 4, 5, 8 and ep. 6. [Of other arrange
ments, Biehl's ... p.o.-ripo. no- / 1'pijiw• • .• gives an apparently unparal
leled ending g/" / hag (though cf. Ba. 875-6/95-6, which is 2ia { hag"); 
Wilamowitz's ... µai-ipo. no.,,.pi-{ wii . .. (accepted by ltsumi) is open 10 
the same objection as ... µai-ipos oTi I ... in g. J 

831 ff'. The conclusion that follows from 807-18and819-30 is that Or. has an 
unrivalled claim to his proper epithet T.\11µwv (in every sense of the word, 
35 *); a traditional point, cf. A. Ch. 932-3 no>.>.wv alµ,hwv J1r11Kp1a•• (275-
6•) ,,.>,,;µw• 'OplaTf/S, A general reflection (Friis Johansen 161, 167) is 
followed by detailed (summative) specification of the case in point. 

831-3. Tit vooo,, 'I ,lve1 liiiocpua ,cal / Tit l>..co, jA«ltwv ocaTcl. yiv, / 71 •• ,; the 
alternative 'or what greater tears and pity' is inserted (with a kind of 
zeugma) into the question 'what ,&uos is (worse, greater) than matricide?' 
There is no need to give l>.,os (or lla1<pua) the nonce sense 'object of 
compassion' (as LSJ), The structure is strikingly like Ba, 877-80 ( = 897-
900) Tl 1'0 uo,f,6,,,; ,,.( TO 1<a>.>.1ov I napd. 6,wv ylpas Jv {JpoTois, I,; x•ip' Utr<p 
Kopu,f,os / Twv lx6pw• 1<p<luuw 1<aT«XflV; where the point is simply 'what is 
more ao,f,ov or more ,ca>.&v (as a god-given boon) than 10 hold the upper 
hand over one's foes?' In our passage µ,l(wv is d,ro Kowoti; in Ba. something 
like µci.\.\ov (or Kp<iaao•) is 10 be supplied in respect of TO ao,f,6v; in both it is 
the alternative question that includes the comparative word. In general 
Greek was able to supply a comparative word before,; if the comparative 
point is otherwise clear (KG ii 303 n. 2). [I no longer, as in CQ. 1966, 229-
31, question the text orBa, 877/97 (forthe metre of which seep. 215 above); 
for the interpretation of the controversial -,{ To ao,f,ov; see now M. Cropp, 
BICS 1981, 38-42.) 

833. l'a-rpoicTovov •.. tcata,: periphrastic, in such a way as to emphasize the 
blood-pollution; for the phrasing, cf. (variously) 13-14, 842, 1649, He/. 
1~4, Ba. 139, ~37, A. E11m, 281 f'fJTpoK1'ovov ,.._{aoµa, S. OC 542-4 l6ou 
,f,ovo• ••• ,raTpos. 

834-8. A patterned sequence tnding with the subject 'Agamemnon's son'; cf. 
Hp. 534 ... / "Epws o A1os nais (likewise a rei,;ianum), Ion 1089, Kannicht 
on He/. 1117-21; the epic colour of the adj. 'Aya,.11.wo .. os (179•, An. 1034, 
etc.) is here reinforced by the cadence rhythm. 

834. otov ipyov -rc>..4oat ... : at once echoing 286-7 (lpyov dvoa,wTa-rov 
(-r,>.•i•)) and 327-8 (,f,•ii ,.&x6wv, oiwv . .. ) and introducing the 'specifica
tion', cf. Hp. 532 olov TO 1'0S 'A,f,po8f,,.aS' •.• 

835. l3cl3ci1<xcuTa1 ,.avla,,: cf. 37•, 338•, 532, etc. 
836-7. Eu,.cvlo1 8'jpa11a, ♦ovov / 8po11cio1 6111,uwv l3Ac♦cipo11: it is because 

Or. is 'hunted by the Furies' (see 38*) that he 'whirls blood with racing 
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eyes'; the characteristic 0,.a noun does the job of a passive participle (cf. 
Aoxn,,.a 997•), with Ed,..vlo, almost dat. of agent (by extension from the 
type of dat. ,ommodi in II. 5. 488 dv8pdo1 8110,.,vl,00111 l>.wp ,cal ,c{,p,.a 
yJv.,oB., A. s,p,. 1014 ap,ray~v 1<110/v; KG i 429). Or. is al,.a'f"WffOS (,&vov 
{JU,rwv) as a 'sick' polluted murderer (cf. 480), both 'red eyes' and 
'whirling eyes' being marks of madness (253-4•, Dodds on Ba. 236 and 
1122-3). lpo11aa, ... (JAc♦apoas: 269-70•; 'racing' stands for 'crazy' by a 
bold hypallage (Or. is himself Bpo,.aios, 45•); /JM,apa 'eyes', 158-g•. 
[~ovlfl is defended by Degani as causal with Ed,.. 9,fpa,.a, and by Biehl as 
loosely causal with 837 as well (d,rd ,coivou). However it is taken (cf. also A. 
Hoekstra, Mnemosyne 19621 21 ), the extra dat. is clumsy; moreover without 
'blood' as the object of8iv<6wv we should surely have expected {JM~apa, not 
-o,s (cf. 1459); 'roaming with running eyes' is an unlikely phrase. The error 
was an easy one after ,&vlfl 8161 8iu and ,o/Jq, 8251 and cf. 38•, 411•.] 

839-43. The final focus is on the lpyov itself (giving 834-43 a ring-structure), 
combining reminiscence of527-8•, 566 ff. (,.aO'f"ov), of the 'mother/father' 
opposition (562-3 1 828) and of the d,.o,/J,f-theme (816-18), with 'pitying' 
emphasis on Or.'s 'wretchedness' (,.J>.,os 90, 160, 335). 

839-41. l'GTpos 11T' •<ic) / xpua10,r'1VI\Twv ♦ap4wv .. • : for 'out from' 
(alongside 'up', as JI. 22. 80 ,.aCdv d11fox1), cf. 527 lfl{Ja>.>., ,.ao1"011, El. 1206 
lfw nln>.wv; i,,r,µIA>.uv '"• Ph. 1007. xp11010,r,f11.,,,.os (here first) is a 
characteristic word-formation (cf. ,inr.,vos IT 814, troAi,,r.,vos El. 1911 

xp11001<0>.>..,,,.os Ph. 2; Diggle on Phaelhon 263, Breitenbach 64-6 1 87); the 
'gold' of Cl.'s robe-perhaps brocade, perhaps imprecisely conceived 
(,,,.,., is properly 'thread on the bobbin, woof')-is a queenly feature, not 
merely picturesque but enhancing the horror of the event (like lphigenia's 
saffron robe in A. Ag.1139). [J,,.'l(,c): for the error, cf. J,,.' ;(,,,) at 990-1 •.] 

84ll-3, a♦llyaov ltCTo: i.e. lBuo• ( cf. 5611), the periphrasis governing an object, 
cf. 859-60 1 1038, 1069, 11111, El. 165, S. Tra. 996 (KG i 3112-3); with an 
echo both of BioBa, 833 and of 815 (the ancestral o•o.y,a of Atreus). 
Similarly Of1011J11v reflects lfa,.•l/Jwv 816, in a wry phrase reminiscent of A. 
Ag. i.126 yuva,,co,rolvwv ,ra>.l,.wv dpwyo.v ('appositivc' int. acc., as 10•, 1105, 
etc.); Ag. had been similarly,,.>..,,..,,., in performing a 'crazy' and 'unholy' 
Buola (prompted by oracular ,ru8C:.). 

ACT THREE: 844-956 

Self-contained dyy,Ma-scenes are especially characteristic of E. ( cf. 
Collard on S11. 634-777). One function of the 'Messenger-speech' here is to 
announce the verdict of the Argive assembly to El. and the Chorus in 
advance of Or.'s return with Pyl. (cf. El. 761-858), thus providing 
dramatic space for the magnificent Lament that follows (96o-1012•; it is 
salutary, as a corrective to the usual exclusive focus on the dialogue, to 
think of the action as organized in such a way as to provide cues and themes 
for the odes). Another function, as a legacy from the epic tradition of poetic 
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narrative, is to entertain and stir emotions of various kinds. Debates are a 
prominent feature of the Iliad, and both Assembly- and trial-proceedings 
were a matter of personal concern to every Athenian citizen. Ancient and 
modern are skilfully blended (e.g. 919*}1 both in diction and in the 
overtones of the contemporary Athenian social and political background. 

In considering the outcome of this offstage dywv (878*), it is important 
to distinguish between the condemnation and the sentence. As to the 'life or 
death' issue, any element of'surprise' comes at the beginning of the scene 
(852-60), so that we altend to the narrative in the knowledge that Or. and 
El. are going to be condemned to death; and this knowledge comes less as a 
surprise than as a 'shock' for which we (like El. herself, 859-60) have been 
fully prepared. The matter that is held in suspense is how the death
sentence is to be carried out (863-5*), and with that the question 'are we 
going to sec Or. again?' Hitherto the mode of execution envisaged has 
invariably been stoning (50(-1)•, [442], 564, 614, 625) 1 and that is 
confirmed at 914-15; so that the actual verdict of 'suicide at the Palace 
with El.' (946-g) really does come as an unexpected (though artfully 
prepared) development. This, not simply the death-~,j~os, is the essential 
premiss for the later action. The other essential premiss is that Men. should 
have completed his 'betrayal' by failure to speak in Or.'s defence (cf. 682-
716* 1 1056-9). 

These 'plot'•considerations are paramount (lntrod. C ii). But we arc 
also invited to focus attention on the proceedings themselves as an 
explanation of why and how the Argivcs decide upon 'death' (861-2). For 
the narrator, the condemnation is tragically 'pitiable' (the right posture in 
relation to the following lament} and diametrically 'wrong' as a verdict. 
But arc we intended to share his view of the matter, as Di. B. appears to 
assume? We cannot but accept the facts ·reported by the clyy•Aos as correct; 
but we are not commiued to the same acceptance of his subjective 
interpretation of the facts, coloured as it is by the declared prejudices of an 
elderly and politically nai"ve rustic loyal to the House of Agamemnon (866-
83*). The view of the 'admired' ai!Toupycls (that Or. should be acquitted 
,um laud,) is as repugnant-in the light of Act Two (and 819 ff.*)-as the 
opposite view (that Or. should be stoned to death). It follows, surely, that 
the right-thinking spectator was intended to recognize the view of 
Diomedes ( that Or. should be exiled) as the proper 'middle course'; cf. 887-
930*, 898-902•. E. 's primary concern was that the 'necessary' outcome of 
the trial (the untraditional suicide-sentence required by his plot) should be 
at once mythically acceptable (on the plane of poetic legend) and credible 
to his audience in the light of their personal experience of political and 
forensic decision-making. He was not directly concerned with political 
satire or propaganda; but he did sec in the contemporary political scene 
features that could be exploited for his dramatic and mythopoetic purpose. 
Or. is condemned to death (and the 'proper' outcome of ~vy..) excluded) 
partly because of a polarization of extremist views analogous to that which 
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was currently militating against politics of the centre (lntrod. A), partly 
because, at the moment when the issue appears to be in the balance, 
Mcnelaus fails to appear for the defence and Or.'s own apologia 'did not 
persuade the assembly' (943). It is scarcely surprising that those condemn
ing an act of matricide should have outnumbered those prepared to 
applaud it, when these are the terms in which the issue has been presented. 

844-58. Paley produced distichomythia by deleting 848 (after Kirchhoff) 
and 8511, and supposing a line to have been lost after 849; but there is no 
reason to expect such extreme formalism in the preliminary dialogue 
before an dyy•Ma-speech ( cf. Ph. 1067-89, 1335-55). The integrity of84 7-
8 and 8511-6 arc separate issues. 

844-5. yuvaiicct, ii ,rou ••• ; 'Can it be that ... ?' A common type of scene
opening with a question to the chorus; usually by a newcomer from the side 
(e.g. Al. 476-7, Med. 11193-5). Here it might seem that El. should first 
register Or.'s absence and then ask her 'presumptive' question, but the 
stage-technique implied by the phrasing is not simply naturalistic; rather, 
the 'surprised' realization of Or. 's departure and the suggested explanation 
ofit are artificially combined. The range of~ 1rou (cf. 435) extends from 
open-minded to surprised or ironical interrogation according to the 
context, overlapping in colloquial use with oil 1rou and even 1''1 1rou; cf. 
Stevens, Coll. Expr. 114. There is no need here for Hermann's more directly 
'incredulous' oil 1rou ... ; (There is often a critical choice, with evidence of 
ancient uncertainty and Triclinian bias towards ~ 1rou (Zuntz, Inquiry 
196 n.); but Page drew too arbitrary a line in his note on Med. 695 (cf. M,d. 
1308, where the 'sarcasm' of~ 1rou is scarcely 'open-minded'); pace Diggle 
(Studies 58), I see no need for oil nou at Tr. 59.] 

846. ,jjic,crTcr." ,rpot II i..pycfov otxua, Acwv: ~KIOTO, cf. 1135-6•; >-•J,s 
'assembled people'. The Chorus-leader first emphatically counters the 
suggestion of 'madness' (845b), then says where Or. has gone. 

(847-8). Gywvcr. . .. Swcrwv is unintelligible (it is irrelevant,pace Murray, that 
,f,u·;,_ijs 1r•p11iwoo/J,<vos would be idiomatic Greek for 'to hazard his life'); but 
no emendation of848 can remedy the lame superfluity of the rel. clause (cf. 
[33]). 846-7(-8], however, is not a satisfactory sentence. 846 is equivalent 
to Tov 1rpo1<<lµ•vov 1r•pl ,f,uxi/s dywva (not, as Di B. perversely takes it, 1r•pl 
Tclv npoi<<{/J,<vov ,f,uxi/s dywva); a quite different type of acc. phrase (with 
def. article) from those governed by a vb of'going' in S. Tra. 159 ,ro>.>.ous 
dywvas •f•wv, 506 lfii>.8av ll..8>.' dywvwv, HF 6611, 11011, etc. (KG i 307, 
Bruhn 35), even ifwe could regard 1rpos 'A·py•iov oix<Ta, >.«liv as equivalent 
to a simple 'he has gone (forth)'. It follows that to save 84 7 we must either 
emend it or visualize the loss ofa line after it. It is not worth the effort. The 
Chorus-leader has already said enough to provide the right cue for 849•; 
and the terseness (thus) of846 is in line with that of850 (where the reply 
'Pylades' is unsupported by any explanation of Pyl.'s presence and 
persuasion). There is no more need here than in [ 441-11] to labour the 'life 
or death' point; and 84 7-8 as a whole is an unwanted anticipation of878*. 
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The elements of which 847 is composed arc ordinary enough: dyciw,s arc 
routinely described as ,rpo1t•lµ111a, (LSJ ,rpcl1t••µa, 3. b), and such a 
formulaic line could have been already available in some other play; or it 
could have been cobbled together by someone familiar with Ph. 780 dywva 
,-dv ,rpo1t«lµ1vov 8op&s and 1330 dyr.i,va ,-,Iv .,,pi i/,ux'Js-The larger excision 
proposed is at least consistent with the absence of ancient scholia on either 
line; and it is further beneficial in that the Chorus-leader's next utterance is 
a distich ending with ,r/p, (850-1 ). [Since C!,r. Pat. has 847 twice, followed 
the first time by 8paµo6µ111av, 1ta8' 8v fJav,iv l0Tl 1tpla,s (416), the second 
time by,-plxov,-os, ,[, {r.i,v,-'Tj fJavclv,-a vtivl'801s (4411), it is likely that 847 was 
more anciently established in the text than 84B. Probably 847 was added 
first (a ready-made line?), with the intention of expanding and clarifying 
846b; then the loose construction of the acc. prompted a variety offurther 
one-line additions, all more or less unsatisfactory. The ineptness of8wawv 
where dyr.i,va so obviously needs to be followed by a vb of'running' (as in 
Chr. Pal. 415 f., 441 f.) lends colour to Reiskc's emendation 8,ilawv; a form 
possible in later Greek (Lye. 1119), but not in classical tragedy. Other 
emendations of 8wawv are all unappealing: 86awv Canter, 8paµ,iv 
Heimsocth, 8paµwv Hartung, la,wv Schmidt; 8,uaclµevos ,[, Weil, 8uaclµ,vos 
.;, Blaydes, 8paµ,iv / 8l>.wv Brunck. Emendations intended to improve the 
sentence 846-7(-8) are scarcely more plausible: ,rpo1t1l,uv&v ,-• ;.,, 
Kirchhoff, dyr.i,vos ,-oii ,rpo1t11µlvou xmp,v olim Wecklein. There are indeed 
several other possibilities if ,rlp1 can be spared (e.g. (8paµ,iv)); but it 
probably cannot, in the standard expression 'dywv for i/,ux~• (with or 
without a word of'running'; cf. also S. El. 1492, Ar. Vesp. 375-6, II. 112. 161, 
Hdt. 8. 74. 1, 9. 37. 11, Pl. Thi. 1711C). The only residual possibility is to 
write i/,ux'ls (T") dywva (sc. ,rpcls).] 

849, or"°'' T( XPiiil l&pcur•; Tl1 8 l1mCR v,v; El. reacts first to the statement in 
846b (a reaction the more natural if the Chorus-leader has not appended 
an explanation) and then to the implication of846a (sc. 'if, as you say, he 
was not induced by madness'). The Chorus-leader then deals first with the 
second question, leaving the other question to be answered by the 
approaching Messenger. For such chiastic patterns in the handling of 
questions and answers, cf. Mastronarde 39-411. 

850-1, ol, 1'C11CpGv: 'soon', cf. Tr. 460, but also perhaps 'not lengthily' (cf. Hel. 
1017); the expectation that the clyy.Aos will unburden himself'shortly' (in 
both senses) is borne out (857-8), his long /,ija,s following in response to a 
request for detail (the usual procedure, cf. Hp. 1173 ff., Hel. 1526 If.). TG 
iccietv: a frequent 'attraction' with place-adverbs, cf. Ba. 66g (KG i 547). 

(8511], Del. Paley; er. Page, Aetors 54, and Haslam (71-11*). The allocution is 
clumsily long, especially for such a short speech; at the same time the 
'pitying' exordium is just the kind of thing that actors might have added to 
heighten the emotional effect. For the repetitive w Tll.fil'ov w 8uonivc, cf. 
,-d,\a,vav d8.\la11 in (1563-4]*. 

853;, wm,': respectful ( - 8la,rowa), cf. 1249, El. 487, Bond on Hyps. 60. 5. 
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'Hear the unhappy words l bring': rormulaic language, er. 1628, 5. Phil. 
11167 .\&yous 8' 41touoov oDs -ij1tw <f,lpwv (1145-6*). 

855[1]. alai, 8101xo1m,t11 .. . : er. Ph. 1336 Kp. ol,co,,.EolJ'· oilK EWpood11ro,s 
<f,po,,,.lo,s llpxr, ,\&you (in reply to Ayy. t1, ,-d.\as lyw, ,-/v' ,;,,.., ,,.uBov ,j ,-(ms 
.\&yous;). The second halfofEl.'s 11-line reply here is plainly superfluous, 
even foolish ( arter the llyy,,\os has said ,\&yous .•• 8110,-ux•is), and was 
rightly deleted by Brunck (before Kirchhoff). Either 856 was added as an 
explanation (for the feeble-minded) or&ij>.os et Aoy'll. Or perhaps it has a 
dittographic origin: with 1ta1t<iivllp' ... (ory'4p?cr. 755•) 856 might have 
been intended as an alternati111 to 855. The posi.tion at Ph. 1072-4(-5] is 
rather similar, er. Page, Actors 24. 

857-60, El.'s 'grievous expectation' is at once confirmed. 
857-8, +t\♦'ll n,>.aoyw,,: er. Htc. 195-6 Jl.py,lwv 8,lfa, 1/i#i,, (l8of, 46, 1328; 

llc.\aoy• 691-3*). 
85g-6o, 11pocrij>.tav i>.11(1: cf. IA 784-5 µ,j,-' l,,_ol ... l,\rrls all, rro,-' l"8o, 

('calamity', proleptically conceived as an 'expectation'). 110>.11, 1'011i>.>.ov 
llcT')ICOl''IY yoo11: 'the future (calamity)' is governed """a oil...,ow by a 
phrase equivalent to 'I had anciently been lamenting'; er. 8411-3•, Dodds 
on Ba. 1288 My', ws ,-cl ,,.l,\,\ov 1tap8la rr,jll'II'' lxu; ,,,,.,;,,,iv 134 •. 

861-5, El.'s questions are natural enough (scarcely 'a la limite du vraisembl
able', de Romilly); they arc also indications to the audience as to the 
matters on which they are to rocus attention. 

861-2. ,.,, 4ywv: sc. -ijv, cf. S. lchn. fr. 314. 1110 R. ,-(s cl ,-p&xos Toii ,-dy,,_a,.os; 
,.,,,., , .• : epexcgetic asyndeton ( :z 15 •, 3851 etc.) with anaphora. icatci>.ov: 
cf. 799*, S. Ant. 1175. 1e41111eupwa11v811v1iv: more technically 'ratified' (er. S. 
El. 793), with a final-consec. inf.; cf. also 1ta1'aicupw81ls 1014•. 

863-5. 'Am I to die with my brother by stoning or by the sword?' The further 
question is unusual (861-11 providing a sufficient cue for the narration, er. 
Ph. 1354-5). The point is not simply 'pathetic' (Di 8.), but to signal in 
advance the possibility ora mode of execution other than stoning; an artful 
preparation for the surprise at the end of the speech. 'Suicide' (not directly 
contemplated) is included within a more general idea of 'death by steel'. 
The periphrastic phrasing is elevated: >.1uo(11'll x•pl, er. 50(-1 ]*; ,rvciip 
411oppijl111 'to die abruptly', er. A. Pm. 507; 1eo1ve1, with dat., er. 8-9•; 
ou11♦opes, er. 11•, 61, etc.; 1<«1CT'11'iY')v, er. Tr. 737, IT 1317, etc. (489*). 

866-83. 'Setting the scene', with an explanation of the narrator's involve• 
ment. He is ofa familiar •reudal' type-conventional, indeed, but in E. (as 
also in Ar.) apparent appeals to conservative sentiment are not seldom 
touched with irony, or outright caricature, in respect of old men with 
'rustic' and 'old-fashioned' values; cf. Dover, Clouds pp. lix If. and GPM 
113, Ehrenberg 56 If. 

866, buyx11vov . . ,: i.e. the speaker had a reason unconnected with the 
assembly for coming into the city from the country; like the ailTovpy&s in 
917 ff., he is not a regular attender of deblues. For the echo in Men. Sik. 
1761 see lntrod. n. 119. 
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86g. 41( wo-r': 'always in the old days'. 
870. yffYaiov: cf. 1157 y<1walou ,/,01ou, and Denniston on El. 1153: though 

poor, the speaker is metaphorically 'noble in his treatment of(loyalty to) 
,/,{Ao,'. xpija&a,: LSJ XP®l'a• IV; for the 'specifying' inf., cf. 717,921, S. fr. 
5114.7 R. •~ ,/,pov«iv ao,/,WT«pos, Pl. Grg. 4790 1r,8avwTa.Toc >.lyuv. 

871-3. 8ciaaov-r' 61epav: a standard poetical acc. with vbs of'sitting', cf. 956, 
.An. 117, lon91 (KGi 314). Since'Argos' isalso'Mycenae' (46*), the actual 
Argive topography will have counted for less than the fact that the 
Athenian Pnyx is an a,cpa near the West Gate in the Wall ofThemistocles. 
The location is then defined in mythologi,111 terms . which serve to 
authenticate E.'s innovation in putting Or. to a public 'assembly-trial' at 
Argos. Aegyptus himself had come to Argos (according to a non• 
Aeschylean tradition traceable to Phrynichus; Winnington-lngram, JHS 
1961, 148) either with his fifty sons or subsequently, in order to avenge the 
murder of them, all but Lynceus, by the daughten of Dana us ( a legend 
touched on also in E.'s Ardielaus); Danaus was minded to give battle, but 
Lynceus had prevailed in propounding a peaceful arbitration before the 
Argive 11.p,aTo, (E). lll1eas ll186v-r': either 'making amends' or 'granting 
arbitration' (A. Su. 70$ LSJ 8(,c'I IV. 3). 

874. cicrrwv a. 8,\ -,,,/: 511•; the speaker emphacizes that he himself is not a 
'townsman'. 

875➔, Reminiscent of Od. 11. 30-1 ( cit. Len ting). 'lt.pyca: 103 •. ciYflfdpw111: a 
frequent metaphor of strong emotion (Collard on Su. 8g-91 ); cf. H,I. 633, 
A. Ch. 11117. Aav1i18wv ( 1249-50•): associating the contemporary po/is with 
the ancestral Danaus (872). 

878. ciywva ... llpal'°utuVov: cf. [847-8]•, Al. 489, El. 883-4, IA 1455, etc. 
(lntrod. D iii, Fi. 13). 

881-3. Or. is 'downcast' and 'limp' (1110•); Pyl. is still supporting him 'like a 
brother' with truly 'sharing' ,/,,>.ta. (cf. 800•, 802•, 1014-15). In epic, 
1<aT71,/,~s and cognate words are always associated with 'shame'; so for the 
narrator Or.'s 'dejection' represents the effect of ,ca.,cd upon a noble youth. 
Elsewhere in E. the 'downcast' eyes of shame and grief are scarcely to be 
distinguished (M,d. 10111, H,ld. 633). 

883. An 'impressive' three-word line (W, B. Stanford, CR 1940, 8-10, Bond 
on HF 1118, M. Marcovich, Thre,-Word Trimet,r in Greek Tragedy (1984), 
125); cf. 703, 1061, 1210. 11118.uona: 795•. ,raallCLywyl•: modal dat. (3g-
40•); the same metaphor as Ba. 193 (where Dodds cites also Held. 729). 

884-7, The proceedings begin. wA11p11s: "°" propria for the fully assembled 
l,c,cA71ala. or /louA,f. 885 similarly has a formulaic ring (cf. Su. 438-g); in the 
Athenian l1<1<AtJala. the formula was Tls dyop,iluv flouAna.,; (Ar . .A,h. 45, 
Ecd. 130, etc.). 'Life or death' is the lint issue to be decided (cf. 758*); 
other issues are secondary ('life' is not necessarily the same as 'acquittal', as 
Diomedes argues). 

887-930, There are two pairs of speakers ('and nooneelsc',931 •) before Or.: 
two famous names from the lliadic tradition and two anonymous 
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contrasting non-noble types of citizen ( cf. Walcot 38). It is noteworthy that 
this foursome does not include a preponderance of the committed enemies 
we have been led to expect (4117-46, 71111-4, 731 ). We hear no more ofOeax 
(4311-3), and the Alyla9ou ~t>.01 remain in the background, despite 436. 
The selection and sequence of the speakers make it very clear that 'exile' is 
the rational middle course. Diomedes explicitly proposes the moderate, 
'lawful' and 'holy' penalty to which Talthybius' diverse arguments have 
pointed the way; then the extremes (stoning, crowning) propounded by 
the second pair of speakers are 'oppositely' immoderate (lva.vTla. 917). But 
that straightforward structure is presented through the distorting lens of 
the narrator's ptrsona: his loyalty to the House of Agememnon is such that 
he has praise only for the Jourll1 speaker, though his respect for 'king 
Diomedes' limits his criticism to the ambiguous ol 3' o~,c lwyvouv (9011). 

887-97, Talthybius. A famous epic worthy (It. 1. 3110, etc.), who had been 
sympathetically treated by E. in Hee. and T,. (notwithstanding the"' part, 
abuse of heralds at Tr. 4114-6); as the faithful servant of the old Argivc 
dynasty, he appears on archaic Attic vases depicting the vengeance of 
Orestes (L. R. Farnell, Gruk HtroCults (1921), 3117; cf. alsoHdt. 7. 134-7). 
The passages cited by Collard on Su. 4116 do not prove that E. himself 
detested all ,c~pu,cfs as 'lackeys' and 'smart speakers'; and the narrator's 
well-portrayed political nal'vlll and prejudice forbid us to assume that his 
maligning of T. is to be accepted uncritically as fair comment. T.'s 
reported points (praise of Ag., disapproval of matricide) are unexception
able. A bad construction is put on his glances towards the ll'Ao, of 
Aegisthus; but, objectively, T. is open to criticism only for his non-,ommittal 
posture (as to the motion 9a.v<iv ,j ,.., 9av<iv); and he has prepared the way 
for Diomedes' positive proposal. That is consistent with the view (Goossens 
6411, Wolff 133, Rawson 161) that T.'s posture is analogous to that of 
Theramenes in Athenian politics, who was abused as a 'trimmer' (Ar. Ran. 
533-41) and as acquiescing in prosecutions of his friends (Lys. 13. 67). 

888. •puycas: see Introd. F i. 9. 
890. 81xli11u8ca: here only in tragedy, and perhaps a new coinage (for the songs 

ascribed by LSJ to Solon and Piuacus, see Lloyd-Jones and Parsons, 
Suppltmtnlum Hell,nisti,um nos. 51111 and 5114); the strict sense is 'diversa 
loquens', though the narrator of course intends the pejorative point 
'double-speaking'; cf. on wou,t>.a. 8113-4 •. l1<wcayA0~1&EYos: a very strong 
epic-toned word (Tr. 9119, Hec. 1157, A. Ch.1117; Hdt.); plainly, notallT.'s 
words and actions were motivated by subservient flauery of Aegisthus' 
party. 

8g1--11. ou&e lwcawciiv: 'dispraising', cf. go11 (5111 *). &ecaAous &ecaocous Al,yous 
llt.(cr-,wv: 'whirling to-and-fro (Hsch. w>.J,cwv, r/,•uUµoos, od,c lw' ,J9,las 
>..'ywv) words at once fair-seeming and bad'; the idiom, with Hartung's 
good correction of ,ca.\ois, is like IT559, IA 378 (cf. 819 ff.• ,ca.>.clv od ,ca>.clv, 
and Fraenkel on A. Ag. 11172). The pejorative metaphor (cf. l'A,,cTa An. 
448) may be of either 'weaving' (cf. Tr. 200 "'P"l3a 3w<uouc,') or 'spinning' 
(cf. 1431-3*). 
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1193. is Toils TIKOYTOs: 'in respect of parents'. 
894, The pejorative use of ♦o,8p1,11rov (cf. oµµa if,a,llpav Med. 1043) to 

describe the eye ofa 'flatterer' reflects A. Ag. 725, where the 'bright-eyed' 
lion-cub looking for titbits is a potential monster not to be trusted. 1818ou: 
cf. 1266-8*. 

895-7. The generic abuse of 1<tjpu1<cs reflects a widespread Greek prejudice 
against 'spokesmen' as having forfeited the respect due to those who speak 
their own mind; but Greek sentiment about heralds was in fact mixed ( they 
were also .d,l ,f,l.\01), and there were various kinds (cf. Goossens 516-19). 
j,rl TOY «UTUXIJ "'18wd ud: idiom reflecting the proverbial idea of'making 
for the safe side of a ship' (the standard accusation against 'trimmers': cf. fr. 
89 Js TOV fUTUX'lj xwpouvTa Toixov, Ar. Ran. 536 /J.fTaKuMvllflv QUTOV d,I 1rpos 
Tov ,J ffpllTTovTa Toixov); here simply'to (the side of)the successful man'; for 
the sarcastic use of1r~lla~, cf. Tr. 67 1r11/lq.s a.\.\oT' ,ls a.\.\ous Tp01rous. Di B. 
implies that Toixov is to be 'understood' here, but offers no parallel for the 
ellipse. &s &v 8uv11To,: 'has power' (687•), as in the vernacular expression ol 
llw&,..,vo1 (Th. 6. 39, etc.). tro>.«os: rightly taken by Porson as partitive 
( =JK TWV 1ro.\1Twv); cf. T&S ••• 1ra.\,ws An. 873, s. Aj. 1175 (oTpaTou), OT 
236 (y'ljs). [895-7 del. Dindorf; the lines can certainly be spared, but they 
are in E.'s manner, and it is hard to visualize a more appropriate context 
for them.) 

8~011. Diomedes. lfTalthybius was an unexpected first speaker, .:l,o,..~611s 
ilva{ is even more unexpected as the second, reminding us that this plenary 
Argive assembly is an artificial construct, not to be interpreted simply as a 
classical lKKA'1ala projected back into the Heroic Age, but modelled also 
upon Jliadic debates (cf. 871-3•, 902-16•, 919*). As the lord of'Argos, 
Tiryns and Epidaurus' (JI. 2. 559 If.) Diomedes is plausibly imaginable as 
involved in these novel proceedings, though no one (so far as we know) had 
previously brought him into relationship with the 'Argos/Mycenae' of the 
Orestes saga; cf. Su. 901-8 for his father Tydeus as one of the Argive 'Seven' 
(there treated as 'citizens'). His titular kingship is here rather a matter of 
epic-heroic stature than political power (cf. 349 M,vl.\aos avafl. The 
proposal of'exile', with language echoing that ofTyndareus' first speech 
(512-15), is the key to the whole narrative: ii accords with tradition (the 
familiar wanderings of Or. between the matricide and the trial at Athens), 
while satisfying at once 'law' and 'piety', at once the less extreme 
opponents of Or. and Or. 'sown desire for life; obvious good sense, put into 
the mouth of a respected and (presumably) unprejudiced hero, and not 
surprisingly followed by loud applause (901). Others 'did not approve', 
but we have no reason to regard these as a majority; moreover these 
'others' are presumably split between those desiring death and those, like 
the narrator and the a.lT011py&s, desiring complete acquittal (Di B. 
misstates that). 

898. /iyop•u•: imperfects like [,\Eyf commonly (not only in poetry) hover 
between inceptive and aoristic force; cf. W. B. Sidgwick, CQ.1940, 119-20. 
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899-900. For the construction ( ... piv oil ... , ... lU . .• with l,d>.•v• to be 
understood), cf. 515•, 600-1 •. 

901➔, hHppo&rJaav: 'roared in response'; elsewhere in E. of approbation 
(Hee. 553, Ph. 11138), but the noise can be adverse (S. Tra. 1164, cf. lpp&8aw 
Ant. 1159, 11go). So here ol 8 o~ic fo(lvouv is equivalent tool 8' (l,r,pp&811aav) 
oJ,c l11a1voiivns (with a slight anacoluthon ofa common type; cf. GP369 n., 
Bruhn 106-8). [Parson >.aal 8' l11•ppo81Jaav [olµJ•] ... : but the pl. >.aol does 
not suit this context, and the hypermetric variant is certainly due to 
contamination with Hee. 553; a good instance ofan important category of 
corruptions, cf. 1236, 1646.). 

902-16. The mob-orator. The many topical elements in the context support the 
universal view of commentators (from antiquity onwards) that the 
description of this speaker is coloured by sentiment hostile to Cleophon. 
But the view needs qualifying. (a) The satire (such as it is) is generic rather 
than specific ( cf. B. Baldwin, Acta Classica 1974, 35-4 7; canards concerning 
'irregular citizenship' were routine slander, and it now appears that 
Cleophon's father, like Cleon's, had been a strategos). (b) The 'type' is also 
very ancient; cf. the Homeric Thersites, abused in//. 2. 1146 as dtcp,Toµu6•, 
>.,yrls ,,.p lwv dyop11T~s, and alluded to in S. Phil. 4411 ff. It is that epic 
precedent that enables such a speaker to follow 'king Diomedes' in the 
debate with no sense of incongruity; that, and the epic-toned formulaic 
repetition of Kd11l T,j,8' dv{aTaTa, . .. (cf. 887). (c) His character as a 
'demagogic 11poaTaT11s' has been grossly inflated by interpolation (see 
below). In /T275 (a>.>.or 81 T,s µaTa1os, d•oµil/, Bpaarls) and Ba. 717 (Ka{ ns 
11>.av1JS KaT' aaTV Kal Tpi{Jwv >.oyw•) similar types are expeditiously 
introduced; and economical phrasing here would be in harmony with the 
economical treatment of his speech (merely the demand for death by 
stoning, with no reported argumentation). The 'bad demagogue' is indeed 
an Euripidean theme (S11. 1143; Odysseus in IA); but 'tyrants' and 
'demagogues' were themes much favoured also by interpolators in tragedy 
(see D. Kovacs, GRBS 1982, 31-50). Hatred ofCleophon was still a live 
issue in the fourth century, cf. Aeschin. 2. 76; and the known production of 
Or. in 341/0 ec (only two years, as Di B. points out, after thefalsa legatio 
prosecution) may have been the occasion for this and perhaps other 
interpolations (lntrod. H iv). 

903. avtjp TIS a8upoyAwaaos: a triple compound like the epic dKp&TOJ.LIIBos 
(sec above), with a recent precedent at S. Phil. 188 (dBupoaToµos, of 
Echo). The syllabic •oy>.-is probably fong {cf. 8,a y>.d,aa1JS An. 95, Su. 
1111, etc.; KB i 306), not short (as A. Pers. 591 l-ri y>.waaa, Ag. 16119 8, 
y>.waaa•). aB~pos is lit. 'doorless'; for the application ·10 excessive speech, 
cf. Simon. 541. 2 Page a811pov OTOJ.La, Thgn. 4111, Ar. Ran. 838. laxuwv 
8paafl: the 'strength in Bpaaos' (cf. A. Ag. 169) here suggests at once 
personal dval8•1a (566*) and political 'muscle'; cf. IT 275 dvo11-lv, Bpaarls, 
S. fr. 724. 2 R. yM,acrn 8pa.a•is, Arist. Atk. Pol. 118. 4 ol µa>.10Ta {Jou>.oµ•vo, 
8paavvEa8a, (607•) KOi xaplC•aBa, Tois 110>.>.ois. 
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[904-13). Del. Hartung { 1849); previously only go4 and 913 had come under 
suspicion (Beck and Valckenaer; Hermann). Kirchhoff (1855) has 
received too much credit for excising 907-13, and Dindorfforsubsequently 
excising go6--13. The status ofgo4 and 905 is indeed more arguable than 
that of906 and 907-13; but all ten lines can certainly be spared, with 
advantage. 

[904), 'Apy•iot ol.ic 'Apy•ios: the sort of positive-negative juxtaposition for 
which E. was notorious (cf. 819 ff•, Ar. A,h. 3g6), and yet not quite like 
any of the cited E. exx.; the sense in which this 'Argive' is 'not Argive' is too 
cryptic. If this is a jibe about 'false citizenship', why is the point not made 
clearer? Or is the speaker 'no true Argive' because he has been suborned by 
the non-Argive Tyndareus? ii11C1Y1<CICJl'CYOS: much emended, but the 
chances are that the writer intended the sense 'suborned' (cf. Ba. 469 
1r1f-r«pa 8J vdKTwp (a') ij KaT' llµ,-. • '1vayKaafv;). Di B., after Reiskc and 
Hermann, explains it as= la/JE/J1aaµlvos (cf. E "66os), citing Ar. Av. 32 d 
1-&iv ya.p o.)K ,;,., daTc}s la/Jui.Cua,; but dvayKil.Co1-&«• unlike /J,il.to,-.u,, is never a 
middle deponent. [Conjectures with f,Kaaµlvos (Headlam ill• ... , Good
win 4., ... , Herwerden If-) are very feeble; Musgrave's '1YKWP&a,-.IPOs 
(understood as 'cubitos utrinque protendens') was at least vivid;Jackson's 
4., 8' 'ApKa.s ylvos was merely ingenious (pace Griffith, JHS 1g67, 147; as Di 
B. points out, 4., is the wrong tense), At one time I thought that 
,jvayKaa,.IPOs ('suborned') might be tolerable if immediately followed by 
914 f. (with the explanation mentioning Tynd.); but it is not worth fighting 
to save 904 at the expense of 905. I follow Hartung (and the earlier critics of 
904), but with the qualification that interpolation following 903 may have 
proceeded piecemeal.] 

[go5], A good line in itsclr, very possibly from a reputable source, but 
rendered suspect by its context (between 904 and 906--13); and it adds 
nothing of value to what has already been said in 903 (Mvpoy.\woaos, 
laxdwv 6pda-.). loplili\i TC 1dcruvos: for 6&pu/Jos of'noisy and conscienceless 
advocacy', cf. Collard on Su. 16o; 8opu/Jfiv is also standard for 'interrupt 
noisily', and in general it is on 'tumultus' that mob-orators 'rely'; 1rlauPOs, 
elsewhere in E. only al Su. 121. 1<~f1C18ci ffC1PP'lcr(11: dµa6,js is a word 
prominent in attacks on Cleon (Ar. Ev. 193, etc.); 1rappf/ala, here in a 
pejorative sense not cited by LSJ before Pl. and lsocr., but not in itself 
impossible in a late fifth-century tragedy (symptomatic of the reaction 
against democratic values in the closing years of the Peloponnesian War). 

(906), w,tovo, (uncomfortably near the cognate 1rlouvos) occurs elsewhere in 
E. only in fr. 396. 2 (1r,6u11d); Ii is barely intelligible as 'aliquando' 
(presumably the intended sense); uuTolit is plainly feeble (though here 
Valckenaer's aaTous is a likely correction). The line as a whole, with its 
point about 'some evil' feared as the consequence of 'demagogic per
suasion• has an air of prophecy wriuen after the event, and coheres closely 
with 907 ff. (0Tt1P ydp •. • ). [See also Page, Actors 54, and Di Benedetto, 
SC() 1961, 134-irFor confusion of aaTos and ai!Tos, cf. Diggle on Phaethon 
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113 f. (doT- is not the reading ofH here; Daitz corrects Spranger).] 
[907-13]. A digression quite unendurable before 8s 1111' ... 914 r.• The weak 

style and sense of 911-13 are such that the passage can hardly be an 
integral importation from another E. play (as Kirchhoff thought), though 
it may contain some fifth-century material. Goossens (655") suggested a 
'pamphleteering' source, comparing Arist. Ath. Pol. 28. 4. 

[907-8). "t6us TIS (Musgrave): a likely correction, since these are otherwise 
lines of good quality. KUKOV 11qu: cf. 1116, 1148, 794, Med. 330, 1331, Hp. 
627, Tr. 719, Ph. 388, fr. 403, etc. 

(909-11 ]. 7711-3• are suspect verses on the same theme, with the same phrase 
XP'JO'TO f3ouA4uoua' ad; cf. Su. 438--g 1ro.\E1 XP'IJOTOV TI flov.\n,µ. for the 
traditional phraseology of what the good citizen was expected to 
contribute (see Collard). XP'IJaTos, dxp•ios etc. duly acquired a sloganizing 
flavour in political diatribes (cf. xp17u1µos 110.\IT'I/S Eupolis fr. 118; Connor 
88•, 189, etc.). 

[911-13). Near-gibberish, defying satisfactory interpretation. Something 
may well be corrupt, but there is no secure basis for conjecture. There is 
nothing definitely wrong with 'and one must view the 1rpouT«TTJS thus' 
(probably the intended sense, so Paley; cf. Hp. 379 Tfl8' dBpf/TJov Toll,, fr. 
548 voiiv XM 1/"iuBa,; not, as E, TOV 1rp- as subject of B•iio8a,). Then 
(presumably): 'for the matter (i.e. the need to consider the long-term 
interests of the city) is the same for him as for others'. Bui (a) lBov/1' is the 
worst kind of pleonasm (with a second successive enjambment); (b) it is 
impossible to be sure whether 913 was intended to denote one person (the 
1rpoaT«Tf/S as 'honoured speaker', with an implied 'as for others'), or two 
(with ellipse of the second Tq>, cf. A. Ag. 3114, etc.). 

914 f. os .r.,; . , .: balanced by 8s ,l1r' . .. in 923 below (there preceded by a 
longer description of the speaker, and followed by a correspondingly longer 
reported speech); ,1.,. = J,,,.>.,uu•, cf. 1169, 9113. Note that the narrator gives 
no details of the arguments deployed by this speaker, despite the epithet 
dllup&y.>.wuuos (immediately preceding, in 903). The natural implication is 
that his prosecuting .\oyo, were similar to those that we have already heard 
from Tynd. in Act Two; an implication immediately confirmed by the 
narrator. 

915[-16]. u1To B IT11v« Tuv66.p«ws Aoyous: we do not ask how the narrator 
knows about Tynd.'s role; someone could have told him, but for the 
'messenger-speech convention' (Biehl, Tp 56•) cf. 14115 •. For the pejorative 
force of inro ... lTHv•, cf. Ar. Ach. 65 7 imoT•lvwv µ,a8ous. The tmesis ( 11 t 9-
l!O*) here has the effect of'analysing' the compound, giving full value both 
to the pejorative preverb and to ;T.,v• (in more than one metaph. sense, cf. 
on l1<T•iva, .>.1Tas 1190*; the tense may be either imperf. or aor. with pluperf. 
force, like ~yoprnu• 945*). 916 (del. Weil, Biehl) is then a clumsy addition: 
at once tiresomely repetitive (so soon all.er lls ,r.,• . .. &1ro1<Tfiva1) and 
illogical ( the short demand reported in 914 f. can scarcely be referred 10 as 
To,ouTous .>.&yous). As Weil saw, without T01ouTour, .>.&yous 915 can refer to 
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the unreported but implied prosecuting arguments. [Biehl further draws 
attention to J:, which in part at least (pace Murray) implies a text without 
916: inrcl 8 'luiv• Tvv8dp•wr ,\oyour: inrJ{Ja,\,\, 8 'aur<ji o Tuv8dp,ws TOIOVTOIJS 

AOyo~ Aly,,v, i,µtis f/,ovEv9~va,. 'q oil-rws· lnrl/JaAAE11 0 T111180.p,wr Tois Ka8' 
u,-uiw 1To1ouµlvo,s rov Aoyov. The alternatives appear to be alternative 
paraphrases of (unqualified) ,\&your, with different interpretations of the 
(implied) dative; and 916 is either derived from I:• or reflects the same 
misinterpretation.} 

917-30. The honeJt JmaU-holder. His reported speech of eight lines is preceded 
by an effusive eulogy of this speaker's good sense (auv,a,r) and simple 
virtue. The proposal to 'garland' Or. is, of course, to be recognized as an 
extreme position, taking no account of his deed as matricide; at the same time 
the supporting argument is certainly intended to be understood as a 
persuasive one, at least counterbalancing the previous demand for death; 
approved by the XP'lorol (930), and apparently bringing the proceedings 
to a halt (931 ). There is thus a tension between our feeling that Or. ought 
now to stand a good chance of acquittal (at worst, exile) and our 
knowledge that he is going to be condemned to death (857-8). 

918, The 3uaµop,/,ia+cl.v3p,{a of the speaker distances him at once from 
nobly-born ,caAo,caya8o{ ('beauty' was traditionally, and probably in fact, 
an upper-class attribute) and from the fashionable elegance of the city
dweller (thought ofas less 'manly'). auc.11r6t (here and /011 1611) isa variant 
of,rJwrf, (S. Ant. 530, OT 189}; cf. the epic ,ilwms of women, and many 
similar compounds in E.(115•). 

919. A characteristic late-E. blend, with elusive irony, of ancient and modern 
diction and ideas. b~1ya1<1t is a prosaic word, only here and 393• in 
tragedy. xpulvwv: ironically 'contaminating' (the normal sense of the 
word); but we may suppose that the narrator intends a non-pejorative 
sense 'colouring', cf. Held. 915 "Hflar xpoi( .. Mxos, II. 4. 141 ,.,~vll (of 
colouring ivory with purple), Achaeus fr. 27. 3 xpalvovr£s oupalo,a1v 1il8iav 
dMs; in A. fr. 327 xpdv11 even means 'purify'. d:yopus ... ,cu,c~ov: not (or 
not simply) alluding to the fifth-century market-place; 'the circle of the 
dyopd' (cognate with ayopos and cl.yop1u1iv) is another epic touch, cf. /1. 18. 
5o4. 

920. (dv~p .. . ) aliToupyo,: a word here only in E., despite the Ailroupyor 
(traditionally so named) in the cast of El. The essential meaning is not 
'owning one's own farm' (as Di B.), but 'working the land in person' 
(possibly with no slave-assistance at all); cf. Ehrenberg 135-6. o[,rcp ,cul 
116vo1 O't'louo• yfiv {oi.,,,p, cf. 41-2•, Hel. 440 "EA,\'lv .•. olaiv; ,ea{ 
'incidentally, by the way'): a well-characterized parenthesis, exaggerating 
(with µovo,) a view with which E. may otherwise have had some sympathy; 
cf. Collard on Su. 238-45, where (according to Theseus) it is the section of 
the citizen-body intermediate between the o>./l101 and the 01Tavi,ovr•s {Jiau 
which oq,(111r6Am. A 'media classe' (Di B.), but not 'middle class' (which 
might be taken as implying 'not working-class'). As a representative 
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clement within the ,r,\~Bos, ailToupyo( were emphatically 'working men', 
typically (as non-townsmen) adhering to traditional values; 1<oaµ101 (Su. 
245) and xp>ia,µo,, not dico.\aaT01 and dxpEio,, according to the 'orthodox' 
sentiment characteristic also of the comedians (for Menander's citation of 
920, see Introd. H v). 

91n--l2, At first sight, expecially with Murray's text and punctuation, 922 
oddly reverts to two 'ethical' points after921 has moved away (with 81, the 
only coordination in an otherwise asyndetic sequence) to 'intellect' and 
'keenness to join in the debate'. At one time I suspected the line-order 
(Herwerden even deleted 921). I now think it sound: 921 counters any 
suggestion in 918-20 that the speaker may be ill-qualified to participate in 
debates; then 922 'conclusively' (with rhetorically doubled epithets) 
affirms his 'irreproachable life'. 

9111. CuvcT01 a. xwpeiv 01&00• Toi1 l\oyo,1 8,l\wv: Di B. rightly, I think, 
removes the usual comma after Ill; the infinitive is then d,r,l Koivoii, cf. 668 
<ipKEi yap ai!Tcls cl 9fOS w</,,>.,iv 91>.wv (9i.\wv-ia.v/JTav 9J>.n; OUV<TOS + inf., 
cf. 870•); Tois >.6yo,s 'debates' (in general), not 'this debate'. For a6v•o•s as 
the appropriate faculty, cf. 1180; the use of the theme-word here is touched 
with unconscious irony (cf. 492-3•). 01&001: here only in tragedy; a 
vernacular expression with Uva, for 'coming to grips (with)', cf. Ar. Eccl. 
863, Pl. Euthd. 294D 0µ60, Uva, Tois lpwT>iµaaiv. 

911~. We should read lucipa,ov (not -os) avc1rl1rl\,i1<Tov ,\01<')1CWI j31ov. 
a1<ip111ov ('integrum') , .. j3lov is like Hel. 48 ,:1,, •.•. Mxos (framing the 
line); the doubled epithets here (like Hee. 416 4vuµ</,os &vuµiva,os, ibid. 30, 
714, Hp. 1028, S. Phil. 186, etc.; 206-7•, 310•) are confirmed by the 
imitation in Men. Epitr. 910 d1<lpa,os dv.,r{;r,\,i,,Tos •.. T<p {J{q, (on the way 
to Horace's 'Integer vitae ... '). avc1r(ft'l\'11<Tov: 'such that there is no 
reproving'; here only in tragedy (in comedy, also Eup. 397). ,\01<f11<C:.1: cf. 
S11. 872 (xp,iaT<h,i,-a). [The nom. c1,,,pa1os (necessarily followed by a 
comma) has been variously interpreted: usually in a moral sense (sc. 
1ea1<wv, cf. Hp. 949 aw4,pwv 1<al ,,_ d1<'1paTos), but R. Velardi (Q,uad. Urb. 
1983, 79-86) looks for a chauvinistic political point (in effect sc. ylv.,) 
COll)paring Ph. 942-3 au 8' iv9d8' ,)µiv .\onros El a,rap,-tiJv yivous / cl1<lpa1os, 
;,, T( l''l)Tpos dpalvwv T • 4110. The parallels merely confirm that dKJpa,os and 
c1K>ipa1'os are words needing contextual clarification. The- reading -ov -ov 
(I.P) is further supported by Hsch. clKlpa,ov dv,,r(,r.\,iK1'ov· Ka9apov 4,caKov 
(cf. B. Marsullo, QJFG 1968, 78 ff.) and Chr. Pat. 395. It seems to be mere 
inertia that has kept dKlpa,os in the vulgate text: few edd. even comment 
on the variants here, devoting attention rather to the obviously inferior 
clv,,r{,\,i,rTov (for which see Turyn 111).) 

9~3. lls cld , , .: 914 r.•. 
9114. 0T,♦11vouv: honorary wreaths were a familiar reward for public 

benefactors (LSJ a,-l<l,avos 2. b); cf. Tr. 937. A noteworthy recent instance 
was the a1'E</,avwais of the murderer of Phrynichus (cf. Burkert rn7). 
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925. 61cov: i.e. &voµov, dvoa1ov, cf. Ba. 995 (492-3•), El. 745-6 (Cl. had 
'forgotten the gods' in killing Ag.). 

916-9. Or.'s action has restored what Cl.'s action had threatened: the 
willingness of citizens to leave their homes on campaigns, for fear of their 
wives' infidelity (and worse); her exemplary execution (also that of the 
stay-at-home Aegisthus) had been necessary to restore respect for the 
sanctity of marriage. A topically emotive argument: many of the audience 
in 408 eo faced prolonged absence from home during the coming 
campaigning season. A traditional argument too: cf. Fraenkel on ol,cou
pouvTo A. Ag. Bog, ol,coupds ibid. 1626. 

926. 111iv: probably singular (the usual anticipatory idiom, 790•) 1 

,.,i.,., ... ,.,j.,., .. , expressing a single concept. c\+flp11: imperf. ( of uncom
pleted action), but otherwise like Hp. 1308-g oil8' ... Jp,cwv ,14>,;>., ,r{aTw. 

~DP"' (L), less aptly here, would imply covert and/or gradual action (LSJ 
~a,plw II. 2). 1&"1f ... : instead of TO rl,r>.lt10IJ01 ,cT>., (appositivc to ,c1ivo) 
we have the construction usual with vbs of preventing. 

928-9. olicoup,\1&aTa are abstract 'housekeepings' (cf. 123•; Hp. 7871 Held. 
700), and ♦l1lpouo1v (better 4,91pouo1v, Wecklein; 1l+fut. as 566, 599, 
935-6, 940, etc.) has its proper sense 'destroy•. To 'destroy a man's 
housekeepings within' implies the corruption of his ol,coupdr yuv,j, but that 
does not make ol,coup,jµaTa synonymous with yuvaitt1s; if ii did, c\v&pwv 
1Gv18as l\wPwt11YOI would be mere tautology. 

930. Tois v• XP'IOTOit: i.e. 'conservatives' like the narrator and the ailToupyos 
themselves (cf. [gog-11]•, 920•), but also with some social connotation 
like boni in Cicero .• ~ l\iy11v l♦alvHo: the ambiguity of 13 (,ca>.ws) >.1,,.,., as 
between mann,r and matter is a common theme in E.; the narrator here 
naturally intends the more substantival sense of ,J (cf. 173). 

931. 11ol.81l1 IT' ctwc: despite 930, the issue is in the balance (poised between 
extremes) and the moment is ripe for a mod,ratespcech for the defence; or, if 
we pursue the topical analogy, for a moderate politician to make a bid for 
the middle ground (cf. Connor 189), But no one comes forward (ifwe arc 
expecting Men. to speak, cf. 704-5, this is the moment when his absence is 
first indicated). oos II l,rijl\lc ouyyovos: ,.,,., perhaps in the 'thcatral' 
sense of'coming on to the stage' (or 'into view'); but with a suggestion also 
of'additionally'; cf, Ph. 417 ,..f_.,.' l..;>.9,v&>.>.os al 4,uyos (Nauck, for ,..f_.,.o y' 
~i\lJ1v). 

(9311-41). Or. 's speech is the only one reported in oratio recto, and it has 
therefore to be understood as ipsissima uer/Ja. There are several puzzling 
features in it. The latter part (938-42) was deleted by Wecklein (938-41 
susp. Weil) as repetitious (especially 936/941) and containing awkward 
logic at 938 (llpoo..,.'); an excision endorsed by Reeve (iii 158-9). But there 
are weaknesses in 932-7 also; and, for better or worse, the composition 
appears to be stylistically uniform. For worse, I think; and I venture to 
suggest that tlrt wlrol, may be an interpolation. (a) Excision of932-42 leaves 
no awkward gap: 931 oos Ii' lmjA91 ai!yyovos, / 943 dAA' oil,c l,r119' Jµ,Aov, 13 
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801«,w Mynv. When no account is given of the content of Or. 's apologia, we 
naturally infer that he delivered something like the apologia we have 
already heard from him in 544--001 • (even as we infer from 914• that the 
prosecutor rehearsed Tynd.'s arguments); and we can understand why it 
was insufficiently persuasive, since 544--001 had an alienating effect. (b) 
We no longer have to wonder at the sheer inadequacy orOr.'s apologia at 
his trial (without even a mention of Apollo); an inadequacy the more 
marked ifit is halved in length and reduced to virtually a single (muddled) 
argument. (c) The longer interpolation is at least as easy to explain: the 
lack of a speech following 931 was in itself a reason for composing one. 

[93!1-31• 933 is usually deleted as a later addition. (8i) 81ilT1pov restores the 
metre, but 'secondly' is silly (E reports that Danaus was the third ruler of 
Argos, afier Inachus and Pelasgus). But the position changes if we 
contemplate 3' J;' ilarip<JJv as a possible emendation ('in later times', cf. //. 
5. 637 lrr/ ,rpodpwv &.SpJJffwv). The same early interpolator could well 
have written the whole allocution, thinking of the many other references to 
'Pelasgian' and 'Danaan' in this play, and perhaps with a reminiscence of 
Archelaus I (228). 7-8 n,Aaay .. liTa.S 8' cl.-o,.aaµ.l.ous TO ,rp/v / .davaous 
1<ai\1ia8a, v&,.ov 1811,,' av' 'Ei\Aa8a.. 

(935-,J. The logical apodosis to 'if killing of men is to be holy for women' 
should be 'you will all be in danger of being killed'. Instead we have 'hurry 
up and die, or it is necessary to be slaves 10 women'. The language is as odd · 
as the logic: ou ♦86.vo,T' IT' &vis properly a jussive idiom ( cf. 1551, Al. 662, 
Elmsleyon Held. 721; KG ii 66, Stevens, Coll. Expr. 24-5}, and presumably 
that was the writer's intention here, with ii ... xpcwv as tantamount to 
another sarcastic command. But it is hard to believe that E. wrote this. 

[938]. 'And you will be doing the opposite of what you ought to do'. 
Presumably, 'if you condemn me'. But it is hard to extract that protasis 
from what has gone before; and ifwe do so extract it, we do not want 'if you 
condemn me' in the following lines, Moreover the repetition of ..• xpcwv is 
tiresome. But the idiom is sound enough: cf Ar. Plul. 14 ToilvavTfov 8pwv ,j 
1rpoa~K' aUTqJ 110,dv. 

(940}. Di B. prefers the unemphatic I" (with an opposition simply between 
'condemn' and 'acquit'}; but there is surely also an opposition of persons 
('As things are, the adulteress is dead ... '), cf. 1075•. 

[941 ). avciTa,: Hsch. cl1roA..\.,,.a., (perf. for fut. perf., 304-6*); cf. Lat. r1mitter1. 
icou ♦86.vo, 8vfloicwv T,s &v: here apparently with the non-jussive force 'and 
one might as well be dead'. 

[942]. To>-11111: for the pejorative use in referring to feminine audacia, cf. Hp. 
414. ou on6.v,s: sarcastic, cf. IA 1163. 

943, See above ((932-42]•). ,~ &oicwv Aiycw: like the a~Tovpy&s (cf. 930), but 
the narrator is here speaking for himself only. 

944. Wecklein's lv ,ri\,j8f1 ,cfpwv (for Mywv) is palmary, with reference to the 
,CflpoTov(a. ( cf. 1 oi27 ). We are surely not meantto visualize further speaking 
by the same MTwp. The vote was necessarily on the simple issue 8a.vfiv ,j ,.,) 
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8av,iv (886). We should have been informed of the fact if anyone had 
argued that a vote at this stage for µ~ 8av,iv was consistent with either 
acquittal or condemnation to exile-an issue which could be decided by a 
further ballot. 

945, ,\yopcuoc: the aor. is probably right here (with pluperf. force, KG i 169), 
cf. 915[-16) •. [ Contra Prato, Stud. Uri,. 1965, 1 76-7; ~yop•u• 898 does not 
confirm the imperf. here-it accounts, rather, for the variants.] 

946-g. The next step also is narrated expeditiously, leaving dextrously vague 
the procedure whereby Or. obtained remission of stoning, on condition 
that he and El. should commit suicide before the end of the day. Asstmbry
procedure would require a further A-or-B proposition to be debated and 
voted upon (cf. 758*). No such debate is described, and there is a 
suggestion (not to be pressed too closely) of the trial-procedure whereby, in 
certain categories of dy&iv, condemnation was followed by a further vote 
between harsher and milder penalties proposed by prosecution and 
defence (cf. MacDowell, Law 1153 If.). 

946. l'oA,s 8 l,moc 1''1 ... : 'prevailed so as not to die by stoning'; the nom. 
sing. 1rnpo6µ,vos (conj. Elmsley on Held. 60), attested by Mand also by P. 
Oxy. 1370 (Prato, SIFC 1964, 50-1 ), is surely right: not simply because the 
nom. is more idiomatic, but because the pl. spoils by anticipation the effect 
of avv aol 949. For the consec.-inf. construction after .,,{8nv, cf. 1611 •. 

947. auTox11p1, , , o♦ayfi: cf. 1040, Ph. 3311; a?m5x"P is used also in non
suicide contexts, e.g. El. 1159, IA 873. 

949. ouv ooL: emphatic ( cf. 307), the terminal inclusion of El. in the suicide 
decree further emphasized by the enjambment (cf. 5117-8*). 

94g-5!l. The narrative ends with a long-range approach-announcement like 
Ba. 1144-7; here developing from the enjambed au• aol (so that 946-511 is 
virtually a single period), the 'sympathetic' emphasis being on the 
'bitterness'for El. (ao, 951) of the 'tearful' event and 'spectacle'. [For Di B., 
the clause-structure suggests a slowing-down of the narrative; but he surely 
begs the question by referring to 'forti interpunzioni'.J 

949.iKKA,\TWY:6111•. 
950. ♦IAo,: Verrall argued that there is no point in mentioning these other 

'friends' (here only in the play) unless we arc to see them at the beginning of 
the following scene; but there is no serious inconsistency in Or.'s entry at 
ro13-17• with Py!. alone. The point is partly 'pathetic' (cf. the doomed 
Hippolytus and his sorrowing ,jA1K<S at Hp. 1179-80), partly 'topical' 
(suggesting that Or. is a member of a iTmpla; lntrod. A, Fi. 5). 

951. KAafovT«t olKTLpoVT«t: a favourite kind ofasyndetic doubling; cf. Bond 
on HF6011 (Bruhn 86-7). 

952, ,.,,.pov 8'a11a Kai ,rpooo,t,11 la.tMa: an elevated pleonasm for emphasis 
(cf. 1018-19); the two phrases are virtually synonymous, with chiasmus 
(1rpoao,/,1s, cf. 388*, 10111), 

953➔. Cf. Ph. 11159 ff. (d,\,\ ' .•• ), Ba. 769 If. {oJv), IA 435 ff. (d,\,\' ... ) for the 
hortatory tailpiece of the messenger-speech. 
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953-4. A comma suffices after 8lpr, (Porson, Paley, Wedd.); the 4-line period 
is bipartite (1½+11½). 1liTfM1nt1: cf. IT 470, IA 437, 1111, A. Ag. 1651. 
'Sword or noose' is formulaic in suicide contexts (Katsouris, Dioniso 1976, 
5-36, esp. 18), cf. 1035-6, Al. 11118-30, An. 811-13, 841-4, Tr. 10111-13, Ion 
1o64-5, Htl. 11gg--3011, 353-6, Erecl,tl,,us-fr. 3611. 116; 'for the neck' goes with 
'noose' only (the suicide-thrust is 64,' ~,rap, not ,.,, atl,clvos; cf. 1035-6•, 
1062-4•). 

954-1. ,\ wycvllG 8i ... : as often, the 81 has a neutral force following an 
imperative; cf. IT 7113 alya· Ta "1o(flou 8' oJ8iv ,l,,f,1A1i µ' z,,.,. Both 'nobility' 
(cf. Hp. 1390) and 'oracular Apollo' have been 'ruinous' (121, 191) rather 
than 'beneficial, aid-bringing' (419, 4115): a summative oxymoron, at once 
pitying and thematically ironical, with effective finality in .•. clAA' 
cl1rwll.1cm,. As in IT 975 cJoi{los 8s µ' dtrwA1a,v, there may also be an echo of 
the familiar name!etymology 'A1ro,\,\wv / cl,ro,\,\6~, (Diggle on Pliaetlion 
11115), cf. 1635•. Tpt1ro8G icGlitwv: cf. 1611-5•, 871-3•; M.L.W. convinc
ingly suggests d IJ68,ov ... , giving the epithet lo Tpl1ro8a rather than 
cJoiflos. 

[95M1· A 'choral comment' absent from some texts in antiquity {E), and 
obvipusly dt trop if the Chorus participates in the following lament (see 
below); cf. PI,. 1480 and Ba. 1153, where lyrics directly follow the 
messenger-speech. Conversely, we can sec how the need for something like 
957-9 may have arisen as a consequence of the wrong assignation of the 
whole lament to El. (lest the Chorus stand mute from 851 to 1013, without 
even the briefest commiserating reaction to the tidings of doom; it is 
remarkable that Murray and others could tolerate such an anomaly). [Di 
B. argues that the three lines could have been lost accidentally in one 
branch of the tradition; most other edd. since Kirchhoff have bracketed 
them, cf. Page, Actors 43, and Reeve' 1154. But explanations of the 
interpolator's motive have been unconvincing hitherto: 'to add melodra
matic touches to an appropriate background' (Page); versification of a 
hypothetical ,rapr,r,ypa,f,{i (Biehl). As Reeve shows, E.'s other extant 
messenger-speeches are all followed by choral utterance, whether spoken 
or sung.] 

(957~]. The exclamatory sympathy and the description ofEl.'s attitude are 
apt enough in themselves (variously reminiscent of Mtd. 1005-111, which 
includes an interpolation at 1006-7, Held. 633, Ion 5811, IA 11113; cf. also 
d,f,lloyyos Tr. 695, Pk. 960). But iu"11p•♦'s 'covered' is rather obscure 
(whether lit. 'veiled', cf. 1180 and IA 11113, or metaph. as E aTuyi,,lv o:al 
,;,a,r1p laTryaaµlvov Tois Kao:ois); it is not easy to understand KaKois or to 
equate auv'lp•,f,{is with awv1,f,{is. 

(959). ws ... 8pG11ou11h-11 is odd both for the baldness ofthc metaphor and as 
an inference from the symptoms described. 959 (alone) was deleted by 
Herwerden (Mll. Graux 190); certainly this is the weakestofthe three lines. 
Probably it contains a greater element of composition ad hoe (most of 957-8 
having been borrowed from elsewhere in the repertoire). 
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THIRD ODE: 960-1012 

An act-dividing Lomeril/or the Extindion q/lhe Royal House qf the Atreidae, 
comprising a traditionally patterned strophe and antistrophe and a long 
solo epode in freer, more rhetorical style. In the MSS the whole ode is 
monody (so too, probably, in P. Oxy. 3716, which has no paragraphus at 
982); but E. cannot have intended the Chorus to remain totally silent at 
this juncture, and there is a good case for giving 960-81 to them (Weil, 
Biehl; Reeve, er. [957-9)•). The 'beginning' of the lament by Ch. is then 
like An. 1197-9 Xo. clToToToToi, 6av&vTa 8«CJ1r6Tav y&o,s / v&,..,, Tcj, v.p,-lpwv 
1taTdpfw. But there are, I think, overriding arguments for an antiphonal 
arrangement of960-81, not hitherto visualized by any commentator (see 
also G. Pasquali, Athenaeum 1930, 72 ff., C. Moller, Vom Chorlied bei Euripides 
(Diss. Gottingen 1933), 50-1, Di Benedetto,SCO 1961, 138-9, Degani 17). 
It issurely intolerable that El. should be silent throughout the ritual part of 
the lament (unlike Peleus in An. 1197 IT.), in order to enter with the exotic 
wish µ.V.01µ, . •. at 982. The opening 1taTopxoµa, oT•vayµclv • •. here is the 
utterance at once of the celebrant ofa ritual and of the lfapxos ofa dirge 
(cf. II. 18. 51 6l,-,s ll' lf,jpx• ,,&o,o); and both that and the metrical pattern 
(see below) strongly favour antiphony, for which cf. the passages cited by 
Collard on Su. 798-801 (OT«vayµclv ... dv,.(,f,wv1 and in general M. 
Alexiou, The Ritual Lomenlin Greek Tradition (1974),esp. 131 ff. It would be 
a grave impropriety here for the Chorus (or Chorus-leader) to usurp, 
without any comment, El.'s natural right to initiate the lament for her 
House, and to continue for twenty-odd verses without referring to her. 
Moreover we have been led to expect a concerted 6p,jvos by El. 's words in 
the prologue: al'II' a~ trap••o• TOis lµois 6pqv~µao, I ,f,(M, fuvq,llo( ( 132-3). 
El. duly 'begins' (like Hecuba in Hee. 684 ff. and Iphigenia in IT 143 ff.), 
loudly addressing 'ancient Argos', while performing the ritual actions of 
cheek-scratching and head-beating proper to the Underworld Powers. 
The Mycenaean Chorus take up the cry (cf. IT 179), continuing the 
6p,jvos-ritual with the theme of hair-shearing, such general grief being due 
to the doomed House of the former Host-commanders of Greece. El. takes 
up the 'House-extinction' theme, looking back beyond Atreus to Pelops 
(and later Tantalus), attributing the present calamity to a combination of 
divine envy and a murderously hostile ll,jµos. And the Chorus sympatheti
cally respond with bleak reflections upon the total grievousness and 
unpredictability of human life. El. then sings the epode (98iz-1012*). 
Everything thus falls into place (including the interpolation of 95 7-g), and 
I see only one possible objection. This arrangement makes 960 ff. the only 
instance in E. of utterance by an actor (rather than the chorus) 
immediately following a messenger-speech. That must give one pause; but 
it must not, I think, deter us from accepting what otherwise looks right. A 
closer study of Reeve's evidence shows that there is, in fact, only one other 
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instance in E. of a musical number immediately following a messenger
speech when there is an actor on the stage (El. 855 ff.), and that is only a 
short strophe. Given that this messenger-speech was to be followed by a 
long BpiJvos with song for both actor and chorus, it is entirely credible that 
E. should have departed from the convention of immediate choral 
utterance following messenger-speeches. There may well have been 
precedents of which we are ignorant. Or perhaps it was the very 
unusualness of 96o ff. that caused the interpolation of preceding choral 
lines. 

96o-,0=971~1 
El. 

II 

3 
4 
5 
6 (Ch.) 
7 
8 

v-v-1 v-v i- f v-v-j 
v- ..... - IV f VVV 1 VV I VCCi--J 

v-v- 1 vf Vvv 1-lv-v-l 
-v- 1-v l-v--11 
v-.-l-1 v-1 v-v-1 
v-vVv ! v-v- I v-v- f 

3ia 
3ia 
ith 
3ia 
,r ilh 
ba lk 
3ia 
/r 

9 vv..,lvvvlv-v-1 2ia 
10 -v-v-v-1 lk 
11 v-v-l-v-vl--111 iailh 
The lyric-iambic stanza has a liturgical character (like An. 1197 ff., A. 

Ch. 434 ff., etc.), with repetitively chiming periods of6-8 metra, all but the 
third with ithyphallic cadences. The archaically formal rhythmic pattern 
provides a firm foundation for the freer {but still carefully patterned) 
texture of El.'s monody in 982 ff. 5. The str. has been corrupted by 
intrusion of the name ll•poJ'1aaoa (963-4•). 6. Reading lw· ,L (Hartung, 
? ll) in 976 f.•. 8. For the 'rhythmic reversal', here balancing the ith in 31 cf. 
Su. 368/72, S. Ant. 364/75 (Dale, Papers 20, Stinton, BICS 19751 96); also S. 
Tra. 498/509. 

96o. 'I take the lead in loud lamentation .. .': cf. Ph. 1350 daay<T' dvaycTf 
1<w1<uTov ... (similarly paired with 'head-beating'), Hu. 685 f. a!ai, 1<aTap
xoµa1 voµoe {1a1<x•iov (s.v.l.). Not quite 'I begin the lament', though 
between acc. and gen. there may be little difference; the acc. with 
1<aTapx•o8a, seems to be an E. variation (cf. the pass. use in HF750 1 889). Ji 
nc>.ac,yla: cf. Su. 367 (691-3•, Bond on HF 464). 

961-2. ' ... scratching my cheeks (in, effecting) bloody ruin'. Solon's 
legislation had sought, we know not how successfully, to proscribe such 
ritual disfigurement (Plut. Sol. 21-4); cf. Denniston on El. 146-9, Collard 
on S11. 50-1, 7fr-7, Kannicht on He/. 372-4, 1087-g. For the cheeks as 
(normally) a prime seat ofbeauty, cf. Kells, CQ.1966, 53. As often in 'ritual' 
topoi, E.'s idiom is exquisite to the point of strain (cf. 382.-3•), combining 
traditional motifs in new ways. T&lciaa here has a compound resonance 
(withoutthe repetitiveness of Hu. 653-6 ... TiBETa, .•. T,8.µlva •.. ), cf. E 
TO T,8,iaa 1<aTa 1towoii. Initiating a ritual hand-action, it may .be to1T1pared 
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with 1r6Sa J lxvor .,,Blva, of the dance (140-1) . .,,&.ioa.,. &vuxa,,, 4Tav: 
the 5-metron phrase should not be interrupted with a comma; the second 
acc., though apparently 'appositive', should be taken as integral afier the 
pattern of//. 24. 735 {,t,t, .. ... ,\i,ypdv 8..\,9pov (see Barrett 307-8 on Hp. 
757). The objection to the comma is that S,a ,ra,...tswv means approxi
mately 'modally/causally inv~lving checks' and goes as closely with the 
following as with the preceding words ('blood-red G'rf/ effected ch11kwis1'); 
cf. Su. 76-7 (below), Ba. 733 Bupoo,s S,d. x•pwv .;,.,>.,op.Iva, ('handwis,'), and 
especially H,I. 353 ,f,dv,av alwpf/µa Sul Slpf/S dplfoµa, (982-4•), '(in, 
effecting) a killing suspension n,ckwis, I shall stretch forth my hand' 
(dplyco9a, sc. xlpa, 302-3•), where the 'action-defining' int. acc. phrase 
precedes the vb (cf. also 988-9*), 4Tav is a very strong word for 
'disfigurement' (almost=,Uc9pov, cf. /on 1240, /T226, Tr. 535, etc., and 
Stinton, CQ 1975, 244, for the rootsensc 'hurt'), but aptly so in a context of 
imminent death, and introducing a theme-word (cf. 987), constantly 
associated with 'blood'. A1uicov ... alpaniplw: a favourite 'colour-con• 
trast', cf. 992-4•, and Zuntz, Inquiry 66; alµ- and ,f,ov- (,f,ow-) words 
commonly express 'redness', giving visual point to such 'plconastic' 
expressions as ,f,ov,ov atµa. [Some associable passages are textually 
controvenial. (a) Hee. 653-61ro>.u£v .,• l1rl 1tpa..,a (leg. 1tpa.,l?) µd.Tf/P T<Kvwv 
BavdvTWV I .,{8,Ta& xlpa, Spu11TfTQ{ Tf < Sl11Tuxov > 11ap11av. I Sla,µov 8vuxa 
.,,fJ,µ,va 011apayµois (Sl11Tuxov add. Diggle, GRBS 1g82, 319-21); (b) S11. 
76-8 Sul 11apflSos 8vux• Acu1tdv / alµaToG-,, xp<i,H (leg. xp/,a?) ,f,dv,ov, / 
(alai), . .. ; (c) IT 225-6 talµoppd.vTwv Suo,f,opµ,yya J t,tvwv (leg. (f,tva) 

t,tvwv?) alµd.000110' Q'fQV /Jwµourt; (d) . H,I. 372-4 ,,,, Tf ,cpaTI xlpas 
l81j1ecv, / 8vuxl 8' d1raMxpoa ylvuv / lS,uo• ,f,ovla,o, 1r>.ayais (L; sec p. 253); 
(,) H,I. 108911apflS/ .,' 8vuxa ,f,&v,ovlµ/Ja..\w xpo&s (dcf. Kannicht), I hope to 
discuss a, band c elsewhere.] See Addendis Addenda. 

963-4, ICTUffO\I .,. icpGTOS •. • : cf. Ph. 1351-1 ... ,cw,ci,-,ov, I ,,,1 ,capv, Tf 
Acu1eo11~xus 1<Tu11011s (,cdpv, Blaydes, 966*). For beating the head (as 
opposed to the breast, Su. 87, 604-5, S. El. 90, etc.), cf. also An. 1210-11, 
Tr. 279; Helen beats both at 1466-7*. 6v IAax , , .: 'proper to ... ' (by 
µoipo); not (as Di B. suggests) referring to expressions of grief on the 
particular occasion of Perscphone's rape; cf. 319-20•, Ph. 1575-6 >.a,/Jd.v 
,J,ov{av, &v iAax' "A,Sas. Pencphone (seldom named, cf. Kannicht on H,J. 
1307 dpp~.,011 ,coupar) is the desired recipient of Helen's dirge at H,I. 175-8. 
cl icaTa x8ovos / wpripwv t ll•pol,J,aooa t icaAAltra,s ha: Herwerden (RPh 
1878, 27) excellently proposed 110-,va (troTvid would also do) for ll,pa•
,f,aoaa, at once removing the two surplus syllables and giving VfpTlpwv a 
likelier construction ( there is no instance in E. of 8•cls or 8.6. + gen.; ll•poa.v 
8cos at A. Pm. 643 is rather different). Kore is Queen of the Underworld 
and 1ta>.1711air A,)µ1j.,pos. v•pTlpa,11 tronu is like 'Oala ,roTva thwv Ba. 370 ( cf. 
Diggle on Phaetho11 258 .,,1.., lpwTw• ... 1r0Tv1a• ... 'AlpoS{Tav); 110T11a 
1taAM1ra,s like ,,,1.,,.,' cwdp8cvf Ba. 520 (for the sense of the compound adjs., 
see Bond on HF689); and ,ca>.>.t1ra1s 8iii like ,coupoTpo,f,ov Biiiv Ba. 420, The 
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designation ff0TP(,)a is especially apt to Kore (as also to Demeter), cf. 317-
18•, Pi. fr. 37. [The saving remedy has been surprisingly neglected 
(superior at once to Weil's ,c}tll'IMI and to Heimsoeth's PfpTlpwP ,call{,ra,s 
UPaooa, which edd. continue to rehearse as though it were the best 
available makeshift). The error could have occurred in either of two ways: 
(a) as a gloss (Di B. defends fl,pol,f,aooa as a rare poetical form, but the 
name will have been sufficiently familiar from Ph. 684, and for poetic
toned interpolation in lyrics cf. Hp. 111Z81 1139); (b) there could have been 
an ancient variant P«p-rlpwP ff0TP(,)a fl,paltf,aooa.] 

965-7, (Chorus). 'And let the Cyclopian land cry aloud ... (the) woes of 
(the) House'. The style is antiphonal: so T,81icro again, and Kuic>.ww(o 
('Mycenaean', cf. Bond on HF 15, 944; El. 1158, IT 845, IA 1165, etc.) 
balancing n,>.aoyla. The trans. use of lax,iv, as of dPa/JoaP (103•) and 
/Al>.1r,w, is a characteristic E. construction, cf. Kannicht on Hel. 1147. 

g66. 'Setting steel upon head ... •. ,coup,/AoS usually means 'shorn' (cf. El. 51Z 11 

Tr. 279), but is better taken here as 'shearing' (cr(&pov, .. icoup,iu,v 
framing the phrase; also because these heads are not yet shorn). With that 
interpretation, the small adjustment l,rl ,cJ.pq. commends itself (cf. An. 
11110-11 o~,c 1/Aq, '1r18'1jooµa, ,co.pq. ICTllfff/!'G, Hel. 3711 l,r( Tf ,cpa-r/ xlpas 
111.,,,,P), removing ambiguity. [Correction of ,co.pa to dat. is generally 
accepted at Hee. 43!Z and Su. 8117; it could be right at Ph. 1351 (963-4*), 
also ,cpaTlfor ,cpaTa at Hee. 653 (961-!Z•); though cf. West, BICS 1980, Ill, 
••/Aas adjs. (C. Arbenz, Diss. Tiibingen 1933) are inherently flexible, often 
'active' in sense; cf. 3401'6v,µos, 4581riP81µos1 863 >.n!o,/AoS (with x•lp), 878 
8aPJ.a,µos, rn86 ,co.p,r,µos; ,ruµ,r,µos is normally 'active' (as Mtd. 848), but 
capable of pass. application (Barrett on Hp. 578). At El. 148 the vulgate 
x•pa .,, ,cpa-r' l1rl (or br,) ,coilp,µoP f-r,8,µIPa is dubious, since L has 
d1ro,coup,p.ov, and x•pl for xlpm is a less arbitrary rectification of the 
grammar (giving a construction with -r,8,/Ai Pa like Hee. 656, and more 
vigorous sense (t,aring of the hair) on the reasonable assumption that d1ro
can have intensifying privative force). d,ro,coup<p.os should surely be 
~d!"itted (with 'dub.' indeed) to the Lexica; for the prefix, cf. poa-r,/AoS, 
QPOOTI/LOS,] 

967. •~!'CIT' oi&ewv: the interpolated -rciiP 'A-rp,,llwv may be either a direct gloss 
or an explanation of TciiP ... OTpGTf/>.a-raP 969-70. 

968-70. U\101 l>.101 .. ,: ef. Ph. 11187 l>.,os l>.,os Ip.a>.,. As there, the 'pitying' 
point properly belongs to the Chorus. [There is no need, with that 
assignation, for the emendation l>.,yos l>.,yos; or, alternatively, for Di B.'s 
absurd explanation of l>.,os .. , lPX"'"' .•. (sung by El.) as describing 
choric action begun in a pause after 967 (as though the Chorus have come 
equipped with scissors).] 

969""70, Read 6,rip .. , (in another 5-metron phrase), not the usual inr,p; 
,roi ovT-, likcwPtro-r"973. The lament for the 'about-to-die former Host• 
commanders' (alluding to the Atreidae as leaders of the Panhellenic Host 
to Troy, cf. 574, [8511], 14011) is the converse of El. 876-7, where the Chorus 
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rejoice that 'our former dear kings' are 'about to rule again' (in the person 
of Or.). The fact that Mcnelaus is still very much alive is tacitly ignored 
(Men. has, of course, no son to continue the dynasty). 

971-3. j3cj3a,cc .. . : cf. An. 1022, 1027, Tr. 289. oixua,: 201-3•. trpotrac,a 
yma: cf. Ph. 624, A. Ag. 1011 ,rp/mas 8opos (,rpo,ras is a mainly tragic 
word). The second syllable of,-lvva is normally, if not always, short (cf. 
Diggle on Phaethon 235), and the metrical pattern strongly favours yl .. d 
here. 6 T' ltrl µa,caplo,s: the Pelopidae had been generally envied for (LSJ 
l,r{ B. II I. 1) the pa1<ap10TY/S of their House; t,j>..os, the emotion felt by a 
man who says to another 'lucky fellow!', is also viewable objectively as a 
possession or attainment, cf. Hte. 352-3 (,ji\ov 01l ap11<pclvydpwv lxoua', and 
the adj. ,roi\uC11i\os (Bacchyl. 11 ( 10). 63, S. Tra. 185); 'many· Greeks 
regarded the envy of others with rclish'(Bond on HF 65 f.). (Musgrave's 
correction of C11i\,,mls is certain, attempts to add a syllable before alpaT11pov 
in 962 having failed miserably; likewise his 011<0,s for ol1<os (Biehl 
impossibly takes J.,j ..• (,ji\os as tmesis for J,r{{11i\os; moreover pa1<aplo,s 
J,r{'1,i\os could only mean 'envied by pa1<dp,01').] 

974-5. An easy asyndetic transition from (,ji\os to ♦lovos; cf. A. Ag. 939. 
8108a,: cf. ci,-a 9,&IJev Ag. 131. 1t>..1: both 'caught' l!-nd 'destroyed'; and, 
since a/p,iv (ypa</>4v, 8{,,.,v) is to obtain a verdict for conviction, ,r>i, goes 
well also with olri\♦os; cf. 799, 862, Held. 941 ,TM a'~ .dt,,., xpovqi; The 
'double determination' of cause is characteristic of tragedy. 'Divine envy' 
was a traditional explanation of spoilt human felicity (Hdt. 1. 32, etc.; 
Lloyd-Jones, J<. 69 f., Walcot, Envy and the Greeks (1978), 43); the 
combination of that with the topical theme ofa 'hostile 8,jpos' is typical of 
this play. For the mctaph. use of ♦ow(a, cf. S. Ant. 601 (Easterling in 
Dionysiaca, 148; I should add that the 'blood' point there, as hel"e, is 
connected with the theme of dT11). 

976-81. The Chorus arc not simply lamenting when they develop this 
familiar theme; there is an implied 'non vobis solum', cf. Al. 889-94. 

976 f. ;,:,. J, ... (as conjectured for lw lw by Hartung) appears to be 
supported by P. Oxy.3716. The combination is not attested elsewhere, but 
it is entirely natural (cxclam. followed by 'general address', 128-9•). 
[Those who adhere to /w /,I, should scan it v - - with Di B. (synecphoncsis, 
cf. 332*), not v vv - (as 1353, 1537-8•), an unattested form of ba. West 
(GM 104) surprisingly accepts the irregularity i'iix«- ~ iw iw, without 
mentioning other possibilities.] 

trav&o1epuT° ... troMtrova: cf. rn111•, and Introd. Fi. 14. l♦af'tpwv 
ilvri: neither word is common in E. (l6vos here only, l<f>-qp«pos here only as 
a substantive, cf. A. PV 547, Pi. Py. 8. 95, Ar. Av. 687). l6v11 (cf. l- IJ11pwv S. 
Ant. 344, Phil. 1147) is poetically synonymous with </,ui\a, as in Ar. Av. 686 
a1<1ot18la <f>uJ. • clplv.,va, used like J<f>11µlp(,)os with a 'pitying' and 
'prophetic' tone; cf. also Ph. 130 dp,plqi Y"'"'l-· The 'pitying' point of 
l<f>aplpwv is paramount; its root meaning is uncertain (whether 'creatures 
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ofa day' or 'creatures who can look no further than one day, subject to the 
changing day'; sec M. W. Dickie, /CS 1976, 7-14). 

977-8, Acuacn8' c:i,: cf . .\,11aaETE Ph. I 758, [S.J OT 1524; Ion 1090 ff. opa.8' . .. 
oaov ... ,rap iA,r!8a,: generally 'expectations', cf. Hp. 1 120, Hee. 680. 
110,pa IJa!vc,: more dynamic than JK{Ja{vn, with a metaphor like the 'foot' 
of time (Ba. 889); µoipa is less random than TUX'I/ (with which it is often 
paired), but similarly inscrutable to mortals. [ll µo,pa, Pa[ can only be a 
slip (caused by the following {la,?).] 

979-80, 'Woes' vary in both character and incidence against a background of 
mutability and long time; ;.,.,p-lnp·, cf. Ba. 905. With the personal subject 
(Porson, edd.), GJ&t!jJcTa, is here something like 'experiences mutably'; a 
credible extension, but West (BICS 1981, 69) plausibly proposes ITEpov 
rather than ;.,.Epos for the MSS' <Tlpo,s. The parallels favour keeping 
fflll.lGT0 as the subject: Hp. I 108 a.\.\a yap a.\.\08,v dµ,{p..,.a,, I µ<Ta s· 
iaTaTa, dv&pdow alwv / ,ro.\u,r.\av.,,.,.OS' ale(, II. 6. 339 v(K'I/ s· <traµ.•lfl•.,.a• 
avSpas, Archil. 13. 9; cf. also Al. 893-4 auµ<f,opd 6' iT•pous hipa / 1r,E(u 
,f,av•iaa 8vaTwv. lv XPOV't' J&GKpt;: cf. Ba. 895, and Hdt. 1. 32. 2 (soon after.,.,; 
8EiOV , , , </,6ovEpov KT.\,), 

981. jJpoTc;iv 6' o ,.a, ... alwv: 'and/but the who/eofhuman life .. .'. The 8l is 
slightly adversative ('various ... but all .. .'; with a balance also between 
'long time' and 'human life'). o ,ras is better than the metrical equivalents 
•E ,ras (0) and a,ras (both of which might be misunderstood as 'every'). 
For the rare inserted position of the predic. adj., cf. HF 290 o{Jµos 8' 
dµapTUP'I/TOS' fU,c.\E~S' ffOOIS', cllwv: cf. Med. 429 (with µaKp<lS'), GcrTa.8141JTo,;: 
'such that there is no calculating' (like d.\oy107'os, 1155-7*), cf. Th. 3. 59, 4. 
62 TO doTa.9µ'1/TOv Tou µl>.>.oVTOS', Ar. Av. I 69; the usual interpretation is 
'unbalanced, unstable' (LSJ; cf. Hsch. av,aos). aTa8µav is properly to 
'measure' or 'weigh' (by ruler or scales; cf. Ar. Ran. 797 Ta.\dv.,.~). Planets 
are daTlp•s daTo.6µ'1/TOI (Xen. Mem. 4. 7. 5). The mathematical flavour of 
the adj. is in line with the cosmological features in the following monody. 

982-1012. 'Oh that I might recount to Tantalus the sufferings of his 
descendants: the primal Curse incurred by Pelops, whence came Discord 
between Atreus and Thyestes, and the retributive sequence of deaths that 
has now reached its inexorable conclusion.' 'Cosmological' elaboration of 
that schema, prominently featuring the sun and its celebrated µeTaaTaa,s, 
has given us one of the most brilliant and characteristic specimens of E.'s 
later lyric style. The metre of the epode shifts easily into the syncopated 
iambo-trochaic, often in long periods, characteristic oflate-E. monodies, 
with a further shift in 1001-12•. 

Despite the freer (astrophic) structure, the immense compound sentence 
(a syntactical tour de force) is carefully pallerned, with predominantly 
catalectic iambic intermediate cadences mai111aining a rhythmic link with 
the ithyphallic cadences of960-81. There are also metrical links (probably 
reflected in the music) between this monody and that of the Phrygian in 
1369-15011. 
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9811-4 H>.. p.o>.o,p., TaV oJpavov ia er I 
,.,.laov x8ov6~ TE 'rE'raµlvav 2ia I 
alwp-qp.aa,v JP er I 
.,,f.,.pa.v &AUara, xpvala,s. 2ia I 
tf,,pop.lvav lltva,a, 2/r (Jyn&.) I 
{Jw>.ov Jt 'O>.vp.1rou· ith 11 

For the metre (in general), see especially Dale, lM 93-6 and on He/. 
167-251, 330-61. The long opening sentence of 12 metra (possibly a single 
period) swings expressively between iambic and trochaic phrase-patterns 
before coming lo rest with iambic catalexis (like Ph. rn6o-6, ending 
with ... dp1rayaia, Sa,µovwv T&S d:To). The double syncopation in the word 
iiiiiip,jµaaw has a precedent at Hel. 352-3 ,f,oviov iii-'wp11µa / Bia 8;;»ir 
op,toµiii, which is also a precedent for the rhythm of tf,ipoµivrui Siviiiai / 
... [P. Oxy. 3716 ends with µo>.onf• T!l(v ... ] f p.•rov x~(ovoc .• . ] / 
a£,]wp171i[aci(v)] /.,, .. [.]. [ ... ),supporting the above lineation as far as 
1rfrpav. lt seems likely therefore that flhad a1wp11µacw (not -c,), with V (so 
also Di B., though he identifies alwp-,jµaaw as an isolated dochmius, rather 
than a sync. dim.). My xpua,ais (attested, for what it is worth, in Sch. Pi. 
01. r. gr [ ~ Anax. A2oa)) is perhaps unnecessary, but it gives dimeters 
without word-overlap (cf. on I 369-74 below). I see no need for West's 
8tva1r (BICS 1981, 70), which has the effect of a premature clausula 
( ... .....,..,-1--11). Other edd. divide afier 1r.-rpav (followed by d>.va<
a,<v) •. . ), mostly treating a,wp,jp.aai mrpav as a pherecratean (contex
tually less likely, and giving a period-end at an inappropriate point in the 
sentence). Dale (MA•) scans a,wp,jp.aaw wiTpav as mol ia (an unlikely verse; 
forS. Phil. 1134/57 seep. ro6above).J.D. pointsout thata,wp,jµaaiwiTpav 
might be analysed as mol er, but I see no reason for preferring that division 
(now against ll).J 

l'o>.011&1 ••• : E. was fond of lyric wishes for p.<TolK11a1s ( 1375-6•, Hp. 
732 ff., An. 861 ff., Ion 796-8, IT 1138 ff., Hel. 1478 ff., Ba. 402 ff.), 
sometimes simply with 'escape' as the idea uppermost in the singer's mind, 
but usually in contexts of imminent death (variously threatened or 
suicidally desired), and with a mythical 'out of this world' destination 
associable with one of more of the µ<ro11<-,ja£1r of the (winged) t/wx-q given 
by ancient poetic tradition or more recent p.ii0or: 'beneath the Earth', 
'(horizontally to or beyond) the ,,,,[para yal11r', 'the aether'. It was lo the 
poets that Greeks looked for their ideas about the Unseen Otherworld, and 
conversely it was the function of poets to elaborate the µu0o,; the new idea 
of µ£Tol1<11a•s to the aether is especially prominent in E. (cf. Guthrie, The 
Greth and their GodJ ( 1950), 262-3), as an enhancement of poetic imagery, 
alongside more traditioilal ideas of'Hades'. Tciv ... ,r,ITpav •. • : the new 
cosmologized, quasi-solar character of the traditional suspended rock (4-
10*, 6*) is thus consistent with the traditional location of Tantalus in 
Hades. The formulation of the µtTo(K'la&s-wish here serves a double 
function: (a) as a particularized o/8-,jp-flight that will bring El. ('about to 
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die') into contact with her progenitor-near enough, at least, for him to 
hear a shouted catalogue of dTa1; (b) as an appropriate introduction (in 
terms sufficiently intelligible, presumably, to the 1ro,\,\ol, but to be relished 
fully only by the more sophisticated members of the audience) to an 
otherwise cosmologically elaborated epode. Logically, there is a conflict 
between the new-style ('Anaxagorean') solar {Jw,\011 in 982-4 and the more 
traditional solar dpµa in 1001-2. That is doubtless why this 1rfrpa is not 
explicitly solar. At the same time the complementary mythical aspects of 
the sun are a central feature of the poetic compositio, alongside the two 
winged chariots (988 ff., 1001-2) aetiologically linked by JfJ,v. oupavou 
14ioov x8ovot Tt: a high-flown way of saying µETlwpov, with authentic
sounding 'mythic' colour for what may well have been a novel formulation 
(in fr. 448 it appears that some located 'Chaos' in this limbo). µfoov+ gen. 
means 'in the middle of' at Rh. 531; here 'in the middle between' (cf. 
µETafu). No precedent is cited for the sun or other celestial bodies as located 
'between heaven and earth'; but that (if not 'midway') follows naturally 
from the idea of 'suspension'. Tna14ivav alwp~14aow: i.e. 9"'P1JJ.'EVf/V, cf. 
Htc. 32 alwpoup.,vo,; TETaTO II. Ill!. 307, Ta9,ts Od. 22. 200. The </,ws 
TETaµivov in Pl. Rep. 616B is likewise vertically extended (cf. S. Ant. 600, 
and contrast Hel. 1673); for the modal dat., cf. 39-40•. ciAuoco, xpuoia11: 
'golden chains' arc proper to suspensions effected by Zeus (JI. 8. 19 ff., 15. 
19-20), and so traditionally appropriate to T.'s rock, 'balanced' like a 
Ta,\anov; but in sophistic (post-Anaxagorean) mythical interpretation 
they lent themselves to cosmological, and in particular solar, symbolism; 
cf. N.J. Richardson, PCPhS 1975, 70. 
♦•po14•vav 6(va101: i.e. liivouµEv1Jv. lilv'I and cognate words are often, like 

JMaaE1v, used of movements that arc primarily 'to and fro' ( 1458, IT6, Tr. 
200); for the sun as 8ivnlwv cf. IT 192 8,v,uouaa,s ;1r1,01s 11'Tavais. j3wAov ,e 
'0Au141rou: cf. xpuala {Jw,\os of the sun in Pl1aelko11 fr. 783 (Diggle p. 178); 
{Jw,\os may denote any kind of 'lump of earth'---u~ually of fertile soil 
('clod'), but for the application to a rocky mass cf. 1382-3* KaAM{Jw,\ov 
"Illas tlpos. Jf '0,\6µ11ou denotes the source ( where else would Zeus have got 
it from?); for the prepositional phrase depending on the noun, cf. Tr. 574-
6, IT 162, Jon 113-16 (Diggle, Studies 28-9). [One scholion, followed by 
most edd., awkwardly takes the sense as 'suspended ... from the sky' (cf. 
ovpavo9,v II. 8. 19, but •f '0,\- is too far here from TfTaµ,vav); another 
obscurely takes the {Jw,\os to be 'borne by eddies from Olympus'.] 

985-7 iv' lv 9p~vo1aw dva{Jodaw 6a er ha I 
ylpovT1 1ra'tlp1 TaVTd,\y,, 2ia II 
;;r lTEKfV lTEKE y,vfropas Jµ;8,v, &oµovs 3ia I 
as KaTE&8ov O.Tas· itli 11 

Probably two (not three) periods, each offive metra. The first verse, like 
988, has apparent catalexis in the 3rd metron; but.., - " - I.., - .., - within 
the verse or period is not uncommon in late E. (Stinton, BICS 1975, 92-4); 
cf. 1377-9*. 
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985. iva probably has some local rorce, cf. Hp. 733. 6.valJoac,w: a common shift 
from opt. to subjunc. (KG ii 387-8); El. contemplates the 'crying aloud' as 
a purpose more directly capable of rulfilment. The object or d1JG{lodow 
(trans., cf. 103•,965-7•) is80µ011s .•. (sec below). y4povT1: cf. Od. 11. 591. 
[Parson dvoflo1foop.01 ex Sch. Ar. Pl11t. 639 dvo/Jodaoµo,· ..• ws lv 'OplOT1} 
"dvoflodoap.a, 110-rpl Tav-rdA.,.."); no better, and it is likely that the writer 
was simply misquoting (accommodating the parallel to his lemma, and 
omitting both rvo and ylpo11T1). I follow Di B. in prererring 1ro-rlp, to 
110-rp(.]. 

986-7, ycvi-ropas 11-'48.v: 'my forebears', er. 1roow lµl8•v Tr. 341 (with a 
similar split resolution). The MSS then have lloflwv or l(OT<illov &-ras ('who 
witnessed calamities or the House'; cf. E l(OT<illov ol lµol 11po1rd-rop•s &-ras lv 
lloµo,s). I had accepted that, with a comma before 8&,.wv (the usual 
punctuation •.. l1'«8•v llcl""'"• or ..• is clearly wrong); but M.L.W. has 
persuaded me that we need 80µ011s, with Madvig's tis (or oros): 'the House, 
what cha, it has seen' (prolepsis, er. D. Panhuis, G/olla 19841 116-39). The 
structure 8s ..• or •.. is rather loose. More importantly, the subject or 
KCITa"Sov must be 'the House', since what follows is a catalogue or ,l,,.o, 
('bloody calamities', 961-11•) experienced partly by El.'s forebears, partly 
(and culminatingly) by herselfand Or. Only the House has 'seen' them all 
(a poetic point for which M.L.W. aptly compares S. El. 1497-8 and A. Ag. 
37, 1090); it is also appropriate that 'the House' should be the direct object 
or El.'s 'loud lament' (cf. 900-10111• above). [The corruption is easily 
accounted for. The construction of llclµous was far from obvious in an 
unpunctuated tradition; l-r•I(• ... llclp.ous seemed wrong (with y•w-ropos 
adjectival), and llclp.w11 .•• cl-ros prima facie more natural (like 61 oi,p.tf,o
pris .•. llwµd-rwv, 96711qµo-r'oil(u.111, 101!1 llo,.wv . .. dvdy1to1s, etc.). But the 
effect or that corruption was to make the subject or 1toT<illov ambiguous 
(lyw/y..,/TOp<s); hence the change to oi, in accordance with the interpreta
tion in E. M.L. W. also suggests a transposition in 986, 8s ,,.. IT- IT- y<v-, to 
get rid or the split resolution; butJ.D. points out to me that anadiploses like 
<T<l(fV l-r11t<(v) always either fill a mctron or overlap ii by one syllabic. As to 
L. Parker's ;,,.,I(' l-rH< (CQ, 1968, 261), the 'sub-dochmiac' rhythm orhcr 
2ia tr ( •k8 8), with resolution before syncopation, is unsuited to this 
context.) 

988-g4 110-rovo11 I'~• ll{wy/'« 11wAw11 ba er ba I 
,,.,IJp,n11o{ldµov, o-roA'I' fll>.o,f, OT' l( nl) 3ia I 
.,,,\~y•~• 8 .. ll{tf,p~ua•, M11p.-{Ao11 t/,clvov 3ia I 
811(0,11 ,r ol81'a 11ov.-011, 2i111\ (II) 
>-•111(01t6,.00111 wpos I'•pa,o.-la,s hll I hll 1 
wov-r(wv ari,\wv hll I 
di"cloav dp,.o.-<6oos· -ith (2ia,,_) II 

988 is like 985, but initiates a longer period. The iambics arc then 
straightforward with either o-r' l(111') (Burges, Traad~s p. 148) or d,ro.-• 
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(Triclinius); the usual period-end afteroTE is as unendurable here as in 839. 
992-4 are like Ph. 1023-5/47-9 (-v-v-/er, then --v-v--). The 
parallel virtually guarantees ijioaii, (Dale, MA•), or ii.ioaii,, against the 
usual aristophanean clausula with fioaii,; - vv v -, cf. 814/26, 836, 842 (p. 
214). [The 'hypodochmii' provide a rhythmic variation (for the clement or 
colarion-v-v-, cf. 1497•, Al. 218/31, S. OT 1208, etc.; Dale, LM 114); 
at the same time-v-v- bis is syllabically equal to ith + ia (cf. El. 865/79; 
p. 308), and-v-v- I -,..,.,v- v-- to ith+ ith, with a kind of'redivision' 
(cf. West, GM 73, and further on 1458-9, p. 321).) See Addenda. 

The curse had its origin when Pelops drowned Myrtilus in the Myrtoan 
Sea while Ryit~g o~er_ th~ wav~s ,in his rai,nous,chariot drawn ,by wi,nge~ 
steeds (cf. E apxf/ Tf/S aTf/S '1 11nrollpo,.,a ll•).o,ros ~ y•vo,.•vl'/ llui TOU 
rr•Myous). The formulation of the rrpwTapxos IJ.TI'/ is similar to S. El. 504 If., 
except that (a) E. adds the 'Myrtoan' location (but allusively, showing that 
that eponymy was already current; 992-4 *); (b) the primary emphasis 
here is on the 'winged charioteering' (associated via o8•v ... olJ•v ... with 
the sun's winged chariot in 1001-2); an undoubtedly ancient feature of P.'s 
chariot (Chest ofCypselus, Paus. 5. 17. 7), but highlighted in a baroque 
spirit, whereas S. had merely hinted at the chariot's supernatural nature in 
the phrase rrayxpualwi, f,{,f,pwv. How P. came to be crossing the Myrtoan 
Sea (south ofEuboea) is obscure; and Myrtilus himselfis a puzzling mythic 
figure (see Roscher iv 3315-20), with a name suggesting Asiatic or Lesbian 
provenance (Prellcr-Robcrt ii 1. 208, 214,J. T. Kakridis, Hermes 1928, 
417 ff.), but with credentials also as an Arcadian cult-hero, affiliated to 
Hermes (Paus. 8. 14. 10, Sch. AR 1. 752). Neither here nor in S. El. is there 
any mention of the Elis-Isthmus race (from which P. and M. were 
returning with Hippodamia, according to the version of the myth which 
later became canonical, attributed to Pherecydes by Sch. AR 1. 752 and 
Sch. S. El. 505 [ = FGH 3 F 37)); and both poets may have had in mind a 
version of the Myrtilus-myth quite independent ofit. On the separability of 
these stories, cf. Stinton, PCPhS 1976, 68-9, 86. The superiority of P. 'steam 
was clearly, for Pindar, a sufficient explanation of his victory, and probably 
also for the sculptor of the Olympia pediments: the death ofM. features in 
vase-painting only after about 400 ec. Much would be explained by the 
following hypothesis: P.'s magical car was not, originally, given to him ad 
hoe for his Peloponnesian dywv with Oenomaus, as Pindar tells the talc in 
01. 1. 87 ff. (with detail consistent with innovation), but had already 
served to bring him from Asia to Greece; according to that version P. will 
have come to Greece with the blood ofMyrtilus already on his hands (rf. S. 
El. 504-5 w lll).orros d rrp6o8,v 110).vrrovos trrrr,ia, / ws ;,.o).•r alav,jr .-4/l, 
y4). Then first (after Pi.) P.'s magical team became especially associated 
with the Oenomaus story, and subsequently (not long before Or.; perhaps 
in the Ot11oma11sof either S. or E.) the Myrtilus-myth became a feature ofa 
new synthesis; at the same time, however, P.'s chariot-crossing or the sea 
remained a vivid image (cf. Cic. Tusc. 2. 27. 67, and Philostr. Im, 1. 30. 1 
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where the sea crossed is the 'Aegean'). The 'sea-crossing' point h'ls been 
widely misunderstood; the idea (first, perhaps, implied, but obscurely, in 
Apollod. A"pit. 2. 8) that M. was thrown from the Geraestian cliffs may be 
based on a misinterpretation of this passage (suggested by the Sciron
story). Pausanias (8. 14. 11-12), who denied the Myrtoan location (firmly 
confining M. to the Peloponnese), was at least truer to tradition in 
drowning M. from a ship. 

g88-g. ffOTCIYOV !&ff ... : elegant syntax; the catalogue of cha, begins (,.iv 
inceptive) as though continuing the construction of985-7 (with a phrase 
appositivc to ch·as); but as the sentence develops it becomes clear that 
1r0Tavelv 8(wy,.a is really governed as an 'integral' int. acc. (961-2 *) by 
a .. at4>pfUOf (cf. A11Jrom,da I 14. 2 UIS µ,a1tpelv &fffffuµ,a 11,w,cns); while,,._.,._ 
might be either subj. or obj. gen. with 3lwyµ,a, and is also (perhaps 
preferably) construable with 01'0.\.,_.. 6lwy1111 here (as in H,l. 354 f14>orcTovov 
3-) is related to LSJ 3,w,cw Ill ('impcllere', cf. 1344-5* 1ro80, Ion 205 
flM,f,apov, Andromeda loc. cit.), not 'pursuit' (as He/. 20-1 i\,r' alEToli 3-
,f,fuywv). -r•lpnr1ro1Ja11ov1: a bold triple compound (such words are rare in 
tragedy), cf. Tc8p,1r1ros (cixos) Tr. 855, •'fTpa{M,.001 Htl. 376, {,r,rofldµ,ova 
(oTpa-rov) s. Tra. 1095, A. PV 805; d811poy.\wooos 903•. OTOAl(I: a semi
abstract word of quite general application (E1ropalq.), but mainly nautical 
in E. ('voyage' or 'vessel'; S•. 1048, II«. 1141, IT 10, H,l. 1427, IA 816, 
etc.), and so apt to this sea-crossing equipage (cf., conversely, IT 410 vdi"ov 
cix'II'«, imaging a ship as a 'car'). [Di B. defends Tel 1rTavelv µ.Iv • .• The 
article is appropriate enough ('that famous ride ... ') and the initial 
molossus is unobjectionable (1407, 1447•, 1472, Ph. 1mzr/45, Tr. 579-80). 
But the most nearly parallel int. acc. expressions do not have the article; 
and, if E. had wanted the article, he might have been expected ·10 write Tel 
,,.c., n'Favdv . . . ] 

990-1, .lwl wcAayco,: cf. S. Aj. 702 'l1taplwv d11ip 1r•.\aylwv, Od. 5. 335 o.\cls Iv 
1r,Aay100,; IT 425-6 l1r' 'Aµ,,f,,Tp{Ta.s po8l,,. 3pa.µ,6VT,s. Winged chariots, like 
ships (which arc often imaged as 'winged cars'), 'run over, on' the waves. [As 
things stand, the dat. ,rf,\ay,a, has no satisfactory construction, though no 
one seems to have challenged its grammar (Stinton, JHS 1976, 127, 
suggests ciT' Iv, but on metrical grounds); Di B. applauds Klotz's rendering 
'per maria' without justifying it. ciT' l(,r{) (fll skipped before fl) seems as 
necessary for the sense as for the metre.} 

6116l♦p1uo1 (the compound here only): 'lrans-charioted' (like 3,,,.lpa.o• 
IT 395, HF387); see above for the suggestion that Pelops is thought ofas 
traversing the Aegean on his way from Asia to Greece. Mup-rlAou ♦6vov 
611cwv: er. s. El. 51 ~ rrpopp,Cos l1tp,,f,8,(s, Tra. 357 ;,, .. Tels '/,f,lT011 µ,opos; ~OVOII 

'murdered body', as in 1357, by extension from 'blood' without loss of the 
lit. sense (992-4 *), despite the bloodless mode of death; it is this 'blood' 
that constitutes the first ,h., witnessed by the House (986-7*). 3,,cwv is 
'coincident•, the "6vos occurring tn passagt; its heinousness varies in 
different accounts (some speak ofa broken oath, in others P. is defending 
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Hippodamia from attempted rape)-an aspect ofno concern to El., who is 
lamenting 'calamities', not inculpating her forebears. is ofSl'a ffOVTou: cf. 
1rovT109,{s S. El. 508. 

992-4. The emphasis is on the sea-waves, with another coincident aor. part. 
Gpj&GT•uaas (hapax), reminding us of the chariot; for the agglomerative 
style, cf. Hp. 752 ff. ,L >.e111<&71Tfpf Kp11ola / 1rop9µ(s, & 11,a 1r&vT&OV / 1<uµ. 
d-'i1<T111rov ci>.µ.as J ,1r&p•11oas ... (another emotively recalled sea-passage 
with 'flight' imagery). A1uocoocuj&oalv ffpOS ... : the proximity of the coast 
(cf. MaM~ 1rpooloxwv 36!2) provides while waves for a characteristic 
pictorial point (here contrasted with </,&vov991, cf. 961-2*; >.E111<01r11x•o• Ba. 
1206). r•pala-rlals: indirectly identifying the sea as the Myrtoan, said 10 
have been named after Myrtilus (E, Hyg.fab. 84). There was a noteworthy 
cult of Poseidon at Geraestus in S. Euboea (Strab. w. 1. 7); perhaps E. in 
Oenomaus had traced some connection between that cult and Poseidon's gift 
to Pelops oft he famous chariot team. 1'i:6aw: or di'dow (al&o1v O)? In either 
case, surely tetrasyllabic, as elsewhere in poetry: Tr. 8261 Od. 5. 1561 Pi. 
lsth. , . 33, A. Ag. I 158, Tim. Pers. 97. 

995-1000 o9•v lioµo,01 Tois Jµ.ois 2ia I 
~~9• dpd 1TO~U~T0"0S, , I lk I 
>.ox•uµa 7101µv,010, Ma,alios T01<011 3ia I 
TO xpuooµ.a>.>.ov apvos 01'0• 2ia 
TE ylvETO Tlpas o>.oov 'ATplws 2ia I 
< ) l-rr-rro/JwTa' ?2ia II II 

The clausula ... -v-- is surely right, though Dale (MA) adheres to 
ii,ro/JoTo.. The usual 'ATplos (Porson) z,,,,&/JwTa might be either ilk (ATp•) 
or ar (kp-); but the phrasing appears to be defective (999-1000*). 

995--6. otcv ... c\pa: cf. Ph. w65-6 o9,v (fffOIITO .,&.s. ya,av ... TIS a.Ta, and 
I 355 dpas ... Ol/i{,rou. ffoAuaTovos: cf. 56*, Ph. , 492; here predic. 
'bringing much lamentation (to}'. 

997. As in 988 ff. (,roTavciv µ.t• li{wyµ.a •. . oT• . .. ), a substantival phrase 
with a -µ.a noun is at first heard as appositivc to what precedes and is then 
taken up into the following 'when' clause; but there is a difference in that 
here Aox1u14a . .. Toocou is nom. in apposition to Tel ... Tlpas (advance 
apposition, cf. 1434-6• dy&>.µaTa .•. </,&p,a), not int. acc. The construc
tion of >.oxwµa with dat. and gen. is similar to IT 387 Ta TavTa>.ou IJ.oio,v 
loT,&µaTa (cf. He/. 882, S. Tra. 6oJ; Bruhn 24, KG i 426-7); Hermes, we 
are lo understand, 'effected the birth of' (1>.&x•uoe) the lamb, acting as a 
kind of male midwife (>.ox<1hp1a); Ba. 3 is rather easier, where it is the 
mother, rather than the child, who is >.ax«u9,io' &a.,pa,r.,</,&P'/' ""P'· Later 
(certainly post-Euripidean) is the degenerate use of >.ox•uµa + gen. patris at 
IA 285. Molalios: = Ma{as, cf. Htl. 243 (ydvov), 1670 (Td,cos), Od. 14. 435 
(ut.i). According 10 the version in E'/. 699 IT. the lamb had been brought 
from the Argive mountains by Pan; according to Phcrecydes {ap. E) the 
wrath of Artemis had been incurred (cf. Preller-Robert ii 1. 294-7). The 
role played here by M yrtilus' father may be a new feature of the myth (see 
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p. 249). It may also be relevant that Maia was the eldest of the Pleiades (cf. 
1005-6). [Wecklein wished to transpose 997 to follow 1000, so as (a) to 
enable 998 to follow 996 more directly, (6) to give 'ATplos a better 
construction (depending on 110,µ11/oio,, but with an implausibly awkward 
criss-cross interlacemcnt of gens.). That can hardly be right; but it is barely 
possible that 997 is a trimeter added by a later hand (cf. 1005-6*, where 
the mention of'Zeus' appean to be spurious).] 

9g8-g. TO ('that ramous') xpuooiw-llllov . .. Tlpa.1: er. 8111•. El. 7116, Hyps. l ii 
ia; the epithet describes the compendium 'Lamb-monster' (Apvos perhaps 
with conscious paronomasia following dpd). Tlpas is especially used of 
monstrous births (Sphinx, Gorgon, the Bull that caused Hippolytus' 
death, Helen as born from an egg; cf. Stinton, PCPhS 1976, 76-7). owoTC 
yivno: the poetical unaugmented form (as in virtually all the MSS) is 
appropriate here, cf. 1495 •, y111oµa11 PI,. !Ill I, y111dµ1Ba PI,. 17 I 6, l11Ba T'KETo 
Ph. 649. 

999-1000. 6lloov (d.\od11 d.\0611 R, Mn): the poorly attested anadiplosis should 
not be accepted. When E. doubles an adj. (a feature much rarer than the 
doubling of nouns and vbs) it is always at the beginning ofa clause or other 
syntactical unit: Hp. 70,830, Htc. 1031, (1og7], An. 1017, HF 1057,Cyc.69, 
Tr. 1328, IT 864, Jon 782, IA 1315-16, Ba. 1198, Hel. 207 (refs. 
communicated by J.D.). Precisely the same error (d.\0011 6is) is found at Hp. 
883. The problem then is the construction orthe gen. 1ATpiw1 (or 'ATplos). 
'Destructive of Atreus' is poor sense (the ruin extended much further), and 
what we want is 'in the ... of Atreus'. I had thought of 'ATpiws (l11) 
l,r11o{JwTa ('in the house of', cf. Al. 761, Held. 754, Ion 551, IA 926); but 
there is room for a longer supplement, such as (dypois 111) or ( oTalJ,..,,s ,I,,) 
(both suggested byJ.D.); for the position of111in the phrase, cf. 94•. dypois 
is a word not unlikely to have dropped out next to 'ATplws; and it is 
appropriate that the animal should have been born,,, dypois ( cf. El. 699 ff., 
esp. 703-4 llii11a ... dypw11 Taµla11). lwwop,:m1: reminiscent of II. 11. 60 
'ATplos •.• 1.,,.,,olidµo10 and of 'horse-rearing Argos' ( 16211 Su. 365, Tr. 
1087, //. 2. 287); for the form (corr. Dindorf), cf. S. Aj. 614 olo{JwTas, Phil. 
1148 oilp<a1{JWTGS, 

1001-H 011,,, "Ep,s To Tf 11T<pwTd11 
dAlou µtTJ{Ja.\,,, apµa, 

1005 

1010 

t TOIi 11pos i011ipa11 ,c1.\1uBov 
oilpa11oii 11pooapµooao(a) 
( - ) ,..,11a11w.\011 ls dw. t 
J11Ta,ropou Tf 8pdµ 71µa 
ll.\1,d8os ,ls d8d11 d.\.\a11 [Z,rls µ1Ta{Jd.\.\E1), 

t Tw118l T' dµ,l{Ju t Ba11aTous Ba11d-
T<A111 TD T1 lrrwvuµa li,irr11G 9ulorou 
.\l,crpo. TE Kp,jooo.s 'A1po110.s lioAl-
0.S 80.\lo10, ydµo,s· Ta rro.11uoTGTO. 8' 

2tr I 
2tr I 
air I 
21, (?) I 
D-(?) 11 
D..,1 
D-1 
?4da f 
4da I 
4da f 
4da I 
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,ls ,,., t ,cal YEvl1'a11t 4,.o., iilu8c ,µla I 
ll&,.,.,., troA.,.,.J.,,,,s dvdy,ca,s. ll ba 111 

At Hel. 375-85 lyric dactyls provide a detached coda to an iambo
trochaic monody. Here the plangent dactylic 'culmination' is more closely 
integrated, and terminated with a clausula of the same rhythm as Htl. 374. 
The change to double-short rhythm takes place in mid phrase, appropria
tely enough in a context of'change'; but the rtitianum v v - v v - - does not 
make metrical sense following non-catalectic trochees. The above metrical 
interpretation gives three 'enoplian' cola before the runs of dactyls, 
providing a smooth modulation. The ailv8,.,.os puB,.&s at 1rpoaap,.oaaad 
(-) ,.omiiiA011ls iiii is thesameofthatofthe iambelegus (vtv D-), and 
1005-6 is a standard enoplian dicolon like Med. 629-30, Hp. 1148. 1007-8 
can be analysed as :,an IParoem, but here too (as in 1004) other 
considerations point to the loss of asyllable (where Murray, afier Hermann 
and Wilamowitz, marked a lacuna); and indeed 1'a .,., ltr'iiivii,.ii lli"11r11d 
9waToii has the wrong diaeresis-pattern for analysis as ann" (see L. Parker, 
CQ. 1958, 82-9). 1012 provides an 'alien close' to the dactyls (Stinton, BICS 
1975, 85), with 'rhythmic reversal' (ibid. 96 If., after Wilamowitz, GV 
516); ambiguous here as between v-vvv-v-- (many parallels, e.g. Al. 
894) and v-vvv-v-- (the rare dvaf14'6p,.1yycs il,.1101). H,t. 374 (not to 
be emended) is similar: lllcuai 4'011Toioi 1rAaya1s. [Porson's arrange• 
ment ... ~AB, (V) ll&,...,., f 1roA1m&110,s d11dy,c41s exactly matches I o t 0-12 
with Htl. 383-5; but that is scarcely belier.} 

1001~. likv 'Ep11 TO TI , , .: pivotal words, introducing the elaborate 
formulation of the two changes effected directly by Eris in the cosmos, 
contemporaneous with the ruinous lp,s (cf. 812-15) that then appeared in 
the Atreid House. 'Epas: cf. 12-14 •; her action here in the cosmos (effecting 
changes more commonly attributed to Zeus) accords at once with the 
poetic argument and with the new cosmological view of'Strife' (variously 
lp,s and 111i,cos) in the physical ideas of Heraclitus and Empcdocles (cf. 
J. S. Morrison, PCPkS 1970, 85 IT.). E. is poetically bringing together the 
threads of myth and physical speculation in the same genre as982-4 •. (For 
a similar (crisper) climax to a lyric aetiology, with word-play, cf. IA 585 ff. 
lpwTo. . •. lpw,., ... / 08,11 "E('ls lp111 / 'EAAt.lSa au11 Sopl 11Guol ,.•dye,/ tls 
Tpolo.s 1ripyo.,.o.t (lp,v, i.e. Helen herself with the ships etc. as her dowry of 
doom, cf. Hel. 1143-8, A. Ag. 689; the sentence may perhaps have ended 
with something like (Tpolus} 1rcpyo,.w11 (lp111u11), cf. 1388-9*).] 

ffffpwTOY c\Mou l'ff4l311~.,, 4pl'Cl: the l'fTo./JoA,! or the sun's 'winged 
chariot' is causally linked with the primally disastrous 'chariot-flight' of 
Pelops (988-94 ,r0Ta11<>" 1'*" . .. dp,.11T<voo.s); note also the symmetry oflhe 
phrase-pattern wilh 998 f. To ,cpuaa,.o.AA011 dpv~s ... ylvfTo Tlpur. !'or 
'winged chariot' phrases, cf. Diggle on Phatlkon 173. l'<T•/laA.v is a vague 
word, consistent with 'reversal', but consistent also wilh any other changes 
given by current ,.ilBo,. 

The ,)Mou l'E1'40Tlla1s was a much-rehearsed mythical event (suitable 
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also for representation in tapestry, /T816), integral-no doubt anciently, 
though attestation is lacking-to the talc of the kingship dispute between 
Atrcus and Thycstcs; see, in general, RE ii ( 1895), 2141. The story seems to 
have been variable in several particulars, including its moral. From one 
point of view the cosmic change did credit to Atreus, attesting his claim (S. 
fr. 738 R., E. fr. 861, Pl. Pit. 269A, Apollod. epit. 2. 12; cf. Rosivach, CPI, 
1978, 189 IT.); but it was also associable with the crimes of the Pclopidac, as 
a celestial reaction to either the Adultery or the Banquet (or both). The 
latter point is characteristic oflatcr writers, notably Ovid, but it had been 
memorably developed by Sophocles, cf. AP ix 98 (=Gow-Page, Garland of 
Philip 3822) 8,,.,vo,s J>.a6,1s 'A-rplos ,jl>.,os; and in E.'s other extended lyric 
treatment (El. 737 ff.) the chorus voice doubts as to whether the sun's 
permanently altered l8pa (and the consequent climatic changes) can really 
have been a reaction to human wrongdoing. Here, though the cosmic 
changes arc set within a catalogue of 'domestic calamities' and causally 
linked with them, E. has blurred the domestic sequence of events ( 1007-
10*), and has rather prepared the way for a cosmological formulation, in 
lyric terms, of the ,.uaflo>.,j itself. In so doing, we can be sure that he was 
mindful not only of ancient myth, but also of the speculations of 
contemporary ,f,ua11<0{, notably those of the Anaxagorcan school. These 
looked back, not to reversal of the solar and stellar courses ( as Plato tells the 
tale), but in the first instance to displacement of the celestial pole and 
consequent tilting of the ecliptic (Anax. A 1, Archclaus A4. 4, Diog. of 
Apoll.A11 [ =Anax. A67]). As Morrison has shown (art. cit.), E. must 
have had a µnaflo>.,) of the ecliptic in mind in the El. ode, for the newly hot 
or hotter midday sun causing drought in the south (El. 733 ff.). Of more 
immediate interest, however, are the studies of Oenopidcs of Chios, a 
slightly younger follower of Anaxagoras, who is said to have discovered the 
sun's eastward path along the ecliptic in relation to the stars, and to have 
explicitly associated that ivav.,.to . .,,p,,f,opd. with the Banquet of Thyestes 
(DK 41 1, 7, 10). That appears to have been the theme in E. 's Thyestes, with 
A!reus p\aying the fu~10Myos,(f~. 861 8dfas yo.p &a.,.pwv-r~v lvav.,.tav o8ov J 
871,.ous.,. ,awaa 1<a1 'l'Upavvos 1(0µ71v; cf. Strab. I, 2. 15). 

Elaboration of the ,,...,d.a-raa,s•myth to include the stars ( 1005-6•, cf. El. 
727-8) may well be a specifically Euripidean contribution to its poetic 
treatment, otherwise appearing only in Plato; elsewhere (later, but also 
apparently in S.) the focus was more straightforwardly on the sun alone 
and its spectacularly altered course. There is no reason to suppose that E.'s 
thought about this myth remained constant, for new ideas were constantly 
appearing among the ,f,ua11<0{, inviting new poetic formulations; but we 
can, I think, be reasonably certain that he never regarded it as merely 
reporting a freakish one-day aberration. It interested him rather for its 
bearing on the cosmos and human life; and in one way or another he is 
likely always to have conceived the cosmic changes as having brought 
about -rci vtiv axijµa (Pl.'s phrase), as in the El. ode. Here too it is the 
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'calamitous', enduringly retributive aspect of the Strife-wrought 14naaTa
a1s that is relevant to El.'s poetic argument. For that reason, if for no other, 
the common interpretation of 1003-4 ('altering the sun's westward sky
path so as to set in the east') is open to question. 

1003-4, The nature of the solar µ<Ta/loM1 is defined, as it were parentheti
cally, in a participial phrase. Many commentators have looked for the 
sense 'causing the sun to set in the east'; others for the sense 'causing the sun 
lo set in the west'. The proper conclusion is that the transmitted wording is 
unintelligible; and it is otherwise likely that both these interpretations are 
wrong (quite apart from the violence done to the Greek in order to obtain 
them). It is unlikely that E. would have regarded either of these as a 
µ<Ta{loi\~ both mythologically appropriate (in this context) and cosmologi
cally plausible; moreover neither is consistent with a scholion likely to be 
ancient (Schw. i. 199. 10-12): n18avws 8, cl Eup1nl871s Tov µu8ov npoa~p140-
a,v· 0 yd.p 4,uaucO, AO)'oS' d.1ro81{,c.,ua, Tdv '9A,ov -r,jv lvaa,-r{a.v lOvTa. ffopdav Tti, 
oupavq, (cf. also Sch. Aral. 300 p. 399. 20-5 Maass). Prima facie 1003-4 
alludes to both 'westward' and 'eastward' motions (npos •anlpav ... ls 
dw); and the chances are that the two opposite motions are thought of as 
new{y combined by Eris, as an appropriately 'disharmonious' phenomenon. 
As we saw above, the sun's eastward (zodiacal) motion was a recent 
discovery, and the daTpwv JvavTla d8&s had been alluded to by E. in Tkyesles 
(apparently as a new phenomenon first pointed out by Atreus). 

The sense, then, to be looked for is: 'adding its (the sun's) solitary 
eastward (zodiacal) sky-course to its (familiar) westward course'. The 
changes necessary to produce that sense are, I think, TV. for Tav before npos 
•anlpav (sc. KE>.,68qi) and either npoaapµoaaa(a Tav> µovonwi\ov ls dw or 
perhaps npoaapµoaaa' olonoi\ov ls dw. The latter has the advantage of 
accounting for the error in the gender of the participle, as well as giving an 
ithyphallic clausula. 1<t>.eu8ov oupuvoil: 'sky course' (of the sun), cf. (E.] 
PI,. 1 oupavou ••• d8ov, A. PV 394 ot14ov al8lpos. 1rpooap146011o(a) (s.v.l.): 
the additive force of the preverb is paramount; but there is also a word-play 
(dpµa and dp,.ovla; cf. Tav ~,os dp,.avla• A. PV 551, with 'yoke' overtones); 
npoaapµ&{,w is otherwise close in meaning and usage to 'lrpoaanT<&v. 
14ovo1rw>.ov (s.v.l.): to be taken (now) with ,tl>.,vfJov, not with dw; 'east' 
balancing 'west' needs no epithet, whereas either µovonw,\os or olonoi\os is 
apt to the new 'sky-course' in which the sun alone has an eastward 
(zodiacal) motion. ,.ovonw,\os (here only) is a poetical formation like 
µovo,cwnos He/. 1128 ('using a single oared vessel and operating on his 
own', see Kannicht), olo(wvos S. OT 846 (see Jebb), ,.ovot/,~,f,o,a, ... 
µovoaK~Tpo1a1 A. Su. 373-4. But µov6.,,w,\os here almost inevitably also 
conveys the obvious sense 'singlc-horse{d)' (as a change from 'four-horsed' 
movement, and cf. ,.&v..,,nos X. Q,r. 6. 4. 1, etc.). Conceivably we are to 
understand that the horse-power required for the zodiacal ,tli\,vfJos is only 
a quarter of that needed for the diurnal course, or even that Helios 
performs this course on horseback (in treating a different myth, E. had 
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described Helios riding a single steed in pursuit of his errant chariot; 
Phatthon 175-6). But these are unwelcome complications of what is 
complex enough. ol01r0Aos more straightforwardly means 'lone-faring' or 
'solitary' (cf. II. 13. 473, 19. 377, Od. 11. 574, Pi. Py. 4.118; olo,roA•ivCye. 74, 
in lyric). [ ,rpooop,..Sooo' iam Paley (before ls ,.av.S,rwAov 'Aci>). Correction of 
,rpoooPl'.Soor (codd.) to the feminine is, of course, essential (pace Biehl, who 
inserts a preposterous colon after 88•v lp,r, understanding ly/n.,.o); the 
error here is either cause or effect of the erroneous attribution of the 
,...,.of1o>.f/ to Zeus (see below). The variant lo,r•pov for lo,rlpov appears to 
be ancient; was there perhaps an ancient misinterpretation involving the 
Evening Star Hesperus (cf. Ion 1149)? The apparent description of'Aws as 
,.om111>.os has long been a stumbling-block (in conjunction with the 
anomalous metre). l'ouvo- (olim Nauck) is a form eschewed by E. (unlike 
S.); Gedike's l(pol(o,rw>.ov and poll.S,r111Ao11 are useless. M.L.W. quite neatly 
suggests xaom111Ao11 [ ls J 'Aw, but it is not an ornamental phrase for 'Dawn' 
that we need to make sense of this sentence.] 

1005-6. The effect of the change described in 1003-4 is to give the stars a 
course different from, and in a sense opposite to, that of1he sun (cf. Thy1st1s 
fr. 861 ); but it suited E.'s purpose to leave the stellar l'f'f'o/10>.f/ imprecisely 
1l1 6Mv &AA11v. The Pleiades are 'representative of the stars in general' (cf. 
Diggle on Pka,thon 66); but it is probably not irrelevant that they include 
Maia (997).i1r-r11"pou: cf. /A 7 (CQ.1971, 351); therewasamylh lellingof 
a reduction in number from seven lo six (Hellanicus ap. Sch. II. 18. 146 
( =FGH 4 F 19a), Sch. Arat. r.157 p. 391. 1-9 Maass), butthereisnothing to 
suggest that E. had that in mind here. 8ptl11111111: the sing. (pier. codd.) is at 
leas I as appropriate as the pl. for concerted 'running' ( cf. Ba. 872 ouvT•lvn 
llpdµT/l'll l(lll'CUV); the Pleiades are perpetually fleeing from the pursuit of 
Orion and his Dogs (cf. Kannicht on H,I. 14Bg-g1). nAcuS.801: the 
collective sing. ll>.m1s occurs here first in Attic literature, reflecting an 
Ionian use (Hipp.Epid. 1. 1;cf. DK i463. 1, ii 411, 50. r.17, r.124. 17, r.141. 35). 
The name is always ll>.- in E. (nine limes); the llfA- form (West on Hcs. 
Op. 383-4) is certainly erroneous al H,l. 1489. [Zclis 1&Ha(lciAA1&]: del. 
Biehl, rightly (though mainly for the wrong reasons, since he mispunc
luates 1001 and reintroduces Zu!s in 1007). Two very unwelcome features 
are removed at a stroke: the anacoluthon after "Ep,s .,..s .,. •.•.• (the.,. •..• .,.. 
now simply pairs the two noun objects of l'•.,.•f11lA•v) and the repetition of 
the vb ,...,.apdA>.•111 in a different tense. Since cosmic changes were normally 
auributed to Zeus, it is credible that words should have been added to E. 's 
sentence (in conjunction with the erroneous masc. ,rpooopj.&doos in 1003). 
Conclusive evidence is afforded by scholia which take 'Hermes' as the 
subject of d,.•lf1•• in 1007 (Schw. i. r.100. 15 and 19); no rational 
commentator would have looked beyond 'Zeus' if he had read Zfus 
l'f'Fo/1d>.An in the preceding verse. [The excision also enables us to take a 
different view of the metre, keeping both llpdl'T/l'll and ll>.udllor. •l'll'f'll 
(M) n>.- and •I'll ll•A- (Eustathius Od. 1713. 7) are alternative 
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dactylicizing 'improvements' {the latter giving a hexameter with 3rd foot 
caesura and bucolic diaeresis). Several MSS have the later 8pop.-spelling 
{cf. Page on Med. 1180).) 

1007-10. The sense to be looked for is something like: 'and here {in time and/ 
or place) began the dp.01/1'/1 of death{s) for death(s) initiated by the Banquet 
ofThyestes and .. .', followed culminatingly by TO. ff'avuaTaTa 8' ... ,j.\1111• 
... in 1010-12. tTwv&c -r ol'c(f3c,t: there is more amiss here than simply 
the loss of a syllable after dp.•l/Jn; though it is indeed likely that there were 
originally six syllables (-vv---) before 8iiviiToiis 8iivii- / TWV ••• giving 
dactyls symmetrical with ioo9 .\'iitTpii Ti Kprioa'iii Aip01r'iii 80.\i-I 'iii ••• 
First as to Tciw8f: this cannot be right, necessarily agreeing with 8avdTwv 
and referring to 'this killing {of Myrtilus)'. The long retrospect across the 
intervening cosmology is awkward enough; and the use of pl. lldvmT01 in 
reference to a specific single death is hardly possible {cf. Diggle, ICS 1977, 
113); above all one expects the paregmenon {dp.••/Jt1v) 8cav6.Tous 8cav6.Twv 
here to be like Hel. 1533 lpyo11 6' lpyov lf'11ul/Jno, II. 11. 547 y&v11 yowos 
dp.••/Jwv (Diggle, CQ, 1984, 63), of the kind in which the nouns do not 
denote two specific events but rathertermsinaseries (A• A• A 3 A• .. . ) and 
the vb is correspondingly non-aoristic in aspect. With that in mind, my first 
suggestion is that dp.fl/Jn is an error for the imperf. ,jp.fl/JEv. We then want 
- v v in place of Twv8l T', and a natural transition from the cosmic events to 
the contemporaneous events in the House of Atreus would be given by 
Tdv/1080 T' ,jp.••/Jfv 8avdT011s ll{lvaTwv • •• (Tdv/108• substantival, like To. 
ff'CIVIIOTGTG 1010, see below). c;;,,.. rather than &µ.a, cf. Mastronarde, ZPE 
1980, 25••; but of course a Doricized &p.u/J•(v) would increase the 
likelihood of corruption to dp.•l/Jf1.) 

T6. -r ... &cim,ca 8uicrTou: the Adultery and the Banquet, paired 
hysteron proteron, are manifestations of lp,s in the sphere of human action 
( cf. 812-15); and it is this compound event that initiated the dp.01/J~ 
8avcfrwv in the House of Atreus. 8.,.,.va and M1tTpa are therefore certainly 
nominative, either as subjects of dp.ol/Ju (s.v.l.) or (as suggested) appositive 
to Tdvlld6 •• lwwvvl'ca: probably not with 'name-etymology', despite E ( who 
associates 811lOTY/S with 8110,s); cf. S. El. 283-4 1t.\a(w ••• ff'GTpos / Tt}v 
8110Ta.\awav 8aiT' lff'wvop.aap.lv'lv {referring to the 'Agamemnoneia'-feast 
scandalously celebrated by Cl. and Aeg. as a monthly commemoration). 
Ph. 1494 is different (~ llo.\uvu1t•s. l,f,11s &p' l,rwv11p.os), with the person 
described as l,rwv11p.os 'aptly named'. Here 'the eponymous Feast of 
Thyestes' merely implies the 'title' 8ulOT~1a, as a perversion of religious 
terminology. Ac1eTpo. TC ..• 5oAto.s: for 'Cretan Aerope', cf. 18•. 50Ato1cr1 
y6.t,1011: not simply a pleonastic reinforcement, but an important part of 
the poetic argument; the dat. is modal-causal (39-40*), balanced by the 
terminal 8op.wv ••• dvayKa,s in 1012. There is an dvayKaiov link between 
the primal, archetypal adultery of Aerope and that ofClytaemestra (the 
immediate cause of the ,r&vo, of Or. and El.). 

1010-11. Tei 1re111uoTC1TC1 B ... : rightly taken by E as substantival (,\.;.,.., TO 
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icartd), rather than adverbial with a vague 'it' (the curse?) as the subject of 
~>.u8c. els i11i ticcll ycvbe1vt 1110v 4j>.u8c , , .: edd. seem untroubled by 'me 
and my father'; but the death of Ag. is anything but ,r11111lanT011, and the 
context (960-1012*) absolutely requires 'me and my brolker' (as in 
Arrowsmith's translation). yEviT'IS means 'son', not 'father', at /011906, but 
a further (ambiguous) extension to 'brother' is out of the question. 
icdyy,11lT1111 would be an easy change, but l)')'c11,js usually expresses a more 
distant relationship ( typically 'cousin'). Perhaps E. wrote cls lµI auyy.,,I
Tav T1 lµ.S11: cf. auyy,11ITc1p11 'sister' at El. 746 (sec Denniston). [a~ yc11IT1111 
,., (sic) could well have been 'clarified' as ical )'f&1IT'a11, especially if the T' 
dropped out. The interpolated au11 after &di'"'" (LB•11) could perhaps be the 
extruded ally, rccntering the text; but it is probably a Thoman gloss 
(Turyn 174, Zuntz, ln911iry 168).) 

JOH, S611wv wo>.uwovoas 4v4yica,,: i.e. the working-out of the Curse of 
Discord, through many 'troubles' of the House (341-4 •, 816-1 8*), has had 
the inevitability of predestined fate; cf. 111-14• and Pk. 157 ,r0Au,r.S11'f' 
µolp,; for the terminal dat. phrase (modal-causal, 39-40*), cf. also 1374, 
H,l. 374, Pk. 225. [Pasquali's wo>.u,r&Vtd11 dvdy,ra removes any uncertainty 
as to the subject, but is otherwise less stylish.) 

ACT FOUR: 1013-1245 

A brilliantly-handled scene, full of bravura, which moves by deft 
transitions from total hopelessness, with affecting last farewells and heroic 
preparations for the suicide-clyC:111 (1065-8*), to pursuance ofa new and 
shocking plan (another, and 'final', dyC:.11, 1222-3*). Intrigue-scenes, 
directed towards either vengeance or survival, had become increasingly 
popular in tragedy (F. Solmscn, Kl. Sek,. (1968), 141 ff.= E.-R. Schwinge 
(ed.), Euripides (1968), 326 IT.); the combination here of'vengcance' and 
'survival' motives is more than usually intricate. First Pyl. suggests that, 
before they die, they can at least achieve something by murdering Helen, 
thereby 'gloriously' taking vengeance on Men. for his betrayal, and 
winning public acclaim, even (possibly) survival. Then El. has the 
additional idea of kidnapping Hermione and holding a sword at her 
throat, with the threat of killing her too if Men. does not act to save them. 
Or. enthusiastically accepts both proposals, with extravagant praise, and 
the details are worked out. The scene ends with a sinister 'liturgy' involving 
the shade of Agamemnon and the Justice of Zeus; then two of the three 
cl)""1110Tal go within (1244-5*), while El. remains on guard with the 
Chorus. 

Much of the effect depends upon perversion of tragic precedents and 
traditional values; while the new invention of a murder-plot against Helen 
mirrors, with hideous plausibility, the slaughter of Clytaemestra by the 
same murderous trio (indirectly throwing fresh light on that controversial 
a~y,j; sec esp. Greenberg 160, 184-5). At the same time it is not fortuitous 
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that the word iT11,p•l11 occurs twice (1072, 1079): the perversely 'noble' 
viciousness in desperation of the conspirators (at once suicidally reckless 
and with a hope of aWTf/p/11) recalls the posture and behaviour of the 
oligarchic fru,p(u, in contemporary Athens (lntrod. A), with a topicality 
that follows naturally after the Assembly-scene. 

The scene falls into two parts, 1013-1154 and 1155-1245. The first, 
framed by the opening anapaests (1013-17) and the structurally impor
tant distich { 1153-4) in which the Chorus as tf,l>,11, accept complicity in the 
proposed murder of Helen, is further divisible into a dialogue between Or. 
and El. (1018-64) and a dialogue between Or. and Pyl. (1065-1152), 
bonded by Or.'s pi/a•s in 1058-68; a good example ofE.'s normal handling 
of three-person scenes (cf. Strohm 4$ there is nothing abnormally long, 
pac, Taplin (334), in Pyl.'s silence from 1018 to 1069). The second part 
becomes more complex in the interlaced involvement of all three speakers 
from 1204onwarda(1181•). 

1013-17, Or. is seen approaching, supported as before by Pyl. (881-3*); on 
'entries of condemned persons', er. Taplin 73. As usual (348-55*), the 
approach-announcement also focuses attention on important themes: the 
death-\1,-ij,J,os and the loyal, 'brotherly' inSB•uµu (795*) of Pyl., with a 
reminder ofOr.'s 'sickness'. Accompanying 'friends' were mentioned in 
950*, but it is preferable to suppose that Or. has already said his goodbyes 
to them before re-entering the uilA,j {lntrod. E i) in the manner described; 
cf. Stanley-Porter 81, 91-2. El. addresses Or. as he approaches, and he 
responds directly to her address {Murray's line-space is inappropriate), 
leaving no suitable place for a mimed dismissal of companions. 

1014. 1CCITC11eupw8ds: i.e. 1<11Ta,/,f/,J,,a8•(s; here only as a vb of 'condemning' 
(normally 'ratify', cf. S. A11l. 936; 861-3*). 

1015-17. loaS.A♦os &¥1\p, It(,...,) lluvwvt VOCNflOY icwAov fOpioTou] / 1ro8I 
1Cl)8oOUY\I wClpaoapos: an/1an/1an,. (these cola corresponding with the 
syntactical units). loaS«A♦os (200•) and "'ISoouY\I may be new coinages 
(Breitenbach 40, 64); loa81A♦os &¥1\p, cf. ,cu,col'f/T&S dv,jp 1403 ( also of 
Pyl.). For the trace-horse metaphor in 1r11paoapos, cf. Bond on HF 445, 
and Fraenkel on A. Ag. 841-2 ,.&vos B' 'OBuaa•us .. . IToi1&os ,lv l"°l 
a••pu,J,opos. The similar 'yoke' metaphor, e.g. HF 119-25, 1402-3, is used 
for more symmetrical partnerships. OpioTou (del. Elmsley) is clumsily 
superfluous: the leg's owner is clear from ads a6yyovos I o 13 (not to mention 
voo1pov); and the idiom without uilTou or uilT'f' is like Held. 728 •ilBiivwv 
,ro811. Asj.D. points out, the parallel favours Wecklein'sview that the epic• 
lyric lluvwv is an error here for ,ii8iwwv (l8- for ,dB-, cf. Barrett on Hp. 
1223). Wecklein proposed (lt),u8iivwv (lf- iana Elmsley) to mend the 
metre, but there are other possible supplements. Pronouns are unneeded 
{ ToiiB' Hartung, l811vwv ol West, B/CS I g81, 70); Hermann's ,rJAas is better, 
but I should prefer B•iip • { omitted after dv,jp), er. 456, An. 546, etc. [Di B. 
should not have accepted iodBil,J,os dvijp «liivw~ as a catalectic anapaestic 
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dimeter. There is no parallel ror ... I - - - in non-lyric anapaests; nor is 
there a proper period-end with pause.] 

1018 ft'. The structure or the dialogue between Or. and El. reflects their 
earlier distichomythia scene (211 ff.); there it was Or. who began with a 
longer speech, comprising three distichs. 

1018-111. ot yw ... ot yu 110>: alll,,: cf. Hee. 1035-7 (with or,-o, repeated, 
after the precedent of A. Ag. 1343-5, Ch. 875-6), Mtd. 1008-9, Tr. 628-9 
(with alai), Ph. 1067-9 (with Jn!), S. Phil. 792-3 (with ,ra,rai); also Tr. 720-
2 (or,.o, ... alai ,.&A'); Bruhn 150. 

1018-19. ,rpo Tupjlou ... Kai ,ropo,I• • .. ,rupis: poetic duplication ('burial/ 
pyre', cf. 402•); El. hyperbolically laments Or. as 'already dead' (cf. 191-
3•, 1m15-6, 10118 -rlBv,,,.a, 1030 od,.l-r «l, etc.); the proleptic use of 
YtpTlpou ('infernal') with 'pyre' seems novel. See Addendis Addenda. 

1020-1. llloiici ho 6,a11C1CJ1v: cf. Hp. 1265, S. Tra. 241, etc.; a common 
pleonasm, already formulaic in Homer (II. r. 587, 18. 1go). ffGVUOTGfllV 

,rpooo"11v: like ,)llriav &f,w 727-8•, but the int. acc. is here 'integral' (961-
2•, KG i 320).1(4oT')Y ♦Pfl'Wv: more definitely 'manic' than the trite Eng. 
idiom 'to be beside oneself' (cf. Ba. 359,850). 

101111-3[-,d, 'Hush your feminine wailing' (yoous; ror the error A&yous, cf. Ph. 
1309, 1335, etc.; Diggle, Studies 1mz) 'and accept what has been 
decreed .. .'. The sense of o+cioa. (sometimes 'utter', cf. El. 59 y&ous 
d4it.,,,.•, Hp. 418,991, 1324, etc.) is defined t:J./oiy as 'abandoning', cf. Lat. 
miller,; ,rap1lva1 is more normal in that sense (as Su. 111 ,rdprs y&ov). Or 
perhaps the whole phrase is an oxymoron like HF 1053-4 od,. d-rpr,.aia 
Bpijvov aldf•-r' .•. ; (147 r.•). Ta. icpaYlm': at once a deterministic phrase 
for 'what has happened, the unalterable situation' (Hp. 868, Ion 77) and 
allusive to the Argive tf,;,4ios (cf. H,c, 219). o>.>: &!'Wt, sc, a-rJpyr,v XP~i cf. 
Hee. 843, El. 753, IA 904, Ar. Ach. 956. 1024 is a common type of 
interpolation ('completing' elliptical idiom). [Cf. Renehan, GTC 28-9, 
Reeve• 256. The evidence of E (see app. crit.) is decisive here; cf. Ba. 
1028 = Med. 54; HF 1366 (see Bond, and 1623-4 • below) and Tr. 367 are 
less probable instances.] 

1025-6. 1eal ,rws ... ; objecting, cf. 1110 (GP 310). hoii: 'the sun', er. Al. 722 
4ilAov -ro 4ifryos -rou-ro -rou Brou, 4ilAov (Diggle on Phaethon 6, Collard on Su. 
208); the divinity of"the sun was a matter or current controversy (4-10•). 
1&ba (,.,.,.,,.,.): i.e. with other human beings; rare with inf. (S. Ant. 48). For 
the asyndetic statement following the objecting question, cf. IA 124-7: 
there is no need for Musgrave's o-r' for -r&ll' or ,.,.,,s., for,.,., .. or Paley's .:.s 
dpciv for daopciv. 

10117-8. 'Don'tyou be the death ofme!'; cf. 158-g•, and Barrett on Hp. 1064 
(Stevens, Coll. Expr. 1 1-111); El. 's verbal 'killing' is opposed to the sufficient 
'manual' death ,l,.& or wo 1he Argives (xcpos implying the x••po1"011la). 
Since ,l,r' is better attested and arguably more 'exquisite', it should 
probably be preferred (Braunlich, AJP/z 1962, 405); cf. 435•. la: 'say 
nothing about', cf. 27, 1145, IT 927. 
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10119-30. w 11cA1os ... awpou: cf. 160•, and Hee. 425 ~ -r,js dwpou fJuyonp 
d(J,\{o[s] (corr. Markland) -rux'ls· ii\v lxpi\v d . .. : cf. Al. 379 &r• Cjjv xp,jv 
p,'. [lxp,jv 729•; there is no need for Wecklein's Ciiv a• xpijv (for F's reading 
a' lxpijv, cf. LP's obviously wrong p,' lxpijv in Al. 379).] 

1031...g, 1r1p1!3aAns: for the favourite vb (25•) with an abstract object, cf. HF 
304,Ph. 189, IA 934. avcav&plav: cf. 786*,El. 982, etc. In 1032 I see no need 
to emend the text. b&aicpua: 'soas tocause,orendin, tears', cf.Ba.1161-2 
-rdv Koi\i\lvu,ov Ki\11vdv lf•wpafo-r, / ls yo(v]ov (corr. Canter) ls 8d1tpuo. 
wop8111uoud liw611"'1a1v icaicwv: 'bringing/effecting reminiscence of evils'. 
wopfJp,,6ouao means at once ,f,lpouao (L~ ,f,lpw A. IV. 3) and wo,o.,,,JVT/ 
(rl,rop.v.,a,v wo,•iafJo, is frequent in Th.), in a periphrasis with a close 
enough parallel at IT 1435 f. woi woi 8,wyp.dv -rov8, wop8p,,6ns, &vof/9&as; 
(evidently overlooked by Di B.). v,,op.v.,a,s occurs here only in tragedy; for 
the cognate vb, cf. S. Phil. 1169-70 ,roi\o,dv &,\y.,p.' 6,rcp.voaos (for the topos 
in general, cf. Diggle, /CS 1977, 115-16, and Studies 37). The dat. p.01 is of 
course understood from p.01 1031. [Those who write wo,.v,jau (after 
Musgrave) understandµ• from ,.o,. That is easy enough, but no one has 
cited a parallel for ,ropfJp.•u•av -r,114, ls BaKpua. ( or one with ,f,cp•av or 
wop«uuv) .J .D. reminds me of Call. ,p. 2 (Gow-Page, Hell. ep. 1203) ls s, p,• 
8d1tpu f ijyoy•v. But (a) that is not a precedent; (b) &yw is a rather different 
type ofvb.] 

1033-4, oltx ot6v u l''I • , .: µ,) orl would be normal (Herwerden, Exerc. crit. 
[1862], 130), but cf. S. Tra. 742. ohcTp6v: 'a matter for lamentation' (cf. 
231-11•), sc. 'when (about to be) lost'. 'I'( ♦IA'l +ux"i: cf. Or.'s ,f,,i\mf,uxla at 
64(4-]5•; as in her8pijvos, El. is thinking as much ofOr.'s life asofherown. 

103~. 4\11ap ..• icupaov: cf. 48. 8ci B 4j ••• : for the rhythm, cf. 615• (8•i 8,j 
Elms. on Med. 326(339]; cf. Hp. 688, but here we need both 81 and ij). 
jip6xous ... 1Cplf1aaT06s: cf. Hp. 769-70, 779, 802. ~ e1+0,: 953-4•. 
lqyllv: strictly 'to whet' (so (51 ], s.,.,,..iv f{,f,os Ion 1064), here simply 
'prepare to use' (with xcpl; not 8IP71 Musgr., for a suicidal sword-thrust), as 
in Tr. 1013, equivalent to •"-rp•,rlCuv (953). 

1037-8. 'Do you then (kill) me lest some Argive kill (me) .. .'; for the ellipse 
of the main vb, cf. S. Tra. 305, Thgn. 541-2 (KG ii 574-5). The enclitic 
pronoun ( also dwd Koivoii) is naturally near the beginning of the sentence 
(cf. Barrett on Hp. 10-11). Gl3p1a11a 8i11cvo1 TOY 'Aya11c11vovos y6vov 
(s.v.l.): El. imagines the killer insuhingly boasting (in the manner ofan 
Aegisthus, cf. 436•, El. 330) of the inability of 'Agamemnon's son' to 
protect his womenfolk. yovov is defensible thus; but, as in 81 (-2]•, 8oµov 
could well be right (read here, according to Callistratus ap. E, by Ar. Byz. 
himself). For the construction of the aces. cf. 8411-3•. [ IT 930 affords a 
parallel for iiflp,s against a house. Hermann's -r~v ... yovov (accepted by Di 
B.) is inadequately supported by IA 793 -rdv K61Cvou ... yovov in lyric (yov&v 
Bothe); there is no other attestation oryovos rem.]. 

1039, Cf. IT 1007-8 o6K civ yoolµ'lv aoii -re Ko/ ,..,,.pds ,f,oVfus-I cL\,s -ro 1<clv.,s 
oTp.o. The parallel confirms what might otherwise be only a plausible 
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variant: &A,s TO l''JTpos all". lyw . .. (Masch.; Turyn I u); cl:,\" lxw 
usually governs a partitive gen. (239 .. 40•). The question then is whether 
to accept lyw a, ll', ... (or lyw a• ll' ... ; two pronouns before Ill, cf. S. 
Aj. 116 ToiiTo oo, 8' li,l,µa,; GP 188) or Schmidt's lyw al y' ... (KS 361 
f.). The lauer looks right ( asyndeton like IT 1008; al strongly emphasized, 
opp. 1-'f/Tpos). [The vulgate lxw was an 'automatic' error (cf. S. OT 
J061). lyw is unlikely to be a mere conjecture by Mosch.: for that, he 
would surely have preferred lyw Ill a' ... (an obvious 'rectification' in 
some late MSS, accepted by Matthiae).] See Addendis Addenda. 

1040, a,hox••p• ... TpOtrljl: 'in whatever self-acting way you please'; cf. 
aoTol(••p• ... otf,ayfi 94 7 and phrases like fKouolq, Tporrq, Med. 751, rro&f/T<p 
Tporrcp Jle/. 1547. 

1041-2, 'I shall not at all be ltfl behind by your sword', cf. 1085•; the metaphor 
(LSJ ,\,{,rw B. II. 2-3) stems anciently from racing(//. 23. 407, etc.); hence 
ofinfcriority in other types of dywv. El. will die Joo11 after Or. (so E); but the 
point is probably both temporal and qualitative. For the same word 
,\,,\,lt{,oµa, in the related sense 'I shall have failed', cf. Hp. 324 (CQ, 1968, 
39). Sec Addendis Addenda. 

1043-4. 6"'1a"': int. acc. (cf. J020-1 ), almost synonymous here with Tlpt{,w, 
which would be cognate acc. For To61 followed by appositive inf., cf. 566, 
1162,A/. 36-7, IA 839 (KG i659). 8avaTOU1TtAa1 P•PwaLV: 'for people who 
have come near death' (/J•/Jws almost=wv, Bruhn 137); cf. conversely Al. 
671 ~v ll' lyyus i>.811 8&va'l'OS, IT 486 "A,ll.,v lyyus l$vT'. 

I 045-6. Ji ♦iATaT' Ji tro81LVOV ijS,aTOV .,. lx1o1v / t TijJ a;j, aS1A♦ij1 6vo1&a t teal 
,j,ux'lv .,.iav: 'having the sweetest name of your sister' is clearly nonsense 
(contrast 'sweetest to ... ' in S. OC 324-5), and Tyrwhitt's l$µµa. (though 
technically plausible, ro82*) still leaves an unintelligible text. I suggest 
<&81,\,/,'), dll,,\if,fi awp.a (<dll,,\tf,') iam Weil,Jackson). The proposed awp.a 
Kai ,J,uxfiv gains support from an unexpected quarter: a scholion on 1192 
(Schw. i. 209. 18-19) includes the phrase Iv awp.a Kai p.la ,J,uxi, in 
explaining the sentence ,rav yap Iv tf,l,\ov Toll,. Here as there p.la = p.la Koivfi 
(a sense in which ,rscan govern a dative, cf. Ph. 156; KG i 412). 'Body and 
soul' is by no means a tragic cliche, but rather has a philosophical flavour 
(cf. DK iii 419), alongside the appropriateness of awp.a and t{,uxfi 
considered separately. 1ro8ELVov: with little connotation of desiderium here; 
,ro8os can be simply 'love' (LSJ s.v. II). ijS,aTov ,' lxwv . .. : probably with 
a conscious reminiscence ofS. El. 1357-8 J, tf,l,\TaTm p.~v X''P"• ~ll,aTov ll' 
lxwv / ,ro/loiv °"'IP<Tf/p.a. The false ovop.a may owe something to reminis• 
cence of Ph. 1702 w tf,l,\TaTov ll,jT' ovop.a llo,\w,lKous lp.ol. [Jackson (MS 
142-3), after Weil ( ... lxwv, I <dlll,\tf,'), dll,,\if,,js op.µa .. . ) proposed 
~8,aTov T' l,rwv, / <dlll,\if,'), d8,,\tf,,js Jµµa Ka/ r/,ux~ µla (comparing He/. 
1193 for the use ofl,ros with a voc.); stylish enough, but unlikely in the light 
of$. El. 1357. M.L.W. (to whom I owe the above interpretation of p.la.v) 
suggests Tij af, y' dll,,\tf,fi awp.a; a less violent change, but Tfj, ajj and ye are 
all otiose. Weil's explanation of T,js a,js was surely correct ('je suppose 
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!'omission de d8i>.,f,' avant d8E>.,p~s et !'interpolation de -r~s <riis'). The 
vocative is sheer gain, and for the paregmenon cf. 221-2•.J 

1047-a(-51], The distich 1047-8 responsively completes the 'manual' ,t,t>,11/La 
(xipas 1042, 1044, XE•pwv I 048). Then, instead ofleaving his XEipEs to speak 
for him, Or. continues (against the pattern of the distichomythia) for a 
further three lines. Reeve (iii 159) justly removes 1049-51 (1050--1 iam 
Oeri). 1049 could well be a Euripidean line from a different play; so, for 
that matter, could 1050-1 (on the lips of some ill-starred young louer or 
spouse). But 1050--1 are condemned here by their content, and with them 
out of the way the superfluity of 1049 becomes evident. [Barrett (ap. Reeve) 
prefers to save 1049 at the expense of 1047b-1048a; but such Binneninterpo
lation is much less likely, and the connection of thought between 1047a and 
1048b lacks clarity.) 

1047-8.11< Toi 1&n11&111: cf. 134 •, 219-20*; but we need Bot he'sµ' l-r11fas here 
before 1<a1 , , , 8i1u,i, Projection of present emotion into the future is 
idiomatic in itself (cf. 609•), but the point here must be that Or. has 
already 'melted' before he begins lo speak this distich. In this context EK rot 
µE -r,jfos is the utterance of a man still resisting emotional displays. 
a1Hi,i,aa8a,: 'answer', normally >.oyo,s, here with manual ,f,,>.0T11s; cf. 
1027-8* for this trope. Ti yap IT' allioii1&a1, TciAai; For the abandonment of 
'manly' al8ws, cf. Menelaus' enthusiastic acceptance of Helen's embrace at 
He/. 622 ff. [A comma suffices after l-r11fas, and a colon after Xflpwv. 
Murray's pointing is unnaturally heavy.] 

[1049]. it> ♦iAov 11p6011Tuyfl l1&6v: cf. 477* (voc. K7J6Ev/L' l,,_&v), Tr. 782-3 
(1rpo,nrTuy/La,. , f'1/Tpos), and Diggle, Studies 30-1 (no need for Nauck's 
Jµ.ol). 

[1050-1]. The point about 'marriage' and 'children' is not in itself 'erotic' 
(according to Greek sentiment); but ii is plainly inappropriate in this 
fraternal embrace. Lobeck's d,,_,f,oiv (for &,,.,t,t) in 1051 is doubtless correct; 
but it is noteworthy how often interpolated lines are also corrup1 
(interpolated from memory rather than from a written text?). [There is 
nothing to be said for Nauck's deletion of 1051 only, accepted by Murray; 
cf. Page, Actors 54, Di Benedetto, SCO 1961, 144-6.] 

1052-3. 11cils &v. , .; 'Oh that ... !' a frequent type of wish in tragedy 
{especially in the phrase 1rws av ~>.o{,,_11v; Al. 864, Med. 97, Su. 796), cf. Hp. 
208-9, 345, Su, 617, HF 487-8 (Bruhn 63); here as a variation of IT 627, 
where it is Orestes who says,f,ni· .,,..,~ av µ • aliE>.,f,~s x•ip 1rEp1autAE<Ev av; The 
addition of d 8i1&1s is unusual, since the fulfilment of such wishes is usually 
thought of as doubtfully possible (Barrett on Hp. 208) rather than 
doubtfully 'proper'. For the single cedar-wood coffin (proper for husband 
and wife), cf. Al. 365-7, T«xvciaj&aTa: i.e. 'made of', like TEKTovwv 1rovov 
1570 ('made by'); for the poetical -/J,aTa (123•) used as pl. apposition to a 
sing. noun, cf. Hp. 11, Ov. Mel. 15. 163 clipeum laevae gestamina nostrae 
(Bruhn 8). T<xvaa/La (directly formed from uxvaCw) is scarcely dis1inguish
able from the commoner -rixv11/La (IT 1355, A., S.); previously used by Ar. 
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(Thesm. 198), probably with tragic precedent, and recurring in [156o] 
below. 

1054-5. For the 1crtrdv,s of ,f,(Ao,', cf. A. Pers. 1024. But what, in this case, of 
Pyl. (not to mention the Chorus)? The inconsistency with 1o65-7 is surely 
calculated. Or. is made to exaggerate the 'visible' lack of ,f,{Ao, (lipis 8i 
~ .• ,),partly as an egotistic touch (implying that he has so far given no 
thought to the survival of Pyl.), partly as a thematic cue for El.'s question 
about Men.'s betrayal of ,t,,>.l11. 

1056-7. cwB ,tf 6nlp ooii 1'1\ 811Y1iv onou&,\v lxwv ' M,vilAao, l, ICQl<Ot •.• ; 
the commas in 1056 are best removed, since ~Jp aou goes as closely with 
atrou8i¼v l,cwi, as with fl,r(f). We do not want 1''1 B11v-mr- lx- isolated as a 
syntactical unit ('being zealous not to die', cf. An. 1050 J,,,.118,,v crtroull,}v 
l,cwv). Another way oflooking al it is 10 regard crtrou3,}v IX"'" as equivalent 
lo an adverb 'zealously', cf. Held. 377 ""'fHA' Ill owa11, (sc. ,i,.&s) ,.i; e11 .. 1iv 
,rpo9u,.os ,;,.,. There is no need for Nauck's ,..; 9d .. 11s (or -o,s) to make the 
sense clear. I, 1eaico1, l, npo&o,.,,,: for the pejorative use ofthedef. article, cf. 
1140•. 

1058-g. l,rl oict\ffl'po,s: in the first instance the a1<~1rTp11 are Spartan (623•); 
but Or. can be understood as implying the more villainous motive of 
seeking the Argive throne as well (a plausible slur, which illuminates Or. 's 
thinking rather than Men.'s; cf. 682-716•, 1122•). ff!Y lAmB: IA,rls is 
often neutral 'thought for the future', which may include fear (859-60•) . 
..}AajleiTo pt\ o+g,,v ♦IAous: sarcastic, whh the pejorative use of the vb 
(699•, 748) enhanced by perversion of ordinary usage (cf. 942); normally 
the thing avoided (inf. with or without,.,;) is something bad, as in 793, cf. 
S. OT616 ,ilAaflou,.ll'q, fl'fotiv. 

1o6o-1. 11.A>: ,t(a): hortatory, like cly,-rE (etc.) with ut pl. subjunc. (1258-
60*); perhaps here only with 6nws; cf. Ar. Ecc/, 99 d).A' 4y•B' 81rws ••• 
llpdaol'f" (KG ii 377). yCVYGia ... ll(U:.TaTa: with 8paoavft (622•), but 
the word-order, while emphasizing then. pl. adjs. (framing the clause), 
also makes df,cliTaTa do double duty with icaTlavo~ffflci (cf. IT 321-2 J1rws 
Ba..06,.E8111tdAA,a-r11). Again the heroic emphasis is on pride oflineage; the 
three-word line (883*) suits the bravurlt of the sentiment. 

1o6a-4. llno8d(w noA1&: note the political aspect (with a topical ring) ofOr.'s 
demonstration of nobility. naloas (intrans.) ••• ♦aoyav11: contrast Hel. 
983 ·,,(Ids ,J1r11p ~011, ... fl,f,os, El. 688 1r11low yelp ,J1r11p (Geel) ... fl,f,1,, S. 
Ant. 1315 1r11lo110' J.f,' .J1r11p ... 11,h,jv; variation was naturally practised in 
such recurrent expressions. TOAl't\l'ao,v: or 'bold' deeds both good and 
bad, cf. 827, PI,. 1219, Ba. 1222, S. Plril. 633-41rdvT11llhoA,.vTd (lntrod. F 
i. 12 ). The variant flo11Ae6,-.uaw, though attested in ll, is decidedly inferior 
here (for the error, cf. Mtd. 76);due, no doubt, to 1085• below (but cf. also 
Med. 769, Hp. 28, Hee. 251,331, Su. 3g8, El. 1109). 

1065-8. nuAA811, ol'i B . .. : cf. 622•. jipaji1us: properly 'one who presides over 
an clyw•' (cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 230); Pyl. is to see that the rules of the 
bloody game are observed, like the umpire of a duel. n1pLo«,~ov: cf. IT 
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627, Med. 1034 x•palv .~ 1r•p1aT•A•iv. 1<al xaip: as Diggle observes (Studies 
114), the Kal in this formula always links xaip• with a preceding 
imperative. ,ropcuo14a1: Or. does not have a sword with him on stage (cf. 
1223), and so he makes to exit 'within' (the normal place for suicide in 
tragedy), expecting El. and Pyl. to follow. [1067 del. Paley; an inorganic 
but blameless line (for the coordination of 6aof,ov ,., .•. after 
y,vou .•. Kai . .. 1r,ptaT<1Aov, cf. GP 500).] 

1069-1>7, In IT 672 ff. Pylades similarly protests his unwillingness to outlive 
Orestes; there, by contrast, Or. has on his side the argument of 'not 
betraying Electra' (/T706, 716-17). 

1069-70. l,r(axc,: at once checking Or. in his exit (cf. Ph. 896} and initiating 
a new Myos (cf. El. 962); this peripeteia (beginning with Or.'s turning to 
Pyl. and terse 'farewell-speech' in 1065-8} is handled with masterly 
economy. Iv,., 1401'♦1\v lxw ( =µeµ,f,oµa1, cf. Ph. 772-3); for the acc. 
governed by the compendium, cf. 842-3•, HF 709 & xp~v a• 
,..,,.plws ... Offou8,jv lx .. ,, (KG i 322-3). l'IY ,rpw-ra: the initial lv is, as 
usual, emphatic (530*); but here Pyl. has more than one point to make 
( 1085*, 1098 ff.). fjl\.,r1va1: 'supposed'+ pres. inl:, cf. An. 720. 

1071. 'Why, what concern ... ?' For the surprised, disscntient yap (not here 
ironical), er. 483; GP 77-8. 

10711. fjpou; cl: ,jpou ,-68'; El. 275. ,-l&ctijv, sc. 1rpoC11)1m µ01. CTa1p(c)las: 804 •; 
the abstract noun occurs only here, 1079 and S. Aj. 683 in tragedy. [Since 
fra,p•l- is better attested at S. Aj. 683 and read here by ll, we should 
probably recognize it (with Porson) as the preferred form at this point in 
the trimeter; cl: 93 ... 1rpoo•8plq., 304 ... 1rpooc8p•lq. (codd.) v&aov.] 

1073, OUK IKTGYIS . .. f'YfTip: recent edd. rightly prefer ou to cniv; Or. means 
'your mother', but his ambiguous phrase allows Pyl. to misinterpret him; a 
characteristic twist (414-16*), a feature here being the balance between oil 
and ws lyw. [It is curious that Jackson (MS 187) regarded the variant ail 
(Mn YP·) as 'futile' and saw no alternative to writing o?J,, l,_.o,y• in 1074.J 

1074. er. /T675 Kowfl IU 1rA,uoas (Elms.) 8,i,,.. Kai KO&vfl 6av•iv. OU\IC,O( ye, SC. 

lKncva: cf. 1235-6*; they, is both 'affirming' and 'limiting', cf. Ba. 484 (GP 
132). oco1"1i: reinforcing ouv, as in IA 746-7. [An alternative punctuation 
before Ko1"7i gives equally good sense, but seems slightly less natural.] 

1075. Cf. /7699 d).A' lp,r• Ka/ (ij ,ea/ 86,,.ovs o{Ku 1raTp6s; but here Or. seems to 
have forgotten what Pyl. said at 765. Perhaps 'thoughtlessly' (cf. 1054-5*); 
or perhaps the audience too are expected to have forgotten what was 
relevant only to that earlier scene (717-28*). It would weaken Pyl.'s 
'heroism' if his arguments included a reminder that he had no home to go 
to. l''I auv8vna1ei l'o,: or lµ,ol? The rhetorical balance between the datives 
justifies the more emphatic pronoun, even though the main emphasis lies 
elsewhere; cf. [940]•. [For lµ,o{Biehl cites cod. Laur. plut. 32, 33, which is 
Matthicssen's Rf. Bothe's 1raTpl81 for 1raTp{ could be right, but is hardly 
necessary. J 

1076-7. Reminiscent of Med. 1021-3 ( ... o,f,q,v µ,iv fon 8,i 1ro>.,s, Ka/ 
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llwµ.' .. . ), and of A. Pers. 250 (where the Persian Empire is a ,ro.\rls.,,.\ouTou 
,\,µ~v; for the 'haven' metaphor, cf. Page on Med. 769). aol 11lv,., i11ol 
ff , , .: the ,-.lv•clause here bears the greater weight (GP 370), its syntax 
continuing in 1076 afier a subordinate (though also emphatic) 'wher
eas .. .'; cf. 1143 ff. 

1078-80, ,caTEyyutiv is a prose word, only here and 1675 "in tragedy; 
,ra,80,ro.,,v also is rare in poetry (Held. 524; -,ro1os An. 4, Ph. 338, Rh. 980). 
ou 6 ... >.ujJwv: 5o6•; Or. substitutes a command for the strict antithesis 
to 1078-9, which would be something like 'but another woman's (y&,-.01) 
you may yet obtain'. 

(1081). Kij6os: 795•. OUKeT' lcm611: cf. Hee. 683 (rlµ.(), Hp. 778, Hel. 279. But 
this issurely a superfluous line, with a suspiciously repetitive cadence (afier 
1076 ... oil,c laT, ll~), made even less welcome by the following oJ ycip ~,-.,v 
loT1 ... in 1083. The variant ,c.;/los Tf (ll, ALP) could be the original 
reading, if 1081 is an importation from a parallel passage in a different 
play; though cf. 127[-8]•. 

108111. w 1ro8cwov .. . : cf. 1045-6• (Or.'s feeling towards Pyl. reflects El.'s 
feeling towards Or.); &111'°: not &voµ.' (for the error, cf. /T 905, IA 354); voc. 
as in Al. 1133, Ion 1261, A. Ch. 238, S. Aj. 977 (there with adj. only or adj. 
and gen. pers., analogous to addresses with ,cttpa, while focusing attention 
on theface); here the dependent abstract gen. shows that 8µ.µ.a has moved 
further from 'eye, visage', and has something of the metaph. colour of t/,ms 
(IT 905, A. Pers. , 69, S. Tra. 203; LSJ 8,-.µa III). 

1083, TOiiTo: i.e. To xa{puv, cf. 352-5 •. yc µ'Iv: adversative, like Yf µfrro,, cf. 
Al. 516, Hp. 1340, El. 754 (GP 348). 

1084, T'JTwµc8u: the 1st pers. pl. gives an unexpected twist to what, with 
T7ITWvTa1, would be merely trite; for the hyperbole (111orit11ri as already 
morlui), cf. 1018-19•. 

1085. ,\ ,roM: cf. HF 460, ,} ,ro,\.\& Med. 5 79, Hel. 765, etc. >.e>.c,,t,u,: .Or. is 
'outstripped by'•(1041-2•) and so 'ignorant of' (He!. 1246) Pyl.'s ideas 
(/fou>.ru,-.&,.wv, cf. 1131 *), which are both superior (as to the impossibility 
of his lone survival) and further advanced (as to the second ,\6yos, 1098 ff., 
which 1069 has shown to be already in Pyl.'s mind). Contrast /T815 lyyrl~ 
TWV lµwv xp{µ,r,-71 t/,prvwv (,caµ1TTT/ L, corr. Wecklein). 

108&-8, 11,jn., • l''I., .: cf. 41-2•, 467. For the conditionally qualified self
curse extending beyond death, cf. Hp. 1030-1 ,ea/ µ,',T• ,rovTos µ,jTr y,j 
8l€0.1TO /J,OU / a&p,cas 80.voVTOS, El ,ca,cos ,rltf,v,c' dv,jp (CQ, 1968,. 34). Here 
cdµa µou stands for,... (or aw,-.& ,-.ov) and icapmµov 1rcliov for y.; (with an 
overtone of fertility ritual); then 'nor the bright al8,',p' is added as the 
alternative recipient of the ,J,ux,', or 1rvEuµ.o. of the dead (982-4 •, Collard on 
Su. 533); the omission of the second object (,-.r, ,rvru,-.& µou} is a zeugma, cf. 
1375-7 (there is no need for any of the more or less elaborate emendations 
that have been suggested). 

1088. i>.cu8«pwau~: cf. 488•, HF 1010 ('escape' as 'liberation'); Tou116v: i.e. 
lµ.l, cf. 296* (Teiµ.&), Ba. 844, Hel. 893. d.1ro>.lwo,11• oi: cf. 304 ,l ycip 
1rpo,\1{,J,ns /J, '. 266 
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1o89 ft'. For the argument hinging on repeated ouv- compounds, cf. IT 675, 
684-5, Held. 116-7. 

10B!H}o, The force of the first vuv- (scarcely to be distinguished from 
adverbial ow) may continue with the uncompounded ll3ouA1ud, cf. IT 
685, S. Ant. 537, Ar. Ran. 687; but Pyl. is in a special sense the {Jou>.111Tf/S 
(1085, 1105*, 1131, 1158, 11135-6*). 

1091. ical,., o~v: 'therefore also' (a seemingly natural combination, but 
perhaps a rarity; GP 445 illustrates only r<a/ • •• oJv 'and in fact'). b1-1oii: 
reinforcing ouv- (530*)1 while also integrating the added ical Tfl8'. 

10911 f. lf't\Y ycip aun\v, , • icplvw 8Gf'GpTa is then a parenthesis (explaining 
r<a/ T7i8,, cf. 11911) to the main line of argument which is resumed in 1093; 
for the successive yap-clauses where the first is parenthetic, c[ Od, ?O, 305-
6, s. oc 980-11 (Denniston, CR 1930, 1115). ,1\s ... 11,nvcva: El. is 'my wife' 
already in Pyl.'s judgement because he has 'approvingly accepted' her 
hand in marriage (cf. 16711 r<a/ >.l"Tp' J1171vEo', f/Vlr<' dv 8,8,j, 11aTf/p). 
According to normal Greek sentiment, it is primarily the r<~8os (with the 
obligations of ,J,,Ma entailed) which Pyl. has approved, rather than El.'s 
personal qualities as a nubile woman; Uxos+ gen., cf. 110-1•, 11108. The 
simplest metrical correction is to add y, (a smaller change than Brunck's 
r<a-r7lv,oa or Paley's r<a-r71v,oas); but the choice is close between Parson's ~s 
(y,) Mxos (causal-epcxegetic y, with the rel. pronoun, GP 1113-41 1 ,p-11) 
and ~s >.lxos y' (cod. Lond. Arundel 51111, Barnes), underlining the noun in 
the rel. clause ('whose hand I have accepted'; cf. II. 5. 446 fl,pyaµq, clv t,pfl, 
olh ol Vl)OS YE -r<-rur<-ro, GP 1 16), 

1093, Read T{ya.p ipw r<a>.ov (not icciyw) ffOTI; cf. Bond on HF578 ,,., </>f/OOµfV 
Ka>.6v; ('how shall I put a good face on i1?'). It is difficult to attach any 
meaning to the misplaced r<al in r<dy,l,, and V's reading suggests that Jy.1, 
came in as an error for Jpw (cf. Barrell on Hp. 715). 

1094. yj\v ~•A♦(8 ... : 'Delphi' (An. 1167, Ion 5), here as the 'capitolium' of 
the tl>wKlwv 116>.,s (7116, 771, 11109); cf. An. 999 f., where Or. speaks of his 
'spear-friends in the Pythian land'. The house of Strophius the Phocian 
traditionally lay 'at the foot of Parnassus' (Pi. Py. 11. 36), near the elevated 
Pythian shrine. In the fifth century, Delphi was not the capital of Phocis: 
territorially independent, the Delphians had a unique Panhellenic status, 
while the Pythian shrine was also the religious centre oft~e Amphictionic 
League (the Phocians, it would seem, looking rather to Abae as their 
national centre; H. W. Parke, Greek Oracles (1967), 65, 94). But tragedy 
had its own mythical topography and flexible 110.\1r-concepts (cf. 'Argos'/ 
'Mycenae'). iA8wv+acc. cf. 11109 (KG i 311-111). laicpo1r-roA1v: for the 
poetical form, cf. A. Sept. 1140, Page on Med. 641. {The variant -r~v 
A.>.,/ii8' • ... dr<p611To>.,v is possible (I' and T were often confused in 
uncials), but scarcely better; likewise Paley's tl>wr<lwv (-r') dr<p&11-ro>.iv (a 
type of pairing looser than direct apposition, cf. Ba. 919; GP 5011).] 

10951. 4s, like Jo-r,s (1185-7•), introduces the imagined indictment; the 
phrasing reflects El. 605, and cf. HF 111113-5, etc. (454-5*). ,rapij: 753•; for 
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the argument against accepting ut pers. ,}v in metrically indifferent 
positions, see Barrett on Hp. 700, Renehan GTC 6. 

1097~. Punctuate OUIC ,.,,.,,,. aAAa 1'QU1'Q l'iv ICGl'Ol l'cAu· .,..1 Bi ... : Pyl. 
rejects the unthinkable (cf. 307•), that he should desert a 8uaTuxwv ,j,{>.os; 
insists that the 8u01"uxla1 of Or. and El. (TauTa) arc his concern also: and 
proceeds 10 his second >.&yos, the need to make Men. auvlluOTux•iv. TauTa 
p.iv thus looks equally b11ckwards (concluding the first .\oyos, which began 
in 106g-70•) and forwards. A pivotal moment in the structure of the play, 
cf. Scarcella 1166 If. {Earlier edd. mostly put a comma after lOTw and a full
stop after ,.1>.n; recent cdd., like Murray, put a full-stop and a colon. The 
exact reference of Taii1'a seems to have been missed.] 

1100-,o(-1). 'A mad stichomythia ... in which Orestes and Pylades distort 
the meaning of their words in a manner reminiscent of Thucydides' 
description in 3. 811, 4' (Schein, WS 1975, 611). The 'Intrigue' style is 
familiar, but nonetheless 'shocking' as exploited here. 

1100. Ji ♦IA,-a-r': expressing joy, cf. 1313, El. 11119, Cy,. 437. •l yap ... then 
explains the exclam. (whether asyndetically or with some causal force in 
the yap; cf. GP,~11~3)_. 1'0UT~ • • , l&c:,v: 119•; TOU1'o. is.strongly emphasized, 
and 1CaTIJavo11' ,8wv 1s equivalent to ff PW ,ca,-/Javnv 180,,.,. 

1 io1--2. '"""'"ov .. , / l'IVII> • •. : for the responsive echo with uncom
pounded vb, cf. 1183-4, Ion 1533-4, A. PV 72-3, Ar. Lys. 850-1; for the 
extension"of meaning from 'wait for' to 'await the proper time for', so 
'defer', Wedd compared X. Cyr. I. 6.10. TOY i)(lpov: active hatred ofone's 
enemies (especially vengeful) was the second law of the traditional moral 
code, cf. Page on Med. 8og-10, Adkins 158, Dover, GPM 180-4; normally 
subject, of course, both to legality and to an overriding ,.,i ayav (cf. HF 
585-6). For a similarly unqualified vendetta-ethic, cf. Archil. 126 West ;v 
8' l1rlaTal'a• ,.lya, f ,-clv ,ca,cws (I'') lp8ovTa 8uvois &vTal'•{/Jca/Ja, 1<a1<ois. 
Intelligent Athenians were well aware of the defects in such a moral 
posture; cf. Pl. Crito 49B (etc.) for the most complete rejection ofit. [Biehl 
and Chapouthier rightly keep dv&,.cwov (&,.,.. M• only); the case for 
t1,.{Ja>.ovat Al. 526 is far stronger. And Murray's,., after &,.,.uvov is an error 
(?) for Ill (codd.).] 

1103-4. 'No intrigue in Greek tragedy can take place without the complicity 
of the Chorus' (Barrett on Hp. 710-111, with illustration ofhow E. variously 
made a virtue of necessity). The exchange here is like S. El. 11103-4 lyw 
t/,pO.au,,.,' iiv. El TO TWv3' 1,vouv trdpa.-dAA1 la-rlv 1Uvow1 WaTE 1rpOs ffLOTcis 
lp,is (in turn reminiscent of El. 11711-3); but note the additional well
characterized 'distrust of women', overridden by considerations of ,j,,>.la. 
With the active participation of the Chorus in 11146 ff., there is little or no 
sense that they are dt lrop. 

1105. The 'admirable friend' reveals his callous ruthlessness with shattering 
suddenness. Pyl. 's role as counsellor of evil is similar to that of the Old 
Servant in Ion 9711 If., who suggests that Creusa should 'punish Apollo ... 
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kill her husband ... at least kill the upstart son'. 1<1"civw1&tv ... Mn'lv 
nucpciv: 'apposi1ive' int. acc., cf. 10•, 727-8•. 

1106. nws; cf. Ion 979 ffWS (sc. KTavw); •lydp .r.., li11vaTOV" J,s (Jl>.o,µ{y' dv, and 
contrast IA 874 ,rws (sc. •lrras); a,rl,rTUa', .I, r•pa.J, µv8ov. The tone of voice 
varies with the context, here 'conditional approval'. t'l"o yap bo, .. ov 
laT,v ... t: Or. might be either approving Pyl. 's 'readiness' or expressing 
his own (for the latter, cf. Tr. 74); but neither point can be satisfactorily got 
from the lame text. Most conjectures throw out lanv and seek to introduce 
TO lµov ('I for my part'): Barthold TO ydp (lµov y') ETOlf'OV (after 
Hermann),Jackson (J,s) lT01µov (Toilµov) (throwing out 1"0 yap as well, 
and postulating a double lipography; MS 236•). A simpler solution is to 
write fiv,a' for lo-r{v; cf. IT 1023 -ro Iii ,rpo8uµov (sc. aov) fiv•aa; aor. (as IA 
874) before •l + fut., as in 1211-13•. For lTo,µos of readiness to kill, cf. the 
sinister ambiguity in El. 796; the word is also specially apt to Pyl.'s 
readiness to help (cf. Hee. 985, with ,J,O,o,s lrrap,«iv, and A. Ag. 842 
froiµ.os ... a<&pa,/,opos). d y icno, tcollii>s: 'if (provided that) the outcome 
will be good' (i.e. successful, cf. 1212, but also 'fine', according to the heroic 
Ka>.ov-valuation); .r ,,. 'si quidem', like .r,,,p 1212, cf. A. Ag. 1249 ,r,,.p 
lam, r• (GP 142); for la-ra, Ka,\ws, cf. IA 441, Ar. Plut. 1188; Med. 89 (E11), 
Held. 1055 (Ka8apws); LSJ •l,-d C. 1. [Degani rightly resists Di B.'s 
alteration of •i y' loTa, KaAws to .r y' loTa1, Kai\ov; but his defence of la-rw 
'exists' overlooks the intolerable conflict with the following l0Ta1. The 
scholia contribute nothing of value; as Paley argued, the conflicting 
paraphrases there arc merely attempts to make sense of the text as we have 
it. l. 

1107. a♦ci(a.vns (coincident, sc. KTo.vwµ<v); the same brutal, quasi-sacrificial 
rrpiif,s for Helen as for Cl. (39, 291, 842). 1<pu1nuo,: Helen is simply 
'within', cf. 1271; the house KEu8n her (Hee. 880, Od. 6. 303, etc.). 

1108. 14cl.ll,aTo: here (unlike 235-6*) as the confirmation ofa statement, cf. IA 
364. Or. vividly imagines Helen already taking possession of his goods on 
Men.'s behalf (tcoi811, cf. 1214; but the Kalis here connective, see Barrett on 
Hp. 1447). onoa♦poy,,ua.,: seals, not locks, were the normal safeguard 
against pilfering within the house (cf. Diggle on Phaethon 223); they might 
also be used more extensively when the owner of the house was absent 
(Bond on HF 53, Fraenkcl on A. Ag. 609). The compound a,roo,f,pay
occurs here first (a,ro- with intensive force, as a,roKA .. {w; middle 'for 
oneself'). 

1109. ollll' outciT' (elliptical), cf. El. 577, He/. 1!131; Helen will soon 'have 
Death as her bridegroom' (instead of Men., cf. 1147); cf. IA 461 "A,&11< viv, 
W< lo,KE, vuµ,/,,uon -raxa, Bond on HF 481-4. 

1110. Ka(,.ws; cf. 1025. o,.ciovas: wedo not ask how Or. knows about Helen's 
attendants; but he was awake to see whatever retinue arrived with Men. at 
348 ff. 

1111. As often, anti-Phrygian/Trojan sentiment reflects contemporary 
sentiment against Persia; cf. 485•, 1447, IA 1400-1 (Goossens 640, Bacon 
128, 146). 
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Jll~. otou,,,, 4n,a1'G1'Gt: i.e. To100Tous o(o{ •laiv .. , lffl0Ta.Ta1, cf. Th. 7. 21 
rrpos 11.v&pas To>.µ,11pous oious 1<al 'A811valous (KG ii 41 t); the depreciatory 
use seems to be colloquial, cf. Ar. Vesp. 970 & 8' ;,,.,:pos olos Jq,,.,v ol1<011pos 
µ,&vov ('merely a sort of watchdog'); Jrr1<1f'aTas ('officers') is ironical. 

1113, yap: 'What?' (483*), with an affectation of disgusted incredulity. The 
TptJt/,al are not simply the mirrors and perfumes, but the flunkeys that go 
with them; cf. IA 1049-53, where Ganymedes is Zeus's Phrygian/Trojan 
TP#11µ,a. 

1114. ol"'l"IP'ov: a rare word with philosophical colour, cf. Democr. B171, 
Emped. B115 (DK i 356. 30); there is no merit at all in Naber's ~/Jf/1'~p1ov. 
If ~ is sound, Helen's 'abode' now needs more than Greece to 
accommodate it. But ws 'know that ... 'would give a more probable point: 
Or. is not then affirming a consequence, but something that had been true 
of Helen even before the Trojan War, cf. Tr. 993 ff. lv • .. "Apy<1 aµla:p' 
lxouaa 1<T>.. An idiom common in E. (Elmsley on M,d. 596[609], Stevens 
on An. 1155, Diggle, Studits 88) and liable to misunderstanding and 
corruption (for confusion of ws and wof'E, cf. Diggle ibid. 8). [Wecklcin 
proposed ws, but intended as causal; Herwerden ws y' (Mnemo.ryne 1903, 
293); Reiskc rrcio'.] 

1115. For the sentiment, cf. the speech ofDemaratus to Xerxes in Hdt. 7. 104. 
ouliiv . . . ,rp6s: cf. fr. 95 d.\>.' ail&iv 11vylvua trpos Ta ')(p~µ,aTa. TO lioii>.ov: cf. 
488*, and (in general) Synodinou, esp. 33 If. 

1116. 1<al f''IY! progressive, cf. 1260 (GP 351-2). &Is 8av.iv: cf. Pl. Apo/. 41A 
rra.\>.&a:,s J8l>.w TE8vd.va,, Hor. C. 3. 9. 15 his patiar mori. oux &tol'a,: cf. Al. 
326, Elmsley on Held. 600. 

1117. """' ouB iyw l''IY! Hee. 401, An. 256; the neg. counterpart of ilia µ,,jv 
1<.lyw A. Ag. 1652 (GP 342, 345). 

1118. To ,rpoyf'a: the whole 'business', of which the lpyov is part. ,ripaw' 
6nws >.6yus: the original rrws still needs a full answer ( 1106, 1110); cf. Med. 
701, Ion 362, 1348 for 1rlpa1v• in stichomythia. 

1119. Srj8.v ws: 'as though' (implying falsehood); seldom, as here, with 8ij8•v 
first word in the phrase (contrast 1320 ws 8ij8,v .. . , HF 949 KtVTpqJ &ij8,v 
ws .. . ), butcf. A. PV986, S. Tra. 382 (GP266). [,io,µ•vshould perhaps be 
read, with Chapouthier (not la- as Wecklein, Murray, Di B., Biehl) for two 
reasons: (a) the short form of this preverb is exceptional before a short 
vowel (E. appears to have only la,&,iv and related words; at Phatlhon 258 
,i,\.\' la,8' ls ol1<ov is Bekker's emendation or a.\,\ «8 « 011,ov, and the truth 
could be ,i,\,\' ,ia,8' ota:ov); (b) in Or., Ba., IA initial-vv is markedly more 
frequent than vvv (Zielinski 187-go).] 

11~0. ixw 'understand' (LSJ lxw I. 9) is usually qualified by an advb like 
oa.tf,ws, but er. Al. 5 t, s. Phil. 789 fl(fTE TO trpciyµa. (Bruhn 148). 

1121. a ,raoxol'tv: 'our plight', objective to the compendium yoou,. , . 8')
a611col; cf. 842, 1038. 

rrH. wal •.• y: especially common in E. (GP 134). l1<Se11<pilaa,: Pk. 1344 
(?), S. Phil. 278; here the preverb J,,. is directly antithetic to IYSoltv, Or.'s 
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hostile view of Helen's Schadenfrtude tells us nothing about her character (cf. 
71-1115•); rather, it provides a cue for Pyl.'s gloating and illuminates the 
~6os of the conspirators. 

11113. 'For us the same as for her'. Di B. and Biehl rightly print TaiJ6' (Nauck); 
cf. s. OT 574-5 Jyw BJ aoii, ,.a6,iv 811ca1w TaiJ6' o.1r,p K4/'0V au,,.;,, (Taii6' 
codd., corr. Brunck). V's J1r,p could be right, but two things will be the 
same for the conspirators as for Helen (1122). 

1124. oywva ... oywv1ou1&18a: cf. He/. 843 (with ,.lyav), Al. 648, Held. 992, 
Su. 427, Ion 939; for the cognate acc. without epithet, cf. xodr x,ia8a, 472•, 
but here predicative weight falls on l1rflTa (almost= TOv l,mTo) and ,rws. 

1125. To,o{6: miming the concealment (the swords are still 'within', 1065-
8•, 1222-3); for the 1rl1rl\01 (purple-bordered), cf. 1457•. 

1126. 'What getting-rid of allendants will take place.first (before the killing of 
Helen)?' ,rpoo8cv: temporal advb, as in 637, 799, An. 1193 ,rpou8,v 0Ma81u, 
Med. 1016 dllllol/$ KaTafw 1Tpoa8,v, IA 659 dl\l\ous ol\,i 1rpoa8', etc.; here 
emphasized by initial position, like l1rflTO 1124, ,lTa 1129. TIJ 6>.c&p°': Or. 
assumes that it will be necessary to kill some attendants, cf. 1128. [Nol 'How 
shall we kill Helen in the presence of her attendants?' (the usual 
interpretation): (a) local 1rpo118,v (rare with gen. pm., in E. only at Q,c. 
688) means 'ante', not vaguely 'coram'; (b) Tls ... y,v~a,Ta• is not the 
same as 1rws liv ylvo1To; (c) 1127 then follows less logically.) 

1127. 6>.>.ov 6>.>.ooc 0Tiy111: cf. 1448•, 1458-9• (HF972, He/. 128, Ba. 222, 
etc.); also 1474-5•; the gen. is partitive, as Th. 7. 51 d,\,\oal 1ro1 T~s E,K,>ilas 
(KG i 340). 

1 H9. 'Thereafter the deed itself shows (will show) the way'; aim~, i.e. 'without 
words'; a combination of a standard kind of euphemism (An. 264-5 Myous 
,cp6,f,w, TO 8' lpyov a.dTo aT/µ.a.v,i Ta,ca., Ph. 623, Ba. 976) and paradox (He[. 
151 ,r).oiJs, .L /lv', a.ilTos OT//J,a.v,i, sc. 'whither you should sail'). 671>.oi may 
be pres. for fut. ( cf. 749), but cf. S. Aj. 355 8T/,\oi 8l Toilpyov •.. , and further 
on 1130•. ol nlvcw xpcwv: the same directional point as He/. 151, and 
perhaps with a 'sailing' metaphor; in itself Tflvnv intrans. suggests both 
'tend' and 'strain', cf. variously 1494•, Hp. 797, Ph. 435, Ba. 936, IA 420, 
Pl. Crito 47C 1roi T<(vn. Note the remarkable 'rhyme' with 1128 a-rroKT€lvnv 
xp«fw; E. could be indifferent to such assonances. [It has naturally 
attracted some suspicion (Herwerden T•lvnv (1rpi1r•1), Wecklein T<lvn 
(.loyos); none of the homoeoteleuta cited as parallels by Di B. involves two 
words and four syllables. But conjecture (which might rather be aimed at 
1128) can scarcely improve the sense. T''""" after ,cn(v*iv has a precedent 
at 28g-90 (also 914-15), and ... ,cp•wv follows ... xp•wv at [937-8].) 

1130. 'Kill Helen': Or. uninhibitedly spells out what Pyl. has implied. 
taav&avw TO ou1&j301l.ov: 'I understand the sign(-post)'. Since the lpyov is 
self-indicating ( 1129), the deed itself (duly defined by an i,1f. phrase) is the 
oil,-,,f3ol\ov that Or. conspiratorially µa.v8&.v .. ( = lfflurnTa.1, cf. Al. 940, Med. 
1078, He/, 701, Ba. 1296). The neat paradoxical use of quite ordinary 
language has eluded commentators. The essence of a uu,./30,\0,J (for the 
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primitive use, see Page on M,d. 613) is that it signiji,s something, usually in 
terms of some 'putting together' or previously agreed 'correspondence', 
equivalent over most of its range to otlvB.,,.a (more variously to Eng. 
'token', 'sign', 'signal', 'symbol', 'clue' etc. according to the context), For 
the military use of ail,.{loAov/otl~'ll'll as 'prearranged sign' (which may 
takcvariolisforms),cf. Hdt. 8. 7; Th. 4. 112 and A. Ag. 8 ('beacon-signal'); 
Rh. 521, 572-3, 684-8 ('password'). For both words in the more general 
sense 'sign (of)',cC._S. Phil. 403, OC 46. [Somcedd. here take 'EA-~•- as a 
'watchword' that Or. first enunciates and then 'recognizes' (an odd 
confusion of thought). Others rightly look for the otl,.{loAov in Pyl.'s words, 
but arc content with the feeble point 'I understand your meaning' (the 
'clue' in Pyl.'s inexplicit language, according to Di B.); it is surely certain 
that ,.,1 ou,,./3-means more than 8 My,,.r in this context of paramilitary 
planning, and is linked in thought with 8'1/Aoi 1129. Burnett (216") 
obscurely looks for a religious ('initiation') point in a phrase which she 
begins by associating with the world of 6usin,ss. Paley wrongly added Rh. 
220 in support of 'watchword'; the otl,.{loAov oo.4,ir there is the head of 
Odysseus (or Diomedcs) as tangible proof of Dolon's entitlement to 
reward.) 

1191-5ll. A skilful, tautly-structured speech: 1131 introductory line (which 
also ends the stichomythia); 1132-48 arguments for killing Helen: (a) 
,iJ,,A.ua for- themselves, (6) 8u01'uxla for Men. (cf. 1099); 114g-50 a 
secondary plan for effecting (6), if the murder fails; 1151-2 justification of 
the whole plan: certainty of 'glorious vengeance', and a chance of 
.,,,, .. .,pla-first explicitly suggested in the final word fHOW/J-"'°'• towards 
which the whole structure is directed ( 1147-8*). 

1191. lyvws: cf. El. 617, Ion 1115, ala/Jd"71752•. ws iccv.ws l3ou>.•601-'a,: both 
in general (1089-90*) and in particular (1085*, cf. An. 621 IA 1102). [Not 
fl•flouA,u,.a, ,co.Acor (Herm.); Pyl. is propounding a plan-it is not for him to 
have finalized the planning; the prcs. is also right for the general point.] 

119sz-s. For the mixed condition {cl+ opt./imperf. with &v), cf. X. Cp. 2. 1. 9, 
Lys. 10. 8 (KG ii 479); i• (&v) and ,r.,,, (4v) arc nearly equivalent in 
unfulfilled hypotheses (mixtures involving other vbs arc much rarer). 
&<♦01 1-'•hil-'.,,: ,.,B,lvo., .. , ,rr ,.,,,.,_ is normal idiom for missiles (JI. 1. 48, S. 
Phil. 1300) and missile-like words; for the exquisite tragic extension to 
swords, cf. El. IH3 and the use of{llAor (like /JdAAew) for swords and axes 
(S. Aj. 658, etc.; Borthwick, JHS 1970, 20). 8uotc>.uis .. , ♦ovo1: cf. 30•; 
with Py!. 's distinction between 'glorious' and 'ill-famed' killings of women, 
Weil aptly contrasted the more proper sentiment in [V.J Aen, 2. 583 f., 
where Aeneas, though furiously desiring to kill Helen, remains aware that 
'nullum mcmorabilc nomcn / feminca in pocna est'. 

1194-4>, viiv S: 'But as things arc, in the actual case'; cf. 504. wv, as though 
after 'EAA~vwv; cf. 41 ". wv B: rhetorical anaphora, 708--g• (but the variant 
,., is equally good here, pairing substantival phrases); the synonymous vbs 
(cf. HF 492) arc here chiastically balanced. l,p♦avlas: cf. 664 (ol1tov). 
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1137. c\AoAuyl'Os ccna,: cf. El. 691; wilp ... l«ois: El. 715. For di\oi\u,nv of 
'the cry of exultation after a victory or success' (often, but not necessarily, 
raised at the beginning of the act of sacrifice), see Fraenkel on A. Ag. 11136; 
the cognate di\oi\11y11 has its usual sense 'well-omened loud cry of women' at 
M,d. 1173 (sec Page); E. also has d,\6,\uyµa (pl., Held. 7811). The 'fire' point 
contributes to the tone of Pyl.'s speech (cf. 1150; 6111•, 696-7), whose 
theme here is otherwise reminiscent ofS. El. 975-83. 

1138-9 .• av': i.e. )Cf¥'/OTA (Hach. clyall&.); for the epic-toned value-word, cf. 
Dale on Al. 605. cipWJ&ffOI: for the uncommon sense 'invoke blessings' 
rather than 'curse', cf. clpal 11141 (and Barrett on Hp. 43-6). Tuxciv: 
probably 'befall' here (as 13116, A. PV 346), not 'obtain' (as 687). altl 
iwpli&llf&IY: cf. Ilg, 416; the same terms are used for the killing of Helen as 
previously for the matricide (1107•). 

1140. For the pejorative 'titular' def. article, cf. 105 7 d KGKds, IA 1354 ol' µ• Tdv 
yd,iwv dtr<Kdi\ouv ,jooo11a, and Barrett on Hp. 589-90 (KG i 5911, Bruhn 4g-
50); for Or.'s title f, l'f/Tp~6VTf/S, cf. 14114, 1587, An. 999. 

1141-!l, ciwoA11rWV Toii-r': 'escaping this reproach'; an unusual expression, but 
for 'leaving behind' good,/,{/µ.,, cf. Critias B44. 17. wcoft: rarely of changes 
for the b,11,,, but cf. IT 730 ,rpl.s To lldpoos JK ,fi6/Jou ,r-; as Di B. notes, 
xwp,jons would be the normal prose idiom with 4'wl TO (UATIOV (cf. also 
617•). woAuKTovou: 56*. 

1143-6. ou &ciwo-r', ou &ci: 111g-110•. M.viAcwv J&ff .. . : cf. 1076-7•, and Ion 
69g-70 viiv 3' 17 ,.~., lpp•• ouµ,fiopais, d 3' <UTU)C<i, ,roi\ula, iotr•ooiioa 
yijpas •.. Here it is the µev-dause that focuses attention on the intolerable 
<uTuxlo. of the lxflpds, and a longer SI-clause is broken off with aposiopesis 
before the leading clause is resumed. wa,-ipa •al oi Kci81A+'tv 8avciv / 
1''11'ipa -r'--iw ,-oil,.': Py). 's argument is that Helen is ultimately responsible 
for all these deaths; but the death of Cl. is in a different category, and it is 
'seemly' to say no more about that (cf. 117, 393, IT 9!17 lo. T4 l'f/Tp6s); note 
how #'f/Tipa TE is appended in a manner that leaves it uncertain whether 
Pyl. would have added another inf. (e.g. u,fi' 17µciiv ,fiov•ull,jva,), but for the 
aposiopcsis. &o11ous l1 lxc1v oout . , .: reverting to the subject 'Menelaus', 
The argument is again economically phrased: Pyl. does not labour the 
point that Men. has betrayed the rightful heir (oous is enough to remind 
Or. of that); his focus is rather on the (abhorred) 'bride' who will be 
occupying Or.'s house, with a reminder of his father's military prowess. 

1147-8.1'1' ycipo~v ii;,.v IT, .• ,: 'may lindeed cease to live ifl don't .. .'; the 
turn of phrase contributes subtly to the progression towards o•owµevo, at 
the end of Pyl.'s speech. I'~ c.;..,., is in itself a colloquialism, cf. Su. 454 
(Stevens, Coll. Exp,. 17); the particles seem here to have a purely 
confirmatory force (oJv as in A. Su. 39!1 µ,j T(troT"oJv y•vol,iav . .. ; yap as in 
•l ydp, 1100•); of the other passages in GP 446, none is-a wish; nearest, 
perhaps, is S. OC 980 ou yap ow a,y,jaoµa,. ♦cloyavov , , .: most recent edd. 
rightly accept o,r&.aw µ•i\av (cf. µfi\o.v fl,fios 1473; 8111-11*); the eP,ithct is at 
once traditionally ornamental and sinister in colour ('black i/,alh'; 'black 
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blood'; cf. Ba. 1065 is µl>.a11 ,rl&,11); though the middle of.,,,,;.,., is epic, only 
the act. and pass. occur elsewhere in E. [Broadhead has abandoned his 
proposal c,,roa,.,µo>.w11 (CQ.1950, 122). Jn Tragica 170-2 he deletes 1145-8 
(1145 iam Hartung, Nauck; 1146-8 susp. Wecklein).] 

1149""50, ijv It o~v., ,: cf. Al. 850 ;11 8' 0611 dµdpT"' (GP 465). NGTUXW1&1Y: 
'achieve', as in 1580, by ex1ension from 'get control of, master' (791*); ef. 
IT 980 ;11 yap O«is KaToax"'l-'•11 {JplTar, 1r'"'aavTc1 of,cou1 , , .: by 'burning 
the Palace before we die' (for the emphasis on the participle, cf. 11 oo, 1164) 
they will at least achieve the object of spoiling Men.'s .,i.,..,x(a; there may 
also be a suggestion of the fire as a splendid funeral pyre. 

1151-2. '(My plan is a good one). For ... ' The causal connection (not 
'Thus ... ') is with all that has gone before, as introduced by 1131 •; cf. 
345-7•, 708-16•. ' ... one thing (if we follow my plan) we shall surely 
achieve and thereafter possess K>-ios, being Ka>.ciis dead--or Ka>.ciis saved.' 
The heroic code required the .,ly,11,Ss 'either to live Ka.\ws or to be glorious 
in death' (S. Aj. 479-Bo, likewise as the climax ofa speech), cf. Cyc. 201-2 
d,\,\. .; Bavci11 s.;, Ka7'8a11ou1u8' • .,,, • ., ... s, I; Cw117'fS al11ov 7'011 ,r&pos 
auaawao,-.•11, S. El. 131g-21 cbs lyw µ611'1 / oilK dv 8110,11 ijµap.,ov·; yelp d11 
Ka>.ws / la,.,a' lµa~11, ; 1ta.\G1s d,r,.,,\6µ'1"· Here, for obvious reasons, Pyl. 
puts the hoped-for alternative second (cf. also//. 10. 174; 1244-5•), and 
thus ends his speech with fl icaAw1 crcawiuvo, (-awµ- 473•), a hope implied 
in 1132-42, but not there expressed in terms of a"'"'lp{a. The reference of 
~&, is slightly blurred: either 'one of two things' ( 1152 as a pair like S. El. 
1320-1) or simply 'on, thing' (To ,ca>.611, 1ta.\ws as the common factor). The 
alternative, without a previous ,j, comes, syntactically, almost as an 
'afterthought'; appropriately, since Pyl. envisages awT'lp{a as a possible 
bonus to the primary, and certain, achievement of'hcroic glory'; and that 
is how Or. undentands the plan (sec below). o~ a♦aAcvT11: not, ofcounc, 
conditional (which would require µ,S); they may fall short of obtaining 
01hcr good things (cf. 1078), but not of the Ka>.611 by which they have lived 
hitherto and which gives lasting 1t>.los. 

1153-4. The right gnomic point for the Chorus-leader here (cf. 605-6*), if, as 
the plot requires, the Chorus arc not merely to acquiesce but to cooperate 
enthusiastically in the murderous intrigue. 1CC1"11CJXUVIV yivo1, sc. yuva,Kwv 
(fromyuva,f{v 1153);cf. Hp. 407-8, Od. 11. 432-4 (ofClytaemestra). Helen 
has also disgraced her 'lineage', cf. 249-50•; but it is too long since 
Tyndareus was mentioned for that point to be relevant here. 

1155-,6. Or.'s reply is symmetrical with 1131-52 both in length (it may be 
fortuitous that it has exact{,, the same number oflincs) and in movement of 
thought (with a direct verbal echo in l~os yap •• • 1172): 1155-62 praise of 
the 'loyal friend', passing from the general 10 the particular; 1163-71 
wholehearted acceptance of the 'vengeance' proposal (8p&aas T, ... Ba
vci11); 1172-6 the entrancing tlioughtof OIIJT'lpla as a possible (scarcely to be 
hoped for) bonus. 

1155-7. A common type of general reHection (Friis Johansen 88-9, 91, Bond 
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on HF 14115 f.). +cu: admiring, cf. El. 11611, IA 977. Kptivoov: 1135-6*, 8o6*. 
♦(Aos vo♦,\1: 1619, IT 919, Bond on HF 55, Dawe on S. OT 534-5. 
wAoiiTos , . , Tupavv(s: er. S. 0 T 380; for 'wealth and kingship' as inferior 
goods, er. also Hp. 1010-15 (there inferior to a way of life featuring 
ow~poolwq and oJi~pov,s ~l>.o,). AA6y10TOY M TI . . ,: 'and Multitude is a 
not-to-be-reckoned exchange-equivalent of a nobly loyal friend.' TO 
1rAt\801: usually taken as 'the common herd'. The sentiment is indeed 
elitist, but for the more 'mathematical' point (refining the idea ,..,p(wv in 
8o5-6, with mercantile imagery), cf. lv1r>.118cc x•pwv (Wecklein) in 944 •, To 
µiJ,cos 11115 •, and S. 0 T 541-11 where 1r>.118011s 1ea.l ~l>.wv is balanced against 
1r>.118n xp{iµa.o(v ,., (hendiadys, er. A. Allen, Glolla 19811, 1135). d>.cly,oTos is a 
flexible word (lit. 'such that there is no reckoning', 981 •), elsewhere 
variously 'incalculable' and 'valueless', and even 'reckless' (Th. 3. 811). 
AnclAAe1yiua is properly a semi-concrete noun (occurring here only before 
the Septuagint), used in a sophisticated way as the inverse ofxpiJµa./1eTiJµa. 
in analogous sententiae ( 11119-30*). ytYValou: 870•. [Since d>.cly10Tclv ,., can 
hardly be substantival here, d>.cly,oTov Ill ,.o, ••• would seem an arguable 
improvement (cf. An. 636; GP 5511); it would not be surprising if To, turned 
up as a variant (cf. S. Phil. 81). But cf. fr, 96 o,ca.,clv ,., xpiJµa. 1r>.oiiTos ,j ,.• 
d1rupla.J . 

1158, Pyl.'s 'devising of the 1ea1ed in respect of Aegisthus' (vengeful 'hurt', cf. 
1101-11•) sounds traditional, though in EJ. 6o8 IT. the planner had been the 
Old Retainer (Pyl. being a mute character in that play, as also in S. El.; as 
to A. Ch., cf. 11135-6•). Pyl. had shown initiative in IT (esp. 67-115). 

1159, wopijda: 'stood by', cf. 753•. wA1111lo,, ••• ic1vliuvwv: cf. Ion 711 1rl>.a.s 
llrnowv (Diggle, for ll,l1rvwv); .,>..,alov can govern either gen. or dat. 

1160-1. iic1ro&:w ,r: in the pejorative sense of Al. 634; following the present 
6iliws, ,lis probably from ,tva., (Mtd. 1111111, Su. 1113, Ph. 978), not Uva.a (as 
1447, 811. 1148-9, etc.). 

1161-2. For the sentiment, cf. Held. 11011-4, IA 979-80; for the phrasing, Held. 
567-8 •.. ltrd f 1edµol Tclll' a.loxpdv, ,.,i 011eoaµeia8a11ea.>.ws, the only other 
instance of,.,,/ at the end of a trimeter in E. J,nus occurs thus half a dozen 
times, J,.,, JTav, OT'f', J1ro11, Joo,, Jowv once each. Such enjambment is much 
commoner in S. (Denniston, CQ, 1936, 76, E. C. Yorke ibid. 154). 

116s-71. Or.'s rhetoric is founded upon the assumption that imminent death 
faces him; though the notion of ow,..,pla as a possible bonus is already in his 
mind (1151-11•, 11711-6*). 

1163-4. 'As for me, as I breathe out my life, my wish, regardless of other 
considerations, is to die aft,r doing som, (hurl) lo my Jots'; cf. 1101-11•. 
1rclnw1: cf. Denniston on El. 1127. iic,rvcwv: cf. 496• ({llov). lipGCJGS 
TI ... ixtpous: euphemistic idiom, cf. 1191, IA 1380, 1389., 

1165. Anave1Awcrw: an elevated compound (here only); dvii.>.&w/-lo1ew is often 
'to kill, destroy'; here Or. means to 'repay' Men.'s treachery in similarly 
'destructive' coinage. [Not -owµ,v; synonymous mixture of'we' and 'I' is 
common enough ( 110-11 *), but the emphasis on 'I' is particularly strong 
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here (lye./, ... ,,..,., ... ,,.ools ••. I'• ... ,ccl,.I), and the,.J11 is appropriately 
rhetorical; for the possible ambiguity, cf. Hel. 664 dn1tTuoap.l11. , • loo(oo
,.a, (s,v.l,),] 

1166, -"'-,: with the emphasis, as often (e.g. An. 8112), on the suffering 
rather than the utterance ofgrief. H,iicav: for the form, cf. 1641, HF590, 
Ph. 30. 

1167-9. Cf. 1060-1. ilP&' ... lo'J{: the aor. emphasizes the achi,wm,nt of 
glorious sovereignty. 41ud•(,: cf. H110•, Hee. 319, El. 1082, Elmsley on 
Held. 918. 06 Tlipawo,: cf. H,I. 395-6 Tolpawos oil6i11 trp/,s {J(a.11 oTpa-rfJ• 
i\aTcii11, / licotio, 8' 11.pfas 'EMd6os 11•avla,s. Or. is not denying that Ag. was 
'king of Argos/Mycenae' (cf. 437); it is in relation to Greece that his proud 
status was that of an elected strategos offree men. /)wf&1JV hoii ""': 'a power 
comparable with that of a god' (on a par, e.g., with such royal 810( as 
Darius and Xerxes); the indef. T111d (like quandam) moderates the 
hyperbole. 

1169""71, &oOAov ,rapuxwv 96.va-rov: taken by Collard (on Sa. 904-6) as 
'giving (others by the manner of) my death (the name to call it by,) 
servile'; that seems unnecessarily complicated; more simply, 'by offering/ 
presenting (to the world) a s11vil,death', cf. expressions like li\•u8lpa11,f,6ow 
rraplxw11 (JA 930-1) and traplfw ..• 6lpf/11 •.>icap6lws (Hee. 549), IAeu• 
9'pws: it is 606.\011 to be merely passive in death, but 'heroic' to 'relinquish 
life freely', cf. Held. 559 (~ux,)t, d,f,&fllGI T,. 1135, H,I. 1431), MmA- 81 
Te(oOf&a,: with a slight opposition (as the two sides of a coin); not -r•, which 
would tend to apply li\1u8lpws to both (paired and symmetrical) phrases. 

11711-6, A controversial passage. Pyl. ended his speech with a distich 
beginning l11ds yd.po.> o,f,ai\111T•s ••• (1151-2*), stressing the ,cai\di, out
come which his plan guarantees (in one way or another), Or. ends his 
speech with a longer period, beginning similarly and with a similar causal 
connection of thought: '(I applaud your ,cai\&11 plan, which accords with 
my desire). For attainment of one (the primary) objective would make us 
fortunate (sc. as dying glorious{, awnged); and we might get an unlooked-for 
bonus of oWTfJpla-a delightful fancy which it costs nothing to voice'. That 
must be the general sense, with a stop at the end of 1172; cf. Jackson 182 
(the way pointed by England, CR 1896, 345, and Gow, CQ. 1916, 80-2). 
The passage is usually taken differently (necessarily, as the text stands), 
with l..&s referring to owTfJp(a, and the second 'if'-clause epexcgetic of the 
first, But (a) l11&s would then more naturally be an anticipatory ic1/11ou 
('that other, or second, desired objective'); (6) i\a/JloBa, 'take hold of, 
grasp' is an unsuitable vb for 'obtaining' something which is thought ofin 
the same breath as 'befalling unlooked for'; (c) the ydp is illogical, unless we 
render 'for we should be unbelievably lucky, if ... ' (Wedd compared Ar. 
Plat, 1062, but that kind of colloquialism is quite out of place in this 'high
tragic' rhetorical context). 

1171. M1 v•P et Aolfo'lad' ••• : i.e. 'For ifwe directly succeeded in grasping 
(just) one thing ... ' (sc. the glorious deed before death which Or. desires 
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'single-mindedly', tr4111'wr; >.a/UofJa, metaph., cf. S. OC 373 .lpxijr ).. Kal 
,cp6.-rour -rupaw,,coii); cliTuxoi11ev ay: 'we could count ounelves fortunate'. 
For 'glorious death' as ,irruxla, cf. Hdt. 1. 31, etc. 

1173-4. We then need coordination (following a colon). I suggest simply: 
(ic)c( ,rote,, • .• '(And) i[from some source .. .' (the right connective, not 
cl BI .•. , since the remoter contingency is thought of as additional-a 
bonus-not alternative); in the event, 'salvation' will duly but paradoxi
cally come IJco6111. ac>.WTOs: cf. 879, M,d. 225, Jon 14411 etc. (a favourite 
word, also dl.\tr-rws Al. 1160, El. 5791 etc., which would give equally good 
sense). ,ropawioo, OWfllpLca: a compound here only in tragedy (prose 'fall 
alongside' or simply 'befall'); the preverb here exactly suits the double 
point 'befalling trap' l.\trlBa' and 'as a bonus' (111 traplpyq,). &eTovoiio, l"'I 
tavoiicn: 'killing witl,out dying', contrast 686 IJ"fio,co11Ta ,cal ,c-,c{vo .... a; here 
both participles are loosely 'coincident' with trapatrioo, as aspects of a 
single event; cf. H,l. 1291 ,;11 8' 'E>.>.6.8' l>.IJ,.., ,cal -ru,cw aw-r11plas. Or. then 
breaks off (write a dash) and 'substitutes clixol"a, .,,a, for the second 
apodosis (something like KdM1o-ro11 il.11 ,t11) with a slight anacoluthon (cf. 
6g1-3•), or following aposiopesis (cf. /l. 1, 580-1; LSJ cl B. VII. 2, KG ii 
484). (Paley's ,cal tro9u gives a direct wish. Jackson's remedy was to 
write ... ,irru,coi,.,11 411. / (,f,oii·) J ,r tro9«v • .• (after Bruhn, who had 
deleted 1172 and substituted ,f,oii). For Kd 'and if', cf. 239, Hp. 1226, El. 
1024 (all Kcl 1"'11), S. Aj. 44-7, 1057 (both ,c,l ,...;), ,1;. 13961 Ant. 229, 234. 
Misundentanding of it here as a nonsensical 'even if' may have played 
some part in the corruption; for a somewhat analogous confusion, cf. 
Diggle on H,t. 737-43 in Dionysiaca 167-8. One could, of course, 
contemplate a mote substantial lacuna, e.g. something like ... >.a/Jot,.,9', 
(1il-ru,c>7s ,.&pos / ylvo,-r" ilv· ;.,, Bi,.a.\>.011) 1il-ruxoi,.,vll11, I ol . .. But there is 
no more need for that than for Bruhn's oil,co,.a, (K1116.· / &,.ws Bi 1t.l11IAtr1o-ros 
ril,co,.a,) -r&.B, in 1174 (Lueubration,s (1886), 287).). 

1175-6. A resonant closing distich; problematic, however, in the construction 
of the words a ,ouAoj&CI, in relation to the statement ii8u (lo-r,1 .•• dp♦a, 
♦pivo, The latter is ofa formulaic character, cf. 1509, Al. 355-6 ,)Bu ydp 
,f,{Aous 1t.lv vuK-rl Aouaouv, Hp. 1 o 131 An. 404, Tr. 683, Htl. 665, IA 9241 1218, 
frs. 1331 529, etc.; rhe subject, inescapably, is rhe inf. phrase (1101, as most 
edd., 'for wl,at I wisl,, viz. a.;,CHfla,, is sweet so as to delight .. .'; otherwise 
impossible, since only a penon can -rlp,/,a,,,f,pl,,,.,.ufloos). Accepting that, Di 
B. takes & {JouAo,.a, in apposition to the following statement (for which he 
might have cited KG i 285). But that gives a feeble point (/JouAo,.w, sc. 
-rlp,J,a, ,f,pl11G), There can be no doubt, following ol1xol'"' 1174, that 
{JoolAo,.a, alludes toOr.'s wish for aw-r11pla (cf. 678-9•). So we have to take & 
/JouAo,.a, as loosely (very loosely) objective to the idea of'uttering' implied 
in Bui o-rd,.a .,,pr/,a, ,f,plva ,.u901r;. Longman desperately excised the whole 
distich (CR 1958, 122), But there is a further possibility: read oll {JouAo,.a, 
('qf/eo11,erning what I desire'), governed by .,.,.,11oio1 ,..iBo,r;. For such gens. 
with nouns of speech, cf. Hp. 1301 1465-6, IA 842, Od. 11. 492. The reading 
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0Y ... is, in effect, transmitted in a scholion which labours to make sense 
of oil ffou>.oµa, (Schw. i 208. 19 ff.); and, for the error, cf. the false variants 
otland o'in 434. 1<al., .: the point might be either 'even ... ' (conceding the 
unreality of the delightful fancy) or 'also ... ' (emphasizing the pleasure of 
voicing it when it costs nothing to do so). For the former, cf. Tr. 683 ,j8,i ll' 
fCITi Kai 8oKEiv, Theocr. 3. 20 laT1 Kai•• KEVEoia1 ,,lu.l.,jµaa1v &Illa Tlpif,,s. But 
the latter is more consonant with the actual phrasing, with 81ci. O'TO!'G 
('vocally', 103*) following Kalas the first words of the inf. phrase. It may 
be, however, that both points arc intended. 

1176, The modern ring of a8a,ravw1 'at no expense' (here first, and rare) 
blends characteristically (cf. 919*) with the poetical associations of 
1TTflVOio-1 "u8o,, ... T4p+aa ♦pwci (//. I. 201 etc. lfl'<a fl'TfPOfV1"a, 9. 186 
,f,p,va TEPfl'O/,lfVOV ,f,opµ,yy,, Od. I. 107 fffCIC10ia1 ... 811µ<>v lTEPfl'OV, 23. 301 
TEp11'Eall1Jv 1'6f101a1); for fl'T1Jvos with the implication 'vain' (after 1173), cf. 
IT 571 ('dreams'), Auge fr. 271 ('hopes'). 

1177-11103, El.'s proposal to kidnap Hermione. A self-contained Myos (1203), 
with a formulaic ending and followed by encomium, even as 106g---1155 
ended with a choral distich and was followed by praise of Pyl. The surprise 
of El.'s intervention is enhanced by the lack of a choral distich balancing 
1153-4. Feminine wiles play au important role in tragic intrigues; here El. 
is applauded both for her femininity and for her 'masculine mind' ( 1204 *). 

1177-8. auTo ToiiT': cf. 665 *. l11 Tp!Twv 'thirdly', cf. 435*, Pl. Grg. 500A. The 
more colloquial language is appropriate to the tone of an 'intrigue' after 
the preceding 'heroics', as Di B. observes. 

117,-80, 8cou Aay••t ,rpovo,uv: a compressed way of saying 'Your words 
('a<»TTjplav ,jµiv lxw') express superhuman foreknowledge' (or 'planning
ability'; cf. 11'pavo,a almost 'plan' in Ph. 736); an expression of marvelling 
incredulity. aAM tJou To8«; still sceptical (cf. Al. 1075), but here inviting 
an explanation (the previous incredulity makes a difference). Or. expects 
some sort of explanation: 'for I know you to be intelligent'; To o-uvnov: i.e. 
auv,a,s, the proper faculty for participation in debate (cf. 921*), as a 
constituent of the i/,11x,j (cf. Webster, JHS 1957, 152). 

1181. 1<11i au: to Pyl. (the first step towards fully three-cornered dialogue). 
8cupo vouv •x•: cf. Jon 251, Ph. 360, etc. (Digglc on Phaethon 265 and Studies 
98). 

118a. 'Speak: for what pleasure is there in futurity (non-presence, delaying) 
of good things?' The correct interrogative interpretation was given by 
Lenling, and again by Verrall (PCPhS 1897, 3), but has been strangely 
neglected by edd. Or. is impatient for ,rapovTa aya8d, cf. 426* T<> ,,.,>.>.av 8' 
raov ,hrpaf{9-Myw; the abstract phrase TO 1'«>.>.cav ciyci8ci (dya8a subj. of the 
inf.) is more conceptual than µl.1..1.ovTa .lyafla, but nearly equivalent. For 
the position of Tlv(ci) in the line, cf. 101*, 1186, 1211; following C:,s 
'because', cf. lie/. 97 J1r,/ Tls awi,povwv T.l.al11 Td.8' riv; 

1183-4, A common type of question and answer in stichomythia, cf. Dodds 
on Ba. 463 (/on 936-8, 987-8, Tr. 69-70; Al. 523-4, /T812-19, Hel. 794-
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5); for tcci1"01a8a,, .; answered by ol8 . , ., cf. 1101-2•; rllioi w'JPOl''IY ('of 
course you do', Paley) is like Ion 999 Tl 8' oil µ,>.>.,.s, y<pov; ijv ;e,,_,i,.., 
'Ep111o"'lv: 65•; M.L.W. convincingly proposes ~v (y'), reinforcing the 
'assent•. 

1185""7, Better punctuated as an unfinished sentence (96•), interrup1ed (cf. 
75 7, Hel. 826 Tl XP'll'a 8paoa,; Tlv' uirayfls µ • Js J>.1rl8a;) and continued with 
fut. participles. 

1187, xocis , , , Tci♦ct1: 'to perform libations for the burial (buried person); cf. 
124-5, xoas Ta<pq, 8011a', 1322 cnr•laaaa v<pTEpo,s xoas, Hee. 265 'E>.lv11v VIV 
alT1iv XP'IV Ta</>'f) ,rpoa,/,ayµaTa, ibid. 528-9 aipo • . 'xoas OavOVTI 1raTpl (the 
dat. is governed as much by xoas as by the vb). utrap 1''11'POS: 'on her 
molher's behalf', cf. 94-125. [Not 'over our mother's tomb' (with Ta,/,011}, 
as Di B. takes it, after Paley, Weil, Wecklein; an unstylish redundancy after 
1rpos K>.-Ta,/,ov (still, in effect, in the same sentence}; moreover one pours 
J,r[ (471) or KaTa -,,vos (Ar. Eq. 1094), and (KaTa)a1r1v8uv {mlp Tivos can 
only mean 'on behalf of'. -racpou might indeed be defended as governed by 
KaTa- (cf. KaTax•iv -,( Twos, II. 23. 2811, Hdt. 4.-611, Ar. Ach. 246, 1040); but 
ambiguity is against it here, and it is doubtless due to the wrong 
interpretation of µf/Tpos.] 

1188. tcal 5" 1'1 •. • ; an E. combination (Hee. 758, El. 655, Hel. 101; GP 250), 
equivalent to Kai T& 8,j ... ; (cf. GP 1111, 310) and analogous to ... 8, 8,} 
T&S ••• ; (mainly E. and Ar.; GP 259).1'111011"ouy' dtras . .. ; a non-elliptical 
(thus less colloquial} version of T1 To11To; 'what's the point of that?' (Stevens, 
Coll. Expr. 31); ls CJWT'IPlav: LSJ Eis IV. 11. 

1189. ll1&'1POY: 'hostage' (as Men.'s daughter}; but, since the emphasis has 
been on the fact that Herm. is Helen's daughter ( 1183) acting for her 
mother (1187), it may be relevant that Jp:f/pM appears to have (or include) 
the sense 'substitute' in its other two tragic occurrences (Dale on Al. 870, cf. 
Ba. 1193), Or. is entitled to wonder what El. is getting at. 

1190. 1'1vos , •. ♦clp11atcov: predicative, either 'to effect what {good)?' or 'to 
remedy what (evil)?; cf. Barrett on Hp. 5og-12 for a similar ambivalence. 
The former (cf. cpapµaKov awTriplas Ph. 893) is slightly the more natural 
from Or.'s point of view (he knows the KaKa, but not the promised dya6a), 
but El.'s reply starts with the remediable 1<a1<ov 'if Men. tries to hurt you', 
This third, climactic question is framed as a cue for El.'s speech; the 
medical metaphor is thematic, likewise Tp1aaois ♦l>.o,, (looking forward 
to 1192 and 1244-5•, cf. 435•). 

1191, '1" 1'1,,. aa 6pq: I 163-4•, I 199•. 
1192. The parenthesis following tcGl-'E is like that following Kal Tfi8• in 1092 f.• 

,rav ycip Iv ♦l~ov To&.: then. demonstrative (.E TO Ka6' ~µas} reflects the 
idiomatic use ofn. pl. Tall, ror 'we' (Med. 139, A. Pers. 1, Th. 6. 77. 1 ), here 
allracted into the number or the complement. The expression may owe 
something also to philosophical language (cf. Hcraclitus B50 oµo>.oy,iv 
oo4,6v fo-,u, Iv 11<.ivTa •lvai). 

1194. 6cpn trpos a,hft,., lxa1v: 'hold close to the neck', cf. Cyc. 682; 
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o•o.-vi, i.e. 'strictum' (Greek characteristically preferring the active 
form of expression); for lxcw having its full sense following an aor. partic. 
(not as a mere auxiliary), er. 451. 

1195-6. 'And ifMenelaus cooperates to save you, not wishing his daughter to 
die (after seeing Helen's bloody corpse) .. .'. ,cliv piv, .. : cf. Ph. 975, Rh. 
126, Phaelhon 47 (,c&v 'and if', cf. 1173-4•). at,n: inceptive-conative, cf. 
1199•. In 1196, asin 110, Hermann's transposition 'EM.,,,sMnlAcwsshould 
be resisted; Chapouthier alone ohecent edd. gives ... M•vlA11os, 'EM.,,,s 
... ( as Triclinius, Porson, etc.). There is no good reason here for preferring 
the more interlaced word-order (forcing us to take 1195-6 in one breath, 
and tending to associate 'EAl1171s with ,c{ip7111). As in 110, the wrong •Acws is 
simply due to a recent occurrence of that form ( 18, 1191). 'l:A"'9is w-rwi-{ 
l8wv iv afpaT1: i.e. 'EAlv71v ••oouo1111 ••. , cf. Ph. I 697, and 1548• .,Ja.,µ' l,c 
8l~pou; also A. Su. 6611 •-rwµ11ow 11lµ11-rlo11• •l8ov yas, and Od. !Ill. 383-4 -rous 
~ l'&v µd)\11 ffOVTOS lv 11fµo-r, ,col ,covlno• / ., • .,.,. • ..,.,.,.s ,roA)loils. 1196 can 
perhaps be spared (del. Nauck, Reeve>); but it variously reinforces El.'s 
point: she is proposing an extension of Pyl.'s plan, not a substitute for it, 
and the sight of Helen's bloody 'fall' will make Men. take seriously the 
threat to kill Herm. as well. It is also appropriately shocking that El. should 
dwell gloatingly on the blood, in terms similar to those later used by the 
Chorus (1357-8). 

1197. wurio8a,: exquisite for lx .. v, 1tc,c-r,jo80, (An. 641, HF 14116, cf. Fraenkel 
on A. Ag. 835). The alliteration is striking, probably satirical in intention 
and effect (not, as E, a word-play between ,rc,rao8a, and ,r11-rpl; the 
assonance extends also to ,r11p8lvou). Sil'as: 'living body' (cf. 107•). 

1198. 6Culu11ou: Med. 319, B11. 671. l'TI 1epa-rwv: 'failing to control', er. 
il1tp11-r,)s, 

1199, 1e-rllvn: pres. subjunc. (inceptive-conative again), cf. 8p~ 1191, oC:.Cr, 
1195, IT 920 &-re ,ro-r,)p '""""' µ•, etc. 

11100. ~v woMs ,rapft: not, or not simply, 'in full force' (Wedd), since the main 
contrast is between Men. 's initial allitud, (E dpy,)) and the later 'softening' 
ofhis mood; rather, 'violent' (opp. µl-rp,os, cf. Hp. 443, Ba. 300, JA 557), as 
a poetical equivalent of o~o8pt.s, but coloured also by the sense 'high and 
mighty' (348-51*). 

11101. XPIWftl 1111AaCc1v: a proverbially coloured phrase, cf. Al. 381, 1o85, etc. 
(de Romilly, Time in Greek Tragedy (1968), 1311). The anatomical word 
owA6y)(VOV has a wide range of lit. and metaph., poetical and colloquial 
use; for the sense 'spleen' (like Lat. slomachus), cf. Hp. 118. 

111011. oGT' liA1e1!'(1s: cf. 754 •. 
11109. oWT'IPlllt lwaAC1v: 7ll4•; the gen. has a quite different force in A. Ag. 

381-11 l,r11)1f,s ,r)lo6-rou ('protection afforded by wealth'). ,tp'ITGI A6yos: 
Pk. 10111, A. Eum. 71o;cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 58ll .,d,,.,.'lxc1s)ldyo .. for these 
and similar formulae indicating that a speaker has said what he set out to 
say. 
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11104, El.'s 'masculine mind' is reminiscent of her mother's dv&ptl/1011>.ov ,c,lap 
(A. Ag. 11; cf. S. fr. 943 R. dv8p~P"'" yiw,j). 

Ho5. ff yuv111Cl 8')Aci11111rp,1rov: both 'feminine in weakness' (6,j.\vs as Met/. 
928, S. Tra. 1062) and 'beautiful among women' (with reminiscence of the 
epic pleonasm O.,.\.rlnpa., yuva.i,crs, II. 8. 520, and the epic use of trp••mv 'to 
be conspicuous among', as Od. 8. 172). 

11106. 4il11 iijv: 'dmrving to live' is a new point. 
1110~. &p: i.e. 'in the light of this revelation of excellence'. TGA11s: 

economically implying Ba.vwv (ldv Bd"lls), opp. iwv (ldv Clis), while directly 
antithetic to f&IIKGpaov. 'An enviable A4xos', cf. 20-1•, 1210•. Of the 
audience, one suspects that 'few would envy Pylades his bride' (Schein; cf. 
Conacher 223). 

11109. ♦wiciwv S lllto, w6Aw: cf. 1094 • (Pyl. may be thinking of a wedding at 
Delphi). 

111110. ciCaoul'ffrJ: E ,coaµo11,.l"'1, T,,...,,,.,.,.,,; cf. 1168 df,u,9r{s, A. Ag. 903. It 
was the prime function of wedding-hymns to celebrate the df{a. of the 
bridal pair and to declare them,.a.,cap,o, 'happy, enviable', cf. Al. 919-21. 
For the bravura of the three-word line, cf. 883•. 

H11-13. Conditionally approving ('when? for ... if. . .') like 1106•. Tlvos 
xpovou; 'how soon?' The expression of 'time within which' (instead of a 
simple 'when?' as Hel. 540 .,,&B' ,jfns;) looks forward to 1215; Tlvos = .,,,10011, 
cf. HF 143 T(v' ls xptlvov C11Trin 1-''l"u•a., fl(ov; ws TiAA4 y , .. : 'for in otli,r 
respects your suggestions arc excellent, if we are successful in captur
ing ... '. The main and subordinate clauses are interlaced as in S. 0 T 644-
5 dpa.ios, .r al T, / 8l8pa.1<', d.\.olµ.1111, WV l..a,T,,,.. Bp&v (KG ii 599); a type or 
hyperbaton similar to the interlacements of main clause and participial 
phrase in 556* and 1634. iA6vT1s coheres with c~Tux"crol'cv, cf. IT 329 
u}Trlxr, {la.A.:Jv. 01<~1&vov: 'animal' words for young human beings arc 
especially characteristic of E. (cf. .,,.;;,\.os, vroaaos); the point of 01<rl,.vos is 
sometimes 'leonine' (An. 1170,Su. 1223,Ar. Ran. 1431), liket .. ,s; but here it 
is at once pejorative like 'whelp' (cf. 1387) and apt to the presentation of 
Or. as an dyprrls (cf. 1492-3, Ba. 1173-4), behaving ruthlessly towards a 
helpless young creature (cf. Hee. 205, where Polyxena uses that image of 
herself). civoolou ,roTpor: er. 481 •, 1604 •. 

1214-15. 'Dramatic time' was freely-usually tacitly-manipulated by 
Greek tragedians so as to equate the dramatic action, of whatever length, 
with the audience's experience of time-duration in the theatre; see, in 
general, Taplin 291-3. The unusual feature here is the explicit 'synchroni• 
zation' of unequal dramatic times. Convention permitted E. to compress 
the main dramatic action (including the time needed for going to and from 
the Assembly and the Assembly-trial itself) so as to equal the hour or so of 
performance-time. 'Meanwhile' (as it were) Hermione has been engaged 
on a task which we may truly suppose to require about an hour. That, in 
itself, is a normal enough exploitation of convention in the cause of 
'dramatic unity'. But it needed more audacity (a) to higliliglit the 
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artificiality (almost challenging the spectator to notice the incongr11ity or 
time), (b) further to spin out the shorter action in the cause or 'suspense' 
(the expectation ofHerm. 's imminent return is frustrated for a further 100 
lines, cf. G. Arnott 52-3). For the 'highlighting of artificial stage• 
conventions', cf. also 1384 f.•, 159!1•, and Winnington-lngram, EPS , 3!1. 

Ht4. ical 5t\: emphasizing what is visualized as 'actually happening', more 
vividly than ~871 (1108, M,d. 1o65; GP!l52); here in reply to a question, as 
S. OC 31 1<11/ ll,) ,.,.,, oJv ,r11povT11, 

Ht5, 'For the actual time-lapse concurs' (sc. with that expectation); not 'with 
the length ofHerm.'s dllos' (v,I sim.)-it is the contrast between 'actuality' 
and 'subjective opinion' that gives point to abTo, The metaphor in 
OUVTpEXCI is faded, and in such expressions the 'time' phrase may be either 
the subject (Hdt. , • I 16. I O T« xpovos . .. -rii ,J>,.,,.(11 TOU ,r111llcls lllo,c.c 
ouµ.fl11{v1&v) or in the dat. (Ion 5ll7 -r,j, x,povq, r• ouv .. plx,u, sc. the hypothesis 
that Xuthus had fathered Ion before he met Creusa). For µij,cos x,povou, er. 
72, A. PV 1020, S. Tra. 69; the twodef. articlesspeciry thep11rlic11lar'length 
of time' (in relation to -rlvos xpovou; 1211); the whole phrase ( with 11.l .. cS) has 
a somewhat philosophical (mathematical) flavour, cf, Tel ,r}..ij8os 1155-7•, 
Antiph. B50.!I -ro -r• µij,cos -roii {1(011 -,,,.,,,,,. µ,v, (io,,.•). [Biehl takes 11uTo 
predicatively ('g,radt', citing Schwyz. ii !11 t Nr. 21 where the exx. are not 
really similar); Di B. compares expressions like 11.ITcl a.,µav•i (again rather 
different, er. 1129•).J 

11116. icaAwc: colloquial, cf. Bond on HF 599 (Stevens, Coll. Exp,. 54). 
11117, llixou (not aor. lllf111): inceptive, 'be ready to receive'. ,raplivou .. . 

,rolla: a standard periphrasis/synecdoche for a person going or coming, cf. 
Hp. 661, Hie. 977, HF336 (KG i 280). 

Hl8. 'And be on guard in cast • .. ' ('Iv final, er. Collard on Su. 397-8; not the 
usual (d'1rws) µ,S ... , since El. cannot pr1v1nt the coming Eis of,cous), ,rpiv 
nA1unitfi ♦ovo,: inf. would have been normal for 'before the completion 
of the killing' (the finite construction implies 'until', normally after a neg.); 
the sentence is constructed as though it began with ••Maoot ,..,, (Elmsley on 
M,d. 215 f.[220-1]), cf. IA 538-40 •vA11fov ••• &..ws &v µ,S ... ,rp/v "A,871 
,rai8' l,.,),, ,rpoofJw AaPwv (no dv, cf. 430•, 1357, Al. 849; KG ii 455). 

[1219). Del. Herwerdcn (Mn,mosyn, 1877, 34); an inept, inorganic line. 
Presumably the writer intended the sense 'either Menelaus or some ally of 
his'; but the line actually means 'either an ally or brother of Agamemnon'. 
Note also that the premiss for the rollowing amoibaion is fear of a vague 
'someone' (1255-7•), who might rewal the deeds within to lx8po{ (1272). 

IH0-1, er. An. 990 ,.,j •Bi,,.. (a• Stevens) ,rpoo{lcl.s llcii,. .. , IT 1308 .. t1A11s 
cl.pdf11s 1<111 i/,~ov .,l,.i/,as low. 

1Ho. E. used strong and weak aor. of •Bdvw indifferently. yq,wv, ,.• h 
86J,1ous: 'and (if that happens) audibly communicate (the mailer) 
within ... '; cf. /011 696 ls oJs y,ywv,Sooµ.ev. Tragedy used forms of y,ywvlw, 
rather than epic ylywva, except in the imperative; normally of vocal sound, 
but the extension to a vague 'communicate audibly' is quite natural, for 
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there is no inherent connotation of articulate speech ( cf. the association 
with o~ls in Hp. 585-6; CQ 1968, 39). The sense of the imperative in A. PV 
193 and S. Phil. 1138 is &yy1,\i\1, cnj1411w• (not Poci). (The variant ylywa,• 
8' • •. looks plausible aner 8l,cou . .. luAa.ao• 8' . .. ; but the structure 'A, 
and/but (B + C)' is better. The variant,., 80140,s is intelligible (clarified by 
1291 ), but y.ytovfiv Iv Jacks parallel.] 

111111.oav,Sa: 'woodwork' (defined as 'doors' by the context, and no doubt by 
mime also); cf. Al. 967 (pl. 'tablets'), Hel. 1556 ('plank'). The a,c71a,,f-doors 
may at this moment be open (lntrod. E i). [Longman's excision of 111111 
(CR 1958, 1!1!1) seems quite uncalled-for.] 

Hllll-9, 'While wt are to go within and arm ourselves with a sword for the 
ultimate ordeal'; the corollary of the instructions given to El. (not 'let 
us .. .', for Or. does not at once exit). loxaTov: euphemistic and double• 
edged; the 'final dywv' is also 'extreme' in terms of (questionably) 'heroic' 
ToAµa.. c\wA,twl'lola ... xipas: er. 9116, Pli. 1167. 

(111114), Del. Hermann. The voc. is awkwardly late, and the phrasing is feeble 
(et: Page, Actors 50); contrast IT 95 ol 8' laTopw, / lluA&.871-au y&.p µa, 
TOii8• au.\A'lffTwp,rovou-/ Tl 8p.;,,. • .,, The pattern without a voc. addressed 
lo Pyl. is like Al. 734 ff. lppwv vuv 11.nos x>i auvo,,c,!a11t1& ao, ... y71p&a
,cn' ... ,!µ,is 8' . .. OT<lX"'l'f"• where ,!µ,is is 'I (and my retinue)'. But the 
situation is very different here, where El. and Pyl. are equal participants. 
What we really need is an independent line meaning 'and you, Pyl., must 
help me in this (latter task).' AsJ.D. points out, an appropriate sentence is 
transmitted nearby in interpolated lines: ail 8' ,j,.,,, .-oiiB• auAA,fn.-wp y•voii 
(11130). Did the interpolator of 1!1!17-30 make use of 19114 in such a way as 
to necessitate a new 1!1!14? The different line-order in F may point to 
marginal transmission. 

111115-40. Or. follows his 'battle-orders' by initiating a formal invocation of 
Agamemnon, in which the three conspirators in turn pray for 'aid' and 
'salvation'; a distich each (1227-30 arc an interpolation, sec below), then 
threr shared distichs (ending with Pyl.'s n11ila11081 .• . ). Similar 'liturgies' 
occur in El. 671 ff. and A. Cl,. 479 ff. (before the murder ofClytaemestra); 
but note the differences in formal structure (irregular in Cl&., stichomythia 
in El.) and the new euphemistic focus on itrc,coup(a. and owT71pla., with no 
mention of the proposed vengeance-killing (except in 1227-30); for the 
'invocation' themes, cf. Bond on HF 490-6, who compares also A. Pers. 
633-80 and S. El. 1066-81. 

111115-6. ~,,. YGUIIV •• • : liturgical idiom, cf. El. 677, Pt,. 84, He/. 1584-5 ~ 
.,,,_,..,., ci.\a. trovT&f lloau8ov. &,+vaias: an epic epithet of night (Fracnkel on 
A. Ag. 111); the'night' of death (II. 5. 310. etc.) is personified bylwl'a (write 
Nu1mis, er. troTv&G NilE 174-9•, NilE 'Al811s Tc S. Aj. 66o); cf. also HF 46 
xBovos (XBovos?) µlAC&WClV dp~vtfv, HF 353 lvlpwv ls dp~..&.v, H,I. 177 
14lAC&6pG NuxcC&. 1111>.,i d 'Opw"ls: for the third person, cf. El. 11139, S. Aj. 
8641 Ar. A,h. 406; but the first person was vulnerable to corruption in such 
places (Kannicht on H,l. 1168, Barrett on Hp. 11185), and Cobet's ,cci,\ii, is 
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surely right. AsJ .D. points out, it is implied by E"' dvrl roii· Ka>.,;: ,n. [Di B. 's 
argument that Ka>.,;: is 'piu solcnnc' lacks any objective basis; and 16iz6 
(where L's Ka>.,, is unlikely to be right against the rest of the MSS) shows 
the weakness of Hel. 1168 as supporting evidence (see also Dale ad lac.).] 

(1111117-30), Del. Nauck, Wecklein, Weil; cf. Reeve• 255••. The arguments 
include: (a) the greater symmetry of the liturgy if Or. starts with a distich; 
(6) the close link in thought between 1225-6and 1231-iz; (,) the testimony 
of E that four lines hereabouts were absent from 'the copy' (though not 
from 'other copies'). , could be fortuitous and a has little weight in itself 
(the lfdpxwv can be allowed a longer invoca1ion); bul 6 is weighty, with a 
and, in support. Further, though recent cdd. defend the lines as blameless 
in style and contenl, they are in face open to serious objec1ion, as adding 10 
lhc invocalion (wilh pedes1rian cxplici1ness) whal is otherwise excluded 
from it. The murder of Helen is, of course, in everyone's mind, but 
elsewhere in 1he closing section of 1his scene it is referred to only with 
sinister euphemisms (1H2-3 lwl To11 loxa.Tov dywva., 11140 wpcls lpyov). 1£ 
1227-30 arc excluded, we have a fine rising sequence in the prayen from 
'help' to 'save' ('Help us ... we arc dying on your account ... save your 
children'); whereas, as things stand, Or. prays expressly (andsole{y) for help 
in oblaining vengeance, followed by supporting (liturgically echoing) prayers 
for something different from what the lfdpxwv has enunciated. Apart from 
a simple desire to 'clarify' what E. had deliberately created with 
euphemistic reticence, the intcrpolator may also have felt that Or.'s 
address should be &v,,3,oru,6v in preparation for &v,(3.q 1238 (hence 8,,i al 
ydp ndoxw rd.\ms d.3lKws, anticipating I iz32). rois 8,o,-.1vo101 was borrowed 
from 681 (less happily here, where ro,s=~,-.,v); and ou>.>.,j,rrwp (a good 
word) possibly from /T95 (1iz24*) or A. Ag. 1507. 

11131-111, licoii BijT': directly echoing ,-.o>.,,v 1u6 (cf. 219-20•). a- xl01101: 
nol the obvious •«•rd (KdTw), as 674, or ilno; perhaps 'epic' in flavour 
( "Ai'8os ,row II. 6. iz84, 22. 425), but also connected in lhought with 1iow y,js 
1241 ( the sound of 1he prayer has to p,nelrat, the earth). Ti1e11WV 1ea.Aouvno111: 
echoing Ka.\•,( or ,ca.\ci,) ... ,rais oos I u6. ol nl1V lvncncoud Gw1p: for the 
sense-agreement of the rel. pronoun, cf. Collard on Su. 11-16 (KG i 55). 

11133-,tcruyym,11: 'close kin',cf. 733•; for the metonymic mode of address, cf. 
Ph. 291, K~3•u,-.' J,-.clv 477•. 1r111"pos: in IT 918 1hc focus is on Pyl.'s mothtr 
(Anaxibia) as sister of 1he Atreidae. E gives that as one explanation, but 
also reports that Strophius was Ag.'s first cousin, his father having married 
Atrcus' daughter Cydragora (presumably according lo the longer Atrcid 
genealogy, 18*); the source may be Pherecydes (Preller-Robert ii 3. 1304). 

11135-1, Cf. El. 1iziz1-6, where Or. and El. arc appalled by what they have 
done; here, shockingly rather 1han shocked, they and Pyl. use similar 
language for declaring the service to Ag. which en1ides them 10 his aid. Or. 
himself performed the matricide; El. and Pyl. claim shared responsibility. 
The right (symmetrical) sequence Or.-EI.-Pyl. was restored by Weil, 
followed by Murray and Biehl (cf. also Krieg 78, A. Gross, Die S1icho"11thia 
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i11dtrgr. Tragu. Kom. (1905), 55'', Broadhead, Tragita 172); otheredd. and 
commentators adhere, on misconceived grounds, 10 the MSS (other than 
M•). HA. t\ij,01,111" B iyw e1+ous: cf. El. 1225 f{~OIJS ,,. l~f/,f,&,.av Oj,&G. A 
jigurati111 insistence upon full complicity. Elsewhere in this play (32, 1184, 
615 ff.) El.'s direct participation in the killing is more or less explicitly 
denied; but edd. who object to the 'contradiction' make no allowance for 
the rhetoric of the situation in different contexts. Conversely, the phrasing 
in 4o6, 1074, 1089 does not necessarily imply that Pyl. also plunged his 
sword into Cl. 's body. Probably E. (and Greeks in general) always thought 
of the actual stabbing as the work of Or. alone, whatever phrasing they 
might use for El. and Pyl. as accomplices, instigators, etc. nu>.. lyw 66 (y) 
i1r1l3ou>.cucra ... : abs. 'plotted', cf. S. 0 T618; a word charged with violent 
overtones from contemporary Athenian politics, and exactly right for Pyl. 
the 'counselling' J,,aipos (804-6•, 1o85, 1090, 1131, 1158); for the rhythm, 
characteristic oflate E., cf. 37•. The variant l1mcl>.,11aa doubtless comes 
from the similar lycli 81 (y') i,mce>..uoa 001 at El. 1224 (necessarily there 
spoken by El., Pyl. being mute). This passage is otherwise different, in that 
(a) the words are addressed lo Ag. (not sc. ao,), (b) they are paired with 
1ea1riAud 61CYOu (with which l,m,l>.111011 would be tautologous). We are 
reminded of the striking moment at A. CJ,. goo-2, where Pyl. speaks his 
only three lines in the play just before the matricide. [ (y') Tricl., who also 
found the generally accepted correction at El. 12114; Bi y•, cf. 1239 (GP 
153). Recent edd. do not seem even to have contemplated the possibility 
that l,r,1Jou>.111aa could be the truth (despite Headlam, CR 1901,"101, and 
Krieg). For the false variant caused by contamination with another play, 
cf. 901-11•, 1646. As to /l,cvou, the gen. can stand, but to write /l,cvov would 
remove 1he necessity to understand a personal object; for this kind of acc. 
with d,roAuHv, cf. Antiphon 11. a. 5 (inro,f,lav), Dern. 110. 47 (aloxuv.,v).] 

1237-8. apl\yWY: more elevated (a vb rare in prose) than dµilvu,v (4191 etc.). 
l,yc(&'IJ -ra&1: cf. A. CJ,. 495 dp' lf•y•lpr, 'FoioB' dv,lB,ow, ,,&,,,p; Here the 
'reproaches' arc not so much the shameful details of Ag.'s death as 1he 
shameful plight of his avengers. For the traditional point (recitation of 
c1.,l8f/ as an incitement to action), cf. also 618•. 

123g-40, Or. and El. are prepared to continue the appeal in an orgy of tearful 
emotion (for the described tears on stage, cf. Al. 1067-8; Shisler, AJPJ, 
19451 3911). Pyl. is a man of action and calls a halt; cf. El. 6841 where 1he 
Old Servant says ,r,i.,,', olB', d,coilH ,,&IJ, """~p· o,,,lx"'v 8' d,cµ~. 
1ee1-re1c,1rn&11t: cf. 1187; the metaphor 'libation of tears' is by no means trite 
(here first? cf. Trag. ad,sp. 548, Theocr. 113. 38). 

1240-5. 11140 is both the last line of the symmetrically patterned dialogue and 
the first of the act-concluding speech (climactically given to Pyl., from 
whom we shall hear no more). 

1241. a1<0YTiioud: for the javelin-metaphor, cf. IT 362 (290•), HF 1149, 
Collard on Su. 456; many kinds of utterance are 'shot'; to personify 
'prayers' (ap11I 1138-9•) as 'shooting' (penetratively, cf. 11131-11•) is 
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exaggerated imagery in line with that of Or. at 674-6*. The apparent 
scepticism in d,rcp, , . is not sophistic, but of a traditional kind (cf. 
Stinton, PCPhS 1976, 62-3). 

1242-3. 'Zeus and Justice': cf. Med. 764 .L Z,i, il{K'I .,., Z71v6s (likewise in a 
context of hideous vengeance; Lloyd-Jones, JZ 152). ,rpoyovc: the proper 
designation of any god (or hero) thought ofas 'ancestral' (A. fr. 273, Hdt. 
4. 127); Pyl. shares the Tantalid lineage (E). crijlas: 'majesty', cf. Cyc. 580 
80,µovwv ayvov a•~as, s. Phil. 1289 Z71vos u,J,{aTOU a•~as (after A. Su. 85, 
Eum. 885, etc.; Bruhn 140). lloT' cuTuxi\cra, .. . : 'grant success' (aor. inf. 
referring to the particular enterprise) 'to the three ofus'. 

1244-5, As things stand, we have two one-line sentences, of which the second 
seems vacuous: 'it is due to (us) all either to live or to die'. The more 
vacuous, since the sentiment fJpoTois ci1raa& 1<aT8a111.t11 dcf,1iA1.Tai was a 
commonplace (Al. 782, er. ibid. 419, An. 1272, S. El. 1173). Murray's 
attempt to enhance the point of 1245 by punctuation as sermo fraclus is 
wholly unconvincing. Di B. accepts Nauck's excision of 1245, which could 
be right (the 'live or die' theme seems to have appealed to intcrpolators, cf. 
441,848). But virtually no emendation is required to produce a differently 
shaped, and appropriately resonant, terminal distich: 

Tp<aaois ,/,0,o,s yap ,ls dywv· 8{Kr, I'-'?
~ t '9V ci1raa.v ~ 8av1iv o,/,,O,,.,.a, · 

The explanatory asyndeton is unexceptionable, and the chiastic 
'Three ... one; one ... all' pattern is like the 'Tous pour un, un pour tous' 
ofDumas's Musketeers. The inclusion of 8{Kr, µ.,v, ('in a single, i.e. shared, 
just cause') in the final sentence makes all the difference; for the 
combination µ.,v, ... ci1ramv, cf. HF 1392-3 1rdv.,..s lfo>.w>.aµ.,v / "Hpas µ.,v, 
1r>.,wivT•s liB>.,01 TUX71· The two-line sentiment has something in common 
with IT 1065-6 opciTf 8' ws Tp<is µ.{a TtJX'I TOVS .,,,>.To.Tous, I~ YVS ffGTf><l'<lS 
VOOTOS ~ Bav,iv, lx .. , which is itself reminiscent of//. JO. 173-4 vuv yaps~ 
,ravnaaw ,,., fupou iaTQTQ& d,,cµvs / ~ µ&>.a >.vypos o>.,Bpos 'Axa1oir ~i 
/J1wva1. ll♦tl.>.na1 may be understood as referring simply to the obligations 
of ,/,,Ma; but there is often an ambivalence ('is owed by', 'is due to'), as in 
the commonplace mentioned above, and that very ambivalence is an 
enhancement of the meaning here (the overtone of 'claiming a debt' 
following a prayer to 'Zeus and Justice'). [ .. ux71 µ,~ would give equally 
good sense ( T"X'I µ.{a iam Schmidt), and erroneous S{K-for TIJX· is attested at 
Hp. 797 in some late MSS (J.D. tells me). The only other proposal appears 
to be Paley's» C,jv (feeble, though approved by Longman, CR 1958, 122).J. 

FINALE: 1246-1690 

All that follows is a prolonged denouement: the suspenseful presentation 
of the 'shocking' laxa.,.os d.ywv embarked upon by the Tp1aao1,/,0101 (with 
the assassination of Helen as its central feature), and the 'happy ending' 
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paradoxically effected by the intervention of Apollo at the last possible 
moment (1625-90•; lntrod. D v}. There are many changes of metre, with 
melodramatic alternation between sung and spoken utterance. We may 
designate the following 'act'• and 'sccne'-divisions: 

Fin. i 1246-85 strophic amoibaion 
1286-1310 the (supposed) 'death ofHelcn' 
1311-52 the 'luring' ofHcrmionc 

Fin. ii 1353-65 choral strophe 
1366-1502 the Phrygian's sung dyyE.\la 
1503-36 tetrameter scene (Or., Phr.) 
1537-48 choral antistrophe 

Fin. iii 154g-1624 the conspiraton at bay (Men., Or.) 
1625-90 Apollo and the apotheosis of Helen 

(1691-3 tailpiece} 
But the structure has been skilfully planned for continuous rather than 
'episodic' action: Fin. i proceeds directly from Act Four with another 
dramatic amoibaion between El. and the Chorus (cf. 140-207); the 
responsion of 1353-65 and 1537-48 (both dramatic in content) holds 
together the disparate elements of Fin. ii; and the approach-announce
ments play an important structural role ( 131 1 a,yaTE, 1367 01y17oaT'; 1503-
5 balances 1366-8; 1549-53, as further tetrameten, link Fin. iii with Fin. 
ii). For the unifying elements in the music, see lntrod. G iii. 

11146--15. A stylized musical scene, in form not unlike 140-207, but now 
conspiratorial and paramilitary in tone and action (cf. S. El. 1398 ff., Phil. 
135 ff.). El. directs the Chorus to keep watch on the two roads that lead to 
the Palace from opposite directions (the Land R ,roo8o,, Introd. E ii). The 
Chorus-leader, mobilizing her troop, duly undertakes to watch the L 
('sunward') road; and another responsible chorister undertakes to watch 
the R ('westward') approach. After a false alarm, probably on the Chorus
leader's side, the 'all clear' is given, and El. turns to listen at the oK'IP'7• 
doon, the Chorus sharing her impatience about the action within. The 
usual assignation of some utterances to hemichoria should be abandoned 
( on the nota -qµ,xdp,oP as a common vice in MSS, cf. Barrett on Hp. 784-5). 
The spoken choral lines (1258-6o•, 1278-80*) come belier from indi
viduals; of the sung choral lines, some might be monody ( 124g-50, 1253-4, 
126g-70, 1273-4), but unison is no less likely (cf. on p. 105). Certainly, 
each stanza ends with a choral lull, (1263-5•, 1283-5•). It should not be 
insisted that the chorus splits into two clearly separated sections ( 1251-2•); 
for the Chorus as a whole makes a point of'looking to and fro' in order to 
view 'everything' (1263-5•, 1266-8*; cf. "also 1273-4•, 1294•). 

1246-65- 11166-85 

2 

3 
4 

El. v-vv-vv-f 

Ch. 
v- (v) vvv-' w I vv-v-1 
V""-'-0-1 Vv,..J I ,,,..Jtt_,-1 
v I vv-v-1 vvv-v- (II) 



5-6 El. 
7 Ch. 
8 

9 El. 
10 
II 

12-14 Ch. 
15 El. 
16 Ch. 
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two trimeters 
VVVV\.AJ ' ...,1-...,-1 
...,...,_,-...,-(II) 
....,...,,._,-v-lvfvv-v-1 
v-vv-vv-
vl-..,..,-...,..,---(11) 
three trimeters (two speakers) 
vvv-'-'- { v I vv-v-1 

v-v-1 v 1-vv-vv- I 

2ia 
8 
28 
PJ 
Px-

28 
ia P (iambel) 

17 ...,...,_.,l-v-111 8 
A characteristic 'enoplian dochmiac' pattern (see p. 1 u1), with strict 

responsion and few long ancipitia. 1. Cf. Ph. 119 Tis ouTos o >.w,co>&oc/ias; Rh. 
895-6/906-7, etc. ( a standard opening verse; 'prosodiac', Wilamowitz, G V 
326 ff.). ,f,{>.(,)o, (Hermann) should be accepted in 1246•, with {JM,f,opov 
(likelier per se) in 1266; the tclesillean ..., - ..., .., - ..., """ is contextually less 
likely, and the resolution at verse-end, before syntactical break and change 
of metre, is definitely anomalous. 11. A metrical problem similar to that in 
Hp. 593 T4 1CpllffT4 y&p 1rl,f,qv«, 8,a 8' 8).,\1100, and Hee. 1084 TlKVWV lµwv 
,f,6}..of dMBp,ov ,colTov, both of which arc emendable to 28 (,cp{,,,T' l,c., or 
dµ·, or dvo•, sec Barrett; TlKvwv µ011 Hartung). We can hardly get rid of the 
'dochmius kaibclianus' everywhere (cf. on 330/46, p. 138); but 'iambiciz
ing' errors are very frequent in the transmission of dochmiacs. 7-8. Cf. 1 71-
2/ 192-$ the iam. dim. is 'sub-dochmiac' (with split resolutions). 10-11, 2P 
( x D x D) is a favourite verse or distich, especially as a dicolon with 
diaeresis after.._,-...,..,-..,..,-.., (El. 859"""6o/73-4, Tr. 799/809, HF 10811-3, 
etc.). P x - is a verse characteristic of'enoplian dochmiac' contexts (e.g. 
An. 841-2 Ti µoi fi,f,os "ii< xipos qypwow; and Phatlhon 1170-1 T&>.ow' lyw 
T&Aawa ,roi / ,ro8ii ffTipWTO. /CO.TCIOT40W;), especially as here with diaeresis 
after the initial anceps; usually as a full 'sub-dochmiac' clausula, but a 8 
may follow (Hyps. 64. 77-8, ibid. 87 -oav, w Ti,cvov, w8a8i f8qviiii.wt / 
µi>.iov «;;,ro.\av, ?Tr. 1150-1). P J Px- occurs elsewhere at Tr. 266-7 
(likewise following 28), An. 826-7/30-1, HF 10119"""30/32-3, Hyps. 64. 
85-6 (seep. 113). Similarly iaJP x -, TJP x - and A JP x -
occur as prolongations of the familiar X -...,- ' X !-vv-vv

(iambe/egw), ..,..,- ..,..,-..,-' v I - ..,..,- ..,..,- (Tr. 833-4/53-4, etc.) and 
..,..,-..,..,-..,..,-...,..,-'..,1-..,...,-..,..,- (Med. 993-4/999-1000, etc.); e.g. 
Ph. 121 1rayxii.\,cov ao,ri:8' aµ,f,i {Jpifxiovi ,cou,f,,Cwv, Hee. 1068-g a.lCioai" 
a,cioaiil-r"ii-I ,/,Ailv. A Mi. ,/,«yyos a.1rii,\}..ii(cis (following 28). HF IOI 8-19 TOTE 
µfii ,ripioiiµilTOToS ,ea, a,r,. I 0'1'0S E.ua8i '1'WV .davaou ,riiillwv ( following 28). 
These enoplian patterns are not as well understood as they should be 
(several are wrongly lineated in edd.); but there is no room here for a full 
discussion (and of other likely instances, e.g. IT 884-5, 886-7, Ion 1499-
1500). 16-17. The concluding sequence smoothly brings together the three 
strands in the pattern; cf. Al. 876/94, Ba. 1017, 1161, 1179/95, etc., for the 
form of iambelegus with short ancipitia. 
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1246. ♦t>.,u, (Hermann, see above}:=liAa,, cf. An. 1181 c3 liA,ov OT0f'G, 
1247-8. Ta.trpwTu: 'best, highest in rank', cf. Page on Med. 917; Td llATaTa is 

used similarly of persons, e.g. S. OC 1110. 1<uTa. (s.v.l.} nc>.uoyov 18os 
'Apyclwv: i.e. KaT' "Apyos, cf. Su. 367-8 (691-3•); but Hartung's TG 1rpwT' 
&va ... is likely here (giving 28}; l8os (+gen.) 'abode', cf. A. Pers. 890 
'IKapou ... l8os, Eum. 685 'A"aCovwv l8pav, II. 5. 360 "0,\Uf'ffOV ... rv· 
&BavaTwv l8os laTl, The poetical phrasing is elevated in style. 

1249-50. Tlvu 8pocis uuliiiv .. . ; cf. Hp. 571, Tr. 1239. ail8~ ('utterance'} 
commonly implies 'bidding'; so here, in conjunction with the respectful 
voc. troTV1a (-= 8ia,ro,va, 853-4 •). wapu11ivc, ycip IT& 001 To8 ••• : To81 can 
refer only to the voc. 1r0Tv1a, and edd. compare Med. 465, Hp. 88, An. 56 f., 
H,I. 1193; but in all these (cf. also fr. 889a Snell) the point is clarified by a 
vb of'naming' or 'addressing'.J.D. therefore suggests that we should read 
Tci8 • for To8 •, giving a very different point: 'for we are still loyal to you in 
Argos' (linked in thought with 1275 TO aov {Jl{Ja,ov ln f'0I µeve,;}. 
,rapaf'tvnv + dat. pers. isan apt vb (like 1rap1ivo, 753•) for 'standing by, not 
abandoning, a comrade', cf. II. 11. 401-2 oMr T<s oilT,p / 'Apy1lwv 
1rap•f'•w•v; and for the use of n. pl. Ta8, in the sense ,)f'•is ( the more 
appropriate here after then. pl. in 1248), cf. Page on Med. 18-z +tAa Kai Ta8' 
aii8a (A. Pers. 1-2, S. OC 67, etc.). iv Aavalliwv wo>.c,: read .davai'Bav 
(J.D.), as in Sa. 1150 . .davat8cu for 'Argives' is a uox Euripid,a (Collard on 
Sa. 130), with more than 30 occurrences, first at Hee. 503 (LSJ mentions 
only Ph. 466}; for the ancestral Danaus, cf. 871-3•. 

1251-2. Spoken trimeters for El.'s instructions. The 'roads' are thought ofas 
extending into the dpx~aTpa, and orij8' al l'EV u11wv ••• al 8 . , . can be 
obeyed by quite a small outward movement of the Chorus' wings. Tplj3ov: 
cf. Su. 987 T( ,ro,-' al81p(av laTf/Kf ,rfrpav; The acc. is analogous to that with 
vbs of sitting (871-3•) and lying (S. Phil. 144-5). Tp{{Jos and otf'OS (also 
oT({Jos 1274} are synonymous in this context, with a11aC'IP'1 IO be taken d1rcl 
i<owoO, implied in li>.>.ov. otµos may be either m. or f. (contrast Al. 835 
op8~v 1rap' otµov -/j •.• ). 

1253-4, 111: 1249-50 and 1253-4 could be sung by the Chorus-leader only; 
but El. has addressed the whole Chorus, and for the 'collective singular' cf. 
138-9*. ci11u11s: cf. Ba. 984 cl11ua11 (abs. 'shout'). The epic ~,ruuv can also 
govern acc. pm. ('hail, invoke'; Od. IO. 83, Pi. Py. 10. 4; so Tr. 1304). The 
double acc. here, with To& xpcos equivalent to an. pronoun (cf. 150-1 •), 
follows the pattern of alTfiv Tl T&Va. 

1255-,. Presumably something like: 'I fear that someone prematurely 
supervening upon the bloody action in the palace may aggravate our 
troubles'. ♦o13os •X•' I'• ll'1 TIS ... : cf. Med. [356], Rh. 7-z2, Sa. 89, Hyps. 64 
ii 76, fr. 605. 4 .••• ff'l!lGTa ""l!lGO'" •i•uPll: 'may devise further woes'; cf. 
335-6• (8dKpua BdKpua,), I 158 ltrJiipEi K01«1, Tr. 764 c3 {Jdp/Ja,• ,e•11po11-
Tfi ... KQKC1, Ion 555 (Bo4•). Ba. 488 K411 ,)µl:p'/, Toy' alaxpov'f•upo,.,.,s &v. 
The intervening words seem impossible to understand in any appropriate 
sense.,.,, 8C:.µaa, (dat.) aTaB•li cannot mean or imply 'coming lo the house' 
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{as it is taken by Di B., after Wecklein); while a-ra.ll•ls 1.,1 ;otv,ov a.tl"' seems 
to describe an intending killer visualized in the posture of one 'poised for 
killing' (I.,[ pregnant, KG i 543; cf. the frequent use of aT,jva., + ,ls, as Tr. 
934 ls llopu a-ra.81vTtS, also H,I. 15811-3 1tcl,rl Ta.up•lq, c,;a.yfl aTa.6.ls after a 
killing). What we need, I think, is ,.,,a,;,., 1tdaw / oTa.6/VT' . •. 'witnessing 
my brother standing {poised) for killing' {with the crucial a;a.-y~ of Helen 
as yet unachieved). ElllADNKAEIN could have been corrupted to ,.,1 
llwµa.o,(v) as a result offalse expectation amid so much talk of the Palace 
(llwµaTWV 11114, or1tour ••. lloµour 11120, lldµwv 1252, µlJia.6pov 11170); 
aTa.6lvT" would then necessarily be changed to nom. [The only previous 
conjecture for,.,, llw,.a.a, is Weil's extraordinary '""'Wl'(la• (sc. '"'"0'11'110,) 
a-ra.8ds ;.,,. For a-ra.D•ls Wecklein suggested .,Jia.D•ls, Herwerden ouD•ls.] 

H5Mo. xwp«,-r', i,mywl"ota: ut pl. equivalent of lT', ly1tovf<T• HF 5111; 
like dy•T•+ ut pl. subjunc. (1o60-1•, II. 9. 116 clU' dy,6' ... ""Dw,.,Da.; 
KG i 1119), but with a paramilitary flavour ( cf. xwpc, Ba. 509, etc.). For the 
ut pl. coml!land from the Coryphaeus (rare, Kaimio 172-3), cf. Hee. 7115, 
HF 748, 761, Antiop, 48. 18 Kamb. ,rpot ,\Mou JJoAGt ... ,rpot lo,ripe1v: 
for the opposite compass-directions, cf. S. Aj. 805. Here respectively 'L' and 
'R' (lntrod. E ii). 

H61--1.t. aox1.uG vuv icope1t 3&G♦cp' 01'1'GTwv: the whole Chorus (addressed as 
a 'collective individual') is to direct one eye to the left, the o.1her to the right 
(as it were); 8,a., refers to the divergent directions of view (cf. Ph. 265-6); 
8&,c,.,a. 'athwart (the main axis of the theatre)', 'obliquely' (cf. Dale on Al. 
575); for the adverbial n. pl., cf. II. 23. 116. 

u163""5, The Chorus interpret El.'s command dynamically, all of them 
looking both Land R. Read licn'"hv MGB dTe1 "'A"' (not ,ra.A&Po1to.,,d.,, 
an unattested compound, which leaves,.,. lv6, with no proper construc• 
tion); for the three adverbs expressing 'to and fro', cf. Ion 1504-5 
lA,oorl,.•06' l1t1i6•• lv6d8t llua-ruxla.,o"' 1rlTuxla.1s Tf .,,iJ,.,,, Hel. 1 141 81upo 
1ta.l a.JD,s ,,,,,a• 1ta.l ,r,iJ,.,,, oico,r,av lxol'ff: i.e. a1to,rou,.•v (or 01to,r1uo,...,, cf. 
1295); LSJ lxw A. 8. [Some edd. divide after .,,U.,, (Seidler; so Di B.) or 
after a1to,r,av, as codd. (but n has no paragraphus there). Murray's 
division (after Wilamowitz) is the only one that gives correspondence with 
1283-5*; it also permits a better interpretationof 1261-2 and 11166-8 (the 
former not exactly anticipating the latter).] 

H66-8. 'Very well, then, look to and fro and view everything (both L and 
R) ... '. lAlcrotT•, i.e. 81v,&Tf (1458-9*), cf. HF868. l3Al♦a.pov (not -pa., p. 
1188): 302-3•. icopcaw, 313on ,rGne1: 'invertible' idiom, cf. 41-2•. But 
1t&pa.s (Canter) with ffGVTf seems likelier (cf. 11194-5*, Ion 1105), most MSS 
having ,rdvT')(1). It also gives 23, ifwe keep the simple ll(lloTt, rather than 
writing 8,dlloTf (Canter) as in Ph. 1371. 'Give cye(s)' (894•) is like 'give 
ear' (S:· E/. 30, etc.), even as vbs of'throwing' arc used of both sight and 
hearing ( 11181-11• ). &,a 13-Tpuxwv: i.e. with extreme sideways movement 
of the eyes. [The wrong word-order, rectified by Triclinius, is probably due 
to transmission of ffGPTa. and ,raPT')(,) as variants.] 
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u169""711, While looking L (the Chorus-leadcr'sside, 11158-60•, 11178-60•), 
the Chorus sec an dypo1'7/S ('countryman' or 'hunter') on the road near the 
Palace; El. characteristically fears the worst. The sophisticated 'hunter' 
word-play (cf. Dcgani 51) is more important than the question whether a 
yokel has 'really' been glimpsed in the vicinity, or whether he is a figment of 
excited imagination (the emptiness of the 01"{/Jas in 1273-4 does not prove 
the latter). 

11169, Ha TII • , . Tl1 66' 6p , , ,; 'Here's someone' (not 68• ,.{s, see Diggle, 
Studits 43) ... 'who can he be ... ?', cf. Ba. 985-7 ,.[s 08' ... l,-.a>.111, w 
/JdKxa,; ft' 1'plf3¥: cf. Ph. 93, IT 67 opa, lu>.daaou ,..., 1'CS' '" 01'1/Jq, /Jpor,;,11, 
t,rpoo~pxm11t: tr>.a9n Di B., X"'fH' Degani (cf. S. Phil. 787, where 
1rpa11Jpx1Ta1 may be a gloss on ,rpoalp,rn, see Dawe iii 129); but the 
unmctrical vb is as likely to be a gloss on an elliptical (excited) sentence, if 
not on ,ro>.ti in the next line, and v v v is to be desiderated in a stanza with 
such accurate responsion elsewhere. ,,,s,..,,a (Wecklein) is plausibly 
symmetrical with ,,,s,..,,,. 1249, and gives 0011 an antecedent voc.; but 
Seidler's ,rpoa•x• (calling El.'s attention) has merit, and Hermann's (1'ls 
08,) ,.[s 88' ... is also stylish. 

11170. ,roAai: i.e. t(,o,rq., cf. 337•. oypOTGI ovw\p: cf. ya>.aK1'0tr01'1JS' dv,ip El. 169 
(LSJ d11,ip VI. 1). 

11171-9, With Weil, we should probably read KEKPIJ/Al-'•11as (M') 9.,pas; cf. Hp. 
1133 (9,ipas AA; 9tjpas MBOV). Elsewhere Or. and Pyl. arc variously 
thought ofas 'hunters' and 'wild beasts', and it is not impossible that El. 
should refer to them as 9tjp•s (for 9,ip without pejorative connotation, cf. 
Ba. 564, 1188). But the abstract object seems clearly superior here: 'hidden 
( 1107•, here contrasted with ♦av1i) huntings'; the intruder is a potential 
'informer' (tf,11l11,w 'denounce', cf. S. Ant. 325, Ar. Eq. 300, A,h. 824). For 
the abstract phrase, 8,jpa, t•l11p,cs, cf. HF812 /1,fw/t(,&pw11 • •• dyw1111111 (after 
A. Ch. 584), HF 1063 1'of'7P•• t/,a.A,-.q,, Ar. Thtsm. 889 Tu,-./lqp••s l8pas (E. 
was notably fond of •'1P1/S adjs.; Breitenbach 84-7). 

11173-4. a♦ol301 Ix,: to El. (obviously); an extension from lx',jauxas (the only 
vernacular use of Ix,.., intrans. + adj.; KG i 911, Stevens, Coll. Expr. 34-5). 
1Cff61 .. . 0Tll301 &vou8oiccis (sc. K111011,l11a,): still surely to El. (though she 
was not the first to have that thought). [The 'alarm' could have been given 
by a single chorister, in which case w t(,t>.a 11173 could be addressed to htr; 
but that gives a changed direction of address at a split resolution. The 
assignation to hcmichoria clearly breaks down here: the 'false alarm' 
(126g-70) and the 'reassurance' (1273-4) cannot well be given from 
opposite sides of the dpX'I01'f'4, Note also that there is more point to 11175 if 
126g-70 and 11173-4 have been contradictory utterances from the whole 
Chorus.] 

11175-7. The Chorus have contradicted themselves without explanation; so 
El. asks: 'What? Can I still rely upon you (collective sing.)? Give me a 
proper report (oya8&v, according to the dp«T1J ofan clyy,>.os) •. .'. T( M; 
surprised, cf. El. 1oo8, etc. (GP 17s; often, as here, before another 
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question). TO ooy: almost 'you', cf. 1196•. IUl3a1oy is predicative, cf. El. 1180 
1<11/ {Jl{Ja,a ,.a .. o aoii; (here with dat., as IA 347 {Jl{Ja,011 • •. Tois +t>.o,s). 
Ta6', . , Tei wpoo8' aliAiis: with a comprehensive gesture; ail,\~, variously 
'forecourt' and 'hall', was a usefully imprecise word (lntrod. E i). (Tw' 
Trid., .-,Pd p.o, codd. (Turyn 1911); another good correction, cf. 331 •.] 

11178-8o. It is naturally the Chorus-leader who speaks first again and has the 
two-line utterance (as in 1258-60), referring to the side from which the 
alarm has been falsely raised. Her first phrase is a direct reply to El.; she 
then calls for a report from her lieutenant ( the speaker of 1116o) as to the 
other approach-road; and that watcher duly gives her 'agreeing' report, 
addressed in the first instance as a reply to her immediate superior, but 
continued as a report intended to be heard by El. also. 

127g-80. ,cu>.ws Tay ldi,,6': sc. Ix•• (or perhaps la.-l, cf. 1106*). ci>.>.ci 
t.-a,r1aou(-aw)t o,co,r11: Tcl,ro aoii (anon. and Hermann) is surely right, 
balancing .-d l11(1l..&. ws oG.-11., .: a subordinate clause (comma after 
a1<0,r11), with "ii''" antithetic to aoG. [The 'vir doctus' in Qparterl, Review 
xviii, 65, referred to by Hermann, is likely to be Elmsley. The usual ,.cl.,/ 
aoii is scarcely possible: there is probably no other instance of l,r( + gen. 
pm. in tragedy (IA 9011 is usually emended), and the sense would be 'have 
regard for your own affairs' (LSJ l,r( A. I. 11. c).The implications of that 
(still addressed to El.?) seem absurd. The variants may well imply an 
ancient reading .-d (or To) d,rlaw (Tw1rla111 Wecklein); but that is not to be 
contemplated as an antithesis to .-d l118l1181 (moreover Towlaw a1<01rai11 has 
a temporal reference in fr. 49. 11).]. 

11180, A reuse of H«. 748 luailT011 ,j1<•1s· 1<11/ ydp oil&' lytl, 1<>.il1111 (sc. /Joil>.oµa,); 
cf. 66 = H«. 1179. Is TGliTov ~,c111: sc. µo,, cf. Barrett on Hp. 1173 (also El. 
787, IA 665, 1002). 'For there is no disturbance here either': ,cul ycip ol,M, 
cf. also El. 1195, Pl. Euthyph,. 111A (GP 108-9, 197); &x>.os (also 'crowd'), cf. 
108, 11811, Ion 635, X. An. 11. 5. 9 (opp. lpf/µla, in a military context). 

uz81-!l, El. turns to listen at the (still open) Ol<f/P~•doors. ♦ip• vuv .•. : cf. Ph. 
1176 (Stevens, Coll. Exp,. 42). a,cociv 13'>.w: 'Jct me cast an car'; a recherchc 
expression, modelled on 'give car' ( 11166-8*) and the frequent &µ,.a. {Ja>.1i11 
(variously extended: An. 1179 f., Ba. 11164, Hyps. fr. 764); cf. HF 1o6ollp• 
1rpos oJs {Jd>.111 (tmesis; no comma is needed, cf. HF 5119, Tr. 111811, etc.). 

1283-5, While El. listens, the Chorus sympathetically voice their bloodthirsty 
impatience for the 'sacrifice' to begin. Wilamowitz's attribution to Ch. is 
certain (pace Di B. and Biehl). Quite apart from strophic symmetry (p. 
105), it is an apparent and natural rule of strophic amoibaia that speaker• 
change follows the end of the antistrophc; moreover for El. to declaim 
1283-5 would be inconsistent with her declared intention of listening (unless 
we interpolate a pause). Biehl argues that the bloodthirstiness is improper 
for the Chorus. It is indeed 'shocking' (like much else in the play); but cf. 
13011-1 o•, 1353-65. Whether we like it or not, this Chorus is as eager as the 
conspirators to see Helen lying in a pool of blood. TI "'A>.18' ... ; cf. 1175•. lv 
t\ouxl•: not simply 'while the coast is clear' (E lv &aq, oilll.ls dx,\•i'J; 'hushed 
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silence' is also the proper background for a 'sacrifice'. [Weil unnecessarily 
proposed ... ol1tol'; 18' ,jo11xt11 .•. There is no case for writing do11x• (the 
evidence suggests that E. preferred to retain this kind of 'I in lyric, even at 
the cost of hybrids like l''IXlll'd, ~f/µa, ,j8o.,d; cf. Barrett on Hp. 155-8, and 
Bjorck 368 ff.).] 

11185. 'To make blood-red (961-2•) the sacrificial victim(s)' or ' ... knife'. 
For the pl. o~dy,a ofa single victim, Di B. compares H,1. 1564; but ~11yl8a, 
attested by E as the reading of more than one ancient copy, seems likely to 
be the truth; a word at once rare (known elsewhere only at El. 811, 1142), 
easily corrupted to the common ~dy,11 (A omitted before A) and vividly 
appropriate (less tritely so) for the sacrifice metaphor. Having used ~yls 
with sinister effect in El. (with obvious metaphorical reference to the 
accomplished slaying of Aegisthus and the imminent 'sacrifice' of Cl.), E. is 
more than likely to have repeated the effect here. [There is no force in Di 
B. 's argument that ~ayls is a technical word inappropriate to this context; 
and a transmitted reading should not be evaluated in terms appropriate to 
a conjecture ('inutile').] 

11186-1310. A continuation of the melodramatic 'enoplian dochmiacs', now 
non-strophic and with more spoken lines. After a short bridge-passage, 
Helen's 'dying screams' arc heard from within (12g6, 1301), arousing the 
Chorus (and El.?) to a furious concerted expression of vengeful blood-lust 
( 1302-1 o). The situation is a familiar one, cf. S. El. 1398 ff. where Electra is 
on guard against Aegisthus' arrival during the murderofClytaemestra (on 
'Mord-Stichomythie' in general, see B. Seidensticker in Jens, Baeform,n 
(1971), 194); also Hp. 565 ff., where Phaedra listens at the O"'ll',j-doors. 
But the uncanonical murder of Helen is a breath-taking novelty, and the 
later news of her survival will be no less surprising. It is likely that cries from 
within of &,\.\11,.a, and 9•f,01tw in Greek tragedy had always previously been 
true indications of death ( cf., for example, H,c. rn35, where Polymestor 
leaves us in no doubt that he is being blinded, not killed). E. has played fair, 
however: the audience will be warned by the Chorus in 1353-60 to wait for 
a tertain report. At the same time we are meant to be deceived (lntrod. D 
v). 

The speaker-assignations need to be reconsidered. Against Hermann 
and all subsequent edd., I propose to assign 1289-90 to the Chorus, 1297-8 
to El., 1299-1300 to Ch. (in each case with some or strong MS support). 
The pattern of speech and song in 1286-1301 is: El., two trimeters; Ch., 
two dochmiac verses (48 ); El., two trimeters; Ch., two bacchiac verses 
(46a); Helen, trimcter; El., two trimeters; Ch., two dactylic verses (see 
below); Helen, trimeter. As to 1302-10, the usual assignation to El. as 
monody cannot be right before 1311 o,yciTe 01yci,-' ••• (cf. 1367 o,y,jo111'1, 
Di B. argues further for a tulle including El., since she says trouow1 .. ., (Jo,j., at 
1314. That could be right, but it is a less compelling inference. With the 
revised assignations of the preceding lines, the Chorus have done all the 
singing since 1283, and it is both natural and proper for them to conclude 
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the scene on their own (voicing, indeed, sentime111s shared by El.). [The 
only apparent parallel in E. for Di B. 's HA. Xo. is the short hymn to Artemis 
in Hp. (58-)61-71, assigned by Barrett to'/,,, Kai 8,panovTEr. Di B. himself 
cites A. Pers. 1043, 1051 and Ch. 459 f., 464 f., as interpreted by 
Wilamowitz; but the usual Xo. is quite satisfactory in those passages.) 

11186-7, 'They hear (you) not. Alas! have their swords been dulled in the face 
of Beauty?' An echo of the famous confrontation at the fall of Troy, when 
Helen saved herself from Men. 's vengeance by baring her breast (/Lias parva 
fr. 17, lbycus 1196 Page, Ar. Lys. 155-6; cf. Stevens on An. Gl!g---30). 
'""'""♦tJT«11: for the form lKKw,j,lw (later -ow), cf. Anacr. 4111 Page, Ar. 
Eq. 3111. Kwr/,or (lit. 'hebes, obtusus') may mean, according to context, 
either 'blunt' or 'deaf' (also 'dumb', 'blind', 'stupid', etc.). The appli
cation to a weapon is epic ( II. 1 I. 390 Kw,j,av yo.p {JlAor av8par ava.\Ktllor), 
but already there the point is figurative; and here there is surely a double 
point ('deaf'/'blunt') following 'they hear not'. [The variant -17vTa, (Clem. 
Alex.) merits attention in the light of that ('have they been made Kw,j,o{ as lo 
their swords?'). It is the choice between sing. and pl. (nol 1hat between -17· 
and -w-) with which the note in Eis concerned, reporting the decision of 
Ar. Byz. in favour of the pl. (though he read -wvTa,, in accordance with the 
normal lKKw,j,&w of later Greek).] 

1118B-1J1.Xo. (so Va, L). The48 (allvvv-v-) express anxiety about Argive 
intervention as a natural next thought for the singers of 11183-5 (Tl p.l,\,\dl' 
ol KaT' olKov ... ;), and it is the expression of that anxiety, still directed 
towards the Palace, that prompts El.'s commands in 12911-3 ('Watch 
better then.,. Look Land R'); cf. also 1353 If. Toxa: cf. 133 f. lvow).os: 
Tyrt. 16 B. (857 Page), S. OT 469, and several times in E.; this whole 
passage is full of poeticized military language. op11,joas should be 
corrected to &pp.aaar, and similarly opp.~aaa' at Ph. 1064, cf. opp.aaw Su. 
1015 (and Bjorck 166). wo61 l3otJ6f>01''t'! cf. 1356, 1510, 161111; {Jo178pop.1iv 
appears first in tragedy, especially in E.; first at Held. 1111, according to 
LSJ, but add P. Oxy.11256. 711. 6 (Aesch.);properly, likc{Jo17-8,iv, 'to run in 
response to a cry for help' (Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1317, Taplin 11181f.). 
Trpoa11df11: a vb frequent in prose (esp. Hdt., Th.) with dat.; here only, 
exquisitely, with acc. (like 8wµa n,Aa{,, An. 1167; KG i 3111). 

111911-3. 01<c,t,ao8c vuv . .. : at a speaker-change (surely so, cf. 104, 251, 489, 
759, 795, to37, 1101, 1103, 11161, 1266, 1599, 1678, 1682, El. 567 {JM,f,o• 
vuv ...• Ba. 11179 aKl,f,a, vuv op9ws ... , etc.). oux 16pas oyc:iv: cf. Ph. 588 oil 
,\oywv w tl.ywv, s. Aj. 81 I otlx lllpar tl.Kp.~. Bacchyl. fr. 15(23). I otlx lllpas 
lpyov otl8 • dµ{JoAar. lpyov is the commonest noun in this idiom ( cf. Lat. op11s 
est; Barrell on Hp. 911 ). IMoouc: a vb appropriate to choric manoeuvres 
(171*) and rapid movement (/A 215); but van Gent's JK•fa• ,\,uaa<T< is 
likely to be right, in the light of Ion 205 and IA 144-5 (cited below); also IT 
67 ( 1269*). The corruption (,,\,cc for •"•ucc) will have been encouraged by 
misinterpretation (spatial division of the Chorus, 11146-85*) and false 
reminiscence of JMaa<T< in 1266-8* (we cannot understand {JM,j,apov 
here). 
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lll94-S· As in 1263-5• the corporate Chorus responds by 'keeping watch 
,ra.vT71'. The metre is certainly to be restored as 4ba (in pairs); a run like 
1439-40 Bis ,xvoc f 1ri8"iji &wp' / ci,roaTii-'ad KAiaµoii (cf. also Ion 1446, Pt,, 
1536-7, A. PV 115, S. Pt,il. 3g6-7, etc.; Wilamowitz, GV 335, Dale, LM 
1 o 1 ) • c\11•'llw ici>.culov: 'I pass along the way'; dµ,{#111• develops from 'pass' 
(27!1•) into a general vb of'traversing', cf. PI,. 271 (middle, Bui xBo•cSs), 
1179 (the rungs ofa ladder), IA 144-5 """"11 Bi ,r.Spov ox10Tclv dµ,(Jlw• / 
i\uiaof, cf,vi\doaw• ... ('when passing along a divided carriage-way'), 
Bacchyl. 18(17). 16-17 Boi\,xdvcl1u(~as ... KIA1v8ov. We should then read 
(after Nauck) oico,r(cu)ouoa ,ran9. E. was fond of -ulw vbs (cf. 405•, 
1627•), and a,con,ww (X. Eq. Mag. 7. 6; v.l. in Hdt. r. 8) has an 
appropriate paramilitary colour ('act as a aKo,rrus'); ,ra.vT\', cf. Ion !105 ,,_ 
TOI {JM,f,apov 8,w,cw. [Nauck OICOfl'fUDVO' clffal'T\' (M,m. A,. St-P,tersb. 1859, 
62), but cf. 'Ei\.\a&a,rciacav (not cl,rcaocav) in 1363•; cl,rd""11 occurs in epic, but 
not in Attic poetry. The ancient attestation of bacchiac metre (sec app. 
crit.) makes it perverse to adhere to a,co,rouaci miv~. The odd sequence 
2ba I pt (or 8 fit!,) would invite suspicion even without that evidence.] 

11196. tw ... : Helen's loud 'scream for help' (cf. Hp. 884 lw ,rcS,\,s) plays an 
important part in the following action (13114-5•, 1353-60•, 1465•). 
icaicfiis: intensifying, both 'miserably' (cf. Hel. 714 &,\,\'""' ,cu,c<iis) and 
'foully'. 

11197-8. Two more trimeters spoken by El. (so in nearly all 1he MSS). It is her 
funclion in 1his context lo interpret the action within (cf. Hp. 567 ff., S. El. 
1406); she is the listener lv ,rui\ca,s (1!181-!1), while the Chorus watch the 
approach-roads, and she is naturally the first to react when Helen screams. 
11v8pcs: cf. S. El. 1398 (similarly spoken by Electra). xcip lxoucnv h, .. . : 
cf. Ba. 1053. ws a,reiicli-,: the sense 'liken' passes easily into 'presume'. 
brnKa.aa, has been conjectured here by Wecklein and Blaydes and in S. 
Tra. 141 by Hermann. If correction be needed, I should prefer C:.s ad,f,' 
,l,ca.aa, in both places (cf. S. OC 16, where ad,f,'and d1r-are variants). The 
'presumption' here is, of course, aa,f,ls; at the same time the 'certain' 
identification of the screamer enhances the sugg1slio falsi as to her fate. [Di 
B.'s arguments (after Fracnkel) for giving 1!197-8 to Ch. arc weak. 
Naturally it is the Chorus who interpret the action within when ll,er, is no 
actor on th1slag1 (as in 1541-4 below). Conversely (given the probability of 
speaker-change at 1!199), there is nothing in the content of 1!199 f. (Di B. 
mentions 'my ,f,{,\01') unsuited to the Chorus.) 

11199-1300. Xo. l, A,os l, A,os aivaov ,cpaTOS ... : for the epithet with the 
elevated periphrasis (111411-3•), cf. Pi. 01. 14. 12 allvaov al{JoVT& ,raTpds 
'Oi\11µ,rlo,o ,.,µa.v. l>.f l,r(icoupos (formulaic, cf. Timoth. 791. 204 Page) 
follows as though after~ Zru (cf. Bruhn 9-10); the variant ,,,(,coupov is 
inferior (LP; Murray's apparatus is incorrect as to A and B). l11oio1 (sic) 
♦l>.0101: i.e. Or. and his associates, as collectively involved in this dywv 
(1190, 1192, 1244). The Chorus (whose ,f,,Alca has been repeatedly 
affirmed: 133, 136, 138, etc.; 1104•, 1!146, 1254, 1271, 1273) show their 
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commitment with an echo of Pyl. 'sprayer to Zeus in 1242-3. 1raVTws: cf. A. 
Sept. 116 ff. (with w Z,u .. . ap71fov). [The metre is 4da followed by 
-vv-vv-vv-v-- (Fraenkel, Ly,. Daiei. 167, Dale, LM 161); the 
clausular 'praxillean' is like Al. 569/79, ?Su. 599/605, Tr. 1070/80, Ion 
1075/91; and the sequence as a whole may be compared with HF 1196-7 oii 
TaV ( Paley, for oui< av) 'i,8 .. ijr iTiptw" / ,ro>.uµ.ox8i5Tipiw ,ro>.urr>.ay1<TOTipiw Ti 
(/ptjT"iiiii (also in 'cnoplian dochmiacs'). Dale later (Papers 191 ', MA') 
followed Murray in preferring ... iµ.o,s ,f,i>.oioi ,ravTwi, but this is not the 
place for an 'cncomiologus'. If an alternative is to be considered, let 
it rather be ... i,-.oioi ,f,,Xois mivTws (a commoner type of clausula in 
enopl. dochm. contexts than ... -vv-v--); for the length 
-v v -v v -v v- x - (D• x -), cf. r 465(?), S. Tra. 1024 TV-Illµ.• Tv-8l µ• 
1rpdo>.a/J• 1<ou,f,loM (flanked by 8s).] 

1301. cru &l 1re1pw" t.l ou1C w♦•A•is: 'the oil" negatives the whole predicate 
rrapwv w,t.,>.,is' (Wedd); cf. An. 80 waT< µ.' w,t.,>.,iv rrapwv (753•), and, for 
the hyperbatonofthe negative, S. El. 1211 ,rpos8(1<1/S yap oil aTlvus, Aj. 682 
al~v oil t,<<VOUVTa, etc. (Bruhn 94). 

1302-10. Further concerted choral song (perhaps as a tulle including El., see 
above). The bloodthirsty violence of the Chorus and the vengeful 
motivation foritarein line with 1283-5•, 1357-8, 1361-5; and cf. Ba. 991-
6, IOI 1-23, 

1302-4. 'Slay, smite ... !' (the object following in 1305 f.). The text is 
controversial: the hiatuses before .;>.,\uTf and'" x•pds are unendurable, and 
there are variants of uncertain status. The first step should probably be to 
bracket [,j,oYcuut] (Hermann, Kirchhoff, Weil; cf.Jackson, MS 135-7). 
When E. pairs synonymous vbs asyndetically, the second is virtually 
always as long as or longer than the first (Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 10); and 
twice elsewhere in the play c/,ov<uflv occurs as a gloss on Kalvflv ( 195, Schw. i 
117. 20; 1306, Schw. i 215. ro; cf. also Ph. 44, Schw. i 254. 24). There is 
much then to be said for Hermann's 

Xo. 1<alv<T• KalVfTf, 8dv•n < B,(vET<), 4da I 
The 4da length is plausible (like 1299), and the anadiploses suit the context 
(cf. 1299 w .d1os bis, 1303 /l{,rTuxa 8loTot,<a); '"'lvET< 1<alv•T• iam Triclinius, 
who may have had some MS evidence. ocalYCTt 8dYtTC is attested by Mn 
(first reported by· Biehl); elsewhere IJ,lv,TC appears only as a variant 
associated with 1303 (see below). Hermann also deleted [6AA11Tt]
rightly, I think. The marginal, in C (yp. 1<a/ 11.tv<Tf Ta 8vo, af!er o>.>.uTE) 
implies the juxtaposition /1,tvn• /lt.,Tuxa (so Di B., but I do not understand 
why he reports C with the 'correction' Ta(s) Mo). Though somewhat 
arbitrary, excision of o>.>.uTE seems preferable to other treatments of the 
hiatus -•TE o>.AuTE (Weil ll>.>.uTC 1<alv<T<, Wccklein <«rr)d,\).uTE, Jackson 
1<alvnov .;,\,\uTov). [Link-anceps is theoretically possible: e.g. ,f,ovwiTi 
i«iwiTi 0..-/viT'· o~MTi ... might be the beginning of an enoplian 
sequence comparable with HF _1082-3 /liiii,ciTi· ,f,wyiTi µ.ap-/yov aii8p' 
iffiy'iipo,-.ivov (cf. on 182-4/203-5, p. 113); and indeed I believe elision to 
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be the right treatment of. .. ,f,&.ayava. '" •.. in 1303-4. But it is surely 
unwelcome (with the effect ofa hiccup) in the run ofimperatives.) 

3l'IM"uxa BlOToµa. ,f,&.ayo.11' lr< x•pds llµoo,, D v f) I 
81wTUXCI 8lcrroJ&CI: i.e. twin swords, both double-edged; a favourite 
'doubling' (cf. 6311-3•). BIOToµos may be Bla--roµos rather than Bl-OToµos 
(see E. Coughanowr, CQ.1984, 1135 f.). iic x•,61: lit., but with overtones 'by 
forceofhand' (Wedd) and 'at close range'; see LSJ s.v. x•lp II. 6. e, li111vcn: 
'launching', as though the swords were missiles (an exaggeration of a 
standard poetic conceit, cf. 50(-1)•, 11311-3•); ,l,.,vo,, as Ph. 1511, H,I. 
1496 (contrast u,.,,.ov Hp. 11115). The transitive use of the middle (.Z: dvTl 
Tou llvT1s) is very unusual, and not recognized by LSJ; but there are 
analogies (LSJ s.vv. dvl111'•• d,J,-, lf-, µ•B-), and there may even be an exact 
parallel if Di B. is right in defending the transmitted reading Incas llp•vos 
in S. fr. 78:z R. (llp•vov Sylburg, Radt). Metrically, the 'choerilean' vene 
(dicolon) D v I D is very suitable for this syntactical unit; cf. the tricolon 
Dvl Dv ID at HF 1199-11101, also the sequence 4da ID•..., 1 D--at Ph. 
190-11 (both in enopl. doch. contexts). (The MSS have either ... ,f,&.a
yava / l,c ... or ,J,&.aya.va. ,,,,..,u, / l,c ... The former is simply seriplio pl,na 
al colon-end; the latter surely an interpolated version (giving a construe
lion to ,J,&.aya.va, with u,..,.o, understood as intrans.). Since M has the gloss 
yp. ,cal Bclvuc written above .,,,..,.,,.,, it is likely that .,,,..,,,,., anciently 
entered the tradition in much the same way as the false variant ;.,,,,..,,,v in 
PI,. I 577-8 ,J,&.ayavov •iow / oapr<os lfJG!f,•v (l"•l'•/lf iam P. Strasb. WG 307 
in the 3rd c. ao); cf. also H,e. [611-3] and Su. [1175] (both including the 
sequence AdfJ,,,.• ,J,lp•"• ,,;,.,,.,,.,). Jackson more circuitously supposed 
61l11u• lo conceal,,..,.,.,,.,, with ,,;,.,,,ET• as a gloss on that; then, substituting 
dual vbs, he obtained ,ca.lvnov ,U.\uTov (8), / &{,,Tuxa. BlOT0/1,0 ,J,&.aya.va. 
T1lv1Tov / l,c x•pos u,.,.,o, (better Up•va.?). But we do not want such a 
complex clause (with finite vb and participle) separating 'slay ... • from its 
object.] 

1305-6 Tdv .\&ff0ff4TOpG ,\1,roy4/4(ET)ov, Ii ,r.\fioTOUS 28 
l,ca.v•v 'EA.\&vwv, II 

The A,wo-words (Fraenkel on A. Ag. :z 111) reflect Stesichorus' description of 
Helen and Cl. as )i,.,.advop•s (fr. 11113 Page); wAc(oTous lic«1Y4Y reflects the 
standard epithet ,ro.\ur<T&vos (56*). There is more than one possible text, 
but restoration should certainly be aimed at obtaining 38. A1wowaTopC1: if 
sound, making a point like Sappho fr. 16. 10 ,cwu&(l tra)i'Bos ou&l ,f,l.\wv 
To(,c)11wv,rd(I'""") 1,.,.&0611 (D.J.Jacob, Htllniica 1980, 130-11); but it is a 
considerable extension from 'forgetting ~{Ao,' to a )i.,,o. word which 
implies that Helen was still in Tynd.'s o(,cos even after her marriage to 
Men. and the birth of a daughter. Herwerden's .\,,ro,rd-rp,Ba. (Mn,mosyn, 
1903, 1193} is appropriately 'patriotic' in sentiment, with a reminiscence of 
H,I. 694-5 ( l,.i Iii ,ra.Tplllos d,ro,rpd •.. dpaio11 .•. d1ro 1rclA,os dtr& T< alB,v 
,c-r.\., sec p. 106). A11r01td-rwp is not attested elsewhere; A,,rcl,ra-rpis recurs in 
Nonnus (D. ,. 131). A1woya11(1-r)ov: suggested to me by M.L.W. 
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(substituting one hapax for another), cf. dyaµETos S. fr. 970 R.; a clear 
improvement upon Hermann's ,\&1Toyaµ&v<B'), giving asyndetically paired 
pentasyllables. ('Father-deserting' is usually explained as alluding to the 
talc ofThescus' rape of the young Helen (Stcs. 191 Page; Paus. 2. 22. 6, 3. 
18, Plut. Thes. 31). The allusion is justly questioned by Jouan ( 156•); there 
is no other reference to it in E., and the context here is solely concerned 
with Helen's elopement to Troy (the silence of E supporting that obvious 
interpretation) . .\1,ro,ra-rp18a seems likely; note, however, that it is not a 
sufficient correction in itself. The verse Tav ,\r,r1foo.Tpilla ,\;.'wiiyaµov, a 
,r.\1111Tovs (a) includes a lengthening before mute and liquid rare in 
dochmiacs (Conomis 38), (b) has an overlap of a particular type 
( ... iv' vvv I ... ) that occurs only alicr a run of brevia (as 1364 Ilia Tiiv 
o.\oµivovo-1.\oµivovl8iuoii, El. I I 70, HF 1019(?), 1212, /T871, S. oc 1464, 
Ar. Av. 951; d'. Conomis 45, L. Parker, CQ. 1968, 267-8). If ,\i.'1riiya,.iiv is 
right, the pattern before it must be (vv) .\iwo,ra.Tiipa (or •ffa.Tpi'3a) ..• At 
one time I favoured that, since Tav is omitted by most MSS and could be 
false, and there is a vv word that would nicely fill the gap, viz. Kuva (the 
classic pejorative appellation of Helen as a shameless woman; An. 630 
,rpolloT1v ... Kuva, cf. JI. 6. 344, 356). But ,\i,rii-'yaµiTiiv gives a likelier 
pattern.] 

1307-10 Sop/ ,rapd ffOTaµ&v &.\oµlvovs, 2ia I 
081 8a1<p11a 8a1<p11a1[v •Jmla, a,8aplo1s 28 I 
/Jl,\.aw dµ,/,1 Tcis l:Ka,.&v8po11 lllvas. 28 111 

' ... who perished at Troy' (cf. 'JI. 2. 161-2). For the 'river' point (here 
elaborated with a ring-structure framing 'tears' and 'weapons'), cf. 809*. 
8&1tpua ll&icpuo,: emphasizing the compound 'grievousness' (335-6*, t 363). 
1rcoc: cf. ylvno 998-9*, 8(,,, Ph. 641, TfK< JA 198; the readings lia1<pva1v 
l,rtu• (inevitably), 8a1<pu111 uwl,r•u• and 8- 011vl,r•u•v l,r•a• in the MSS 
appear to be progressive corruptions. 018apio1s (codd. -0111,, an 'iambiciz
ing' error) f3i>.co1v: causal dat., cf. I 398-9 flt/,ta1v a18aplo,aw •A,8a. /Jl>.os 
may be either 'spear' or 'sword' (1132-3*), and there is a connection of 
thought with Uµ,vo, 1304; Helen's 'compound death' is to match the 
deaths she has caused (Kalv<T< •.. & ... lKav,v). a1&♦l, .. ll{vas: cf. IT 6 
(Diggle, Studies 80), of the Euripus, the scene of Iphigenia's sacrifice, and 
Hel. 179 (il8wp); rivers in general arc llw11<VT<s, dpy11polliva& etc. (II. 2. 753, 
5. 479). [Metre: a persistent perversity treats 8op,i (Hermann) ,rapa 
,riiTiiµiiv as a dochmius (Schroeder, Di B., Koster, Dale), with various 
unconvincing analyses of the following words. The iam. dim., at least, is 
certain ('sub-dochmiac', p. 113, cf. also 1414, 1441, Al. 907/30, etc.). Of 
other arrangements of 1308-10, the best arc Bichl's o8i 8a.Kpiiii 8ii.1<puciv / 
i,riai ai8apioiai /Ji.\iaiv aµt/,i TOS / ... (8/3ia/8) and L. Parker's (CQ 1968, 
256) ... 8a.Kpiloli, / iniai" i,rioi ol8apio'is / ..• (8/2ia/28; but the anadiplo
sis of'fell' seems de trop here, the emphasis lying elsewhere).] 

1311-5~. At long.last (cf. 1214-15*) Hermione returns from Cl.'s tomb, 
entering hesitantly from the L. El. welcomes her with false words, sends her 
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into the Palace 'to assist our cause' and goes in herself after a grimly 
exultant enuoi. The 'net' image is familiar in such 'luring' contexts (1315; 
El. 965, HF 7119, S. El. 1476); likewise the more or less elaborate use of 
doub/1 1nltn/1 (Htc. 1021-2, El. 1141, etc.). Less traditional here arc the 
nature of the victim (innocent and affectionate) and the contingtnl death 
awaiting her. 

1311-12, Presumably the Chorus-leader (still, probably, responsible for 
guarding the 'sunward' road; 1258-60*). o,yoTI o,yi-r': 1119-110•. KTUtrou 
Twos ... iatr1oovTos: 'the sound of someon, having entered upon the road', 
cf. s. Phil. 205 ff. {Ja>.>. .. ,,. • lTilp.a ,p6oyya TOIJ OT{{Jov ... lp110VTOS. The 
double gen. is possible (cf. Rh. 795-6 ,paayo.vou yap f,00op.11v 11>.11y~s), but 
Porsonjustly preferred KT.l11ov (found in some late MSS), which removes 
ambiguity; cf. Hec. 1 o69 f. o{ya· Kp1nml.v {Jaoiv aloOo.vop.,;., / To.vii• y11va1Kwv, 
?ibid. 1114-15, IA 15811, Rh. 568. (Most edd. take Tw&s in agreement with 
KTu,rou (Wedd 'a sound that fell on the path'); but Elo,r{,rTuv means 'enter', 
always elsewhere in E. ( 11 times) with a personal subject, unlike 
J,,,r{,rTflV, l 

1313--20. El. sees Herm. (still off-stage) and prepares for her reception; for the 
gap between sight and entry, cf. 456-69*. 

1314. 'Ept,1,0"'1: for the '2nd foot anapaest', cf. Nroi,-oM/Los . .. 1655 (Diggle, 
Studies 47-8), 

[ 1315-16). lo,r,oovaa oddly treats Herm. as already in the net, in conflict 
with~• d,\<j,. But Wecklein's l01raloouaa is an unnaturally violent vb in this 
context (the notion of 'striking' is much more to the point in Rh. 560 
,cpu,rTdv Mxov lo,ra{oas).J.D. suggests excision, and the lines can certainly 
be spared between ... 1ravowp.•v ffo~v and ,ro..\w ,caTo.oT1J0' • •• There is 
another probable histrionic interpolation at (1347-8]* below. 

1317-18. KGTOOfl)8': 'compose yourselves', cf. A. Pers. 295 >.ifov KaTaOTo.s, 
and Page on M,d. 1197. ,\auxr, t,1«v 6t,1t,1aT1 .. . : for the 'calm eye' (or 
'visage'), cf. Tr. 654. xpo(,)t -r' (not 8' Pars.) a&'i>.1t1: the,,, •... Tf should 
not be emended (cf. 114•), and xpo,a is the preferable form (Mid. 1168, Ba. 
457, Cyc. 517, A. PV 113); 4311.\os 'such that there is no showing'. 

1319-20. The description of facial expression on stage is characteristic of E. 
(Spitzbarth 90). oicu8p1111Tou,: 'sullen, gloomy' (usually with grief, cf. Ph. 
133a, sometimes with anger); a frequent word in E. (also o,cuOp&C«1v, El. 
830), first at A. Ch. 738 (om. LSJ); the root aKu9pos appears first in 
Menander (too vulgar, perhaps, for earlier literature). 8ij8w: 1119•. 

1321--2. For the (uncommon) address to, rather than by, the entering person, 
cf. IT 1157, Hel. 1186 (Taplin 397). oTi,j,aoa: alluding to the lock of 
Helen's hair (96). 

1323. ,jKw .. . : cf. 1554, An. 309 iKw }t.a/Jwv (1145-6*). AajJouaaffpcut,1.vc,av: 
'having secured her non-hostility' ( 119•); Hcrm. shows naive confidence 
in the efficacy of the ritual. 

1324-5. ♦oj3os ... ,jvnv', .. : cf. Hee. 185-6, IT 995, etc. (KG ii 397). cv 
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8&j&01s: adjectival, cf. An. 8izo-1 lv orKots ••. dKotloµ1v /l°'1v. Herm. is 
referring to the loud shriek ;.:, ( 1 izg6). 

13116. El.odisingenuously suggests that what Herm. has heard is OTEvay,.ds 
from herselfand the Chorus (cf. 96o ff.). ae,· ... OTmayp4Twv: substanti
val, as the subject ofTuyxcivc, 'befall' (1138-g*). For ·rl Ill; (1iz75-7•) in 
reply to a question and followed by a statement, cf. HF 1iz3iz. 

13117-30, For the moment it seems that El. has successfully sidetracked 
Herm.'s question by evoking a sympathetic reaction. 

13iz7. 1G+,iiaos fol,: 'speak no ill words', i.e. 'say not so' (cf. Barrett on Hp. 
7iz4). vtfflpov: a common euphemism, sometimes simply 'untoward' (S. 
Pl,il. 56o), but properly offurtl,,r evil; so here 'in addition to Cl.'s death'. 

1318. l8of1: 46, 858. 
1319, 11-ia 8,j-r': elliptical ('deprecatory', GP iz76), here reduced to a shocked 

'Oh, no!', followed by a continuation ofEl.'s syntax:' ... (that you) b,ing 
"!)I Tllations (should suffer such a fate). lµou or lµo6s? The ·latter (so Di B.) 
seems better, er. HF 1154 ouyy,v,)r 4,(Aos .,, 1,..ss, IT 918 &,.oy,v,jr ,,..s,, 
ibid. 9iz3 Kcl,..Sr yr ow-r,ip, oilxl ouyy1v,)r ,..svov. ouyy1v,ir + gen. (though 
Attic) does not occur elsewhere in tragedy; moreover the emphasis here 
is on the whole phrase, not on 'ofme' only. 

1330. 4pa;: metaph., cf. Mtd. 3iziz, An. iz55; for the lit. sense, cf. 1571. 
Avciyit'II S ls luyi\v 1tdwTaf11Y: a familiar figure, cf. IA 443 ls ot' dvdyK'IS 
(rtlyf&«-r' l1'1tlfl'WK41'rv, S. Pl,il. 1oiz5 clvdyKD (uy.lr, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 
218; rls pregnant, cf. IT 961-iz ( 1 iz55-7•). El.'s words are consistent both 
with 'helplessneu' and with the desperate secret course ofaction which the 
conspirators regard as clvayKaioP. 

1331. 'Is that the explanation also of the cry indoors?' Herm. persists in her 
(inconvenient) inquiry, but is naively ready to be satisfied by the 
unconvincing notion of Or. or vaguely 'the House' as the screamer. 

1331-4. Cf. 96•, 398-400, etc.; the sentence-opening, lacking a subject, is 
40'11'0" to Herm., cf. Al. 5,ziz oillliv .,, ,.a,Uov olll', IJ.0'1/'G yelp Bpocis. 

1334. There is no need for Murray's colon before ia-ia hv1iv . .. : cf. 1611 ;,.a, 
,.,j Bav1iv al-ro6 11.SA,v, IA I iz4iz-3 lKl-r1uoov •.. T,jv o,jv dll1l4>,jv l',j Bawiv; the 
inf. (or acc.+ inf. phrase) is directly objective to the vb of'imploring' (here 
the compendium lKlT'IS /joq.). 

1335, 'So indeed ( T!pa GP 555) the House has justification for loud wailing'. 
Avcu+,i,aa: cf. S. Tra. 783i usually, as here, euphemistic for KcoKil1w. For 
the wailing of the personified M,.or (70•), cf. 1474-5•; the imprecision 
here conveniently blurs the identity of the screamer. 

1336-43, El. hastens to agree (concluding 1hestichomy1hia), and proceeds to 
play upon Herm.'s sympathy. The repeated invitations into the house 
suggest that Herm. is still timidly hesitant. 

1337, JICTHXCI , , . ♦(~o,,: with an appeal to Herm.'s 'family feeling' (cf. 
1329); for the construction with both gen. and dat., cf. Held. 683, Hp. 730-
1, H,l. llllll. -
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1338. TU pcy 61\Jlf: 'titular', cf. ,} µa1<apla 86; the adverbial use of µlya is 
mainly poetical (KG i 115), c£ A. PV 647 w µfy' ,~lµw111t6Pf/. 

1339. McviAGOY .• • l'i\ ... elo1hi11: objective to 1£€1'«a,cn l1tcalas 1337 
(1334•); cla18,,11 746•. 

1340. dy' (Weil, P. Oxy. 1370) seems better than 41\~ (codd., P. Oxy. 1178); 
Prato (SIFC 1g64, 511) compares Hp. 1188, Su. 1158. The run of the lines is 
different in the passages cited for repeated dAAd (HF61111-4, Ar. Eq. 1144-6, 
V,sp. 1140-5; GP 15). 

1341. ic4tr1ico6♦100,, (F 1tdtro•): c£ 43 1tou~,.a6fj 1<«1t&iJ11, El. 711 µ6,c8ou 
',r11<o~lCouaa11 (and, for the v.l., ""· 104 ,ra8'a111 cltro1to~lC011a1" 

13411. cls 4yw,,': a sinister ambiguity, c£ Ba. 975; 'vw It -ljyt\oopCl1 recurs at 
Ba. 841. From Herm.'s point of view the cly.:.11 is simply the 'pleading' to 
Helen. 

1343. olllfllplCls yc\p Tcpfl lx11s t\11i11 ,,_6,,,i: er. 7114 •, where Men. himself was 
the 1<a'l'a,/>uy,} OWTJ/plar. Here Herm. 'has the T'pµa' as 8alµa111 'has the 
TIAos' in 1545-6•, with an dy<l,11-metaphor ( Tlpµa as the 'finishing-line' in 
racing); c£ also 11103• aw.,..,,plas ltraAf111, El. 111311 Tlpµa 1ea1<wv, Hp. 139-40 
8a11dT011 ... 1el>.aa1 troTl Tlpµa, and Kannicht on H,I. 887711. 

1344-S• Herm. duly goes it Bol'Oul, with a promise of assistance. l&o6: 144 •, 
11111. &1w- ••. trak: A. Sept. 371, Eum. 403 (er. g88-g•). NOii ye Tol,,i 
ipc: 'as far as (what) rests with me'; Tow' 4µlis adverbial acc. (Hee. 514, IA 
1557, S. Ant. 889), not the subject ofan ellipse; for the use of d'ao11 before 
such a phrase, c£ S. OT 1508 tr4PT<1111 lp{iµous, ,r,\,}11 d'ao11 To ao11 µlpos. (lµ' 
(Tricl.) is a certain correction found also in Va (leslej.D.), no1, as Biehl 
says, the original reading.] 

13451. El.'s bidding to the (unseen) 'armed friends within' (icClTG oTqllS, er. 
1331) to 'seize the prey' confirms that Herm. had crossed the threshold. 

(1347-8). An upsetting exchange. Edd. have disputed whether to accept the 
assignation of a1y&11 XP'"'" . , . to Or. or to transfer it to El. No one seems to 
have observed (a) that without 1347-8 we have an entirely normal scene
ending ( 1349-511•), (b) that the 'enactment' of the arrest is just the kind of 
thing that actors could have added. The language is no better than 
mediocre: the phrasing of 1347a is of a standard type, c£ El. 341, Cye.11112; 
1348 is a pedestrian repeat of 1343, illogical as to the yap ('be silent.for it is 
lo us that you bring salvation .. .') and positively silly as to o.l,cl aol (after 
Herm. 's exit-words a,1,0.,,8' ••• ) • Note that the arrest ofHcrm. is among the 
events later narrated by the Phrygian (1490 ff.): she enters the Palace 
while Or. and Pyl. are otherwise employed; they then run upon her like 
maenads seizing a wild animal. [If Or. speaks, we have either a weirdjack
in-the-box appearance or an unparalleled dialogue between off-stage 
actors; Di B. rightly rejects both (SCO 1961, 151). But assignation of a,y&11 
x,pE,1,., ... to El. does not solve the problem. Either Herm. has not yet, after 
all, crossed the threshold, in which case El. has spoken 1345-6 prema
turely; or Herm. 's words are heard lat118E11, in which case El. has lost the 
contact with her implied in the command 'silence!'. The lack of a 
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paragraphusat 1349in P. Oxy. 1178 (Prato, SIFC 1964, 52-3) may indeed 
suggest that 1348 was written for El.] 

1349-511, El.'s concluding speech now begins al 1345; the 'gloaling' scene
ending, after the victim has gone within, is like El. 1142 ff., HF 726 ff.; 
imperative (to unseen allies), like Ba. 973 ff. 

1349-50. lx•of' lx1oh: 21g--20•; now directly following 1346 ... otl,cl 
ou>.Mrf,108' &ypav; ♦acr,cavov ll 1rpos 86Pn .. ,: cf. 1193-4 fl,os •.. 8lpn 
1rpcls ailT1i ••• lxuv. l36.>.>.ovTC1: but aor. /JaMvTES (ll, AP) is right for the 
sense 'set to her throat the sword, and silent wait' (Way; cf. Di Benedetto, 
SCO 1961, 151). i\ouxcl.,18': cf. 698•, and Introd.Fi.11; there is irony here 
in the proof of dv8p1(a by ,fou,c(a. (D's reading is variously reported: 
/JaMvTOs Murray, Chapouthier, Di B., /JaAAovT<S Spranger, /J1U1MVT1s 
Biehl.] 

1350-!Z, An intricate 'lesson' for Men.: (a) he, by implication, is K«KOS 
('cowardly', 'treacherous'); (b) KaKol can expect to 'fare badly' (cf. HF 
727-8); (c) Men. has misjudged Or. and Pyl., who are '(true) men', not 
Ka.Kol ('cow~rdly') Asiatics. lvlpca1 , , , 1bpwv: brachylogic, cf. S. Phil. 
451-2 oTa.v .•• To,ls B1oils 1,lpw Ka.Kaus (sc. ovTa.s), For the pointed 
repetition oficcaicous at line-end in the terminal distich, cf. 454-5•. 

El. follows Herm. into the Palace, leaving the stage empty for only the 
second time in the play (807-43*). The actor has to make a quick change 
during 1353-68 in order to reappear as the Phrygian (cf. Taplin 224i). 

1353-65. Choral Strop/,,. The separation of strophe and antistrophe ( 1537-48) 
has more parallels in comedy than in tragedy (cf. Barrett on Hp. 362-72/ 
66g--79, West, GM 80). The nearest parallel is S. Phil. 391-402/507-18; 
there, as here, the choral stanzas symmetrically frame what comes in 
between, while also serving as 'act-dividen', each time at a tense juncture 
(like certain short astrophic lyrics considered by Taplin ( 226) after Kranz) 
and making an important dramatic contribution (here 'suspenseful' and 
partly mislu,ding). Since these stanzas are also the last sung words from the 
Chorus (not counting 1691-3), their more poetical concluding lines also 
have a metrically and thematically summative function. In neither str. nor 
ant. (p. 336) are there sufficient grounds for dividing the Chorus (cf. 
Kaimio 114, who leaves this issue open, comparing M,d. 1273 ff., Hp. 
811 ff.). The trimeters mightseem tosuggestsolo (spoken) delivery; but we 
can hardly give the whole of 1353-60 to one or two soloists, leaving only 
1361-5 as corporate /Jo,j, for it is the prime function of the whole str. 
(especially its earlier part) to provide that corporate song-and-dance; and 
it is essentially as choral song-and-dance (fully symmetrical) that the widely 
separated stanzas serve to give shape to a structure that would otherwise 
be hard to follow. 

1353-65 = 1537-48 
I vvv-v-JI II 
2 vvv-v- I vtx:>-v-1 18 
3 vvv-v-lv--v-(11) a8 
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two trimeters 
vvv-v-l vvv-w-1 
v--..,-1 vCO-v-fl 
two trimeters 
vvv-w-1 v-1 vvv...,v-1 

28 
28 

lk8 
11 vv-vv 1-vv-vv-v- I A )( -
HI '-''"""""'vv 1 v I v'"""-v- f :18 
13 vvv-v-lvr--v-111 28 
A strictly-conceived triadic (AAB) structure, with internal as well as 

external responsion in 1--5/6-f,, The pattern of alternating dochmiacs and 
trimeters is like Hp. 817 ff. (see Barrett). The dochmiacs are more 
'emotional', but the lrimeters too may be half.chanted, responsive as they 
are in word-patterning (e.g. 1355 'ApyElo,aw ~ 1539 dyyl,\,\wµrv) and 
avoidance of resolution. 10-13 are 'enoplian dochmiacs' (p. 1111), 
recapitulating recurrent rhythms: iambo-dochmiac, double-short with 
prolongation (p. 1188), dochmiac beginning with a run of brtvia. 10. The /k 
is patterned like Ph. 1110 'ltp01ra.p <is iiy«1'iii a1'pa.1'ou (likewise in enopl. 
dochm.); for the combination with a Ii, cf. 14011*. 11. The 'rising dactylic' 
length..,..,-..,..,-..,..,-..,..,- ('A', equivalent to 2an) is another common 
constituent of'enoplian dochmiacs' (E/. 590, Hel. 692, etc.) like P and T 
(v-vv-vv-andvv-vv-v-,p.113);anditsprolongedformA x -
behaves like P x - (p. 1188) and T x - (El. 586, 588, HF 1188, Ion 1494, 
Hyps. 64. 94, Hel. 657, 680-1, etc.), occurring elsewhere in enopl. doch. 
contexts at 13911* ravuµ11licos [.,,.,,oailva, .duls cr}vfra (? -ii1'a), HF 11105, Ion 
716, 14411, Hel. 687, P/i. 184 (and I should add Hyps. 64. 80-2, dividing 
4K1'iS fla.piiflpoµous / i,coµav iffi ,. ' oiliµa. 60.Xaaaiov, opv.tl..w / lpijµov l(OITQV 
(i,c•, cf. cl.\&µav IT 153) ); also in other contexts, e.g. An. 480/7, El. 167/90, 
IA 177/98; cf. Dale, LM 137. The str. here is defective (1363), but easily 
supplemented 10 match 1546. A pendent close is inherently less likely 
before a dochmiac period, and pendent link-anceps quite impossible (as 
given by the popular curtailment of d,\ao-ropwv to d,\a01'op' in 1546). 

135310. The interwoven 'emotional' and more 'rational' points here are the 
Chorus' bloodthirsty desire to sec Helen's corpse (cf. 111811-5, 1302 ff.), 
their uncertainty as to what has happened and the need to minimize the 
danger of premature /Jof/lipoµla by the Argives (cf. 1118g If.), As to the 
,mnros and /Jo,f, it is not spelt out why these should have the desired effect; 
we should probably recognize a traditional choric motif, the archetype of 
which was the loud dancing of the Cureles to mask the cries of the infant 
Zeus and prevent hostile action by Kronos (cf. Dodds on Ba. 1110-34). The 
exact reasoning of the Chorus counts for less than the sug1,uliofalsi in their 
words, as calculated (by E.) to reinforce the impression that Helen is 
already lying in a pool of blood while avoiding any direct falsehood (and 
indeed 'playing fair' with a warning to wait for a 'clear' or 'certain' report). 

13531. lw lw: 1537-8*. ICTUffOV ••• ICTUffOV (cf. 1411-3•, 1538) ICCU pciliv: the 
opposite of what was demanded in the Parodos (140-1, 147). iy1lp1n: a 
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well-worn metaphor {Pi. P.J, 9. 104, etc.); for the imperative (used like 
dvciyfTc Ph. 1350), cf. S. OC 1 778. o 1rp11x81l1 ♦ovo,: a temporal ambiguity; 
the Chorus think that Helen is already dead (cf. 1360), but within the ,.,i. 
clause "P11x8fls may, like lp./JdA71, refer to the future. 811vov ... ♦o!Jov: 
intensifying; but Kacvov would be a more pointed epithet {cf. 875-6). 
1Jo116po14ijcra, {sc. woTtr, 613-14•): cf. 1!1188-g1•. 

1357-60. wplv,., (liw: no &v, cf. 1!1118•; E. has l.-u,.os four times in lyr., only 
once in trimetcrs (El. 818). ♦ovov: 'murdered body' {cf. 9go-1•); there is 
no need for vcKp.Sv (Herwerdcn, Nauck). ical11,11G1<To11: 'cruentatus', cf. 
151117• (perhaps Kaflal,.aK.-ov, as a compound, but there arc no very clear 
rules for the accentuation of such words; Chandler 150). The 'bloodiness' 
of the imagined killing is emphasized as in 11g6. f1 iced: the second 
alternative docs not exclude the first, and is presented as an additional 
thought; cf. Ian 4311 (GP 306). crv14♦opii11: in the neutral sense 'of what has 
happened' {cf. 145!11); o-♦w, should be taken d.,,d KO&l'Oii (also with .-d p.iv 
yelp ol3a). Note the ambiguity: 1360 is consistent with 'certainty u to the 
killing {d 1rpa,c81ls t/Ml•os), uncertainty as to the details', in accordance with 
the suggeslia fa/si. 

1361-111. 'Justly has the {wrathful) dispensation of the gods proceeded in 
respect of Helen'. lcwv vil'lo,,: cf. S. Phil. 518 .-civ 81wv vl1Ho111 l~vywv 
(the first occurrence of this phrase) and ibid. 601-11 81wv /Jla 1tal vl14fo•s 
(Dawe iii !!16-7). ,1,..0,s is a rare word in E. (Ph. 1811, fr. 1040. 4), so that 
the echo ofS. Phil. is unlikely to be fortuitous. But there was also a special 
connection between Helen and Nemesis (sometimes described as Helen's 
mother: Cratinus Nemesis, cf. Chapouthicr, BCH 1942-3, 16-111, Jou an 
149, Dietrich 157-8), giving a paradoxical twist to the point about 'divine 
justice'. The Chorus' 'judgement' is also true in a sense or which they are as 
yet unaware (cf. 163g-42). 

1363. &Clicp~oaoa yap , •. : 'many tears', cf. 1307-1 o•, H". 651r7, He/. 365-74, 
etc.; for thedat. with 'fill', er. HF37111-3, A. Pm. 133-4,etc. (KG i 355). At 
the end of the line the text is. defective by one syllable: we need 
vv-vv-vv-vv-v-, sec above and further on 1546•. So read 
'E>.>.a8Cl triiOClY ltr>.'IOI ( yiiv ), cf. 'E,UdBos '" ycis IT 448, also 'E.Uds(ar) 
Hp. 537 (Hermann, Barrett) and He/. 370 (Paley). [l.,,A.,cr' (alav) might 
also do if unequal anccps is admissible in the penult.; An. 480/7 is a parallel 
for that as transmitted, but Lenting's M1t.-plfl for Alxf• is likely in 487 (see 
Digglc's app. crit.). All edd., and most MSS, give 'E.Uci8' ci1raoav, but the 
dactylic diaeresis should be preferred (Va, Mn), as in An. 487, El. 167, 190, 
He/. 687, IA 177, 198. /1..,,as is rare in E.'s lyrics (Mid. 1100 .-dv ci1rav.-a 
xpcSvov, Ba. 70 cr.-cS,.a .-• ,u4>.,,,.ov ci1ras lfoo,0608"'), and was in general used 
by him simply as a metrically convenient synonym of 1rcis, not as a 'stronger 
form'; er. 565 ci1raoav 'EAAciB', 1134 wlp d"dCJ'ls 'EAMBos, but 131 .-cSvB. 
1rciodv 8' 'EAAdBa (not .-d118' cfffacrav). J 

1364-5, For the rhythm of 1364, cf. El. 1170, HF 11111111, IT871, ctt. (1305-
6•); also Ba. 995/ 1 o a 5 ,..;., ci8iciv civo,.av ci•' 8i'1tciv "£xicwoi. 8,ci , , .: the Paris-
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ar-r,ov (Stinton, EJP 11-4), here supplementing the Helen-ar-r,ov (cf. 1305-
6, 1385-9•). oAol'cvoy: 'damnably ruin-causing', cf. II. 1. 1-11 ,..; .. iv ••• 

'Ax1.\,jos / ou.\oµiv'lv; the 'active' sense is probably a development from the 
'damnatory' (as a pejorative use related to &.\o,-ro, cf. the colloquial Eng. 
'perishing', 'perisher'); Mtd. 11153, HF 1061 (148*), Htl. 11311, Ph. 10119. 
1&11ioY nap,v: An. 706 1 Htl, 119; Idaeus ('the man from Ida') was what Paris 
was called when he returned to Troy as a herdsman before he was 
identified (IA 11189; Stinton 311). 

1366-15H. We may be expecting an J.,.,,i.,,\'lµa-display of Helen's corpse at 
this point (1357-9; cf. Burnett 191). The nameless Phrygian slave who 
instead (in accordance, artfully, with 1359) emerges at a run from the 
a"'1"'1 ( 1366---8*) is one of E. 's most brilliant and original contributions to 
ancient drama. In a long and varied aria, punctuated with single trimeters 
from the Chorus-leader ( 1380*), he delivers a highly-coloured and not 
entirely aa</,<s account of the 'shocking' events within. This is the only 
anonymous singing'slave in extant tragedy (apart from choruses, e.g. Ph.); 
also the only singing Jf&yy«.\os. His staying-on for a further scene with Or. 
(1503-36•, defended below) confirms the unconventional nature of his 
role. He is indeed many-faceted, as a foreign house-slave (Athenian 
households had many such from Phrygia), as a representative of van
quished Troy, as a Persian-style flunkey, as a type of Asiatic 'cowardice' 
and as a singer of newly fashionable Phrygian music (lntrod. Fi. 9, G iii). 
The paratragic, 'anti-heroic' elements in the play reach their climax in his 
two scenes. But the outrageousness should not be exaggerated (as, e.g., in 
Burnett's description of the 'eunuch ... got up lo represent all the 
effeminacy of the East ... slippered and plump and sweating with fear ... 
who has lost the power to speak in ordinary iambics' or in Arrowsmith's 
travesty of a translation· into pidgin-English). The 'exotic' had an 
established place in tragedy (see especially Bacon); the 'shocking' features 
(8 .. v&) are not simply exciting or comic novelties; and our ear must be 
attuned to high sophistication of diction and metre, employed in a 
constructively operatic manner. There is little or no direct parody of 
Timotheus' Persat, with its florid obscurities (Tim. 15/791 Page; for the 
points of contact, see S. E. Bassett, CPh 1931, 153-65). E. might indeed 
have accepted the word 1rap<p8ta as properly descriptive ('indirectsong', cf. 
,rapcp8ois .•. alv{yµaa,v IA 1147); but the style is E.'s own (with echoes of 
many older poets), polymetric but still disciplined, in accordance with a 
complex dramatic conception in which (as everywhere) the plot is of prime 
importance. E.'s choice of narrator and ofan 'emotional' and 1rap<p86" (not 
straightforwardly aa4,1s) narrative mode is inseparable from his decision 
that thedtceptivt (yet true) account ofHelen's 'perishing' should culminate 
in a cryptically described 'disappearance'; for the impol'tant element of 
suggtsliofalsi (as elsewhere in the finale, lntrod. D v), see especially 1395-
9• 1 I 494-7• • 

1366-8. 1366 suspensefully exploits expectation ('what are the doors about to 
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disclose?') and is better punctuated as a self-contained sentence followed 
by a slight pause for dramatic effect. If the ydp is tre11ted as prospective, 
there are two different explanations of o,y,joaT' in quick succession, and 
one might rather have expected lfw 8' lJ.pa T&S ••• in 1367. 4,U,4 . , , y,p: 
i.e. 'But (I break off my song) for .. .'; a common type of ellipse (Bond on 
HF 138, GP 100 ff.). 1e,-u,r1t,,, 1eAfilpa: either 'door-fastenings' or simply 
'doors', cf, 1551, 1567, llel. 859-60 KTUffEi 8&,..os 1tAri8pw11 >.u9l.,,,wv, Ion 
515 f. d,couo,..•• ,ru>.ciiv 8oinro11, Barrett on Hp. 577-81, 808; the doors open 
inwards (1561 f.*). l1el311lv11 (sc. ll,l,_...,,, cf. .-dv M,..o,s 1368): the Phrygian 
emerges (lm•p/M>.>.wv ,ru>.ar, ;,.,,p/Jalvwv llciiµa, cf. 1370-2•) at a run: 
8paa,..ois 1374, llpo.,rlrav ... 1rdlla 1499. The notorious argument in E 
(perhaps reflecting the view of Ar. Byz. himself) that he ought to enter with 
a spectacular leap or scramble from the o"'l"~•roof, with the corollary that 
1366-8 are an interpolation (presumably replacing something different, 
since something is needed between the choral song and the newcomer's 
monody), is nota necessary infen:nce from 1369 ff. (see below), Those who 
draw that inference have not sufficiently considered the practicalities. A 
tragic actor wearing Asiatic slippers and about to sing a long and taxing 
aria is not a gymnast. [Evadne's death-leap in Su, is irrelevant, since her 
landing is concealed from view (Collard p. 16). The eight-foot-high a"'I"~ 
postulated by P. Arnott (accepted by West,JHS 1979, 137) is an unhappy 
compromise: an implausibly low stage-building, but already perilously 
high for a jump down on to a hard surface. Other recent deleters of 1366-8 
are Biehl ( Tp 79-81) and Reeve ( i 263-4). For the defence, cf. Dale, Papers 
126-·7, Lesky, TD 466, Taplin 437•, Walcot 31; butt he explanation of il,rlp 
in 1370-2 below will not be found there, but rather in Musgrave's edn. 
(foreshadowed in antiquity by a certain Aeschincs, mentioned by E, who 
understood lmlp as=,rpd.] 

1369""74 4'p. 'Apyciiw f/4,os '" 8avdTOU D• I 
1rl4'cuy • lv /Jap/Jdpo,s ba er I 
,il,..dp,a&V ,ccllpwr.l 2lr (,!Yne.) I 
,raordllw11 lmip .-ipa,.va !llr I 
.dwp11tds TE .-p,y>.v4,ous lk I 
4,po68o. 4,po68a, I'a. I'a., it!, I 
{Jap/J&po,a, 8paa,..ois· it!, II 

An 'expressive' long opening sentence, with an early shift from (quasi
epic) double- to single-short 'running' rhythm (iambo-trochaie dimeters, 
with syncopation) and ending with two symmetrically-shaped catalectic 
verses (a double clausula, cf. 1377-g*); cf. on 982-4* above. [I follow 
Wilamowitz (GV 268•) and Dale (MAs) in dividing after 8avaTou (cf, 831, 
1381; also the sequence D• I 2ia at Cyc. 618-19). The usual division after 
,ri~•uyo II gives an unwelcome pause (the 'praxillean' 
-vv-vv-vv-v--, as 1300, is always, I think, a fully clausular, 
sentence-ending verse). One might then analyse: .. 1;1uyii./Jai,/Jripo&s ivw-/ · 
µapiaw Ni8pwrti.1ra.-/arii.owv ~"ij, ripa,_.,,,;, II 4wpi1ta.s Ti ipiyAu,fious (a more 
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natural place for a period-end than Wilam.'s at ,ci6pw-ro, in mid phrase); 
but I prefer the easy adjustment (above) of codd . .,,J4,Evya {3ap(3&.po,s lv ( v. I. 
-o,aw), giving a straightforward run ofdimeters without word-overlap. 
Sequences beginning with ba" ... are a recurrent feature of this aria (cf. 
1411, 1417, 1442, 1448, 1464), wirh mol " ... as an occasional variation 
(1407, 1447, 1472).] See Addenda. 

1369"""70. ~pyiiov: the scansion -ii- is likely (cf. Htt. 479, Tr. 534; KB i 246), 
though not necessary. 1ri♦1uy(a): the construction with both acc. and 
lie . .. recurs at 1506; here the entire sentence is made up of phrases 
cohering closely with 'I have fled/escaped'. lv ('wearing', cf. Bond on HF 
677; LSJ lv A. I. 3) ..• •b11apia1v: Asiatic 'slippers', cf. A. Pers. 660; 
probably a foreign word. 

137o--11 • .,,,4,.uyo ... 6.,,p ... -rp,yA~o11s is supposedly inconsistent with the 
Phrygian's entry through the ,r6Aa, (1366-8*). Dale argued for unse,n 
triglyphs and an escape over the roof from one inner courtyard to another. 
That is an unconvincing complication, and also unnecessary. It suffices to 
lake 61rip as 'beyond the confines of'; a rare but characteristic use, cf. Al. 
829-rda&' r!.rtp/laAcl,11 fruAas (Admetus' gates thought of as a &pos; 443*), Ion 
46 r!.r«p , .. fluµJAas 6,oplaa, (/lpl4,os; fluµlAai pl., vaguely 'temple' or 
'precinct'), Ion 514 oimw &;,µ' r!.rtp/Jalvn -nl&, ('has not yet emerged from'), 
and especially Ion 13110-1 -rplwo&a ... A,wouaa flp,y,co;,s -ro6o6' r!.rtp/JdAAw 
wo&l (flp,y,co( denoting the 'lofty, architectural masonry' of the a,c7111q
fa,;ade, as He/. 430-1 6wµa 'lrEp,4,•p~s Bp,y,cois -ro&E / wuAas 'f'f Off.VOS). Here 
'cedar-wrought timbers of froa-rd&fS and Doric triglyphs' is a periphrasis 
for the c,,c7111q-fa,;ade and the Palace that it represents; and the Phrygian 
has no more come 'over the triglyphs' than the Priestess in Ion has come 
'over the cornice'. Tipa11va: a IIO/C Euripidea, cognate with Lat. lrabs (cf. 
Barrett on Hp. 418). 1ra0Ta8wv: broadly equivalent to fJaA&µ.w11 (E; cf. S. 
Ant. 1207, and Priam's BdAaµ.011 .•. ,cl6pwo11~apo4,ovin JI. 24. 191-2), but 
there is a suggestion also of'colonnade' (Hdt. 2. 148. 6, etc.;J. Roux, REG 
1961, 28 ff., 43 ff.); forwaa-rd&•s in poetry (the pl. may well be vaguer than 
the sing.) add Lyr. ad,sp. S473.8 Page (sens. inmt.); E. doubtless wanted a 
'palatial' word, at once impressively and imprecisely denoting the 6.Sµo, 
rupd"""'" (1456, etc.). TpayAu♦ous: a visible fa,;ade feature (cf. /T 113, Ba. 
1214), probably indicated by gesture. 

1373, ♦poiiS., ♦poii811: an apparently unique adverbial use (unrecognized by 
LSJ); cf. 1511*. rii rii: cf. 14g6*, and A. Ag. 1537 lw ra I'li, ,ifl, µ' l&Jfw; 
also z.,; z.,; (332*); the Asiatic naturally exclaims to the Earth-mother, 
rather than Zeus. 

1374, IJcapjilipou" 8paoi.aoi1: modal dat. at period-end (cf. 1012•, Ba. 17, 
etc.), reflecting .,,4,,vya and /Jap/Jdpo•s (ring-structure). The 'runaway' 
slave thematically depreciates himself and his 'cowardly' race ( 1483-7*). 

1375-g alai, "f 4,6yw, 8 I 
fl11a,: .,,0Aul11 alBlp' d,.1rrdµ,vos ~ a8 I 
,ro11To11, 'D,cta>'tls 811 Iler I 
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Taupd,cpa11os d)'1edAa1s IAtaawv lk I ba ( lr I itl,) I 
1eu1eAo, xD&va; ia 111 

Plangent dochmiacs, moving on through related cretics back to 
syncopated iambo-trochaic. (The rhythmic pattern of 1375-7 is different 
prima facie from 1370 ff., and the dochmiac analysis (with 8s to follow in 
1382 ff.) seems preferable to the usual ala, I er I ia I 2cr I ... J 

137~. ff9' ♦uvw: 598-9•. 'Aether' (275-6• I 1086-8*) contrasts sophistica
tedly with 'Earth' ( 1373), cf. fr. 839 I'aia p.c)'laT'I «al .d,ds Althip; it is also 
paired (with a zeugma) with 'Sea' for the alternative modes of'out of this 
world' escape (for the acc. of space traversed, cf. 275-6, 321-2, Stevens on 
An. 1228). There is a kinship between such unreal escape-wishes (in 
themselves d8ilvaTaj 9811-4 •) and death-wishes (cf. An. 846-65); though of 
course this singer is tenacious oflife. More often the alternatives are 4vw 
and tl,,d y,js (Phatthon 272-3, Barrett on Hp. 1290-3), but cf. Ion 1238-43 
where the Chorus, having vainly wished for escape on wings or beneath the 
earth, add 'by swift chariot or ship' as further alternatives. 1r0Au,v: another 
new-sounding epithet (cf. on TavacSv 322); but al8-lip was traditionally 
Acu1tcSsin thesense..\ap.,rpds (An. 1228, Od. 6. 44-5), and for,roAcds=-Acu1tcSs 
er. West on Hes. Op. 477; there may also, however, be a play on .. &Aos 
(associated with al8-lip in fr. 839. 10-11). 

l37M• trOYTOY (or nOVTOY): quasi-mythical (as associated with 'nic1av61), 
cf. Hes. Th. 126-33: often eastward (cf. Barrett on Hp. 3-6), and it may be 
that the Phrygian's thought is oriented towards the Black Sea (cf. An. 
861 ff.). The image of Ocean us as a primeval river encompassing the Earth 
is very ancient (West, Thtogo'!Y p. 201 ); it is as a river that he is 
Taupoicpavot 'bull-headed' (a new adj. formed like dp.~l1epa11os HF 1274), 
er. Jon 1261, S. Tra. 9 ff., 507-g (West ibid. 373-4). ilyicaAa,s: personify
ing, cf. Htl. 10621 1436, A. Cl,. 587. IMoowv: at once reinforcing 1tu1tAoi(cf. 
358-9•) and alluding to the to-and-fro activation of the Sea by Oceanus in 
his Earth-enfolding embrace (cf. IT 6-7 8lvas lls ... E/lp,,ros •.• lMaawv 
... dAa arpl,c,, and the epic d,f,&ppoos II. 18. 399, Od. 20. 65). icuicAoi: 
strictly, perhaps, 'makes a circle out of' (cf. Ba. 1o66), rather than 
'encircles' (which is normally middle 1tu,cAoiia8a, or -eia8a,; IA 773-5 
,r&Aw • •• 1tu1tAwaas is probably not by E.); 'Earth' is imagined as a disc, cf. 
//. 18. 607-8 and Hes. Sc. 314, where Oceanus provides the decoration 
round the rim of a shield («ilic.>.os 'shield', PI,. 1382). Note the cadence
rhythm ... - ..., - v - - 1 .... - v - ; a recurrent feature, each time with 
diaeresis before the terminal ia, emphasized as a disjunct colarion and 
giving a kind of double clausula: 1407, 1442, 1447, 1459, 1464, 1472, 
(1493). (An earlier instance at El. 865/79 (- .... - .... -- I ...,-1...,- as an 
extended clausula to dact.-epitr.) is usually (wrongly, I think) analysed as 
21,8. Cf. also 985-7• (ba ith I 2i11).] See Addendis Addenda. 

1380. The first of five structural punctuations of the aria (in this, different 
both from Tim. P,rs. and from conventional Messenger-speeches, and 
analogous rather to the 'Duo' pattern of /T827-99, He/. 660-97, Hyps. fr. 
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64); here serving both to identify the singer and to give him a twofold cue 
for 1381 ff. in the words 'E>.""11 and 1Saiov. The address with icapa has a 
paratragic flavour (to such an unworthy person). 

1381-99 tllp. "I>.,ov "l>.,ov, .:iµo, µ01, D x - (?) I 
tllpuy,ov 4aTu ,cal ,ca>.>.l{lw>.ov "I- 8 h8 J 
llas Spos lopdv, .:is a' d>.6µEvov OTIIIW 118 I 
(dp,.dwov dpµdT11ov ,.J>.os] /Jap{J«p'f' /Joq. [h8 ll] hll I 

1385 11,a tT,} Tas ? 
dpv,86yovov Sµµa ,cu,cvt»tTrpov 118 (?) I 
Ka>.>.oaiwast, A,illas 31 
aKuµvov .duCN>.lvav .duac>.lvav, 8 I er I 
f.aTwv trEpyaµwv 'A,ro>.>.wvlwv lpw6v· RB I bn (II) 

1390 dTT01'oi (dTTOT0&'), R&r (or 8) I 
la>.lµwv la>.ll'"'" .dapllavla TAdµwv, Ria I 3 I 
I'avuµ.;8.os [,r,roa6va, .d11ls cwfra. A x - Ill 

A wailing lament for 'Troy ruined by Ill-Helen's swan-begotten beauty', 
with an evocative fusion of 'Cyprian' song themes (Jouan 80, 146, 152, 
175, 185). The metre is mainly dochmiac, with some iambic and double
short cola ('enoplian dochmiacs', p. 112). In detail there are many 
uncertainties, and the new evidence of P. Oxy. 3717 confirms (as E had 
implied) that the paradosis was already unsatisfactory-probably 
anciently corrupt-in later antiquity. 

1381-3, ll: ,>.,[ov ,>.,ov "'l']!lf 6'(01 ~puy1ov acTU] / KGf (C[a>.>.,{Jw>.ov 11la]i: (opoc 
1rpov] / we o>.pt£(•vo)y cr•v(w. The standard modern colometry (as above) 
imposes a pattern of sorts, but its interpretation of ,..a).)./{Jw>.ov "18as as 
h8 + overlapping long anceps inspires little confidence. Hermann's tl>p
&aTu ,ca>.>.l{Jw>.ov ( T") "/Bas seemed plausible as 118, but ll's attestation of ,ea( 
is against it (moreover opos . .. OTIIIW is then an unlikely j&r, inviting 
further adjustment). Something like wµoi (lw, ~-o ~•O), tl>pjjyiov aa-"Tjj ,ea, 
KaAAi/Jw-1 >.ov opos 'iipov, ws I a' o>.oµlvov OTlvw would give a straightfor
ward run of 48; so perhaps the sentence has suffered from very early 
interpolation (of"/llas, but perhaps also in the opening allocution). (The 
similar lw lw, ,,,.µ{Jo>.ov 4'puywv vdtros Spcd -,•"Illas . .. at IA 1283 ff. also 
presents metrical problems.] 

1>.,ov, . . : the verse D x - is appropriate enough ('ibycean') cf. 1257/ 
77, Tr. 270, A. Sept. 222/7, etc. (Dale, LM 168); or the analysis might be D• 
(er. 1369) or pa,o,m (er. 1454). icaAAqJwAov: Troy is poetically 'fertile' 
(rilKap,rous yuas An. 1045), but scarcely Mt Ida; however, the emphasis is 
on ,ea>.>.,. (the beauty destroyed by beauty), and a /Jw>.os can be rocky (d. 
984). l•pov: partly as explained in 1392•, but er. also 1453-4• ('[Sala 
µanp .. . ). 

1384. The long separation of 11,d ... (1385) from d>.6µEvov is unwelcome; 
so too is the hiatus after OTlvw, since the construction of dp,.- µl>.os (if 
sound) is like Hee. 685 f. KaTdpxol'a• v6"°" /Ja,cxriov (960•). Murray's 
excision is supported by the omission ofdpµ- dp,.- ,J>.os in P. Here. 1012 
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(a citation or this passage by Demetrius Laco; W. Cronert, NGG 19122, 
26-7, E. Puglia, Cron. H,rc. 1980, 32). P. Oxy. 3717 seems to have had 
dpµ- dpp.· p.l>.-{Jap/J· {Jop uno 11ers11, but only the first two words are 
preserved. It is not clear exactly what Apollodorus ofCyrene regarded as 
an intrusive 1rapn,.ypa,fi,f, since the scholion is corrupt (Schw. i 2ll0. 22-
3); but suspicion may well attach lo the whole verse (including {Ja.pfJ· 
{lop). (Defences of the text (see esp. Di B., and Taplin, PCPhS 1977, 125) 
do not take sufficient account of the syntactical and metrical problems. 
Biehl follows Murray (but substituting (alar) for the exciaed words), and 
Dawe accepts the ,rapnriypa.,f,-t,-explanation, citing parallels (iii r29).) 

apl'a1'11011 . .. : for the doubled adj. with p.lAos, cf. HF894-5 lldfo" Toll•/ 
lldfoP p.l>.os l1rau>.1iTa,. High-pitched piping seems to have been the 
essential feature of the dpp.dn,os Pop.os, said to have been invented either by 
a certain Harmateus ofBoeotia (L') or by the Phrygian atl>.71T,fs Olympus 
(Plut. Mor. 335A, 1133E). Other derivations in X variously allude to 
Hcctor's death, to Rhea's chariot, to weddings, to the shrill sound or the 
&fov1s; cf. Michaelides H.16 (with bibl.). At IA 230 06p1yyas dpp.aT1lous (of 
chariot wheels) there seems to be a sophisticated musical word-play 
(oiipiyf -(C11v, cf. 145-6•, IA 576-7 {Jdp{Japa. ouplCwv, '1'puylwv / a.tl>.wv 
Otl,\vp.trou 1ta.M,.o,s, ,.,,,.-t,p.aTQ trv1lwv). j)capj)aplt) j)of: if sound, a not 
uncharacteristic 'highlighting' (cf. 1214-15•) of the normally tacit 
convention as to the language of foreigners in tragedy (Walcot 69). Note 
also that Asiatic speech was oflen compared by Greeks with the piping of 
birds (and vice versa, S. Ant. 1002), cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1050 f.; and this 
is a 'bird' context (1386). The modal dat. is like 1397 'Aa,dll, ,f,wv9-, Ph. 
1301 {109-{Ja.p{Jdpq, oT1va1tTclv laxdv (s.v.l.); but I have no confidence in it 
here. 

1385-g. 811\ ••• lp,11~11: ll,d + acc. (LSJ 11,d B. Ill) is standard for the aiT,ov of 
a calamity, whether peraonal (as 1364-5•), semi-personal (e.g . .d,os 
{Jou>.ds) or circumstantial (as 1548 llul To Mup,,.(,\0111rl0f/p. • l1t lll,f,pou). The 
a.iTcov here is like IA 793 .ff. (llui al, T«P ,cv1tvo11 • •• ), but also reminiscent of 
A. Ag. 738-49 {cloudy phrases aUuding to Helen, passing through lluo• 
compounds and culminating in v11p.,f,6,c,\a11Tos lp,vus), The myth of Helen's 
egg-birth expresses the view of her as a supernatural 'monster' (cf. 998-9*, 
H,I. 256 ff.) and divinely sent agent of doom (lpcvils, cf. 38•, 337*). 
According to some versions both Zeus and Leda/Nemesis (1361-2•) took 
the form of swans; but elsewhere in E. (H,I. 18 ff., IA 793 ff.) Zeus is the 
only avian parent. 

1385'"'7. Apart from obvious slips ll attests the same impossible paradosis as 
the MSS: 8,a To T(lf (op)yu8oy9y(ov o,.,,.a) / ,cuavovrt[po)y ,ca,\(,\ocuvac) / 
,\'Illa cicu[p.i, )9!' [ ... J. Di B. was evidently right to resist the usual excision of 
TO T<is (Parson): To might have been interpolated; but how did Tcis (codd., 
L') become anciently established in the text before an acc. phrase? Haslam 
allows that ll may have had opvu8oyovo11 (against all the MSS and L'), but 
that would give an epic correption alien to dochmiacs (see Conomis 40 f.). 
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The assumption must be, of course, that the passage is dochmiac, despite 
Ifs (otherwise irrational) lineation. One possibility may be to read Sul,..; 
.-ao(8') ('this mistress of mine'), cf. 1380*, Med. 39; that provides a peg on 
which to hang later appositive gens., but the intervening ,ca.\Aoauvai; makes 
it unlikely that the truth lies in that direction. I would venture rather to 
suggest that the paradosis .dlATOTAE may conceal a parcgmenon 8,' 
(d.-o,rov) ,lT,foas ... d.-o,ros is the motjuste for the sense 'paradoxical and 
monstrous' (see LSJ), and for the doubling cf. Ion 690 f. o'..-onos aTona yap 
,rapa8l8wal p.o, .-&8, 8,ou t/,~p.a (s.v.l.); d,-o,ra fem. is abnormal, but not, I 
think, impossible in venturesome poetic diction (cf. KB i 539-40). Such a 
paregmenon would serve to unify the phrase opv,loyovov (here only) 
... 1cc1AAoauvas (cf. He/. 383, etc.). But there are further problems. 011110 
KUK':'Off•r.pov: nowhere else is Helen or her 'visage' avian, even figuratively, 
and the whole phrase with abstract gen. is very strange (unlike 1082*, or 
the straightforward Ion 1261 w .-aupop.opt/,ov &µp.a K"lt/,•aoi, ,ra.-pos). [Ifs 
,cuaao- is as inappropriate here as it is appropriate in An. 862. ,c11,cao,r.-lpo11 
(Scaliger, see Collard, CQ 1974, 248) affects only the phrase-pattern, not 
the sense. H. Cron's ,cu,cvoo,ropov (better -ou?) gets rid of Helen's plumage 
and suitably-if pleonastically-emphasizes· the avian paternity (neither 
,cu,cvo• compound occurs elsewhere). &p.µa is not beyond suspicion. A more 
verbal -p.a noun would be in place (cf. ,r/CTf/p.a 1548), and oTp.a 'swoop' (cf. 
He/. 1495) would go better with • .,,,.,pov. But there is room for an extra 
syllable (,cu,cv- is likelier than iciiiiv- in dochmiacs). Should one perhaps 
visualize something like *wfop.a ,cu,cvoa,ropou ,ca.\.\oauvas ('egg-hatching', 
cf. wtCw Hsch.)?] 

1387. The run ofgens. is surely intolerable ifwe read a,c6p.vo11 (R, Mosch.) 
.dua,.\ivas bis (preceded by ,ca.\.\oauvas, A~8as and followed by f,a.-wv 
,,,pyop.wv 'A,ro,\.\wvlwv). The acc. apposition A,jllas o•u11vov (a,c- 1211-
13*) must be the truth (with another appos. acc. to follow in lpivuv); which 
makes Kirchhoff's .6.uaaAivav .6.ucrcAivav inevitable. 'Ill-Helen', cf. IA 
1315 f. @ 8vaTo.\a,v' lyw, ,r,,cpav / ,r1,cpav l8ouaa .dua,Mvav, Htc. 945 
Alvo,rapiv (after .duo,rap,s II. 3. 39, .du01Fap1v Alvo,rapiv Alcm. 77 Page). 
[fl's f!'!l[p.v]pr is 'not ]011' (Haslam); similarly the doubtful r in 1386 is 'not 
Ju'. ll may, of course, have had 8vuA,vav -av, the latter part of this verse not 
having survived.) See Addenda. 

1388-g. CccrT,;jv: 'offine masonry', cf. Tr. 46 f•OTov ,., ,rupywp. •. ~,roAAwv{wv: 
Apollo (and Poseidon) built the walls for Laomedon, cf. A11. 1009 ff., He/. 
1511. ip,vuv: + obj. gen. (like Tr. 535 .dapllavias aTav), imitated in [V.] 
Aen. 2. 573 and Luc. Bell. Civ. 10. 59. lpll'uv naturally ends the long period 
(cf. also S. Ant. 603, Tra. 895); for the8 baclausula, cf. Stinton, BICS 1975, 
84 ff. Kirchhoff's lpivuv· ToToi (as another 8) is against the·odds. 

1391>-1. ilTToToi: as often, the exclam. is uncertain (codd. ono.-oi, except H"· 
,hToToToi; n onoToiroT01). Other possibilities include oToToToi (Weil) and 
,h(.-)oToToToi (ia, cf. An. 1197, 1200, Tr. 1287/94, A. Ag. 1072(?); Diggle, 
Studies 106). The argument against cln- forms (Matthiae, cf. Ellendt, Lex. 
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Soph. 56o) is of doubtful validity, and certainly dTT-is univenally attested 
here. d.-.-o.-oi his (before laAl,-.,,,., his) seems as likely as anything here, in the 
light (a) of ll, (6) of the parallel at S. El. 1245 (drro.-oi (d.-.-o.-oi) Bergk, 
Dawe). lal\411Wv ('dirges', er. Tr. 6o4, Ph. 1033, etc.) is causal gen. with 
Tl\GllWY after the exclam. (16o*); er. Hp. 554 w T-'dµuw ilµEva.lwv. The 
parallel gives strong support to the exclam. nom. (cf. 157•, 160•, 1527•) 
against the usual voc. ( [ 17]) . .6apSavla: 'Troy', cf. T,. 535, 818(?), Htl. 384 
(the land, sc. y,j, rather than the claTu). Biehl rightly restores the ancient 
colometric division before, not after I'avu,-.,j8Eos (so also ll); but we need a 
comma as well. For the verseaia+3, er. Med. 1281/92, A. Ag. 1156/67, etc. 
(p. 113 above). 

13911, A loosely appositive verse, balancing the 'Apollo-built citadel' and 
reflecting &pas lEpdv 1382 (for Ganymedes on Ida, cf. V. Atn. 254-5). 
hnr-uva is abstract for concrete, implying the scene ofG.'s horse-riding 
(E /,r,roOTd3,ov), er. the {,r,rd,cpof'a. 8&,rf8a relinquished by the Dioscuri in 
Helen's lament (H,l. 1108-9). This seems to be the only allusion to G.'s 
horsemanship, but it is a natural attribute of any young prince (cf. Hp. 
1131-3); E associates it with II. 5, 265-7 (the horses given to Tros by Zeus 
in compensation for the loss of his son) . .6,ouuv4Ta (or .&.,a?): cf. IA 1050 
A&<ls }il,c.,pw11 "P6,f,"lµo ~l>.011. The form E1l11a..,. (590•) is likely at Med. 159 
(Diggle, CQ. 1973, 34 7-8) and metrically possible in all the E. locc. (also El. 
830, 1171, Hyps. 64. 78); but dµEu111.,. is certain at Mtd. 953 (in dialogue). 
fo'or the favourite vene v v - v v - v v - v v - x -, especially in 'enoplian 
dochmiacs', sec on 1363/1546, p. 303. Metre and sense go hand in hand 
here. To take Aop8ov{a. as adj. with lw,rooV11a. gives an improbable point 
(the 'dirges' can scarcely be laments for Ganymedes in this context); while 
{,r,roo1111f, (Hermann, Weil, Murray), intended as causal dat., ineptly treats 
G.'s horse-riding as the dpx,j ,ca.,cti,11 (contradicting the a.r-r,011 in 138511'.). 

1393(-,d, allf licaaTa: cf. 1400, Ph. 494, Ar. lys. 1100; a.ilTd, i.e. 'actual' and 
'without irrelevances'. The testimony that 1394 was anciently absent from 
many texts (E), is now confirmed by its omission in ll; and it evidently 
spoils the symmetry of the single-line choral interventions (1380*). (Cf. 
Page, Actors 44, Reeve' 1155••. 1'« ,rp{v is a little odd ('before' what?), but the 
rest is sound idiom (pact Reeve) for 'I have by guesswork, not proper 
knowledge'. Perhaps the line was taken from a similar 'interrogation' 
context in another play.] 

1395-9 4'p. a.r>.IVOII a.r>.,11011 dp,ca11 tla.11&. .. .,, 2a11 I 
/Jtl.p/Ja.po, >.lyoua&11, it/, II 
a.la.C, 'Aa,tl.8, ~114, /Ja.a1>.lw11 aan (?) I 
& .. a.11 a.l,-.a. xullf, ,caTa y&v fl~•aw aan (A) I 
a18a.plo10111 "A,8a· aia,.. II 

The Phrygianjustifies his lamentation: 'barbarians (always) sing dirges 
when royal persons are slain' (with the point repeated for emphasis). This 
'lamenting' has the essential plot-function or reinforcing the suggtstiofalsi as 
to the 'bloody death' of (Qpttn) Helen. [The metre shifts after initial 
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'dactyls' (cf. "I>.wv "I>.,ov 1381) into lyric anapaests (associated with 
enoplian dochmiacs in Polymestor's lament, Hee. 1056 ff.); for the 
combination of anap. dim. with ( x )-v-v--, cf. Hel. 1120--1/35-6, 
Hyps. I iv 8-9, S. El. 19g--200/21g--20, Cratin, frs. 256-7 Kassel-Austin 
(Wilamowitz, GV 270').) 

1395-6. ai>.,vov ... Uyouow: cf. ai.\wov ai.\wov ,l,rl A. Ag. 121 (etc.). The 
traditional exclamation oflament (reduplicated also in Pk. 1519 and S. Aj. 
627) is perhaps non-Greek in origin, but that is not the point here. apxciv 
8a11GT't': 'at/for the death of rulers' (Kirchhoff's excellent correction of 
apxav IJavaTou); dpxa( abstract for concrete, as /on 1111, An. 1097, A. Ag. 
124(?); 8ava.Ttp causal-circumstantial dat., as El. 149 8ava.Tq> aq, (Diggle, 
/CS 1977, 113-14), A. Ck. 53 llH1TOTav 8ava.To,a,. [Even if apxav 8ava.TOIJ 
could be understood as 'beginning of death-song' (for which only A. Pers. 
546 offers dubious support), the sense would be inferior. Di B. regards the 
'beginning' point as indispensable; but the Phrygian cannot well, in the 
light of 1381 ff., be saying that barbarians always begin their laments with 
the word ai>. .. ov.] 

1397, 'AcmUh ♦wvi: cf. 1384*, Tim. Pers. 147. pao1Aiwv: Helen is a 'royal 
person'; cf. M1<Tpa /J· Med. 594 ('marriage with a princess'). [Uncertain 
metre (as often when there is an exclam.); iii i, Aaialli f .f,wv'q., {Jii.ai>.iwv 
would be a possible doch. dim. The vulgate 'iam. dim.' (Aoiii.lli ,f,w-'v'q., 
fJii.ai,\lwi, following extra-metric alai) is abnormal in the long anceps before 
diaeresis (here at a comma); sec L. Parker (CQ. 1968, 262), who suggests 
that Aa,ii.lli I </iwv'q. / fJii.a,,\•wv may be an 'anapaestic tripody', without 
considering the possible inclusion of alai. Tim.'s ... / 'Aouill, .f,wv~ 
ll,a.Topov / ... is in a different metrical context.) See Addendis Addenda. 

1398-g. alllapfou,w: with an echo of 1307-ro•. ~A,8a: a common adjectival 
use in poetry ('deadly'), cf. Fraenkd on A. Ag. 1235; here reinforcing 
8ava.Ttp 1395 (and the suggestiofalsi as to Helen). 

1400-, 1',\/Jov ls lloµous, kll I 
rv· aii81 fKGOTO. ao, AJyw, 2ia I 
MovT<s •E>.>.av•r ia sp I 
lluo ll,lluµw· ia (II) 
Tq> µ,•v o 0TpoT71.\a.Tar lk I 
J,,>.nCuo ffQT~p• ll (II) 
o llE 11ais .ETpo.f,{ou, an I 
1<a,coµ71T&S dv;,p olos 'Olluaa•ur· 2an I 
a,,,~ 8&>.,or, ,r10Tos /l, .f,i>.o,r· 2an I 

1405 IJpo.aVs Els dAKci .... fvvE,-Os TroAEp.ov, 2an I 
.f,ov,&s Tf llpa,cwv· an I 
lppo, Tcis ~avxou 11povoias, mol er I ba I 
KQKOUp)IOS wv· ia (II) 

1400-1. An echo or A. Ck. 937-8 lµ,o>., Ii' Js 8oµov -rov 'Ayaµlµ,vovos / 8111.\our 
Uwv, 81,r.\ous "Ap71s. 'Twin' is similarly emphasized here (cf. 632-3•). The 
'lion' image (//. 5. 136, etc.) can be 'admiring'; it can also be pejorative 
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(1555; cf. Ph. 1296 lillluµo, llrjpEs). [This sentence divides naturally into 
short cola (so Biehl, except that he prints MovTff ... ll,861-1w uno versu). For 
the /ill, cf. 988-94 • (there is no need to write, e.g., ,},\8ov ( ,},\8ov) , , . for ia
tr continuity). The sequence ia sp/ia (the last metron like Tr. 341 , , . I 1rrlaiv 
lµi8Ev II) is in line with the 'double clausula' sentence-ends in I 369-74 •, 
1377-9*, 1407, etc. Others divide after 4/r at MovTff, but then 
---1 vv I vv-is an awkward residue (4lr I mol I ia is very odd; L. Parker 
again contemplates an unlikely 'anapaestic tripody', cf. 1397*),] 

1402. Cf. /T 917 for a similar inversion of the usual 1ra1s Tivos KA6Crallai. [The 
MSS' 1raT~P lK.\'ltCETo is a possible ia er II, but disyllabic K,\-ijiC-is very 
unlikely (and 1ra.Tw, <-'r<.\ijCiTo scarcely less so). The usual, .. 1raT~P 
lK>.11C•B'· / ... gives impossible synartesis at a major sense-division 
between trochaic and anapaestic sequences .. , . / 1riiT,jp iK>.,iCiTo· is be11er 
(a defensible k8); but the simple inversion lK,\yCETo 1raT,jp (suggested to me 
byJ.D.) looks best: lk 18, as 1361-2/1545.1raT~P [l]K,\y{oTo is another way 
of obtaining a 8; TqJ µ.iv 1raT~P lK>.)1CE8' o aTpaT'l,\cfras would give 3ia.] 

1403--,. The thematic phrases describing Pyl., framed between K«K· 
compounds, waver between 'equivocal admiration' and 'detestation'. 
[Here too punctuation and lineation should reflect the phrasing (note 
especially the single ll, in the middle of the series of epithets). The verblcss 
predications in 1403-6 pass into the 'curse' with a change of metre but 
without a catalectic close to the anapaests, and Murray's full-stop is 
excessive. For the recurrent clausular sequence, cf. 1377-9*; here, as in 
1447• and 1472, mol is equivalent to the ba in 1442, 1464 (,.,--' -v-, ef. 
Ph. 1026/50, p. 106).] 

1403 f. 1ea1e611TJTIS (here only, cf. A. Pers. 93 80>.rlµ'7T1v) is a perversion of the 
epic ,ro,\ul-''IT&f ('O8vaa•us). For the hostile view of Odysseus (very 
prominent in E.), cf. S. Aj. 379 ff., where Ajax describes him as d1rdvTwv afl 
Kai<wv opyavov TEKvov AapTlou, and Phil. (passim). 

1407. 'Curse him for ... !' The causal-exclamatory gen. is a very natural 
construction, but I know of no parallel with an optative vb of cursing 
(ws ... is the normal idiom, cf. 130 f.*). 1rpovolas: cf. r 1 79-80•. 1ea1eoilp• 
yos .:iv: cf. El. 953 (Kells, CQ, 1966, 52), There are overtones of legal 
language (like 'malfeasance', 'malice aforethought'), cf. Pl. leg. 877& lav 
d/l,,\~ds d8,.\~ov . .. Tpwar, Kai /,~,\fi TpavµaTOS JK trpovolas, llo.vaTOV olva& 
T~• ('11-'{av. For ')ouxou (here reflecting my~ llo>.,os), cf. 1350•. (P. Oxy. 
3716 allcsts the usual lineation lppo, .. . J 1rpovolas .. . / ol 8, 1rpos ... / 
1-10>.&vTEs .. , / yvvaucos . .. in 1407-9.] 

1408-15 ol 811rpos llpovovs law 
1-10,\ovTES &s ly71µ' d TO• 

f,has lldp,s yuva,K0S, &µ-
1410 µa Saitpvo,s ,,,~upµlvo,, 

-ra1t,l11, l(o.,8', d µEv 
rd Kti8fv o 8, TO Kfi8Ev, d,\
,\os dA-'o8fv 8E8payµlvo,, 

lk 16ia (II) 
(=Bir") 

ba er I 4ia (II) 
(=ba5tr, . .) 
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wEpi 8( y&vu xEpas lKEalov~ 2ia I 
1415 £/Ja>.ov i{Ja>.ov 'E>.lvas l'iµcf,w· 8 comp II 
As planned in I I 19 ff., Or. and Pyl. approach Helen with pretended 

grief and grasp her knees with suppliant hands. {The ia-lr sequences offer 
choices of lineation similar to those in 982-4 •, 1369-74 •; 141 1-13 is very 
similar 10 1370-2 1ricf,,uy'w {Jap{Jiipois • .. .dwpiK~ -ri-rpiy>.i,cf,ovs. Note the 
symmetry between oµµii . .. 1ricf,upµivoi (II) and ii>.>.os ... 8i8payp.ivoi (II), 
spoilt by the erroneous Ta1mvo( (see below).] 

1408-10, 8p6vous: the picture of Helen sitting (and spinning, 1430 ff.) owes 
something to Od. 4. 121-36; cf. also IA 582-3 J>.,cf,avTo8frwv 1rd.po1-/8•v 
8povwv os -riis 'EMvas . .. (8povwv Hermann, for the unsuitable Sop.wv; a 
correction supported by Al. 946, IA 11 74). &s ... yuva1K6s: i.e. -rijs 
yuva1Kos ~v . .. (81-2•). l, ToioTas: in the Iliad, Paris is an archer at his first 
appearance (3. 16) and later (8. 81-2, 11. 369-70, 505-7, 581-4), but he 
also fights with full heroic equipment (Lorimer, Homer and the Mo11uments 
295-6); his shooting of Achilles is traceable to the Aethiopis (Proclus Chrest. 
2), Greeks had a prejudice against the bow, despite its use by Heracles and 
others (cf. HF 160-1); and it was a commonplace to regard the Persian 
Wars as a clash between Grecian spear ( 1485) and Asiatic bow (A. Pm. 85, 
146-9, etc.). In E., Paris is quintessentially fJd.pfJapos (IA 73-4, 576-8) as 
the Asiatic prince causative of the archetypal clash between Europe and 
Asia (Tr. 925-8). OtAtAG liaKpuo,s 1H♦uptAivo1: an exaggerated expression 
(clp.µ.a 'visage'); cf. Hee. 496 Kov•• cf,upovaa SuaT')vov Kapa, Al. 496 aiµ.aa,v 
1T<c/,vpµ.Jvas. 

1411-13, -ra1rdv' ltov8': 'grovelled'; the sense of the vb (not confined lo 
'sitting') is defined by the adverbial n. pl. (152• ,cf,pou8a 1372, etc.), cf. HF 
1214 8d.aaoVTa 8vaT17vovs ,8pas. 'Ta1r,ivos is commonly pejorative, but total 
self-abasement was traditionally proper in the posture adopted by a 
suppliant (Gould, JHS 1973, 94 ff.). Ta1mvol in the MSS (followed by an 
unwelcome hiatus) may be either a misinterpretation of the elided last 
syllable or simply a misreading of Ta1mvd.. l, t1•v .•• a>.>.o8w: for the 
pleonasm, cf. 1450-1. 6,lipayl-'ivo, (R. Shilleto, Pearson, CR 1924, 68-9): 
'grasping'; cf. Tr. 750 -rt p.ov 818pa!a, x•pa{ . .. ; The MSS' 1r•cf,payp.lvo, 
might mean either 'armed' or 'fencing (her in)', but neither is as 
appropriate and the ambiguity is unendurable; there is a similar 
corruption al S. Ant. 235. [U. Hiibner (Philologus 1980, 186-8) argues for 
11,cf,paaµho, (to be understood as 'with evil intent'); but the sentence runs 
much better with a word that can be taken with a,\>.o; &>.>.oB,v.] 

1414-15. Developing the previous point (8< epexegetic); for the phrasing, cf. 
Ph. 1622 i>.tfas y' ap.cf,/ aov x••pas yovv. [The iam. dim. ('sub-dochmiac') is 
like 171/92 (p. 113), 1307, 1441. Then 1415iseithercr6or6---(p. 106); 
for the clausular rhythm (certainly dochmiac, not an anap. manometer), 
cf. 1467( ... ,,.,>.,ov1r>.aydv), 1491 ( ... ;,.,K,v,.>.aµwv),alsoPn. 1530;,1r' 
lµov 11&>.w l/Ja. 1rEpawv. I 

1416-24 ova. 8i 8pop.a8,s l8opov lllopov 2ia I 
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dµ~l1ro>.o, IZ)puyES' ll (II) 
.,potttiffEV ll' &>.>.os &A- /Ja er J 
>.ov 1rca.:.v lv ~&{Jtp, :Ur I 
1'11 ,.,s El'I 8&>.os· :ur {II) 

I 420 1<clll&1<c& ,-ois µlv oil, :ter I 
,-o,s 8' ls dp1<ua1'J.,.,,,v 11er I 
1''11(4VGV lµ.,M1<cw :ur I 
ff11i811 Tdv Tuv811p(8' d :ur 
µ11,-po~ov,-11s 8po.1<t1Jv, :ur Ill 

The Phrygians are alarmed, some of them suspecting a trap (as Paley 
observed, the grasping of the knees is a breach of Asiatic etiquette). The 
long run of cretics heightens the tension (cf. Tim. Pers. 117-20; Wilamow
itz, GV 333, Dale, LM 99, West, GM 106). 

1416, Ava 'back, in retreat', cf. 171 •. 6poj&alcs: a fem.-form adj., used more 
freely by E. (837,8poµd8,1<wAtpH1l. t3ot;cf. 26g-70*). l8opov: 'leapt' (like 
frightened animals), cf. Bpt/,a1<1& Ba. 873 (of a deer). 

1417-19.wcowv~+o,.,: cf. HF 1ogo-t,lvimv.,, Pi. /slh. 4. 25; more exquisite 
diction than the usual cls + acc. (as Ph. 69). l't\ ... 56Aos: cf. Ph. 266. 
[trpoaci.,,v 0, .,poafitro 8' Hartung (cf. 1437, 1448); there is then no need 
for Murray's lv ~o{Jq, trfaWv. For the (very common) syncopated rhythm 
... --1- ... - ... (the /Ja here behaving as an anaclastic er), cf. 965/76, 984, 
g88, 1370, 1,p I, 14411, 1464, 1492.] 

1421-4, The phrasing reinforces the link between the proposed killing of 
Helen and the matricidal killing of her Tyndarid sister. ApicuOTGTIIW 
(Blomficld) l''lxavav; a 'net-contrivance', cf. /on 1216 .,tl,,.a,-os •• • 1''11(4• 
vds; dp,olff11Ta 'toils', as in A. Ag. 1375, Eum. 112, S. El. 1476. (See S. G. 
Kapsomenos in Mllang,s 0. ,1 M. Mer/i,r ( 1956), 283-92. Di B. argues thal 
E. could have coined an adj. dp1<ila1'111'os by ·analogy with clvdffa,-os and 
inrda,-11,-os-an imperfect analogy, and why (on that hypothesis) •1'4V 

ratherthan -Tov? E. surely had the tragic precedents in mind (cf. 25•), and 
it is perverse to resist the easy correction of a word that was evidently 
misunderstood as a superlative (E lvd~c,T4T!I ll,KT,l,,,v l''IX11"1i), For the 
cretic-paeonic pattern- ...... 1 ... in 14113, with split resolution, cf. A. Su. 425, 
Bacchyl. fr. 16, etc. (more frequent in comedy; West, GM 76, 107, Parker, 
CQ. 1968, 249). l''l"P~OVTas codd., µaTpo• Dindorf. 

1425. 'Where were you then? Or had you long since fled?' +.uv•'I 'timeless' 
present (cf. KG i 134-5). A hit at the narrator's timidity, but also playing 
characteristically with the convention that messengers may go beyond the 
limits of strict autopsy; cf. 1473•. 

1426-36 IZ)p. "'purlo,,s ITU1(0V "'tuylo,!' v&µo,s 
tr11p11 {JoaTpuxov aupuv aupuv 
'E>.lvus 'EMvus «inru~i 
1<il1<Aq, .,,.eplvtp 1rpl, tr11Pn8os /Jaat1Jv, 
{Jap{Jtl.po,s voµo1a1v· d 8' [-, >.lvavJ 
~>.tl.1eaTa 8a1<TilAo,s l>.,a-

Ran (A) I 
pa,o,m I 
paroem I 
Pba I 
lk I 
2ia I 
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o•, v,jµa 8' iE'f'O ,rl&,,, ia er I 
aK6Awv IIJpuylmv l,rl T6µ/Jov dy4,\. 4an I 

1435 µ11T11 ouOToAloa, xPliCouoa Atllt(J (an I A I an I) 
,f,4p•a ,rop,f,6p•a, Btiipa KAuT11&1''10TP'1-' 118 (II) 

The Asiatic punkah-fanning (cf. Ter. Eun. iii. 5. 47; Chapouthier REA 
1944, 1109-16) is superimposed on a traditional picture: in Od. 4. 1111-36 
Helen sits and spins attended by three maidservants. Here her task is 
lightened by the availability of captured rolls of purple cloth; all that is 
needed is some linen thread for sewing, and Cl. will have a ,rJ,r.\os fit for a 
goddess. 

14a6-30. ITuxov: cf. H,t. 180. allpav allpav: cf. µii,,.•p µii,,.•p (ending a 
paroemiac) at 1453; the repetitions (in the parodiable new style of 
monody, cf. Ar. Ran. 13511 ff.) are liltingly expressive in a ring-structured 
sentence (the elements symmetrically disposed about 'EA'11a1 'EA'11as), 
1u1ray1i .. . w-rcp(vftl: the 'feathery disc' of the r,,,,ls is 'well-fixed' to a long 
handle; •6"'1Y'Ss (Od. 111. 334, Hipp. Mui. 1. 47) is a rare equivalent of 
•~,,.,.or. t,c,c,-: a favourite vb for rapid motion, usually intrans.; for the 
rare trans. sense 'wafi', cf. (probably) Ba. 145-7 dvlxwv / 1'upaC:.B'I ,f,Adya 
1'E6KaS / lK "4p8'1Kor dtaan and S. OC 11161 Kdl''I 3,' aupas .•• ~aana,. 
l3apl3apo11 VOflOU"v: not simply an otiose appendage to a sentence already 
complete in sense and rhythm (as such, sometimes deleted); repetitions are 
a feature of the aria, and here the thematic echo of the sentence-opening 
(like ... /Jap/Jdpo•cr• 3paaµots 1374•) is part of a larger metrical pattern 
(moving from enoplian to iambo-trochaic rhythm). [Several edd. accept 
Hermann's •6"ay,. True, ... •""iyi' Ki,1tA'iji / ,,,,.ipi'v,j, ,rpo ,rt'ipijiBos ¥Oawii 
(or .,,&py3os aioaciw) repeats the aan/parocm pattern of 14116-7; but that 
consideration should not prevail against (a) the non-allestation of •il11,Jf 
(resting only on the analogy of Kp1>0TaA,\o,r,ff A. Pers. 501); (b) the 
similarly-shaped pair of paroemiacs at 1453-4•. The P ba verse, an 
enoplian expansion of x -v-v--, is ofa type at home in 'enoplian 
dochmiacs' (cf. T ba, HF 1080; A ba, HF 1197), and there is an analogous 
(longer) vene following anapaests in 1455-6•. Contracted and uncon
tractcd forms of both ,rap.,ts and dta°"' are about equally frequent in E. 
lyric.] Sec Addenda. 

1439-3, The fingcn of the spinner's right hand twirl strands from the distaff 
into a single thread attached to the top of the pendent rotating spindle; 
when the laucr reaches the· ground, the vtjµa is wound on to it, and the 
process begins again (cf. Hdt. 5. 111; Fordyce on Cat. 64. 311 ff. [but read 
'distaff' for 'spindle' in the lint line of his n. ]). 'f\AaicaTa: 'strands from the 
distaff', cf. Od. 6. 53, 306 ,JA4KaTa OTpa,,f,tiia' dA.,,dp,f,upa. I take Mvov 
(anticipating Alv'f' 1435) to have been added anciently by someone who 
mistook ,AaKaTa as the dat. of ,JAa1tdTT/ (a more familiar word) and 
therefore needed an object for IA,ao•; neither ,JAaKaT-noun occurs 
elsewhere in tragedy. SaicTuA011 IAioo1: cf. the parody in Ar. Ran. 1314, 
1348; lA- (unaugmented) for ff,\., cf. 8116•. Yi\l'a 6' ..• (the reading ofO 
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also): parenthetic, cf. lltc. 920. 1r.61t1 'to the ground', cf. 1439 (.,,/So, 
Blaydes). [The correction proposed gives straightforward dimeters 
(-vv _, - ... , cf. 842, p. 221; for the continuation, not period-end, after 
{Jap{Japo,r voµo,a,v, cf. 1494 ... ,.,,1 "4,ayo.v I lTflVOV" a 8' ... ). As things 
stand, there is no satisfactory metrical analysis (in particular, Tj.\<i1t<iTii is an 
anomalous choriamb between ii 8i .\ivov and..Sai<Tii.\ois); and the bare dat. 
,j.\aK«Tljl is oddly bald (also ambiguous, 'with spindle/distaff), especially in 
conjunction with ll<1KTu.\01s. M.L. W. would improve the style and clarity, 
in line with Od. 4. 131, by adding an epithet <xpual'i') before Mvov ,j.\<11C0TCjlj 
that also gets rid of the choriamb, but it introduces new metrical problems. 
The only previous conjecture worth mentioning is Weil's Mv' for Mvov. 
See Addendis Addenda. 

1434~. A sequence characteristic of'enoplian dochmiacs', cf. HF 1206 If. 
(for such 'anapaestic' sequences without diaeresis 1<<1TO. µfrpov, see 
Fracnkel, Lyr. Dakt. 163-7). ayaA11aTa: 'adornment(s)', defining </,apr<1, cf. 
Trxv&oµ<1T<1 1052-3• (here in advance apposition, like Mx•uµa 997), lwl 
Tu11j3ov: quasi-adjectival with the verbal -µ<1 noun; cf. 1196 'll'Twµ' . .. lv 
a(µ<1T1, 1548 .,,/0T/µ' '" 8{</,pou, Hel. 96 o.,\µ' J.,,j f{</,or (and Diggle, Studies 28-
9). ouoToMoa,: 'to make (a oTo.\71) by joining pieces of material' (E 
auppa.,f,<11); probably a new compound (coined ad hoe), cf. aTo,\,0µ<1, first 
occurring at Htc. 1156. ♦ap«m 1Top♦up«a: cf. Hp. u6. Intended for the 
tomb of a cremated woman, they may be drapes rather than vestments 
(vaguely {,,f,aoµtna; so Di B., citing Od. 3, 274 .,,o.\.\ci 8' dyd,\µaT' a•~,/,••• 
{,,f,&oµaTa. n xpuoov n); but 4,dp,a are usually ,rl.,,)lo, (El. 191, Hel. 181, 
etc.); and cf. IT 1464-5 (also Th. 3. 58. 4, cited by Chapouthier). 

1437-42 1rpoo•ifr•• 6' 'OploTar 2ba I 
Aa.Ka,vav K0pav· ·n Au,r 'll'ai, 3ba I 
llir •x•os .,,,aq, 6Eup. 2ba \ 

1440 «'ll'OOT«aa ,,,\,aµou 2ba I 
flJ)lo,ros J,rj 1rpo1rdTopor l8pav 2ia I 
.,,a>.a,as JaT(as, (v' ,l8f,r ba I er I ba I 
.\oyous lµovs. ia (II) 

The run of bacchei is like 1295 {p. 295), especially the pattern of 
8,s . .. ,,,\,aµoii (a single verse in P. Oxy. 3716), 1441 is like 1414, etc.; 1442 
like 1407, etc. 11poo«,11«<v): corr. Matthiae (M too has -,i,r,), Hs 
txvos , , .: 'step' ( 140-1 •). 1ri61t1 . .. 1<>001100: Helen has first to put her foot 
to the ground; cf. Od. 4, 136 lCno 6' Jv 1t>.1aµq,, {,.,,,I 8J 0pijvus ,roalv ,J,v. 
1<.\1oµos occurs here only in tragedy. niA0110,.,. loTla,: 'to ancestral 
Pelops' ancient hearth-seat'; cf. Diggle on Phatthon 248 'EoT{or l8os, 
Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1056. The central hearth of the Palace is (overtly) a 
suitable place for a solemn supplication (cf. Od, 7. 153, Th. 1. 136); also 
(grimly) for the intended 'sacrifice' (A. Ag. 1056). 'That you may know my 
>.&yo,' is sinisterly vague; such ambiguities are standard in 'luring' contexts 
( 1311-52•). llipav: n may have had ,3pava (Haslam); a plausible reading, 
cf. Tr. 539· 
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1443-51 ·&yu ll' &yu 11w· d ll' l,f,1{- R~a f 
.,,.,.,.•, 06 ,rp&,.,.11.,.,s w11 1,-.,>.- 11,a 

1445 >.,.,. o lli auv.pyds &>.>.' l,rpaaa' f lcli11f 1ta,cds 3ia I 
IJ'>w,ccrls· Orl1t l,c,rollcli11 1.,.• &>.>.,, mol I er I ba I 
,ca,col lf>p6y•s; ia II 
l,c>.71a1(11) ll' &>.>.011 &>.>.oa• a'l'lyas, ba Ilk I 
Toi>s ,.,., 0Ta8,-.oia111 l,r,ri,coi- Ria f 
a1, Toi>s ll' l11 lflllpa1a1, Toi>s ll' Ria I 

1450 '"•ia' ,,,.,8,11, &>.>.011 &>.- 11ia 
>.oa• ll,ap,_.&aas d,ro,rpd ll1a,rol11as. Rll 111 

While Or. is leading Helen to the sacrificial hearth, Pyl. disposes of her 
attendants (cf. 1126-7). 

1443-5. An iambic run, enjambed with trochaic word-divisions (cf. 982-4•, 
1369-74•). wpopcavTas: 'prescient', as An. 1072, H,I. 338, A. Ch. 758, by 
extension from 'prophetic' (describing Apollo or the Pythia). C:,,, lp1AAn: 
probably= Tw11 ,-.,>.>.&11.-w11; assimilation of the rel. from nominative to gen. is 
very rare (KG ii 409), but this seems to be an instance ofit, like Hdt. 1. 78. 3 
oillll., ""' ,lll&.,.,s .,.6,., ,f11 ,r1pl Edpll1s. It is not easy to supply .,,.,.(1,i,, 
(interpolated in some MSS) or llpda1111 (as Wedd). [According to LSJ (s.v. 
,-.1>.>.w II) an inf. ,rpdaa•w or ,rpdfu., is 'sometimes omitted'; but, of the two 
exx. cited, Or. 1182 (q.v.) is misinterpreted and IA 1117-18 (olalla ydp 
.,,.,..,.pds .,,.d.,.,.ws et ,-.1>.>.u) is not the Greek of a fifth-century tragedian (see 
Page, Actors 182-3).) 

1445~. 6 M ouv1pyo1 , ...... ,~,: poetical phrasing ( = d lli 1<11,cds f>w,c,i>s 
aU111pyaC&,-.111os ••• ); but we need a word of speaking to introduce the direct 
speech. Something may have dropped out after f>w,ccus, but the weakness 
of 1..:,., 'going' suggests that that is where the fault lies; perhaps a corruption 
of lq. (183-6") by way of lwq. (la➔lwd, cf. Hp. 585). At this moment 
(contemporaneous with d ll' l,f,,[.,,.,.,., Pyl.'s cooperation in the ,rpa.y,-.a 
(1118") was 'by/with loud voice' (only), his address to the lf>p6y1s 
balancing Or. 's to Helen; 6Al( lwpcaod points a contrast between the 
'luring' and the 'dismissal'. •a•o11: cf. 1403-7. [Other conjectures: dxw" 
(Blaydes) is more arbitrary; lu(wv (Wecklein) turns the seventh ia into all; 
Schmidt's l,f,paC' for l,rpaaa' was associated with further rewriting of&>.>.' 
and lwv.J 

1447, O~• ••wo&c:w 1-r' ••• ; Pyl.'s language is 'domineering' (towards 'base' 
Trojan/Phrygian slaves and 'miserable/cowardly' barbarians, cf. lntrod. F 
i. 9). The MSS haveclAJ( cl1l•ca•ol•p~y11, but M.L.W. haspenuaded me 
that the logic of that is unsatisfactory (a voc. is certainly more natural); and 
his suggested 6AA9 is convincingly supported by Jon 162-3 o,l,c &>.>.11 
... .,,.,s3,. 1t11111aus; in a comparable 'shooing away' (of birds). The revised 

wording appropriately echoes the cadential rhythm of Or. 's ... miii, i11' 
ii~/ >.ciyous i,-.ous (1442); a recurrent pattern (see 1377-9•; mol er 
ba 1 .... -1 .... -, as 1407, 1472). Pyl.'s command begins in the middle of a 
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metron, likeOr.'s ... ,c,lpav· 'DI ... (er. H1&. 91111 f.); corruptionofa.\.\a, to 
a.\.\cm temptingly turned it into a self-contained trimeter. See Addenda. 

1448, li>.Aov4>.Aocr1oriy11s (•'lsS, Mn, Mosch., Tricl.; Turyn 1111); the gen. 
sing. seems clearly right (as 1127•, 1475), as against (lv) o-rlya,a(,); and 
lic>.na1(v) It ••• is like npoo1incv 8' •.• 1417-19•, 1437. See Addenda. 

1449-51, 01'1181'°'0,v: for the imprisonment in the 'stables', er. Ba. 509-10, 
618. The omission of Jv after ,-.lv (Aa) may be accidental, but the dnci 
,cowoti construction is idiomatic, cf. IA 1085-6 oil oup,yy, -rpat/,1ioav oil8' lv 
po,/J8f/o«o• /Jou,c,l)...,,., S. OT 1205, etc. (Bruhn 97). l&ilpaw,: 'outlying 
apartments'; the first occurrence of a word which developed more 
specialised senses (rcc LSJ). 4A>.ov 4AAocrc ll~!'"GS .. ,: 'variously 
sundering and disposing them ... ' (following a comma, er. 1412-13); 
8&ap,.6oas (here first; next in Polybius) should be taken as implying 
'dissociation' (er. 233-4•, 1003-4•, JA 1286 dnonpo voot/,loas), not simply 
'distribution' (as L~). Murray's excision of &AA-&>.>.-was unwarranted 
(and metrically implausible); such repetitions arc a feature of this 
narrator's style (again with an clement of ring-structure, cf. 1369-74, 
1426-30). cl1ro1rpo: 142-3•. [An alternative analysis, reading -rolls ,.,,. 
lv ••• , gives 41, I at, I aer I 8; but the split resolution a.\Aooi 8«ip,.ooi.s 
(unremarkable in a II) is ofa type likelier in a run of crctics (asat 1423). The 
colomctric issue here is like 186/207 (p. 113), where the str. has the 
pattern ... ijoiixov I iiffvoii xii.pw I nii.pif«&s, t/,i>.a.] Sec Addenda. 

14511, 'What happened next?' Tt, •• aul'+oPit: er. He/. 1195, S. Ant. 1229. 
Toil,rl T¥81: er. Hp. 855. The imperf. lytyvuo invites a fully descriptive 
account. 

1453..fi tl>p. '/Bala ,.&-rep ,.&-rep, paroem II 
d/3p{µa d/Jp{µ.a ('Av.-)ala[,], paro,m (II) 
t/,ov(o,v naBiwv dv.S,...,,. T'f ,ca,cc.iiv 2an (A) I 
&nip l8pa,cov l8pa,cov lv 86,.o,s -rupd..,,,.,.,. T' ha (II) 

'Mother of the Uods, the lawless bloodshed I have witnessed!' The 
syntax is colloquial (cf. Pl. Rep. 509C "Ano>.>.ov, 8a,,.ovlas uncp{Jo>.ijs, Ar. 
A11. 61, Nub. 153; KG i 389); its poetic elaboration characteristically 
sophisticated. 

1453-4, The Asiatic Mountain• and Earth-mother had many names; for the 
apostrophe, cf. S. PJ,i/, 391-2 dpco-rlpa na,.{Jc.ii.-, I'ii., ,.a.-r1p ail.-oti .d,cls. 
16clla: either adj. or substantive (cf. Ap. Rhod. 1. 1128, Strab. 1. 2. 38; RE 
ix ( 1916) 864-5). llj3ptJ'a (ii/Jp): 'mighty'; the fem. form of the epic adj. 
occurs here only. '-'vnlla (Hartung, "'.E): cf. Ap. Rhod. 1. 1141 (with 
Sch.); RE i (1894) 23391 Roscher i 2864; anciently explained as 
'confronting in battle', but it may rather mean 'invoked in prayer' (Hsch. 
clVTala· l1tlo1os, • Acsch. fr. 2113); both senses are appropriate here. Note 
the chiastic symmetry of the paired appellations (patterned like 1427-8). 
[ After commenting on '/IJau,. and dfJplf'a, 1: continues ,ca>.,,-ra, 81 ,cal 
'A...,ala . .. with an explanation of that title which strongly suggests that the 
writer or his source had av.-aaa in his text. Hartung's restoration (too long 
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neglected) is confirmed by metrical considerations. As things stand, there is 
no satisfactory analysis of 1453-4. TSii,ii µiiTip µiiTip must be a paroemiac 
like 1427 (for spondaic 'Klaganapaste', cf. Wilamowitz, GV 368; West's 
interpretation - D.., (GM 113) is unappealing, and Murray's 8 / gl 
incredible). But then ... ,.aTqi II d/Jp,,.a ... is (as things stand, or with 
Wcil's alai (alai)}, a period-end without syntactical pause, of a kind 
unlikely in this metre (see Diggle, Studies 95-6; hiatus without sense-pause 
would be an equivalent anomaly). The further appellation in 1454 enables 
us to write a comma between symmetrical short periods.] 

1455➔. ♦ov(wy •.. tc11tc&l11: such pairs of isometric phrases arc especially 
common in anap. dims., e.g. Med. 131 IKAuovf/,wv&v, lKAuov Bl /Jo&v (Digglc, 
CR 1968, 3-4, and on Phaethon 99). lllpcatcoY (iSp): another cpicism; 
augmented 8paK• (from 8tpKoµa,) occurs here only in fifth-century poetry. 
(The sequence is the same as HF 883-4 NuK-ros I'opywv iKa.-royKil/,a.Aiiis I 
64,ww iii.)(•1µa.ai I Aiiaaa. µapµtipw11os. The clausular verse (following 2an) 
should be analysed as..,.., - .., .., - .., .., - .., -+ ba, cf. Ph, 163-4 a.vi1iwKiiis ii9i 
Spoµov vilf,iAos (A.,. 2an) / 11oaiv ,faviiamµi Si' m9ipoi (without the clausu
lar ba). T ba is frequent (HF 1080, Ion 1458; Al. 437/47, 460/70, Htc. 655, 
etc.); the enoplian expansion T• (vv-..,v-vv-v-) is analogous to D• 
as a variant of D.) 

1457➔4 dp.4,,.,op4,upwv .,1,,Awv lk I 
iHro aKo-rou f,4>., O'ltaaavns ev x•poiv, 3ia I 
a.Uoa' a.UoB•v hS I 
8,v.,aav &µµa, µ..j ns ia ba ( - ith) I 
.,apwv -ruxo•· ia 11 

I 460 ,J,s K4'1tpo, s· dplOT«po, lk I 
ywa,,cOs-dvrlo, cna81.v- aia 
TfS lwl'lfoua• · KaTBavf, KaT8avf,, 2ia I " I 
1ta.1tOr o' dtro"T~ivu ,rOa,s.. 2ia I 
Kao1y11..j-rou 'ltpoSous lv "Apyn ba tr I ba I 
6av1iv y&vov· ia II 

Two long sentences (compound periods) beginning and ending simi• 
larly, but taking different turns in the middle. [Note the symmetrical '4tr' 
patterns down to O'ltGoavTEs ~ aTa9lv-r•s; ... ba I ia II, cf. 1377-g•, etc. The 
h8 is conjectural (sec below); but for the 'redivided' pallern h8 I - ith as a 
rhythmic variation, cf. 988414 •.] 

1457. 'From beneath the concealment of purple-bordered mantles .. .'. 
G1'♦,.,op♦upw11: cf. ""P'"op4,upos (Crates Com. fr. 35 Kassel-Austin); dµ<f,,
compounds can be flexible in meaning, but we have seen these garments. 
The bordered white xAaµus is commonly pictured on vases, worn by heroes 
and Athenian youths (e.g. E. A. Lane, Greek Pottery (1948), pls. 75a, 76a, 
82), and it is worn by Or. and Pyl. in scenes from IT (Pickard-Cambridge, 
TDA 86, 89). otc6Tou: cf. 1488, Ph. 1214, Ion 1522. (d,.4,lffopo/,uplwvcodd.; 
dµlf,,. Tricl., •'ltoplf,upwv Radermacher (RhM 1902, 279).) 

1459-t. The text aAAos dAAoa• 8lvaa•v gives an unlikely brevis in Longo; it is also 
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questionable in sense ('one whirled his eyes one way, the other whirled his 
eyes another way'; what is the 'whirling', if not to and fro as in 1263-8?). 
The vb should surely be /l{vf/o• (from llwlw). liAAod a.>..>.o8cv: cf. 1263-5• 
lKti8,v lv8a.8' .•• OKOTrtav lxop.Ev, 1451 lKtio' lKti8,v; lll\11)CJCI\I 61111a: cf. 
1266 l>.loon, ••• fJM,f,apov, JI. 17. 679-80 0<1ot t/,aE<vw 1rav'l'0<1f 8iv,lo8f/•· 
[Murray's transposilion &,\.\or &.\.\oo' Jv x,poiv wrongly associates &.\.\ooE 
with 01raoav,.,r, Wilamowitz's ii.\.\oo' ii.\-'Xor 8.:vaoiv (GV 270) gives a 
harsh rhythm and deals with only part of the problem. The error &Moo• for 
&.\,\08,v is readily explicable, since &.Uov &.\.\0<1• occurs repeatedly nearby 
(1448, 1450, cf. 1127), and a gloss&,\.\ooE (explaining AAAOE) could well 
have been suprascribed; note that O wrongly has &.\.\ov &.\.\oot (for -081v) at 
1475. As to 8{vao•v (lltv.,,o•• Blaydes), the sing. was a natural error 
following the erroneous &,\,\or; the false a in the stem, which has attracted 
surpringly little comment, is like lf1,rovnotv JA 209 (corr. Elmsley), 
J.,,.o&B.,,r IA 586 (corr. Wilamowitz, cf. Page, Actors 159).J Sec Addenda. 

146o. ws 1<ci,rpo1 S ... : cf. Ph. 1380 Ka,rpo, 8' 01rwr 811yovnr o.yp(av ylvuv for 
the image of savagery (epic: II. 11. 414 If.); at Ph. , 108 the boar is a victim 
of the chase. Or. and Pyl. are at once aggressive hunters and like wild beasts 
at bay. llpioT1po1: possibly playing on the name 'Orestes' (Biehl, 
anticipated by M. Fuochi; cf. 328*); but the 'mountain' point is routine 
(1493, Htc. 205, 1058, Ba. 1141; El. 1163, etc.). 

1461. «11Tio1+gen.: cf. S. Aj. 1283-4(?), II. 17. 31, etc. (KG i 353). 
1464. ,rpo&olis ... 8a11,i11: cf. 1588, Al. 659. 111 "Apy11: an aggravating feature 

of the 'betrayal'. 
1465-72 d 8' dvfox•• ia.x••· ('l)w µ.o{ µ.o,· D• - - \ 

.\111Kdv li' lµ./Ja.\oiioa 1r,;x11v t oTlpvo,r 2/i I 
K'l'IJfff/OE Kp«Ta f p.l.\1ov ,r,\ayav· , , . /l (\I) 
<f,uya(6), lil ffolil TO XPIJOEOOavlla.\ov (1ro6wv) 3ia \ 
ixv?r l<f,•p•• /•~P"'; ls Kap.as ll• /in- er 2ia 
KT1J.\our /l,Kwv Op1a'l'ar, 2ia" I\ 

1470 MllKf/V{li' dp/Ju.\nv ,rpo/Jas, 2ia I 
.:iµo,r o.p,aTEpoiaw d.vaK>.daas 8lpav, 3ia \ 
,ra(ftv ,\a.,µ.wv lµ,.\>.,v ,iaw mol er ba I 
p.l>.av f(t/,os. ia Ill 

Helen screams and laments; she attempts to flee, but Or. strides forward, 
catches her by the hair, violently twists her head back and over to the left, 
and is about to cut her throat ... 

1465. ci11laxcv raxcv: probably vv-vv-v, cf. 826 «ix'ijai (200•), Al. 400 

wra.Kouaov &Kouoov ( 180-2•); for i'iixov, cf. also Tr. 827 (s.v.l.), Ar. Av. 772 
(Ellendt, Lex. Sopli. s.v. laxw; iaxov is the normal epic scansion). That 
interpretation (with the otherwise likely ('/)w) gives the same verse, or 
nearly the same, as I 300• 'i)o.8' itriKovpor ip.iiioi ,f,i.\o,a(i) ffOVTWr, av,axw 
occurs here first, formed like d.va,Boaw. (' l)w 11011101: cf. Al. 862, 893, An. 
825, 1175, etc. The allusion here is to the 'scream for help' heard at 1296* 
('lw n,>.aaydv •Apyos); wp.o,µo, (codd.) may be due partly to 1381, partly 
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to the 'plangent' continuation .. [Biehl scans ii 8' dvidxiv 1axiv as a 8; Di B. 
scans ii 8' cividx' icixiv as a lk; ii Ii' civi-'cixiv ... is also possible.] See 
Addenda. 

1466-7-. Cf. Ph. 1351 l1rl ,capq. n }\fl)l(Off~Xm ICTll!fOIIS (960*, 963-4•, 966*). 
Degani defends the text: first Helen 'applies white forearm to breast' (with 
'resoundingly' implied); then she resoundingly beats her head (with 'white 
forearm' understood). But i1-11JaAoiiaa is more likely to be 'coincident' ('by 
applying'), in which case we need 'breast and head' (paired, not 
disjoined), or 'breast' or 'head' alone. Deletion of UTipvo1s (Wilamowitz) or 
Kp«m leaves unsatisfactory metre and is otherwise arbitrary; there is no 
reason why Helen should not beat both. Wecklein suggested aTfpva/ 
KTll1T'70f ,cp,i.Ta Tf (good sense, but-unsound metre). Better, giving 48, would 
be 0Tipva/KT111T'7a,(v ,ea/) ,cpaTa (or KT• ,capa Tf or ,co.pa Tf 1CT111T'7a,); or 
preferably (with dats. governed by 1,.pa>.oiiaa) aTlpvo1s/,cT111T'1a•v ,capq. n 
(or KT--1tal KpaT( or Kdpv, TE KTV'11TJaE; KTIJ1tTJaEv iam Hermann; Ktipa/KptiTa, 
cf. 497*). wll.aya11: the harder int. acc. is doubtless right (LSJ s.v. ,c-rr,,rlw, 
cf. 140-1 *); the dat. variant is only superficially easier, and may owe 
something to the following ,f,vyq.; cf. also expressions like ,r}\'lyds TU1TTftv 

(LSJ s.v. ,r}\'IY~ 1 ). If so, we should take 1-14ll.1011 with 1r>.ayav ('piteous 
beating') as an int. acc. phrase like al,.aT'7pav aTav 961-2•, cf. Hyps. 64 ii 87 
,..>.,ov 1,.1ro>.av (,.l>.,os fem. 203-5 *). Misconstruction of ,.1>.,ovwith 'head' 
may well have contributed to the corruption of the latter (first, perhaps, 
from Kapq. Tf to Kapa To); cf. also 966*. 

1468 ff. Another metrical problem: prima fade we have ,f,uyq. 8i ,roll, (ia) -ro 
xpuaioaavl>cii\ov ,xviis (v D v) i,f,ipiv i,f,ipiv· fS ICO/J,0$ 8i (2/r) 8a,m,>.iiiis 
8i,cwv OproTM (2tr), Muiiijv,8'apflii>.av 1rpii/Ias (2ia) ... The scansion of XP· 
ixv-seems confirmed by IA 1042 f. (xpiiaiiiaavl>ci>.iiv cxviis Tii rii Kpoiiouaru, 
probably Du D), but the D (or P) element here amidst resolved ia-lrmetra 
is very strange; and the breach of ia-tr continuity at 'Op<a-ras •.. (ias 
following non-catalectic trs) confirms that something is amiss. And the 
phrasing of 1468 is otherwise suspect. Most edd. rightly look for iambics 
before ... i,f,i-'piv i,f,ipiv· is I ... , leading to iambic catalexis at ... 
OproTM 11 (cf. 1478-80 ... ,j Tpi,ciipii-'8os Aiiis II); but the scansion 
-aav-'lla.\iiv ixviis is surely impossible (an unendurably harsh split resolu
tion, pace L. Parker, CQ. t 968, 248). [Omission of one l,f,,p•v (following ... 
,xvos / ... or ... -..:Jxviis .. . ) would also lead to catalexis al 'Opfo-rar, but 
this anadiplosis is unlikely to be false, and we are still left with the odd 
iambo-dactylic mixture in 1468. West's emendations of 'OpfoTa~ arc 
unappealing (o ll~p BJCS 1981, 70; d Toii o-rpaT'7.\&Ta pers. comm.), and 
seem misdirected; but he is doubtless right in rejecting the enjambed 
arrangement ... Opi'=/aTM, Muiiijvi8' apflii,\"iw / ,rpiif!as,. wµo1s a.p".:/ 
a-ripoiaiv ... (as proposed, in effect, by Wilamowitz, GV 271).] See 
Addenda. 

1468. ♦uya(6), (Facius) seems necessary, if 1ro6( is sound; El. 218-19 has 
been compared (,f,11yfi .•• / ••• lfa>.ufwµ•v 1ro/l1), but the dats. there are 
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widely separated. xpuacoaavlla11.ov: the 'golden' epithet is appropriate to a 
.12,os,rais (at IA 1042 it is used of the Muses); and cf. Cl. 's 'gold•wovcn robe' 
(839-41"). rxvos: cf. 140-1•, IT 266 11op8,-.•uwv ixvos. The suggested 
addition of (1108wv) gives a turn of phrase (including the pleonasm) like 
Tr.332-41108a aov / l>.,aa• T9-8' JK<&a• /JET' J,-.l8cv1108wv / ,f,lpouaa,f,1>.TdTav 
{Jda,v. [Those who object to the pleonasm here may prefer to consider ,j,uyq. 
Bl 1101 ••• as an alternative correction of the sentence-opening. The def. 
article TO is unneeded, but scarcely objectionable. As often, xpuao• could b.: 
right (as against )(piiaio•), cf. El. 726 xpua•o,-.a.\.\ov (xpua&-Musgrave).) 

1469 . ... l♦cpcv• Is KOf&GS M .. . : parataxis, 'was Heeing, when ... '; cf. 
1489 ff., 1494 f. &,ocwv: 990-1•; Or.'sfingersare like 'missiles' (cf. 1132-3•, 
1302-4); forth<: hair-seizing, cf. Hel. 1161 IA 1366, Tim. Pers. 144. 

1470. upj3u11.av ,rpol3a1: cf. Ph. 1412 ,rpo/Ja.s 8J KWAov 8,{,&v; an extension from 
the frequent use of 11060 with flalvuv and similar vbs, cf. Al. 869 1 Hee. 53; 
Denniston on El. 94 1 Diggle, Studies 37. Or.'s 'boot' ( 140-1 ") is conirasted 
with Helen's 'sandals'. For the asyndctic participles, cf. 568". 

1471. u,vo.oc11.oao.~: a, violent vb,,here only in tragedy; cf. Theopomp. Com. fr. 
54 TOV TPU.X1/).ov OVOKfK.\ao/JflfT/, 

14711. ,raluv ... "'11.av fl♦os: cf. 1062-4•, 1147-8•. 11.a&f&WV ... claw: cf. ,\. 
8,aµ,rd{ Ba. 994 1 1014. For the rhythm, cf. 14071 1447. 

1473. ,rou 8 TIT' (Bothe, for 8,jT1) Gf&UVCIII ••• ; lit. 'But where were you (so as) 
to defend?' implying 'But did you all do nothing when your mistress 
screamed for help?' Cf. Barrett on Hp. 294 for the infin. use (KG ii r r). 
oco.Ta aTayo.s: loosely 'in the Palace' (or simply 'within', in a theatral sense, 
cf. 1345) 1 although excluded from the main lio,-.o, (1127 1 1448-51). The 
Phrygian's narrative has seemed to imply autopsy; his reply to 1473 
contradicts that (cf. 1425•). The reliability (aa,f,~vna) of his account is 
thus appropriately undermined, or blurred, at the crucial moment when 
Helen is (seemingly) 'being killed'; cf. on p. 305. See Addendis Addenda. 

1474--a2 <l>p. lax~ 86,-.wv, 86p<Tpa Kai ara9,-.ovs 28 I 
,-.ox>.oia,v JK{Ja>.ovT<s lv8' l,-.lµvoµ,v, 3ia I 

I 4 75 /Jo11~po";oiiµ•v ~,\,\?s. &~08,v OTEyas, 3~a I 
o I-'•" 111Tpous, o 8 ayKu>.as, 21a I 
d 8« fl,f,os 11p0Kw11"ov lv x•poiv lxwv· 3ia (II) 
lvavTa 8' ,},\II{• llu.\dll11s] ia (?) 
&.\(,]aaTos olos olos "EK- 2ia f 

1480 -rwp cl <1Jp{,y1or ~ -rp1Kopullor Aiar, er 2ia11 II 
8v claov claov lv 116>.a,s 2ia I 
llp1aµla1· ,f,aaydvwv 8' dKµa.s auv4,{,a,-.•v· 3ia (II) 

In response to the la,c4 ( 12961 1465) 1 the slaves breakout from the stables 
(and elsewhere, 1449-50) 1 come running to the rescue, and are confronted 
by 'Iliadic' martial prowess ('like Hector or Ajax.'). 

1474-5. lcixt &of&wv: i.e. laxoiia, 86µ0,s; the dat. construes with P011· 
8pof&OUf&CV (a schema etymologicum, cf. 1288-91 "); for the lax4 of the 
'house' (rather than of Helen herself), cf. 1335 dvcu,f,11µ•i 11&,-.or, and El. 
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1 150 ldX'I'" 8J ,rrlya. M,....t n 8p,y,co: 8d,...,v. lupnpa ical 0Tal1&ous: 'stable 
doors' (hendiadys), 11ox>.oio1viicpa>.ovT•I: cf. H,e. 1044, Bond on HF999; 
the ,.ox>.o(are here 'levers, crowbars' (Ph. 1132, Ba. 348,949, 1104, etc.), 
not 'locking-bars' (as in 1551, 1571, etc.). i11l11vo11111: i.e. 'where we still 
were' (as narrated in 1448-51). 6AA01 6>.>.08111 odya1: with an effect 
almost of formulaic refrain (1418, 1448, 1450, 1458). (The usual 
interpretation takes both laxi and ,.«>x>.oiaw with l,c{la>.dvr,s; but (a) that 
loses the important link between laxi and dvlax.v rax•v 1465 (any shouting 
by the slaves is relatively unimportant); (b) laxi (without epithet) coheres 
ill as a 'modal-comitative' dat. with a vb of physical action; (,) 8{,p-,ea: 
o-ra81-&-cannot then be a hendiadys, and instead we have an unnatural 
hysteron proteron of the slaves breaking down the lld,.wv 8{,p,Tpa (to get 
in), and then breaking down the stable(-door)s (to get out).] 

147fi...7. ll I'• 114Tpous ... : the picture is of a motley Asiatic (Persian-style) 
'army' confronting Greek martial prowess (cf. 1405, 1483-5), with a 
mi,uure of (primarily) missile-men and (some) sword-armed infantry; for 
the stone-throwing, cf. IT 318-19, 1376. ayicuAa1: 'bow' (the Asiatic 
weapon par ,xcell,nce, 1408-10*); cf. the epic dy,cu>.a Tofa and Apollo's 
X1'1Jt1otrrpo4,wv d1r' dy1t11>.dv fll>.,a in S. OT 203-5. If dy1t1J>.av there means 
'bow' or 'bowstring' (preferably the former,pace LSJ andjebb; Xl'"aoo-rpo
~os 'with golden oTp.s.f>os'), it is incredible that dy,ci',>.as (without 
qualification) was here to be understood as 'javelin(s)'. [The root meaning 
of dy,ci',).71 is approximately 'bend, crook', with many extended uses. 
Javelins might be termed 1-&•ady,c1JM (a word variously explained) and 
described as dy,c1Jli71Td (A. fr. 16) or dy,cu>.lv8,Ta (cf. Tim. Pers. 211-3 
('1,,.,,s) dy,cu>.lv8nos /.&flllrTo ,c•palv); but they were never simply cly,ci',).a,. 
The interpretation 'javelins' in E is supported by speculation, not by 
lexicographical evidence ( T4 d1tdvT1a, d1ro Toii ,,.,.,,,,,IJlilalla, (leg. -ijalla,?), ,j 
llloT, d,ro Tijs KaT41-&•aov dy,ci',A71s >.a,.{lavd1-&•vo, pl1rT01Ja,). Di B. does well to 
challenge that interpretation, less well to substitute 'lasso(s)' on the 
strength of IT 1408 (where the adj. 1rliHT«s and the naval context make a 
big difference; the meaning there may be 'grappling hooks').] 

1477. ,rpo-: 'drawn', like ,rpdx,,pos (with substitution of'hilt' for 'hand', 
see Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1651). 

1478-g. Cf. S. Aj. 11183-4 "E1tTopos 1-&ovos 1-&dvo1J ••• ,J>.8' lvavTlos (or -ll•v 
dvrlos). The adverbial lvaVTa is poetical and rare (Hom., Pi., S. Anl. 1299). 
dMaaTOS is properly 'such that there is no abating' (>.ul(o1-&a1), but there 
seems to have been an ancient convergence with 4AaoTOS (cognate with 
dldo-rwp, Barrett on Hp. 877-Bo) in the sense 'causing or involving grievous 
hurt', 1-&dx71 and 1rdli•,.«>s arc d>.laOTos (II. 14. 57,110. 31 ); Hector is abused as 
4>.atrrt in II. 211. 1161. Metre favours 4>.atrros here (Wilamowitz, Kl. Sehr. ii 
105-6); but it still limps in 1478. The remedy, I suspect, is to eject llu>.J.871s 
as a gloss on a sentence in which the subject was originally left indefinite ( cf. 
1491•): 'There came against usasitw,r, a Hector or Ajax' (otos, cf. 11111•; 
ot- ot-, Ion 1471, H.t. 664). It is, after all, natural to suppose that Or. 
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(breaking off from the ambiguously-treated a,f,ayii of Helen) joined Pyl. in 
battle against the slaves (cf. 1492-3 below, where they both run to seize 
Herm.; subjectless idiom here would be like a811pao1 8' ota .•. /laKxa, ... 
auviip,raaav there). [The universal fl11)11l.8!J! (cf. 'OplaT!!S. 1470) is consis
tent with that hypothesis; and I have found no other metric~ acceptable 
remedy. -811 lliJM.80:S is a most unlikely cretic; and -9•(•) lliJJ.ii8as 
(Wilam.) gives an alien choriamb (we cannot treat lvavTa 8'~,\8•v flu.\a8as 
dMaoTos as an iambo-dactylic verse, like Phaelhon -i7-i dv' al8lp'.;; ycis inrcl 
1<1u8os a,f,avTov, since olos olos ... Afas then awkwardly becomes ith I ia pe 
or ith I 2ia J with At-as overlapping into 148 I).] See Addenda. 

1480, Tp11eopu801: 'triple-helmed', perhaps simply as an 'impressive' epithet, 
cf. Dodds on Ba. 1-i3-5 ( Tp1Kop1181s ... Kopu/lavT•s). In the Iliad it is Hector 
who is especially characterized as Kop118alolos, his Apollo-given helmet 
being 'three-layered' (Tpl,rTuxos II. 1 t. 353), whereas Ajax is noted for his 
tower-like shield(//. 7. 219 ff.; cf. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments 181-11, 
242•, and Page, History and the Homeric Iliad 232 ff., 249 f.}. 

1481--2, It is ii'\//. 7 that Ajax meets Hector near the gates of Troy. np,al'la,: 
cf. He/. 1158. ou1111.i,al'cv: a favourite vb (nearly 60 times in E.; only a 
handful of occurrences in A. and S.). 

1483-7 TOT€ 8,j TOTf 81a,rp,,r•is TI 
lylvovT' "Ap,os <l>pvy•s oaov d,\Kov 2an I 

I 485 -ijaaov•s 'EJ.J..J.8os ly•vop,8' alx,uis, 2an I 
d ,.;. olxop•vos ,f,uyas, d 6l vlKIIS .:iv, 2an I 
d 6l Tpauµa ,f,lpwv, an I 
o 6l ,\,aa&µ,vos, Bav.l.Tou ,rpo/lolav• 2an (II) 

The Phrygians are ingloriously worsted, in a manner characteristic of 
their race vis-a-vis Greeks. [Metre. Murray's [T&n) 6,j T0Ti 8ici
,rpi,rm I < T0T0

) iyMWT0 <l>piJyis I oaov Apruis MKtW neatly produces 
dochmiacs in 1483-4, but sentence-opening 8ii is almost confined to epic 
(GP 228; in tragedy, only at A. Sept. 214). It should not be insisted that 
resolution of the favourite, often transitional, v v - v v - v - (' T, see p. 
113) is possible only in aeolo-choriambic contents (as at Hyps. 1 ii 25). 
8ia.,rpi,rm for - v- at verse-end is the easiest of resolutions (in a verse 
shaped like Su. 778 TO µJv ,J To Bi 811aT11x~), and He/. 1119 affords a 
sufficient precedent (AiiKi8'iiiµovos ci,ro >.ixro/ ... , following aeolo-chor., 
but initiating an enoplian period T/A (2an)/2ia" ). Note also the affinity 
here between vv-vvv-, ••• and the (rare) resolved rhythm 
... I vvVv ••• in the following anapaests (for which cf. Hp. 1372, /7231). 
A different transposition remedies 1484 (where the analysis iyivovTo 
tllpiJyis o-/aov Apiws a~Kav gives a split resolution and no metron
diaeresis); the revised (harder) word-order appropriately emphasizes 
"Ap,os.]. See Addenda. 

1483, Ton 6,\ Ton: for the phrase-pattern, cf. Hee.930110T• 6,j ,roTE, Hee. 909, 
El. 727, etc. (Bond on Hyps. 1 iii 15, Diggle, CQ. 1984, 65). 6,affp11r1i1: 
'(ingloriously) manifest', with the personal construction of 8~los (855), 
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tf,av,pos (KG ii 53); ironical, since 81a,rpnr1js is normally used of 
conspicuous &pn·~-

1484. oaov: er. Ion 1094-5 (&pall') Jaov ,Ja,{Jl.,. Kpa'l'OU-/ /.1.fV d811tov IJ.po'l'OV 
&v6pwv. ':t.pcos •.• a>.icav: 'in martial prowess'; specifying acc. (with 
~aoov,s), cf. /1. 15. 642, S. El. 1023,etc. (KGi 316). "Ap,os is the commoner 
gen. form in lyric. 

1485. 'E>.Aollos ... alx1&cis: 'Grecian spear(-point)', gen. of comparison; for 
the synecdoche, cf. Tr. 837-8 flp11iµo10 llc yafav 'E,\i\as w.i\Ea' alxµa. 
iycvo1&d': casual rather than pointed repetition of a vb, cf. 1 o•. 

1486-7. Reminiscent (with 1489 below) of He{. 1605-6; the difference there is 
that the narrator is concerned lo emphasize that the king's men have all 
done their best against impossible odds. &avoTou ,rpopo>.ov: 'as a defence 
against death' (appositive int. acc., 1105•); for the gen., er. S. Aj. 11111-13, 
and Pl. Tim. 74B ,rpof3,\'ll'a x,,µwvwv (KG i 336). 

1488--g3 Ufl'O OKO'J'OV &' ltf,Evyoµ.Ev, 2ia I 
'fKpol ll' l,,,,,.,.ov, ol ll' liui\i\ov, ol ll' l,mv'I'', 3ia I 

I 490 lµ.oi\, II' a 'J'ai\a,v. 'Epµ,ova 86µ.ous 28 I 
,,,, f&vq, xa",a1,rE'J'E& µaTpos d: 28 I 
viv E'l'<KEV .,.>.aµ.wv· 8 (II) 
&Oupao, ll' ota viv ba I er I 
8paµ.ovn /3aKxa1 OKU/J,VOV lv x,poiv p, I h8 I 
dpElav fuv~p,raaav· ba I ia ( 11) 

During the rout of the Phrygians and 'on top of' the tf,ovos of Helen, 
Hermione arrives and is violently seized by the 'maenad-like' conspirators. 

1488--g1. Commas suffice, with parataxis (1469•) between the imperf. vbs 
and the aor. lµ.o>.,. The synapheia (with elision) between 1489 and 1490 
suggests that the whole sequence of 5ia + 511 may be a single period. See 
Addenda. 

1488. crocoTov: 'concealment', er. 1457, with a metaphor here that suggests 
hunted animals (in line with the metaphor in 14911-3, and cf. 1416•). 

1489. A parenthetic elaboration of the 'rout' picture, tripartite (pres.-fut.
past) with oi µ.lv understood (cf. HF636, IT 1350, Htl. 1605; KG ii 266, 
Bruhn 106); 11&1>.>.ov, sc. ,,,a,talla,. 

1491. e,rl ♦oYft> ••. : an ingenious suggestio falsi, strongly suggesting (but not 
actually saying) that Helen is already lying dead/bleeding on the ground. 
l,r{ need only mean 'in circumstances-involving'. Some time has elapsed 
since we were told that Or. was on the point of cutting Helen's throat ( 1472; 
1473*), and his movements since then have been left vague (1478-9*). 
xa11a11T1Tli: Tr. 507, Cyt. 386. 1'0Tpos s. YIY lnic.v: 29•. TAa11wv: 'pitying'' 
like .,.&>.awa 1490, and contributing to the suggesliofalsi (associating mother 
and daughter as 'victims of murderous assault'). 

149ll-3. The interlaced word-order, for llpaµ.&v.,., St viv ouv~p,raaav, ,:,a,rEp 
li.Oupao, {JaKxa• (llpaµ.ouaa, Ka, dp,ra(ouaa,) OKU/J,VOP &p,lav, blends image 
and reality (cf. 341-4•); with a metaphorical oxymoron, Or. and Pyl. area 
'thyrsus-less thiasos' (like 1he Furies, 319-20*), with an implication of 
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'savage frenzy'; for Herm. as a a,crl,.vos, like Polyxena in Hee. 205, cf. 1211-
13 •. Note the murderous nature of the image: the Phrygian has no reason for 
believing Herm. to be still alive (cf. 1498--g, 1554-66*). fpe I h8: cf. Held. 
81-2/102-3, S. 071339/59, etc. (Stinton, CR 1965, 145-6, and BICS •915, 
105•; West, GM 111 ). The sequence might be interpreted here as ia J sp ia 
(with 'violent' syncopation); but there have been other rhythmic varia• 
tions involving li6s (1382, 1384, 1400; cf. 1497 below), and there are 
dochmiacs nearby. The ba I ia clausula is then only a partial echo of the 
previous .•. er ba I ia clausulac (1377-9•, etc.).] 

1494"""'1 ,,,u.., a, T4V ,:1,ds ,c&pos Ria I 
,,,1 ~oyav lTf&VOV" d 3' Ria I 

I 495 '" ,ro.\a,.ciiv ylv1To 810,rpd 8w,.&Twv 118 I 
d,f,ov-ros· ba II 
w Z1ii ,col I'ti ,col cJciis ,col Nrlf- 4sp (aan?) I 
,j-ro, ,f,op,.&,co,s, ill I 
-ij ,.&ywv Tlxvms, /r3 I 
-ij 8cwv ,c,\o,ro,s· h8 (Ill 

When Or. and Pyl. were 'energetically returning to the apoy,jofHelen', 
she (or her bleeding corpse) amazingly 'vanished from their clutches', as if 
by magic. The skilfully ambiguous language is still consistent with an 
already accomplished opoy,j ( cf. 1491 •), but consistent also with the truth 
that Apollo will reveal in 1633-4, the saving of Helen 'from beneath Or.'s 
sword'. The 'vanishing' is reminiscent of the Pha·ntom-Helen's disappear• 
ancc from a cave in Htl. 605 ff., but very different in dramatic conception 
and narrative technique. The cryptic brevity of the narration at this point, 
delivered by a doubtfully trustworthy terrified singer, is an essential 
clement in the plot. We arc given no time for rational analysis before the 
narrator's concluding words and the following scene, both of which arc 
designed to reinforce the impression that Helen has at least p,,islr,d. 

1494. One can Ttlvnv apoy~v l.,{ Two (Htc. 263, Su. 672), but not vice versa. 
The idea that J,rl (written l,r,) here governs the pr,ceding acc. (,cclpov codd.) 
is unpersuasive. Anastrophe with acc. is very rare in E. ( I exclude phrases 
where the next word is a dependent gen., cf. 94 •), and never occurs in mid 
sentence with another acc. noun following. We must accept ,cclpo,; 
(T~ .•• ,c&pos Rauchenstein, Paley), cf. HF 1001 ,rpds y,pov-ros l,r,r16n
,f,&vov; but it seems better to keep .,&,, (a smaller change to a more 
corruptible text). The sense is 'to the a,f,oy,j of Helen' (as opposed to that of 
the Phrygians and Hermionc, 1492-3*); the phrase-pattern is like Tou 
To .... a.\,Bwv lf olj.oTOS (350-1 •), He/. 235 Tai' l,.dv l,f la-rlov. Aws ICOfHIS 
(without -r,js): cf. He/. 71. b1wo11: intrans., cf. 1129•. & B ... : parataxis 
again (1469*), with synapheia between iambic and dochmiac sequences 
(cf. 1488-91). 

1495.&ic,ra,)i.a,,uiw (codd. 80.\ci,.wv) ..• l♦a.11Tos: cf. Hp. 828l,c x•pwvd,f,a.v-ros 
(of the 'bird-like' vanishing of Phacdra from Theseus by her suicidal 
'leap'), and H,I. 606 tlp8efo' li,f,a.v-ros. ,ra.,\a.,.a.l (820*), like 'clutches', 
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combihes the ideas 'hands' and 'violent design'. [ ,,c BaMµwv is surely false: 
either otiose before 11 ... µdT"'" (if taken in a vague sense like traOTdlJ..,., 1371) 
or inaccurate, since the scene is at the central laTla ( 143g-46); deleted also 
for metrical reasons by Murray (after Wilamowitz, Kl. Sehr. ii 105). But it is 
most unlikely to be a mere gloss on 11111,rpo IIC11µaTC11l'. J yffffo: codd. lyinTO, 
cf. 998-g•, [l),rlo, 1307-10•. IS1111rpo &.!JaaTwv: cf. 11,,,c µ.yapo,o Od. 10. 
388, d,ro,rpd 11...µdTCIIV HF 1081 ( 142-3*). The period ends with a baccheus 
(following dochmiacs and followed by an exclamation); cf. 1388-9* 
( ... I lpivilv• II dTTOToi ••• ). See Addendis Addenda. 

1496. Cf. Mui. 148 cli Zcu ,col I'a. ,cal ,ws; the apostrophe of Cosmic Powers 
elaborates the colloquial cli ,-,; ,. .. ; ,jA,c (Elmsley on Med. 1218-19(1251-
11)); the addition of'Night' here is associable with the ideas of'disappear
ance' (cf. o,cdTos) and/or 'calamity' (cf. Denniston on El. 866-7). 

1497. The Phrygian thinks first of'black magic'. ♦11p"'Ko11: i.e. 'witchcraft', 
of the Circaean, Thessalian kind (cf. Stevens on An. 311); E mentions 
'Egypt', comparing Od. 4. H8. "'ywv T4xv11,1: 'wizardry', or the Asiatic 
'abracadabra' kind, cf. IT 133 7-8 /Jdp/Japa µIA., µayciloua'. Not a clear-cut 
distinction (magic spells may combine material and verbal ingredients); 
but cf. also Su. 1110 f., where /JPaJTd. 1taZ troTd and µa)'E6µaTa (presumably 
Asiatic and incantatory) are scorned as means for extending human life. 
The ordinary Athenian had heard of the Persian µdyoa (Hdt. 1. 1311, etc.; 
cf. Pl. Alcib. 122A), but had no accurate knowledge of, still less regard for, 
their actual practices (on p.aycla in general, see RE~iv. i (1928) 301 ff.). ii 
hwv ic>.01rai1: as Paris, for example, had been rescued by Aphrodite in II. 
3. 379-82, orlphigenia by Artemis (cf. Fraenkel on A. Ag. 662 f.). The true 
explanation is artfully introduced as a mere third possibility. (There are 
several possible metrical interpretations of 1497 (~pp.a,co,aiv codd., 
Tl,cva,aiv Mn and most edd. For-...,- ..... -as a colarion, cf. 988-g4•.] 

1498-1502 Td. 8' iJaT•p' od,c/T' ol8a, llpa,rJTav yap If- 3ia 
l,cACtrTol' l,c lloµCllv ,rolla· llia II 

1500 tro.\iltrova Iii troAiltro"" trd8ca Mcvl>.as 18 I 
dvaa,cdµ,vos (- v) dvdllfJTOV dtro- ll8 J 
(,rpo) Tpolas IAa/J• Tclv 'EM.""s ydµov. llll 111 

1498-g. The Phrygian 'knows no more' (like the Chorus at A. Ag. 248); cf. 
Men. Silc. 270-1 (lntrod.n.119). ISpa,rnaY (-T'lvcodd., edd.): 'runaway', 
esp. of slaves; here first as an adj. with 'foot' (cf. 456, 1505 etc. for the 
hypallage), and here only in lyric. •&iic>.•ffTov •• , 1r6ll11: cf. Hyps. 64. 79 at> 
II' lfl1tAc,/ias ,rc.i,s ,r,18' c.ilOTc µ,i Bavciv; and S. Aj. 248 ,ro8oiv 1tAo,rav dplo8a,. 
[ l,c is superfluous and the cadence ... ..., - - I v - ..., " would be in keeping 
(1377-9*); but for the5ia, cf. 1476-7, 1481-2, 1488-9.] See Addenda. 

15110-2. Cf. He/. 603 Aly.., ,rdvous 01 µup{ous TA-,;"", µdflll' (preceding the 
account of the Phantom-Helen's disappearance), 707 &AA..,s ,lxoµ,v 
,rdvous. The concluding 'moral' of the narrative here serves to confirm 
(truly but misleadingly) that Helen 'is no more'; the narrator believes her 
to be dead (cf. 1512•). 1r0M1roY11 (bis): thematic, cf. 1012•. Mm>.as: for 
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the lyric form of the name (codd. -Aaos), cf. Tr. 212, 1100, ?Hel. 1135, Rh. 
257, Pi . .Ntm. 7. ll8 (Bjorck 105-7, 249). avaoxo..-s: 'coincident' aor. 
participle; the ,rd110, and the lack of 8v71a,s are complementary aspects of 
the recovering of Helen from Troy. avovcaTov (-v71.-o• codd., edd.): cf. H,I. 
886 d110v,J.-o,s ydµo,s, fr. 386 dvdv.,,Tov dyaAµ' ..• or1<0,a, Tt1<wv, Al. 412 
dv6va.-' dvdva.-' lvuµ,fm,aas, Htt. 766, El. 507. l>.11f3c: with the force dva-, cf. 
1565, Su. 536, 776, etc. (Meir,: the final period begins characteristically 
with a dochmiac run of br,uia (cf. 150-i/63-5, 1309, 1364/1547, Htl. 694, 
etc.). Murray's ,ro.\- 3i ,ro.\- ,rd8- / Mivi.\lwc iivaaxoµivos . .. is supposed 
to give 2ia followed by 48, but •oµivos iivo,,;;;'ov ii- is not an acceptable 
dochmius (pace West, GM 109). iivaaxoµivos iivo-would also be a unique 3-
form (cf. Diggle, Studies 56). I see no escape from the inference that a word 
(or words) starting with a longum has dropped out after dvaaxdµ1vos. 
Working backwards from the end, ... iivova1'oV iitro•'(trpo) Tpo,as i.\ii/Ji I 
.-ov E.\ivas yiiµov seems the likeliest rectification there (with (iip') iitro as a 
possible alternative); d,ro,rpcl, cf. 142-3•. 1.-'or the (presumed) missing 
syllables before dvova.-ov, (d.\Aws) might do (cf. Hel. 707); but -v would 
give a smoother rhythm, perhaps (&8.\ov) 'prize' (cf. Hel. 42-3 tl>puyw• 3' ls 
d.\1<,},, ,rpo1nlO.,v . .. &8.\ov "EM.,,aiv 3opcls). In 1500J.D. suggests ,ro.\imova. 
8itrti8iii I ,ril.\inrovti •. . (split anadiplosis, 142-3•); but I see non11dfor that 
further alteration. Anadiplosis of a proceleusmatic word is rare, but cf. 
1364 8,d .-ov cl.\clµ1vov cl.\clµ1vov ••• ; the pattern ,ro.\- 8i ,ro.\- is like 971 
/JlfJ,."• yelp fJI/Jatt<v, 1485* .,.&.,.. 8,t .,.&,.., Hp. 58o lv•tr• 8' lVEtr<, etc.]. See 
Addenaa and Addendis Addenda. 

1503-5, Another three-line approach-announcement (also another 'entry in 
haste', cf. 456 ff., 7ll5 ff.); its formal symmetry with 1366-8 (p. 287) is 
pointed by a11clf3e1 (E 8,a81x..-a,). 'Unwelcome novelties (1139-40*) 
succeeding novelties': for the phrasing, cf. 816-18•, 10o7-10•, Tr. 1118-
19 ttaival 1<cuvwv µ1.,.a/Jd.\Aouaa, x8ovl auv.-uxla,, IT 865 d.\Aa 8' lf d.\.\wv 
1<up1i. brTO'JIIIVftl troSL: hypallage (as 456, 1499-1500); Or. is himself'on 
wings of strong emotion' as he enters; cf. Ba. l.114 C:,s ;.,..&.,,.-ar .-( ,ro,-' lp<i 
V~<fJT'~pOPj 

1506-36. Tetram,ter-seene (Or., Phr.); cf. 729-806•. The issue in the lively 
stichomythia (1506-24) is whether Or. will prevent the fugitive from 
raising the alarm by instant butchery or by sending him back into the 
Palace; a dilemma apparently resolved by the merciful decision in 1524 
(unheroically motivated: Or. recognizes in the miserable barbarian slave a 
auv1a,s and ,f,1.\0,/,uxla like his own). Then, however, with a neat dramatic 
twist (misunderstanding of which has caused serious confusion), Or. speaks 
of a change of plan ( 15ll6 dllo µ..-a{JouA1uo6µ1a8a): still addressing the 
Phrygian he recalls his previous intention ( 1529) and the reason for it 
(1530); but he now declares that he has no fear ofMen.'s coming within 
sword-range (with or without Argive supporters), being ready to receive 
him in accordance with the strategy outlined in 1191 tr.-a strategy, it is 
implied, which Or. had temporarily forgotten in the emotion of hot 
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pursuit. Naturally this p.tto.{loilAEua,s at first suspends the command 'go 
within' (the convenation continues) and then implicitly revokes it. The 
Phrygian has been not merely spared (d,f,.iao., 15115), but permiued
indeed encouraged-to escape with his d,,,,.Ma. to Men. (cf. 1554-66•), 
while Or. returns within. 

The scene is 'unnecessary', in that the Phrygian could simply have gone 
on his way after 15011. But it makes an important contribution to the 
suggestiofalsi as to Helen's death (15111-13, 1536) and to the anti-heroic 
presentation of the hero, in a drama full of'alarms' and 'abortive actions' 
(a point well brought out by Burnell; cf. also Lanza, Dioniso 1g61, 66-7, 
Wolff 137). The tone may be far removed from that of traditional tragedy 
(E Kwp.,Kw-r1po11; lntrod. G vi); but prima facie the style is Euripidean 
(Webster, TE ii5017), and the arguments that have been employed for 
assigning the whole scene to an interpolator arc misconceived. [The 
arguments of A. Gruninger (Diss. Basel 18g8), imperfectly rebutted by 
Page (Attars 45-8), are taken further by B. Gredley (GRBS 1968, 409-19) 
and endorsed by Reeve (i l163-4). The 'logic' of 15ii7 ff. and of the 
Phrygian's exit is crucial-as Verrall recognized (ii53), he must exit away 

from, not into, the Palace; but almost all edd. and comm. have the stage
direction wrong. As to the 'contradiction' between this scene (esp. 151g 
and 1536) and 1580 ff., there is more to be said ad locc. Other points: (a) 
Reeve objects to the staying-on of the 'fdyy,Aos (instead of at aru:, returning 
into the Palace, the usual procedure); but the Phrygian has uniquely sung 
his dyy,Mo., and it would be at least as strange if, having sung, the actor did 
not remain to sp,alc. (b) R. contemplates the 'perfect symmetry' of 1353-
1548 if 1503-36 ( and 1366-8•) are excised, overlooking the asymmetries in 
1369-15011; for a structural synopsis of 11146-1693, seep. ii87.] 

1506, lie 86pwv . .. el♦os: cf. 1369-70•; P's plausible variant ,,,14>,i,yc -roilp.clv ,K B&p.wv f(4,os (with interlaced word-order) was preferred by Porson. 
1507. ,rp-icuvcil: the regular word for oriental prostration ( Tr. 10111, Hdt. 1. 

119, etc.); Greek 1'poaKilVl/a•s was normally to gods, though cf. S. OT 3117. 
1rpoo1rlnwv: for the pleonasm, cf. Hdt. 1. 134. 1. 

1508, TG&' ICJ1'lv: almost•lap.cv (11911•), but cf. the idiomatic use with noun 
complement in An. ·168 oil y/;.p la8' "EK-rwp-rd8, (also Cye. 63, 204, Tr. 99 f., 
lly/JS, I ii 9), 

1509, 'Unheroic', cf. 640-79•; che gnomic use of,ranaxou (cf. An. 1141, Hee. 
845) is here pointed by the repartee. 

1510, oli TI ,rou ... ; 'desiring, but not necessarily expecting, a negative 
answer' (Wedd); cf. HF966, H,I. 95,475,541, Ion 1113 (Scevens, Coll. Expr. 
ll4). l&riica1: synonymous with la-r.,aus in this periphrasis (cf. 15119; Bond 
on HF 590). MmAc't': oddly ambiguous, either 'shouted to Menelaus 10 
bring help (to his wife and daughter)' or 'shouted (to the citizens) to help 
Men.'. The variant M,vlAcwv is better (H, conj. Gedike); Or.'s question 
becomes unambiguous (in the former sense, the one we want), and the 
slight shift in the Phrygian's reply is quite straightforward. (fo,i8po111iv: cf. 
H.188-g1•. 
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1511, The mendacious flattery is 'servile' (an aspect of ,ca,c{a), while aptly 
providing a cue for 15111. 

15111. 4pG (affecting surprise); 'So in your view ... ?' hrllhc"'s •.• 8,w>.cTo: 
' ... (has)ju.rtry perished?', with a strong emphasis on the adverb, but at the 
same time implying that Or. himself (like the Phrygian, 1500-11•) has no 
doubt of the 'perishing' (a suitably vague and comprehensive word, cf. 
3,oMoaVTas 1566•). For the sake of the surprise denouement, the audience 
arc intended to share that belief, discounting the weird 'miracle' described 
in 1494-7• (which may, in any case,'havc been merely the disappearance 
of Helen's corpse). Humanly speaking, Helen has indeed 'perished', and 
only the dtu.r can contradict that. But E. is everywhere careful to avoid 
untrue slaltmtnls, while employing various kinds of suggtsliofalsi designed to 
confirm the impression of a successful ~4)'11, Or. 's failure to refer to the 
'vanishing' has puzzled commentators; but his reticence about the offstage 
miracle can be compared with that of Penthcus in Ba. 6411 ff. For the 
moment (at least) we arc not invited to speculate about Or.'s inner feelings 
concerning the disappearance of his victim; as to the 'corpse' (••,cpos), sec 
further on 1536•, where the sugg,stiofalsi is taken to a planned climax. 
[Herwcrdcn proposed B,w>.,,.' &v in order to make 15111 consistent with 
awareness of failure to kill Helen (81wM111"0, suggested by West, B/CS 1981, 
70, more subtly achieves the same object); but why should Or. regard 
Helen as nol having 'perished'? Others arc content to regard Or. as 'mad' 
(as a sufficient explanation of anything that appears to contradict logic in 
his behaviour and utterances). But in thisscene we have been told only that 
he is ffrTOf/f'l•os ( 1 503-5 •j. There can be no question here ofanother 'mad 
fit' like 1155 ff. (and even there Or.'s madness 'makes sense').] 

1513, 'Aye, nwsl justly-(evcn, or afortiori) if she had had thrtt throats for 
dying' (or better' ... smiting'). The Phrygian'srcply seems to confirm the 
oi,ay{i, while flatteringly suggesting a comparison with Heracles' slaying of 
Gcryon (for Helen as a comparable 'monster', cf. 1385-7*). In the type of 
sentence where •f y• appears to mean 'even if' (usually following a neg. and 
colloquial in tone, GP 1116), the concessivc force is concluded in ,l (as often) 
while the Y• is simply emphatic; cf. the epic ,f.,,p (GP 488). luvciv: cf. 1116 
for the idea 1ro>.>.o,c,s 8av,iv. But for that we should expect Tpls here, and 
8,v,iv (Schmidt, Di B.) is likely to be right; cf. 13011, Held. 1171, II. 110. 481, 
etc. [FoTEr ,,, Jackson proposed ,rB, ('oh that ... !'); possible, but scarcely 
necessary.) 

1514, &,>.1,: causal or modal dat. ( • Bu>.ws); y>.wacrn: instrumental; a third 
dat. (,-.o,) is understood. ,r!v&ov: 'in thy heart' (Wedd); cf. Ar. Lys. 5111 
-rav8o8••· For the contrast between 'tongue' and 'mind', cf. Hp. 6111, An. 
452; for the pejorative use of expressions like ,rpos ,c&.pw >.lyuv (e.g. Hte. 
1157), cf. West on Hes. Op. 7og. 

1515, Again elliptical: o~ yap stands for 'What, not (truly believing that she 
perished most justly)?' (cf. 4811-3); then 41.,., ... follows like orTcv1s 
..• afier ,rws; in 438•, cf. also 13119•. u~Tois ♦pu&(: i.e. 'not only the Greeks 
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but the Phrygians too'; cf. A. PV 220-1 Ka.\inr.,.n. , . Kp&vov a11'1'01a, 

a11µµdxo1a, (Elmsley on M,d. 16o--1(163-4], Stevens, Coll. Expr. 52-3); the 
dat. is 'comitative' (KG i 433). 

1516-17. Or.'s demand for an oath provides a cue for the Phrygian's 
expression of 4>,.\o,f,11xla: his /if, is what he holds dearest (er. 644-5•). fly 4Y 
•~op1<011" ly~: t~ad!tion~l idiom, cf. ,II· 15. 36-40 fa.,.w ••• vwt.,.,pov 
.\,xos • • • T'O ,,.,v 011K av lyw 110.,., ,,.a,/, .i,,.oaa,,,.,. 

1518. Values have changed, but Or.'s bullying of the 'contemptible 
barbarian' was probably recognizable (then, as now) as behaviour 
characteristic of an arrogant young aristocratic 'blood' . .:i&c: 'sic', rather 
than 'adeo', i.e. watr•p viiv ao(. Or. probably suits action to word by 
intensifying the threat of his sword. 

1519. GYTauy•it,woY: 'flashes (red) murder'; er. 47g--80•, and the compound 
xp11aav.,.avy,js Ion 890; 8•1YOY (with <f>ovov, not adverbial) as in Ph. 61. 

15110-1. l''I ,rcTpos Ywtl .. ·1-'t''l t'CY o~Y Y•1tp6s (sc. yEvwµm}: 'taunting' 
question and 'witty' answer (with assonant word-play). WCJT• .. . : the 
normal use in a comparison with an understood finite vb (GP 526 f.), here 
'is petrified'; we have also to understand .,.,s (•lo,&wY substantival), cf. 
Ruijgh (321-3*) 997. The Herodotean use of wa.,., + participle is quite 
different ( • 'utpote'; GP 527). This seems to be the first explicit mention in 
literature of the 'petrifying' effect of looking upon a Gorgon, but cf. Ph. 
455-6 oil yap 1'0 A11,,,.&.,.,,.v.,.ov ,laopis Kdp11 I I'opy&vos. As Katsouris points 
out (175), the 'Gorgon' referencesinPh. and Or. may well reflect the recent 
Androm1da. The single unnamed Gorgon is Homeric (JI. 8. 349, 1 1. 36-7 
{J.\oaupw1r1s • .. 8uvov 8<pKo/J>«V'I/); for the triplicate version, cf. West. on 
Hes. Th. 274 ff. ou 1<GT016': whether or not the Phrygian 'knows' (he seems 
to take the allusion), he cares nothing for mythological fancies in a mailer 
oflife and death. 

151111-4. er. Hu. 357 ff., where Polyxena argues that slavery is worse than 
death, 'heroically' ending with ... 1'0 ycl.p C,jv ,,.~ Ka.\ws fl-Eyas novas (378). 
The Phrygian takes the opposite view (cf. 1509), and Or. agrees, 
recognizing a ailv«a•s like his own (lntrod. n. 80). 

1523. pr. Philcm. 95· I Kall 8oeiAos I .,.,s, aapKa 1'~V ad.,.~,, Ix .. (cil. Blaydes; 
Synodinou 49 r., 107). 

1525. E.'s only tetrameter with two speaker-changes, but with a recent 
precedent at S. Phil. 1407; and er. Al. 391 1 Hp. 310 for similar division ofa 
trimeter. A+cioo,: cf. Held. 789 ~.\,119lpwaa1. The Phrygian is, no doubt, on 
the point of obeying the command {jaiv'law a&,,.,,,,, (1524), but the pace of 
the dialogue is such that he has not had time to rise from his prostrate 
position before Or. speaks again; or else, ifhe has risen, he again prostrates 
himself. 

15116, A>.>.ci i.anal3ou>.cuo6i.accrto: Or. is nol threatening to change his mind 
and kill the Phrygian, though that of course is how the Phrygian 
'misunderstands' him (cf. 414-16•). Or. has finished with that issue and is 
thinking of something quite different, as his continuation makes clear. 
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151117. l&WPOl1 1l 801Mi1 . •. : E recognizes also the articulation p.wpos ,t· 
801e,,s ..• ; and Porson reports a variant p.wpos ,t, 80,cwv .•. ( cod. Harl.). 
The vcrblessp.wpos is more vigorous, explained by Eas 1e11T' l>.>. .. ,t,,v (sc. ,l); 
cf. Ph. 1647 &<f,povd.y• (sc. flo11>.1.;p.11T11), 1t11l oil p.wpos Gs l,rll/011 Td.8,, Ba. 665 
oo<f,ar a~ds ~. ,r,\~,, & 8,£ a' ,t,, .. , o~d,,, [Wccklcin took p.wpos as exclam. 
nom. That may be right, cf. II. 1. 1131 8-qp.o{ldpos {lao,i\flls, l,rr/ oilT1811i,ofow 
d,daous, S. El. 11109-10 w Td.\11w' lyw olllrv ... ,l, .. But in all the tragic 
exx. cited by Page on M,d. 61 w p.wpos (otherwise different, like 157•, 
160•, as non-allocutory), Diggle on Pha,thon 1140, Stevens on An. 71, 
Broadhead on A. P,rs. 733, the adj. is preceded by w or some other exclam. 
There is no support in the epic use of axlT.\,os etc. (KG i 46), where the 
idiom in allocutions is either voc. oxlT.\&1 (-,o,) or axlTA,os loo, (-,o, loT1), 
usually followed by ds or ol. Given the absence of au here and the probable 
ellipse of ,t, I should have expected Bs 801t1£s .•• Perhaps os dropped out 
after -os, and II is an interpolation (likely enough to have been written 
above p.wpos).] 

Then Monk's neglected 8oic1i1 l'f TAiivcd a',;,, (for cn\v) is palmary, since 
(o) aor. inf. +&,,is what we want ('think that I would bring myself to .. .'), 
cf. Med. 368, Held. 103g-40, Hp. 470, El. 5115-6, S. Pl,il. 536-7, OC748-9, 
etc. (KG i 1140-1); (/,) the double acc. o• ... MpT)v is appropriate poetic 
idiom, after the pattern of II. 11. 1140 Td,, 8' dop, ,r.\,jf 11ilxli,11 (KG i 1189)1 cf. 
7611•, 1653•. For the word-order, cf. A.I. 1075 od<f,' ol3a flotli\1oll11{ o' ,;,,, 
ica8a11&atai: 'cruentare', cf. An. 588, Htc. 111161 IA. 311 (and 1357-60•). 
The caesura at TMjv11{ o' I ,1,, is weak, but cf. A. Pers. 703 d.\.\' brd 8los 
,ra.\111.Si, I ao, ,f,p,i,w• di,8loT11T11, (and the behaviour of postpositives after 
the caesura in the iam. trim., West, GM 83); the rhythm is not in essence 
different from 730•, Ion 559 y1i,la8a, I ,r11,s (followed by speaker-change), 
IA. 904 8dp.11pT& I afl. [Monk's n. on A.I. 1185-7[1175-7] includes a good 
general survey of lT.\7111 etc. in tragedy. TA,jva, (without dv) is usually 
defended here as analogous to l,\,r/(,., >.11/Mv IT 1016 (cf. KG i 195-6, and 
G. L. Cooper, Zur syntalclischen Tlieori, und Texllcrililc der allisch,n A.utoren 
(1971), 1113-44); but the evidence that 3o,ccii, alp.a,, vop.{C,.,, <f,poi,w can 
behave like l,\,,{,,., is unsatisfactory. Routine corrections of -aa, to -a•w 
and of -aualla, to -a.allu, should not be resisted, e.g. at S. El. 443 31fao8u, 
(-1a8u, Heath), where there is a v.1. 3'/,,,...,, and at Th. 11. 3. 2 '"°"•au11 
... 1<puTijau,, cited by Aen. Tact. with 1<paT,jo1w.] 

151118. oGT•ycipyuvt'j, . . oGi ... : Or. might have 'brought himself' to kill the 
(1e111e.Ss) Phrygian ifhe had been a woman, cf. 1590 o,),c a,, 1edp.01p., Tas ,cu,cos 
1CT1{,,..,,, drl. But he is not, and there is no martial glory either in killing an 
unworthy opponent. I do not understand Murray's dash after w4♦uteat, 
(o,)1t) £v clvlpao,11 is a frequent type of reproach to men deficient in d.\,nf: cf. 
A.I. 7113 (Admetus to Pheres), An. 591 (Peleus to Menelaus), HF 41, IA 945. 
We cannot directly infer from 15118 (as many commentators do) that the 
Phrygian is a eunuch. 

15~9. Toii M l't\ ... : the logic is straightforward if 1511g-30 is understood as 
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the first part of an antithesis, cf. 638-9, Hp. 912-13 ( CQ. I 968, 41). This is 
the original reason why Or. came out of lhe Palace, to prevent flo718po/J-la. 
He is now 'rethinking' ( 1526) that fear-motivated intention. oliv••: for the 
construction with TOii/J-,j + inf. (which can by itself express neg. purpose) cf. 
Th. 1. 45 (KG ii 42). 

1530. A parenthetic justification of Or.'s previous 'fear' (round brackets 
would clarify the sequence ofthought).1,&u is probably predic. adj. (cf. IA 
5) describing Argos when roused (opp. pd8u,,.ov; LSJ dftls IV), with a 
complimentary topical reference to Athens' ally; cf. Held. 339 -ra,cils yap 
"Apyn ,rcis dv,ip /10718poµos, and Ph. 717. [Weil's lhy•lpu' &vis possible, but 
scarcely better than the text.] 

1531-11. Or. 's new thought, boastfully expressed, is simply that Men. is (after 
all) welcome to c~me and with whatever hostile force he pleases. 
6.YC11l\ajJ1iv: dva-, because of their previous encounter. low &L+ous: concrete 
for abstract, cf. the idioms lv-rds/lfw -rof•v/J-aTos and •ls Tdf•u/1-a lAll.iv (HF 
991, Th. 7. 30, X. Cyr. 1. 4. 23); for the transferenceof'missile' phraseology 
to swordplay, cf. 1132-3*, 1302-4. r-: at once 'challenging' (H,/. 844d 8~ 
IUAwv t-rw ,rlAas, Ph. 521) and 'dismissive' (cf. 793*). tavtois .. , 
yaupouj11YOS: 348-51 •; cf. Archil. 114. 1-2 West «rTpa-r71yd11. , . /loa-rpu,c-
010,yaiipov. bi ll11wv: adjectival (here attributive between adj. and noun as 
between def. article and noun), cf. lf 'O>..S,,..,ou 982-4•, l118&,,.01s 1324-5*. 

1533, 'For if (as expected) he does come against the palace with a force of 
Argives ... '. 

1534, TOY 'El\D71s +ovov 6ul11cwv: 'prosecuting Helen's murder' in the 
primitive sense of seeking blood-vengeance (500-1•). ic6.11i f&wi ••• : 'and 
proves unwilling to save me' or, with the variant aJ.1171 Bav•iv, 'and docs not 
(in the event) save my life'. The latter should, I think, be preferred: not 
simply for its characteristically Euripidean idiom (as Ph. 600, etc.; KG ii 
215), but in order thatthe 'misleading prediction' in 1536 (sec below) may 
depend upon an u,ifuffilled contingency. For the shift from d + indic. to crl 
(understood)+ subjunc., Hermann compared the 'fearing' construction in 
Ph. 93-4. a.;.Cnv 6'>.n (as Murray) is certainly wrong in temporal 
reference. For,/+subjunc. in poetry, see KG ii 474 n. 1, and Wcdd's good 
discussion; the 'hypothetical' mood is essential here. 

[1535.] Del. Paley, plausibly (cf. [33]•, 6611[-3]-4*); thcadditionof'and my 
sister and my partner Pylades' immediately before 'both his daughter and 
his wife' gives a somewhat overloaded effect. But there are no definite 
faults. lliiAd8'ijii, cf. IA 882 1,f,iyiviidv (a licence, in names, much rarer in 
tetrameters than in trimeters); -rdv .•• fuv8pwv-ra, cf. 406 d aw8pwv at,,.a. 
[Emendations of llu>.&.8w arc unconvincing (,f,lAov Hartmann, -rplTov 
Elmsley on Med. 56-7); but one might perhaps consider -rw. ... f11118pwv-r• 
as giving more point to the line (for El. also as an 'active' partner, cf. 1235-
6*).] 

1536. &uo v1icpw icaT0♦1Ta,: cf. Hee. 45-6 8uoiv Si ,ra{80111 lluo v1Kpw 
,ca-ro,f,1Ta1 / /J-,jT71p, l,,_oii -r• n;s -r1 8uaT,jvou ,cdp71s ( a true fo1·ccast;of t'he lluvdv 
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prospect in store for the mother of Polydorus, already dead, and of 
Polyxena, about to die); the same motif, similarly as a rhetorical climax, is 
here deployed as a master-stroke of suggeslio falsi, implying without 
actually asserting the present condition of Helen as a 11E1tpor; cf. 84 •, 857-8, 
901-2, 1280* for other direct reminiscences of Hee. Note that (a) the 
prediction is here contingent upon a complex protasis, which has moved 
from more or less certain expectation to something more hypothetical; (b) 
Or. is not simply addressing the audience (or empty space) in prologue
style, but boastfully rehearsing (in the presence of the Phrygian) the future 
situation as he intends //,at Men. should see it. The misleading statement is thus 
dramatically legitimate, even if the fantastic report of Helen's 'disappear• 
ance' proves to be true. If, of course, it does not (and the Phrygian is an 
untrustworthy person), then Helen is indeed lying dead within, Or. will die 
(ex hypothesi), and Men. will eventually find his wife's and daughter's 
remains in the ashes of the Palace. If on the other hand the magical 
disappearance is verified, we shall be able to recognize the dramatist's skill 
in misleading us without ever making an untrue statement. A prediction 
that depends upon an unfulfilled contingency cannot be called 'untrue'. 
[Cf. Ba. 50-2; Dodds's discussion there fails to distinguish degrees of 
technical sophistication in E.'s use of 'false prediction'; e.g. Hp. 42 (see 
Barrell) is rather crude; Ion 71-3 is much more subtle, exploiting the 
subjunctive mood of a purpose-clause.] 

It has not been the function of this scene to illuminateOr.'s 'real' state of 
mind concerning the killing of Helen and the present whereabouts of her 
corpse; rather, to deceive the audience as to these matters, for the sake of 
the surprise ending. But legitimacy requires that Or.'s words should in 
retrospect be recognized as (a) rationally intelligible, (b) consistent with 
the sequel. As to (a), it suffices that Or. can (indeed must) rationally 
believe Helen to have 'perished' (1512*) and that he mayor may not have 
been wondering about her corpse; as to (b), see further on 1576-99*. The 
idea that 1536 (and the context of which it is the climax) was written by an 
incompetent hack who had 'forgotten' the true facts about Helen's corpse is 
really absurd. 

1537-48. Choral anlistrophe. The long-range responsion with 1353-65 • has the 
effect oflinking the whole of 1353-1548 as an 'act' (p. xxxvi). Apart from 
807 ff., these chorus-numbers come at the only points in the play where the 
stage is empty of actors. 'A further 11 .. vor dywv! What action should we 
take? Look, smoke! They are lighting torches to fire the palace. The end is 
as god wills; and mighty vengeance has come upon the Tantalid House for 
the death of Myrtilus'. There is nothing here calling for division of the 
Chorus (cf. Kaimio 112 ff.). Unison song, symmetrical with the str., is 
surely more effective, the mare so as the choric structural link has to 
operate at a distance. Colons suffice at the end of 1538 and 1542 (also 
1545), the dochmiac sequences being related to the more 'reasoned' 
trimeters that follow them ( cf. Hp. 81 7 ff.). The preparations here for firing 
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the palace are important for the finale: this was to be a contingency plan if 
the bid for owTf/p{a failed ( 1149--50); and it will become increasingly likely 
that it is to be put into effect, as the final 'tragic' destruction of the House. 
At the same time, 1545 T1Aas lxn 8a{µwv •.• J.,q. 81,\r, is consistent with the 
surprise in store. 

15:n-B. lw lw Tuxa: exclam. nom. (less allocutory than the corresponding lw 
lw4,lAa, in 1353), cf. (976f.*), Hp. 818, HF891, Ion. 1503, Tr. 1118, IA 
1136, Rh. 731 lw lw 011µ4,opa flapEia 8pl/KWII, [ Tuxas Elmsley; but Al. 393 is 
different ('alas for my Tuxa!') and El. 1185 textually uncertain. For the 
hiatus (either at period-end or following an exclam., Conomis 4!1-3), cf. 
3 I 7 f. ... Dea(, ( d/lt1.K)(C1JTov ... ] 

lnpov ... bcpov: cf. 142-3•, 1354. The phrasing 'a further fearsome 
dywv' is thematic, cf. 38* etc. (Introd. Fi. 12-13). 

1539-40. A familiar ty'pe of'negative action' (Taplin 324), cf. Hp. 784-5 and 
the elaborate choral indecision in A. Ag. 1346-71, and contrast Ion 695 ff., 
756 ff. where simil,r deliberative questions are followed by a breach of the 
convention that choruses do not reveal intrigues. Ion 758 (c(,rwµcv ,j 
o,ywµcv;) supports Wecklein's correction of dyyl,\(,\)wµc11 to dyyc(,\wµc11. 
acr♦aUaTcpov: sc. 'the lauer alternative', cf. S. El. 312 (KG ii 541 n. 3). 

1541-2. Another anaphora/epanalepsis (142-3*; 1353, 1537); and the 
urgent word lootwv is another echo of the first choral ode (335-6*), here 
intrans. The smoke is likely to have been realistically produced; cf. Ba. 6-8, 
596-g, and the 'smoke-hole' in the oKf/VIJ exploited in Ar. Vesp. 140 ff. 
(C. W. Dearden, The Stage of Aristophanes (1976), 30, 155). 1rpo1<'1puaa11: 
the preverb may have both local and temporal force (cf. S. El. 684, Ant. 34, 
etc.). al84pos: part. gen. with &vw, cf. K4Tw y,js (KG i 340). 

1543-4. The torches are an inference (interpreting the action 'within'), to be 
seen later (1567-74*). oliB l&♦laTavTa,: 'and they are still involved in'. 
4,ovou or 1Tovo11? The former would suit a (censorious) allusion to the 
threatened killing of Hermione. The latter more comprehensively and 
'tragically' alludes to the 'agonistic travail' of these last representatives of 
the afflicted House (1012•). With Kells (CQ, 1966, 51), I have no doubt 
that 1ro11011 is right (the error, as in 816-18*, prompted by nearby mention 
of 'blood'). 

1545. &al11wv: '(unspecified) Divine Power'; a more traditionally toned and 
poetical word than 8cos in that sense, er. 342 (with T<s), Od. 3. 27, Pi. 01. 8. 
67 TU)(f/o lialµo11os, Bacchyl. 16( 15). 23 &µaxos 8alµw11 ('Destiny'), I 7 ( 16), 46 
Ta 8' lmovTa lia(µwv Kpwci. Ti>.os Ix••.,.: both 'has (provides) the final 
outcome' and 'possesses authority'; cf. Semon. 1. 1-2 West T1Aos µiv Zeus 
lx« flapu1<TUTTOi / ,ravTwv oo' foTI ,cul Tt9.,,o' J,.ll 90, .. (also Solon 13. 17, 
Archil. 298; West on Hes. Op. 669). The tragedians enjoyed exploiting the 
various senses of .,,,\os (F. M. J. Waandcrs, 'TEAOE in tragedy' in Misc. 
Trag. in hon. J. C. Kamerbeek ( 1976), 4 75-82): cf. esp. A. Eum. 7!19, and Trag. 
adesp. 621 Kannicht-Snell ,cci11os (sc. Zciis) yap lxn TlAos ,}llJ ,co/ dpx11~, 
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with a double word-play. 6,rll ti>.n: the subjunc. \ without ,1,,, cf. 430•), is 
less definite, but also more allusive to thefutur,, than the indic. 81Ao. 

1546--8, The last sung words of the Chorus recapitulate the 'Curse'-of.,,o•, as 
though the play were indeed going to end 'tragically'. The text is 
controversial, but Di B. is doubtless right in taking 1547-8 as 'this house 
has fallen bloodily in requital for the 1rlo711'a of M yrtilus' ( the primal 4,ovos, 
goo}. That is a much better 'aetiological' point than E's 'has fallen upon 
the house' (or 'smitten'). It follows that 1546 (the wholeofit, see below} is a 
separate sentence, with 1547-8 following in epexegetic asyndeton. [L' 
glosses the subject of l1reooi,/l1ra10,., as 4,ov,Kos 8a{I'""'• presumably taking d 
Bu•O/'IS ll,' dAooTopwi, as implying dAdoTwp (of which 4,oi,11,os llat,. ..... is a 
standard gloss, cf. Phot. s.v. dA,fo-,wp}. But 8rJ.,a,..,s is a quality, not an 
agent; and attempts to improve the text in accordance with L' necessitate 
much unconvincing rewriting, e.g. Weil's ... 86i,a,..IS' ,.&A' d),do-,wp / 
,.,,,.,,.o.,, l1r•o• ,.lAa8pa -,d8' al,.&oaw• (afier Hartung and Herwerden). 

The asyndeton of 1547-8 following 1546 is not unlike that in S. Tra. 497 
,.,,,a .,, o8li,os d Ku1rp,s· ,K4,lp,.,a, i,{Kas de{ (for the punctuation of which 
see Stinton, JHS 1976, 136-8).) 

1546. 11-vo>.ca 8c TIS G 8uvca111s ... : 'and a mighty (kind of power is) the 
power .. .'; for the predication with .,,s, cf. S. Tra. 497 (above}, Ant. 951 
d),), • d ,.o,p,8la 'l'IS 86•ao1s 8,.,,d, X. M,m. 1. 3. 12 B••"'l" .,.,,a .>.lyfls 861101'"' 
TOG 4,,),~1'4'10S .r.a,, Oec. 7. 39 ,t ydp ,,..;, 4,uAa,c.;, ... yeAola TIS &11 oI,.a, 
4'al•o1-,o (KG i 663). Many edd. then put a colon (sc. -,oG 8all'o"os); but the 
universal sway (-,lAos} of 8all'w• has already been asserted, and 1546 
must be making afurlher point. t8,' i&AcaoTopwvt: dAao-,opw" is a syllable 
longer than l1rA710• in the strophe (1363*}, but the verse 
...,...,-...,...,-...,...,-...,...,-...,-islikcly (seep. 303), and a point about the power 
'of d.\do-,op•s' is what we want (cf. 337•). 8,' has been more justly 
suspected, (a} because or the following ... 8,' alµdTwv / 8,d To ... , (b) 
because d /Swaµ,s IS,' d.\aOTopwv is bad Greek for 'the power ( that operates} 
through d.\t.lnopes' (phrases without def. article like 1rlo711'' IK 8{~pou are 
not parallel}. The simple remedy is lo write ,col d.\ooTdpw•: 'and mighty is 
the power also of d.\doTop•s' (sc. as well as that of 8a{l'w•, the transcendent 
Divine Power). [I oweKaltoasuggestion from M.L.W. (,co/dAdo-,wp). The 
erroneous 8,(d} may be due toll,' al,.dTwv in the following line; but "was 
liable to omission after ,c, and corrcption was apt to cause confusion. I see 
no reason for prererring Di B.'s notion that ll,' dAao-,6pwi, is some kind of 
intrusive gloss. llilval'•s could be an error for ll6vao1s (cf. the variants in S. 
Ant. 951).) 

1547. l,rcd l1rcac (Seidler, before Dindorf}: cf. S. Aj. 6111-2 ... l1r,o' l1reo• 
,.,Mo,s 'A-,pelll41s, The 'house-ruination' point has numerous figurative 
precedents, notably A. Ag .. 1532-4 1rlTvov .. os of,cou ... &,.{Jpou KTwov 
lloµoo4,aMj Tov al,.a-,71p6v, Ch. 1163, Eum. 516; llp. 8111 l1ra8fs 1lpydow 
Tooo,;,.ov .:lo.,, To.loll• ouy,cla, 86,.ous (parallels communicated by 
M.L.W.). In this passage 1&iAa8pa isat once lit. (the 'building' imminently 
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threatened with destruction by fire) and metonymic for ol,cos (cf. 70•). 81' 
ult&clTwv: modal (LSJ 3.dA. Ill. c); cf. 817•, and Ph. 20, 1051, 1292. [l1rco' 
nrH• is not the reading ofB, which has l1r11,acv l1ra•o• with c written above 
each a, (Spranger, CQ 1939, 192). The obviously false l1ra1o•v l1ra,o• is an 
understandable attempt 10 make sense of cl 8vvaµ,s • .. ;,.,o,vlrr•o• (taken 
as governing µIAa8pa) without regard for metre; for the .,r,o- and -1ra,o
variants cf. Rh. 560 ([1315-16]•).] 

1548. &,a TO . .. : symmetrically with the different alr,ov at the end of the 
strophe (1364-5 8ul Td11 dAdµ,vov .•• llapw .. . ). wicniii 111 ISl,j,pou: cf. 
I 195-6•, I 434-6•, IT I 384 o6pavoii 1rlo'f/µa. 

154g-1624. Final, iii, sttn, on,. Men. re-enters, furiously bent on vengeance, 
and is about to force the Palace doors when he is stopped by Or., appearing 
on the roof with his hostage and the other conspirators. Acrimonious 
s1ichomy1hia (1576-99) ends with the 'silencing' of Men.'s initial fury; 
then in the d,,,-,Aa/l~ ( 1600-17) Or. reveals what Men. must do to save his 
daughter. While we are still in some doubt as 10 whether Men. will after all 
accept the unacceptable terms, Or. plays his last card, ordering El. and 
Pyl. to fire the Palace. This is the final moment of decision for Men.; but, 
instead of crying 'Stop! I will do as you demand', he appeals in rage to the 
city; and Apollo at once appears 'to save the situation'. A brilliantly 
suspenseful climax, but not without some puzzling anomalies. It will be 
argued that the fine edge of E. 's conception has been blunted by some 
interpolations and by a dislocation of line-order in 1.600-17. 

1549-53. The longer approach-announcement in tetrameters suits the 
climatic 'entry in haste', while also linking the new scene with the 
preceding tetrameter-scene. [Reeve's strictures (i ~64•6), aimed esp. at 
1552-3, seem unwarranted.] Sec Addenda. 

154g-50. c!i>.>.a 11'1\v icut ... : a rare trochaic equivalent of the usual ,ea/ µ~11 
(GP 342), with a more vigorous combination of progressive and adversa
tive force. 6luwouv (hapax): cf. dfv 1530, 1ro8l 456, 1017, 1505, etc. 

1551. ollic41' &v ,j,8avo1Tc: 'make haste', cf. (935-7 ]•. ic>.filpca ( 1366-8*) ou11• 
tr1pcalvoncv: perhaps a neologistic phrase, not simply= ouy1tA11ovr,s, but 
including an idea of 'completion'. The doors were doubtless closed when 
Or. re-entered the Palace at 1548; henceforth they arc to be regarded as 
(internally) barr,d as well. 11ox>.oi1: cf. 1571, An. 951, IT 99. 

15511-3. Men. is to be feared ascllTuxwv ('prosperous'); with 'prosperity' goes 
strength, with poverty/llv01rpafla goes do8lvu11 (cf. 70•, S11. 433 If., etc.); a 
thematic contrast (352-5•). 

1554-66. Men. tells us what he has heard and why he has come (cf. 470-5•). 
His first 1wo lines, confirming 1550 (1)o8.,µlvov ,rou . .. ), suffice lo establish 
that he has heard 1he same news as ourselves, presumably from the same 
source, the Phrygian fugitive (1506-36*); note the definite article (ra 
3uva) and the phrase 'twin lions' (directly echoing 1401). The dramatic 
technique is like Ba. 1222 -q,co11oa ... 8vy11rlpu,v roAµ~µara where Cadmus 
has heard everything material 'about the /la1txa1' (I should keep {Ja1txw11 
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1rlp, in 1224), credibly from the same ayy,i\os. What follows is less 
satisfactory, first as to 1556-60• and then as to the statement of motive 
with which the speech ends (1562-6•); and it looks as if an original six-line 
entry-speech has been expanded at two points. As to Helen, it is enough 
that Men. believes her to have 'perished' and is determined to punish those 
responsible ( 1566; cf. 1597, etc.). As to Herm., no one seems to have 
wondered why Men. should assume her to be alive before (as a surprise) he 
sees her on the roof. The Phrygian had fled without waiting to see what 
happened after her brutal seizure ( 1490-3, 1498-9), and a report to Men. 
employing the imagery of 'maenads seizing their prey' will scarcely have 
encouraged an expectation of her survival (Men. cannot of course have 
advance knowledge of the 'hostage' plan). The suspect lines can be 
explained as misguided attempts to 'clarify' what E. had deliberately 
treated with cryptic reticence (cf. 1227-30*); it could be, also, that a 
lengthening of Men. 's entry-speech proved convenient for mounting the 
'roof tableau'. 

1554-5. fjacw acMwv: cf. 1323•. -ro 811vo acal 8pacrn\pta: cf. 375-6*, Pk. 179, 
8&i\,a Kai llpaCJ1'71p1a Ion 985; a hendiadys reflecting the common idiom 8 .. va 
llpriv (llpaanjp,os usually means 'energetic' of people or 'efficacious' of 
things, e.g. 4,apµa,,a). oli yap 4v8p(•): thematic (lntrod. F i. 2, 7), 
'unmanly' here in the sense 'inhuman'. See Addend is Addenda. 

[1556-6o]. Del. Oeri. Men. 'clarifies' his position as to the reported 
'vanishing' of Helen in a passage variously confused and confusing. (a) 
,jKouaa yap 871 .•. : this sounds like an epexegesis of ,jKw ,,,\6wv • •• ; but one 
does not logically expand the statement 'I come having heard (and 
evidently believing) .. .' by saying :for! have heard (incredibly) that .. .'. 
{Few edd. comment on the logic; Kirchhoff vainly proposed µJv yap.] (b) 
Are we really to suppose that Men.'s informant had used the words oil 
Tlllv11"•v? h is, or should be, common ground that Helen has 'perished' 
(1500-2•, 1512*). (c)-railTa 1560 awkwardly refers both toa 'contrivance of 
the matricide' {somehow getting rid of the body?) and to a disbelieved 
('absurd') statement in an otherwise believed report. Is Men. allowing or 
denying that Helen's corpse may have disappeared? {d) The writer 
doubtless intended 1roi\us yli\ws to refer simply to the 'absurd' statement in 
155 7; but he has made it sound as if Men. is also mocking the murderer's 
T<xvaaµaTa (a rare word, 1052-3*). In any case the expression jars, for 
Men. could scarcely be further from 'laughter' (cf. Ba. 250, Tr. 983, Archil. 
172. 3-4 West; the idiom can be used in scorn rather than jest, but we 
cannot get rid of1he sense 'laughter' altogether). Without 1556-60, Men. 
goes straight from his crisply sufficient opening distich to the command 
'Open the doors!' It may be added (a small point in itself) that we arc 
spared the repetition ofT~• Jµ~• twdopov (1556, 1566). 

1561 f. ovoty4Tw Ttl 8wl'ci: conventional phrasing, for the second time (cf. 
1366-8*) exploiting expectation ofan '""u",\'1µ«-display (Taplin 443); cf. 
Mtd. 1314-16 xai\riT• ,,,\ji6as ws TO.XIO'I'«, 1rp001'oi\01· / lKi\u,9' dpµous, ws 
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;a.., 8uri\ouv 1ta1t&v, / Toils l'f" Bav&vTas, T,}v lli TElawµa, lll1t't,V (the implied 
'second evil' there is certainly Medea; instead of something like T,}v Ill IT, 
(waav,Jason substitutes a finite expression, cf. GP 369 n.). Here, as there, 
the avenger wishes 10 recover the dead before executingjuslice; and in both 
scenes the doors unexpectedly remain shut. But, whereas Jason (who has 
been invited by the chorus to 'open and sec') directly addresses unseen 
attendants within ( cf. IT 1304), Men. proceeds to address attendants whom 
he has brought with him . .:it,iv wuA111: the inward-opening doors (Jebb on 
S. Ant. 1186, Dale, Papers 104) are simply to be 'thrust'; Men. has no reason 
to mention unseen µo,ci\ol, of which he has yet to be informed (1571-2). 

1561&--6. ws dv dlld ,raill' lµ,}v 
[puaC:.µ.B' dvllpwv '" ,c•pwv µ,a .. f,ovwv 
1tal TIJV Ta,\a"'a" d.BAlav llaµapT1 lµ,Sv) 
Mflwµrv, i Sri fuvBav•iv lµjj ,crpl 
Toils 11,oMaavTas T,}v lµT)v Euvaopov. 

' ... that I may at any rate recover my daughter, with whose death must be 
associated the deaths of those who have destroyed my wife'. 

1562.ws avaAAa .• • : cf. HF331 ws di\i\dTOVT4 y'd,roi\d,cwa', IA 1239-40 ;,,• 
di\i\d ToiiTo 1taTBavoua' l,cw alBrv l'"ll"iov (GP 13). 

(1563-4), Suspicion has hitherto been directed at 1564-6 (del. Wecklein; cf. 
Page, Attars 54, Biehl, Tp 87), on two main grounds: the extension of1he 
purpose-clause to a length and compound form unparalleled after 
restrictive ;.,• d,\,\d .•. et sim., and the extreme clumsiness of 8dµapT" lµ,Sv 
... i ... T,}v lµ,}v Euvaopov. The repetitious 'my wife' can of course be 
paralleled (Jackson, MS 191, compared M,d. 780 ff.); it is the intervening 
'with whom' that produces the clumsiness (the idea that ,c1p( is the 
antecedent of i (Wedd, Degani) can be safely disregarded). The feebleness 
of Tai\a,vav d8Alav has also been urged (less cogently, cf, A. fr. 210 8uaT'l"o" 
d8i\lav ,f,d/la); and Page observed that M{lwµrv 'seems lo me not quite the 
right word' (too colourless, I suspect he meant, for a sense contrasting with 
puawµ•Ba). The remedy for all these faults should surely be to delete 1563-
4. 1565-6 arc objectionable only in relation to what precedes them. In 
themselves these two lines arc the indispensable 'vengeful' climax of Men. 's 
speech; whereas t563-4 are just what an interpolator might have inserted, 
knowing Herm. to be alive and wishing to 'clarify' Men.'s motive in 
harmony with that. The phrasing of 1563 (µ,a,,f,&vwv probably intended to 
agree with dvllpcliv, not with the adjacent ,crpwv) is as undistinguished as 
that of 1564. 

1565. Aa!Jw1&tv: i.e. dvai\dflwµ•v, cf. 1500-2•. The implication that Men. is 
thinking of Herm.'s ,orps, is at once made clear by Cuv811v1iv (a vivid 
expression: vengeance is to follow so swiftly that murdered and murderers 
arc thought of as 'dying together'). 

1566, 810Aio11n11s: the motjuste ('caused to perish'); Men. uses a strong vb 
consistent with straightforward killing (cf. 1629), but consistent also with 
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the weird 'perishing' ofHelen as reported (cf. 8,wA,-ro 1512 ); the ambiguity 
(or imprecision) is exactly calculated. 

1567-'75, Or. from the 'battlements' orders Men. back: the doors have been 
barred and Men. is within range of masonry thrown down on his head. 
Men. duly steps back and exclaims with surprise at the tableau which has 
taken shape on the roof; a spectacular technique similar to that in Med. 
1314-22. [Di B. cites Pickard-Cambridge, TDA 54--6; but for better 
accounts of the OK'7V,j•roofin fifth-century drama, see Taplin 440--1 and 
Hourmouziades 29 If.] The appearance of mortals on the upper level was 
rare enough in tragedy (less so in comedy, cf. Goossens 654••) to have 
surprise value. Herm. is probably between Or. and Pyl., threatened by two 
swords (cf. 1349-50); Or. can then leave her in Pyl.'s charge while he 
deploys both hands for the masonry-throwing threat. El. is probably there 
too ( 161 8 could be addressed to her 'within', but it is hard to think ofa good 
reason why E. should have wished her to be absent from his spectacular 
finale); and there may be some (two?) attendants as the torch-bearers. 
[The Aaµ .. &8,s, probably impressivejlamheaux, arc usually given to Pyl. and 
El. or to El. only; but the commands in 1618-20• do not have to be carried 
out in person, and cf. the torch-carrying procession of Theonoe and 
attendants at He/. 865. There arc plenty of cowed tl>puy•s available to 
enhance the spectacle. J 

1567, o~TOS ou: 'you there', cf. Hee. 1280, Ar. Ach. 564 (Stevens, Coll, Expr. 
37). 

1568. chrov: both specifying (like Myw An. 804, 1243, etc.) and imperious (cf. 
Med. 2 72, etc.); Bruhn 149-50. ,rc,rupywae11 8p,icm: cf. laxuwv /Jpaan 903 •, 
and HF 238, Rh. 122. There is an implied opposition with the more 
concrete 17upywµa-ra of the conspirators (1574); the metaphor also suits 
Men.'s 'towering' rage. 

156g--,o. er. Ph. 115 7-8 ,\ciav Jµ{Ja,\c/iv Kapq. I dµa€017,\,,1Jij, y,,a' J17&,\f,wv 
affo. 11: 'or else', 626•. 8p1y1<~: 'coping-stone'; ycioa, cf. 1620 (almost 
'roof'), Ph. 1180 (yciaa -r••xlwv 'parapet'). A y•iaov is properly the 
projecting 'eaves' of a building (even of a wooden shed). In the pl. E. 
treated /Jp,yKo( and y,iaa as interchangeable in some contexts (/Jp,yKous 
'eaves' Ion 172); on both words, cf.J.Jannoray, BCH 1940--1, 393• TC1<Tovwv 
trovov: a traditional phrase, cf. A. fr. 357 ~,t,.,M,v . .. -r,K-r-170•-(of a roof 
destroyed by fire); but see further on 1620•. 

1571-11. ••piu: with a double construction, cf. Th. 3. 6 Tijs µtv /Ja,\&oa,,s Elpyov 
µ~ xpija/Ja, -roils Mu-r,A11valous. 

1573-5. lu, TL XPi\110; 277•. ,rupy')pou11cvou1: 'beleaguered', cf. 762• (here 
more precisely,.,, 17Upyou). l1rL4'poupov (hapax): 'guarding over'+ dat., by 
analogy with epic l1rloupos (JI. 13. 450) and l.,(a1<01Fos (II. 10. 38, etc.); cf. 
also J</,,8p,11t1s 1627•. 

1576-gg. The stichomythia seems to have suffered from further interpolation, 
though not, I think, at 1587-8 (dcl. Wilamowitz). 1598 is suspect (sec 
below). Or more immediate concern are the problems in 1579-84. (a) 1579 
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(susp. Weil) is a partial doublet of 1587; if the latter is authentic, we must 
surely doubt whether E. would have undercut its effectiveness by 
anticipating more than half of it a few lines earlier (with ,f,011-,f,o-,,-,/,011-
there referring to only two ,/,0110,, rather than an indefinite number as in 
1587). Forspuriousanticipationoflaterphrasing,cf. [536-7]•, [1631-11]•, 
Med. [356a], etc. (b) 1583 ineptly abuses a convention of stichomythia 
('timorous anticipation' interrupting, not a fear-arousing statement, but 
an angrily disbelieved 'wish'). (c) In these lines Or. is made to deny, 001 
merely that he has 'killed' Helen, but even that he has 'cast her into Hades'. 
Thal surely runs counter to the dramatist's intention, since, whateverOr.'s 
regrets about not having had the satisfaction of spilling Helen's blood (cf. 
1614•), he--and more importantly the audience-mus, believe her 10 
have 'perished' (151!1*); and his plan requires him to encourage, not 
discourage, Men. in the belief that he has truly 'killed' Helen, that Men. 
may take the more seriously the threat to kill Herm. (cf. 1191 ff., 1536*). 
That that is the true 'rhetoric of the situation' is confirmed by the suggestio 
falsi in 1586-8 and 1589-90: 1585 ff. (following smoothly after 1578) 
proceeds as though Or. has not denied the 'killing'. 15 79-84 is of a piece 
with 1556-60 (another muddle-headed 'clarification', in this case of 
Orestes' position with regard to the 'vanishing'). The interpolations are 
stylistically competent (not surprisingly, if they were composed with 
constructive purpose at an early date); but they betray themselves in 
several different ways. 

1576-8, It was 'gracious' for a rcpclaaw• person to submit to questioning (cf. 
Hee. !138, IA 1130); 1576 also reflects the kind of preliminary question 
posed by a ao,/,1aT,s to his pupils-it is for Men. to 'learn if he wishes'. 

1577. ol.SiT1p': thisn. pi.is usually adverbial (KG i 317), but cf. Pl. Crilo 5llA 
(after 8uoi11 8,b•pa). Men.'s recognition of c\vcl.ylCt) is thematic (cf. 488*, 
715-16). 

1578. 1I !Jou>.n l'a81iv: cf. PI,. I I 8. 
[157g-84], See above. ,caTtoxov: sc. Tel11 ,/,611011, cf. 1149. c\pvij 1CGTG1CT01: cf. Al. 

I 158oily&p,.huxci111dp11,ao,.111 (KG ii 7ll). Di B. prints 1581 asa statement, 
but the writer probably intended an interrogative tone. Au,rpliv v• T'IY 
c'ipV1Ja1v: E. was fond of ripostes using cognate acc. with y, (GP 134); but 
the def. article is a novel (unparalleled?) feature; cf. Med. 6g8 ,.,ya11 y' 
lpwTa, He/. 1633 rcaA~11 y• 1tpo8oala11, Ba, 970 Tpu,/,as y, Tolaa8', IA 1364 
1ro111Jpa11 y' a(p,0111; Pl. Rep. 567C rc11Ao11 y• rca8apµo11, etc. 1583 is a routine 
kind of interruption in stichomythia (cf.1185-7•, Hel. 8116; 1raparcaA1i11ls, 
cf. IA 497), here strangely inept (why should Men.'s posture change from 
'outrage' to 'apprehension' in response to 1l y&p w,/,,Ao11 • .. ?). Tl\v ..• 
l'IGOTOp': µ1a11Top,s are always elsewhere masculine, whether 'avengen of 
blood' (Mtd. 1371) or 'polluted penons' (El. 6831 An. 615), but the fem. is 
unobjectionable (Ernst Fraenkel, Nomina ngentis ii ( 191 2 ), 50 ); for the sense 
'polluter ef', cf. S. OT 353. 

1585. Men.'s reaction to the statement 'I am going to kill your daughter' 
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(1578) is (approprialely) to begin by demanding his wire's body for burial. 
The threat to the living will have to be repeated twice ( 1586, 1596). xwaw 
Ta♦\!: cf. I 16*, 402*. 

1586. 8cous &1ra(T11 (sc. Tov vl1tuv): Or. believes Helen to have 'perished', but 
is aware that he cannot produce the body; the 'cryptic' dismissal ofMen.'s 
demand is just right (with 157g-84 out of the way). 1rai811 Iii ocT.vwa'8cv: 
Men. must be made to attend to the immediate threat, not to the 
(embarrassing) matter of Helen's corpse. 

1587. 'Still more killing by the matricide?' (with an affectation ofincredulity). 
l1rl ♦oVftl ... ♦ovov: cf. 589*, and note the ambiguity here; if Or. has killed 
Helen, the killing of Herm. will be his third ~&vos ( not counting that of 
Aegisthus); but the phrasing is consistent also with a seto11d ~&vos. For the 
triple repetition ofa stem, cf. Ba. 955, IA 11811. ,rpaaa••= if the 3rd pcrs. is 
right, Men. is 'soliloquizing'; but we should surely read npiiaa .. s (cf. 001 

1589); the erroneous 3rd pcrs. here (contrast 1rpiiaa11s in 1579) is simply 
due to the articulated subject o l''ITpo♦ovT'IS• [ A very ordinary kind of 
corruption (cf. 111115-6• for analogous corruption from ISt pcrs. to 3rd); 
1rptl.aa11 mightsecm to be a third possibility in the light of Ph. 1651, but only 
the act. is used in the sense intended by Men.] 

1s88, The accurate riposte (accepting and returning the ambivalently 
compound thrust) turns on the ambiguity of ~ovov1rptl.a,mv ('do slaughter', 
LSJ 1rptl.aow Ill, 'avenge murder', 1rptl.oaw VI). h is likely that yr has 
dropped out (dµ6a,,-wp (y') Wecklein; not cl 1ra,-p&s (y') Naber, with a 
fragmented initial 'anapaest' (for which sec Diggle, PCPhS 1974, 34). 
«i1&u11Twp: an epic word, here only in tragedy (cf. 556*, dµ6vwv """P{ El. 
976). ,rpoullwocas lcav•iv: cf. 1464. [1587-8 arc justly defended (against 
Wilamowitz) by Biehl, TJ, 88-91, after Krieg and others; the lines are 
thematically important and admirably expressed.] 

1589"'90. A similar thrust, but this time the echo of 1039 (a~,s -roµf/Tpos alµa) 
ironically provides a cue for Or.'s riposte that he 'will never tire' (cf. Ba. 
187) of killing women like Cl. and Helen (Tut ocaocas: cf. 1151-11•, 1607). 
Note the suggestiofalsi, maintaining the fiction that Or. has literally 'killed' 
Helen. Sec Addcndis Addenda. 

1591-!Z. his natural, however vain, for Men. to appeal to Pyl., who (unlike 
Or. and El.) has not been condemned to death by the Argives. 

159m. ♦11al1101W1rwv: cf. IA 111451306, o,w1rwv MaarTal o' &&', w .,J.,..p. Pyl. is 
necessarily mute in this scene, the third actor being needed to play Apollo 
in 16115 If.; but he can none the less be given a 'speaking' role of silent 
support. Cf. Winnington-lngram, EPS 130, also Stanley-Porter 9!1",, and 
Mastronardc 93-4. The dramatic technique is certainly 'sophisticated', 
but I would not agree that the question to Pyl. is 'completely gratuitous'. 
Pyl. is an active participant, and E. is exploiting (with an effective 
oxymoron) the convention as to ,c~d 1rp&aw1ra, not going out of his way to 
'hit at' the three-actor limitation. For E.'s taste for highlighting artificial 
conventions, cf. 1!114-15•, 1384 r.•, 1425•. 
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1593. a>.>: OUTI xolpc.111 (sc. MfEis): cf. s. OT 363 d,\,\' oilT, xalpwv •.• lp•is, 
and (for the ellipse) Phil. 1299 d,\,\ 'oilT1 xalpwv, ,jv T.S3' &pfJwfJi, /Jt>.os (Bruhn 
151). ijv Y• "" ♦uvns wnpois: cf. Ph. 111 I 6 ,jv '"' Y• .f,nr;wv IK.f,IIY!}s ,rpds 
alfJipa (also 1375-6•). 

1594--6. Or. has no intention of'flight'. His plan {so Men. must be made to 
believe) is rather to perish in the blazing palace after killing Herm. 

1595, 'l\ycip 'surprised', cf. 739*; Men. is shocked by the threat to what is also 
his father's house. 

1596, Tl\v6': for the third time (cf. 1578, 1586) Or. draws Men.'s attention to 
his threatened daughter. lw,o♦ciios wup(: 'additionally slaughtering as a 
sacrifice at {over) the fire'; J,r,a.f,a.Cw occurs first {seven times) in E., the 
preverb having either local or additive force, here probably both. 

1597. Kniv'· eh ICTavwv y•,, .: seemingly heartless (thinking only of 
vengeance); but Men. has no cards with which to bluff more convincingly, 
and he is still fJpaaus with rage. KT•iv• ('be a killer!') is not intended as a 
specific invitation to kill Herm. (as the sequel shows); ws ... y•, with 
admonitory (as well as causal) force, cf. [942). Tw1181: including Helm's 
death. [Burnett sees 1597 as the final illustration of Men.'s 'depraved 
cruelty'; Vellacott (for whom Men. can do no wrong) takes KT<ivo as 
merely 'conditional imperative'. We must strike between these extremes.) 

159(8-)9. Or. calls Men.'s bluff (affecting to accept the 'command' KT<iv,); 
cf. the plan in I 198 If. If I 598 is retained, 1599 means: 'Be silent then (if you 
wish me not to kill Herm.), and accept aw.f,povws (civcxou, cf. El. 13110) your 
justly-earned 3uOTrpafla' (the ,\tffl''J .,,Kpa of having lost Helen, cf. t 105). If 
1598isexcised (del.J. Heiland, Nauck, Wecklein, Di B.), 1599 becomes the 
'bluff-calling' line: 'Be silent then (if you wish me lo kill Herm.) .. .', and 
the 611a1rpafla becomes a double bereavement (cf. 1536). Excision of 1598 
regularizes the stichomythia; but stylistic considerations can take us no 
further than the observation that I 598 is the sort of line that actors might 
have added (cf. 1347-8*). The breach ofstichomythia can be paralleled 
(IA 310), and the unusual mid-lined dis not necessarily indicative of'una 
mano inesperta' (for division of a trimeter with an exclam. after the third 
position, cf. Hp. 31 o, and Diggle, Studies 38-9). Wecklein stated 1ha1 1598 
objeclionably anticipates 1608, but is the anticipation objectionable? Also 
that vuv ties t599 to 1597, not to 1598. That is notself-evidcnt, either. It can 
only be the continuation that validates or invalidates those arguments; and, 
as things stand, 1600 is a non sequitur whichever way 1599 is taken. It is only 
the newly-proposed transposition in 1600 ff. (argued below on indepen
dent grounds) that inclines me to follow Heiland. If we restore 1608 
(<'11raipf 8uyaTpos .f,tiayavov, .. ) as the sequel of 1599, the sequence Mo. 
KT<fv' . .. Op. alya v11v . .. Mfv. d,ra,pf ... becomes crisply sufficient (Men. 
'changes his tune' with contrasting 'commands'). It may even have been 
tarry confusion as to 1600 ff. that prompted the interpolation of 1598. 

1600-17. aVT,.\a/3~. Much has been written about the endof1his climactically 
suspenseful exchange: at 1617, when Men. says lxus µ•, he appears to be 
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capitulating, or about to capitulate, to Or.'s terms; but Or. none the less 
proceeds to give orders for the firing of the Palace. Various explanations 
have been given, none wholly convincing. One school of thought would 
excise 1618-20 (Gruninger [ 1506-36•]; cf. Page, Actors 50-1, G. A. Seeck, 
Hermes 1969, 9 ff., Reeve); but the transition from 1617 to 1621 ff. is 
scarcely an improvement (for that and other arguments against Grun
inger, see Biehl, Tp 91-2). Another school sees Or. as deranged or as so 
overcome by 'Rachgier' that he forgets his desire for oWT"lpla despite the 
capitulation (Pohlenz i ,p9; cf. Mullens 156, F. Daraio, Dioniso 1949, 97, 
Grube 395, Reinhardt 255, Schein 64). Others argue that Or. disbelieves the 
apparent surrender, Men. being Ka1«ls ycy~s (Garzya 114; cf. Biehl, Spira 
143-5, D. Ebener, Eirene 1966, 48); but oauTov au y' l>.af3•s . .. does not 
express disbelief. Why does Or. take the very moment of apparent 
submission, so laboriously worked for, as his cue for desperate action? Di B. 
follows Lesky and others (cf. Webster, TE 251) in arguing that we are not 
to look for an explanation in 'psychological' terms-all that matters is 
Men. 's utter defeat followed by the Palace-burning as the spectacular cue 
for Apollo's entry; but it would be extraordinary if E. culminatingly lost 
interest in the motivations that have been so prominent hitherto (close 
attention to motivation being in general a feature of E. drama). Hermann 
postulated a lacuna after 1617. Burnett interpolates stage business which 
finds no reflection in the text. 

It is reasonable, up to a point, to deny the capitulation (1617•; cf. 
Greenberg 189, Wolff 137-8); reasonable also to interpret 1618-20• as 
Or. 's final gambit (Paley, cf. Steidle 1 15-16, Erbse 450 )-it is still open to 
Men. to cry 'Stop! I will do as you demand'. But the fact remains that the 
moment is not ripe for that gambit. Or. has only just announced his terms 
( 1610-12), and Men. has yet to express his response to them (his remarks in 
1613-17 being tangential lamentation). In short, the sequence 1610-12, 
1613-17, 1618 ff. seems disappointingly bungled. 

We might leave the matter there, were it not for a no less remarkable 
anomaly at the beginning of the .lvT1>.af3,j (to which, so far as I am aware, 
no one has hitherto drawn attention). When Men. says 'What! (You think 
it) right that you should {foe?' (~ yelp 6lKalOV 'v• o<;), we have an almost 
total non sequitur; for the dialogue up to this point has included no hint of 
Or. 's 'survival' hope. On the contrary: Or. 's current conduct must appear 
to Men. (in the light of the Argivedecree and of oilr/>•ufoµco8n ... 1594) as 
the preparation for a spectacularly vengeful suicide. The only thing that 
has held the condemned criminals back so far, it must seem to Men., is the 
satisfaction to be derived from seeing him suffer also. It is surely certain that 
~ yap 6lKa,ov ,,jv o•; belongs after, not before, the enunciation ofOr.'s terms 
in 1610-12, so that the 'surprised' question with Cti• a• may express Men.'s 
reaction to the demand >}µcis µ>} llav•iv alToii ,r&>.w. [It may be suggested 
that 6lKaoov is linked in thought with lv6lKws 1599; that is why I say 'an 
almost total non seq11il11r'.] 
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These arc symptoms, not of incompetent composition (the quality is 
excellent throughout, likewise the precision of riposte within each line), 
but rather of a dislocated text, inviting the remedy of transposition. There 
arc several theoretically possible rearrangements. The indivisible 
sequences arc 16oo--7 (A), 1608--g (8), 1610-111 (C), 1613-17 (D). 
Transpositions that put C before A are CABD and BCAD; interpositions 
with that effect arc DCAB and DBCA; double interpositions, CADB and 
BOCA. All are improvements on the text, but the first two are more readily 
explicable as mechanical (accidental) dislocations. Of these I prefer the 
sequence 1608-12/1600-7/1613-17, since 1608--g comes beuer between 
1599 (see above) and 1610 (ot,.o,, Tl 8paow;) than between 1607 and 1613. 
[It inay be vain to speculate about the cause of the dislocation (which 
might include an element of perverse rearrangement). But it could be that 
the trouble began with a skip from ... lv8l1tws ,rpaaawv 1ta1tws to ,} yd.p 
8{1ta1ov .. . ; with consequent displacement of the intervening lines.] See 
Addenda. 

16oC1-7, See below (after 1612). 
16o8. 4wa,pc 8uyaTpoS ♦aoyavov: contrasting sharply with 1tTEiv' 1597. 

+•uBTt, l♦u,: an indirect riposte to the imperative, probably with more 
than one implication: (a) in general, Men. is 'untrustworthy', so that the 
sword must remain at Herm.'s throat; (b) in particular, Men.'s suddenly 
changed position reveals him to be a 'liar'. See Addendis Addenda. 

16o9. Men. affects to believe that Or. will not real(;, kill Herm., his form of 
words inviting the contrasting riposte ou lj,cu81\s IT' tl. 

1610. 0(1101, Tl 8paow; a frequent expression of d,,ropla (cf. S. Phil. 969, 1350); 
Or. 'jumps in' (Mastronarde 85), as though the question had not been 
rhetorical. wcil' .ls 'Apyclous IIOAwv ••. : it needs to be emphasized that 
there is nothing impossible in Or.'s terms, unthinkable though their 
acceptance may be for Men. The idea that a reconvened Assembly might 
reverse a too-harsh sentence would certainly not strike an Athenian 
audience as absurd (cf. Th. 3. 36). Or.'s condemnation had by no means 
been unanimous, and the moderate proposal of ,.,y,j had not been given a 
proper hearing (8,H-956•). 

1611, l\11i1 111\ 8avciv cdToii woA&V: Or. repeats (in effect) the main vb, rather 
than leaving .,.,B. to be supplied from 1610; for the construction, cf. 9461 

1334•, 1337-9, Mtd. 780, 942-3, etc. [8av1iv (A), not 1tTav1iv: at once 
diflicilior lectio (less obvious in grammar) and more accurate in sense 
(embracing the 'suicide' ~ecree); for the corruption, cf. 50[-1 ]•, An. 810, 
etc. (Denniston on Et. 685, Dawe i 2361 Diggle, Sludits 82). Di B.'s 
argument merely shows (what hardly needed showing) that 1tTav1iv makes 
sense, without in any way showing it to be belier. But he is right in rejecting 
Murray's colon before alTou (cf. Mastronarde 59).) 

16111. ~: 626•, 1569. See Addenda. 
16oo. ,\ ycip 811Ca1ov ... ; cf. Hp. 702. There is still a connection of thought 

with l..8{,cws 1599. ,;jv oc: Or. will of course be lucky ifhe can survive (,.,j 
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81111Civ); the ill-timed claim to rule also (ocol ocpcr.Teiv ye y,jt) is a 
characteristically foolish piece of bravado, motivated by the thought of 
Men. as king (1603). Dramatically, the extra claim is important as 
enhancing Men.'s reasons for (positively) 'deriding' and (negatively) 
making no move to accept Or.'s terms. 

16o1, ,ro(os; a 'disbelieving' colloquialism (Stevens, Coll. Expr. 38-9, Diggle, 
Studies 50-1 ), usually with repetition of the noun (e.g. Hel. 567, IA 837), but 
er. Ar. E&CI. 763 ,ro{o,oav (sc. v&µo1s), ~ 8iloT'I"'; n.>.aoy,oct;: the 'antique' 
epithet (691-3•) has a solemn Ravour. 

16o2-4, It is truly shocking to think of Or. performing religious ceremonies 
requiring ritual purity: the effect would be to pollute the entire .,&A,s. •ll 
yoiiv., .: sarcastic, er. Hel. 11H17 (GP 455). For the combination ofxlpv,{J,s 
(lustral vessels) and ot/,tl.y,a, cf. El. 792, IT 335, IA 673-5. ICCITGIJaAo,s: 
'perform' (either 'strike down' or 'pay'), cf. Hsch. K«Ta{JoA,f· Buola, and 
Dodds on Ba. 1246. ,rpo llopos: 'before battle'. 

16o4. lyvos ... x•ipcr.s.--.A>.' o.:i TAS ♦pi,,01: cf. Barrett on Hp. 317 ,c,ip,s 
µl• dyva{, t/,p~v 8' lx•• µ{aoµtl. T&, and Adkins I 14•• for the (rare) extension of 
'pollution' terms to cover moral guilt incurred without positive action; also 
Parker 111,323. For Men. as dv&o,os, cf. 481, 1213. 

16o5➔, The 'father/mother' opposition again, er. 1587-8 (562-3, 796-8, 828, 
842-3, etc.). ,u8o(I""" l♦u: cf. 6oo-1 •; it is not Or.'s fault that he was not 
blessed (like Tclemachus, 588-go) with a virtuous mother. 

16o7, ollicouv ou y•: a sarcasm ( GP 423) here implying the abusive colloquial 
use of 1<a1<0811lµw• (Ar. Nub. 104, etc.); the implied Klll<o• is picked up in 
Or. 's riposte, in effect: 'Agreed, for I am TA,fµwv as a (righteous) hater of 
evil women' (al 1ea1ee1(, 1589-90*); cf. Tynd.'s sentiment µ,o,;, ... yu•ai1tas 
dvoolous at 518•. 

1608-111, Sec above (before 1600-7). 
1613-16. Men. 'withdraws from contact' (cf. PI,. 604 ff.; Mastronardc 63); as 

his sentence develops, note the character-revealing progression from 
'pitying Helen' to 'self-pity'. As in 1605-7, the staccato exchanges 
'culminatingly' recapitulate theme ancr theme. 

1613. Note the twofold connection of thought with 1607 (to which 1613 is 
now sequential). Tt.,.ij11ov . .. TA,j.-,o: 35•. Ta11a: er. 2g6•, An. 235 -rdl-'d 8' 
oeJ,cl a.:.poa,a.; 

1614, tool o♦ay,ov f1eo11ui t foe ♦puywv: we certainly need oc ('you, Helen'), 
not oo{; but Canter's ol ot/,dy,o• ... is not entirely satisfactory, with the 
pronoun unnaturally emphasized at the expense of the predicative noun. I 
should prefer [ool] ot/,tJ.y,ov l1<0µ,(od> o'. [Kayser ot/,,J.y,011 yl o' ,.,&,.,o•. 
J.D. suggests ws ot/,dy,o• l1toµ10' '" 41>puy,;,., o' (4'>puy,;,., o' iam Blaydes).] 

•l ylp ToB ,\v: a clever ambiguity (another 'cryptic' touch): Or. wishes 
that he himself had succeeded in cutting Helen's throat: but for Men. 'scars 
(ifhc is listening) Or. is referring rather to M,n.'s failure to execute Helen 
when he recovered her from the Trojans (1286-7•). 

1615. For the fruitlessness of Mcn.'s ,roP01, er. 1500-2•. 
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1616. ,ri,rovla 81,vo: er. Ba. 6411 ( 1-3•). TOTI: i.e. 'when you failed to w,f,,>.,iv 
as a ,f,(>.or should' (454-5•, 665-6; et: IA 347-8, etc.). 

1617. lx11s 111: 'You have me in your grip'. Or. ripostes: 'Blame your own 
"""'" (for the 1ea1e1Hrom which you cannot escape)'; er. 1350-11•. IAafks at 
once reftects l,cns and (with the reftexive) implies l>.,j,f,S.,s (cf. Hp. 955 ,,,./ 
y' l>.,j,f,S.,s). Men. has acknowledged 'defeat' (with a wrestling metaphor), 
but to an opponent thought ofby both parties as victorious in vengeance. 
Some time has elapsed (now) since the disclosure and derisive reception of 
Or.'s terms for sparing Herm. T&pA,Jpla has always been Or.'s primary 
objective ( 1100, I 163-4, etc.); awrqpla merely a possible 'bonus' ( 11711-6) 
needing either obedient action from Men. (not merely a lamenting 
acknowledgement of 8urnrpo.flfl) or some unforeseeable chance ( 1173-4, 
1195-6). It isstill possible that Men. may cooperate as demanded (16111-
4 *); but he has made no move to do so, and seems to have closed his mind to 
Herm.'s fate in his self-pity. 

161ko. c\A>: 1t(a) ... : moving from 'dialogue' to 'action' as in 799. 
ll♦a1rT1 ... . 1COTa18t: the fire has to be kindled before the killing of Herm. 
(cf. 1594-6). El. is charged with starting it on the ground Boor, Pyl. with 
kindling the 'roor, while Or. remains in charge of the hostage ( 16117, 1653, 
also 6111 •). The prcs. imperatives arc inctptiv, (note that Apollo will say 
nothing about extinguishing Rames-it suffices that his entry freezes the 
action). See Addenda. 

161to. ycioa T11x,wv Tali1: prima facie the variant y- Tf1CT011w11 Tro11011 is simply 
an intrusion from 1570; but it seems very possible that E. intended y
Tn,clwv ,-a81 ('this parapet') at 1570, and y- Tf1CT011w11 Tro11011 ('roof') here in 
the 'fire' context (et: A. fr. 357); we certainly do not need the repetition of 
,-a81 at line-end ( 1618/,zo). 

161t1-4. This (not 1618-,zo) is the cue for Apollo's intervention. Men. might 
have cried 'Stop! I will do as you demand'; instead, he appeals in rage 
(irrational, since no human /jof/8poµla can save Herm. or the Palace) to the 
city. To ensure the deaths of the conspirators, he could simply have left 
events to take their course; but the positive reaction makes better dramatic 
sense. Men. was traditionally /10~11 dya.8ds; and the terms of his appeal, 
especially the words /jult<Ta& C,j11, serve to throw light on Or.'s motivation 
(confirming that there was more to 1618-,zo than mere 'Rachgier'); 
naturally Men. does not mention the personal vengeance-motive. Appro
priately, the action on the human plane, before its supernatural 'reversal', 
ends with a focus on the politically violent pursuit of awTf/plll and on the 
polluting matricide which (humanly speaking) deserves capital punish
ment. It is also appropriate that the "o>.,s should be represented in the 
concluding spectacle ( cf. 1664), with hoplitc armour as an enhancement; it 
is surely here (not earlier, as Burnett suggests) that citizens enter in 
support. 

161t1. it yciici .. . : cf. 1,z96• lw n,>.aayov "Apyos. l,r,rlou: 1000•. ICTITCll: i.e. 
olr<,jTop•si a very rare word (here only in literature), more properly applied 
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to the first occupiers and settlers of a territory ('founding fathers'); the 
Pindaric phrase aucls· &p•o<-rlTou cited by E makes it likely that E. had 
literary precedent for the extended use, probably with 'antique' colour 
(equivalent to calling the Argives 'Pelasgians'). The idea (Page, Actors 51) 
that Men. may be addressing supernatural conditores is disproved by the 
wording as a whole (including the jussive idiom of 161111); the appeal to the 
city is of a standard type (e.g. Hp. 884 lw ,ro.\,s), exquisitely phrased. 

16211. ouicd(m)., ,; an E. variation of .tu+ imperative, cf. /T 1423, He/. 1561, 
1597. The error ouxl (corr. Musgrave) is ancient (P. Oxy. 3718). lv61rA't) 
1ro51 P0115pof&f10H«: cf. 1288-91 •. 

16113-4. ,roc,mv yap ... 1r6A1Y .. . : emphasizing the gross illegality (as 
opposed to the individual vengeance aspect) of Or.'s 'violent' conduct. 
~µwv (codd.) or uµwv? There is no good reason for preferring the latter
Men. is an Argive addressing himself to '.fellow-citizens' (cf. Lloyd-Jones, 
CR 1957, 97, Braunlich, AJPh 1962, 411). o5c P11ilnm1 .. , /lijv: the 
construction was correctly explained by Wedd as a combination of 
P11iC•a8a1 + acc. 'act violently against, wilfully defy' (voµous S. Ant. 663, 
etc.) and the use with inf. 'employ force so as to' (Th. 7. 79 l/l,daav-ro . .. 
J>.8,iv, Lys. 9. 16, X. HG 5. 3. 111); cf. the double acc. in A. Sept. 10411 uu8<ii 
,ro>.iv a• I'~ p,dC•a8a, -raS•. In both final-consec. (6, 3-14 *) and double acc. 
expressions E. was given to using vbs with a new, sometimes strained, 
construction. For the sense-pause after the monosyllable C,jv (a rarer 
rhythm than overrun with an emphatic disyllable, as 527-8•, or elided 
disyllabic, as 7111 ,f,poii&'), cf. Ph. 491 (Spav) and S. El. 340 (C,jv}, also 1638-
9•. mt11a: with a vb of'doing', cf. 89, 4o6, 1139. l'uc,apov: with its full sense 
as adj. cognate with µuaos 'pollution' (cf. afUvos -apos), so 'polluting' (not 
simply 'loathsome, abominable', as LSJ), in this context of danger to the 
,roJ.,s (cf. 1602-4; the atµa is 1hema1ically voawS•s, 479-80•); a poetical 
word (Med. 1393), but also used by Ionic prose-writers (Hd1. 11. 37. 2, 
01ro14uaapos Hipp. Epid. 7. 92; surprisingly neglected by Parker). [Not Cwv 
(Lloyd-Jones), which enfeebles both idiom and sense (Or. is breaking no 
law by still being alive, so long as he is dead by the end of the day). LI-J. 
argues that 1ro>.iv /J1dC•-ra1 C,jv should mean 'is constraining the city to live'. 
I I could, no doubt, if that made sense, but that use of P1dC•a8a, +acc.+ inf. 
is not certainly a11ested earlier than our passage. {HF 1366 r/,uxqv p,ci(ou 
-ra.µa auµ,f,lp«v ,ca,cd? But the subject of auµ,f,- is surely 'you', not 'your 
r/,11x~•; there too the inf. is epexegetic, pace Bond). Supporting arguments 
are negligible: (a) that Cwvgives more point tomiaav (untrue), (b) that the 
scholion 8,a Tel c,;v implies that its writer read Cwv (he is as likely to have 
been interpreting (,jv, forcibly as often 'understanding' a preposition). 
Burnell ( 1931) adds an argument whose logic escapes me (why should 1624 
'obviously' be 'a call for the death of Orestes al the hands of someone other 
than Menelaus'? And why is Caw necessary for that interpretation?).] 

16115-90. Finale iii, scene lwo. Apollo does not 'untie a knot' (according to the 
familiar but misleading Horatian metaphor). As in S. Phil. (lntrod. B), the 
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human impasse has just been resolved in the 'wrong' way, and the dew. 
arrives (in the nick of time) to cancel 'what must not be'; also,paradoxical/y, 
to bring to pass the aesthetically (if not morally) satisfying conclusion for 
which the entire earlier part of the play has been devised as a preparation. 
As to the 'doomed' conspirators, the paradox lies not only in their survival, 
but in their total reversal of fortune to unalloyed Eri8a,p.ovla (as to which it 
is not enough to say that the 'epilogue' simply 'returns them to their place 
in the myth'). But the ,ulminating paradox, wholly delightful in its ironical 
myth-fulfilment (novel, but with echoes of cult-aetiology) is the apotheosis 
of Helen as 'saviour of ships' in association with her stellified Brothers. 

There can be little doubt that, from the fourth century onwards, 
Apollo's appearance was managed by the 1n1xav~ or crane, swinging him 
and Helen into view above the OH'/~- It is at least possible that in the fifth 
century he appeared on a higher level of the OH'/V~ itself (Pollux's 
BEo.\oyEfov?); sec especially Barrett on Hp. 11183, Hourmouziades 146-69, 
Taplin 443-5 (contra Webster, GTP 11 ff.). Nothing in the text indicates 
that the god is to be thought ofas 'flying' or 'hovering' (the proper use of 
the l''IXav~); and the treatment of Helen's epiphany has a bearing on this 
issue (1631-11• may well have been interpolated in accordance with a 
change in stage practice). It is tempting to speculate that Helen originally 
entered, not with Apollo (as the l''IXa~, of course, will have necessitated), 
but joining him later on the 8to>.oytiov, as a separate theatrical stroke, her 
presence being first marked by the demonstrative T,jo8E in 1638-411• (lines 
which appear to have been displaced from an original position after 1663). 

1625-8. Both Men. and Or. are to 'cease from anger'; cf. Hel. 16411 lnlo}(ES 
clpy1is. Right from the start the emphasis is on the owrl,poo6v11 and dp~Vf/ 
which Apollo has come to restore; meanwhile the action is implicitly 
frozen, no doubt with an imperious gesture, reflecting a familiar dramatic 
convention (cf. /on 1553, IT 1435 ff., S. Phil. 1409; Spira 139"•); one may 
think of the Apollo of the Olympia pediment, with his arm outstretched. 
Men. is addressed first, partly because it is his clpy~ that has most 
immediately prompted Apollo's intervention, partly because Apollo does 
not then have to turn back to Or. in order to direct towards him the first and 
major part of his exposition (1611g-59). 

1625. For'HlflYf.lWO\l 'Whettcd', ofcombativefuroror 'anger'. cf. A. Sept. 715, 
PV 311, S. Aj. 584. 

1626. er. Hp. 11185 Af/TOUS Iii HOP'/ o'"Apn,.,s arillw, He/. 1643-4 8,oool Ill Of 

A,ooHopo, Ha.\oiil'EV (12115-6*). 
1627. i♦•Sp•uu1: a paramilitary word, here only in poetry, but poetically, 

not technically, used, like brlr/,poupov 1575 (with a metaphor that combines 
the ideas of 'ambush' and 'siege', cf. El. 1116 f.). 

1628, ,v •l&fi1: 534-5•, 14411. ♦cpwv ,'jicw: 1143-4•, 853-4 •. 
1629 ff. Exposition to Or. (continuing with 06, the address in 16117-8) of 

Helen's rescue and forthcoming apotheosis, to be followed by an account of 
Or.'s own destiny (oJ 8' a~ }(ptwv, 'OpfoTa ... ). 
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1619""30, 'EAffl!Y ph fly au, , ,: this type ofrel. clause is often followed by a 
slight anacoluthon, the sentence-opening substantive being enunciated in 
the case determined by the rel. clause ('inverse attraction'), without 
reference 10 its structure in the main clause (KG ii 413-14; cf. Fracnkel, 
Glolta 1954, 157). The commonest type is that used by Virgil in A,n. 1. 573 

_ (urb,m quam statuo, vestra est), which might seem 10 support the authenticity 
of 1631-2; but 1633-4 is no less acceptable, syntactically, as a continua
tion. fll'ClflTCI: probably 'failed (10 8,o.\loa,}', c£ Al. 850 (S. Sai'd, Lafaut, 
lragique 66"•), with 6pyl\Y , , • 1T010U1'CYOI explaining ,rpd8uµos cliv; but 
there is a suggestion also of'erred'-1he 'error' being an 'aberration from 
ow,f,poouvf/', understandable in a mortal ignorant of'destiny' (,.cl xpcwv), 
but none the less 10 be deprecated (especially by the Delphic god). 

(1631-!I], Del. Murray (afier Paley, cf. Page, Adors 41-11, Lesky, TD 468); 
rightly, since (a) the anticipation of alB,pos .... u,cal ( 1636*) involves a 
confusion of thought between where Helen is now and where she will be; 
(b) 16311 is tautologous before 1633 f.; (t) the pl. dpm.,., consorts ill with the 
surrounding 2nd pers. singulars addressed lo Or. As suggested above, the 
interpolation may reflect a changed stage-direction (Helen has been swung 
on with Apollo in the l''IX«inl, rather than following him on 10 the 
8co,\oyciov). [Murray commented 'spectaculum histrionale redolent', as lo 
which there has been some confusion. II can hardly be doubted that E. 
intended Helen 10 appear (cf. 1639 .. ,;oBc, 1673-4, 1683 ff.); but it is 
unnecessary (pat, Stanley-Porter and others) to defend 1631-11 in order to 
preserve her spectacular epiphany. The inclusion of the lines in P. Oxy. 
3718 (5th c. AD) does nothing to prove them authentic.] 

1633-4. '(As to Helen whom ... ), /saved her from (beneath) your sword'; cf. 
1494-7•. Y1Y is unneeded, but quite in order (cf. S. Tra. 1189, etc.; Bruhn 
109). Kirchhoff'• X"'d should be accepted (cf. Ion 11170); 'from beneath' 
seems clearly right here (cf. 1457, An. H', II. 17. 235, etc.; ,l,rd/"'d 45*). 
icc>.1uohl1 ... lie AIOI: cf. II. 11. 668-9, etc. (KG i 460); for the interlaced 
word-order (hyperbaton), cf. 5o6*, 556•. The mandate from Zeus puts 
Apollo's action beyond criticism ( cf. Ba. 1349); it also leads by a word-play 
into the theme of Helen's immortality. 

1635-'7, Helen did in fact share a cult with the Dioscuri (first attested in Pi. 
01. 3. 1-2); cf. H,I. 1666-g (apparently alluding to the Athenian festival of 
the 'Avd1tuC1, see Kannicht). But we know ofno marine Helen-cult, and the 
idea that she will be YGUTl>.011 own'1p1os (sharing her brothers' well-known 
function as marine Ew.,.,jpc, see Kannicht on H,I. 1495-1511) is ad hot 
invention: at once a sophisticated reversal of the literary tradition that saw 
Helen as a dutroy,r of ships (A. Ag. 689, etc.), and a 'happy' (audience
gratifying) connection ofideas, looking forward to the final (topical) ,nvoi 
in 16811-go•. 

1635, The 'immortality' needs no other explanation than that Helen is 
daughter of'Zeus'. Z'IYOI .. , ,ii,,: etymologizing, cf. 3118; as with the oft. 
repeated play on 'Apollon' (implicit in 954-6*), the play on ZHN 
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(recurring in Pl. Grat. 396A) is not new here, but already implicit in Tr. 
770. 

1636. ~ altcpos 1nuxa,s: 'in (remote) Heaven', cf. Hel. 605, PI,, 84-5 otlpavoai 
valwv tr1'11xcls Z,ai. The periphrasis is related to similar phrases denoting the 
'folds' of mountains (An. 1277, HF 240, Ba. 797, etc.), with 'Olympus' as 
the ambivalent link (//. 11. 77). 

1637. aw9Hos: 'enthroned with', cf. S. OC 1267 (a closer parallel than Hp. 
1093; LSJ have it wrong). 

1638-411. There is certainly something wrong with the unsignalled address to 
Men. (without a voc. or even ou) breaking into an exposition directed 
towards Or. ( 1629 If.•); the impropriety is denied by Di B. (SCO 1961, 
154-5), but he gives no sort of parallel. Wilamowitz deleted 1638, but that 
can hardly be right (the idea that J,,,; . .. explains va11TlJio1s owT~p,os is 
absurd); it would have been more rational to delete 1638-42, but the lines 
certainly look authentic. Kirchhoff saw that we must either mark a lacuna 
before 1638 or consider transposition; but neither he nor anyone else seems 
to have observed that 1638-42 fits perfectly after 1663 (the right context 
for the marital point; also, as argued there, for the logic of J,,,{ ... ) , and 
that 1643 If. follows smoothly after 1635-7 (Tel p.lv Kall' 'EM.,.,,v .. , refer• 
ring, not to a complete exposition of Helen's past, present and future-as to 
her apotheosis, more remains to be said at the very end of the play-but 
simply to the enunciation of TO xp•wv in respect of Helen's immortality, in 
explanation of her 'rescue'), [Some reviser, I suspect, thought it appro• 
priate that the sundered parts of Tel Knll' 'EM.,.,,v should be brought 
together, with scant regard for syntax or logic. The interval of about a 
column between 1637 and 1663 could perhaps be relevant (facilitating 
transposition in the written tradition); but I doubt whether accident was 
the original cause of this dislocation (cf. lntrod. H iv).] 

1643-59. The 'ultra-happy' destiny awaiting Or. (irreconcilable in some 
features with his future as forecast in An., IT and El.): (a} a mere one-year 
exile (the minimum purificatory period, as for an involuntary homicide), 
honorific in that an Arcadian town will be named alter it; (b} unqualified 
'victory' in his trial at Athens, acquitted by the most august of juridical 
tribunals; (c) immediate marriage to Herm. (scaling the reconciliation 
with Men.), with no conflict vis-a-vis Neoptolemus; (d) ,tlSa,µov{a 
(enhancing his own) for his sister and brother-in-law. The sovereignty of 
Argos/Mycenae remains to be explicitly· settled in Or.'s favour in the 
address to Men. (1660 If.). 

1643-4. a~ 8 all xpcwv, 'OpcaTa . .. : the 'turning to Or.' (your destiny', by 
contrast with 'Helen's destiny') in no way requires that the immediately 
preceding lines should have been addressed to Men. The link with xpcwv 
1635 becomes clearer with 1638-42 out of the way; S' .. ~. cf. 687•. 

1645-,. Cf. El. 1273-5, where it is prophesied that Or. is to dwell (for an 
unspecified period, seemingly 1ill his death) 'by the river Alpheus near the 
Lycaean Precinct' (i.e. in Parrhasia, cf. Frazer on Paus. 8. 38) 'in an 
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Arcadian ,rcl,\,s which will be named after you'. A strong tradition already 
connected Or. with Arcadia and located his grave near Tegea (Paus. 2. 18. 
5; 8. 5. 4, 34. 1-4, 54· 4; er. Hdt. 1. 67-8, Str. 13. I. 3; Asclepiades in the 
fourth century [ap. E,FGH 12 F25] described Or.'sdeath in Arcadia from 
snakebite at the age of seventy). The small town of 'OpiuT(9)nov in the 
upper Alpheus valley on the road from Sparta to Tegea was not in 
Parrhasia proper (in Th. 5. 64 it is 'Oplo8Hov T;s MawaMas), but it was not 
too remote to be thought ofas an outlying Parrhasian township (for the 
spelling with 8, er. Hdt. 9. t 1, Plut. Arist. 10. 7; Paus. gives both forms, also 
a third, 'Opro9,J.o,ov, Frazer on 8. 44. 11). A different, very possibly older, 
tradition attributed its foundation to Orestheus, a son of Lycaon of 
Parrhasia ( the founder of the Au1taiov a,)Kwµa; Paus. 8. 3. 1). The apparent 
conflation of distinct traditions seems to owe something to Pherecydcs 
(FGH 3 F 135, cited by E).The llappdo,o, had been subject to Mantinea 
until restored to independence by Sparta in 421 ec (Th. 5. 33). 

1645, na.pp6.oiov , , . 86.1r18ov: not simply the Alphcus 'plain', but with 
religious overtones (alluding to the Precinct, er. 330*). lv,auToii icuicAov: er. 
Ph. 477, 544, and Barrett on Hp. 37 lv,auolav l1tll7/µov alvloas r/>11>"1"· 

1646-7. fic11eA/io1Ta.1 ... ica.Acivf: most edd. reject the pleonasm, either 
deleting 164 7 (implausibly) or emending one of the vbs. Parson's T1ll,fo1Ta1 
is probably right: er. Ion 74-5 "/wva 8' ailTrlv ... llvo,.a .,,.,>.;olla, ll,fa1Ta1, 
El. 1268 (v&,.os T16,fa1Ta1 + in(), Ertthth,us 65. 73-4 r'lvo,.a Bi 1t>.rwclv 
8,foo,.a, Ka9' 'E>.>.«Ba •.. ,w,A,fo,mv, ll.rd11laus 1(11118). 7-8 ((932-3)*), Pl. 
Grat. 385A & &v 9fi 1ta>.•w T&S lKaaTov, TouT' laTlv '"daTq, llvo,.a. The phrase 
with lwwvuiuw (cf. 1008*) compensates for the omission of r'lvo,.a here. 
(The argument that .,,.,,\,fo1Ta1 is supported by El. 1275 (J,rwvuµos BJ aoG 
1r&A1s 1t11tA,fa,Ta1, cf. also HF 1330) is easily parried: errors could well arise 
through contamination with parallel passages (cf. 901, 11136); and E. is as 
likely, a priori, to have varied as to have repeated his former phrasing, 
especially when elaborating in two lines what he had previously expressed 
in one. Other conjectures: (a) yo,fa1Ta1 Paley, 1<1xp,fona1 Di B. (the oracle 
is surely present, not future); (b) 1rl8ov Valek., 1roT1 Herm., ,rd,\w Rciske, 
.,,\ii,,.., Gedikc (after Musgr. KrKT,fo1Ta1 ... 1t.\ww), ,r&,\,s Hartung (his 
additional altcratiqns hwvu,.os and 'Opra,..(a were unnecessary). KT1o8v• 
ana, would be an appropriate word for '1r&.\1r-establishment', but KaA•iv 
follows better after Tr6,fa1Ta1.) Sec Addenda. 

1647. 'A~"' 'Ap1e6.o1v T1: 'bylfor Azanians and (other) Arcadians', er. 601 •, 
and Ar. Nub. 413 lv 'All.,va(o,s Kal Tois "EAA.,a,, etc. (KG ii 247); Eng. 
distinguishes sharply between 'by' and 'for', but in Greek the dat. of the 
agent is a species of dat. eommodi (KG i 4112). Areas, son of Callisto and 
Zeus, had three sons who divided Arcadia; Azan's portion was the Western 
third (including Parrhasia). [So E, who also reports the earlier dynasty of 
the Argive Pclasgus who established Parrhasia as a 1r&>.1s, and of his son 
Lycaon and grandson Nyctimus in whose time occurred the Flood.] 

16,t8-5a. As in A. Eum., the Arcopagus-acquittal is to be the end of Or. 's 
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troubles (contrast El. 1254 ff., where he is to go from Athens to Arcadia; also 
IT 942 If.); not as in A., but in accordance with an ancient tradition (Dern. 
Aristocr. 66, etc.; RE ii ( 1895) 628), the jury is to be of gods, not men (divine 
acquittal being necessary to cancel the human verdict of the Argive 
Assembly). In El. 1258-63 1he original divine tribunal on the Areopagus 
had sat in judgement on the killing of Halirrhothius by Ares. Note the 
'happy' emphasis on 'victory' and 'piety', with only a hint of the traditional 
split voting in the vb 8,olaova'; the suggestion here is that Or. will be 
acquitted outright (by a clear majority). For this and previous treatments of 
Or.'s trial at Athens, see Stephanopoulos 148-51. 

1649. 8l1<')v l11,oax1s .. . : 'submit to being prosecuted by .. .', cf. 871-3•. 
afl'GTOI l''JTPOKTovou: 833 •. 

1650. Cf. 38*. j)paj3,js: rn65-8*; the Trial at Athens is to be Or. 's final dyJw. 
1651-2. uia,j3,aT«T')Y +11♦ov 81olaoud: cf. 48-9*, and El. 1262-3. Even for 

gods there is 'active' ,ual/lna. in respect ofthejury•oath and in the general 
sense that it is ,tla,fl•s/cla,ov to actjudicial!J, in dealing with cases of homicide 
( cf. 501, 503, 5 1 5; IT 945 lanv yap oala ,f,fJef,os); it is unnecessary to suppose 
that ,tla•/l•aTaT'I) here and in El. 1262 = da,wTaT'I) in the pass. sense 'most 
hallowed'. 

16537>. The usual story (as in S.'s Hermione) was that Herm. had been 'given' 
to Or. by Tyndareus during the war, but was instead given by Men. to 
Neoptolemus in accordance with a promise made at Troy, marrying Or. en 
secondes nocesonly after N.'s death. (Eust. Od. 1479. 10; cf. Pearson, Fr. Soph. 
i. 141-31 Stevens, Andromache, pp. 1-5). In A11., E. had suppressed the role of 
Tynd. (thereby enhancing Men.'s perfidy); here the prior betrothal is 
suppressed altogether, and the promise to N. merely implied. The plot 
could have accommodated these motifs earlier on, but they would have 
complicated issues already complex enough; there is also a fine irony in the 
way the 'reconciling' marriage to Herm. is first mentioned immediately 
after a reminder of the sword which Or., the action frozen, is still holding at 
her throat. The marriage ofHerm. to N. was perhaps too widely reported 
to be ignored altogether; and the recent prominence of N. in S. Phil. 
(sympathetically treated) will have been an extra reason for reasserting the 
usual tradition hostile to N. (cf. Fuqua' 32 If., 66). 

1653. lf ~' ... 84pn: most recent edd. accept~ (~s Monac. 500, Barocc. 74), 
which gives a 'whole and part' apposition, cf. I 527*, Ba. 619, Bond on HF 
162 (KG i 289). 

1654-5. &s 8 ... : for the included name, cf. 65*. ou yal'«i 1roT1: emphatically 
contradicting the usual story (neatly presented as a false expectation on 
N.'s part); Or. is to get his bride at once, and is happily spared the trouble 
of arranging for N.'s murder (as in An.). For the epic scansion NiOff,-o>.iµos, 
cf. Dale on He/. 9-1 o. (The scansion in An. 14, Tr. 1 126 and S. Phil. 4, 2 41 is 
Nro;;,-.; but there is no need for Murray's (o~) yaµ,t v,v or for Elmsley's 
G.f,a8al v,v.] 

1656-7. The standard 1radition as to N.'s death (altered in An., where N. is 
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rtcanling his JfJp•s when he is killed at Delphi by Or.'s allies); the tradition 
hostile to N. is here more appropriate to the 'happy ending' (we weep no 
tears for him). 41At&,cf it+-1: according to Pherecydes (ap. E) and S. 
Herm., the killer's name was Machaereus ('Dagger-man'). 8l,c111 •.. wu· 
-rpos: 'recompense for ( the death of) his father Achilles', cf. 53 •, An. 53. 
1e111TOUY1'C1: for the shin from dat. to acc., cf. El. 11150-1 (Diggle, Studies 44; 
KG ii 111-111). 

1658-g. A,K1'pov .. , i\v1cr111: cf. 10911 f.•, Al. 111 f., S. Phil. 1398. C:.r or cj,? Di 
B. rightly, I think, prefers the latter (P. Oxy. 3718 in effect attests both). 
86s· 6 B lwulw .. . : for the break after the monosyllable, cf. 1623-4•; but 
this is a more striking instance oflate-E. willingness to fragment a resolved 
line-opening ('omnium asperrimus', Zielinski 188, 190). l,,,,:,., 630-1•. 
"'" is better taken as pl. (so E); the future happiness of El. is by no means 
irrelevant (unlike, perhaps, that ofHerm.). 

166o-5 (incl. 1638-411). Apollo is not concerned to forecast Men. 's destiny (so 
there is no mention here ofhis traditionally happy alterlife, as described in 
Hel. 1676-7); it suffices to reconcile him to willing acceptance of the altered 
situation by anticipating possible protests. Men. still has Helen's dowry 
and (prospect of) the Spartan throne; he can always take another wife, free 
henceforth from the continuous ,r6vo1 that Helen has caused him, in 
accordance with a now completed divine plan in which Helen's beauty was 
used to cause intercontinental strife. Finally Apollo undertakes to reconcile 
Or. and the Argives (absolving Men. from that humanly impossible task) 
and takes upon himself the entire responsibility for the matricide 
(removing Men.'s objections to Or. as 'polluted'). 

166o. l11 .. • : 'do nothing to prevent' (6115*). There is no definite indication 
here that Men. had schemed to prevent Or.'1 succeuion (cf. 6811-716*); we 
are not invited to look beyond the clpy,f which Men. has displayed in the 
finale and his rational objections to Or. 's kingship in 16011 ff. [ According to 
Paus. 11. 18. 5-6, Or. ruled Mycenae first, then added Argos, part of 
Arcadia, and Sparta too in succeuion to Men.] 

1661. 1_.: it is left vague whether Men. (already an &i,af, 348-55•) is to 
be king of Sparta at once or merely in due course; in historical times Sparta 
had two kings. Note that 1660-1 is consistent with a 1,mporary regency of 
Argos during Or.'s one-year exile (cf. IT 9119 Mnl>.aos &px«1). 

16611-3. ♦1pvck1: 'dowry'; the 'bride-price' (18•11) was the normal custom in 
heroic times, but E. 'was indifferent to such anachronisms' (Barrett on Hp. 
625-6). Helen's dowry includes wealth as well as sovereignty (not the latter 
only, as E).ere . .. wovo,s 818oucro: an 'inverted' expreuion (41-11•), with 
epic precedent (II. 5. 397, Od. 19. 167). 81ii,i c\11: usually with a pres. vb 
(Med. 670, Ion 56, Hel. 761, A. Eum. 596), but for a similar use of past tense 
for what has already (but only recently) ceased, cf. Hel. 1650-1 ls,.,. yd.p 
d.l -rcl• •upo•T11 •w xpdvo• . .. lxpiJ•• One might, however, have expected 
the imperf. 8117•111• (edd. do not comment on the aor. 81,S.1101•); though cf. 
Pl. Thi. 206A 8,ET,AE011s ..• •«<PWl'fl'OS 'you have been trying all along'. 
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(1638-411), 4>.>.11v Iii v'11't'lv .. . : cl: 1080 au 8' ci,\,\o MKTpov 1ro,801rol7/001 
Aa/lcf,v. We may think here of the concubine by whom Men. obtained a 
male heir (Od. 4. 10-14); unless the point is simply that Men. can find 
sexual consolation. 163g-411 then follows,parl{, in explanation of 1638, but 
mainly in explanation of 16611-3: the µuplo, 1rovo1 that Helen has caused for 
Men. have been part of a far-reaching divine plan for pitting Greeks 
against barbarians (in which the latest battle of Greeks and Phrygians has 
had hs place). The cxplanati?n is illogical as things stand (with 1638-411 
following 'Helen's destiny is to be immortal'); we have to regard the reason 
'because Helen has now fulfilled her sole earthly function' as implitil, but E. 
did not habitually express o&T&o so obliquely. Note also that 81ol ... Tijo-
111 . •. l9"icav is balanced by T,j,8' lyw 8-.jaw 1664 (the gods, as executors of 
the .d,os fJou.\,j, include Eris, 111-14•). 

1639. ica>.>.10TIU1'GT1: 'outs/anding beauty' (instrum. dat.), er. ,co.\A10Tcuµ0To 
Aoflq. PI,. 1115, ,co,\.\1aTEiov 'beauty-prize'. 

1640. 111 Iv: a favourite idiom (13 times in E.), intensifying ouv- (cf. PI,. 46!1); 
ouV')yayov: 'pitted i~ combat', cf. A. S,p1. 508. 

1641-11. w, cl,ravT>.oicv . .. : er. H,l. 3g-40 C:.s &x.\ou flpoTwv / 1r,\,j8ous TE 
icou,f,lanc 1-'f/Tlpa xBova (the traditional Auls flouM1 as the a&T1ov of the 
Trojan War;Jouan 41-54, Stinton, EJP 7-8); for 1he metaphor here (from 
the bilge of ships), er. Dale on Al. 354. x8ovo1: gen. of separation, but also 
(d1ro ico,voii) construable with G!Jpu,p.a, with semi-personification of the 
'outraged' Earth-mother, lv'!Tiiiv . .. w>.11pwiaaT01: continuing the nauti
cal metaphor ('complement'); 1r>.7/,.C:.µaTos defining gen. (or subjective, as 
subj. of the vb implied in ilflp,oµa); cl+lovou: unusual where the 
'abundance' is unwelcome, but er. Pli. 715. The lavish use of-µa nouns is 
characteristic of E. 

166.t-s, Tel 1rpo9 1r0>.,v .. . : 4117•. lyw: Apollo's role is associated with the 
A,os flou.\11, er. Anliop, 48. 95 Kamb. Zeus ... ouv II' lyC:. (sc. Hermes). &,\ow 
ica>.ws: er. 8,jooµcv ica.\ws at the end of A. Ag. (Elmsley on Med. 896(9116], 
Digglc, CQ.1g83, 350). We do not question Apollo's ability to reconcile the 
Argives (representatives of whom arc present on the stage to hear Or.'s 
exoneration); henceforth, we may assume, the Argives will accept the 
prestige ofDelphi in matters ofblood-pollution. l&rivay1C-a: the intensify
ing preverb emphasizes that Or. 'had no choice', his lolal exoneration being 
necessary for the 'happy ending'; but an ironical tension remains between 
that simplistic (archaically 'traditional') view of the matter and the 
manner in which things have actually happened on the human level. Or.'s 
reply at once reminds us that (from his point of view) he had acted 
doubtfully in response to an uncertainly identified voice. 

1666-'711. So it was tru,, what Apollo had prophesied (1666-7); but Or.'s 
recognition of that is offset by the abiding memory of his former doubts 
(1668-9); however, 'all's well that end well', and he readily complies with 
Apollo's command to regard Herm. as his destined wife (1670-11). 
Murray's punctuation needs revision. 
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1666-7. owv 8co1r10110-rwv ol. ,i,cu8011uv-r1s ~a&' ap (no colon): cf. Held. 65 
µa.v-r,s 8' fio8' ap' oil /(Q,\os -ra.3, (721•), A. Ag. 1241 d.\-,,Boµav'l'IVi the 
oracular statements (that Or. ought to kill his mother and that Apollo 
would see him through) are the same as those referred to in 1681 
(001s ... 8,01Floµaow); the gen. is objective. in\-ru11os: IT 1085, Ion 1488, 
S. Phil. 1290 (a word commoner in Aesch.). [Di B. and Biehl follow 
Hermann, Nauck, Paley and Murray in treating owv 8om• as exclam. gen.; 
the better punctuation is given by Porson, Wecklein, Weil, Wedd and 
Chapouthier. The exclam. 'Oh (how amazing? gratifying?) your prophe
cies (arc)!' is strangely off-key (this is not the moment for colloquialism in 
the vein of IA 327, Ar. Ach. 87, Av. 61, Pax 238); and 8,01r• is given the 
wrong reference. Hermann objected to owv as carrying misplaced 
emphasis in the 2-linc sentence; Weil defended it as 'truly yours'; but it 
simply stands next to the voc., as oois in 1681.} 

1668-g, 'Though indeed', cf. /T720 (or 'and yet', GP 556), 'I began fearing 
that I might have heard some d,\&o .. wp and merely imagined hearing your 
voice'. 60Ca1111: for the aor. opt. (where aor. indic. might have been 
expected) M.L.W. has drawn my attention to the parallel at IT 1340-1 
lrri',,\8,v ~µasµ~ ,\v8Jv.,,s ol ilvo, / K'l'a.vo&fv ailT~v. For the 'doubt' here, cf. 
El. 979 dp' ail.,' d,\a.oTwp 1t1r' d1r111<ao8.Zs 8,<j,; and Hamltt II. ii 'The spirit 
that I have seen/ May be the devil .. .'. TIYOS .. . aAao-r6pwv: 337•, 1546--
8•; in a sense it could still be said that the voice of Apollo was the voice of an 
dMoTwp (in relation to the ancestral Atreid Curse). 

167CH1, cil-rcAc,,.u1: the 'happy ending' is made explicit (the vb ambivalently 
present and future, cf. A. Ag. 68 .,,,\,i-Ta, 6' ls To 1r,1rpwµlvov, Bacchyl. 
18(17). 30, 45); and a repetition of the ironical point of 1653-4 follows at 
once (juxtaposing the ideas o,f,ay~ and MK'l'pa). l1rnvcd: present in force, 
as often (KG i 163-4); cf. also 1092 r.•. 1'vlol av: 'when', not 'if'; Or . 

. assumes that Men. will be equally obedient to the dispositions of the deus. 
1673-7. g11Aw: i.e. µa1<apl(w, cf. 521, C,j-'os 971-3•; the assonance with z.,v&s 

is probably fortuitous. 1<UT011c,jououv: regarding Helen as already domi• 
ciled in Heaven (consistently with what Apollo has said so far, though not 
with 1684 ff.); but-oovoav (Weil, Naber) could well be right. 1tanvvuw: cf. 
1079. 

1676-7. An elegantly phrased 'aristocratic' wish; another 'traditional' touch, 
echoing S. Phil. 874 •.:Y•v~s . .. Kdf •.:Y•vwv (not without irony as to 
'nobility' of character), but also looking forward to New Comedy in which 
the 'parental blessing' from a father giving his daughter in marriage was to 
become routine. v,j11us ad: cf. An. 974-5, Thgn. 189 f.; Elmsley on Held. 
300. 

1678-g. A mild hysteron proteron: the 'relinquishing of strife' ( I 680-1) is to 
precede the 'going separate ways' and 'general exit in peace' (1682 ff.). 
l1tao-ros: including Pyl., El. and Herm. vclicas: the reading ofM only, and 
a doubtful word (see Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1378). v,l1<ovs is possible 
(8,a,\u,o8a, pass., the construction then like Med. 896--7 8,a).,\a.x8'18" dµa / 
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1'f/S1rp&a8c11lx8pa.s), vciKoseasy and normal (81a.i\il•a8a.1 midd.). [In similar 
contexts E. has both vciKor and pl. vclKT/ with the simple vb ,\,l,u (Hp. 1442, 
Antiop,48. 116 Kamb.) and with,u8l.,,., (Hel. 1236, 1681); cf. also Ba. 294 
81di\11a111 (Dalmeyda) ... 11uKltu11 (CQ, 1g66, 40-1). We should, I think, 
choose between -ollS and -or, and I incline (with Chapouthier) towards the 
former as at once more rcchcrchc and better attested (81ai\ilca8a.1 + acc. 
may be in general the normal construction, but it does not in fact occur in 
E.). v•lK'I (Wecklein) is no better than vriKor.] 

1680-1, To10GT01: 'like-minded', cf. Held. 1166 (with the same ellipse of •/µ11, 
owaloj&lll, , ,: i.e. 'I formally relinquish hostility against .. .'; the dat, 
with mrlv8•a8a1 in that sense is normally personal; by using impenonal 
terms, Or. 'forgets' Men.'s role and avoids implying that he had been a 
8,o,.dxor. 

1682-90, Anapaests. Many plays end with a shift from spoken to (half-) 
chanted utterance; but seldom with such a self-contained ,nvoi. Usually a 
divine 'dismissal' is followed by a brief or more elaborate human reaction 
(as in S. Phil. 1452 ff., where Philoctetes bids farewell to Lemnos); in El., 
the Dioscuri virtually have the last word in anapaests, but there the three 
choral lines that follow arc probably authentic. 

1681, tTnuv .. . : echoingxwpc,.,., vw •.. 1678 (cf. 1261/1266, M,d. 89/105) 1 

but Apollo is now benignly addressing the entire assembled company. 
1683. EIP"i"'lv: cf. Dodds on Ba. 419-20; Peace is Ka.i\Mo-r'I (J,,;,,, in fr. 453 

(from Cr,spl,.ontes); the topical overtone is obvious in this, perhaps E. 's most 
topical, play (lntrod. A, Di). 

1684, b.to,s (Nauck): cf. Ba. 245, 5991 etc.; but z.,v&, could be right (Mosch., 
Aid., Porson), cf. Hp. 749, S. El. 1og6 (Dawe i 193). 1&1>..citpo1s w1>..ciow: cf. 
Med. 76o, H,I. 671, 682. 

1685 . .IC11vuo111: 'having definitively journeyed to' (by extension from (c!Uv) 
dw,111); poetic idiom especially for the 'impressive' journey to another 
world, cf. Su. 1141 ,jv11aa.v .,.c1., "A,llav, S. OC 1562-4 ifavilaa.1 ••• E.,.ily,ov 
8&p.ov. 4cnpwv "6>..ov: cf. o.}pd111011 ,r&i\ov A. PY 429; a poetical phrase, but 
also with 'Anaxagorean' colour (cf. Anax. A1 and A42), as another 
thematic strand; there is a suggestion that Helen herself will become a star 
like her Brothers (see below). 

1686 f. ,r11p 'HP9 ... ,rciplllpos: enthroned (cf. ailv8aKos 1637) alongside the 
Queen of Heaven (the highest possible rank), formerly Helen's bitterest 
enemy (there will be Peace in Heaven too). TD r 'Hp1111>..iou1 'HIJn: sc. 
'wife', cf. Hdt. 4. 205 "1rp,.,.{p.71s 1'1/S B&.,..,.011, V. Aen. 3. 319 Hecloris 
Andromacl,.1 (not a Homeric formula; it may have been E. who first elevated 
to poetry an essentially prosaic locution). Hebe, daughter of Hera, with no 
significant cult, symbolized the gods' eternal youth and beauty; Heracles 
was the most august of all the A1clr 1ra.i8rr who had been elevated from 
humanity to divinity as a consequence of 1rd1101 on earth. 

1687-8. 1101 &vtpwwo11 , , , lvT1j&Os: cf. 8-g*, S. El. 239. o,rovll11is: loosely 
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instrumental (modal}, at once a standard expression of 'cult' (as in Htl, 
1667-9) and related in thought to mrlv8oµa, 1680, <lp~•'I" 1683. 

1689""90, ouv Tuv8e1pl8e119 1'0it 4101 , . ,: the simultaneous designation of the 
Dioscuri as 'Tyndarid' and 'sons of Zeus' is ancient poetical formula, not 
Euripidean sophistication (see Kannicht on Htl. 1497). We should then 
read (with Wecklcin) ... llyp&s (not ulois) I VCIUTCIIS 11•8iouoe18e1Acl.ocnis: 
a clausula of high 'epic' and 'oracular' solemnity; the epithet is proper to 
the sea, cf. An. 793 ("AfEvos), A. Su. 1159 (8ci.\aaaa), Pi. 01. 7. 69 (d,\s), Py. 4. 
40 (,rl,\ayos), also the epic ilypii ,cl,\Eu8a (II. I. 3111, Od. 3. 71), and 
appropriately emphasizes the 'wet' element where Helen will hold sway 
(whereas Heracles is essentially terrestrial); for µ<8louaa 'sovereign goddess 
of', cf. West on Hes. Th. 54 (a grandiose word, cf. "18718.v µ18/wv of Zeus in 
the Iliad); for the double consiruction with gen. and dat., cf. IT 31 y,js 
d .. ciaau /Jap{Jcipo,a, {Jcip{Japos, Helen will exercise her marine governance 
from the 11.0Tpw" ,rc/,\os, like her brothers who ,f,Aoy•p,i" al8lp' lv 11.af'po,s f 
va(oua,, pp0Tw11 l11 d.\os po8lo,s / T114as owT,jpas lxo11TES (El. 991-3). There 
can be little doubt that E. had 'stellification' in mind alongside other ideas 
(cf. Htl. 140 11.aTpo•s a,f,' dµa,w8lvn ,f,d.a' Elva, BuI., and ibid. 14g8-9), 
Eratosthenes and others looked to E. as an authority in matters of 
astromythography (which had very ancient roots in Greece); his Ertchthtus 
and A.ndromtda had ended with an explicit 1<aTaaT<p1aµ&s. But no particular 
star was available or worthy to be associated with this transcendent Helen, 
and the carefully phrased new mythographic formulation is appropriately 
imprecise. [,lypcis (yp. M) is plainly the truth, as against the obvious ulois (a 
word used by E. only in trimcters and a form not attested elsewhere in 
tragedy); it is scarcely conceivable that r}ypcis could be someone's brilliant 
'improvement'. And yet, against Wecklein, all subsequent edd. have 
woodenly adhered to ulois without comment.] 

[1691-3). The prayer to 'Victory' can be associated with the 'honouring of 
Peace'; and the implied hope for success in the dramatic competition can 
be said to suit a play destined to have a powerful popular appeal. But the 
same clichc occurs also at the end of IT and Ph., and was probably added 
by actors. [See Barrett on Hp. 14611-6; but (a) while allowing that actors 
may have added tailpieces to plays that lacked them, we should recognise 
the likelihood that they had authentic precedents (esp. in their favourite 
E.) for the type of play-ending that they favoured; (b) there are no solid 
grounds for suspecting the non-recurrent tailpieces of Held., Hee., S11,, El., 
HF; (c) Hp. 14611-6 includes the authentic-looking words ,r{Tu.\os and 
df,o,r<v8<is, and is easily defended against B.'s criticisms (Twv /Hyd.\wv 1465 
means 'important persons like Theseus, Phaedra and Hippolytus'; µci,\,\ov 
,caTixouoiv 1466 means 'command greater attention, are more emotive', sc. 
so as to arouse tears).] 



ADDENDA 
268-74. M. Cropp (Phoenix 19'12, 209-14) argues similarly for an imaginary 

bow and invisible flying arrows, but much less persuasively for excision of 
268-70 as an interpolated mythological clarification. Given the other 
'imaginary' features (including the Furies), it is unreasonable to object to 
Bos . .. addressed to an imaginary attendant; and the connection which C. 
creates between 267 (, .. J,r,/ TO 9riov 8ucrµnis KfKT~µ,9a) and 271 
(fl,fl>.~cr•Tal T&S 9,wv . .. ) is artificial, since Or. is not responding to El., and 
9,wv is already pointedly juxtaposed with flpoT11crlq.. The Tofa must be 
notionally 'Apolline' because of their successful deployment and the 
epithet JK11fl&>.wv (273). 268-70 thus indispensably makes clear what 
would otherwise have to be inferred. We also need the word Tofa before 
2 7 1 in order to understand fJ,fJ>.~crfTa, ... x•pl as referring to archer~ 
ratherthan sword-play (the more so, as the weapon is invisible). [Unless, of 
course, we wish to complicate the weaponry: Or. begins by threatening the 
Furies with a sword (271-2), as in the pictorial tradition, and then 
notionally assails them with arrows (273-4). Or are we now to consider 
taking out 273-4 as well?) 

911B-94. The arrangement ba er ba / 3ia , .• is inferior, I now think, to ba er ba / 
11ia (repeating the pattern of 985), followed by lll>.o,f, lfr' J,.j ,.,>.ay,a, 8,,-/ 
B{~p•elcr,, MupTl>.ou ~ovov f 8,Kwv Is ol8µa ffOVTou (further dimeters, with an 
enjambed pair). Unsyncopated iambic trimeters in lyric, as in dialogue, 
normally if not always have penthemimeral or hepthemimeral caesura 
(J.D.). 

1369""74. Note further that the analysis ... ,ri~wyii II {Iiipfliipois iv I wµa.pi
' aw KiBpwTa I ... gives (in addition to the unwelcome pause) a seemingly 
unparalleled phenomenon, viz. a trochaic verse beginning with and 
extending the rhythm of an ithyphallic-the more unlikely where the 
trochaic rhythm has not yet been clearly established. 

1387. For the anadiplosis in a 'dochmiac compound' (p. 106; here 61 er), cf. 
200• cl.\oµ,9' lcrovlKu1s, &Aoµ,9a. It would be a mistake to include f•aTwv in 
this verse, leaving ,r1pyaµwv 'A,ro,\,\welwv lpcvov to be analysed as er I 8 I ba 
(or, incredibly, h8 ith). 

1426-:30. The Doric alpha in tlnray,i (cf. Nawa1<Tos) is attested by BOVa 
(Biehl) and at least 13 other MSS (J.D.), 

1447. c\AAa, iam Scaliger (ap. Barnes). The direct speech might alternatively 
be punctuated: Or}/( J1<,ro8wv; fr' d.Ua,, KaKoi 4>puy,s (J.D.); cf. Phallhon 219 
or} 80.aaov; S. El. 1430 o,',K d,f,oppov; Aj, 369 o,',K lKTos; OT 430, I 146 o,',K .ls 
o>.,9pov; That has the advantage of separating the two adverbs; and it is not 
a serious objection that the parallels cited do not have an imperative 
following the question. Cf. 275 T{ •.. µl>.>.u'; lfa1<p{CET' ... 
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1448. lic>.11acv: yp. Zd 2 (J.D.); all the others have l1t(1t)A~i'a•. 
144g-51. l'W 0Ta81'oia1v alio Aa (J.D.); for the d .. ~ 1towoG construction, see 

also G. Kiefner, Die V,rsparung (1964), 117-9. 
1458-g.J.D. reports a new reading 8(v111ov (Aa), which merits acceptance. As 

argued, we need the pl., and the imperfect is the right tense here. Bwlw is 
the rarer vb, but.,.,. (as in 837,f,dvov ..• 8111100,11 fJA,t/,a.po,s) accounts well 
for the anomalous -a- (a and 111 are very commonly confused). 011 may have 
dropped out before &,.,.a. 

1465.J.D. reports lw,.o( ,.o, in six MSS (Aa Sa Zb F At Pr), and he adds A/. 
876, El. 114, 1119, ?159, 1167, HF749, Hp. 1384 (v.1. lw,.01), MIii. 97,115, 
Tr. 1181, 11137, Ph. 15o8 (v.l. lw ,-o,), Antiope 48. 50 Kamb., Pha,thon 1174, 
1184. But he observes that, whereas lw ,-ol ,-o, and lw ,.a, occur often as 
errors for w,.o, (,.o,), the reverse corruption here would be exceptional 
( though of course / can easily drop out after N). As to the possible analyses 
keeping •o,.o, ,-o,, I prefer either Di B.'s ii ll' ci11icixi~ icixi11 ... orii ll' ci11uix' 
uix, ... (both 81 mol) to the clumsier ii ll' ci11i-'iixi11 i-'iixi11· D-",-iii µiii 
(4cr", with a:n unparalleled pattern of overlaps). For the (uncommon) 8-
form - vv vv v """• sec Conomis 115, and add Or. 1305 (?) Tiiii Ai,ro,rciTopci 
Ai,ro-; for the anadiplosis with two elisions, cf. 180-11•, Hee. 167. 

146811'.J.D. justly points out that my ... I ixvos it/,i-'pi11 it/,ipi11, is I ... viol
ates the rule for such anadiploscs enunciated on p. 1148 above (986--7•). He 
would accept the iambo-dactylic verse </,iiyo(ll)i Bi ,rolli I TO xiwaiilaaji.
flo>.011 ,xvos (-ad,-fJaAov: 'this must be the right form'), comparing Hee. 
647 f. for resolution in the iambic part; then lt/,•p•11 lt/,,p,v· ls .,&,.as Bi/ 
8a1CTuA011s (v-) a ..... :w 'OplOTaS (e.g. (Ad/Jpous) or (&1tpo11s), cf. Ba. 709); 
2tr/-v-v-v-v--, cf. Ph. 1147-8/58-9, 1041-11/65-6, 17311-3. Either 
that or lt/,,p,v (l</,,p,11)• ls 1toµas 81 lla-/1tT.V.011s 3,.,.:.,., 'OplaTas would be 
preferable to West's proposals (erroneous anadiplosis: cf. 999, 1308). I 
remain doubtful as to </,uyd(ll), .. . rxvos: the phrasing is oddly clumsy (as 
well as metrically odd, with the single D unit in the middle ofan otherwise 
ia-1, sentence), where if,uyf. Bi xpuu( ,)oaa.,.Pa>.011 / ,roll' lt/,•p•11 • •• would 
have been straightforward. 

1478-g. J.D. would, as in 1468, accept the iambo-dactylic verse fllOIITa ll' 
~All,11 ll11Aa.8as d>.laaTOs, followed by olos olos "E1tTWp / d tl>puy,os ~ (1tol) 
Tp11tdp11llos Atas or ... Tp11top11llds (,roT') Atas. He has persuaded me that 
we cannot simply delete llu>.a.B.,s, leaving ~All• without a proper subject. 
But it remains possible that ll11Adll71s is a gloss. Something like l11ayTa 8' ~All' 
("Ap71s) (or ("Apf/S "Ap.,s)) &>.auTos would mend the iambics stylishly. As 
argued, an imprecise subject suits the context. 

1483-7. lyl11011To . .. &0011 . .. ly,116,-,II' remains hard to accept.J.D. suggests 
tentatively TOTf ... 81a,rp,,r,is / (lyl11011To] tl>puyu &aaov (0) "Ap,ws d>.1tclv 
(dA1td11) (<d>.1td11) M.L.W.) /-quoo.,.s 'EA>.a.Bosly,116µ,ll'alx,.as. There are 
doubtless other possibilities on similar lines. Note that there is no particular 
virtue in getting rid of procclcusm,uics here, in the light of 1486 t/,iiyas, ii Bi 
11iKUs w.,. 
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14~1. J.D. writes: 'An iambic trimeter elided before dochmiacs, and 
ending in strong pause, is unthinkable ... The only exx. of elided trimeters 
I can find are Su. 923 and El. 1183, both followed by -v-v--.' His 
remedy is to put 1489 (linked in thought with 1486-7) before 1488; 11€,cpol 
ll' l1r&1rTov ••. ltf,r,}yoµrv is then a 5ia period like 1481-2, 14g8-g. 

1498-9. oi)ici-r' of8a: for the idiom ('I have no further knowledge', not 'I no 
longer know'), see Dawe on S. OT 115. 

15001, 'Rather more economical' (J.D.) would be dv[11]ax61-uvos dv.Sva-',..;v 
i>.ii./J' ii1ro Tpoias I Tclv 'E>.lvas ydµ,ov. But the ll-form V vv vv- - (Conomis 
27-8) is scarcely more acceptable than v vv vv- vv, dvax6µ1vos is indeed 
plausible (cf. KB i 180; Barrett on Hp. 1364-7,Jebb on S. Ant. 467), and 
might be accommodated with a different transposition: dvax6µ,vos d1rcl 
Tpol-'as iivoviir' i.\ti/Jl I ... (dvdvaTa, er. Al. 412, and 152*). 

1549-53. I should have dealt more fully with Reeve's arguments. (a) '(The 
use of tetrameters) just to announce an entry seems rather pointless', and 
cf. Ph. [1308-9) (Fraenkel, SB Miinth,n 1g63 Hefti, 83 and n. 2). But the 
barring of the doors is a significant dramatic action (lntrod. E ii), worth 
making a point ofhere, not only in 1571-2 below. (6) The 'shouted yvwp:r,' 
in 1552-3 is 'strange technique'. But the extended apostrophe of persons 
within is similar in principle to 1349-52 lx•oB' lx1a81 ... ws 1lllfi ... M1vl
>.11os, oilv,,c' ... l1rpaf,v ota XP~ 1rpdoa1w ,ca,co,ls (ending with a gnomic 
point). (t) 'The yvwµ.,, itself makes only superficial sense.' As to that, I 
would add the possibility of a topical point about the dangerous power of 
'successful persons' (ol ,inuxouvT•s, cf, Antipho 2. 4. 9). Men. is sufficiently 
a member of that class (by contrast with Or., cf. 86-7• and lntrod. Fi. 11) 
ro make the yvwµ.,, relevant. For the Chorus Men. is still, as when they 
greeted him on his previous entry, an exemplar of'success' (354 ,dTuxlq. ll' 
ailTcls dµ,>.ris), and other considerations are for the moment forgotten (cf. 
356 ff., where Men. immediately qualifies the choral µa,cap,aµ.Ss by 
describing the mixture of pleasure and grief in his present situation).J.D. 
further impugns the use of 'ATp1illa1 (to Or., in opposilion to the entering 
'A-rp.tll.,,s). But~ 1eaTi& crdyas ~Tp1i8a, (similar to 1345f. cL ,caTm aTlyas 
tf,l>.o, t•t/i~p•cs) explicitly excludes any 'tbp1illa1 not in the Palace. Orestes 
and • Iphigenia are more surprisingly referred to as lluoiv Toiv µ6vow 
'ATp.tllaw at IT 898, despite Menelaus' kingship of Arg~ (929) and the 
marriage of Electra to Pylades (915, etc.). For 'ATp1illa, 'members of the 
House of Atreus' (not 'Agamemnon and Menelaus'), cf. 810•, 816-18•. 

16o010.J.D. points out, in support ofGriininger, that (a) .r 1618 followed 
by .r 1622 is 'a bit surprising'; (6) 1619 is largely padding; (c) burning, 
rather than throwing, y1iaa T11xlwv is odd (to which I would add that y- T
Toll, jars after ... Tdlla 1618, and as a feebler phrase than y- T11CT6vwv 1rovov 
in 1570); (d) Apollo ignores the burning. I strongly disagree with Seeck's 
attempt to remove all references to burning the Palace (cf. Reeve 1 26446 ); 

the torches are certainly in view (1573) with that contingent purpose in 
mind (1543, protected by strophic responsion; cf. 1149-50, 1594-5). But I 
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do now think it likely that the execution of the 'burning' was added by actors 
for a heightened theatrical climax (cf. 134-7-8•). What then of the 
argument as to 160~17•?Thecaseforputting 161~111 before 16ooft isas 
strong as ever; but, with Biehl, I do not believe that E. can have intended 
16111 (M,. J, yaia ... ) directly to follow 1617 (M,. lx<1s µ• . .. ) . The shift 
thus from 'lamenting concession of defeat' ( 1613-17) to 'whetted temper' 
(cf. 16115) is much too abrupt. Other possible transpositions were outlined 
on p. 347. If 1618-110 go, the best arrangement would seem to be 161~ 
11(-111] (see below), 160~7, 1613-.17, 16o8-g. The ,1.,,.,.\a/J11 then begins 
with Men.'s expression of d,rop{a ( 1610 otµo,, T{ 8p,fow;) and Or.'s demand 
(1r«18' ls 'Apy«lous µo.\w• .. . ), directly following 1599 (Op. a{ya •11•, d•lxou 
3' l.SlKws ,rpa.oaw• KaKws); and it ends with: 

I 617 M,. lx .. s ,. •. Op. aauTl>• OIi y' l.\a/J•s. KaKl>s y,yws. 
1608 M •. a,ra,p• 8uyaTpos tf,daya•o•. Op. if,,118,js ltf,us. 
1609 M,. &>.>.a. KT<Vfis µou8uyaTlp'; Op. orlif,,118,js IT' ,1. 

Or.justly doubts whether Men. has 'truly' surrendered, and insists on the 
truth of his threat to kill Herm. (sc. if Men. does not act as demanded in 
161~11). That is the appropriate cue both for 16111-4 (with the phrasing 
08• /J,dtna, ... C,j•) and, indirectly, for Apollo's intervention (note the 
reference to Herm. and Or.'s sword in 16117). 

[16H]. Given that 1600 ~ yap 8(1<,110• (,j• a•; expresses Men.'s reaction to 
161 I ,Sµcis µ,j 8a••i• alToi'i,r&.\w, it is better that it should follow dirttl/y. The 
intervening line 'Or you will kill my daughter?' 'Just so' is a superfluous 
spelling-out oft he alternative, and likely enough to have been interpolated 
(cf. 50[-1]•) in this otherwise disturbed context. Some confirmation is 
afforded by Men.'s use here only of the 2nd pers. plural. Note also that this is 
yet another line ending with ... Ta3, (cf. 1598, 1618, 16110). 

1646-7. For the omission of ll•oµa with Tl8,a8a, 'to give a name',J.D. draws 
my attention to LSJ s.v. T(8T}µ• A. IV. 
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36. The metaphor may also, or alternatively, allude lo 'hoop-whipping'; 

West cites HF 966, A. Cl,. 1055 f. 
73(-4). In objecting 10 ,f,011,iJs l,f,u I had overlooked S. Tra. 36, 489, OC 

1444 (cit. West). But the case for excision remains strong. 
138-9. The papyrus is now reported as reading oµq,( rather than oµq[, and 

d.\,\' 6µo,s has turned up in at least two MSS (J.D.). 
140-1. For Psellus' quotation see now A. R. Dyck, Micl,a,I Ps,llus, TI,, 

Essays on Euripides and Georgi of Pisidia and on H,liodorus and Acliilles Tatius 
(1986)1 46. Dyck's text runs ..• al 8, (,rpos) Ti,11 'H.\l,c,.pav d,ro,cpw&µ,va, 
,f,81yyoµlvriv 19 f 01ydT1 µi, KTUffflTE, µi, lo(T)OI KTWos. 

H5-6. Paley's w /J&OTpux', w ... , mentioned by West, is plausible (cf. 
1045 w ,f,l.\raT', w ... ). {JoOTpuxo• are normally pl., but El. can 
appropriately be handling and apostrophizing a single tress. 

404. West defends VUKTOS, pointing out that ,Jµlpa can denote 'night plus 
day' (in that order), and comparing the dawn d.valpco,s in II. 23. 217 ff. 

410. West rejects d.,r1Tpl,rou as the wrong tense; so J.D. proposes d.,r1Tpd.,rou. 
4311, West accepts Wecklein's Tpolp, but one would welcome a parallel for 

a local dative dependent on a noun such as µioos. 
437, The question should probably be 'But does not the city recognize your 

inherited kingship?' West accepts 8' oil (Schirlitz) for 81. 
470-5. West observes that Tyndareus has not (apparently) encountered his 

granddaughter Hermione either at or on the way to Clytaemeatra'a tomb. 
5011. West cites Med. 534 f. µ,{Co, YE µIVTo, T,js lµ,js o01T'1Plas I ,r>i.,,t,as 

('you have got ... from ... '). In the light of that clear parallel I should 
now accept l>.a/J1v dv T,js oul-"liopds. 'The (aforesaid) ouµrf,opa.' thus 
naturally refers to the murder of Or. 's father by his mother (496-8), 

585-71 8,a To ,cd,,.,s yelp is probably the truth l).D.; so West); there seems 
to be no parallel for the position ofydp in 8ui TO yap ,c,l.,..s. 

613-14. West shows that l,coiioav odx l,coiioav can mean 'willy nilly', but 
not that that is the sense required. Tyndareus sees himself as applying 
the additional spur needed for willing action, as when Clytaemestra 
ffl10El1& the Furies. He lacks the clout for applying.fore, maj,ur,. 

618.J.D. accepts my conjecture &v«,8os, but takes Tdyaµlµvovos as To Jiy-. 
7611. I had overlooked Wecklein's conjecture &;,µa, accepted by West. 
8o3. ,r y, ... &vT& (Reeve), mentioned by West, is another possibility. 
838. West writes '.llyaµ,µvdv,os, turning the reizianum into a pherecratean. 
961-11. West accepts .\1uicciiv (Hartung), with which one might also consider 

writing &vu,c, (cf. Su. 76, Hel. 373); but the long anceps, here only in 
these iambics, is an unwelcome feature. 
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1018-19, West accepts v<pTlpwv (B3, Sa) ff'U.\'ls (Jacobs), citing Hp. 1447 
and A. Ag. 1291. But he does not justify the singular 'gate'; and the 
majority reading v<pTtpou (fem.) is an unlikely corruption of v<pTlpas 
(L) or -wv. 

1039, I should have cited El. 73 f. &.\,s 8' lx .. s I Tdfw9,v lfJ"la. ll.\1s lxw + 
acc. is similarly acceptable here (not, however, in 240 where we definitely 
need a partitive gen.). But the case for .. , atµ.'· lyt./,. , , remains strong 
in the light of IT 1008. 

1041-2, I should now accept f{if,EC (Wecklein);J.D. compares Su. 904. 
1313, West mentions Wecklein's ls µ.loov (l&llov, acceptance of which would 

enhance the case for deleting 1315-16. But if,ovov is probably right (in 
line with thesugg,stiofalsi, cf. 1286-1310•, 1297-8•). 

1377-9.J.D. suggests ,j ('11',) 11'&v1'ov, analysing 11"0.\u'w ••• llv as 38. 
1397, }ta,81 (West) is an improveme,!!_t. But .we must certainly divide after 

/Jaa,Mwv (before 20n / 2ia"). iiiai, Aai8i I </,wvi,, fJiiai.\wiv makes 20n, with 
no need for Paley's ntra alai. 

1400-1, J.D. excellently proposes .\loVT•s "E.\.\av,s / Bua 8,8uµy, (sic MO) 
(/;u9µ,j,); both verses are then ia sp, and for the idiom cf. 632-3•, 

1430-3.J.D. suggests ii Bi .\ivoii (,\ivov) ij.\oK01'ji / ... (D•, cf. 1369-74•). 
1473. West corrects ,}T' to ,}01'', referring to Fraenkel on A. Ag. 542. The 

same correction is presumably required in Cyc. 381, Tro. 1161, and IT 
569. 

1495.J.D. corrects my ff'a.\aµ.wv to-µav; cf. 1249-50• (.davai8wv codd.). 
1500-2. Better still would be ... / dvax&µ,vos dvova-•,.av (dvovaTov dp') 

d-/ff'o Tpolas l.\afJ• ... ((dvova,.ov) J.D.; dvaxoµoos sic Ad). 
1554-5. Read 1t.\11t./,v: West corrects the accentuation of the aorist participle. 
158g-90, West puts these lines before 1585, on the ground that they must 

precede the transition from killing Helen to killing Hermione ( only the 
former being 1ta1t~)-This transposition is consistent with my excision of 
1579-84 (1589-90 could have been displaced by the interpolation). But 
Or. has already declared his intention of killing Hermionc ( 1578), so that 
little is gained. 

16o8, West's ,f,111B~s (B') lif,us could well be right. 
[1631-2). West defends, reading lv al8lpos 11'0.\a,s (M in marg.). That 

removes objection (a); but (6) and (c) remain. 

In several other places readings hitherto conjectural have turned up in one 
or more MS. Diggle's forthcoming apparatus must be consulted for the 
details. The readings include 38 4,&fJov, 118 y,, 337 xop,uwv, g66 Kdp{l, 
1047 µ.' 1,.71fas, 1114 ws, 1148 Off'aawµ.•9o. 
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All references, if not to sections and footnotes in the Introduction, arc to lines 
as indicated in the Commentary. 

I. ENGLISH 

accusative, cognate 140-1, 11611-3, 
4711, internal 10; 400, 961-11, 
double 338,411,564, 8411-3, 15117 

act/scene D iii, 1-315, 348-806, etc.; 
s11 also link-passage 

actors D vii, H ii111 , 57ff.; s11 also 
interpolation 

address, general 1116(-7), 804 
adjective, despite position predica-

tive 981, not predicative 86-7 
adverbial n. pl. 1511, 1411-13 
aeolo-choriambic 807-18/81 g-30 
Aegisthus C i32 , 30,435, 561 
Acrope 18, 1007-10 
aether1175-6,3111-3,9811-4,1086-8, 

1375-8, 1636 
Agamemnon 17, 360-(1-)11, 4311, 

7110-1, I 167-g 
Ajax 1480 
alliteration 1178, 1197; se, also asso• 

nance 
amoibaion 140-1107, 11146-85 
anacoluthon 138-g, 691-3, 1173-4, 

1611g-30 
anadiplosis 149f., 1611-5, 180-11, 

1100, 3114, 99g-1000, in trimeters 
1119-110 

anapaests 1015-17, 1395-g, 1434-6, 
1453-6, 1483-7, 16811-go 

anastrophe 1494, 
Anaxagoras 4-10, 982-4, 1001-2 

dvr,AaJl,t 148, 161, 774-98, 1600-17 
antiphonal threnody 960-1012 
d,rd ICOll'OV 34, 1101-3, 1116, 311g-31, 

430,500-1,559-60,831-3, 1449-
51 

Apollo D iv, 118f.1 954,-61 16115-8 
apologia 544-6o1[-4], [9311-411) 
aposiopesis 1 143-6 
apostrophe 1116[-7], 1113-14 
approach-announcement 348-55, 

456-8,94g-511, 1013-17, 1503-5, 
1549-53 

archery 1168-74, 1408-10, 1476-7 
Areopagus 470-6119, 164,8-511 
Argos/Mycenae 46, 871-3 
Aristophanes of Byzantium F ii, H 

iv, 140-1107, 714-16, 1037-8, 
11186-7 

Aristotle D iii28 , F ii 
article 'titular' 86-7, 1140, 'scornful' 

568, 1056-7 1 'attention-focusing' 
3111-3, prefixed to long expression 
819 

assembly-scene 844-g56 
assignation of speakers 140-1107, 

960-10111, 11135-6, 11186-1310 
assonance 195-g, 1137-8, 1178, 11901 

341-4, 6111, 1111g 
asyndcton 1115, 530, 11144-5 
Atreus/Atreidae 14-(15-}16, 810 1 

1001-11, 1549-53 (Addenda) 
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attendants 1o6, 470-5, 1567-75 
augment :zoo, 826, 998-9, 1307-10 

bacchiac 1294-5 
barbarian(s) Fi. 9, 485, 136g-74 
betrayal C ii, 71111-4 

Callistratus 314-15, 434, 1037-8 
catasterism 168g-90 
catastrophe D i 
characterization F ii-iii, 71-1115, 

1180-300, 385-447, 456-8, 5116ff., 
682-716, 11112 

chiaroscuro F i. 1 1 

Chorus D viii, 138-9, 140-207, 
1103-4, 1353-65; s,, also unison 

Chorus-leader E ii, 605-6, I 153-4, 
1311-12 

citizens E ii, 249-50, 431, 6811-716, 
844-956, 16111-4 

Clcophon 9011-16 
Clytaemestra C i, 110-1; s,e also 

tombs 
colloquialism G ii, 188-9, 7311, 11111 
comic elements G vi 
comradeship A, F i. 5, 804-6 
construdio ad s,nsum 7 3 I 
costume F ii 
cosmology 4-10, 9811-4, 1001-11; s11 

also aether, sun 
ere tic 141 6-114 
Cypria G v93 , 1381-92 

dactylic 1001-111, 1299-1300, 1302-

4 . 
Danaus/•idae 871-3, 1249-50 
dancing 140-1 
dative 39-40, 836, 1012 
deification 213-14, 399 
Delphi 331, 1094 
demagogues 9011-16 
J,us ,x mackina B27 -1, 1625-90 
8,d µloou 140-1, 384 
diction/style G ii 
didactic idiom 534-5, 627-8 

Diomedes 898-902 
Dioscuri 462-5, 168g-90 
distichomythia 111 7-54, I ot 8 ff. 
dochmiac 140-207, 316-347, 1305-

6 
doorsEi, 12111, 1366-8, 1551, 1561 f. 

effeminacy 742, 754, 786, 1528 
Erao6o, E ii, 7g6-8, 11146-85 
Electra 1-70, 71-11, 1111-315, II 77-

11103, 1235-6, 1567-75, 1658-9 
Electra (E.) C i33 

Electra (S.) D viii, G v91, 211-4, 988-
94 

ellipse 314-15, 438, 534-5, 706-7, 
7g6, 1037-8, 1329, 1515 

enoplian, Metrical Terms (p. xx), 
166-86/187-207, 1001-12, 1246-
65/11166-85, 1299-1300, 1353-
65/1537-48, 1455-6 

cpanalepsis 1411-3 
Erinyes (er-) 381 1175-6, 316-23, 

581-2, 'three' 408, 434, 'reality' 
211-315 

Eris 111-14, 1001-11 
escape-wish 1375-6 
Eumenides 38 
exclamation 90, 160, 332, 976f., 

1390-1, 1527, 1537-8 
exile F iii, (441-11), 898-9011, 1643-

57 

family curse 807-43, 10111, 1546-8 
fire 621,697, 1600-110 (Addenda) 
friend/foe F i. 5 

Ganymcdes 13911 
genitive 1113, 160, 1155-6,671,895-7, 

11103, 1407, 1520-1, 1666-7 
Geraestus 992-4 
Glaucus 362-5 
Golden Lamb 812 
Gorgon(s) 255-6, 1520-1 

Havet's Bridge 804 
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Hector 1480 
Hegelochus D viii, 1179 
Helen B26 , D iv, 19f., 71-1115, 1305-

6, 1385-9, 1635-7 
H,lm B25 , 1118-9, 360-(1-)11 
hemichoria 1114,fHJ5, 11173-4 
Heracles 715-16, 1685f. 
Heracl,s G v, 140-1107, 46&-g 
heralds 895-7 
Hermes997 
Hermione C iii35, 611-6, 1653-9 
heroic code Fi. 7, 1101-11 
hostage C iii35, 1189 
house E i, 70, 337, 345-7, 356-7, 

986-7, IOI!! 

hunting Fi. 11, 1116g-711 
hyperbaton 506, 1301 
hyperbole 84, 191-3, 8o6 
Hypotheses A16, 1-70, 140-1107 

iambo-trochaic 9811-10111, 9811-4, 
136g-74 (etc.) 

illusion F i. 6 
impiety A 10, 8113-4 
infinitive 116-7, 393, 6114, 717-18, 

870,946, 1334, 1473, 16113-4 
interlacement 337-8, 341-4, 506, 

11111-13 
interpolation H iv113 

interrogative, postponed 101, 407, 
766, 11811 

intrigue-scene: 1013-11145 
invertible: idiom 41-11, 302-3, 4011 
lphigc:nia D v, F iii, 658-64, 154g-

53 (Addenda) 
isometric phrases 170, 18o-11, 1455-

6 

law-courts 4g6-5o6, 756, 94&-g 
left/right E ii 
line-order H iv118 
link-passage: 1116-39, 1106-10, 348-

8o6 
lyrics G iii, su dochmiac, iambo

trochaic etc. 

Macedon A" 
madness/maenads F i. 155 , 45, 1111-

315 
magic 1497 
Maia(s) 997 
manuscripts H i 
medical language: F i. 1, 1-3, 43-4, 

1111-111, 1153-4, 1177, 11g8, 650, 
1190 

Mc:nander H v11' 

Menc:laus C i-ii, F ii, 348-55, 356-
79,385-447, 6811-716, 1660-5 

military language: 11188-91, 16117 
misdirection D v39, 1108-10, 1366-

15011; see also suu1slio falsi 
misunderstanding in dialogue 414-

16 
monody 140-1107, 960-10111, 1366-

15011 
music G iv, 145-6 1 1384 
mute actors 1111 lf.1 15911 
Myrtilus 988-94 
myth A17"18, 4-10 

Nauplia E ii, 369 
negative, hypc:rbaton of, 1301 
name-plays 3118 
Neoptolemus 1653--9 
New Comedy A, 1676-7 
Night 174-9,408 1 111115-6 
numeration of text 4g8 f. 

Occanus 1377-9 
Odysseus 1403 f. 
Oeax 4311 
Oc:nopides 1001-11 
opposition D i, E ii, F i, 796-8 
optativc:, in fear for past, 1668-9 
Orest,ia G v, 4-10, 115, 38, 1111-315, 

1117-54, 1400-1 . 
Orestes F iii, 3118, 1645-7 
Orestheus 1645-7 
outcast 47o-6119, 496-506 
oxymoron 147f., 319-110, 6u 
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Palamedes 432 
papyri H iii 
paradox B, F iii, 213-14, 229-30, 

233-4,391-2,396, 1129, 1625-90 
paragraphos 257-67, [1347-8] 
paratragedy/-gic G vi, 140-207 
paregmenon 162-5, 221-2, 335-6, 

454-5, 510, 81 I ff. 
parenthesis 245-6, I 092 f. 
Paris 1364-5, 1408-10 
participle 210, 506, 11 73-4 
Pelasgus/-ia(ns) 691-3 
Pelops 988-94 
peripeteia 717-28, I 069-70 
periphrasis 241-2, 842-3, 1031-2, 

1217 
Persephone 317-18, 963-4 
Persia(ns) A, Fi. 9 
Philocletes B, D viii, G v92 

Phocis/-ians F i. 9 
Phrygia(ns) Fi. 9 
Pleiades 1005-6 
pleonasm 29, 34, 103, 153-4, 321-3, 

397, 952, 1018-19 
pictorial tradition H v, 268-74 

(Addenda) 
Pnyx 871-3 
pollution Fi. 1, 46 ff., 75-6, 41 I, 429, 

512-17, 5261f., 793, 821-2, 833, 
1604 

positive-negative combinations 
162-5, 819ff., [904] 

postpositives 1527 
praeterilio 11 ff. 14-[15-)16, 28f. 
preverb 152, 191, 915[-16], 931, 

1173-4, 1576 
procreation 551-6 
Prodicus 4-10 
prosecution 412, 4231 500-1, 1534 
purification 39-40, 429 
Pylades C ii, E vi, F ii, 11051 I 158 

remorse 396 
repealed lines [536-7] 

37° 

repetition rn, 324-31, 451-3, 454-5, 
144g-51 

revenge F i. j 
reversal B27- , D i, 807-43 
riddling language 366-7, 385-6, 390 
ritual 96, 112ff., 960-1012 

salvation F i. 3, 677-9 
satyr-play A 16 

savagery F i. 2, 34 
scene, see act 
scenic handling E Hi 
scholia H ii 
senlentiae 1-3, 701 108, 126[-7] 1 22g--

30, 314-15, 424, 454-5, 804-6, 
1155-7 

shame 98ff., 281, 45g-69, 881-3 
OK'l•'!Ei, 1366-8, 1370-2, 1567-75, 

16115-90 
slavery Fi. rn, 221-2 
sleep-scene 140--207 
smoke 1543-4 
Socrares A 12 

sophism A 10, Fi. 6, 4-10, 397, 546-
7, 819 ff., 823-1 

sophistication A 1 , G vi 
Sophocles, see Electra (S.), Philocletes 
spinning 1430--3 
split resolution 166-86/187-207, 

986---7, 1449-51, 1658-9 
stage E i 
Stesichorus G v93 , I 305-6 
stichomythia 96, 385-447 
stoning 50[-1 ], 496---506 
storm Fi. 11,279, 341-4, 727-8 
Strophius 765, 1094, 1233-4 
style, see diction 
suggestio falsi 1353-66, 1491, 1536, 

I 58g--90; see also misdirection 
suicide 844-956, 953-4, rn65-8 
sun 982-4, 1001-2, 1003-4, 10115-6 
supplication 380-4, 640-79, 669-73, 

1411-13 
surprise D ii37 , 71-125, 380-4, 448-

55, 1 567-75; see aho misdireclion 



INDEXES 

synopsis C iii 
syrinx 145-6 

tail pieces [ 1691-3] 
Talthybius 887-97 
Tantalus/-idae 4-1 o, 345-7, 348-51, 

g81i-.1 
Telemachus 588-90 
tetrameters 729-806, 804, 1527 
Theatre or Dionysus E ii 
thcmesf'thematic' F i 
theologeion 1625-90 
Theramenes A8, 6811-716 
Thcrsites 9011-16 
three-word line 883 
Thucydides A, Fi. 1 
Thyestcs 814-15, 1007-10 
time/timing D vi, 11114-15 
Timotheus G iii86 , 1366-15011 
tmesis 171, 195-9, 1119-20, 341-4 
tombs E ii, 116 
topicality A11 , 4311, 443, 5111-17, 

807-43,844-956,920,9114, 1o611-
4 

tragcdyf'tragic' A20 -•, Fi. 14, G i 
tricolon 149-511, 310, 591-9 
trimeter dialogue G ii 
trochaic, see iambo-trochaic, tetra

meters 
Tyndarcus C iii, 24g-50, 456-8, 

47o-629 

unison 140-1107, 1246-85, 1353-65, 
1537-48 

women F i. 8, 32, 605-6, 1103-4, 
11105 

zeugma 752,831-3, 1086-8, 1375-6 
Zcus417,418,982-4, 1005-6,1242-

3, 1633-4, 1635 
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II GREEK 

d, d d 162-5 
d/JloToS (?) 1106-7 
d/Jpoou•'I 2 77 
dy1t6,\a, I 4 76-7 
dyopti 919 
dyp1ow 225-6, 616 
dyp1h1Js 1269-72 
dll11poy,\wooos 903 
alwp.,,.a 982-4 
•d,,..l,\a3os (?) 183-6 
d1tlpa1os 922 
d.1to'11:z81-2 
d.\ti0Top1s Fi. 14, 337 
d,\(i}aOTOS 1478-9 
d,\mlnos 373-4 
d,\oy&OTOS I I 55-7 
,i,\110,s 982-4 
d.\ilw 277 
~µallv~ -la 41 7 
aµapTta 75-6 
dµci/Jol'a,979-80, 1047-8 
dµ•i/Jw 1294-5, 1503-5 
d.µ,Mw (?} 556 
d1-1o~ia 391-2 
dµ,fnno~upos 1457 
d•a/Ja1tx111w 338 
dva/Jotiw I 03, 985 
d•ay1taios 1129-30, 755 
dvayl<TJ 488 
dvalp101s 404 
&vav8pos -la 786 
dvaoTcvw 155-6* 
dva<f,Jpw/-<f,opd 75-6, 414 
dvaxop,uw 581-2 
dvv<f,a,oTOS 62 I 
dv,r1xw 1465 a.,.,,., 227-8 
'AvTala 1453-4 
dvTd.\,\ayµa II 55-7 
dVTava.\ilw l 165 
d•T1,\d(uµa1 451-3 
&vwy, (-xii,} 119 









INDEXES 

ws423, 1114 Andromtda 
WS.,. y~ 93 fr. 114.2 988-94 
ws ,,; ... ; 796 Antiopt 

48, IOI-I! 59° 
Archelaus 

III. PASSAGES DISCUSSED 
1(11118). 7-8 [9311-3] 

Ba. 400-1 8113-4 
664 317-18 

Aeschylus 877-900 831-3 
Ag. 1118 F i6s, iiin 11122-4 1554-66 

226 842-3 Cy. fo17-8 38 
1469 4-10,816-18 El. 148 966 

Ch. 1183-4 581-11 1136 70 
932-3 275-6, 831 ff. 3511 70 
937-8 1400-1 7117-8 1001-11 
1051 ff. 1117-54 737ff. 1001-2 

Pers. 173-4 1-11 876-7 g69-7o 
609 119 99 1-3 168g-90 

Sept. 1110 4°7 1097-1101 [602-4] 
1054ff. 316-113 1157 166-86/187-1107 

1166 i47f. 
Anthology 1188 497 

APix 98 1001-11 11121-6 11135-6 
574 1106-7 11145-6 118f. 

11173-5 1645-7 
Apollodorus 11178ff. c j33 

Epit.11. 8 988-94 Hee. 45-6 1536 
653-6 961-11 

Aristophanes 748 11180 
Eq. 11144 69 1068-9 11146-65/11166-85 
Ran. 303-4 1179 Hel. 353 961-2, 9811-4 

536 895-7 372-4 961-11, 1001-111 
538-41 691-3 61111-4 804 

1089 961-11 
Aristotle 1666-9 B2s 

Poet. 1454• F ii, iii HF883-4 1455-6 
1461b )-'ii 1005 816-18 

1018-19 1246/65/ 1266-85 
Euripides 1031 3311 

Al. 258 go 1060 1281-2 
340- 1 64[ 4-]5 1061 148, 1364-5 

An. 4111-2 314-15 1133 1611-5 

937 823-4 1150 580 
117g-80 11181-2 1366 1623-4 
1241-2 618 Held. 377 1056-7 
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INDEXES 

Med. 98-100 804 
567-8 1161-11 6o6 589 

Hp. 169 3115-7 649ff. 807-18/81g-30 
493-7 714-16 1314-16 156i r. 
1182 277 Phatlhon 
1462-6 [1691-3) fr. 783 982-4 

Hypsipyle Ph.453 640-1 
64. 77-8 1246-65/1266-85 621 796 

80-11 1353-65/1537-48 811 r. 813 
85-7 I 66-86/ I 87-w7 1023-5 988-94 

fr. 764 38 1047-9 988-g4 
Ion 547 1215 1065-6 995-6 

554-5 804 1301 1384 
69g-700 1143-6 1336 855[-6) 
758 153g-40 1350 166-86/187-1107 
1320-1 1370-2 1350-1 963-4 
1618 229-30 1412 1470 

IA 71-2 75° 1495 816-18 
144-5 1294-5 [Rh.] 220 1130 
230 1384 S11. 76-8 961-2 
380 6811 367-8 691-3 
388 1153-4 Thyes/es 
582-3 1408-10 fr. 861 1001-2 
585 ff. 1001-2 T,. 59 844-5 
631 670 457 434 
632 800 332-4 1468 
790- 2 G iv90 

922-3 555 Iliad 
952 348-5 1 
10411[ 1468ff. 2,246 902-16 

1117-18 1443-5 3· 164 65-6, 71-1115 

111411-3 1334 3. 1711 71-125 

11145 15911 10, 173-4 11144-5 

1249 53° 
17. 588 6811-716, 755 

n51 Fiii 
1368 ff. f' iii Menander 
1394 805 Epit,. 910 9211 

/T1125-6 g61-11 Sik. 1761f. H v 119 

645 166-86/187-1107 
975 954-6 
898 154g-53 (Addenda) Odyssey 
1007-8 1039 1.1198-9 30 
1065-6 11144-5 2. 134-6 581-11 
1340-1 1668-9 3• 31 I C jll, 3g-40 
1435f. 1031-11 4. 111off. 71-1115, 14116-36 
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Ovid 42 38 
Am. i 7. g--10 211-315 1562-4 1685 

Pausanias OT203-5 1476-7 
8. 14. 11-12 988-94 238-41 461f. 

541-2 678-9, 1155-7 
Pindar Phil. 81 229-30 

01. I. 541f. 4-10 391-402 1353-65 

87 ff. 988-94 507-18 1353-65 
672-3 8o6 

Plato 761 217-18 

Pit. 269A 1001-2 Tra. 141 1297-8 

Prat. 315C 4-10 209 591 
497 1546-8 

Sappho 1160 4o7 
fr. 16. 10 1305-6 

Stesichorus 

Sophocles fr. 217 Page 268-74 

Aj. 835-7 316-23 223 1305-6 

Ant. 601 974-5 
95 1 1546 Timotheus 

El. 283-4 1007-10 Persae 22-3 1474-5 

342 556 
449 128-9 Tragica adespota 

453 119 7. 2-3 816-18 

504ff. 988-94 194 589 

708 54 
1245 1390-1 Thucydides 

1308 ff. 1286-1310 3· 82 A9• 111 1100-30 

1319-21 I 151-2 
1357-8 1045-6 Virgil 

OC16 1297-8 Aen. 4. 471 211-315 
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